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MODELISATION DES FOYERS DE TURBOREACTEUPRS POINT DE VUE D'UN MOTORISTE

Ph. GASTEBOIS
Chef du D6partemtent "COMBUSTION"

S.N.E.C.M.A
Centre de Villaroche

j 77550 MOISSY CRAMAYEL - FRANCE

0 -RESUME

La mod~lisation des foyers de turbor6acteurs doit r~pondre A deux objectifs

-d'une part l'optimisation des foyers orient6e A l'heure actuello vers la r~duction des 6missions
* polluantes ulais qui peut s'orienter vors l'optimisation des performances de stabilit6 ou de

N r6allurnage, et qui doit consid~rer los caract~ristiquos du syst~me dlinjection, de 1a zone rri-
maire et de la dilution.

-d'autre part is pr~vision des performances des foyers; en projet qui doit permettre de pr~voir
lot, caract6ristique3 des temp~ratures de sortie, des temp~raturos de paroi et des &,iissions
polluantes.

Pour r~pondre A ces deux objectifs, le motoriste souhaite deux types do mod6lisation, l'une simpiifi6e
pour estimer les performances, l'autre plus approfondie pour optimiser l'architecture des foyers.

Dans lea deux cas une meilloure connaissanco des ph~nom~nes physiques (rayonnement, transferts, cin6-
tique chimique), grace A des mesures perfectionn~es est indispensable.

I -INTRODUCTION

La conception des foyers de turbor6acteurs est rest6e pendant de ncmbrouses ann~es un "art" pour loquol
l'ing~nieur mettalt A profit l'exp6rience acquise et ln r6flexion fond~e sur des ideas simples pour
approcher les r~sultats recherch~a par 6tapes et modifications successives.

N~anmoins, it est apparu assez rapidement la nk~essit6 do pr6voir les performances des chambres de
combustion en projet. Des 6tudes nombreuses ont Wt entreprises pour tenter par example de pr6voir le
profit radial des temp~ratures do sortie, le rendement do combustion ou les temp6ratures do paroi du
foyer en utilisant des mod~les a6rodynamiques et thermiques simples.

Cotte tendance s'ost accrue dautant plus quo le co~t des essais partiels s'est 61ev6 avec l~augrnenta-
tion des niveaux do pression et do temptwature A Ventr6e des foyers.

La recherche du compromis n~cessaire pour tenir compto simultan~inent des contraintos do performances
classi4ues at des contraintes do pollution a conduit on outre a recherchor A priori une optimisation do
l'architecturo des foyers grace A unemodlisation do 1'ensemble du tube A flamme faisant intervenir
des mod~los plus perfectionn~s int~grant lea ph6nom~nes dle cin~tique chimique et do turbulence.

2 -OPTIMISATION DES FOYERS GRACE A LA MODELISATION

ae contr~intes do r~duction des 6missions d'esp~ces polluantes par lea chambres do combustion princi-
plsdes turbor6acteurs ont conduit, soit A reconsid6rer llarchitecturo des foyers classiques on vue

d'optimisur la r~partition do l'air entre les diff6rentes zones du foyer et dfutiliser au mieux le
volume dirponible, soit A concevoir de: foyers Ainjection 6tage o A g6omtrie variable pour lesquels

it mprtedeconatrela mole r partition do l'air et du carburant - Fig. 1.

La mod~lisation des foyers sls ~~~ tre 11ntuetidsesbeAuetolleopisaon

Les difficult~s rencontr~es pour mod~liser les foyers do turbor6actours proviennont do la n~cessit6 do
* tenir compto sirnultankeent des ph~fiom~nes'do m~lango turbulent et des 6volutions chimiquos.

Do plus, it faut en outro pour slapprocher des foyers r~els d6crire la r~partition spatiale et l'6vapo-

rtiopn du combustbe. ogaisprrpota ep mqe ofyrpu

Uno piemi~re 6tape, simple at n~anmoin d~jA traps utile pour 1e motoristo, consiste A supposer quo les

A-- alors 6tre mod~lis6 par un assemblage do foyers homog~nes (Ref. 1, 2). On pourra concevoir par example

fz - d'une part une mod~lisation do la zone primairo permettant do connaltre 1'Avolution des indices dl~mis-
sion a la sortie de la zone prinaire en fonctioni des param~tres a6rothermodynamiques et do la richosse
de fonctionnemeht et d'autre part unc mod~lisation do la zone do dilution qui jouo un role essential

dan: le proceasus de combustioin m~me dans les conditions du r~gime ralonti ou so forme la majeuro

priadu monoxydo do carborne et des hyqrocarbures iffbr~l~s.

La on pimir et bdli~epa u asebgedeoyars homognesonitdust ercrulin

Tutefois pour mieux appeocher les pef-formances du foyer, it est souhaitable d'Inclure tin 11r6acteur
.dst'n" (R)porr elut'i n des gaz recirculants.
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La zone de dilution est rcpyrisent6e par un r6acteur piston qui peut WtailIeurs 6galement 6tre SjMUl6
par une suite de r~actours homog~nes de faibla volume unitairo - Fig. 2 et 3.

S'il est vrai que Il'awmlioration de la qttalit6 de la puly~risation par adoption dlinjecteurs a6rodyna-
miques a pernis de se rapprocher senaibiement du cas o~i lea temps de m~lango et de vaporisation sont
faibles, les ph~nom~nos de m~lange ne peuvent 6tre compl~teniont n6§lig~s et nous pensons que la notion
de foyers "bien m~lang~s" (W.S.R) dans lesquels le carburant et Ilair sont m~lang~s rapidement mais
pas instantan~ment constitue une 6tape susceptible dlapporter des ani~liorations notables (Ref. 3, 4, 5).

L'un des avantages de ces modles, hormis une certaine sieiplicit6 est que 1'ling6niour peut A partir de
consid~rations physiques simples, d'estimations ou de mosures du temps de s~jour dans lo foyer, d6ter-
miner les volumes do chacun des foyers homog~nes entrant dana le mod~le ; il contr~le done relativement
bien l'exactitude des hypoth~ses d'entr6e dans le mod~lo.

Danas le but d'optimiser l'architecturo des foyers, Ilintroduction des,.parametres relatifs A Ilinjection
et notammeht ceux relatifs a la r~partition du carburant Oans !a zone primaire Wes sans doute pas
fonda 'montale dans une premiere 6tape. N6anmoins, si Ilon veut ppa- exemple slint6resser aux hydrocarbu-
res imbrOl~s ou AL la formation des fum~es, il faudra, nous semble-t'il tenir compte effoctivemont de
ces param~tres et mod~liser alors do faqon d~taill6e les processus de m~lango, d'Avaporation du combus-
tible ainsi quo lea premi~res 6tapes, de d~composition et de combustion du carburant.

La sch&,atisation par foyers homog~nes "parfaitement m~lang~s" ou mgme "bien m6lang6s" sera alors
insuffisante et une mod~lisation tridimensionnelle plus compl~te sera alors n~cossaire. Le degr6 de
complexit6 auquol on est alors conduit rend ces m6thodes, At notre avis, d'un emploi syst~matique
difficile dans 1'industrie.

* L'optimisation des foyers do rechauffe qui constitue 6gale~iont un objoctif essontial pour 1e motoristo
* est accessible par une mod~lisation appropri~e d6 la zone de recirculation cr66e par l'accroche-flamme,

at de la propagation du front do flammo turbulent so d~veloppant en aval de l'accroche-flamme - Voir
Fig. 4.

Cotte mod~lisation doit permettre d'optimiser le nombre dlaccrocho-flammos afin dlobtenir le rendement
do rechauffe demand6 avec uno longueur de canal minimalo tout on satisfaisant aux crit~res de stabilit6
at do Porte de charge.

LA encore, deux stados do complexit6 pouvent 6tro consid6r6sl d~n part un mod~le do combustion oi I'on
i'ait Ilhypoth~so que Ilalr et le carburant sont pr6n'~lang6s on amont des accrocho-flammes, d'autro part
un -od~le plus sophistiqu6 oil Ilon prond en compto cos pht~n':,nnes do m6lange et d'Avaporation du combos-
tible.

tLos m~thodes do calculs compl~tos couplant les mod~les a6rodynamiques turbulents aux mod~les do i~i
quo chiiniques aont sans douto los seulos dans ce c~s suscoptiblos do pormottre cotte optimisation.

3 -MODELISATION DES FOYERS EN PRO.IET

L'architecture 96n6rale du foyer 6tant d~finio, soit A partir do l'exp6rience ant~rieuro, soit A partir
do l'optlmisation par le calcul, il reste au motoriste A pr~ciser le dimensionnemont du foyer at A
calculer grace A dos 'nod~les appropri6s lea perfdrmancoa du foyer, tellos quo

- r~partition do Il'ar dana lea diff6rentos zones,

- pertes do charge,

- temp~ratures do paroi dana divers cas do fonctionnement,

- performances dp stabilit6,

- r~partition des temp6ratures do sortie,,

Porcaund e d ls fo e poluti s onrnt A doux probl~mos ;d'une pert il dolt choisir 10
niveu d cooleit6 uqul i vaslarr~tor pour rendro compte avec un degr6 do confiance satisfaisant
desperormnce dofoyr ;dlatrapart, il doit dans tout modale rentrar un certain nombro do donn~es

initiales ou do coefficients ompiriques qu'il oat parfois difficile do connattro A priori.

ouexample, dens lo calcul do la r~partition des 06bits d'air dana 1e tube A !lamme, outre la g6om6-
tri dotub aflammo et des orifices on pourra ou non tonir compte des profils do vitesse et do pros-

aiwzn A la sortie du diffuseur, on pourra calcuter ou non l'Acoulement autour de la tate do chambre pour
intr~.dui--o l6a profits do prossion at de vitesse entre tube A flame et carters, etc. mais it faudra
dens toos lea cas-entrer los coefficients de d~bit des orifices et parfois los profils initiaux slils

Ce p1'ogrissae pourra Atre coupl4 avoc un mod~le de combustion plus ou momns simplifi6 afin do calculor la
r~phrtition des d6bits d'air en combustion.

L'exp~rie%-ce acquise hous a montr6 quo des variations g~o'6triquos de d~tail pouvaient avoir des cons6-
quences i'portantes Bur tn1ile ou tolle performance et coci nous incite A pensor quo, m~ne des mod~les
-tris sophistiqu6s auront beaucoup do peine A pormettre des pr6visions quantitativos tr~s pr6cises.

Clest done, m~ame au-niveau du d~veloppement do f,-yer, principalement pour pr~voir Ileff'et d'une varia-
tion do tel ou tel param~tre, le r~suttat de telle ou telle modification, ou recherchor quelte modifi-
cation preta d'attaindre tel objectif, qo lo. constru-cteur utitisera la mod6lisation des toyers.
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Citons par exemple l'importance relative des 6changes par rayonnement et convection dans 1'6quilibro
thermique des parois dui foyer, la modification du profil radial d'un foyer par modification des per-
(;ages do dilution etc.

Une m6thode s~duisante pdrmettanC d'aboutir au degr6 de cornplexit6 minimal, consiste ?i partir d'une
mod~lisation tras sophistiqu6e, prenant en compte dans la mesuro eu possible, tous les ph6nom~nes a~ro-
thormochimiques, puis i rechercher quelles simplifications peuvent 6tro r6alis6es sans remettre en
cause le r~sultat final.

Cette technique est employ6e dans la mod~lisation des ph~nom~nes de cin~tique chimique pour lesquols
iling6nieur peut reconnaitro sans difficult~s lea r6actions tras rapides des r6actions lentes et
6tablir des mod~los "a 6quilibre partiel" ou "A.1,tat quasi stationnaire".

Son emjdoi sera certainejient utile dans lea mod~les a6rothermodynamiques tridimensionnels pour lesquels
les temps de calculs sent tr~s longs et peu compatibles avec une utilisation fr6quente comme peut en
avoir besoin ic constnucteur.

La connaissance des valeurs initiales des variables dlentr6e dans los probl~mes de combustion turbu-
lonte d'un m6lange air-carburant liqi'ide reste un des probl~mes importants ; en effet, plus la mod~li-
sation des ph6nom~nes de m6lange turbulent est pouss6e plus 1'acc~s aux param~tres d'entr~e est (liffi-
cile. Ceci est d'autant plus vrai que t'on sl6loigne des montages exp6rimentaux de recherche pour
slint6resser aux foyers r~als des turbomachinem.

Un effort particulier doit donc C-tre port6 sur lea techniques do mesure, d'une part pour acqu6rir
exp6rimcntalement 1cm donn~es de base n~cessaires au calcul maim aussi d'autro part pour n'introduire
dans los mod~les quo des param~tres auxquels on sait avoir acc~s ou dent l'ordre do grandeur est suffi-
sammont bien connu.

Le motoriste est 6videmment tr~s m~fiant devant des mod~les tr~s 61abor6s pour lesquols certaines
"variables" sont choiaies en fonction do chaque cam d'application pour quo tc calcul recoupe l'exp6-
rienco sans quo los lois ou los r~gles d~finissant ces variables soilent bien connues.

4-ETAr ACTUEL A LA SNECHA

4 Nous no d~crirons pas ici 10 centonu des mod~lisations utilis~es a la SNECMA mais tonterons plut~t do
d6crire 1e processus do conception ot do misc au point dos foyers pour mettre en 6vidence les r6ussitem
et les lacunes dos mod~les propos6s ainsi quo 1'6norme travail qui resto A faire.

Connaissant lea conditions do fonctionnoment ot los performances du foyer recherch6os, 1e motoristo va,
A partir d'un certain nombre de crit~ires d6duits soit do l'exp6rience ant~rioure soit dos r6sultats des
6tudos d'optimisation dent nous avons jparlo, so fixer une r6partition des d~bits d'air dans la zone
primairo, la zone do dilution, les films do refroidissemont, lo syst~ime d~injectien ...

Un mod~ile do calcul a6rothermodynaniquo, avoc un schkma do combustion simplifi6 va permettre do calculor

los pergages du tube A fleame pour obtenir Jos caract6ristiquos recherch~es.

Un programme do calcul inverse, pormottant A partir de donn6es g6om6triquoa du tube A flamme de calculer
la r6partition des d6bits dtair dans chacune des zones dui foyer ainsi quo ma porte do charge sort do
base aux modifications 6ventuelles sur celiti-ci.

Des mod~les do calcul de "performances" peuvont 8tro alors utilis6s. Ceux quo nouu pr6sentons sonx. soit
op~rationnels, molt on cours do misc au point, soit objet do rechorches en vue do leur 6laboration.

Un mod~le do calcul des temp6r~tures de paroi des foyers rcfroidis pai- convection, film-cooling ou
multiperforation permet do pr6voir los tomp6ratures do parei en foniction des diverses conditions do
fonctionnemont et do s'asauror de la tonue thermique et dui la dur6e do vie du tube A flamme. Toute
recherche aboutissant A une mejl~oure connaissance des caract~ristiques do rayennement des flamnies
ainsi quo la description des ph6nom~nes d'intoractinn couche-limite-jots tranavormaux permettra dto
perfectionner cc typo de mod6liaation.I Un modale do calcul do la r6partition des temp~ratures do sortie dui foyer est particuli~rement utile au
motoriste puisqu'il lui pormot d'adapter Ia r6partition des pergagem do dilution dui tube A flamac afin
d'obtenir le profil radial n6cossairo A la tenue thermique de la turbine. Los 6tudes portant sun 1e

m~lange des jets turbulents et aur los mathodes do calcul tridimensionnelles permettront d'affinor los

Enfin, essontielloment dans 1e domaine des motours civils, la pr6vision des niveaux do pollution pout

A une mod6lisation globalo tridimensionnelie. Dans ce domaine los rochorches fondamentalom concernait
la formation des polluants (CO, 11C, NOx, fum6es) moat indispensablem concurreanent. avec le d~volopp-
mont des techniques do calcul, afin d'uno pert do mioux d6crire los 6tapes du combustion dui preduit
complexe qu'est 1e k6ros~ne, d'autre part do mieux connattre les constantem do vitesse do r6action dams

une large 9amnse do temp6rature.

Nous pensons qu'une mod~lisation bas6e sur l'assomblage do foyers homog~nes (PSR) ou bien m~lar.96s (WSR),
constitue une base do d6part int6ressante puisqulel'le permet dtenvisager des assemblages dent la comple-
xit6 ira croissanto aui-fur-et-A-mesure quo -10 bosoin slen fera mentir et quo la connaissanco do l'a6ro-

j74 dynamique dui foyer et do !a r~partition dii carburmat dans 1e foyer slam6lioreront.
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CONCLUSION

La mod6lisation des foyers est un outil tr~s utile au motoriste pour la mise au point des foyers,
d'autant plus que le co~t des essais partiels staccrott avec l'Al6vation du taux de compression des
moteurs. L'int6rat port6 aux probl~mes de pollution a accru le besoin en mod~les-comportant aussi
bien une mod~lisation des ph~nom~nes a~rodynamiques et thermiques qu'une mod~lisation des 6volutions
chimiques.

Le constructeur souhaite disioser de deux types de mod~les

-d'une part une mod~lisation globoale du foyer permettant d'optimiser les r6partitions d'air et
de carburant entre les diff~rentes zones du foyer, pour utiliser le volume minimal tout en
assurant un niveau de performances satisfaisant. Ces mod~les tout en restant assez simples pour
6tre utilisables industriellement devront A l'avenir tenir compte de maniaro plus approfondie
des param~tres lis A l'injection.

-d'autre part des mod~les permnettant A partir de l'optimisation pr~c~donte de d~finir les donn~es
g~om6triques du foyer et d'en estimor avec une bonne pr~cision los principales performancos.
Dans ce but des mod~les Al1inentaires sp~cifiques et simplifi~s se r~v~lent tr~s utiles pour le
motoriste au cours du d~veloppemont du foyer.

Cependant dans los deux cam la pr~vision ou l'optimisation dos niveaux do pollution aminennt a onvisa-
ger des mod~les dont le degr6 de sophistication ira croissant en maine temps quo la mod~lisation
d6taill6e des processus a6rotho-mochimiques progressera.

En tous cas le motoriste insiste sur la n~cossit6 do connattre A priori ou par ilexp6rienco ant~rioure
* tous los parana~tres d'entr6o figurant dans ces mod~hes. 11 nous paralt donc indispensable quo los

moyens de diagnostic et do inosures progressont en parall~ho avec los moyens do calcul.
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DISCUSSION

C.Hirsch, Be
(1) Quel est le contenu (degrd de complexitd, variables entrde-sortie, reprdsentation de la turbulence,... des

mod~les partiels utilisds (FPM- foyer parfaitement m~lang6; RP: rdacteur piston)?

(2) Sur quels crit~res sont basds le choix du nombre de mod~Ies partiels entrant dans la moddlisation d'un foyer?

Rdponse d'Auteur
(1) En cc qui concerne les foyers liomog~nes (FPM) nous utilisons une cin6tique simplifi~e en ce qu'ellc comporte

une reaction global de decomposition du carburant, los donndes de cindtique chimique nous sont fournies par
des organismos de recherches, comme I'ONERA par exemple. En ce qui concorne les mod~les utilisds dans los
r~acteurs pistons (RP) nous utilisons des constantes do cindtique diduites de nos essais partiels ou de la

(2) Le choix du nombro et de la nature des foyers 6l1nientaires rdsulte d'essais partiels dt~crivant les diffdrentes
zones, les temps de sdjour et los volumes de chacune de ces zones; le debit d'air entrant dans chacun de ces
foyers rdsulte du calcul global de la r6partition des debits d'air et des dorndes prd6dentes.

M.Pianko, Fr
A tVon des preuves exptdrimentales, quo dans les foyers des turbo-rdactours, le temps physique et nettement infdrieur
au temps chimique?

Rdponse d'Auteur
Nous avons compard les r6sultats expdrimentaux obtenus aver, un foyer reprdsentant une zone primaire soule et les

* rdsultats de calcul en assirnilant cette zone Ai un foyer liomog~ne. L'accord qualitatif entre ces rdsultats lorsquo
l'injcction ost du type adrodynamique est as(.,z bon pour justifier cette hypoth~se en premiere approximation.

M.Pianko, Fr
Quels sont, de faqon prdcise, los besoins d'amdlioration des t'clhniques et procdds de Inosure?

Rdponse, d'Auteur
11 no suffit pas do vdrifier que ~es rdsultats de la modtdlisation sont en --.cord avec ceux obtenus Ai la sortie due foyer,
ii nous parait indispensable de comparer les repartitions de vitosso, les intensitds do turbulence, los fluctuations do
tempdrature et de concentrations obtenues par le calcul av'ec les valeurs mesurdos dans les foyers. C'ost dans le
domaine des mesures optiquos des vitesses, twnpdraturp et concentrations au scmn des foyers en combustion que doit,
A notre avis, dtio portd l'effort.

N.Petezs, Ge
ho crois A l'avenir des m~thodes traitant de l'interaction turbulp~nce-rdactions chimiques. Pour ]a turbulence on
dispose des mod~les A deux dquations k - e ou du type lengueur de mdliange. Pour la cindtique chimique des
reactions At tempdraturo d'activation dlevde on pout utiliser les m~triodes do d~veloppement asyinptotique qui ont
donnd do bons rdsultats pour la prediction do l'allumar. d'uno flamme do diffusion et la pr~diction dos oxydos
d'azote. En g~ndral cos problmos no sont pas couples (6coulement turbulents non r~actifs ou flammos laminairos).
Pouvoz-vous commeonter cos nouvelles mdthodes do calcul?

RWponse d'Auteur

~ I Nous sommos tr~s intdrossds par cos nouvollos m~thodes; mais comme vous le ditos olles no sont applicablos qu'A des
j flamnmes simples alors quo nous traitons, dans nos foyers, d'dcouloments tridimensionnels avec injection do carburant

liquido.

Ii
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SUMMARv

The objective of this review is to highlight past achievements, current status and future prospects
of combustor modelling. The past achievements largely consists of detailed studies of idealized flames
which have given an understanding of the relevant fundamental processes. However, gas turbine combustor
computations must include the simultaneous interacting processes of three-dimensional t,.o-phase turbulent
flow, evaporating droplets, mixing, radiation and chemical kinetics. At the present time numerical predic-
tion algorithms are becoming available which can model all these processes to compute the hydrodynamic,
thermodynamic and chemical quantities throughout a tnree-dimensional field. Complementary stirred reactor
network algorithms permit the prediction of minor constituents (pollutants), again including such effects
as droplet evaporation and unmixedness. Expe:imental verification of these various predictions reveals re-
markably good agreement b t=esn measured and predicted values of all parameters in spite of tl,a physical
and mathematical assumptions currently used. Future problems include: more accurate modelling of turbulence/
kinetic interactions, numerical procedure optimization and detailed measurements of residence time distri-
bution and two-phase parameters in real, hot combustors.

1. INTRODUCTION - PAST ACHIEVEYENTS

Presently the aviation industry produces a wide variety of engine designs,ranging from simple lift en-
gines to sophisticated multispool by-pass engines. In so doing the combustion engineer has the important
task of selecting the combustor design which yields maximum overall efficiency, while minimizing the emis-
sion of pollutants.

Gas turbine combustors involve the simultaneous processes of three-dimensional turbulent flow, two-
phase evaporating droplets, mixing, radiation and chemical kinetics. The complexity of these interacting
processes is such that most current gas turbine combustor design methods depend largely on empirical corr-
elations. However, current pressures to minimize pollutant formation, together with the foreseeable re-
quirement to use more aromatic fuels, and even synthetic shale or coal derived fuels, suggest that the
initial stages of combustor design would be greatly facilitated by a comprehensive mathematical model
based on fundamental principles.

Fortunately, the past achievements in combustion science, which large consist of detailed studies of
simple laminar/turbulent, pre-mixed/diffusion, and single droplet flames, have given an understanding of

*the relevant fundamental processes. In modelling combustors, the problem is to write down a set of govern-
ing differential equations, which correctly, or at least adequately, model interactions such as those be-
tween turbulence and chemical kinetics, whose solution is within the capability of present computers.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to present all the models which have been developed, and the
approach used is to present some modelling procedures which are typical of the current 'state of the art'.
A 'ey feature of this presentation is a critical comparison of the results of the prediction procedures
with experiment. Whilst this does not necessarily prove the validity of the mathematical models used, it
does indicate the present capability, and future potential and promise of the techniques.

Previous studies of turbulent flow fields have predominantly considered two-dimensional isothermal
flow. ;implifying assumptions which are made in the mathematical and physical stages of modelling will
certainly introduca errors and it has been demonstrated that the inherent constants used in the equations
cannot ciaim true universalism. Nevertheless, although there are uncertainties associated with their use,
many studies have shown that isothermal flow fields can be predicted with sufficient accuracy to be of
practical value.

Models of turbulence employed in combustion situations have, on the other hand, frequently assumed
extended forms of the isothermal cases, the flame/turbulence interaction being represented by simple ex-
pressions lacking rigorous iormulation. Turbulence models are required because it is not possible to solve
the unsteady versions of the transport equations analytically, and their numerical evaluation is well be-
yond th. capabilities of present computers. Since we notmally only require the time averaged flow for en-
gineering purposes, the problem reduces to the representation of the statistical correlation terms, which
appear in the time averaged versions of the transport equations, in terms of known quantities. In the first

, part of this paper, the two equation (k,t) anodel of turbulence has been used although its validity in hot
reacting flows has not yet been firmly established. ilst higher order models would probably be required
for strong flows for examhpye, in the present case the two equation model was considered to be
the lowest level of closure which would give.adequate accuracy.

In the second part of the paper, contrary to the rigorous description employed in the finite difference
modelling by partial differential equations of heat, mass and momentum transfer, the, "Chemical Reactor
Modelling" approach concentrates on the representation of the combustor flow field in terms of interconnected'-I partially stirred and plug flow reactors. This approach has the advantage that the complex, time-consuming
solution of the equationa is replaced by simple flow models and the computational requirements are generally
minimum. These features enable the attractiveness of chemical reactor modelling to be exploited during the
development phase of combustor design.

2. FINITE DIFFERENCE PROCEDURE FOR AERODYNAMIC AND TIERMAL PREDICTIONS

The finite difference procedure employed in this work is derived from the pioneering work at Imperial
College, (1,2,3,4,5) It uses the cylindrical polar system of coDrdinates to predict the complex three-

dimefsional swirling and reacting flow inside a co bustor.
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The numerical scheme for solving the governing non-linear equations with arbitrary boundary conditions
coupled with mathematical models of turbulence and combustion has the pressure and velocities as the main
flow variables; facilities exist to treat both physically-controlled and kinetically controlled combustion.
The latter can be formulated in terms of either one or two steps.

The present algorithm is also capable of predicting the local distribution of droplets in any speci-
fied number of distinct site ranges fbr the investigation of two-phase combustion. Means are provided to
account for the vaporization-plus-combustion processes around the droplets if required, however no signifi-
cant interphase drag and consequent modification of the evaporation rate has been considered. Techniques
developed to overcome this limitation in the near field of the injector are discussed below. Radiation
effects are incorporated by means of a six flux model.

(a) Equations of Continuity and Momentum

? F(Prv) "+ (- w) + (Pu) = 0 (I)

X - momentum:-

+) + I + ) + (. (2)

r - mor.entum:

-v w av Bv 2 !W_ +

S 1 + x - r- -(3)

8 - momentum

([ 3w ww a. w +vw ap +1 rp Bw/r) + 1 v +R[ a()+I

[2 ar .v)+x [ 1uJ) (4)

30~3 To r r

For turbulent flows which are generally encountered in combustion studies, it shall be assumed that
the same equations are also valid provided that all the flow variables and fluid properties are represented
by the corresponding time-mean values and V is now the effective viscosity which is the molecular viscosity
augmented by the turbulent contribution. The local variation of the latter is assumed to be of the following
form:

Ut . CD p k21/ (5)

where CD is a universal constant.

The hydrodynamic turbulence model adopted here is a two-equation model of turbulence known as the
k 1v c model. (2) It entails the solution o two transport equations for turbulence characteristics, namely
that of k, the local energy of the fluctuating motion and c, the energy dissipation rate. Knowledge of k
and c allows the length scale to be determined and also the effective viscosity (as above) from which the
turbulent shear stresses can be evaluated.

The differential transport equations for k and e are expressed as:
k w ak k ) + f) a I ak ) (P\ r r?  x 1 - 1FFrr r3O 3-k % (6)

Lk) +u~ .A -L(' - r (6)-
Dr rDO T r ar k r 30 3 6 (x kc 3(3 ) 2Y P

r(B +M er C c (C 7x ' ClktK 2k
pV~r +r Y-O r ua- FTr +=r r To a x a c k - C2"k 7

In the above equ..tions the generation term for K,GK is given by:

Lu+2( +2-+- M" v ~ ~ +-8a r / raO r/\ Dr 3x0 a3x 're- 7 r

In eq'uations (6) and (7), rk and r are taken to be the effective exchange coefficients; Cl and C2
are ass"u"~d to be constants. 2

Recommended values for the above constants are:

CD C1  C2
0.09 1.43 1.92 (9)

(b) Reaction Models

Conservation Equation for a Chemical Species 3:-

P [r-? 0 m. u a-m. ,Rj + 1 a (r VJ , ( am TD + r (10)rP rBO r r T iJr rB1J ax~~I LJ7I

AZ
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In a multi-component system, simplifications can be introduced through the use of the concept of a
simple chemically reacting system. This assumes fuel and oxidant react chemically in a unique proportion.
Furthermore, the effective diffusivities of all the chemical species are taken to be equal and *he reaction
is a single step with no intermediate compounds.

These supposirions enable various concentrations to be determined by solving only one equation for the
mixture fraction vuriable f (Fig. 1.), defined as the mass fraction of f'iel in any form, for diffusion
flames. Treatment of kinetically influenced flames is affected via equations for the variables f and mfu,
where mfu is the mass fraction of fuel. Thus the evaluation of m, in kinetically influenced flames is
achieved via: f f

m - -f -] St where St is the stroichiometric constant. (1)
[xFf u (I f s'Jt(1

The influence of turbulence on reaction rates is taken into account by employing the eddy break up
model of Spalding (3). The reaction rate in this case is taken to be the smaller of the two expressions
given by the familiar Arrhenius formulation and the eddy break-up model. The latter is conveniently des-
cribed as:

Rfu,EBU - CRtg /k (12)

where CR is a constant and g represents the local mean square concentration fluctuations.

(c) Two-step Kinetic Model
Predictions of the local mass fractions of fuel, C02 , CO, H20, 02 and N2 are provided by a slightly

more sophisticated kinetic scheme proceeding via the following steps:

C12 + 120 + 12CO + 12H20 (13)

12CO + 602 4 12CO2  (14)

Three differential transport equations are solved for the species f, mfu and CO employing the partial
equilibrium model of Morr and Heywood for concentrations of CO. In addition algebraic equations for the
atomic balance of C,H, and 0 together with a trivial relation involving the total sum of the species mass
fractions completely specify the problem.

Manipulation of the algebraic expressions involving the individual element mass fractions, and the in-
herent assumption that the effective turbulent exchange coefficients for all the species are equal through-
out the field, yield %x9 mH20 and Mn02 as:

5mox 6 168 fu +  23- 0.232 I f - 0.232 Z od J

J=l

216 (f-rnu) (16)
5 1 2o 168 fu

22 44 (17)CO2  7 (f-mf) - 2 8 mCO

In the above, K is the liquid fuel mass iraction prevailing in the field.mN2 is found from

J=l
mfu + CO + Kn 0 ox + mN2 Md,Sf u +mco + mco02  '11R20 + +o mN d + , 1 (18)

(d) Treatment of droplet (particle) canbustion

Assumptions involved in the analysis:

(I) In the course of diminution of size by vaporization, the heat absorbed is proportional to the mass of
material changing phase.
(2) The specific heat of the liquid phase fuel is taken as identical with that of the vapour-phase.
(3) It is presumed that the droplets are small enough in size for Reynolds number of relative motion be-
tween phases to be negligible (N.B. see later discussion).
(4) Under turbulent conditions, the mode of diffusion 'for droplets is taken to be identical to that of the
gaseous phase; however relative dispersion effects for near-dynamic equilibrium cases can be incorporated
without much difficulty (6).

(5) The temperature and concentration fields surrounding the droplets are spherically symmetric. (Forced
convection effects are neglected in this analysis).
(6) The droplets are of uniform density and spherical in shape.
(7) The mode of mass transfer depends on either:

The driving force due to a temperature difference between the local gas mixture and the presumed drop-
let surface temperature.
or: The oxygen concentration in the local mixture.

The above restrictions are convenient rather than necessary and can be removed should the extra com-
Vputational effort and cost be justifiable.

Inqa the partowicle radyis Cthoie of a ate s paraterioffers coSwhicisideralifi t iIn the following analysis, ihe size of a particle is characterised by S, which is identified with thesquare of the particle radius. Choice of S as the size parameter offers considerable simplification in

that the' rate of change of size with time emerges as a constant independent of S.
IV' defines the number of particles in unit volume having sizes between S and S+dS; M is the mass of

a single droplet in this size range, while m signifies the mas of droplets in this size range per unit
volume. Finally, fj denotes the mass of particles in the size range SJ+ to a larger size Sj pc. unit mass4 'J$, of local gas-droplet mixture. '
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A control volume analysis for a balance of, doplets entering, leaying and changing size together with
hypotheses, about the interphase mass transfer yields the following governing equation for fj: (7).

SJ

3
't, ) fd 3( 2. dS) (19)

S j
sJ+l

VThis study employs the comonly used supposition that the mass transfer rate from the condensed phase
to the gaseous phase per unit surface area is expressible in the form:

m,, -iin (1+B) (20)r

For distillate fuels, B is evaluated from:

Tg
B =q/j CpdT -Tr fCpdt-) / L (21)

Even though the actual mws variation of a two-phase mixture can only be described by a smooth curve,
it suffices for purposes of this study to discreti~e this distribution. Arrangement of the droplet sizes
is in such a manner that J=l signifies the largest size and J=K the smallest. This is done for the consid-
erable simplification that this arrangement offers in the linearization of the source terms. The final
equations are expressed in the following form:

d r fJ-1 f__ 3 f  fd- (PfJ) - in (I+B) -2 +TF J p S -I S J  S r-S3+
.~~ -1% J fo J+K(22

( ) or 1 + 3 fl I  for J- 1 (23)

P 1 1 2

Pp K-1 _ 3 sk for J- K (24)

tn view of the fact that the concentiation of droplets in an intermediate size range :s influenced
only by the behaviour of larger droplets, not of the smaller ones,(equations (22) to (24)), a specific drop-
lets treatment can be devised. This offers extremely economical use of storage while permitting an ex-
tremely sophisticated representation of the droplet size distributions. The essential feature is stated
as follows:

It suffices to provide storage for just one droplet concentration array. The computation is so
arranged that the integration proceeds through the droplet-size distribution from large size to small, over-
wricing the contents of each concentration store as it does so. This is particularly valuable when storage
is a near prohibitive factor.

The incorporation of the droplet size distribution equations and the corresponding source term mani-

pulations are discussed in great detail in Reference (7).

(e) Radiation effects

The effect of radiation in the mathematical model are accounted for, by reference to the six flux model
of radiation. The differential equations describing the variations of the fluxes are:

d f Sc
-(rI) r (aS )J + aE + - (I + J + K + L + M + N) (25)

(J) r(a4S + aE -(I + K + L + + N) (26)dr L r 6 J K L H N J(6

dSe
(K) --(a+S,)K + aE +TIJ K L M N

d(L) (a+Sc)L -aE- c (I

• 'd'-x .I ,6 + N (28)

r( 4) = - (- + 1 4 K + L + H + N)

~d(N) (a+ScN aE - (Ii

rd 6' (30)

The composite fluxes defined as:
Ry ( + J) (31)

Rx = (K+ L) (32)

R1 2 (4 + (33

are employed to eliminate I,J,K,L,H and N fr6m the pre~ious equations to yield Lhree second-order ordinary
differential equations.
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The recent radiation model developed by Lockwood and co-workers (8) where the inherent grey gas
assumption of the above formulation is relaxed by employing a pseudo-grey approximation for the local
emissivity, could be used for improved radiation predictions.

(f) Solution Procedure

The previous governing partial differential equations for mass, momentum, energy, droplet and species
are all elliptic in nature and can be conveniently presented in the general form:

div (6"t - 7, grad S) = (34)
The equations are first reduced to finite difference equations by integrating over finite control

volumes (5) and then solved by a procedure described in detail in Reference (1) for three-dimensional flows.

It will be sufficientfor the purposes of this paper to summarize the pertinent features of the solu-
procedure.

The numerical scheme is a semi-implicit, iterative one which starts from given initial conditions for
all the variables and converges to the correct solution on the completion of a number of iterations.

Each iteration peiforms the following steps:
(i) The u,v and w momentum equations are solved sequentially with guessed pressures.
(ii) Since the velocities at this stage do not satisfy the continuity equation locally, a "Poisson-type"
equation is derived from the continuity equation and the three linearised momentum equations. This
pressure-correction equation is then solved for corrections to the pressure field and consequent corrections
of the velocity components are established.

(iii) The "Sectional balance" (7) technique is applied to the velocity field before and after the solution
of the pressure correction equation.
(iv) Thd k and e equations are then solved using the most recent values of the velocities.
(v) The iteration is completed upon solution of the droplet, species concentration and all the remaining
equations.

One point to note here is the implementation of the cyclic boundary condition in the 0 direction con-
patible with the nature of the swirling flows.

(g) Current'physical modelling limitations and future improvements

Some of the problems facing the mathematical modeller have already been indicated above. Primarily, the
flameN turbulence interaction, represented in the first part of this study by the tentative eddy break-up
model, needs to be critically assessed, It should be emphasised that the adopted eddy break-up expression
falls short of a probabilistic description for the temporal variation of the turbulence energy and dissi-
pation, i.e. the delay time associated with the oreak-up of eddies to provide adequate interfaces with the
hot gas, as a consequence of the processes initiated by the turbulence energy, seems to have been neglected.
A cross-correlation analysis might be profitably adopted for this purpose.

The local Reynolds number insensitivity of the model, together with the fixed eddy states presumed in
the derivation have already been pointed out by Spalding (3). However, the latter influence can probably
be accounted by reference to a differential equation which has as the dependent variable the root mean-
square fluctuation of reactedness.

The solution of a concentration fluctuation equation, especially for diffusion flaries, should be
viewed as a problem of utmost urgency. The implications of employing a particular waveorm for the instant-
aneous variation of the composite mass fraction needs to be explored in detail. The treatment of "unmixed-
ness" for premixed flames can be developed via a similar approach.

It is the authors' belief that in predicting turbulent combusting flow situations recourse has to be
made to more fundamental approaches, initially free from all the obstructive sophistications one could en-
visage. Recently there appeared in the literature a number of encouraging attempts aimed at fulfilling this
task (e.g. Ref. 9.) Chemical reactor modellng formulated in terms of a "population balance" coupled with a
"mechanistic" approach to predict the gross profiles could yet initiate a new era in modern combustion re-
search. It is than a relatively simple matter to introduce gradually any desired level of complexity.

Space precludes a detailed discussion of potential improvements in numerical methods. However, issues

related to gri'd bptimitation, delxneation of two and three-dimensional combustor zones, effective "restart"
procedures, devising of convergence-promoting features without changing the basic structure of the algor-
ithm, should be considered to achievc a computationally more "attractive" model. Further recommendations
for improvements are to be found in Reference (7).

3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS. RESULTS OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS

In order to assess the prediction algorithm specified above, a simple 70 mm dia. gas turbine can com-
bustor shown in Fig. 2. was testedexperimentally and modelled analytically. The experimental tests were
carried out at atmospheric predsure using a total air flow rate of 0.1275 kg/s both cold and at overall
air/fuel ratios of'3O and 40. The computations were carried out using the grid network of over 3000 nodes
as thoih in Figs. 3 and 4, both cbld aud with overall air/fuel ratioi of 68 and 40. The flow was divided
as foll'ws: swirler 7.8% (swil No. 0.8), primary jets 25.5% (6 jets), secondary jets 29.9% (6 jets),
dilution 36.8% (6 jets). Th<o'old flow computations were carried out first yielding the radial, axial and
tangential velocity profiles including the recirculation Lone, as shown in Figs. 4,5 and 6. Good agreement
was 'found between the measured and predicted profiles as illustrats! in Fig. 7. Computations were then
carried out with diffusive c6mbustion using the old flow pattern to initiate the iteration procedure.
This case was 3imhlated experimentally using rich premixed propane/air mixture introduced through the
swirler. 'As a rolativel severe test of the mdlling, procedure, the exit turbulence levels were measured

f with a photon correlatiou laser anemometer wi h the results shoyn in Fig. 8. Again the agreement is re-kmarkably good cbnsidering the difficulty of the experiment and the complexity of the prediction, however
the esults suggest that the model slightly overdstimates the turbulence intensity.

7iThe mor m cplex computati6ndl procedure including the droplet spray and tzo stage kinetics was then
tested, using t~teprevious results to start the iterations. In both the computaticns and experiments the

S '/ liquid fuel wa introduced as a spray of 800 included-angle from the axially located fuel nozzle. The
I ' - d roplit size distribution used for the analysis was divided, into 10 size ranges as shown in Fig. 9.

Although it would be preferable to use about 20 size increments, considerable saving in computer time is
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achieved by a more modest model at this stage. The problem of representing the upper 'tail' of the size
distribution curve is met by placing all the larger droplets in the upper size band. In practice, these
droplets would usually impinge on the combustor wall and evaporate there as indicated in Fig. 10 (Ref. 10).
The associated study reported in Ref. 9. is based on the fact, shown clearly in Fig. 11, that the flow in
the vicinity of the fuel injector is 2-dimensional even though the main combustor flow is 3-dimensional.
The detailed spray trajectories can therefore be analysed in detail by the 2-dimensional computation. It
can be seen that, for the relative initial droplet/air velocity ratios associated with conventional atom-
izers, the droplets tend to travel in straight lines. In general, as a droplet becomes small enough to be
deflected by the hot gas flow, its life is zo short that it quickly vanishes. The dashed lines in Fig.lO
show that the inclusion of finite droplet heat-up time in the computations only contributes about 10% to
the droplet range. Thus, the evaporation constant B should be adjusted to compensate for the relative vel-
ocity of the droplets and their actual shorter residence time in each grid cell.

The predictions of the droplet concentration distribution is shown in Fig. 12, whilst Fig 13 illus-
trates the mass fraction of fuel evaporated but unburned assuming kinetic control of the reaction. Such
information would be invaluable to a designer concerned with quenching and the minimization of unburned
hydrocarbon formation at engine idle conditions. Our experiments indicated about 0.1% unburned hydro-
carbons near the wall at the combustor exit, and were thus consistent with the predictions although de-
ta'led quenching mechanisms were not modelled in this study.

When the fuel spray and two-stage kinetics are included in the model, the computation is close to the
limits of present day computers, both with regard to fast memory capacity and speed. The approach of the
computational iteration to convergence can be monitored by the normalized error in the sum of the modulus
of the mass sources as shown in Fig. 14. Although the figure shows that there is little improvement in this
error after about 80 iterations, it was found that the temperatures and associated concentrations were
still evolving slightly even after 240 iterations. Fortunately, the trends were clearly established and it
was not economic to continue the computation to its ultimate precision. The results for exit velocity and
temperature are given in Fig. 15 and 16 respectively where it can be seen that the predicted and experiment-
al values are in remarkably good agreement. The hoi exit velocity profile should be compared with the cold
case shown in Fig. 7. The true exit temperature would be slightly higher than shown, since the experimental
result's are not corrected for radiation, and the computation would have finally converged on a slightly
higher profile. Nevertheless, it is considered that the prediction of pattern factor would be most useful
to a combustor designer.

The predicted and measured exit concentration profiles of oxygen, CO and CO2 at an air/fuel ratio of
40 are shown in Fig. 17. Again, allowing for the fact that the kinetic part of the computations have not
completely converged the concentration profiles are in good agreement. The agreement between the measured
and predicted profiles at the exit from the primary zone is illustrated in Fig. 18, where the large radial
changes are again apparent. In the experimental studies it was found that the fuel nozzle gave a slightly
skew distribution which precluded a valid comparison of the predicted and measured circumferential vavia-
tions in concentration.

The location of the highly stirred regions within the combustor may be obtained from the predictions
of the turbulence dissipation rate since mixing occurs by the movement of molecules between adjacent eddies

which simultaneously dissipates the velocity difference between the eddies. The major stirred reactor re-
gions can be clearly identified on Fig. 19.

4. STIRRED REACTOR MODELLING

This second stage of the calculation consists of a procedure which represents the combustor as a net-
work of interconnected stirred-and plug flow reactors and includes a detailed kinetic scheme for the chemical
species to be considered. A model of the fuel evaporation and mixing rate is also built into this part of
the computation since only the fuel which has evaporated and mixed with the air can take part in the chemi-
cal reaction. The objective of this stage of the computation is to quickly predict the combustion efficiency
and pollution levels produced by the particular combustor design. As with the 3-dimensional modelling, an
important aspect of the procedure is that it should be capable of predicting the trend of dependence. For
example, it is important to be able to predict the effect which a finer fuel spray may be expected to have
on the production of nitric oxide at some particular combustor throughput.

To set up the network of stirred reactors, we require a sub-model for a well stirred reactor which
includes the internal processes of fuel evaporation, mixing and complex chemical kinetics. In addition, to
model the sections of the flowfield where no mixing is taking place, a plug flow reactor is required. This
can be achieved as a sequence of differentially small well stirred reactors or in some cases as a larger

poorly stirred reactor.

Previous stirred reactor models of combustors have been mainly confined to homogeneous combustion
with "global" reaction kinetics, and encouraging results were obtained within the limitations of thiv
approach (11). Evaporation effects were later included with some success (12).

i I Although the three processes of evaporation, mixing and reaction must occur simultaneously in a com-

bustor it is convenient to consider that in a steady state condition these processes occur in series.This
approach allows us to calculate the reactor gaseous phase composition after evaporation and mixing have
taken place, this constitutes the homogeneous feed to the reactor, A general combustion scheme which

summarizes this is shown in Table 1. (13)

The feedstream to, or product stream from any reactor is assumed to be composed of any or all of the
eight species in the above scheme. Fig. 19 shovs the composition of the general two phase steady state
reactor with the liquid phase shown coalesced for convenience. Transfer from the liquid phase to the gas
phase is represented by the mean fuel evaporation rate, FE.In addition it is assumad that the mean resi-
dence time of each phase in the reactor is the same. This assumption is incompatible with the existence of
a relative velocity between the gas and the fuel droplets but greatly simplifies the analysis and calcu-
lation of fuel distribution around any particular reactor network. It is not essential to assume this

however, and the analysis could be modified to incorporate unequal phase residence times. Transfer of
fluid from the unmixed state to the mixed state is assumed to take place at the- rate (mass of unmixed
fluid)/TD., where iD is the characteristic turbulence dissipation timt.

Total reactor mass = i c £ (35)
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achieved by a more modest model at this stage. The problem of representing the upper 'tail' of the size
distribution curve is met by placing all the larger droplets in the upper size band. In practice, these
droplets would usually impinge on the combustor wall and evaporate there as indicated in Fig. 10 (Ref. 10).
The associated study reported in Ref. 9. is based on the fact, shown clearly in Fig. ii, that the flow in
the vicinity of the fuel injector is 2-dimensional even though the main combustor flow is 3-dimensional.
The detailed spray trajectories can therefore be analysed in detail by the 2-dimensional computation. It
can be seen that, for the relative initial droplet/air velocity ratios associated with conventional atom-
izers, the droplets tend to travel in straight lines. In general, as a droplet becomes small enough to be
deflected by the hot gas flow, its life is rc short that it quickly vanishes. The dashed lines in Fig.t0
show that the inclusion of finite droplet heat-up time in the computations only contributes about 10% to
the droplet range. Thus, the evaporation constant B should be adjusted, to compensate for the relative vel-
ocity of the droplets and their actual shorter residence time in each grid cell.

The predictions of the droplet concentration distribution is shown in Fig. 12, whilst Fig, 13 illus-
trates the mass fraction of fuel evaporated but unburned assuming kinetic control of the reaction. Such

information would be invaluable to a designer concerned with quenching and the minimization of unburned
hydrocarbon formation at engine idle conditions. Our experiments indicated about 0.1% unburned hydro-
carbons near the wall at the combustor exit, and were thus consistent with the predictions although de-
ta.'led quenching mechanisms were not modelled in this study.

When the fuel spray and two-stage kinetics are included in the model, the computation is close to the
limits of present day computers, both with regard to fast memory capacity and speed. The approach of the
computational iteration to convergence can be monitored by the normalized error in the sum of the modulus
of the mass sources as shown in Fig. 14. Although the figure shows that there is little improvement in this
error after about 80 iterations, it was found that the temperatures and associated concentrations were
still evolving slightly even after 240 iterations. Fortunately, the trends were clearly established and it
was not economic to continue the computation to its ultimate precision. The results for exit velocity and
temperature are given in Fig. 15 and 16 respectively where it can be seen that othe predicted and experiment-
al values are in remarkably good agreement. The hot exit velocity profile should be compared with the cold
case shown in Fig. 7. The true exit temperature would be slightly higher than shown, since the experimental
results are not corrected for radiation, and the computation would have finally converged on a slightly
higher profile. Nevertheless, it is considered that the prediction of pattern factor would be most useful
to a combustor designer.

The predicted and measured exit concentration profiles of oxygen, CO and CO2 at an air/fuel ratio of
40 are shown in Fig. 17. Again, allowing for the fact that the kinetic part of the computations have not
completely converged the concentration profiles are in good agreement. The agreement between the measured
and predicted profiles at the exit from the primary zone is illustrated in Fig. 18, where the large radial
changes are again apparent. In the experimental studies it was found that the fuel nozzle gave a slightly
skew distribution which precluded a valid comparison of the predicted and measured circumferential vaia-
tions in concentration.

The location of the highly stirred regions within the combustor may be obtained from the predictions
of the turbulence dissipation rate since mixing occurs by the movement of molecules between adjacent eddies
which simultaneously dissipates the velocity difference between the eddies. The major stirred reactor re-
gions can be clearly identified on Fig. 19.

4. STIRRED REACTOR MODELLING

This second stage of the calculation consists of a procedure which represents the combustor as a net-
work of interconnected stirred-and plug flow reactors and includes a detailed kinetic scheme for the chemical
species to be considered. A model of the fuel evaporation and mixing rate is also built into this part of
the computation since only the fuel which has evaporated and mixed with the air can take part in the chemi-
cal reaction. The objective of this stage of the computation is to quickly predict the combustion efficiency
and pollution levels produced by the particular combustor design. As with the 3-dimensional modelling, an
important aspect of the procedure is that it should be capable of predicting the trend of dependence. For
example, it is important to be able to predict the effect which a finer fuel spray may be expected to have
on the production of nitric oxide at som particular combustor throughput.

To set up the isetwork of stirred reactors, we require a sub-model for a well stirred reactor which
includes the internal processes of fuel evaporation, mixing and complex chemical kinetics. In addition, to
model the sections of the flowfield where no mixing is taking place, a plug flow reactor is required. This
can be achieved as a sequence of differentially small well stirred reactors or in some cases as a larger
poorly stirred reactor.

wtPrevious stirred reactor models of combustors have been mainly confined to homogeneous combustion
with "global" reaction kinetics, and encouraging results were obtained within the limitations of thist
approach (11). Evaporation effects were later included with some success (12).

Although the three processes of evaporation, mixing and reaction must occur simultaneously in a com-
bustor it is convenient to consider that in a steady state condition these processes occur in series.This
approach allows us to calculate the reactor gaseous phase composition after evaporation and mixing have
taken place, this constitutes the homogeneous feed to the reactor. A general combustion scheme which
sumarizes this is shown in'Teble 1. (13)

The feedstream to, or product stream from any reactor is assumed to be composed of any or all of the
eight species in the above scheme. Fig. 19 shovs the composition of the general two phase steady state
reactor with the liquid phase shown coalesced for convenience. Transfer from the liquid phase to the gas
phase is represented by the mean fuel evaporation rate, A.In addition it is assumed that the mean resi-
dence time of each phase in the reactor is the same. This assumption is incompatible with the existence of

a relative velocity between the gas and the fuel droplcts but greatly simplifies the analysis and calcu-A lation of fuel distribution around any particular reactor network. It is not essential to assume this

however, and the analysis could be modified to incorporate unequal ?hase residence times. Transfer of
fluid from the unmixed state to the mixed state is assumed to take place at the rate (mass of unmixed

- fluid)/cD., where -rD is the characteristic turbulence dissipation timi.

p Total reactor mass = m + c (35)
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r. m/b2 C2 (36)

Using (35) Ts = V/(m2/PG + £2/P2) (37)

Gaseous phase mass balance m1 -.m2 + dm/dt (38)
Liquid phase mass balance c1 - £2 - FE = d/dr39)

Mass balance on the unmi.-d fluid in the gaseous p ase

d(m u)/dt=m ;2 u u/ + FE, .. m + . m1 O -+T FE (40)
u 1lm ut ut DD. ~= 'u. W' ' + iE (1' (0

dt =l u u T

dru

At the steady state = d D
dt dt

M/;2  Ts  01u(l-8) +8~Thus ml (1- +(4D)1)l,;. =
Thus - E) = - a (I-) here = (42), u (43)

where TSD = T /TD (unmixedness paraneter)

Thus for a given FIE, TSD and feed conditions (43) defines the proporion of the steady state reactor
gas phase which is unmixed. Therefore the reactor composition prior to reaction may be expressed as
follows:

C = u + (1- )y * (where x - f, 02 or N2 ), CS (l- )Y
x u x u x 2 2 CS u CS

*N.B. w*f + + = + . * (44)

2 2 2 2

The concentrations of the unmixed species can be obtained by performing the relevant species mas
balances. For example, unmixed fuel vapour mass balance is as follos:

d(m4 w) * - W(I f u ; (45)
dt f ml ' f ;2 u (af + F'E (45)~~~dwf ED d,,d

At the steady state d(m u wf)/dt 0, " wf + m f + dm
u f u7dt + )f dt + u"f t 0

As dwf/dt 0 0, (1-8) 'u 'f - u f + 8 - u 4)f _SD

* (1-+) t'f + )u (I-a)wf +

f- e u (1 + T SD)  = 'u (1-8) + 8(46)

using (43).

The expressions for the intermediate concentrations of the mixed reactants and combustion products are
obtained by performing similar mass balances on the mixod portion of the reactor gas phase.

.* f: ( (I-8)(1-' u)yf + ¢u wf TSD)/(lu)8

Using (43) and (46)

y* f u ( (1-0)(1- 'u)(I+sD)Y'f + xSD ('u(l-8)w'f + 6) (1-8) (l-'u) + rSD) (47)

Similarly:
Y*x " ( (I-8)(- ' u)(I+TsD) x + TSD " u SD

Having defined the intermediate composition of the gaseous phase, i.e. after mixing and evaporation,
two further balances must 'e made to determine the final reactor composition. These are the species and
energy balances for the PSR for the steady state. During the reaction siage the mixed gaseous phase concen-
trarions,j*, are transformed to the final concentrationy; the unmixed gas phase concentrations,o, do not
change of course although they do contribute to the physical properties of enthalpy, specific heat and
density.

Chemical reaction, mixed species mass balance:-
m2

(i -" i)(I -u ) + Pi 0 , (48), where i 1, MT. MT total number of mixed gaseous
PG'V W i i1species.

Chemical reaction, gas phase enery balarce:-

m2  Wt *m* m2 NT ,(yh-ii( - Z ci(hi - hi) u HL (9

VW. -i i 11)- + pGVWi (49)~i
= 0 for adiabatic operation. NR

The species kinetic production term is given by: Pi =.1 (e. - 6.j )(F. - Bj) (50)
The forwdrd and backward reaction rates are related to the reactor gas phase species concentrations by

the following:

F. . x P (f-.) y 6iWii (51), Bj - b. X. N P (- i(
3 i=l i=

where X. is a third body in a dissocation reaction.
MT3  n.

X = d .( (- )yi/W.), (53), The forward reaction rate constants are: f=Ae T exp (-E./RT) (54)
The bcwr recin ate constants are fixed by the equilibriumi constants:-

MIT MT
b. f K. Z (6.-.) (55) K. exp ( a i 6. F.0/RT) (56)
3 i ji 3 1 3 1 ij lj J 1 13 1i

The system of equations is completed with the equation of state:-
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Ry NT .

P P G T G RT (1-P). + RT  r (57)G il u W. iT U
+1 i

The final reactor gas phase composition has thui been defined and the final overall conceni :tions
maybe expressed as:SCf = Ou wf + (1 - 011) yf (58)

and similarly for the other species.

The complete set of equations characterises a heterogeneous stirred reactor in steady state operation,
they reduce to the equations for the homogeneous case if 6 is set to zero. These equations are very non-
linear due to the exponential dependence of the reaction rates in temprature, additionally FE is a complex
function of temperature and staytime, Ts , hence the WSR equations must be solved iteratively.

The technique which we have used previously is the numerical method of PSR solution developed by
Osgerby (14), in which a Newton-Raphson correction procedureis employed to converge onto the solution from
an initial guess. An alternative nethcd of solution due to Pratt (15) has several advantages and is now
preferred. This method uses Newton-Raphson correction equations in terms of the ls6 variables and a self-
adjusting under relaxation technique suggested by Gordon & McBride (16) which gives improved convergence
and stability. The data required for the solution are a kinetic scheme, rate data, thermodynamic data and
feed conditions. An initial guess is provided by an equilibrium calculation.

Fuel evaporation rates are obtained by numerically integrating the two simultaneous differential
equations describing single droplet evaporation and viscous drag on a droplet. The spray is assumed to con-
sist of a number (usually 20) of size intervals, each of which is represented by the interval mean diameter.
The spray mean evaporation rate is obtained by ifitegrating the equations over the staytime of the reactor to
obtain the total fuel evaporated in the reactor and dividiug by the staytime. Initially the droplets have a
velocity relative to the gas stream, however, as the drag forces acting on the droplets are inversely pro-
porticnal to the diameter, the small droplets rapidly assume the local gas velocity whereas the larger drop-
lets tend to retain their own -Velocity. There are two modes of combustion potssible for an evaporating fuel
droplet; droplet diffusion flamef and droplet wake flames. The wake flames are generally blue due to good
mixing prior to combustion whereas diffusion flames are typically yellow due to soot formation. The velocity
necessary to cause a transition from diffusional to wake burning is a strong function of the local oxygen
concentration and falls to zero at oxygen concentrations in the range 14 - 16%, thus at such oxygen levels
a diffusion flame cannot exist. This is generally the case it. gas-turbine combustion. Using the evaporation
model of 'ise et al. (17), we can derive the static evaporation rate:

ME =  Zn (I + Bev ; where B -C (T - T )/L and X - 1.432 x 10-  p(T-44.67) m
To ev(59) ev p , TL aT

To allow or the effects of droplet dynamics an empirical correlation of the type suggested by
Frossling is used (18):- 2 vre1 r PG

m,F " (1 + 0.244 Re'), (60); where Re " (61)
GI

In order to incorporate drag effects into the model an expression is required for the acceleration ex-

perienced by an individual droplet, the expression derived by Vincent (:9) is used:-
d vr 3 C Pv 2 5

re a rel 8d 3 re where CD  0.48 + 28/Re 8  (62)dt 8 r P.D

The only information needed to al1ow calculation of the evaporation rate is the initial droplet size
distribution and the droplet initial velocity, these are normally provided by correlations derived experi-
mentally for the atomizer in use. In our studies, we use the laser diffraction drop size distribution
meter which we have developed, to characterize the spray accurately (20).

Before vaporized fuel and oxidant can react, the respective molecules must be brought into intimate
contact, the physical processes involved are termed mixing. Mixing is important under combustion conditions
since it is usually the rate determining step, however it is the most difficult process to model mathemati-
cally. The principle source of mixing energy in a gas turbine combustor is the pressure loss across the
turbulence generator, that is the combustion can. Since the velocity and concentration fluctuations decay
simultaneously it is proposed that the degree of mixing is equal to the degree of turbulence dissipation
within the flow system. An energy balance is performed:

Pressure drop across baffle = Energy "held" in flow velocity profile + turbulence kinetic + dissipation
energy energy

AP/q KEav/q 3(u,/U) 2  D/q (63)
It is proposed that a characteristic dissipation time TD - C*Ze/u'_ma, where C* - constant (unity),

ke = mean size of energy containing eddies (0.2Y), u'x - maximum value of the r.m.s. velocity fluctuations
But Ts - X/5 (X =lOy) .'. TSD - 50 (u'/U)max, thus using the energy balance (62), this yields TSD = 50(P/3q)l

Thus the unmixedness parameter, TSD, used from equation (43) onwards can be related to the system geo-

metry. This parameter has high values for good mixing (> 200) and low valves (< 5) cause "blowout" due to
inadequate mixing (fig. 20). A mathematical model of each process has now been described and these are com-
bined using the equations derived earlier (35 4 58). The equations are solved in the following way, firstly
a gas temperature is estimated so that an initial evaporation rate for the reactor can be calculated. Then
using the above equations the homogeneous feed to a reactor can be calculated and an equilibrium calculation
performed to generate the starting values for the iterative calculation. Several iterations of the chemical
species equations are performed until the mass convergence test is satisfied, then the energy convergence
test is applied. If thin is not satisfied then the temperature is corrected by (H' - H)/Cp followed by re-
calculation of the fuel evaporation iate and homogeneous feed condition, after which the Newton-Raphson
scheme for solving the chemical species equations is re-entered. This decoupling of the energy equation is
used to avoid oscillating non-convergence caused by the non-linearity of the temperature terms. Pratt (15)
suggests that a more efficient procedure is to solve the fully coupled set of equations and if oscillating
non-convergence occurs to partially decouple the energy equation, that is, variations of temperature do not
affect the distribution of species concentrations, but concentration changes are allowed to affect the
temperature, by setting the appropriate terms in the correction equations to zero. It was found that if the

fue evportiq rte as ecacuated every time th _eperature was corrected then a slight instability
fuel evprto o rat wavea l th te ty
is introduced into the iteration, therefore the evaporation rate is only calculated for the first ten
iterations by which time the correction is less than 5K.
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We have nou derived a method for solving an individual reactor:- we have to devise a sequence of re-
actors to represent the combustor under consideration. There are several methods which can be used to de-
termine these sequences:- a) Qualitative observations of combustor performance, e.g. for a typical gas
turbine combustor this leads to a series model consisting essentially of a stirred reactor followed by a
plug flow reactor.

% b) The distribution of "macro scale mixing", derived from theoretical and experimental tracer response
functions (e.g. water modelling and Argon tracer studies.) c) The distribution of 'micro mixing' energy
within the flow; in this method the stirred reactors are placed in the flow regions where high levels of
turbulence energy exist. As already discussed above, the 3-D finite difference procedure is used to deter-
mine flow patterns and turbulent energy distribution and hence derive the volumes, flow rates and inter-
connections of the appropriate stirred reactor network. An example of a gas turbine combustor is shown
in fig. 21.

As a simple illustratior the stirred reactor network approach we will discuss its application to
a novel design of "blue flawe", low pollution burner built at Sheffield (fig. 22). Air is added via a
Coanda ejertor. which causes controlled recirculation of combustion products thus reducing the oxygen
concentration in the vicinity of the spray leading to wake burning. WSR1 is the main flame zone, its
volume is set equal to that of the truncated cone bounded by the dotted line (240 cm3). The unmixedness
parameter, SD, for this reactor was estimated to be 300, i.e. virtually perfect mixing. The secondary
flame zone is represented by a poorly mixed WSR2 (volume 280 cm3 ), this WSR2 was estimate,d to have TSD
of 10, (fig. 22). A cooling of the recirculation flow around the narrow coanda unit annulus is to be ex-
pected and vas apparent from temperature measurements carried out. Consequently a heat exchanger unit was
incorporated into the recycle path to -ake account of this (fig. 23). The kinetic scheme used for the
calculations is shown in table 2, the rate-of reaction 1 is given by

d[C 2 H2412 d 24 5.52 x 1OB . exp (-12900/T). CC]? N [02]. p-0.825 (64)dt 1? 24 2(6)

In the experimental system water was condensed in the sampling system therefore for comparison pur-
poses the predicted water concentration was reduced by a factor of 10 and all other concentrations adjusted
accordingly. The initiLl droplet size distribution was described by the Rosin-Rammler expression based on
our own experimental results. The spray initial velocity -as calculated using discharge coefficients based
on Tipler's results (21), assuming that all the droplets were projected with the same initial velocity.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE STIRRED REACTOR ANALYSIS

The predicted values of NO and CO at the burner exit (after WSR2) are plotted against airflow rate
(and hence 0) for a given set of operating conditions 'Figs. 24 and 25) together with the corresponding

experimental values. The effect of fuel pressure on NO emissions is shown in Fig. 26 and in all cases good
agreement for both trend and magnitude was obtained.

We have described a program capable of predicting thi-. performance of any sequence of reactors using a
detailed evaporation model, the Tsr mixing model and a detailed chemical kimetic scheme which may be ex-
tended as is necessary. However, several difficulties remain, these are mainly associated with the data
available rather than with the computational method. The principal problem is concerned with the chemical
kinetic schemes available. The kinetic model currently in use involves a global initiation reaction :

CHy + 02 -x CO + I H2 using the rate constant due to Edelman et al (22) eqn. (64) followed by a set

of radical reactions leading to complete reaction. This rate constant has recently been revised (Edelman
6 Harsha 23) the previous value being too fast by several orders of magnitude. This approach deals well
with the lean combustion situation but rich combustion still presents a problem as hydrocarbon fragments,
radicals 4nd oxygenated species are produced and must be accounted for in the kinetic scheme. In summary
there is a need for kinetic information concerning the break-up of higher hydrocarbons (x = 10) under both
rich and lean conditions. In spite of these difficulties, on the lean side of stoichiometric the program
works well. Other areas of improvement involve refinement of the model as follows
a) The evaporation model. At present, this is the Wise et al (17) model with a correction for droplet
dynamic effects. Further refinements to this model based on the work of W. Sirignano (24), together with
reliable data on transport properties and thermodynamic properties at the temperatures of interest for

higher hydrocarbons are the hoped for developments in this area.
b) In the mixing field, studies of the interaction of reaction and turbulence and how this is related to
combustor design are needed.
c) A further weakness of the stirred reactor program is that it cannot, at present, predict the forma-

tion and agglomoration of'soot. This problem can be approached from two directions. In the first, we
assume that soot is an undesirable product from gas turbine combustors, and the foregoing design procedure
may therefore be used to avoid the lo~a rich conditions under which soot is formed. ;n the second, an
ippropriaie set of rate equations for soot fbrmation, such as those advocated by Magnussen must be
used, hnd these equationr may then be incorporated into the existing computer prograw with a simple change
in the input data. If the fuel to be employed ;ere residual oil or coal which burn with a more complex
process thin simpl'e eviporation, then the appropriate module of both the computer programs would have to
be modified. H6wever, the m6dular nature of the programs and simple physical form of the variables allow
such cianges to be made-ielati'ely easily.
d) At this point, a brief discussion of the relationship between the TSD stirred reactor mixing parameter
concepts used above and the coalescence/dispersion micromixing model of Curl (26) is relevant. rurl's model
regards' the reacting mass as beingtypically made up of a large iiumber of equally sized 'eddies' behaving
as small batch reactors. Eddies undergo collision from time to time and equalize concentrations when this
happens. The model does not claim to be an exact description of the processes occurring in a stirred re-
actor', but predicts a decay 'in concentration of the same exponential form as that known to exist in stirreA
sycItems. The general form of the equation for the rate of change of the concentration probability density
function p(c), is given by Pratt (27)

p(c) . a[Po(c) - p(c)] -d[c p(c)] + 88 ! p(c') p(c - c')dc' - 28 p(c) (65)

where a 1 I/(mean residence time) and 6 is one half of the fractional number of cells coalescing per second.
This equatibn has normally been' solved using ,Mnte Carlo methods, however, in well stirred systems the method
of Katz et al (28) may also e used ronvehiently to compare the predictions of the coalescence/dispersion

model with those of the Vulis (29) TSD model used here. For a single stirred reactor the results are
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conveniently expressed as the degree of completeness of combustion (I - 4) vs temperature and a typical
result is shown in Fig. 27 (see Ref. 30 for further details). It is quite clear from this figure that
the same results are obtained with either method. The TSD method has two advantages however: (a) it is

* much quicker and sipler to calculate, and (b) the asymptotic value of combustion efficiency, limited by
unmixedness is simply 1/(l + I/TSD).

It may be argued that the Monte Carlo methods are more advantageous for predicting the effect of local
(fluctuating) high temperatures in producing high NOx due to the high activation energy of the reaction.
However, to make these predictions, the joint probabilities of the concentrations and temperatures are re-
quired and these are not yet available. We must therefore judge by results, and for the situations shown
in Figs 24 and 26 it appears that the method used here gives acceptable results. Indeed, if the rate con-
stants for the reactions are obtained in well stirred reactors, then the errors may be self compensating.
(There is a similar anomcly in the use of mean temperatures to evaluate the radiant heat flux from flames.
Whilst the temperature fluctuations should exaggerate the heat flux due to averaging the non-linear T

4

term, however, it i3 well known that results acceptable for engineering purposes may be obtained neglec-
ting this effect.) The value of a dimensionless time mixing parameter in assessing gas turbine com-
bustor designs has beer demonstrated by Mellor (31). In the preceding discussion it is suggested that
TSD 1v /(AP/q). A related expression is given by the eddy break-up model Eq. 12, whilst Pratt (27)
suggests that the local mixing intensity 8 s/k. Due to the computational simplicity of reactor network
modelling and hence its complementary role to finite difference models, more effort is required to evaluate
a mixing parameter TD (or 8) and residence time Ts(or I/a),and to define the interconnections within a
network. It is also possible that the statistical variations in micromixed TSD between macromixed regions
could be represented by a larger number of cells in the network. This approach would then allow for the
limitations of the simple TSD model. The advantage of this approach compared to that proposed by Pratt (27)
is that it eliminates the computer generated random selection procedure required by the coalescence/dis-
persion approach and is therefore much more efficient in the use of computer time.

Evangelista (32) suggested an interesting experimental method of estimating the mixing intensity factor
8 based on the variance of the response to a step function tracer. A new technique is presented in the
next section to determine the residence time distribution in a complex geometry. This allows the size of
each sub-reactor and their interconnections (network) to be determined, and by a relatively simple exten-
sion would also permit a micromixing intensity factor TD (or 8) to be determined for each sub-reactor.

6. IDENTIFICATION OF STIRRED REACTOR NETWORKS

Mixing in combustion systems is clearly of prime important since it is usually the rate-limiting step.
It is also one of the most difficult processes to model mathematically since present day theories cannot
deal with the behaviour of individual molecules. The value of the residence time distribution (RTD) analysis,
presented in this section, can be appreciated fully when use is made of such practices in the ultimate re-
fining of the inherent mixing hypotheses of a finite difference formulation.

The link between the finite difference and reactor modelling consists of identifying the appropriate re-
actor network from the computed flow pattern. The field distribution of turbulence dissipation obtained by
the solution of equation (7) i;j utilized to define possible stirred and p!,ug flow regions with the degree
of stirring or mixing rate being determined from the total dissipation within the reactor. Previous work by
Swithenbank et al (11) can be utilized extensively in such an analysis. The finite difference part of the
predictions can also supply the local flow rates, temperatures aniinterconnections between the reactors
forming the network.

Once an appropriate reactor sequence with associated initial and boundary conditions is decided upon,
the full complexity of kinetics, evaporation, mixing and other phenomena are introduced. Thus this
"piecewise" approach to predicting turbulent combustion circumvents the conventional problems encountered
in physical and mathematical modelling areas and computational requirements. The overall model can be
said to share in principle, several aspects of the currently available "refined" models.

Due to our limited understanaing of the reactor network and turbulence/kinetics interactions, an ix-
t perimental technique which can be applied to the complex three-dimensional flows in gas turbine combustors,I is plainly required to investigate the phenomena. Water flow visualization has been used extensively asa

qualitative method of studying the reaction zones, mixing zones and the interconnecting flows (but not at
present, the micromixing parameter TD). Clearly this method is related to the concept of the stirred re-

actor network discussed above. One important difference between water models (or air models) and hot com-
bustor flows is that the former are isothermal. If geometrical similarity is maintained and Reynolds
Numbers are chosen to ensure that the model flow is turbulent, then as a result of the well known jet
similarity characteristics, the flow patterns in the water model and prototype will be closely related.
Using "partial modelling" (33) methods in which the diameters of the holes in the combustor are increased
in proportion to the square root of the cold jet to hot chamber gas density ratio, the relative velocities

and flow patterns are even more closely modelled. 'The technique is not able to take full account of the
effect of heat release on the turbulence structure, nor the effect of the turbulent fluctuations on the
local heat release rate. Nevertheless water (or air) modelling has proved to be an invaluable tool for the
combustor designer, and Clarke (34), for example, was able to predict quantitatively the component pressure
losses, flow distribitions and, with the introduction of a chemical tracer, the exhaust temperature profile.

Theoretical analyses by Dankwerts (35) and Zweitering (36) showed how departures from the assumptions
of perfect mixing and'ideal plug flow, could be explained in terms of distribution functions for residence
times. Novel hypotheses about segregation, hold-up, dead-space, macro and micro-mixedness and age distri-
butions were introduced and related rigorously to reactor performance.

In the present experimental studies, highly specialized identification techniques have been used toSinvestigate their applicability to gas turbine combushor design. These methods are based on correlation and
generalized least squares parameter estimation techniques and associated diagnostic tests. In a different

context these techniqueshave been used by Cummins, Briggs anu Eykhoff (37) to estimate the dynamic system
response of a heat exchanger and a distillation column. Nj

The method is based on the introduction of a t-acer in a pseudo-random binary sequence of pulses. In the /.

experiments desribed below, the tracer was saturated salt solution introduced through a hyprdermic needle
into a water model of the gas turbine combustor. The response of the. system was measured by means of a

conductivity probe which could be traversed throughout the chamber. The experiments could be conducted
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similarly with a hot or cold combustor using tracers such as mercury vapour (38) or helium (39).Similarly,
by modulating the fuel flow, (or air flow), an infra-red measurement of the CO and CO2 could be used to in-
vestigate the dynamics of the kinetic processes. Since only the a.c. response signals are required, a simple
I.R. emission or absoiption signal would suffice.

The interpretation of the measurements is carried out as follows:- The output signal from a practical
system is almost invariably corrupted with inherent micro-mixing noise in the system. Assuming the validity
of linearity, application of superposition yields:

Z(t) = y(t) + n(t) (66)
where Z(t), y(t) and n(t) represent the output signal, response signal and noise respectively. The mathe-
matical expression relating the process response and the applied input, i(t), is the familiar convolution
integral, i.e.

y(t) = f hit ) i (t-t) dt I  (67)

0
Here h(t) is the weighting function (or impulse response) of the process.
Combining equations66 and 67 the measurable output to an arbitrary input signal is given by: (inputs
occurring at times greater than Ts in the past are assumed to ha - no effect on the present output):

Ts 
.

Z(t) = $ h(t 1) i (t-t l ) dt 1 + n(t) (68)
0

The deconvolution of the above when a short duration pulse is used yields:

Z(t) ' Klh(t) + n(t) (69)

where K1 is a constant determined by the energy in the input pulse. The approximation becomes more accurate
as the pulse duration becomes shorter. A step function input yields the step response which is the integral
of the impulse response. The effect of noise on the system dynamics represented by n(t) in the above
equation can be substantially reduced via correlation techniques.

It can be shown that (40) a relationship exists between the input-output cross-corelatiuo Lunction
(ccf) and the input auto-correlation function (acf), i.e.

Ts
Riz (T) = o h (t i ) Ri (T- tl)  (t) (70)

(cf. equation 9)
where Riz(r), Rii(T) and Rin(-t) represent respectively the input-output ccf, input acf and the input-noise
ccf. Assuming Rii(r) can be represented by a delta function for random inputs, equation (70) reduces to the
following simple form:

Riz (T)= h(t)

The practical implementationof a random signal as used in system analysis and identification is a
pseudo-random binary signal, PRBS.

The PRBS approximates to atruly random signal due to the properties of its acf. For a periodic PRBS,
this can be shown to comprise a series of triangular spikes of width 2 t where t denotes the bit interval.
Furthermore, due to its constant spectral density the PRBS is persistently exciting - a desired quality of
the input signal for parameter estimation and identification studies, as the variance of the estimated
system parameters is generally proportional to the inverse of the power input.

Amongst the generally available identification techniques including correlation methods, instrumental
variables, maximum likelihood, etc, the generalised least square, GLS, algorithm has proven to be statist-
ically sufficient and is linear in its formulation. The algorithm can provide unbiased estinates, a de-
sirable feature, as data acquired for the formulation of simple dynamic models is almost always corrupted
with correlated noise and the need to evaluate unbiased estimates of the process model and of the noise
becomes apparent. Additionally, means exist to apply various diagnostic checks.

The algorithm is applied to discrete input/cutput data sequences it, Zt (t=l ..... N) to produce op-
timal models of the form:~~~~~W - k  B( - ) D ( - )

Z 1 + - t (72),. VP A( - 1 )  VP C(C- 1 )

where p is the number of integrations in the system and noise models. W represents the forward shift
operator and k is tht system time delay. V is identified as the differencing operator (l-W-1) and A,B,C
and D are taken to be polynomials of the form:

-1) W-1 -n -1. - nA(W 1 + aW . ..... a W ; B(W- )  1b. +.b W -

1 n I n (73)C(W)r l+CW + . CWm D(W) B + d. .... d Wm

In equation 72 the ralional transferm function driven by 1he uncorreTated sequence 9t comprises the
entire extraneous behaviour.

Equation 72 can be re-expressed upon removal of the system intbgrations by data differencing in the
following convenient form: -k

AZt . 4- Bi + A t(4
It is worth noting that unless ADC- a 1, the process parameter estimates will be biased. Hence the

GLS aims to transform the term ADC'lt iteratively to an uncorrelated sequence t via the following steps:
i) The process parameters (ai,bi) are initially estimated by an ordinary least squares.
ii) The residuals, viz, A -A

e t AZ Bit (75)

t(Adenotes estimated values)
are analysed to be subsequently transformed by autoregression.

F e. _ Et

iii) The process input and output are filtered with the autoregression F to yield:

zF A (6
z FZt(6IIA £ Fi t (77)
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iv) iF and Z are modified by a new least squares fit to commence another iteration cycle proceeding from
step ii. The final model is expressed in the form:

A(FZt) Ir Wk B (Fit) + t (78)
The validity of the estimated process and noise models given by the GLS algorithm have to be established

by diagnostic checks for the statistical properties of the models. Currently available diagnostic algor-
ithms utilize model order tests including determinant-ratio test, F-ratio test, loss furction analysis,
pole-zero cancellation and tests for independence. In addition, auto-correlations c9 .he residuals and
cross-correlations of the input and the residuals can be employed to reveal the adequateof the fitted model.

Tentative values for the time delay and model order can be obtained via the impulse response evaluated
directly by cross-correlation of the input and output for white inputs, equation (69). An alternative means
of extracting the same information is to use the determinant ratio tests (41). The test is especially val-
uable in that it limits the number of possible model orders and associated time delays prior :o parameter
estimation if the signal to noise ratio is reasonably high.

Loss function analysis and the associated F-ratio test are employed once the process and noise models
have been derived by the GLS algorithm. They are primarily concerned with the behaviour of the error
function in the neighbourhood of NO, oaken to correspond to the actual system order.

Additionally, residual manipulation in terms of acf's provides a critical assessment of the structure
and order of the estimated model. The acf of the residuals is employed to yield an indication of the
measure of the whiteness of the residuals. The ccf, on the other hand establishes the statistical inde-
pendence of the residuals and the process input.

The above ideas have been applied using the salt solution injection tracer technique to study the iso-
thermal residence timie distributions in a water model of the Lycoming combustor with the objective of
quantifying the stirred and plug flow reactor locations. The predicted aerodynamic patterns yielded by the
finite difference procedures are utilized in conjunction with the GLS algorithm to determine the local
mixing history. A detailed description of the experimental set up and the measuring environment is given in
(7).

The investigation employed PRBS and step signals respectively as the system mode of excitation for
parameter estimation purposes. The particular PRBS adopted comprises a period 15, bit interval 1.1 sce
which was fed to a solenoid valve introducing the tracer. A number of measuring stations, representative
of the distinct mixing zones in the combustor, were chosen for identification and parameter estimation.
A typical sequence of operational steps adopted in such an analysis is summarized as follows:

A determinant ratio test was employed to limit the number of possible model orders for the range of
time delays suggested by the deconvoluted impulse response. GLS parameter estimation was then applied for

tvarying model orders and time delays. The optimum value for the latter was taken as that which minimized
the sum of squared residuals. Typically noise model orders of 10-15 were adopted in an iterative scheme of
5-10 steps. The loss function was recorded for all the different cases tried.

Diagnostic checks comprising mainly the evaluation of the acf of the residuals, ccf between the input
sequence and the residuals and pole-zero cancellation were applied for varying model orders and time delays.
Parameter estimation and subsequent validation was carried out in a strict iterative manner. Finally the
impulse response function corresponding to the estimated model was computed and this was compared with the
original weighting sequence obtained from the cross-correlation analysis of the input/output data.

Measurements were made at locations marked on Fig.2 using both the conventional step response method
and the p.r.b.s. technique. The results obtained using step changes in salt concentration are illustrated
in Fig. 28. The sharp cut off at station 2 within the primary jets is clearly demonstrated. The recicula-
tion in the primary zone which behaves as a stirred reactor is illustrated by the response at stations 1,
7 and 8. The time constant of the exponential decay together with the known primary flow rate of 0.075 £/s
indicates an effective primary volume of 0.2 1 which is consistent with the anticipated value. The
secondary zone response is indicated by the results at station 12. Correcting the measured time constant
for the effect of the primary zone and the additional secondary flow gives the volume of the secondary
stirred reactor as 0.15 1

Turning next to the p.r.b.s technique, some of the results obtained are given as follows:-
Station Location Order Time Delay aI  a2  b1  b9

7 Primary 1 2 -0.5718 - - 112.9 -
13 Primary 2 1 - 0.7527 -0.1171 3.157 - 116.5
9 Secondary 2 3 - 0.2929 - 0.2929 - 78.34 - 61.83

14 Dilution 2 4 - 0.3389 - 0.5284 - 17.14 - 112.3

The corresponding response curves (together with Station 14 integral) are shown in Fig. 29, which
represent the fitted value of the cross correlation functi6n. Integrating these curves gives a repre-
sentation of the step response which can be used to determine the residence time distribution as dis-
cussed above, however it appears that the p.r.b.s. method gives greater resolution as can be seen by
comparing the response at Station 14 with its integral. The experimentally determined cross-correlation
(pulse response) at station 19 is particularly interesting since this point is on the opposite side of the
axis to the trace injector. The response at this point is therefore due to turbulent transport rather than
convection. The fact that it is about identical to that above the axis shows the large scale of the turbu-
lent transport, and this is responsible for the fact that the primary zone behaves as one large stirred
reactor rather than as six small reactors. The effect of the reactor size is to increase the throughput at
blow-off (i.e. large stability loop) as discussed in Ref. 11.

In principle the value of the mixing parameter a (or ID) can be crudely obtained from the location ofthe max-imum of the variance of the step Iresponse (see Ref. 27), however in well stirred systems such as

this, the location of the maximum is so close to zero that it cannot be clearly distinguished. This
characteristic is easily demonstrated by inserting reprejentative Values of ts-1 and 8 in Evangelista's
Equation t[<< y(G) >>max (11(8 -ts 1 ) ) f' ('(6 + t- )/2 ts- ) (79), -!'i ~ ~ ~ ~ Y ",'~ seod.motaaxynhgl stlrdytm uhsgsrrleemutr h eut

Thus, taking a residence time ts = I sec and B > 100 gives the time of the maximum variance t, < Y()> <0.04
seconds. Fortunately in highly stirred-'systems such as gas turbine combustors the results are
insensitive to the exact value of rD(or 6). In fact, the combustion efficiency is more significantly influ-
enced by the uniformity of the fuel distribution and the production of NOx may be -more influenced by the
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joint probability distribution of concentrations and temperature (which is at present unknown), than by the
exact value of TD . Since probability distributions tend towards gaussian when they depend on the combination
of several other probability distributions, almost whatever the shape of the separate distributions, it is
likely that any effects of the p.d.f. on pollutant formation can be represented by a maximum of five para-
llel stirred reactors (with recycle) in the model, the size and operating of each weighted according to a
portion ! the gaussian curve.

If an accurate value of TD were required to determine the ultimate combustion efficiency achievable
by any given combustor nmax = I/(1 +i/TSD)then it is believed that the noise term in Eq. 72 could be used
to tbtain this parameter quite accurately, however we have not yet investigated this possibility.

7. CONCLUSION

An overall modelling procedure has been described, and by comparison with experiment it has been de-
monstrated that all the key physical and chemical factors controlling the behaviour of a real gas turbine
combustor were predicted with sufficient accuracy to be of engineering value. It is therefore considered
.hat progress is being made in this complex and rapidly evolving subject.
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NOMENCLATURE

i) Finite difference equations

a Absorption coefficient for radiation.
B Driving force for mass transfer (dimensionless..

1' C2P CD  Constants in the turbulence model.

C Specific heat.
p
CR Constant in the eddy break-up model.

E Black body emissive power.
g Mean square concentration fluctuation of fuel species.
GK  Quantity in the generation term for k.

Hfu Heat of combustion.

I,J,K,L,M,N Radiation fluxes in the r, x and 8 directions.
k Kinetic energy of turbulence.

Length scale of turbulence.
L Latent heat of vapourization.

Mass fraction of a species J, mass fraction in size range J.
mfu, m, mpr Mass reactions of fuel, oxygen and product respectively.

Mass transfer rate.

Rate of fuel injection per unit volume.
M Mass of a single droplet.
p Pressure.

QX, Qy, QZ Net radiative transfer in the coordinate directions.
Rj Mass rate of creation of species J by chemical reaction.

Rx , Ry , Rz  A dependent variable for radiation fluxes in the three coordinate directions.

r Distance from axis of symmetry, instantaneous drop radius.
s Stoichiometric mass ratio.
S Square of droplet radius.
Sc Scattering coefficient for radiation.

S 4 Source term.

T Absolute temperature.

Tg Local gas phase temperature.
5

Ts  Droplet surface temperature.

t Time.
u, v, w Velocity components in the x, r and z (or 8) direction.

v Velocity vector.
x, z coordinate distances.
r Diffu'sion coefficient, gas phase transport property.
r Jeff Effective exchango coefficient for J.

AV Injection cell volume.
£ Disnipation rate of turbulence.
uViscosity.

0 Density.
0 Stefan-Boltzman constant.
j General dependent variable.
Kinj Contribution of the injected mass to the variable

C Coordinate in the cylindrical-polar system.

ii) Stirred Reactor equations
A. Pre-exponential factor of the jth reaction.
3
B. Reverse reaction rate of the jth reaction.

b. Rate constant of the reverse of reaction j.

j ; B Transfer number in evaporation rate equation [C (T-T )ILI
ev p L
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Mi Mass fraction of a species J, mass fraction in size range J.

m fu, mox, mpr Mass reactions of fuel, oxygen and product respectively.

in'' Mass transfer rate.

in''' Rate of fuel injection per unit volume.
M Mass of a single droplet.
p Pressure.

qX, Qy, QZ Net radiative transfer in the coordinate directions.
Rj JMass rate of creation of species J by chemical reaction.

Rx, Ry, Rz  A dependent variable for radiation fluxes in the three coordinate directions.
r Distance from axis of symmetry, instantaneous drop radius,
s Stoichiometric mass ratio,
S Square of droplet radius.
Sc Scattering coefficient for radiation.

S0  Source term.

T Atsolute temperature.
T Local 6as phase temperature.

T Droplet surfs-° emperature.

t Time.
u, v, w Velocity components in the x, r and z (or 0) direction.

4
v Velocity vector.
x, z coordinate distances.
r Diffusion coefficient, gas phase transport property.
rJ,ef f  Effective exchange coefficient for J.

AV Injection cell volume.
EDissipation rate of turbulence.
1Viscosity.

Density.
o Stefan-Boltzman constant.
*General depeadent variable.

¢inj Contribution of the injected mass to the variable

C Coordinate in the cylindrical-polar system.

ii) StirreJ Reactor equations
A. Pre-exponential factor of the jth reaction.

Bj Reverse reaction rate of the jth reaction.

b. Rate constant of the reverse of reaction j.

BBev Transfer number in evaporation rate equation [Cp(T-TL)/L ]
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C. Overall gas phase mass fraction of ith species.

Cp Mean heat capacity of gas phase.

CD Uroplet drag coefficient.

D Dissipation energy term.
d.. Third body efficiency of species i in reaction j.

(usually assumed to be 1).
E. Activation energy of the jth reaction.

FE Fuel evaporation rate.
F. Forward reaction rate of reaction j.3

F? Standard molar free energy of species i.
1

f. Forward rate constant of reaction j..3
HL  Rate of enthalpy loss from the reactor.
h. Specific enthalpy of species i.

.- Equilibrium constant of jth reaction.

KEav Mean kinetic energy.

MT Total number of mixed gaseous species.
m Mass of reactor gas phase.
NR Total number of reactions.
NT Total number of gaseous species.
nj Temperature exponent in modified Atrhenius equation.

P Pressure.
p(c) Concentration probability density function.

Rate of production of species i by chemical reaction.

q Dynamic head.
R Universal gas constant.
Re Reynold's number of droplet.
r Reaction rate.
rL Droplet radius.

T Temperature.
T Temperature of droplet surface.

U Mean velocity.
u' Fluctuation velocity.

V Reactor volume.
vrel Velocity relative to droplet.

W. Molecular weight of species i.

X. Third body concentration in a dissociation reaction j.
j

a Reciprocal mean residence time.
ai Scoichiometric coefficient of species i as a product, in reaction j.

8FEh non-dimensionalized evaporatonn rate. Mixing intensity factor.

Yi Mass fraction. of species i in reacror mixed gas phase.

6ij Stoichiomatric coefficient of spec-es i as a reactant in reaction j.
C Mass of reactor liquid pnhse.

Mean thermal conductivity of gas phase.I viscosity.

p Density.Ij Index to indicate whether the third body participates.

TD  Characteristic dissipation time.

Tz Reactor residence time.

TSD TIT, unmxednees parameter.

Proportion of gas phase which is unmixed.

SWi  Mass fraction of species i in reactor unmixed gas phase.

Superscripts
Feed conditions.

* Intermediate value (i.e. after mixing and evaporation).

Subscripts
I Reactor inlet.
2 Reactor outlet.
G Gas phase.
L Liquid phase.
f Fuel.
N Nitrogen.
2

02 Oxygen.

cs General combustion species.
i Chemical species identifier.
j Chemicl reaction identifier.
E Evaporation.

E,F Forced evaporation.

@ .. .. i
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Table 1. WSR COMBUSTION SCHEME

(1) Liquid fuel + Evaporated fuel (unmixed) EVAPORATION
(2) Evaporated fuel (unmixed) + Evaporated fuel (mixed) )

Oxygen (unmixed) 4. Oxygen (mixtd) ) MIXING

Nitrogen (unmixed) + Nitrogen (mixed) )
(3) Evaporated fuel (mixed) )

+ )
Oxygen (mixed) 4. Combustion products CHEMICAL REACTION
Oxygen (mixed) )C

+ )
Nitrogen (mixed)

Table 2. Kerosine Combustion, Reaction Mechanism

Forward reaction rate data
Reaction step A. E. (cal/mole) n..1 ]. .]

C12H2 4 + 6 02  12 H2 + 12 CO

CO + OH CO2  + H 0.56 x 101 2  544 0

H +02 OH + 0 0.22 x 10 8450 0

0 + H OH + H 0.18 x 10I  4480 1

OH + H2  H20 + H O.219 x 10 14  2592 0

OHf + OH H H20 + 0 0.575 x 1013  393 0

H + O + M OH + M 0.53 x 101 6  -2780 0

H + OR + M 1120 + M 0.14 x 1024  0 -2

H + F + M 1t2  + M 0.30 x10 0 0

0+0 + N 02 + 14 0.47 x 10 1 6  0 -0.28

N + 02 , NO + 0 0.64 x 10iO  3150 1

N2 + 0 2 NO + N 0.76 x 1014  38000 0

N + OR NO + H 0.32 x 1014  0 0

NN+ 0 + M N 0 O 0.162 x 1012  1601 0
N2 0+ 2 14
N20 + 0 NO + NO 0.458 x 1014 12130 0

N20 + 0 N2  + 02 0.381 x 1014 12130 0

N20 + H N2  + OH 0.295 x 1014  5420 0

(Backward reaction rates evaluated from equilibrium constants obtained from free energy function).
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DISCUSSION

A.M.Mellor, US
*Have you made any in situ spray drop size distribution measurements with the forward scattering apparatus? This

is actually desired for input conditions for the reacting finite difference code.

Author's Reply
Using the laser diffraction dropsize distribution meter, we have carried out zme measurements in emulsified fuel
flames and steam assisted atomizer flames, but not yet in gas turbine combustoms. The effect of ambient tempera-
ture and pressure on dropsize distribution should be investigated urgently.

The input to the computations also requires the droplet velocity distribution. I would like to emphasize that most
current methods of obtaining spray information yield spatial rather than temporal size distribution and it is now
becoming important that we take account of the difference. At Sheffield we are measuring the droplet velocities
by two techniques. In the first a modified laser doppler system is used, whilst the second employs a double flash
ruby laser to obtain a time lapse hologram of the spray. The diffraction pattern of the hologram yields the spray
velocity distribution directly.

J.H.Whitelaw, UK
Professor Swithenbank said that he would prefer to have 20 droplet size ranges in his finite difference calculations.
Our experience, in the Fluids Section at Imperial College, suggests that many fewer will be required with the range
of diameters discussed in the presentation.

The phrase "all trends have been correctly predicted", used in the presentation tan be misleading to the designer.
In this connection, the comparison of calculated mean velocity profiles, normalized with a centreline velocity in a
confined flow, can hide important discrepancies. The phrase is probably best avoided and the presentation of
comparisons, by the calculating community at large, requires greater consideration of the designers' requirements.

Author's Reply
My proposal that 20 droplet size ranges is generally satisfactory is based on spray evaporation computations which
we carried out, (M.W.Vincent Ph.D. Thesis 1976), in which we used 6, 20 and 40 size ranges at typical gas turbine
combustor operating conditions. The results for 20 and 40 dropsizes were identical whilst that at 6 sizes showed
significant errors.

With respect to predicted velocity profiles, I would suggest that both computational and experiemental mass balance
requirements ensure that the weighted mean values will agree. It is interesting to note in our results that the mass
flow distribution does not change much with heat addition and the velocity profiles largely reflect the change in
temperature distribution. If this were a general trend it could be used to help speed up the, convergence of the
equations.

A.Sotheran, UK

The processes which determine the various performance aspects of a combustor are known in most cases and
empirical correlations are-already adequate to ensure that new designs achieve, fox instance, specification light up
characteristics, idling efficiency... whilst NOx emissions are similarly predictable. Whilst modelling seems unlikely
to improve design techniques in these respects, at least in the short term they can instruct the designer on how to
engineer new concepts like staging. There are new problems and possibilities on which present background
experience is sparse or irrelevant and modelling might best concentrate on these. They include soot anal particle
formation, charging'ue l rPeities and their effects, liner temperature and life prediction with increasingly arduous
conditions and so oh. Models which ignore the inajoi unknowns are seriously incomplete.

Author's Reply

I disagree with your claim that current correlations are adequate for all purposes. For example, the airlines find that
light-up reliability is far from ideal and scheduled flights are regularly delayed by light-up problems. Similarly, the
idle efficiency of many engines still leaves inuch to be desired. I also expect the modelling techniques will help to
optimize staging, indeed the Very concept of staging derives from a model of the combustion process. However, I
agree that modelling techniques are not yet fully developed and my paper aimed to indicate the current state of the
"science". With respect to soot and particle formation, the paper by Edelman et al. at this meeting shows how
progress is being made in deriving a sub-modelfor this process which can be readily incorporated in the overall
combustor models which were presented.

I welcome your comments on the importance of liner temperature and life. The important feature to predict is
the peak liner temperature and in most cases this is associated with non-uniformities in the spray distribution. There
is relatively little fundamental work on theatmoization process andthe factors which affect the variability of the

•L . spray and mixture distribution and I certainly advocate more work in this area.

4A
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Comment by R.B.Edeiman, US
I will be talking tomorrow about the work that we are arguing in expanding the steps higher up in the mechanisms
to include pyrolysis and partial oxidation particularly relevant to the question of soot formation.

C.M.Coats, UK
How sensitive are the stirred reactor models you have described to uncertainties in the assumed reaction scheme,
particularly the representation of the hydrocarbon chemistry by a single global reaction.

Author's Reply
The rate constants of the semi-global reactior are determ.ined from stirred reactor experiments so the prediction
of stability loops, etc. is quite accurate. It is difficult to assess the accuracy of the assumed reaction scheme at a
wide range of conditions, although the results of network calculations carried out to date appear reasonablysatisfactory.

D.T.Peatt, US
(I) With respect to Figure 27: of course, both solutions agree, as they are both asymptotic solutions to the

problem: however, in poorly-mixed regions, they may not agree with the actual physics, much less with the
Monte Carlo solution.

(2) The statement on p.2-10,9 2, "However, to make .... are not yet available" is categorically wrong. On the
contrary, the joint PDF's of C and T are predicted; that is in fact the object of doing the calculation!

Authors Reply
I agree with these points and believe that in principle much more can be extracted from stirred reactor modelling
concepts than has been achieved to date. Much more experiemental and theoretical work is needed in this area.

D.C.Dryburgh, UK
There is a large loss of resolution when one goes from a 3-D finite difference model with about 30 000 grid points to
a network of 6 or 7 well stirred or plug flow reactors. What is the advantage of using a reactor network instead of
the detailed 3D calculation?

Author's Reply
There are two main advantages of the reactor network approach: Firstly, it is possible to include highly complex
chemical kinetic schemes which would not be possible with our present 3-D scheme.

Secondly, the computer time required for our reactor network programme is very small. Other important
advantages of the concept are discussed in detail in Prof. Pratt's paper in this conference.

J.McGuirk, UK
I would like to question your claim that the 3D numerical solution you have obtained is converged. From the
residual source variation you show in Figure 14, if the procedure is convergir.g at all, it sems to be converging to a
solution with a mass source of about 2%- do you not find this disturbing? .f the finite-difference solution ought to
do anything, it ought to obey overall mass conseivation.

Author'sRepiy
Ifis made ciar in the paper that the 3-D comlfutation Was not comutinued to ultimate convergence, nor were the
relaaiti~n parameters optimized, as thii would hav consuhied an unjustified amount, of computer time. I guess
it's a case of the common engineering approach of achieving 95% of the resulis with 5% of the effort.

J.P.Patureati, Fr
(I) Did you accointfor iadiafion heat irdife in the WSR computer modcl?

(2) How many iterations are required (on the average) for cbnvergence of the WSR computer model?

Author's Reply,
(1), Heat transferwas included in-the blue flame burner reactor network presented in the paper althoue)i i k this

case it was convective loss rather than radiation. There would be no difficulty in including a simplified zone
method of radiative heat transfer.

(2), Theieare various iterations cairied out in the subroutines of the WSR network computation. I can best
answer your question by saying thatthe overall computation olyrequires two or three minutes on a
medium size computer,
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H.Wilhelmi, Ge
The equations for the computation or modelling of combustors became more and more complicated in the course
of the years, as there is a tendency to include additional parameters. It was mentioned in the presentati.n of the
paper that the time required for the solution of the procedure described is about six hours on a high speed computer.
How is this in accordance with the statement that it will be possible in the near future to perform the same calcula-
tions on a minicomputer without any simplifying assumptions in the basic equations but merely using convergence
promoting features, grid optimisation etc.

Author's Reply
The possibility stems from the fact that whilst bulk storage (e.g. a disc) is necessary for the large number of variables
involved, with appropriate manipulations only a small number are actually required in "core" for computation at
any one time. In spite of the fact that the full computation would require a relatively lung time on a mini-computer
with (FPP) the situation would be preferable to that at present where, at Sheffield, we can only obtain one turn-
around per week on a larger machine.

With respect to future developments, the problem of the slow "diffusion of infonnlation" across a fine grid can
probably be solved by the super-position of coarser grids (the multi-grid approach). This would give about a three
fold increase in speed. A further factor of about two could emerge from the hybrid grid technique. The
optimization of the relaxation parameters could give a further two-fold increase in speed. The use of logarithmic
values of the concentration should make the composition equations more linear and further speed-up the conver-
gence. I therefore see about an n rder of ntgnitude increase in speed in the longer term.

4
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mathematical Modelling of Cas-Tuxbine Combustion Charuers

W.P. Jones and J.J. McGuirk

Department of Chemical Egineering and Chenical Technology
It Mrperial College

Icnn SW 7

A mathenatical model for predicting the pertorrance of gas turbine cambustion chambers is described.
The model is based on the finite difference solution of the averaged form of the governing partial
differential conservation equations and turbulent transport is apprcvirated via a variable density fom
of the k-s turbulence model. The reactions associated with heat release are assumed sufficiently fast
for diemical equilibrium to prevail on an instantaneous basis; and the influence of local turbulent
fluctuations in mixture strength accounted for by a $-probability density function. Liquid fuel sprays
are represented by a transport equatin Zor the probability density function describing the variation of
droplet mass fraction with droplet radius. Caiptations of 2-d axisymmetric and 3-d flows are cGpare
with experimental results and an assesmrent made of the adequacy of the various submodels erbodied in the
prediction procedure.

The majority of gas turbine combustion charber designs in current use have evolved over many years of
largelyempixical development. Whilst this approach has been relatively successful in the past, current
interest and legislation concerning the reduction of ccubustion generated pollutant emissions has imposed
additional constraints, so that large departures from conventional design practice are becoming necessary.
In this case existing conventional design information is of restricted value and the development of low
emission carbustion chambers is thus an expensive and tzi-consuming process. In fact it is uniTkely that
the necessary reductions in pollutant emission levels can be achieved by purely traditional methods while
at the sare tire maintaining the no less ikortant requirements concerning such features as re-light,
stability, coibustor exit teeperature pattern and durability; .a more fuxrhomntal approach is needed. In
such circumstances the contributions which could be made by theoretical procedures for predicting combustor
performance are potentially substantial. The provision of such prediction procedures represents an area
of great current interest and is the subject of the present paper.

PRI1 ,'JS WORK
Mathematical models for predicting combustion chamber performance can be considered in general term

to fall within two groups: methods based on a nodular approach and those based on finite difference solution
of the appropriate partial differential conservation equations. The primary objective of the former
approach is in most cases the prediction of pollutant emnision levels whereas in the latter wider objectives
may be considered (e.g. prediction of outlet temperature profiles). In the modular approach spatial
variations in dependent variables such as velocityand temperature are largely ignored and no attenpt is
made at calculating the local detailed features, of the flow and reaction, except insofar as complex kinetic
schemes may be included. Instead the combustor is divided up into a numer of regions each of which is
modelled globally using stirred and plug flow reactor concepts. Exhaustive reviews of such methods have
already been provided elsewhere, Mellor (1 & 2), and we will concern ourselves here only with their general
features, by way of illustration of which we may consider one of the more sophisticated models, namely that
described by Fletcher, Siegel and Battress (3) and Fletcher and Heywood (4). In this nodel the cmbustor
primary zone is modelled by a partially stirred reactor with assumed AFR and residence time distributions
and 'unmixedness' described via a single mixing parameter; the value of which must be assigned. The
priraryo zone is folld by a one-dirensional plug flowi reactor in which dilution air on entry is assumed
to instantaneously distribute itself' across the cambustor. Thus in adlition to the essential arbitrariness
Invlved' in assi ing the various reator v01uiaS and residence times, for any particular combustion chamber,
a value of the mi~hg j eter mast b6 chosen. e r del parameters depend strongly on the geometric and
other details bf the paticular cmbustor being considered. They are ifvariable chosen so as to reproduce

d ssion quantty wch the is capabe of predicting. It should be
appreciated that the above features .are u peculiar to the o~mdel of Fletcher et al; the deficiencies are
cqmm to all reactor fetwork models. In pratice the use of such nodels appears to be restricted to
interpolation along the operating curve of 'individual crrbustors for which some sasured pollutant emission
level data is available and which can be used as a basis for slecting the msodel parameters. Even in this
case it is often not possible to use fixed iodel paraaters if it is desired to encompass conditions from
idle to full power. e.g. see 1Mllor (5).

An alternative and much =ore powerful approach is that based on use and fin!.l e difference solution of
the averaged form of the patial diffeietial conservation equations for momentum, mass, chemical species
and energy. This appiroach is h0 ealso not without its difficulties as in the averaging process inform-
ation is los so that the rsultig equations are not closed. Approimations ust be introduced for unknown
terms repi ting turbufent 'diffusive' tiranspot and the ensemble averaged values of net formation rate of
the various species befoi solution is possible. Hewever in' contrast to modular approaches approximations
have to be introduced at a much nore'fundaetal and soundly bas physical level. In the cor-servation
equation approach apprximation is, intr6duced to relate well defined physical (i.e. directly measurable)
quantites whereas in ouar appraes te ndel parameters invariably relate somewhat nebulous and ill
defined global quantities, e.g. reactor mixedness. Wilst requiring a large computer the provision of
calculation methods for practical ccmbustion systems based on finite difference solution of the 3-dizensional
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forms of the conservation equations has- in the past few years become viable. An assessment of the
appropriate models required is given, for exanple, by Jcnes and Whitelaw (6) and Bray (7) and the
approach has been used to predir- the flow and cmbustion in gas turbine combustors by Jones et al (8),

SSerag-Eldin and Spalding (9), .Reynolds et al (10) and Jones and Priddin (11). The approaches are
generally similar with some not inconsequential differences occurring in the modelling of reaction.
Such techniques are beginning to be used as design aids by industry and in our view are the only ones
profitable to pursue.

Same authors have attempted to combine reactor models with finite difference flow solutions. For
example, Msier, Roberts and Henderson (12) modelled the orabustor primary zone recirculation with a well
stirred reactor and the remaining flow region was approximated by a set of reacting co-annular one-
dimensional stream tubes which exchange mmentun, mass and energy. Such modelling implies that the
combustor flow (excepting the primary zone recirculationI is two-dimensional with a preferred flow
direction and no recirculation. Clearly whether or not this is an acceptable approximation will depend
on the particular combustor A.eing considered. However n our view the mass and velocity of air entering
the combustor through dilution holes will in the vast majority of designs be sufficiently large to ensure
that the ccirt ltor flow is three-dimensional and elliptic, i.e. downstream influences make themselves felt
upstream over most of the combustor. Perhaps the most sophisticated attempt to combine reactor network
models ane0 finite difference solutions is that of Swithenbank, Turan and Felton (13). A computer code
and preditior m._thod developed by Spalding and co-workers was used to obtain a full three-dimensional
solution to te vel-acity and temperature 'fields within the combustor, albeit with a combustion model making
no allowance for fluctuations in mixture fraction. The velocity and turbulent solutions werd then used
to select tle volumes and distribution of the various interconnected stirred and plug flow reactors. The
se!ection of the reactor network is now less arbitrary than in a straight modular approach, though it still
depends on a subjective interpretation of the finib difference solutions. In coron with other reactor
models, the technique allows only the calculation oi" total pollutant emission levels and the problems in
assignig individual reactor parameters reain. For example Swithenbank et al modelled a low pollution
combustor with an 5sothermal mixer followed by two well stirred reactors. These two stirred reactors were
assigned umixedness parameter values as widely separated as 300 and 10 - the basis for these values was
not given -- and the model then used to obtain prediction of NO and 0 emission levels in quite good agreement
with measured values over a range of operating conditions. This was achieved in spite of the fact that the
rate constant for, the global fuel breakdown rea,.tion was too large by several orders of magnitude. In
general there can.be no rational way of estimating the values of the unmixedness paraveters and they will in
any case vary fron combustor to combustor =n also with the precise reactor network chosen. Thus in the
case of, say; a new or novel cmbustor desiga one might well question whether one would be any better off
guessing values for mixedness paraneters rather than estimating the pollutant emission levels directly after
a careful examination of the finite difference solution.

PRESMT 0tMTrh It'
The purpose of the present paper is to describe the work being undertaken by the authors towards

developing a ormputational procedure for predicting combustion chamber performance. As stated above this
is based on the finite-difference solution of the averaged conservation equations governing the transport of
mass, momentbn and energy within the combustor. The carputational aspect-s of the procedure (e.g. finite-
difference formulation, solution algorithms and techniques for handling irregular shaped geometries) are
not discussed here, rather enphasis is laid on describing thb physical models used to approximate the
turbulent transport processes'and chemical reaction; this forms the topic of the next section. Exanples of
predictions in two and three-dimensional flows are then presented so that same assessment may be made of the
models currently in use. Finally, the concluding section cchbtains some suggestions for possible inprove-,
ments.

MMTM TICAL MDML
The prbblems associated with devising a mathemticai model based (,n solution of the averaged forms o3

the governing transiprt equations for pract4cal comustioi systns are many and varied. In general it ny
be necessary to provide models, for a large nntem r of separate but inter-related phenomena. Typically
models may, be reqauired 1- describe turbulent transport in variaJle density situations, to evaluate the tinm
(or ensemblel ave of the net formation rate of e&-h of the chemical species being considered, and
to describe radia ., net transfer, and multi-phase phenomena including the formation and consuTption of
particulate matter including soot and liquid fuel sprays. In the case of gds turbine csibustion chambers
not all of the above ph&ncia are of equal importance. For exaiple the heat loss to the surrounds by
radiatlve, heat transfer is rarely greater than 1% of the heat release by reaction and so its influence on
the b~ito flow, heat release and pollutant formation 6 cesses can be ccnsidered negligible. Of course
if the clcu6lation of ccmbustor Wall temerature is an objective then radiative heat trahsfer must be
included, but this can be perfoimed after completion 6f the miin flow calculation. Also neglected in the
present frmulation is the fonration and consumption of soot particles. Here imay be presumed that the
amounts present, especially in the newer oi tustor designs, are sufficiently small for their neglect to
introduce little error. n principle there appears no reason why the presence of soot particles could not
be included in the formulation but, as far as the authors are aware, at the present time there does not
appear to be ava ble a tia,.table scheme for describing soot formation. The determination of the rean
formation rates of chemical species represents perhaps the central, and unresolved difficulty in developing
prediction mathods for turbulent~reacting flows. Essentially the pxrblem arises because the fonTAtion
rates are invariably highly non lin6ar functions of terperature and spees mass fractions, Ypowledge of
the mean vali s of these latter quantities (to be obtained from, the solution of the appropriate transport
equations) is insufficient to determine the mean value of formation rate. Fortunately howew the reactions
associated with the nigh temperature oxidation of hydrocarhons usually have time scales very short compared
with those charact/istic of the transport processesand the aspsaption of (instantaneous) chemical
equilibrium thus provides a reasonable approximation under many circumstances. Of course it canrnot be
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appropriate under all circumstances. In particular the calculation of the fornation and emission levels
of pollutants such as carbon monoxide, unburnt fuel and nitric oxide all require consideration of finite
rate reactions as do ignition and extinction phenomena. Nvertheless the assumpticn does allow the
prediction of many of the major features of azrbustor operation. If in adition to the assuqrtion of
fast reaction the diffusion coefficients for all species and heat are. taken to be equal - an accurate
assumption in turbulent fl6w - and the heat loss to the surrounds is negligible, then the instantaneous
thermynamic state of the gas is determinable asa nonlinear function of a strictly conserved scalar
variable. All the relevant conserved scalar quantitities are linearly related and any one can be chosen:
here we select a mixture fraction, f, defined as the mass fraction of fuel present both burnt and unburnt.
Alternative choices would be the mass fraction of any element present or fuel-air ratio. With the fast
reaction assumption described above the averaged forms of the appropriate conservation equations for high
Reynolds number turbulent stationary flows can be written *

Misa i=0o (1)Mass DU 0

'i

axi axi axj

Mixture fraction a; -1, a U'q" (3)

ax. X-
.J )--

Fbr liquid fuelled systens the fuel droplets are described by

a = - a b 3 17 I (4)
as3 Jax

where b(s)ds represents the mass fraction of droplets in the d&tplet radius range s to s + ds and where
is the rate of change of droplet radius by a process such as evaoratin. Amongst the approximations
iplied by equation (4) is the assumption that the relative velocity between the droplets and surrounding

fluid is zero. While this is unlikely to be a good approximation for large droplets any irprovements are
likely to bring with them very considerable increases in complexity.

The averaged equations (1) to (4) are the forms resulting from a dennity weighted decomposition and
subsequent averaging of the dependent variables where tildes represent density weighted averages and over-
bars conventional averages. It should be noted that equations (1) to (4) are similar to their constant
density counterparts. In contrast if conventional averaging were to be used then additional unknown
correlations involving the fluctuating compcnent of density would appear. Furthx details of both
averaging processes and their relative merits is given by Bilger (14), Jones and Witelaw (6) and Jones (15).

Before solution of equations (1) to (4) is possible approxmtions are necessary. The unknown terns
involving the fluctuating omponent of ve)ocity must be relate to known quantities as nuct the mean values
of p and s. The models to be described in the following section are essentially those usez1 by Jones and
Priddin (11) though there are here sm differences in detail.

TLWULECE MMME
Equations (2) to (4) contain turbulent fluxes of momentum and the scalar quantities f and b which are

here approximated via a version of the two equation k - c turbulence model introduced by Jones (16) and
Jones and Launder (27) adcast in density weighted forr..) I

4 ,Ihe density weighted Reynolds stress is obtained from .

H uu!=2/3 6l k -PTau i+ au 2 2 (5)1

i -§- x -~ T*-,

and the scalar fluxes given by

~af -v;
___ 1 Ar P u~b" =.~T Db (6)

* In order to obtain the results to be described the equations were cast in a cyliirical
polar oordinate system: for brevity they are here written ,sing Cartesian tensor
notation.
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The turbulent viscosity is expressed as

I, k l. 2=C k/e (7)

where k and e are the density weighted turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation rate of turbulence
energy, the values of which are obtained frn the solution of the transport equations

p Uj k 3 I~T 3 d C 8
a iax. - uli a -Xi(8)

- k j C ii -(2{x aX~x~J i a kax P ~2 xi Dxi ~2 -k

Equations (8) and (9) differ fran their constant density counterparts in that a term involving the product
of the mean density and pressure gradients appears. An exact term qxprising the product of a fluctuating
density-velocity correlation and the mean pressure gradidnt arises in the density weighted turbulence
energy equation. For this an approximation which can be inferred from Jones (15) has been used. A similar
tern has also been added to the e- equation. Strictly both terms should be multiplied by a constant of
order unity. The r=aining constants were assigned the following values, found to give good agreement in
a wide range of 2D shear flows (see e.g. Launder and Spalding (25)).

C = .09 ; C1  1.44 ; C2 = 1.92 ; k.O; =1.3 and rT 0.9

OCOMBUSrION M)DEL

With the 'fast' reaction assunption outlined previously the instantaneous chanical equilibrium gas
camposition, tenperature and density can in the case of gaseous fuelled systems be detemined as a non-
linear function of the mixture fraction f. For hydrocarbons explicit expressions relating the species mass
fractions, temperature and density to f cannot be obtained and the instantaneous thenrmdynanic state was
obtained as a function of f "fran equilibrium calculations perfoned with the canputer prograie described
by Gordon and McBride (18). For cniputational convenience the results wze then curve fitted via least
squares orthogonal polyncmials. Now at any location f will fluctuate with time and so knowledge of the mean
value, f, is insufficient to detennine the local mean values of species mass fractin,m an tesperature or
mean fluid density and it is neces.Ary to know the probability density function (p.d.f) for f (or some
equivalent information). Following snjy rkers we here chose to specify a two parameter form of the p.d.f.
in terms of the mean ? nnd the variance f". The former is to be obtained fran solution of equation (3)
whereas f"2 is to be obtained fran

2

a U~f + 21 T48 -p (10)
5xj XI T T ) rT1~

Following Spalding (19) the constant % was assigned the value 2.0.

both The p.d.f. introduced is a desity weighted quantity and the definition allows the determination of
bohdensity weighted and ccwientloual'averaged quantities:

e.g. f = (f) p(f) df

0 (1

and 17= f( p(f) df
o P

, o p(f)

where can represent any quantity uniquely related to f including species mass fraction or temperature.
The mean fluid dencity can be obtained via the p.d.f. definition :-

p(1 = fi {)df4 l (12)

Various forms of the p.d.f. have in the past been proposed. A rectangular wave variatin of f I
corresponding to a double Dirac 6- funcfion p.d.f. v,-s suggested by Spalding (19) and used by Gosman and
Locmod (20) and Serag-Eldin and Spalding (9). The 6-fumction form has the .attribute of simplicity rather
than physical realism and more realistic forns have been proposed and used. In the present work we will
utilise the 0-p.d.f first suggested by Richardson, Howard and Smith (21) and used by Jones and Priddin (11).

.i TyjI It can be written

i}<77!7- : j
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p(f) fal1 bl O0 f 1 (13)

0

where

a =fj(V -11 b= (14) a

For liquid fuels it is envis--4ed that the fuel droplets evaporate to form gaseous fuel which on mixing
with air reacts in a similar mmg-er to that assured for gaseous fuels. However the mixture fraction f
previously defined nowltniudes fuel present both in liquid and gas phases. In order to determine the
equilibrium. Gate of the gas mixture it is thus necessary to know the mass fraction of fuel (burnt and
unburnt) present in gaseous phase. In order to do this it is necessary to establish some instantaneous
relatlonship between the mass fractions present in liquid and gaseous phases. Here possibly the simplest
assui'ption is made, nanealy that the ratio of mass fraction of gaseous fuel (burnt + unburnt) to the mass
fraction of fuel (burnt + unburnt) in both liquid and gaseous phases does not fluctuate with time. The gas
phase mixture fraction can then be obtained fran

'I.- bds~f(14)

1 - f f Lds

Equations (11) and (12)now refer only to the gas phase and the mixture fraction appearing therein
rmust therefore be interpreted as the gas phase mixture fraction. This quantity is also used for the
evaluation of the chemical equilibrium state.

I For two phase mixtures the total fluid density is given by

Pg9 (15)

1 - fbds + fb ds

where pg and pLare the densities of the gas and liquid phases respectively.

Finally to ccaplete the formulation, following Williams (22) the instantaneous rate of change of
droplet size through evapratin is taken tobe given by

SL.+' La- (16)

where Pr is gas phae molecular Prandtl nixober and Ahfg is the latent heat.

The instantaneous, gas phase enthalpy hg and viscosity, vJg are then expressed as a function of
mixture fraction and equation (11) then used to evaluate the mean value, s.

COM4PUI!ATIMtAL DETAIlS
The ~lsdset 6f~ differ-ential equations outlined in tkjb previous scinhsbe ov~b iie

difference techniqjues for both two- and tr, ieninl reacling, and non-reacting problems The
finite-difference6 fonrPlation uss eta ifrnigexcept in regions where nenfo 66nvection

-&minates diff~sivd-processes in',ich case &~nor cell differencing -is usied. 'The captational schm is
cast in terim of the pinimtivb variables, _velocity and prlessu e an a ~sadcr t procedure is used
to obtain the pressure field, see e.g. Chorin (23) and'atnka and Spaldingl (24). Lack of space przevents

a ~ ~ ~ ~~A dtledecitoof the - xumry conditionis used fo±F each individual problem, but, wherever possible
these 146e deduced Lfrom the exper~imetal maaMsureM tS. To *avoid the nikecessity of using f ine grids near wall

) boundAris the finite-difference siolitkons wdee patched onto fully turbulent local eqilibriLni wal-;-law
rofils, se ' g Launder Sid'Spalding (25). -Ifonnirkti6n on'the grid finieness and disposition is given

.! A th6 -next section foi each piocblein-discused, as, is the caiputer timet anid'itoiaga requirements where thisj i s deerred kdlevzint. The-ni~~ 'of eq"uitgns _solved'obviousl1y varier? fra probAIem to problen;, for the
most omlicated case - a liquid fuelled flaiie in a 3D 6drbk;,stor - a total of 13 diffei~bntial equationsaznust
be solved, inanely : Sntinut ', 3 iraiet~bequtos 2ublence nod61 equations (k, 0), equations for
mean mixture fraction f and its variance f " and 5 equations to reprvesent the droplet size distribution.
-These latter equations were obtained from equation, (4) by Thtegratling overa given size range s~ to s~ to4 +
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obtain an equation for the mass friction of droplets within this size range. From information on the
droplet size distribution produced by the fuel injector considered, 5 size range bands were judged
sufficient.
REULTS AND DISCUSSION

As an example of predictions obtained in isothermal flow in a two-dimensional model combustor
geometry, the measurenents of Owen (26) are first considered. The flow configuration consists of a
central air jet surrounded by a faster-moving co-axial annular air stream, both streams exhausting into
a circular duct of slightly larger diameter - the flow is therefore axisyinetric. At high velocity
ratios (annulus/jet velocity) the central air stream is rapidly entrained by the annular jet and a
recirculation region is formed on the duct centre-line; a further negative velocity region is observed
near the outer wall caused by the sudden exparsion of the duct radius. In Figure 1 the predictions
obtained using the too-equation k-c model are caopared with the measurenents of Owen (1975). The Figure
shows the predicted and measured position of the separation streamlines which enclose the two reci.-culation
regions described above for a velocity ratio of 12 ; the predictions were obtained with a fairly fine
grid (40 axial x 20 radial grid nodes) and are believed to be grid indepdndent. The agreement is good
although both radial and axial dimensions of the central recircu-ttion are under-predicted, a feature
which other authors have also observed in calculation of free recirculation regions with two-equation
turbulence models.

Measurements have also been made of reacting flow in the same geanetry by Spadacini, Owen and Bonan
(27) ; in this case the central air jet was replaced by a jet of natural gas, and thep ossibility of
introducing swirl into the annular air stream was included. The flow field whicl results under burning
conditions is shown in Figure 2 in tens of predicted and measured axial velocity contours. The velocity
ratio (air/fuel velocity) in this instance was 21, the over4ll equiva ence ratio 0.9, conbustor pressure
3.8 atmospheres and the air and fuel. inlet terperatures 750K and 300 K respectively. Figure 2(a) shows

4 results where the air stream had zero swirl velocity and Figure 2(b) gives the predictions and measurements
for the case where the annular air stream also entered with a swirl canponent of ve.ocity (The svirl No
for the run considered was 0.3 (Swirl No = tangential nnentum flux/axial mnentum ..ux x effective
annulus diameter) ). In the first case a central, spheroidal recirculation region d measured as in the
isothermal flow, and Figure 2(a) shows that this is also what is predicted. Again tie size of the ceetral
negative velocity region (shown shaded) is underpredicted. In the reacting flow case the strength of the
backilow is in addition found to be too weak, the maximun negative velocities being only about half of
those measured. Further the acceleration of the fluid along the centre-line is too sla, particularly in
the swirling flcw case. The qualitative effect of sirl is however reproduced correctly in that the
central negative velocity region changes in shape from spheroidal to toroidal, although again its volune
and strength are underpredicted. These calculations were made with a 20 x 20 finite-difference grid, and
finer grid solutions are being btatied to ciek the results. While it is possible that the discrepancies
result from numerical error a much more likely possibility is that the inlet conditions used (uniform
axial velocity and zero radial component in both streams) are incorrect as the data clearly indicated
significant intermittent penetration of the flame into the fuel injector; extension of the calculation
dain upstream into the fuel jet and annular air ducts is also being investigated. Coparison of the
development of the swirl velocity is shown in Figure 3 which presents profiles across the duct at three
axial stations, the agreement is quite good in the outer half of the duct but discrepancies exist near the
centre-line at larger downstream distances. The accuracy of the exparimental data must also be questioned
however as measurements along two radii (opern and closed symbols) show large asyrmetries.

It can be seen from the above figures that large changes in the flow pattern occur in the imnediate
vicinity of the fuel injector; the measurements of tenperature and species mole fractions were also
concentrated in this region and Figures 4 - 7 present comparisons for the same two sets of conditions as
outlined above. Figure 4 presents predicted and measured tenperature cortours and indicates that the
introduction of swirl does not change the teperature patteni strongly from that typical of a turbulent
diffusion ilame with high teperatures occurring in the annular mixing region. Slightly higher
temperatures and larger axial gradients occur in the swirling flow case and this effect is reproduced by
the predictions, although the radial gradients are much steeper in the calculations than in the data,
indicating a too slow rate of mixing. The most noticeable discrepancy o-curs in the region near the
centre-line -where the predictions show the cold fuel jet penetrating far downstream whereas the data, show high teseratures very close to the injector. Amain, this is attributable to too slow mixing,

- possibly pointing to a turbulence mdel inaccuiracy; h&,6ver, the penetration of ait up into the fuel jet
would also lead to reaction and higher temperatures in this initial region, and as noted earlier, the

inlet conditions used did not allow.this. In our view this latter explanation is the more probable and,
as can be seen, its ccnsequences have far reaching effects on all predicted quantities over large regions
of the flow.

The effect of swirl on unburnt hydrocarbon and CO concentration levels in the first 5 caxbstor
diameters is unfortunately not predicted correctly. Once more the slow mixing is in evidence since the
ME contours penetrate too far~downstream; however, when swirl iq introduced (Figure 5(b) ) thc measured
reuction in itnburnt fuccxiezntation and iicrbise ii 00 16e es (see Figure 6(b) ) is not obse-ved. If
anythii-u ociiutrs shift tream, as is l location of the high CO levels, in carplete contrast
to the meatenents. T behaviour is -cosistent 4ith the predicted velocity fields for, althaigh the

c~r :influence'of-swiLrl was pricted -iiear "the inlet, qualitative discrepancies in vo-ocities wereevident iimh damtsew The reents ghow -siirl to increase the rate of recovery (of velocity)
d4ni oa f wh rc ticn %fereas the predictions indicate little change. As a consequence the effect
of, swlrl- t r denta hange-coeffkiien s for scalar transport is also not repxoduced. Similar dis-
-cep i0 bontours, althoighhere the tendenc for higher levels-to apper at the cvn-
strewi ntatihstwith ihe i~rod6tibn of swirl i r ced iy the calculation. T predLcted contour mapis m~recmp~ic~ti tasu r. indicatihg relative mima along the centre line. This results from

theMmplf!ed" liriu h alss ~Us dfor" the 2D natural gas/air calculations, wihis slightly inaccurate

---The calculationofo2D-reacting flows such as that described-in the previous paragraphs is, it is
believed; essential to the development of the mathematical r del. Only in such relatively simple gnzxmetries
can the detailed measureaents be made which are so irportant if the weak Uinks in te. mathematical model are
to-be isolated; additincally, for 2D recirculating flowsh 1h possibility of obtaining fine-grid solutionsIii______N
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not marred by numerical errors is feasible, whereas this is very difficult with present core-store
limitations for 3D. recirculating flows. It is still worthwhile however to apply the mathematical model
to 3D flows as useful information can be gained. The nd al described earlier is at present being applied
to the carbustor in Figure 8; at the time the calculations were performed not all details concerning the
fuel injector were known, so only preliminary results are presented here. The obustor is basically
cylindrical in shape with eight rows of air holes, the first containing 4 (regularly spaced) holes and
all others containing 8 holes. The symmetry properties of the geometry anant therefore that only a 90
s etor had to be considered if cyclic boundary conditions were used on the two extreme circumferential
planes. Four separate air feeds enable the air supply to each rm of holes to be calculated, and also
that to the vaned swirler (the protrusion of the swirler into the ccvbustor was neglected). Liquid
kerosene fuel was injected using a swirl ataniser which in the experiments produced a spray angle of 95o
with a mean droplet d oameteof about 50 pm ; finally the oolic: air temperature was set at 5CP K and
the swirl Nuber at 0.38 (30 vane angle). The calculation was performed using a 25 x 15 x 10 grid
(axial x radial x circumferential) which meant that details fo the flow through the swirler and the dilution
holes could not be resolved accurately. Coaiutational time and storage requirents were approximately
28 minutes CPU time per 100 iterations and 150 K words central memory (IBM 360/195).

Figure 9 shows the predicted and measured temperature fields on a circumferential plane displaced
22.5Pfrom the vertical plane of the ccmbustor as it is sketched in Figure 8 ; this plane contains neither
the dilution air holes, nor the gaps between the swirler vanes, but these are indicated in the figure for
reference purposes. In the measurements the high tenperatures in the primary zone extend right out to the
liner wall, indicating complete penetration of the fuel, pro ably with impingement of some fuel droplets on
the outer wall. At present the predictions display a quite different behaviour reu.-lting from a much too
shallow spray angle; the droplets evaporate too slowly and show little spread causirg local equivalence
ratios to be everywhere much richer than measured. Accordingly the temperature is everywhere too low and
the existence of fuel in the vicinity of th6 centre-line right to the exit of the ccbustor is qualitatvely
incorrect. Scme high temperatures are predicted in the outer regions interspersed with cool areas near
the dilution air entries, but, in the initial part of the tvbustor, these are ca,=r.d Dy recirculation of
burned products from downstream between the air jets, and the observation that the fuel does not penetrate
into the outer areas remains valid. Predictions of UHC and 0) concentrations display similarly incorrect
features when ccmpared with measurements. The reasons for the ccmpletely incorrect spray angle are at
present under investigation; it my be that the conditions asswmd at the injector exit are inaccurate or
that the method of inputing the spray angle is inadequate. Alternatively the assumption that the droplets
follow the instantaneous qas velocity may be at fault - further calculations are being undertaken to isolate
the cause of error.

CONLUSION
The paper has given a desuription of the work being undertaken towards developing a mathematical model

for gas-turbine combustion chambers based on finite-difference solution of the averaged equations governing
the transport of mass, momentum and heat. The models for approximating turbulent transport and chemical
reaction are being tested by calculating isothermal and reacting flows in 2D combustor geometries, and the
application of the present scheme to a on. realistic 3D oonbustor is under way, although only preliminary
results could be shcwn here; a complete report of the performance of the model in this 3D geometry will be
presented elsewhere. 7h3 predictions for the 2D gaseous-fuelled combustor indicate that the presently used
models are capableof calculating the flow pattern and heat release fairly well, although lack of knowle.,e
concerning inlet conditions often makes definite conclusions difficult to make. Whilst this uncertainty in
the inlet conditions can account for a large part of any discrepancy between measured and predicted quantities,
there are -also scme indications of a failure of the k-c turbulence noel to provide a sufficiently accurate
representation of turbulent transport. This is particularly so in the case of flows with swirl. If these
inlet condition and turbulence model uncertainties could be removed then a substantial improvement in the
prediction of, say, the teuperature and species concentration fields would undoubtedly result. It appears
likely that the ccmbustion model used here would then be adequate as far as the calculation of major species,
temperature and heat release is concernod. However, the accurate prediction of pollutant emissions will
undoubtedly necessitate scne improvement in the present scheme. For example, although the primary zone CO
levels are quite well predicted, ocmbustor CO emission levels under idle power conditions would certainly be
In error with the present equilibrium model. The first improvement would be to allow for the finite-rate
oxidation of 0) to CO ; this will involve the inclusion of an assumed form for a two-dimensional joint pdf
and the solution of additional differential equations for the mean and the variance of the C mass fraction and
for the 0 and mixture fraction covariance. Other extensions to the present model planned are to include
the prediction of nitric oxide emissions usig; the model outlined in Jones (15) and to apply the 2D calcula-
tion procedure to the liquid-fuelled flames me .ured by Spaducini et al (29) in the same avi-synmetric
combustor as investigated here; this will enabi_- the droplet model to be adequately tested.
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DISCUSSION

D.T.Pratt, US
On p.2, you overstate the case when you state "in general, there can be no rational way" etc... This is true of
Fletcher and Heywood parameter which is really a standard deviation of a Gaussian (F/A) ratio distribution.

However, Swithenbank's 3 (or TSD) is easily estimated by -/AP or e/k ; the former of course from experi-
mental measurement, the latter perhaps from such a model as you propose.

Author's Reply
In our view the construction of stirred reactor models necessarily involves a very large number of essentially
arbitrary and ad hoc assumptions related to the selection of reactor volumes, and their locations, residence time and
'mixedness' parameters. At what stage the maximum uncertainty arises will in g.neral depend on the particular
model being considered. However to turn to the 'mixedness' parameter rSD to which Professor Pratt refers I am
afraid that I simply do not agree that there is a rational basis for selecting its value. Relating TSD to V/F involves
a number of what appear to be extremely dubious assumptions which, for example, take no explicit account of the
system geometry. In any case one is still left with the problem of determining the constant of proportionality and
how one does this while still leaving something to predict is not at all clear. The alternative suggestion of relating
rSD to the local turbulence time scale k/e which could be extracted from a finite difference solution does not
remove the difficulty. The turbulence time scale is a local quantity which will have different values at each spatial
location. However for a stirred reactor model some average single value aprropriate to the total reactor volume is
required - but how precisely is this average to be formed? This is in additon to the arbitrariness introduced via
the estimation of mean residence time.

J.H.Whitelaw, UK
It is possible that, in the comparisons which you presented the turbulence model is more at fault at a swirl number
of 0.3 than at higher or lower values? Our experience* with a swirl number of 0.23 and a similar geomety, suggests
that there is a region of flow with swirl numbers which give rise to small regions of central recirculation, where the
eddy viscosity model gives rise to more significant errors than at higher or lower swirl numbers.

*M.Habib and J.H.Whitelaw

Measured velocity characteristics of confined coaxial jets with and without swirl. To be published in J. Fluid Eng.

Author's Reply
The experiments quoted by Professor Whitelaw certainly confirm our contention that, as in the comparisons shown
in our paper for reacting flow, a two-equation turbulence model does not adequately account for the effect of swirl
on the turbulent transport as the swirl number is increased from zero to an intermediate value of 0.2-0.3. Other
calculations we have performed at a higher swirl number (0.6) also indicate the same inadequacies, and, as far as we
are aware, there is no evidence that the turbulence model performs any better at even higher swirl numbers.

R.B.Edelman, US
Do you establish grid independence and convergence of your solution? What was the grid network you used?

Author's Reply
We have grid independent solutions and convergent solutions in 2-D calculations. In 3-D calculations, I think it's
not generally possible to establish whether or not a good independent solution is obtained. Indeed I think it's
unlikely that you can get a true good independent solution. We used a mesh of 25 x 10 x 15. We used about ISO
words in the central memory. We did not use any secondary storage. The calculation time was 28 minutes. Good
independent solutions in 3-D calculations are a major problem.

tI
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A PREDICTION MODEL FOR TURBULENT DIFFUSION

FLAMES INCLUDING NO -FORMATION

J. JANICKA
Lehrstuhl fUr Techn. Thermodynamik, RWTH Aachen,

D-51 Aachen, Schinkelstr. 8, Germany
W. KOLLMANN

von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics,
Ch. de Waterloo, 72, B-1640 Rhode St Gen~se, Belgium

Abstract

A prediction model for turbulent diffusion flames burning gaseous fuels is developed
and applied to H2-air flames. In the (simplified) system of chemical reactions the fast
reactions are assumed in partical equilibrium wherL.3s three-body recombinations are treated
in non-equilibrium. For the H2-air flames this assumption leads to a description of the
reacting system with only two variables f and r. Two methods of treating such a system in
a turbulent flow are discussed : (1) modelling and solving tiansport equations for first
and second order moments of these variables and prescribing the form of the pdf of f and
r as a function of the selected moments, or (2) modelling and solving the equation for
the pdf of f and r. Both sets of equations are complemented with a modified version of
the k-c turbulence model. The NO-formation in such flames can be calculated using the
non-equilibrium values (mean valuesand covariances) of the 0 and H radicals. The results
obtained with both models are compared with experiments and show good agreement.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A coefficient of pdf 0 oxygen

A ,i  Arrhenius coefficient P probability density function

c mass fraction p pressure

c CD''CcC2'cC3 I turbulence model P transition probability

cc4'CpuI Cpv1 'cv2 constants q a priori probability

CT'CT2 R gas constant

D nozzle diameter r reaction variable

D ,i  Arrhenius coefficient Re Reynolds number

E entropy S source term

F Arrhenius coefficient Sc Schmidt number

f mixture fraction s value of r

go$i acceleration of gravity T temperature

9 variance of mixture fraction t time

H hydrogen u longitudinal velocity component

h enthalpy v velocity vector

Kc i  reaction rate expression v radial velocity component

k kinetic energy of turbulence w kinetic source term

L number of statistical moments X component symbol

M inert component x Cartesian coordinate

Mi  molar mass x longitudinal coordinate

m number of scalar variables y radial coordinate

N nitrogen z atomic mass fraction, value of f

n number of components in mixture
Greek symbols

a Arrhenius ixponent (forward step), flow variable
exponent of beta-function S product

Arrhenius exponent (backward step),
exponent of beta-function p density

y coefficient of pdf a Prandtl/Schmidt number

S6 Dirac pseudofunction p dynamic viscosity
6 iKronecker symbol n statistical moment of order n

dissipation rate v kinematic viscosity

r molecular transport coefficient time scale

source term of r-equation <.> ensemble average

;p concentration

%f j_
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Superscripts

o nozzle exit instantaneous

ambient u unburnt

- unweighted mean value v burnt

fluctuating part

Subscripts

b backward j component in mixture

D turbulent viscosity Z component in mixture

e equilibrium, ambient o reference value

f forward t turbulent

i component in mixture Cartesian component

J jet pipe exit S Cartesian component

1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the turbulent and chemically reacting flow in gas turbine combustors
is an extremely complex problem and far from a satisfactory solution. The investigation
of turbulent diffusion flames is a step in gaining predictive capabilities for such com-
plex phenomena. Diffusion flames contain all the important physical and chemical processes
but are structurally simpler than combustors. The mathematical treatment of turbulent
diffusion flames leads to the well-known closure problem for moment equations which is
aggravated by an increased number of fluctuating field variables due to the heat release
and different molar masses of mixture components. For this reason the complete predic-
tion model is built up from : the thermo-chemical nodel describing in a reasonably sim-
plified'way the instantaneous transfer of mass anJ energy, the turbulence model descri-
bing the turbulent fluxes if mass, momentum and energy, the coupling model which links
thermo-chemical and turbulence modal by providing the information about the probability
density function of the scalars in the thermo-chemical model that are described by dif-
ferential transport equations. The pdf plays a central role in this model because it is
essential for the calculation of the mean thermodynamic state of the flame at any point
of the flow field. The thermo-chemical model for H2-air diffusion flames is based on a
simplified (Ref. 30) reaction mechanism for H2-combustion and assumes partial equilibrium
for fast reactions but treats the slow three-body recombinations kinetically (Ref. 5).
The turbulent model is based on the k-c model of Jones and Launder (Ref. 18) and is
written in terms of unweighted statistics. To include properly density fluctuations the
modelled equations for the density-velocity correlations are added to it. For the coupling
model two different approaches to obtain the (two-dimensional) pdf are discussed and the
computationally most efficient method is chosen for the current prediction model. The

model is then applied to several H2 -air diffusion flames, for which experimental data
including NO-formation are available, to evaluate its properties.

2. THE CLOSURE MODEL

The flow in turbulent flames burning fossile fuels is extremely complex and a complete

mathematical description involves an infinite set of nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions. This complexity is due to the turbulent nature of the flow and the complicated set
of chemical reactions essential to the description of the instantaneous transfer of mass
and energy in gaseous systems. Consequently, the development of a closure model will
consist of two parts, one devoted to the thermo-chemical processes and the other to the
turbulent fluxes. The link between them will be provided by the pdf of certain scalar
variables which will be constructed from a small set of statistical moments.

2.1 The thermo-chemical model

The assumptions concerning the instantaneous transfer mechanisms for mass and energy
are loosely termed thermo-chemical model. The dispersion of liquid fuel in sprays and its
vaporization will not be considered here and attention will be restricted to the gaseous
phase. The following assumptions are put forward : all participants in the turbulent and
combustible mixture are assumed ideal gases with possibly temperature dependent thermal
and caloric coefficients. Thermal equilibrium will be assumed locally and Soret/Dufour I
effects as well as volume forces and volume viscosity will be neglected. The moleculardiffusion in the multi-component mixture will be treated crudely by relations of the

Fick-law type. In addition, the diffusivities for all components and energy will be con-
sidered equal. Radiative energy transfer will not be taken into account and the Mach
number will be significantly smaller than unity. The set of these simplifications is
usually referred to as Shvab-Zeldovich assumptions (Ref. 1) and has found frequent appli-
cation to the mathematical analysis of flames. For the description of the combustion of
hydrogen with air the following system of reactions is considered :

H + 02 OH + 0 (RI) H + OH + M H20 + M (R5)
0 + H2 OH+ H (R2) H + 0 + M OH + M (R6) 4
H2 + OH Z H20 + H (R3) 2H + M H2 + h: (R7)

20H1 H20 + 0 (114)
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This mechanism was suggested by several authors (Refs. 2, 3, 4) as a reasonable descrip-
tionof diffusion flame kinetics. Its range of validity was estimated (Ref. 5) in laminar
test calculation and it was found to be a good approximation of the H2 -air kinetics for
temp:iritures T > 1200 K and conditions close to stoichiometric. In this range the reac-
tions (R1)--(R41 are much faster than the relatively slow three-body recombination reac-
tions (R-)--(R7) This leads to the hypothesis (see Refs. 2, 6) that the fast reactions
(R1)-(R4) ar' in partial equilibrium. The slow reactions (R5)-(R7) are in general not in
equilibrium and have to be treated by means of rate equations. In order to make efficient
use of this hypothesis combined variables are introducued according to Dixon-Lewis et
al. (Ref. 2), .,i such a way that the kinetic source terms of the new variables do not
contain contributions fromthe fast reactions (R1)-(R4). They are given by

1 02 1 0 02= - - + - C0 + - - CH()
02 MOH 0  

2 MH

C* I Hz M H2 3 MI1

3 2H H2  (2)H2 = CH2 + - C OH +  CO + - H()
2 MOH M0  2 MH

*M
i MH20 r 0

CH20 CH20 - H(3)

The instantaneous transport equations for them contain the kinetic source terms

w 0  
2MH0 (Ws+W 6+W7 ) (4)

I * i 11 *

wWH0 (5)
t102 02 2 MH20

1 * 1 *

w =-w*6
WH2  H2  NH2 H20 (6)

The system of eight equations dpscribing the mass and energy transfer can be assembled
as follows : four partial differential equations for the atomic mass fractions z0 , zH
of the elements 0 and H, the comhined fuel CA and the static enthalpy (defined by

eq. 8), together with conservatiov of total mass, the linear relations between atomic
and molecular mass fractions and thr{ce linearly independent equilibrium conditions as four
local equations (see Ref. 5). Note thdt only the equations for the combined variable
CA and the enthalpy contain source terms. This set of equations applies to flows in the

main reaction zone of combustors if a general character of partially premixed/diffusive
conditions prevails and the source terms in the energy equation are not neglected. For
diffusion flames further simplifications can be made. Normalizing the element mass frac-
tions and the enthalpy with the values at the jet pipe exit and the ambient value the
variable f (mixture fraction; Refs. 7, 8), can be defined

f = .0- ' = zH O, ZN, (7)

Neglecting the source terms in the equation for the enthalpy h

h= ho + Ci  dT Cpi(T )  (8)
10

allows indeed the application of (7) to h. The system of equations for diffusion flames
is now reduced to two partial differential equations for f and CA 2

af + PV af = a ax (9)
a af ax c ax

- a a

with source term given by (6) and the local relations where (2) expresses the combined
variable CjH in terms of mass fractions and the equilibrium relations for (R1)(R4)'

2

1I
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C 2  C0  CH 0  -

CO0 M O0*Ke 1 Ke 3 H 2. 0 2. 21 ~e,3H2 NO2 F 01

1/ 32 H 3/2 102 (12)

1/2 1/2

(' .- •i (13

5-1/2 3/2 -C2 0 H20

SH MOH" e,1e,4 e,3 12)
1/2 2 2 'H ~

plus the four linear equations (7). The temperature follows from (8) and the density p
from the thermal equation of state

P p(14)

T . Ric ii= I

with known pressure p. The kinetic source terms wi (i = 5,6,7) are of Arrhenius type
expressions

wn=l f_ _ kn
W) I k f j n ,_ _, ,_ _, ,_ _ _wi = M "[ Biia"")i ' n nI (oct) n (pct)

l = M j1 H i=5,6,7 (15)

where the reaction is denoted by

n n
01 Xij + Bij Xi J 5,6,7i~l i=1

The local relations allow the representation of the wi as functions of f and C2 only.
2

The domain of possible states in the f-Ch plane is bounded by the lines for pure mixing
(no reaction) and chemical equilibrium (reacions completed) forming a triangular shaped
area. For easier coupling of the thermo-chemical model with the turbulence model via pdf's
the variable CA is transformed into a reaction variable r defined by

2

, CH2"CH 2

where the superscripts u and v denote unburnt and completely bOrnt (i.e. equilibrium) mix-

ture. The domain of possible states is now the unit quadrangle in the f-r plane. All
quantities (density, temperature, mass fractions) can be represented as local functions

of f and r. Figure 1 and figure 2 show temperature and OH-radical mass fraction as
functions of f and r.

Nitric-Oxide formation

The thermo-chemical model described above allows the inclusion of NO-formation without
making the assumption of unconstrained chemical equilibrium. Measurements in flames (Refs.
9, 19, 11, 12) have shown that the NO-concentration is significantly lower than its equi-
librium value and is very small compared with stable components. Therefore the influence
of NO-formation on the flow field can be neglected and no change of the thermo-chemical
model is called for. For the H2-air flames considered here, the NO-formation is governed
by the extended Zeldovich-mechanism(Ref. 13).
0 2 + N NO+ (RB)

N2 + 0 + NO + N (R) 4,
OH + N NO + H (RIO)

"Prompt" NO-formation involving fuel-N does not play a role in H2 -air flames unless N- A
containing components are mixed to the H2-fuel (Ref. 14). The thermo-chemical model allows
nonequilibrium values "nr the radical concentrations 0, H, OH; In particular, for the 0-
radical there exist- ,,dire'ct experimental evidence (Ref. 8) that super-equilibrium con-
centration values can be expected. Two partial differential equations for the mass frac-
tions of N and NO are added to the thermo-chemical model. They are of the form
P + CNI C (17)

at+ c ax - 7 u ax NOw

cc/

JA

JV/
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The source terms w are represented (see Refs. 5, 6) as a sum of four contributions.
For NO this is denbted by

WNO = 14NO (S1+CNoS2+CNS3+CNoCNS ) (18)

and similarly for N

WN = 4N (SI-CNoS2-CNS +CNoCNS4) (19)

It is important to notice that the Si are independent of the new variables CMO and CN .
They are given by

C CoCN2 0

, = p2 Kf, 9  (20)

MN2 0

CO- CH
S- - b,8 Kb -) (21)

MNON '

S 2 02 OH
3 - (Kf, 8 - + Kf,10 M ) (22)

N 02 OH

S4 =(23)
MNO MN

as special cases of (15) and can be represented as functions of f and r alone. This
dependence is shown in figure 3 for the dominant term S1 . The rate and equilibrium
constants are summarized in table 2.

2.2 Turbulence model

In turbulent flames with high heat release rates strong fluctuations of density are
encountered. Two kinds of statistics can be applied to the description of such flows:
Density-weighted (Favre, Ref. 15) or unweighted statistics. In particular Favre-statis-
tics have been advocated for flame calculations (Refs. 8, 16) recently because of the
attractive simplicity of the resulting moment equations. Here unweighted statistics will
be used for the following reasons. Unwei~hted quantities can easily be compared with
experimental results (laser-doppler measurements) and, as a consequence of extensive
comparison of Favre- and unweighted calculation-models (Refs. 6, 17), it is plausible
that modelling assumptions for unweighted quantities cannot simply be carried over to
density-weighted variables. The model suggested here is an improved version of the four-
equation model developed in reference 19, which is based on the k-c model of Jones and

Launder (Ref. 18). The main modelling assumptions for (unweighted) turbulent fluxes are
(Ref. 6) I V ",a)" 7- Pt + ) - 6 k (24)

a aX a 3 as

and

-p = 0 ax (25)

I I where the eddy viscosity pt is defined by- k 2

Pt CDP Vt= P (26)P

and o€ is a turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number. The kinetic energy of turbulence k and its
dissipation rate c are determined as solutions of transport equations, which assume forstationary axisymmetric and parabolic flows the form given below

( + 'V' + (Pv+P-) _2: :U a T YuP uk gx-6 (27)Ou-rr ak ay y ay a ) y .p

and pu
C -- ,) c =1 + P(+ 't 31 + c u t au a u

ax ay y ay (Y11 lit( ~ ou~

+C , c ; 0x c c (28)

These equations for k and c are supplemented by the modelled transport equations for the
density-velocity correlations

a pu'+(FV+p'v) p-u , = 1a (y(,+ .t 2.. -T---u.-ax 7y aY a Pu ay

g" 2:0 +;7 2 p Pc p U (29)

By +tay ay ay u



and
a( +P U PV'+(pV+pv) v T v - y+ ) '

-Ca + (30)

ay ay ay a PV 2(

In modelling the exact equations for k, c, 'u', p 'v', the expressions (24) and (25) and
the case of hiqh turbulent Re-numbers was assumed. From the latter follows in particular
that the correlation between quantities determined by different parts of their spectra is
negligible. Finally, the averaged mass and momentum equations are given by

(P+pu') + y(ZV+pv,) = 0 (31)

and
aila 1u ap

(+( ;Vi.) 1 t(11+t) j +9 (32)

The constants for the turbulence model are given in table 1.

2.3 Probability density functions

Average values of the thermodynamic quantities can be calculated if the statistical
characteristics of the variables in the thermo-chemical model are known. It would be
sufficint to provide first and second order statistical moments of the variables f and
r (or C"2 ) if the local relations would be close to linear. But the strongly non-linear
character of p(f,r), T(f,r), ci(f,r) requires the knowledge of the pdf (probability den-
sity function) of f and r. Two different approaches to construct such pdf's will be dis-
cussed.
Method I

The pdf of the scalar variables f and r is constructed on the basis of a selected set
of statistical moments. The general idea is to prescribe the functional dependence of the
pdf on these moments. The crucial modelling assumption is obviously the explicit form of
this dependence. Two different ways of establishing such forms will be considered.

F- In the first method the analogy between the pdf of fluctuating scalars in cold and non-
reacting flows and the pdf of the reacting species in the'diffusion controlled limit
(Ref. 20) is used to infer qualitatively the form of the pdf from measurements in incom-
pressible flows. This was applied to the case of a single conserved scalar (Ref. 8) called
mixture fraction for the description of turbulent diffusion flames using the flame-sheet
model. The measured pdf's (Refs. 21, 22) show strongly non-Gaussian features such as
singular contributions reflecting the intermittent character of free shear flows and non-
zero skewness. A reasonable fit with the experiments (Ref. 23) can be obtained if the
functional dependence of single scalar pdf's on mean and variance is prescribed as beta-
function.

P(x ,z) - ' (33)C, 1 1 -1
aIdz z*l({1-z)

where the exponents are given in terms of mean f and variance g a (f-F)2 as

g (34)

and

The variable z denotes in (33) a possible value of the random variable f(xC,t). This
function, however, is tot able to represent pdf's with relative maxima, which can be ex-
pected in the outer 'prt of free shear layers (Refs. 21, 22). Other forms that have been
suggested are the clipped Gaussian and combinations of Dirac-pseudofunctions (Ref. 24).
For the two dimersional pdf required here the following form of P(z,s) where s denotes
a possible valne of the reaction variable r(xa,t), is put forward. First it is assumed
that mixture fraction f and reaction variable r are statistically independent. Hence

P(z,s) = P(z).P(s) (36)

Note that this does not imply- statistical irdependence of IF and CHV For P(z) the repre-
sentation (33) as betafunction and for P(s) three Dirac-functions at r 0,1, are used A
P(zs) za (1-z) 6-1 1(Y S (37)
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The exponents a and B are determined by f and qaccording to (34) and (35). The nonnega-
tive coefficients yl, Y2, Y3 depend on F and r as follows

y = rl (38)

r'

Y 2 =I (39)F(I-F)

Fr,2

Y3 = (40)
I-?

At each p oi.t in the flow field the pdf P(z,s) is therefore determined by the four moments
f, g, IF, r'q for which modelled transport equations have to be solved (equations (45)-
(48) below).

A second method was devised by Pope (Ref. 25) which relies solely on the information
provided by statistical moments. The statistically most-likely distribution of a scalar
f given the first L moments un is

L n
P (z) = q(z) exp ( z Anz ) (41)
L k=O

where q(.z) is the a priori probability of the samples of f(x,,t). It can be shown that
q(z) is constant for strictly conserved scalars and for scalars f obeying a transport
equation with source term pS(f) it can be estimated for dominant S(f) by (Ref. 25)

q(z) = 1 + - S(z) (42)

where 'T is the time scale of dissipation of f. The coefficients An are determined by
making the information entropy E

E f dz PL(Z) " - (43)

0

maximal under the side conditions

dz P(z) n O,(1),L (44)

0

of the available moments U3. This approach can be extended to any numnber of scalars. Cal-
culations by Pope (Ref. 25) show that good agreement with experimental data for passive
scalars can be achieved for L > 3. For the case of two scalars this would require at least
n.iZne moment equations.

Moment equations
The four moment equations for the pdf in the form (37) can be obtained fromi (9) and

(10) together with (16) by applying the usual manipulations dnd averaging. The details
of the closure operation are described in reference 26. For the f and g equations, the
modelling follows closely the manipultions of the turbulence model described above. The
resulting equations are

) f + af 1 af( + t) 2 (45)ax. ay y ay iY3- Of 5y
and

+ Y(~V) U 1 N A) 2 .i+ 2  +ax ay y y (y( 7c a ay) Of By
+2t af a f. 't~ g (46)S+2 .2
oJf r3 y a 9 ay ay

The derivation and modellitig of the equations for F and r'2 is more complex (Refs. 6, 26)
and requires the consideration of the interaction between reactions and turbulent mixing.
The result can be stated as follows:

I!(-i+p') ar + aP' l y1aI + -) - + (7a x ay ya ySc ar ay r~ 2 .I 47

j {: and

"--+ +(t+p-') a ! f -t -i2 A .. 2 -t -ax 57y yaP v A ay +2r aya-pr ay y

a -t (-Pr +22S

Vt W2 __ , +2r'-5 772(1-9-5F (48)
ay ay k



where using (6) (see Ref. 26)
W*
H2

Sr w (49)

*v- *u
and w M C C denotes the denominator of (16), and>, and w H2H2Mdeosa

x = 2w (50)
w af 2

Noting that both quantities are functions of z and s we can evaluate their statistical
momentsby integration using the pdf P(z,s).

For the calculation of the mean NO-mass fraction two additional partial differential
equations must be modelled. Averaging (17) for = NO and @ = CN and applying (25) leads
to

2 1 f,, _L ty'+ (51)ax gy y ay (A~+ a

where only the mean kinetic source terms NO and ;N require special c nsiderations. First
we note that the terms Si , i = 1, ...,4 in (18) and (19) can be represented as local
functions of z ans s only, because they are a function of p, T, Co, CH, COH, CN, CO2
which in turn are functions of f and r via the local relations. Hence we can eva uate the
moments of wNO and wN'simply by integration using P(z,s). But the averaged source term

wNO = MNO S NO*S2CN S+NO'CN +C oS;+CN'Ss+CNO'CN'§4+C;o'S4'CN

* +CN'S4"CNO+CNO'CN'S4)

contains several correlations that cannot be calculated by integration. Remebering that
S, is the dominant source term :nd the fact that the mass fractions CNO and CN are small
compared with the stable components, it is reasonable to neglect (for the NO-formation)
these correlations. Then the equations (51) are closed with mean kinetic source terms
given by

0 = MNO (S+C NO'S2+CN'S3+CNO'N'-4) (52)

and

W = MN (S1'CNO'Sa2CN'S3+CNO'CN 's ) (53)

The time scale ratio T appearing in (46) and (48) was estimated on the basis of recentmeasurements (Ref. 36) for a passive scalar in incompressible shear flows as

T - C 2n .12 + C:2  , = f,r

The values for C and C are given in table 1.Ti T2

This completes the coupling of the thermo-chemical model with the turbulence model using
the method I for the construction of the pdf.

Method II

The second method avoids the explicit construction of the pdf P(z,s) in terms of sta-
tistical moments by making use of the transport equation for P(z,s). Consider a set of ni
scalar variables *i(x ,t) satisfying transport equations of the form (17). The one-point
pdf P of the values zi of the *i(xat) can be defined by

mp( ilzi) a R S(Wixat)-zi)

nd

P(zi,x ,t) = <P>

where the angular brackets denote ensemble averaging. The transport equation for P follows
according to Lundgren (Ref. 27) as

pp + Op-Pv P - <pv' > a (pS.P)+ ' (pr ) 
1, P> (54)

t a BX a Bz z Xa ax az j ax a ax a
where the density and the sources Si are assumed to be local fuoctions of the *i (hence
:=p(zi) and Sj = Sj(zi) in (54)) and the molecular L,-.aspbrt coefficients pri are con-
stant and equal for a i = 1(1)m (Snvab-Zeldovich assumption). Equation (541 poses two
modelling problems (see Ref. 28) : the turbulent flux term and the scalar dissipation
term. On the other hand, the nonlinear sources Si pro-duce a closed term in the equation

I . M0
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for the pdf P. This property is the main advantage of the transport equation (54). For
the case of a single scalar variable (m=I) closure models (Refs. 28, 32, 33) have been
suggested. In particular, the turbulent flux term can be modelled by reference 32,

PVt aP
-<Pv' p> 25 (55)Op x

This expression produces gradient-flux models for all higher correlations with the velocity.
For the scalar dissipation term several stochastic models have been constructed. The inte-
gral model suggested in reference 28

- <pr -L --L P> = P Tri dz' dz"P(z')P(z")(z',z",z)- (56)az ax ax k 11

P (z' ,z ,z) Z £therwise

has been applied to flame calculations on the basis of the flame-sheet model (Ref, 34)
and gave satisfactory results. For two-scalar case considered here, the question of model-
ling the cross-correlation

a2  af ar p-z-- <pr ax ax

is still not settled. Closure can easily be achieved using (55) and (56) if this term is
neglected, but r is a transformed variable containing information about mixture fraction
and therefore the usual argument of statistical independence at high turbulent Reynolds
numbers does not apply. Further work on this problem is under way.,

3. APPLICATION TO H2-AIR DIFFUSION FLAMES

The closure modelldeveloped in the previous chapter was applied to several turbulent
H2-air diffusion flames for which experimental results including NO-formation (Refs. 9,
10, 11) are available. The discretization and numerical solution of the set of parabolic
differential equations was performed with standard methods (Ref. 35).

Flame I (Refs. 11, 12).
Kent and Bilger performed extensive measurements in several turbulent diffusion flames.

The horizontal flame simulated in our calculations is charecterized by the mean nozzle

exitvelcityU IO Tof H2 anddeosexit velocity Uj = 150 o 2  end 10, Re = 11700 (at nozzle exit) where Ue denotes
the velocity of the outer air stream. The initial conditions for the calculations are
given by the measured profiles for mean velocity and turbulence energy. The initial dis-
tribitions of mean mass fractions can easily be inferred from the nozzle conditions and
the dissipation rate is calculated from the condition of production equals dissipation in
the turbulence kinetic energy equation with prescribed turbulent viscosity. The results
of the calculations are compared in figures 4 to 8 with the measurements. The agreement
between the mean concentrations of the stable components and the mean temperature in
experiment and computation is very satisfactory. In the initial region for A < 80 the

Dcalculated profiles are spreading more rapidly than the experimental values (Figs. 4 and
5), whereas the axial development is very well represented in figure 6. Several reasons
can be given for this overprediction of the spreading. The turbulent Schmidt/Prandtl
numbers are constant in the calculation, but values inferred from experiments show a
variation from 0.4 to 1.0, furthermore are free shear flows highly intermittent and con-
sequently the unconditional statistics of any flow quantity are highly non-Gaussian in
the outer part which cannot be described adequately by first and second order moments.
The calculated profiles for the mean NO-concentration in figures 7 and 8 show that in
axial direction (Fig. 8) NO is underpredicted in the region A < 60, very well predicted
in the medium range 60 < ! < 120 and overpredicted further downstream. In radial direc-

D xtion (Fig. 7), the profile for 80 is qualitatively correct but gives too small values
in the core region due to the slightly larger spreading rate "F .he calculated jet.
Flame 2 (Ref. 10)

Lavoie and Schlader performed measurements in a vertical H2-air diffusion flame with
mean nozzle exit velocity of Uj = 200 m/s. The fuel H2 issues into still air and Re =
4500 at the nozzle exit. The results of the calculations (Figs. 9 to 14) show the same
agreement between experiment and computation as flame 1 for stable components in figures
9 and 10. The mean NO-concentration is again underpredicted for < 80 and very well

x Dpredicted for 1 > 80 as the axial development in figure 13 proves. The same figure con-
tains in addition the results for a flame with Uj = 130 1 giving good agreement for

> 80 as well. The radial profilps in figures 11 and 12 reflect the axial underpredic-

tion at 40 and the good agreement for 80 and 120, 160.

|V



Flame 3 (Ref. 9)

The vertical flame measured by Takagi and Ogasawara has a mean exit velocity of U.
108 r! and Re = 2200 and the fuel H2 issues into still air. The comparison of the concen-

trations of the stable components at = 50 shows the good agreement between experim, it

and calculation as flames 1 and 2. The NO-formation in this low Re number flame shows a
much slower decay of the mean NO-concentration along the axis than the previous flames
and the calculated values are smaller than the experimental concentrationd for x > 160

(Fig. 17). In the medium range the agreement is very good and the initial region is under-
predicted as for flames I and 2. The calculated radial profiles in figure 15 are too small

X
in the core region for.6 < 80 but agree well in the outer part whereas for > 80 in
figure 16 the core region is well represented.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A prediction model for turbulent H2 -air diffusion flames was developed that allows a
certain degree of chemical non-equilibrium providing kinetic values for the 0, H, OH radi-
cals that determine the NO-formation in such flames The results obtained with this model
were compared with experiments in three different flames and lead to the following con-
clusions

1. Stable components and temperature are well predicted. NO-formation is well predicted
in the medium range of the flames, but underpredicted in the initial region and overpre-3 dicted (except for flame 3) far downstream.

2. NO-formation (calculated according to the extended Shvab-Zeldovich nechanism) is within
the framework of this model very sensitive toward changes in the mean mixture fraction and
the mean reaction variable dnd in particular their variances. Those four quantities deter-
mine the mean NO production rate via the pdf P(z,s). It could be expected that the form
of the pdf has a strong influence on NO-formation. But figure 3 shows that NO-formation
is restricted to a small part of the r-f 1ectanyle and hence does the form of the pdf not
play a ec isive role in the determination of mean NO-concentrations. This was supported
by numerical tests using different pdf forms (Ref. 6).

3. Comparison cf the two methods for constructing the pdf shows two distinct advantages
of the more elaborate transport equation approach. First is the modelling of moment equa-
tions avoided, which could lead to inconsistent solutions because the closure assumptions
considered here do not guarantee the fulfillment of realizability conditions such as (refer-
ences 5, 8)

g < f(1-f) etc

which are a consequence of boundedness of f and r. Second, the treatment of reaction kinet

tic source terms is straightforward and does not produce closure problems. On the other
hand, the transport equation (54) poses different closure problems and its numerical solu-
tion requires for more than two scalars excessive computing times. Hence the second method
should be considered a research tool to check and ease constructing pdf's as functions
of few momenrts.
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TABLE 1 - CONSTANTS FOR THE CLOSURE MODEL

TURBULENCE MODEL

CD C C C C C
C 2 C3 C 4

0.09 1.44 2.00 2.00 1.9 1.5

C C 0r a

0.66 1.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.5

COUPLING EQUATIONS

a f a ar r apf apr

0.85 0.7 0.85 0.7 0.7 0.7

a a Sc Cr I C
NO N '

0.85 0.85 0.7 4.0 0.4

TABLE 2 - CONSTANTS FOR THE THERNO-CHEMICAL MODEL

(References 29, 30, 31)

T Da F
Rate constants : , A";j (-) exp (.A,~ f(orward), e(quilibrium)

To T

Reaction A, Df, Ff Ae ~ De Fe.

Ri 1.42E+11 0.0 -8.248E+3 5.23E+2 -0.439 -8.7E+3

R2 1.8E+7 1.0 -4.479Ei*3 1.39E+O -0.06 -8.86E+2

R3 1.17E+6 1.3 -1.825E+3 2 .97E-2 0.2436 7.873E03

R4 5.75E+9 0.0 -3 .897E+2 2.13E-2 0.1835 8 .762E+3

R5 9.77E+11 -0.71 0.0 3.82E-5 0.0476 6.009E+4

R6 6.2E+10 -0.6 0.0 1.79E-3 -0. 1358 5 .133E+4

R7 9.2E+10 -0.6 0.0 1,29E-3 -0.196 5.221E+4

R86.4E+6 1.0 3.14E+3 1.14E+9 -0.106 -1.593E+4

R9 7.6E+10 0.0 -3.8E+4 1.166E+0 0.1186 -3.767E+4

R1O 3.2E+10 0.0 0.0 2.18E-2 0.3338 2.463E+4
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DISCUSSION

N.Peters, Ge
In a recent study [ 1 ] of the first author with myself we could show that the local NO-formation does depend on
the scalar variance, the total NO-formation does not.

By evaluating the mean turbulent NO reaction rates in the limit of large NO-activation-energies we could decouple
the influence of turbulence from that of the kinetics. We found that higher variances of the mixture fractions would
spread the NO-production over a larger volume and into the fuel rich part of the flame but that its integral over the
flame volume would ot change considerably.

[1 ] J.Janicha Evaluation of the Turbulent NO-Production Rate in the Limit of Large Activation
N.Peters Energies, submitted to Combustion, Science and Technology.

Author's Reply
That superstates my own conclusion.

F.C.Lockwood, UK
(1) It seems to me that the overall reaction in the flames you have examined must be largely turbulence rate

controlled. In this respect how would your calculations compare with those assuming an infinitely fast reaction
rate?

(2) Can you offer any physical arguments in support of your three Dirac function assumption for P(s)? The one
at F would seem least satisfactory.

Author's Reply
(1) Infinitely fast reactions can easily be simulated in our program by setting the reaction variable to unity. There

is little influence on mean density, temperature and concentrations of stable components. The mean radical
and NO concentrations show marked difference to the complete modei.

(2) A physically more satisfactory form of the pdf could be obtained b" solving tlht pdf-transport equation as
pointed out in the paper. For the current calculations the form of rks) was chosen that seemed appropriate
with respect to the dependence of the NO-source term S, on f and r.

A.K.Varma, US
Once a model for the pdf has been established, it is of course possible to calculate all the turbulence/chemistry inter-
action correlations in the equations for r, f, r etc. Did you include all these terms - specially third-order correla-
tions - in the source terms in the transport equations?

Author's Reply
All correlations of functions of mixture fractions f and reaction variable r were of course evaluated by integration
using the pdf.

C.H.Priddin, UK
The applicability of your joint PDF depends strongly on the assumption of Equation (36) that the PDF is separable
into two parts (covariance of Z and S zero). Do you have any information to indicate how good this assumption is?

Author's Reply
Since there is no experimental information for the simultaneous pdf P(f, r) available the computationally most
efficient fon was adopted. Numerical tests using different forms of the one-dimensional pdf's constituting P(f, r)

* showed little influence on the mean NO-profiles (see Reference 6). More general pdf's P(f, r) are currently
-investigated.
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TURBULENT REACTION AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN JET FLAMES

BY

H. EICKHOFF, Institut fUr Antriebstechnik, DFVLR, Linder H6he, 5000 K6ln 90, W.Germany

K. GRETHE, Lehrstuhl fUr Feuerungstechnik, Universitat Karlsruhe,
Richard-Willstitter-Allee, 7500 Karlsruhe, W.Germany

F. THIELE, Hermann-Fbttinger-Institut, Technische Universitdt Berlin,
Strafe des 17. Juni 135, 1000 Berlin 12

SUMMARY

A new reaction model accounting for intermediate species was applied in connection
with the k-c-model to predict different free and enclosed turbulent natural gas flames.
The reaction model is based on the assumption of a quasilaminar flame substructure of a
turbulent diffusion flame and a probability density distribution of fuel-atom-concentra-
tion. It is assumed, that the quasilaminar flames are in local chemical equilibrium
within zones of finite thickness.

The influence of variable density on the mixing prozess was studied for different
jets and jet flames. In the parabolic flow cases it was found necessary to account for
variable density which was done by a mixing length relation. Different numerical pro-
cedures w ere applied for the parabolic and elliptic flow fields

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c mass fraction

cA mass fraction of fuel atoms

d nozzle-diameter

f transformed stream function

k kinetic energy of turbulence

1 mixing length
P probability density function

Q general variable, Eq.(3.5)

S source term

T temperature

u,v velocity components

x,r coordinates

z similarity parameter

a intermittancy

e dissipation

E ,r transformed coordinates
stream function

|P density

turbulont shear stress

effectivw viscosity
4) general variable, Eq.(3.1)

r general transport coefficient

Subscripts

w outer boundary

c centerlineI



1. INTRODUCTION

The main problem in modelling turbulent combustion for engineering applications is to
develope appropriate simplifications for the complex phenomena of chemical reactions and
turbulent transport.
As a simple and useful way to account fo: the influence of turbulence on chemical re-
actions, the flame sheet assumption was introduced and coupled with a probability density
distribution of the concentration of fuel atoms.
As in fuel rich regions of hydrocarbon flames especially the existence of carbon monoxid
cannot be neglected the flame sheet model was extended [1].

2. THE REACTION MODEL

The instantaneous gas composition in the flame sheet approximation, with reactions
taking place only in an infinitely thin layer, is a mixture of stoichiometric reaction
products and either fuel or oxident in the fuel rich and fuel-lean regions, respectively.
In the present model it is assumed that the turbulent diffusion flame exists of a brush
of quasilaminar flames in local chemical equilibrium within zones of finite thickness
and a frozen flow outside.

In Fig.1 as an example the instantaneous CO-concentration and temperature are shown
as function of the mass fraction of fuel atoms cA. To define the boundaries of the equi-
librium zone it would be necessary to know the characteristic flow and chemical times.

For reasons of simplicity we introduce a critical temperature at cA1 in the fuel rich

region below which the reactions freeze, as it was first done by Libby [2] for a laminar
boundary layer combustion.

Since the concentrations of intermediate species are close to zero at the reaction
zone boundary on the fuel lean side, equilibrium can be assumed throughout the fuel lean
region. If the flame approximately can be assumed to be adiabatic with respect to its
surrounding then it is not necessary to solve an energy balance equation to calculate
the temperature and gas composition, which are obtained from an adiabatic equilibrium
calculation if the fuel mass fraction c is known.

cA
4Otherwise a non adiabatic equilibrium calculation has to be performed and in addition

the energy equation has to be solved.

To calculate the equilibrium-zone composition and temperature, a computer program of
Pratt and Wormeck (3) was used. In the fuel rich region I, ., our crude assumption is
that the gas is a mixture of unreacted fuel and an averaged concentration of products of
the equilibrium zone.

The steps of the temperature and concentrations at the freezing boundary CA1 of

cause are physically unrealistic because of finite reaction rates and molecular diffusion.
But as v'e are dealing with a highly turbulent flow this simplifying assumption may be
adapted.

To account for the influence of turbulent fluctuations we introduce a probability

density function for the mass fraction of fuel atoms P(cA). It is a modified Gaussian

function and was derived by Haberda [4), based on experiments.

Mean values of the flow variables are obtained, if the instantaneous values 4 (cA)
of the flame zone approximation, Fig.1, are introduced from the relation [4]:

4 CA) a (cA) P(cA) dcA + (1 - a) P (2.1)

0

with a as the intermittancy factor being a function of the turbulence intensity of the
concentration fluctue ions.

,I
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3. BASIC EQUATIONS

The conservation equations for two-dimensicnal flows can be written in the general
form

ax r Dr x 0 ax r ar (r ar 4 (13.1)

* with

4 = u,vcA,k,c,c2
A'

The set of equations given by Eq.(3.1), the equation of state and Eq.(2.1) including
the flame zone approximation, Fig.1, determine the problem.

3.1 Jet Flames of Boundary Layer Type

For jet flames of boundary layer type Eq. (3.1) in terms of the x-momentum equation
becomes after an order of magnitude analysis for large density fluctuations

( - 1), as derived by Bray [5]

D(u2) 1 a(r p u) + a ( _ + -, +p S3
ax r ar a v' u v =5 u (3.2)

with S for the buoyancy term.

Introducing a stream function ' by

= _ (T)r, - _U r (3.3)
ax 3r

and neglecting the term V Tru' of the turbulent shear stress in Eq. (3.2) only the triple

correlation pTu'vl remains which has to be modelled for variable density flows of
boundary layer type in addition to incompressible flows.

Here we introduce the simple assumption

- p'u'v' = cO u T ar (3.4)

where c is an empirical constant which has to be determined from experiments and 1 is

a mixing length.

The term 717 is given by the known k-c-model

u, ----rk 2  au

D,r ar3

where cDr is an empirical expression.

With Eqs.(3.4) and (3.5) the turbulent shear stress becomes

akc ar

Tt li (p ar cD,r k ar (3.6)

, f4. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

For free burning jet flames of boundary layer type a numerical procedure is applied
which has been derived by Thiele [6]. The numerical procedure for predicting he e.lliptic
fl(w field was taken from [7].

Before the parabolic differential equations according to Eq. (3.2) are solved numeri-
cally, the following similarity transformation [8] is applied

x r

(pP )C dx, = prdr/ 2K (4.1)

with the transformed stream function



(4.2)

The value of K is equal to zero in the initial jet region uc  u and 4 further
downstream. With this transformation the x-momentum becomes

zfq + {z + Kf + if) f + (Kfq - Kf. )fn Su (4.3)

with n

z 2 pp t/(P1t)c • dri/p (4.4)

If the value of z is a function of n only (for constant density and eddy viscosity
z = 2 n) then a similarity solution is obtained from Eq.(4.3) and accordingly from the
other balance equations. Although there are deviauions from similarity in turbulent jet
flames, the "similarity"-transformation is useful if the equations are to be solved nu-
merically as the flow variables vary slowly in the main flow direction.

The transformed differential equations can be written in the general form

a Q Mn + b Qnn + c Qn + < Q + e Q., = g (4.5)

where Q represents the stream function, element mass fraction etc.By applying the well
known backward finite-differences in g-direction the parabolic differential equation isreduced to an ordinary differential equation. This equation is solved by the finite-diffe-
rence method of Hermitian type. The high accuracy of the method results from the fact that
the grid point values of the function and the first derivative are used for the approxi-
mation of the higher derivatives. Thus we get a considerable reduction in the number of
grid points used. Furthermore, for the momentum equation which is of third order and the
element mass fraction equation which is of second order the finite-difference approxi-
mation yields a 2 x 2 block-tridiagonal system of finite difference equations which can
be solved by a Gaussian elimination procedure. Due to the transformation only few itera-
tions are necessary to solve the nonlinear momentum equation. An additional advantage
of the transformation is that boundary conditions u(n,)> 0 can be satisfied without
difficulties.

2
The system of conservation equation (4.5) of the unknowns f, c , cl , k and c has

been solved with the constants of the closure assumptions as given n Tble 1 and the
additional empirical relations discussed below.

Table 1 (Symbols as defined in [7]).

c c c a c c a a
1 2  D  k  C g I  g2 c g

1,43 1,92 0,09 1,0 1,3 2,8 2,0 0,7 0,9

The influence of the value of the empirical constant c in Eq.(3.6) was studied nu-
mericallv and was found to be approximately 1.5. P

As known from Rodi's investigations (91 on free turbulent shear flows there exists

no universal set of constants. To get agreement of prediction with experiment for round
jets the value of c0 was modified (9]. Other proposals have been made also [10].

To account for the curvature effect in a round jet we prefer for simplicity and
physical plausibility the following modification of cD for round jets

r+cr c
cD,r cD r+l (4.6)

where cr is an additional empirical constant, which was found to be 0.78.

The mixing length 1 in Eqs.(3.6) and (4.6) is given by k and e through the relation

1 k 3/2/C.

5. RESULTS

The influence of the additional constants c and cr accounting for variable density

and curvature effects were investigated systematically for parabolic flows.
First investigations concerned different non reacting jets with density differences

due to the mixing of two different gases (H,-air and C0O.-air).

Results are shown in Fig.2, where predictions are compared to experimental values [11, 12].

The larger spreading rate of the hydrogen jet in terms of (PU2)/(Pu 2 ) rather
well predicted with the constants cr= 0.78 and c. = 1.5. 0 is

I~r

NV)
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The strong influence of the constant c is demonstrated in Fig.3 where in addition toP
2 th2eirclvlec/(pU2)o/(pu2)c the reciprocal value cI/uc of the mass fraction is shown.

In the next Fig.4-predictions of the axial temperature profile of a free burning na-
tural gas flame are shown. There is a remarkable influence of cr as well as of c

The experimental data are rather well predicted with those values of the empirical
constants c = 0,78 and c = 1,5 which have been fitted for the non reacting turbulent
jets. r p

The influence of the constants c and c on the spreading rate is shown in Fig.5.
r p

From predicted axial and radial profiles of species concentration in Figures 6 and 7
it can be seen, that the present reaction model yields satisfying results. The deviations
of CO- and C02-concentrations around x/d = 60 in Fig.6 are due to the step of the in-

stantaneous distributions in the flame zone approximation, Fig.1.

The flame zone model also has been used for the prediction of the same natural gas

flame but enclosed in a combustion chamber. The flame data are Listed in Table 2.

Table 2 flame data:

nozzle diameter d = 8 mm,
chamber diameter D = 450 mm
fuel velocity uo = 71 m/s

J equivalence ratio 0,9

Applying the numerical procedure of 17] preliminary results were obtained. Axial pro-
files of temperature T and velocity ratio u/uo are shown in Fig.8 and radial profiles of
temperature and CO-concentrations at two different cross sections X/d = 60 and 90, in
Fig.9. The calculations of the elliptic flow field have been performed with cr and cp
both equal to zero, but recently we found still some influence of the number of grid
points used in the numerical sceme. Present investigations therefore concern further
investigations on the influence of these constants.

CONCLUSIONS

Numerical investigations on free turbulent jet flames have shown that it is ne-
cessary to account for variable density in the closure approximation of the k-s-model.
Further investigations concerning the influence of variable density in elliptic flow
fields are necessary.
The flame zone model was found to be appropriate for the prediction of intermediate
species in the fuel rich region, where CO exists to a large extend.
This comparatively simple model, based on the mass fraction of fuel atoms overcomes the
disadvantages of the flame sheet model.

As far as the emission of carbonmonoxide as a pollutant is concerned, the model would
be extended to include the CO- + OH-reaction kinetic for fuel lean regions.

As the finite-differ nce method of Hermitian type proved to be advantageous for pa-
rabolic flows it is being extended to predict elliptic flows also.
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DISCUSSION

J.H.Whitelaw, UK
It is likely that the round-jet anomaly does not occur in the sense that the k-e model can calculate the plane jet
and not the round jet. It is more likely that the k- e cannot predict the spreading rate of either, if "flapping" and
"room draughts" are present. Bradshaw has shown that the spreading rate of the flame jet, with its far-down stream
measurements, is increased by the low frequency effects of flapping and draughts and that, without these
phenomena, the spreading rate would be the same as for the round jet. Our own measurements show that flapping
does not occur in round jets.

Author's Reply
We agree that the k-e model cannot predict the spreading rate ofjets if flapping is not taken into account. But in
our opinion the gradient diffusion approximation for a transported quantity t1 in its' usual form:

Vt a(I)
ao 3ir

should be modified in order to account for the influence of curvature, see also Spalding (*)

( ) Spalding, D.B. Turbulent Mixing in Nonreactive and Reactive Flows, ed. by S.N.B.Murthy, p. 102,
(1975).

AK.Varma, US
Earlier in Paper 5 we saw good results obtained for Hydrogen-Air flames by the use of a turbulence model that used
the basic k-e model unchanged but added equations for p'u' and p'v'. Can you reconcile your modifications of
the k-e model for the effects of density variation with the results of Kollman?

Author's Reply
Kollman and our approach are dif ferent but it cannot be excluded that they yield similar results. We demonstrated
in our presentation the effect of ou_modification of the k-e model and it would be interesting to see the effect
of using additional equations for p'u' and p'v as Kollman did it.

From our own investigations we know that the influence of variable density in turbulent hydrogen flames is less than
in hydrocarbon flames.

N.Peters, Ge
I would like to point out the difference between the flame zone model of Libby and Economos and your model.
In the flame zone model freezing at a certain temperature results in a jump of the slope of the temperature and
concentration profiles while your model assumes the jump of the value itself. The flame zone model was shown to
correspond to the large activation energy limit for a one-step reversible reaction'. I doubt that a jump condition
for the values of the dependent variables can be justified in a rational way.

1. Peters, N. Premixed Burning in Diffusion Flames - the Flame Zone Model of Libby and
Economos. Int. J. of Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol.22, pp. 69 1-703, (1979).

Author's Reply,
In principle you agree with our statement in Chatper 2.

Th.T.A.Paaw, Ne

Did you measure oxygen concentrations on the centre-line of your natural gas flame, and if so, have you compared
this with your predictions?

Author's Reply

Yes we compared our predictions to the measurments of 02 in the natural gas flame. We obtained in general
satisfying agreerment except at the beginning of the flame where we had an underprediction of oxygen. This is due
to the fact, that there have been problems with flame stabilisation. This has not been taken into account in our
prediction.

11:3 '
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ON THE PREDICTION OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES

AT THE EXIT OF ANNULAR COMBUSTORS

Osama M.F. Elbahar and Sigmar L.K. Wittig
Institut fUr Thermische Str~mungsmaschinen
Universitat Karlsruhe (TH), Kaiserstr. 12

D-7500 Karlsruhe 1

SUMMARY

Despite their inherent limitations, two-dimensional prediction
procedures based on solving the basic equations and incorporating the
k-c model of turbulence are shown to be effective tools in designing
annular combustors. In comparing the results it is found that predic-
tions from available jet mixing correlation data within certain limi-
tations will represent measurements from single row injection more
accurately. Detailed calculations, however, will be more effective in
predicting opposite wall cooling air injection, multiple row jet
mixing, heat transfer, film cooling and the effects of converging
combustor exit. Because of its relative simplicity, the prediction
procedure is particularly suited for design parameter studies.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

B slot width

Cd hole discharge coefficient

C a constant in the turbulence model

D hole diameter

H duct or combustor height

h enthalpy of fluid

J momentum flux ratio

, k Kinetic energy of turbulence

mass flow rate

S spacing between the centerlines of two adjacent holes

S source term in the conservation equation of the variable

T absolute temperature

u x-component of velocity

v y-component of velocity

W width

x distance in flow directio,-

y distance in direction perpendicular to x
z distance in direction perpendicular to both x and y

r exchange coefficient for the variable *
1i fluid viscosity

p density

0 dimensionless temperature ratio

C dissipation of turbulence energy

V general notation of a dependent variable



Subscripts

C jet centerline

eff effective

j related-to the cooling air jet

min minimum

t turbulent

w wall

*€ related to the variable *
1/2 half quantity

-related to mainstream

Superscripts

+ plus side, or side away from jet entrance wall

- minus side, or side toward jet entrance wall

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent attempts to increase the specific power or thrust and to reduce the specific
fuel consumption of jet engines as well as of stationary gas turbines necessitates ope-
ration under high turbine inlet temperatures. Elevated inlet temperatures imply increa-
singly stringent limitations upon the temperature profile at the entrance to the turbine,
i.e. exit of the combustor. Hot gas temperature profiles must be matched carefully to
turbine blade stress levels if long turbine life is to be attained. For this reason, pre-
diction techniques for the temperature profile at the combustor exit have become of pri-
mary importance,

The develrpment of the temperature profiles depends primarily on the mixing process
between the cooling air and the hot gas flow in the mixing (dilution) zone of the com-
bustorl. In addition to providing a suitable temperature profile, rapid mixing of the
dilution air with the hot gases exiting the primary and secondary zones will lead to the
desired reduction in combustor length and to a generally preferred uniform rapid quench
of continuing- high temperature chemical reactions. The penetration and mixing chavacte-
ristics of rows of cooling jets injected into hot confined crossflow, therefore, have
been the subject of several experimental investigations2 ,3. The results reported by
Holdeman et al.4 and by Walker and Kors3 were used in modeling the penetration and
mixing characteristics of multiple cooling jets. Walker and Eberhardt5 developed a model
for the temperature field. Data of selected tests from Reference 3 were used by Cox 6 and
Holdeman and Walker7 to generate empirical models for predicting the temperature distri-
bution downstream of a row of dilution jets injected normal to a hot confined cross flow
as illustrated in Figure Ia.

T-- X.

T T

Fig. 1 Schematic of multiple-jet mixing process:
a) single-wall cooling air introduction
b) opposite-wall cooling air introduction
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The results for the temperature field are presented as profiles of the dimension-
less temperature difference ratio e where

T -T

and T is the local total temperature. Because T > Tj, the highest values of e in any
profile correspond to the coolest region of the flow.

The empirical model used in the correlations6 ,7 is based on the assumption that the
properly nondimensionalized vertical temperature profiles in the flowfield can be expres-
sed in a self-similar form, where six scaling parameters are required to completely de-
fine the vertical temperature profile. These scaling parameters, shown in Figure 2, are:

1. c, the jet-centerline dimensionless temperature difference ratio;

2. e in, the minimum dimensionless temperature difference ratio on the jet-minus
side (the side toward the wall from which the jet enters) and plus-side (the
side away from the jet entrance wall);

3. W1/2 /D, the normalized jet half-width (the location where 81/2 = (ec + ein )/2)
on the jet plus-side and minus-side;

It. yc/D, the normalized location of the jet centerline (where e = c).

The form of the self-similar solution is nearly Gaussion. The similarity equation
is

± f__q
'-min 2 W/D (2)

Oc eminm 1/2/D

03

ii-,cn A I' 0.iflt
e

0. cet

0 t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

y/

Fig. 2 Typical jet center plane of symmetry vertical-temperature profile
showing similarity scaling parameters (see Reference 6)

The line defined by the locus of y as a function of the downstream distance x at
the jet center-plane of symmetry (z = 0), Figure la, is the jet thermal trajectory. Be-
cause the flow is confined, and the profiles are not symmetrical about the centerline,
the half width i/Z and the temperature difference ratios are different for the plus-side
and the minus-side of the profiles. The correlations6 ,7 have been developed for each of
the scaling parameters in terms of the independent variables J, S/D, H/D, x/H and z/S.
The resulting temperature profiles for selected conditions are compared with measurements
in Figures 4, 5 and 6. It is obvious that the predictions obtained from the correlations
of Reference 7 deviate slightly from those obtained from the correlations of Reference 6.
This is due to some additional simplifications in the form of the correlations equations
reported in Reference 7.

Despite their usefulness, major shortcomings limit the applicability of the jet
mixing correlations to design analysis. Because of their origin, i.e. derivation from
single row injection, acurate predictions of the effects of multiple row, nonsymmetric
opposite wall jet mixing, of heat transfer with the flame tube's walls, geometrical
variations such as a convergent combustor exit as well as the profiled inlet velocity
and temperature are impossible.

H



The present study is concerned with the development of a prediction procedure to be
used in the design analysis of the temperature profile in the mixing zone of an annular
combustor. Primary zone effects are not considered. The conservation equations of mass,
momentum and energy are solved by means of a finite difference method including the
two-equation k-c model of turbulence. The accuracy of the model is tested with available
measurements.

2. PREDICTION PROCEDURE

The numerical description of turbulent flows by now is well established and a pre-
diction of the mixing processes in the dilution zone of a combustor is possible. The
method depends on the solution of the time-averaged conservation equations of mass, mo-
mentum and energy together with a model of turbulence. The flow in the mixing zone of a
combustor is three-dimensional elliptic. However, a computer program for solving such a
system of equations, although available in principle, cannot be considered as a design
tool, owing to the huge storage capacity and the excessive computing times required.
Furthermore, many aspects of the three-dimensional codes are not yet well tested. These
problems are simplified in the present study by assuming that in order to predict the
average radial temperature profile at the exit of the combustor it is sufficient under
certain conditions to consider the flow to be two-dimensional. Results of the computa-
tions subsequently can be compared with measurements and predictions from available
correlations.

The problem considered is that of the injection of one or more rows of cooling jets
in a hot, confined crossflow either from one side, Figure la, or from both sides,
Figure lb. This is a typical case of three-dimensional and recirculating flow which will,
however, be approximated, as mentioned before, to a two-dimensional one by assuming that
each row of jets could be modeled by a slot of equivalent area, so that the momentum flux
ratio and the mass flow ratio, defined respectively as

~2
Pi u (3)

n .. U

SCd (j/pJ) / (H/D)(S/D) (4)

remain unchanged. It has been shown that the momentum flux ratio J is the most important
parameter of the jet mixing processes6 .

The approximated model of the flow was then tested by comparing the resulting pre-
dictions of the temperature profiles with those of the jet mixing correlations of Refe-
rences 6 and 7 and with the measurements reported in Reference 6. The predicted as well
as the measured temperature profiles represent average values, in a transverse direction,
of all the temperatures at a given vertical location, i.e. certain value of x/H.

For a steady flow, the time-averaged conservation equations of mass, momentum and
energy can all be cast in the following form:

2.-. (Pui) (r' 11) + S (5)
a i axi * ,eff 3xi

where 0 stands for any of the dependent variables, and S, is a "source term". Setting
f = I in the above equation, one gets the mass conservation equation; whereas for * = u
and v one gets the momentum equations in x and y directions, respectively. The equationI for 4 = h represents the conservation of the stagnation enthalpy; it is derived from the

first law of thermodynamics under some simplifying assumptions. The local temperature
can be easily obtained upon solving the h-equation. Further information on the above
mentioned system of equations may be found, for instance, in References 8 and 9.

For the estimation of S and r it is necessary to know the local values of the
effective viscosity, Veff' dtfined is

'eff = Pt + (6)

In order to calculate the distribution in the field of the turbulent viscosity p'
a turbulence model must be included. The model applied here is 

the so-called k-c

model"0 ; it involves two transport equations for two turbulence characteristics. One of
the equations governs the distribution in the field of k, the kinetic energy of the
fluctuating motion; the other determines the turbulence energy dissipation e. The dif-
ferential equations for k and e are of the form of equation (5). The turbulent viscosity
Pt can then be calculated from

V,! t =  PC Pk 2/e (7)

The turbulence model constants were chosen following Reference 11.

4'
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The solution procedure chosen to solve the above system of equations is an iterati-
ve finite difference one 12. The solution follows at specified points in the integration
domain. A 25 x 25 grid was found to be suitable for performing the calculations. A well-
converged solution was obtained after approximately 300 iterations.

To complete the mathematical formulation of the problem, it is necessary to specify
the boundary conditions along the boundaries of the integration domain. The jet-to-
mainstream velocity and temperature ratio as well as the mass flow ratio were set equal
to those of the experimental conditions. The values of k and c at the inlet plane were
calculated in a similar way as in Reference 11, whereas gradients of the dependent vari-
ables in the mainstream direction were set equal to zero at the exit plane. To avoid the
need for detailed calculations in the regions close to the solid walls, the so-called
wall-function approach was used10 . It employs algebraic relations for the near-wall grid
nodes, which have to be spaced at such a distance from the neighbouring walls that they
lie within the so-called logarithmic layer.

Furthermore, for the present study the Reynolds analogy was used to calculate the
heat exchange with the walls from the calculated value of the local wall shear stress.
However, the boundary conditions for T, and accordingly h, could also be given through
the specification of the gradient or the heat flux at the wall.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present prediction model is an attempt to approximate an originally three-
dimensional flow to a two-dimensional one. Despite its limitations, it shows several
advantages compared to the jet mixing correlations:

1. It can be easily developed to include calculations under complex geometries;
e.g. the converging end of the annular combutor to the turbine inlet.

2. Despite the expected discrepancies in the temperature predictions, the model is
sensitive to the heat transfer between the gases and the combustor walls, where-
as the predicted vall temperatures from the jet mixing correlations are comp-
letely indepentent therefrom. Figure 3 shows the pronounced effect of the pre-
dicted temperature profile. The figure includes the predictions of correlations
as well as the measurem ents and the predictions of the present procedure under
two assumptions; the fir3t case, curve (1), represents predictions obtained by
setting the boundary conditions via the wall heat flux as previously explained,
whereas curve (2) represents the predicted profile under the same conditions ex-
cept for the bottom wall, Figure la, where the boundary conditions were speci-
fied by setting the temperature gradient at the wall equal, to zero. A comparison
shows clearly that changing the conditions of heat transfer with the walls does
not only affect the local value of temperature, Figure 3, but also affects the
shape of the predicted profile itself.

3. In general the cooling-air jets are introduced from both walls, as schematically
shown in Figure lb. The jet-mixing correlations cannot predict this case accura-
tely, especially for nonsymmetric geometries.

1.0-
Y - Predictions, Ref. [6
H --- Predictions, Ret.[ 7]

0,8 - -... 2-D Predictions(wall functions)

2-0 Predictions (aT/Y)Bw=O ,...,.z.

'000,600
o.2-

400 450 500 550 600
T [K]

Fig. 3 Effect of boundary conditions on the predicted
temperature profiles, x/H = 0.5.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the results of the present predictions with
available measurements and correlations for a test case with S/D = 2. The profiles from
the correlations of References 6 and 7 as well as the measurements are averages, in atransverse direction, between two planes of symmetry, of all the temperature values at
the considered axial location x/H. Here, the predictions were carried out for three axial



locations, x/H = 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0. Thus, the ability of the procedure to predict the
temperature profiles, even close to the jet-injection plane, was tested. The results are
in relatively good agreement with the measurements, even at low values of x/H.

X/H= 0.25 X/H 0.5 XIH 1.0

1.0 1.0-- 1.0

• Y Y Y

.80.8-- 0.8-

/- I

J.6 /I 0.6 0.6

03.4 /0.4 0.4 I
I I 0

0.2 0.2 0.2-.

0,\
0 0 0 ,
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'Predictions, Reference 6 Predictions, Reference 7

Present predictions o Measurements

Fig. 4 Comparison of measured and predicted average-temperature
profiles: J = 57.31, S/D = 2, r/D = 12.

Figure 5 illustrates the effects o. an increase in spacing to S/D = 4. Pere, as ex-
pected, predictions and measurements dc not agree quite as well, the location of the
point of minimum temperature is shifted towards the bottom, i.e. injection wall. This is
due to two reasons: firstly, for the same mass flow ratio, the value of H/B is conside-
rably higher than H/D and hence the penetration of the cooling jets will be drastically
reduced6 ; secondly, as the value of S/D increases, the distance between each two cooling
jets increases allowing more flow of hot gases in the gaps between the jets and resul-
ting in some heating of the region near "h bottom wall. However, Figure 5 shows clearly
that present predictions are in good qualitative agreement with the measurements; the
minimum temperature increases and the prclile is flattened with increasing distance
downstream the injection plane, i.e. increasing x/H. As S/D is found in the range between
3 and 4 for the new generation of annular combustors, the present prediction method is
suitable for preliminary analysis in combustor design.

As previously mentioned, the major advantage of the present prediction procedure
compared to the correlations approach is the possibility of its use under complex flow
and geometrical conditions. Opposite-wall cooling air injection is a characteristic of
the mixing zone of annular combustors. Especially for non-symmetric injection the appli-
cation of available correlations is questionable. Figure 6 shows predictions of the
present procedure for a typical test case with opposite-wall cooling air injection. Pre-
dicted are the temperature profiles at three axial locations: x/H = 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0.
The dotted profiles are those for the case of single-wall injection but with all other
boundary conditions kept constant, e.g. mass-flow ratio, temperature ratio .. etc. The
rapid increase of the minimum temperature and the flattening of the profile with increa-
sing x/H points out that the mixing under such conditions is considerably faster than
that for single-wall injection. This is expected and can be explained if one imagines
that for each row of jets in the opposite-wall case the effective duct height is smaller
due to the existence of the opposite row of jets, and hence the mixing should be faster.
Using the present procedure, calculations under more complex geometrical and flow con-
ditions, e.g. converging end of the combustor, double-row opposite-wall cooling air
injection etc. are possible13 .IY
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The present prediction procedure for the calculation of the average radial tempera-
ture profiles in annular combustors was compared with experimental measurements and with
two different jet mixing correlations. Despite the crude assumption of two-dimensional
flow, the agreement between predicted temperature profiles and the measurements is suf-
ficient, for use as a preliminary design tool for complex geometries as originally in-
tended. Although the jet mixing correlations give better predictions of those measurements
from which they were developed - as expected - the present procedure represents a better
design technique; as it can be easily developed to include the effects of heat transfer
with the combustor outer casing, the converging combustor exit (turbine inlet), the
effects of film-cooling and opposite-wall cooling-air injection. The use as a design tool
to show the effects of changing the design parameters of the combustor seems to bear con-
siderable advantages. The final design decission, however, should be based on a more de-
tailed analysis, i.e. three-dimensional calculation. Presently detailed experimental
studies are under way for a verification of two-dimensional and three-dimensional codes
under hot gas conditions.
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DISCUSSION

J.McGuirk, UK
I would like to comment on your explanation of the fact that your predicted minimum temperature is closer to the
injection wall than was measured. I think your reasoning, which highlighted the physical differences between 2D
calculatioas and 3D measurements, may be correct, but even if you compared with proper 2D (plane) measurements,
I think you would discover the same discrepancy. Calculations we have made at Imperial Collage for only 2D
(i.e. plane) slot jets in cross flow show that, particularly for the high momentum flux ratios you are considering, the
recirculation length downstream of injection is too short, hence the jet trajectory curves too quickly back to the
injection plane, and the same discrepancy as you observe is obtained.

Author's Reply
Your comment is quite true. Earlier today we have seen similar effects for more detailed calculations. We feel we
can introduce simple correction terms to account for this effect. However, this is an inadequate procecure and we
preferred to present the uncorrected results for comparison. The basic problem - and you certainly have a better
feeling for it than we do - probably stems from the turbulence model. In our experimental study we are planning
to i.nvstigate thib point in more detail.

P.Magre, Fr
Can you predict the effects of the inhomogeneities at the exit of the primary zone on the temperature profile at the
exit of the burner.

Author's Reply
The computer program is certainly able to account for i.on-homogeneous flow and temperature distributions.
However, they must be specified as boundary conditions at the inlet plane into the mixing zone.

As I already mentioned, we have not yet incorporated detailed primary zone calculations discussed earlier today into
the present version of the computer program.

D.C.Dryburgh, UK
Experience with practical combustors indicates that there are large random effects in the dilution zone. Why these
should exist is not known with certainty but it may be due to utstable flows in the annulus feeding of the dilution
holes, to manufacturing tolerances and irregularities in the dilution holes and so on. This appears to imply that
progress will require the use of fundamental models - possibly of finite difference type - and that to understand
the random effects we may have to consider regions with 2 or 3 jets, rather than a region with half a jet and half a
space with symmetry conditions. Could the author comment on this viewpoint?

Author's Reply
I agree basically with your assessment of the general problem. These questions were actually one of the dominant
reasons for us to initiate the present study. We were iiiterested in evaluating the effects of various parameters, i.e.
wall temperature, momentum flux ratio, no,.-symmetric jet arrangement etc. At present, however, our program will
not be applicable to unsteady mixing flows. These will be considered later. The present goal is to check on the
limitations of available correlations and to provide the designer with a relatively simple tool in developing a
combustor.

A.Sotheran, UK
I just make a point that I think practical. Randomness begins in the compressor, and in the diffuser. You .ust tried
to find it in the dilution zone. These are more realist models than all of them with CO, NOx predictions in the
primary zone.

Author's Reply
I agree.

I0
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SECOND-ORDER CLOSURE MODELING OF TURBULENT
MIXING AND REACTING FLOWS

Ashok K. Varma
Guido Sandri

Coleman duP. Donaldson

Aeronautical Research Associates of Princeton, Inc.
50 Washington Road

Princeton, N.J. 08540

Models for the scalar probability density function (pdf) have to be developed to
achieve closure of turbulent transport equations for mixing and reacting flows. A
delta function "typical eddy" model has been developed for the joint pdf of the scalar
%ariables. It has been demonstrated that delta functions are a necessary part of pdf's
in order to attain the extremums of the statistical constraints on the moments. The
statistical bounds on a number of moments of interest for two and three species flows
have been derived. It has been proven that a rational pdf composed of a set of delta
functions alone can always be constructed at any point within the statistically valid
moment space. The model provides a good representation of actual pdf's in two-species,
variable-density mixing flows. The model has been directly compared to experimental
pdf measurements and good agreement for higher-order moments has been demonstrated. It
can be shown that the delta function pdf model is significantly simpler than other
proposed pdf models and is more than adequaLe for the closure of the transport equations.

NOMENCLATURE

f, g arbitrary variables
l{ arbitrary function
p pressure
P' Pl' P2  probability functions
R universal gas constant
T temperature
u flow velocity
Wa, W, W molecular weights of species
x coordinate in flow direction
y coordinate normal to flow direction

Greek Symbols

c, 8, y species mass fractions
3model parameter

63(a-X) delta function located at e
A I -1

cell sizes in "typical eddy" model
ni  entropy of mixing
Imodel parameter

arbitrary constant
p density
p, normalized density

Superscripts

-,1<> time average

fluctuation about mean value

INTRODUCTION

Mixing and chemical reactions under turbulent flow conditions are a basic feature of
the energy release processes in gas turbine combustors and other propulsion systems, and
any predictive modeling of the flowfield has to properly account for the effects of the
turbulence of the flow and its interactions with various physical and chemical processes.
There are significant interaction effects of the turbulence on combustion and of the
combustion on the turbulence, which are important in determining combustion efficiency,
pollutant formation, combustion noise, heat transfer, etc. Second-order closure modeling
of turbulent flows provides a convenient framework foi studying these interactions and
holds promise of providing a reliable predic-ive computational tool Zor the design ofInew systems and improvement of existing combustion systems.

The presence of finite-rate chemicaL reactions in a turbulent flow introduces the
problem of prcper modeling of many higher-order correlations involving scalar variables
such as concentration, density and temperature. The transport equations for the mean
variables and the second-order correlations are solved in a second-order closure procedure
and these equations and especially the chemical reaction source terms contain many third-
-rder and higher-order correlations, such as 77, F7c, 1 , etc. These correlations have
to be modeled in terms cf the lower-order moments to close the system of transportV - " equations. A couvenipnt procedure for modeling these scalar cirrelations i3 to model or



calculate the probability density function (pdf) for the scalars. This procedure is
being used at A.R.A.P., as well as by Rhodes, et al., (1) Bray and Moss, (2) Lockwood and
Naguib (3), Libby (4), Bonniot (5) and Kewley (6).

A number of the above approaches require a number of simplifying assumptions ;nd
deal only with one-dimensional pdf's. Most of them are also restricted to fast chemistry
and cannbr handle finite-rate chemical reactions. The A.R.A.P. model, called the delta
function "typical eddy" model is designed to be applicable to finite rate chemical
reactions and models the joint pdf for all the scalars in a turbulent reacting flow. The
basic model has been discussed by Donaldson (7) and Donaldson and Varma (8). Kewley (6)
is using the A.R.A.P. model with some modifications and has reported good results on
modeling of reacting flows.

Efforts are also being made to avoid the assumptions regarding the shape of the pdf,
by directly solving transport equations for the pdf (9, 10, 11), However, these equations
have only been solved for very simple flowfields and there appear to be serious modeling
problems for some of the terms in the equations. Spalding (12) has recently proposed an
alternate approach that involves the calculation of the pdf by following the age history
of various eddies.

The paper discusses the statistical behavior of scalar variables in turbulent flows.
Constraints on two and three species systems have been derived. The delta function
"typical eddy" pdf model has been carefully tested against pdf measurements in a two-
species, variable-density mixing layer and good results have been obtained,

STATISTICAL CONSTRAINTS ON CORRELATIONS

Basic statistical principles can be used to develop a set of constraint conditions
on correlations of various variables in a turbulent flowfield. The procedure is quite
general and can be applied to scalar or vector variables, but at the present time, we are
mainly interested in the constraints on scalar moments--specifically those for the the
species mass and/or molar concentration variables.

The constraint conditions are useful in a number of ways. The statistical constraints
on first and second-order correlations are important in the question of "realizability"
of second-order closure turbulence models. The lower-order moments are calculated by the
solution of a set of modeled partial differential equations. It is possible that the
modeled equations may not have solutions that are consistent with the independently
derived statistical constraints, andthis will require appropriate corrections to the models
used in the equations. The statistical constraints on the third-order and higher-order
moments are also useful in formulating models for these correlations. They are also useful
in determining model sensitivity and the error-bounds of the modeling procedure.

BASIC THEOREMS

Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality

The statistical constraints on various moments of the fluctuations are basically
derived from conservation conditions and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The Cauchy-
Schwarz condition for arbitrary variables f and g is

F7 a. T'> (1)

The equality holds if and only if,

f = Xg (2)

In principle, with suitable choices of f and g, one can derive all the required
statistical constraints. In practice, this is not easy. A very useful short-cut is the
use of a "Renormalizatio _orem. Xf we have proven that,

0f2 (A)P!(I A Z(A)dA A >d ! gPl (A)d A  )

JO0

then it can be proven that for H(A) > 0

Hf2(A)PI(A)dA Hg2(A)PI(A)dA ( HfgPI(A)dA (4)

The proof is simple. Since Eqn. 3 is valid for all P one can select P1 of the
special form HP, for any P Then Eqn. 4 follows. Note tAat the reverse passage ftom
Eqn. 4 to Eqn. is not vaiid in general.

Two other inequalities are useful.

Jensen's Inequality

If f(a) is convex (f" > 0 throughout the domain of interest, 0 < a < 1) then,
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Tchebytcheff' s Inequality

If f and g are similar functions, that is, they both increase or both decrease in
the interval, 0 < a < 1, then

Fr (6)

STATISTICAL CONSTRAINTS FOR TWO SPECIES

Consider a two species flow with constant pressure and temperature, a and 6 are the
mass fractions of the species. Assume Wa > WB . o. is a normalized density,

P.= P/Wa /RT p' = T' = 0 (7)

define
W8

A= - 0 < l (8)
a

then

= I/l-LAa (9)

A simple conservation constraint on a is

a +=i

or 0<a<l

then 0 < 3 < T

and U <

Consider f = a, g 1 in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
2 (ll

Therefore, the bounds on the second moment W- are

a < Tr< (12)

Using the renormalization theorem with 11(a) a, Eqn. 11 becomes,

2

- (13)

Using the renormalization theorem with H (a) = 1-a, Eqn. 11 becomes,

2

a 2( -a) > a-a

or a < a- (_ T)2 (14)

Therefore, the bounds on the third moment ' for given - and 37 are,

1-01< 3 -< 7T) (15)

The bounds on the third moment given only a can be derived in a similar manner with
the help of Jensen's Inequality for the lower bound

3
3 < U7 < Z (16)

It is an interesting exercise to compare the bounds on 3T given by the two Eqns. 15

and lu. The results-are shown ir. Fjure 1. The dotted lines are the bounds on a for
given a. For given a, we now pick a to correspond to the middle of its allowed range,

that is a + .* Then, the solid lines indicate the bounds on U- for specified a and
T*The impotn point to be noted is that the bounds on 7~ when two lower-order

moments are specified are significantly narrower than the bounds when only one lower-order
moment is specified. This is quite significant and leads to a very important conclusion
for our approach to the modeling of the scalar probability density function.

The statistical constraints on -- and have also been derived by a similar
procedure. The result for -- is,



- -l 1- - A(a-"TO (17)
< < (1-) -

Further details of the procedures are discussed by Varma, et al. (13). For a two
species system, we have obtained the complete set of constraints on all moments up to the
third-order for prescribed lower-order moments.

PDF STRUCTURE FOR EXTREMUM VALUES OF MOMENTS

The extremum values of the statistical bounds can only be realized by discrete
probabilitydensity functions, that is, pdf's composed of delta functions. Consider the
bounds on 3i. At the upper bound, 3' = a and the pdf can be shown to correspond to two
delta functions located at a = 0 and 1. This can be proven as follows:

or

J (a_ 2 ) P(a)da = 0

0

Ibr nonzero P(c), c-c 2 
= 0 or a = 0 and a = I are the only solutions. This corresponds

to

P(a) = (1-a) 6(a) + i 6( -I) (18)

as the pdf at the upper bound.

---- given a 2
2 a + a Similarly, at the lower bound, W , the

- given a, a pdf can be shown to be~2

I.0- P(a) = 6(ct-D) (19)

The two limiting pdf's are illustrated
in the sketch. A popular model for the

- pdf is a clipped Gaussian (3). For small
-/ / fluctuations, this model does approach the

a / limiting pdf corresponding to te lower
bound on c-. However, it cannot attain

6/ / the upper bound pdf corresponding to
/ / maximal fluctuations./ /

4The same result can be proven for the.4- / upper and lower bounds of all the other
// moments. Delta functions are a necessary

// = component of the pdf's.

.2- / / Continuous pdf's alone cannot be valid

/ over the entire moment space. Ideally, a
pdf composed of delta functions and con-

0 I tinuous functions will be desirable. However,
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 we have demonstrated that a pdf composed of

delta functions alone can always be con-
structed at every point in the statistically
valid moment space, that these pdf's are

FIGURE I - Conparison of the statistical simpler to construct than other proposed

bounds on W- for specified models, and that they provide sufficient
lower-order moments. accuracy for closure of the transport

equations. This is discussed later in
this paper.

upper bound lower bound 'N'



STATISTICAL CONSTRAINTS FOR THREE SPECIES

Consider a three species flow with constant pressure and temperature. a, 8, and y
represent the mass fractions of the species.

Given F Only

Ile first assume that only & is specified. Conservation relations and the use of the
renormalization theorem lead to the following inequalities.

0 < 'a < 1 (20)

0 < "9 < 1 (21)

a2 < - <- (23)

0 < 8 < aa-r (24)

0 < 7 < - (25)

a < 7< a ](26)

0 < T < a- -2a- - +- (27)

Given jus .r_., Equ . (23) and (26) represents the tightest bounds on 7 and a'. Sub-
*stituting the a2 and a' bounds in Eqns. (24), (25), and (27) leads to,

0 <T<a (- - (27)

0 < F < (28)

_77 a- 2 + (29)

These bounds on the moments are plotted in Figure 2.

a2 / Giver " and

The bounds on 6" and F have been
derived to be the following:

< -< (30)

2

<j < (31)

PDF's can be constructed that attain
these extremum values, and therefore, the
above represent the best bounds on the

0o 0 IQ second-order moments.

For a three species system, the allowed
phase space region for the pdf is represented
by a triangle as shown below. The specifica-
tion of - and T corresponds to defining the
location of the centroid. The lower bounds
on Z7 and - are attained if the pdf
corresponds to all the mass distribution
concentrated at the centroid. The upper
bounds are attained by the two pdf's shown
on the right. In these sketches, the mass
locations are depicted by stars. Note that

o 0 I the mass distributions along the lines =0
FIGURE 2 -Statistical constraints on moments or 8 

= 0 must be such that the mean of the

for specified U in a three species distribution is located on the line joining
fo.the vertex and the centroid.~flow.

0 1 a 0 0 a

The bounds on F are more interesting. We have derived the upper bound on i!W by the

method of induction and considering an arbitrarily large number of point masses (14). The
bounds are



0< 7 < (32)-a+

The lower bound is attained by mass distributions that are restricted to the lines a =0
and 6 = 0. The upper bound is realized by the pdf on the right.

0 - l

The bounds on a are the smaller of the following three
_ (32)

2 3
0< <-'a - 2* +'7 (29)

,0 < -08 < W(I-T") (33)

The best bounds on the correlations in (-, T) space are shown in Figure 3. It should
be noted that very small regions of the unit cube are allowed.

p ,

a2a

_1 2

FIGURE 3 " Statistical constraints on moments for specified U and T r.
a three species flow.



Given 3, W, and 3-

Fclowing very similar procedures, we have determined the allowed regions for -,
- and 70" in 77 space for specified E and B. The procedure is illustrated below by
one example; further details are available in (14).

The independent bounds on 3r and WT (Eqns. 30, 31) define a rectangle in (W, -)
space. However, there are regions within the rectangle that must be excluded. Similarly,
there are excluded regions in (71, 7) and (-7, 78) spaces.

2

Consider 3-7 a

The minimal value of 71 is attained by the following distribution.

8T2 foBP,()dB ,

00

: BConsider p2(= dB

For simplicity, consider P2(B) to be a two delta function distribution with the delta
functions located on the sides of the triangle (sketch below).

! g =w(l -a) W
i o1

It~~~ ispsuae'hta34)

It ispotulated tha cannot be larger than this value for other general mass
distributi~ns P2(0) that are located in the interior region of the triangle. Similarly,
for ,the largest allowed 71 is

37= F(1 - ) (35)

Using the general distribution,

-= faB 6 (a -) P2 (B) dBda

= (36)

Similarly, a--'' '- 2 '

The allowed values of W- range from T to g(l-E) and therefore,

8 < a- < (a-) (37)

The allowed bounds on the correlations for other limiting values of Wz, , etc.,
have been similarly calculated. The shapes of the connecting curves between the allowed
points have been determined by considerin& a series of two delta function pdf's, with the



delta functions located on the sides of the triangle. Some of the curves still have to
be calculated, but their expected behavior is shown by dotted lines in the figures. There
are some indications that these represent the best bounds on the moments but we have not
yet completed the proof for more general mass distributions.

-2a
13

.4- 332,rF , Figure 4 shows the results for the
a-.3, R.4 bounds in (7-, -r) space for two sets

S.of values for - and 8. Figures 5 and
I! 6 show the corresponding results for

the allowed regions in (3E, Z) and
(-r, -- ) space. As in the case of[. the bounds on the third moment for two

.3 species system, the impovr'ant feature
-2 (_ to note here is the tightness of the

constraint. Fbr specified lower-order
2 moments, and -, 7 has a maximum

1 -- 2 value of order 0.1. For three species,
a,-13 we have not yet investigated the

:j." l-a constraints when second-order moments
.2 involving the density are also specified,7 .'"but this will lead to futher tightening

of the bounds on the third-order moments
.... . ."'--- of interest.

0 ,I - .2 .3

. a1

FIGURE 4 - Statistical bounds on a Pnd T' for
specified and 7 in a three species
system.
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COMPARISON OF "TYPICAL EDDY" MODEL WITH PDF MEASUREMENTS

The "typical eddy" model is an attempt to define the joint pdf for the scalar
variables by using all the available information from a second-order closure analysis.
The model may consist of combinations of delta functions and continuous functions but we
have extensively studied a model composed of delta functions alone. The model parameters
are determined by matching the moments of the model to the values of the correlations
obtained from the solution of the transport equations. The procedure is detailed in (13).

In a two-species, variable density flow, the pdf model consists of 4 delta functions.
The model has one free parameter, designated a3, and we have demonstrated (13) that the
allowed range of a 3 corresponds directly to the statistical bounds on the third-order
moments wr or --F . With the parameter a selected at any point within its allowed range,
we have also shown that a physically correct pdf model composed solely of delta functions
can be constructed at every point in the statistically valid moment space. We will now
demonstrate that these models provide sufficient accuracy for closure of the transport
equations for turbulent flows.

Comparison with Experiments

Konrad (15) has made a series of detailed measurements of the pdf in three shear
layer flowfields. The measurements have been made in (i) a He-N, shear layer with a
velocity ratio u /u = 0.38 and a density ratio P2 /p, = 7.0. (ii a uniform density
He+Ar-N2 shear liye with velocity ratio of u2/u = 1.38 and (iii) a wake flow in which
the gases have equal free-stream velocities and a density ratio of 7. All the flows are
low speed and two-dimensional. The measurements consist of mean velocity, mean concen-
tration, concentration fluctuation correlations, species intermittency functions and the
species pdf's. The latter two parameters are used for the direct model comparison. Only
the results for the first flowfield are discussed in this paper. Further studies and
comparisons are available in (13).

The pdf measurements are used to determine the values of the four lower-order moments--, .-, !p and p --that are needed to construct the two-species variable-density "typical
eddy" model. The measured pdf is also used to calculate experimental values of a number
of third-order correlations of interest, such as 7$' and a 8. The third-order moments
are also computed from the model and the results compared Lo the measurements. The valid
range of the free parameter a., corresponds to the upper and lower bounds on the third
moments.

Figure 7 presents the results for the third moment 3-' for the He-.N3 shear layer. The
ordinate of the figure is F-B model /- expt. The abscissa is the normalized coordinate

across the shear layer. The dotted lines show the upper and lower bounds on the third
moment when only two lower-order moments are used for the model construction. In this
case -- model has a large range of possible values and some models within the statistical

range can lead to significant errors compared to the experiments. However, when 4 lower-
order moments are specified, the model values of To' are tightly constrained as shown by
the solid lines. For the "typical eddy" model, the solid lines correspond to the entire
valid range of the parameter a 3 It can be seen that with any choice of a3 within this
range, it is possible to predict 761 (and other third-order moments) to better than 10%
accuracy. This is significantly better accuracy than the expected error bounds on
experimental measurements of third-order moments. Further, such accuracy is expected to
be quite adequate for closure of the transport equations for the means and second-order
correlations.

It must be noted that the statistical constraints on the moments are independent
of the pdf model. The "typical eddy" model with end-choices of the parameter a3 matches
the bounds on the third moment. Any and all statistically valid pdf models that match

the given values tor the lower order moments will predict values for the third moment
within these same bounds. These other modeIs will typically be more difficult to construct
and may not lead to significantly better prediction of third-order moments. Better
accuracy in the prediction of third-order moments does not appear to be necessary as far
as closure of the equations is concerned. The delta function "typical eddy" model can be
used to provide better accuracy by empirically selecting the parameter a at the middle
of its ailowed range, as shown in the figure. The third moment can now be predicted to
better than 2% accuracy across the entire flowfield.

Konrad has also measured the species intermittency function or the probability of
finding pure species at various points across the flowfield. A comparison of the model
predictions to the data is shown in Figures 8 and 9. The theoretical predictions use a
cutoff value of 0.9, that is, a delta function located at a > 0.9 is considered to be pure
species a. This is an arbitrary, but reasonable criterion. The results in Figure 8 are
for al equal to the maximum value within its allowed range. This also corresponds to a
pdf sructure with minimum mixedness or minimum entropy of mixing. The entropy of mixing
is defined as,

Fiur 9 shw thei reut -nia _ii npi)

igure 9 shows the results for a at midrange and a3 equal to the minimum value allowed.
It is clear that the empirical cAoice of a maximum leads to significantly better agreement



with the experimental data. Further arguments in support of this choice of a3 that
corresponds to minimum entropy of mixing are discussed in (13). A qualitative com-

, parison of the delta function pdf for maximum a, and the measured pdf is shown in
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Figure 10. The experimental pdf is reproduced from the report by Konrad (15). The delta
functions in the model are shown at their correct locations in the concentration space and
the relative strengths of the delta functions are correct. The absolute magnitude of the
strength of the delta functions cannot be directly plotted on this graph and we have
selected a convenient scale for depicting the delta functions. The delta function
representation of the pdf seems to be capable of capturing the important features of the
experimental pdf structure.

This limited comparison with detailed pdf measurements indicates that the choice of
a3 maximum shows the best overall agreement with data for a two species variable density
mixing flow. It will be desirable to compare the model to other data for different flow
conditions for further model evaluation. Further, similar comparisons of the model for
three species to measurementa in simple reacting flows have to be carried out. However,
it appears that the delta function pdf model is capable of predicting higher-order moments
to sufficient accuracy for closure of the transport equations.

CONCLUSIONS

The direct comparison of the delta function "typical eddy" model for two species with
pdf measurements has demonstrated that this simple model is quite adequate for achieving
closure of the transport equations. The complete set of statistical constraints on
correlations for two species flows have been derived. The constraints have been used to
prove that delta functions are a necessary part of pdf in order to attain the extremum
values of the moments. A rational pdf composed of a set of delta functions alone can
always be constructed anywhere within the statistically valid moment space. A pdf of
this type when constructed using all the available information in a second-order closure
calculation, can predict higher order correlations to an accuracy better than they can be
measured. It, therefore, appears unnecessary to construct more complex pdf's for the
purpose of closure of the turbulence equations.

A number of the important statistical coustraints for three species systems have been
derived, and these indicate that the third-order correlations are quite tightly constrained.
Therefore, it appears likely that the conclusions arrived at for two species mixing flows
will also be applicable co simple reacting flows.
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DISCUSSION

N.Peters, Ge
Let me congratulate you for the systematic investigation of the statistical constraints for higher order moments.
However, let me comment that I do not believe that delta-function pdf's will be useful for the calculation of mean
reaction rates in combustion situations. Laminar production rates plotted over the mixture fraction or a progress
variable (for instance temperature) peak very sharply close to the stoichiometric mixture and at the upper adiabatic
temperature limit. A delta function will give a zero mean reaction rate if it lies out of the peak and the laminar
value if it falls on it.

Author's Reply

Please also see the reply to the question of Dr Jones.

The strong dependence of the reaction rate on the temperature is well-known and follows from the Arrhenius rate
expression. We are hopeful that our delta function joint pdf model consisting of 7 delta functions for reacting flows
will result in the placement of a number of delta functions in the high temperature end of the temperature spaces
and will predict the correct average reaction rate.

W.P.Jones, UK
As I recall the experiments with which you compared your calculations were isothermal - or nearly so. My feeling
is that if you were to apply your model to a flame, then the results - in particular the temperature profiles - would
be much more sensitive to the selected p.d.f. and that forms constructed from Dirac 6-functions will not be
adequate. My reasons for holding this view are that in calculating H2 -air turbulent diffusion flames using various
p.d.f. forms I found that the Dirac 5-function form generated double peaked radial temperature profiles'. Would
you like to comment on this result and the implications for your model?

1. Jones, W.P. Turbulence Models for Turbulent Flow with Variable Density and Combustion. To
be published by Hemisphere Pub. Co., VKI Lecture Series, 1979.

Author's Reply
The results in the paper demonstrate that the delta function pdf model appears to be adequate for mixing flows.
We are now working on extending the pdf model to reacting flows. We are aware of the referenced results of
Dr Jones ard are concerned about the problem of greater sensit'vity of reacting flow calculations to the form of the
pdf. Fo simple reacting flows involving 3 species our model for the joint pdf of all the scalars will consist of 7 delta
functions and we are hopeful that this will lead to more satisfactory results. The main argument for the delta
function model is its simplicity of construction compared to other pdf models but if the model does not prove
satisfactory, it is conceptually straight-forward to use our procedure for constructing continuous type joint pdf's.

C.H.Priddin, UK
Your model shows clearly how closely the third-order moments are bounded for correlations between species which
are themselves bounded by the values 0 and 1. However, to calculate reaction rates one also needs to evaluate
correlations involving fluctuating reaction rate or temperature, which are not bounded to such an extent. How can
your model cope with these terms?

Author's Reply
We are currently examining the constraints on temperature related correlations. Bounds on the temperature variable
that can be used are the initial temperature and the adiabatic flame temperature, and these can be suitably
normalized to range between 0 and 1. We are hopeful that this approach will enable us to derive the desired
constraints on temperature correlations.

I .
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COMBUSTOR MODELLING FOR SCRAMJET ENGINES

J. Philip Drummond, R. Clayton Rogers, and John S. Evans
Aerospace Engineers

NASA Langley Research Center
Han,dton, Virginia 23665

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Combustor flow fields found in hydrogen fueled scramjets are quite complex and, therefore, difficult
to analyze. Analyses that adequately model the combustor imust not only consider highly turbulent and
reacting flows with complex wave structure, but also must cope with the possibility of embedded subsonic
regions and recirculation within a predominantly supersonic flow. Conventional analytic approaches to
scramjet analysis and design have been global in nature or have been restricted to all-supersonic flow;
they must therefore be extended to realistically describe actual combustor flow fields. A system of
computer programs being developed at the NASA Langley Research Center to model these complex combustor
flow fields is discussed. Each code solves a system of equations compatible with the type of flow being
analyzed in any particular part of the combustor. For flows that remain supersonic throughout, a parabolic
Navier-Stokes solver is being used successfully. An extension of this computer program, to partially intro-
duce elliptic character into the analysis by accounting for a full 3-D pressure field, is being tested.
This "partially elliptic" scheme accounts for the effects of streamise pressure feedback present in the
subsonic flow, thereby allowing the detection and calculation of embedded subsonic regions known to be
present in the combustor. Although the partially elliptic procedure can handle mixed subsonic-supersonic
flows, it still requires that a predominant flow direction exists; for recirculating flows, the fully

elliptic Navier-Stokes equations are required. Since recirculating flow does exist in regions near points
of fuel injection from struts in the engine, work is currently underway to begin development of a three-
dimensional elliptic Navier-Stokes solver. Initial work has included development at Langley of a 2-D
elliptic code for the analysis of slot fuel injectors. Each computer program is currently being applied
to pertinenc problem areas and is providing a good deal of insight about flow fields in the Langley scramjet
engine.

NOMENCLATURE

Ai, Bit Ci  reaction rate parameters Pb reference pressure for combustion

A A constants in profile functions data = 2.173 MPa
AK, AR  m ansin frtiooeffictient q heat flux vector
Cf mean skin friction coefficient Ro  gas constant

cu mass fraction decay factor R mass flux profile parameter
d fuel injector diameter S surface area of control volumed Jet diameter S source function

e stagnation internal energy per unit Sc Schmidt number
volume T Temperature

es  static internal energy per unit t time
volume At time increment

f species mass fraction, streamwise UC0 freestream velocity
stretching function or ratio of
fuel to mainstream flow rate u, v, w, streamwise, transverse and
transverse stretching function or lateral veloity components
mean square amplitude fluctuations V velocity in TJ model
in species concentrations x, y, z streamise transverse andH stagnation enthalpy latel physical coordinates

H0  molecular w'eight
h duct height
Kfi reaction rate i, forward direction w species rate of change

YA upper boundary of physical domainKbi reaction rate i, reverse direction lower boundary of physical domain
k turbulence kinetic energy YB Z iren n omptaioal

I mixing length AX, AY, AZ increments in computational
Lx streamwise finite difference operator finite difference grid

non-dimensional transverse coordi-Ly transverse finite difference operator nate in TJI model

Le Lewis number a numerical damping coefficient
M Mach number aB, aT' 'F angles of bottom and top
M mole fraction of species j duct walls and jet (fig. 21)
M jo, a stretching factors in coo-di-
NR number of reactions y nate transformation

r diffusion coefficient
S number of species y ratio of specific heats

mainstream mass flow rate y stoichionetric coefficient, forward

y stoichiometric coefficient, backward

Pr Prandtl number rate
Pi'j stress tensor 6 boundary layer thickness or local

ppressure cflow angle
e numerical damping coefficient orI ; p pitot pressure

dissipation rate of turbulence
Pt jet stagnation pressure kinetic energy
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COMBUSTOR MODELLING FOR SCPAJET ENGINES

J. Philip Drummond, R. Clayton Rogers, and John S. Evans
Aerospace Engineers

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Combustor flow fields found in hydrogen fueled scramjets are quite complex and, therefore, difficult
to analyze. Analyses that adequately model the combustor nijst not only consider highly turbulent and
reacting flows with complex wave structure, but also must cope with the possibility of embedded subsonic
regions and recirculation within a predominantly supersonic flow. Conventional analytic approaches to
scramjet analysis and design have been global in nature or have been restricted to all-supersonic flow;
they must therefore be extended to realistically describe actual combustor flow fields. A systeri of
computer programs being developed at the NASA Langley Research Center to model these complex cr mbustor
flow fleds is discussed. Each code solves a system of equations compatible with the type of ?low being
analyzed in any particular part of the combustor. For flows that remain supersonic throughout, a parabolic
Navier-Stokes solver is being used successfully. An extension of this computer program, to partially intro-
duce elliptic character into the analysis by accounting for a full 3-D pressure field, is being tes' d.
This "partially elliptic" scheme accounts for the effects of streamwise pressure feedback present in the
subsonic flow, thereby allowing the detection and calculation of embedded subsonic regions know 0 'e
present in the combustor. Although the partially elliptic procedure can handle mixed subsonic-suDersonlc
flows, it still requires that a predominant ,'ow direction exists; for recirculating flows, tne fully
elliptic Navier-Stokes equations are required. Since recirculating flow does exist In regions nep' povnts
of fuel injection from struts in the engine, work is currently underway to begin development of a tnree-
dimensional elliptic Navier-StoPes solver. Initial work has included development at Langley of a Z-U
elliptic code for the analysis of slot fuel injectors. Each computer program is currently being arnlieJ
to pertinent problem areas and is providing a good deal of insight about flow fields in the Langley scramijet
engine.

NOMENCLATURE

Ai , Bit Ci  reaction rate parameters Pb reference pressure for combustion
Ak, AR constants in profile functions data f2.173 a

Zf mean skin friction coefficient R gas cons'nt

cu noss fraction decay factor R mass flux profile parameter

d fuel injector diameter S surface area of control volume
d Jet diameter S source function

e stagnation internal energy per unit Sc Schmidt number
volume T Temnerature

es  static internal energy per unit t time
volume At time increment

f species mass fraction, streamwise UC0  freestream velocity
stretching function or ratio of
fuel to mainstream flow rate u, v, w, streamwisc, transverse and

g transverse stretching function or lateral velocity components
mean square amplitude fluctuations V velocity in TJI model
in species concentrations x, y, z streanwise, transverse and

H°  stagnation enthalpy lateral physical coordinates
h duct height W molecular vetght
Kt reaction rate i, forward direction species rate of change
Kb reaction rate i, reverse d;rection YA upper boundary of physical domain
k bturbulence kinetic energy YB lower boundary of physical domain
1 mixing length AX, AY, AZ increments in computational

Lx streamwise finite differc operatc'- f-nite difference grid
nm.dimensional transverse coordi-L y transvc.Fe finite different orerator nate in TJI model

Le Lewis number 0 numerical damping coefficient
M Mach number %8, a179 aF angles of bottom and top
N mole fraction of species j duct walls and jet (fig. 21)
N B x, 8y stretching factors in coordi-
MR number of reactions nate transformation
NS  number of species r diffusion coefficient

y ratio of specific heats
m0 mainstream mass flow rate y stoichionetric coefficient, forwardni  unit normal vector rateyi stoichiometric coefficient, backward
Pr Prandtl number rate
P stress tensor 6 boundary layer thickness or local
p pressure flow angle

ppitot pressure numerical damping coefficient ordissipation rate of turbulence
Pt,f Jet stagnation pressure kinetic energy

}I
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mixing parameter £ laminar
in mne n valtie, K heat tiansfer coefficient or fuel

hass fraction nnx, nny maximum- grid points in x and y
fdirections

I viscosity property behind shockSp density °
a normal stress . H0  or stagnationha tesu, v, W, 'o dependent variables

T ~shear stressfk
*, @ -general -dependent variable f k, c,t_ W vorticity x, y, z in streamwise, normal or trans-

oIver-relaxation coefficient verse direction
dor a w wall- conditions
Sbspts6 edge of mixing region where K =0
ubscrip dependent,;variable

ci certerl ine -o mai nstream
e effective value or exit plane '2 odel plane of TJimodel
f fuel jet
i, -j, k x, y, and'z grid ihdices or species

'and, reaction indices n, time ,index

1.0 INTRODUCTION,
The NASA Langley Research ,Cne is conducting res.rch on a hydrogen fueled sup.rsonic combustion

ramjet :(scramjet) conceptwhth< will be capable of opeiiiing-at hypersonic speeds In the atmosphere. 1

ScramJet perfor;hce ec ,attrctive-atVehicle flight speeds of Mach 4 and above,, and they offer the
most viable propulsion :o h piofi h,'h O"'p'a'ltig-at flight.speeds in excess of Mach 6.2 Hypersonic-aircraft
concepts are'being'developc inwhi . 'crimjet is integrated--into the airframe of the vehicle (fig. 1)
such that the vehicleitifelf pdtrnis partbfth engine fuofction birlethai precompression and exhaust
expansion while minimiziig the dray associated with the engine. The~engine is divided into several identi-
cal'enginie 'modules, one of wh'ich is shown in figure 2. (Th'°7side wall of the module'has been removed to,
expos_ the enging's ifitei'nl f eatures.)i The engiie inlet has a varying rectangular cross-section with
-fixed geo"'etry. 'Compressl6n is Iiltiated by the Vehicle forebodyahed of the engine; the forebody com-
pressesthe flow'vertilally. Each iod Il inlet:;compresses, the flowrhorizontally with swept wedge shaped
side walls. The wedges are designed fuch that'thei sweep causes spillage past the cowl of part-of the
:inlet air not needed in the low and intermediate Mach number range of operation. Inlet compression is
coilleted by three swept struts, that also provil locations for gaseous hydrngen fuel injection.

Fuel is Introduced into the engine from the strut's in, both a parallel and transverse direction to the
-engiie primary flow (fig. 2).' This approach tailors the fuel -injection -to an optimum heat release schedule
over the flight Mach number range-of interest. Transverse fuel injection prom(otes more-rapid -fuel- air-mixing
and is used wherever possible to promote reaction in the upstream portion of the combustor. At-'flight Mach
numbers below 6, however, too much perpendicular injection results in- thermal choking of the engine. There-
fore the parallel injection 'Mde predominates through the low Mach number range of the engine by--slowi.q,
the miying and, therefore' stretching-out the reaction process. The flow, having-undergone reaction in 1he
combustr, bpgins to expand in a-shortrn6zzle section in the module. Theaft portion of the vehicle behind
the engie s1rves to complete, the"expansion process.

The flow field near transverse fuel injectors is particularly complex. Blockage and deflection of the
-supersonic mainstream by-the perpendicular fuel jet results in-an'adverse pressure gradient which separates
the 'turbulent bouhdary layer upstream-fthe injector. A mixed subsonic-supersonic region is produced and,
a strong bow shock whichturns the-mainstream over the fuel jet is formed. A'region of subsonic separation
and recirculation also forms downstream of,the 1injector as a result of the rapid expansion 'of the mainstream
flow behind the fuel jet. 'Weake shocks Isdi I Vorm at the upstream separation point as the supersonic flow
turns over the thickened' boundary layerahnd at the downstream reattachment pointwhere the downstream
Aseparatid flow reattaches. '

The flow 'field hear aiparallel fuel injector can be regarded aspca co-flowing shear flow with the mixing
and reaction occurring within a 'turbulent ',hdar layer between the hydrogen and air. The engine combustor
,begisis near the transverse fuel' inject'rs :and extendsdownstream ito, the nozzle. Flow in the combustor is
i-edomiitly supersonic, but regions "6fembedded-subsonic flow.do occur as noted-near the fuel injectors
as a resultof flowblockage anddownstream of the injectors as a result of combustion. The flow field in,
-the combustor is not only compl4,6 due 'to the embedded subsonic-supersonic flow that exists, but is also
complicated by the'highly tdrbulentmnixing and reacting fl6f i in this region.

As can be inferred from'the discussion above, each-region of an engine module (inlet, steuts, combustor,
and nozzle) can- be characterized by-a particulartype or- dlass of flow which 'can be described byparticular
forms of -the Navier-Stokes equations. Flow 'in the module inlet is primarily, inviscid with the exception of
'boundary layers hear the'wall'. Therefore, inlet flow can be mathematically characterizedand anal'yzed using

j the inviscid,-form of the'governing equ ations (Euler equations) away from the Walls and the boundary 'layer
form of the equations near the walls. The flow field just ahead of and throughout the strut region of the
engine is predomlnantl ''supe'rsonic, but the regions of subsonic and recirculating flow are such that diffus-
ion~of mass, m6mentui, ahd energyoccurs in all coordinate directions, Additioially, pressure disturbances
Roccurringnear the ihector can affect the flow field dpstream6ff the injector as wp4l. Therefore, thu
-governing equations, describing the flow field near engine struts must be reta'ined iintheir fully elliptic
form. The flow field in the downstreamportion-of the combustor is again primarily supersonic with p6ssible
embeddad subsonic flow, but n6 recirculation is present. Without streawwise diffusion, flow fields in the
downstream combustor regiOn-can, therftfore, be characterized reasonably'ising the parabolic form of the
governing'equations which are' obtairied'by negating- appropriate diffusion terms. 'Within subsonic regions a
hybridized form of the paraboli6 equations termed thd "partially elliptic" form is applied to account for
possible upstre3M' influehces by thel-pressure field.

From an analysis standpoint, the -flow field around the struts and in the combustor is c6mplicated'by
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turbulence and chemical reaction. Solution of the Reynolds stress equations might provide the needed
turbulence field, but such a solution is beyond the scope of current studies and available computer
resources. Eddy viscosity models of turbulence have been develorsd primprily for boundary layer or shear
layer type flows; only limited work has been done to ad, ',hese models to omplex flows such as those
found in the combustor.3 Turbulent kinetic energy nndel's , at describe tPextransport of turbulent kinetic
energy and the dissipation of that energy were also developed for shear flows. However, these models have
been shown to be adequate for significantly more complex flow fieids. 4 Fortunately, : significant amount
of work has been performed in the area of hydrogen-air chemistry.5 Implementation of this work into an
analysis tool for engine flow field predictions requires the solution of a large number of species equations
in addition to the equations of motion. Tc completely describe the ignition-reaction phenomena that are
important in the reaction of hydrogen with air, the consideration of at least 8 and perhaps as many as 25
ignition-reaction paths appears necessary.6 However, simple chemistry models dre also useful and have been
employed extensively.

This paper discusses a system of computer programs developed to analyze and predict the flow field in
the strut and combustor regions of a scramjet engine module. Although programs also are available to con-
sider other regions of the engine, we will concentrate on our analysis capabilities for combustor modelling
following the spirit and interest of the Specialist's Meeting. Each region of the combustor has a program
tailored to its analysis that solves the governing equation system consistent with the type of flow field
that is present in that region. The governing equations are solved numerically using one of two popular
integration schemes. The turbulence is modelled using either an eddy viscosity model or a two equation
turbulent kinetic energy transport model. Uhemical reactions are modelled either with a simple equilibrium
reaction model or a multi-reaction finite rate scheme containing up to 25 posgible reaction paths.

We will report solutions with programs represefitative of each particular flow class present in the
combustor. Additionally, we will also report solutions from a two-dimensional program-used primarily for
study-and evaluation of turbulence and reaction muaels of current interest. Those results will in each
case be compared with available experimental data so as to access te accuracy of each code. Finally, we
will give an overall accessment of our predictive capabilities in a supersonic combustor and indicate as
a result of these conclusions the direction of our future research to develop an integrated combustor
analysis tool.

2.0 TWO-DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC FLOW PROGRAM

Although flow fields in theengine are always three dimensional in character, two-dimensionai analyses
have been used effectively Zo study limited regions of the combustor where the flow is nearly two dimensional.
These analyses have also been used to test and develop turbulence and chemistry models for use in the analysis
of combustor flow fields with other programs. A two-dimensional, parabolic program obtained from the Spalding
group at Imperial College, London, has provided such a tol1. 7'8 Ine original version of the program has been
modified to meet the research needs of the hypersonic propulsion program. A descriptl:n of the current
version and of its application to several problems of interest is given here.

Solutions cf parabolic partial differential equations governing the transport of momentum, energy, and
mass are obtained using the inite difference technique of Patankar and Spalding. 9 The governing equations
are

aF +l_.DG

aX yl - (1)
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Equation (1) defines, respectively, the differential equations for continuity, the momentum components,
total enthalpy, species, turbulenceienergy, the dissipation rate of turbulence energy, and the mean square
amplitude of fluctuations in species concentration. The first term of equation (1) represents convection
in the principal flow direction; the second represents convection and diffusion in the transverse direction.

$ ' The term r is a general diffusion coefficient that is made up of turbulent and laminar parts.
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All other terms are collected into SA, the source term. Values of the diffusion coefficient and source
term are given in Table I. Turbulenct viscosity is computed from

C c

where f is a compressibility correction "0 whose magnitude varies between 0.25 and 1.0. The correction
is an empirical expression derived from experimental observations and is calculated from

0.25 + 0.75/(1.0 + exp(24.73( F - 2))), M > 1.0
I., H ! 1.0

where MT = (k'/u) M.

Details of the integration of the governing equations and of the application of the turbulence model
have been well documented previously. Therefore, we will concentrate on recent modifications to the program,
particularly mtlti-equation finite-rate chemistry modelling, and will present comparisons with experimental
data. A short qualitative discussion of accuracy appears in reference 9.

In the original version of the program species concentrations based on chemical equilibrium were assumed.
The program has been extended to include no reaction, complete reaction (i.e., the only species are 0 , H
H O, and N2, with the condition that Op, and H2 cannot be simultaneously present), equilibrium chamistry,
fRnite rate chemistry, and an eddy breakup model. The equilibrium and finite rate chemistry schemes have
been developed in two versions. In the first version, the species H, 0, HO, OH, 02, H2, and N are relatedby eight elemental reactions and five additional differential equations mus be solved. In the oher version,

the additional species N, NO, NO2, HNO2 1, and HO are included. Twenty-five elemental reactions are used and
ten additional differential equations (instead of five) must be solved.

Following Spiegler11 , finite rate chemistry is described by a set of re;,ctions of the form

N M . N. (5)

j=l 13 3 Kbi j=l i

where i = 1, 2, ... NR and j =l, 2, ... NS . The reaction rates Kfi and Kbi are given by expressions
of the form

B. e-Ci/T

Ki = Ai T (6)

The rate of change of species j by reaction i is

N N5  y.

11 j K 1Mjyl j Kb H N. 13Y (7)i i ) Yi fi j~ bi jl

The total rate of change of species j is

= x (molecular weight) (8)

NR

where M. = X (Aj) i.

The eight-reaction and the twenty-five reaction systems are described in Table II. The first seven
species listed and the reactions marked with an asterisk constitute the eight reaction system; the remaining
species and reactions are those added to test the importance of the extra reactions for obtaining accurate
predictions. 6 Reaction rates are also listed in Table II.

When the eddy breakup model is used the chemical reaction rate is computed from

w - CEBU pg2 (c/k) (9)

The constant C is treated as an adjustable parameter to improve agreement between calculation and
experiment; we Me used the value C = 0.53. The factor gq is the smaller of the root mean square
fluctuations in H or 0 concentratfln The two differential equations required for the eddy breakup
model are transpori equatigns for guo and g0 ,. The ratio s/k provides a time scale representative of
the rate at which large eddies break "own intoO3mall eddies. For the eddy breakup model to represent well
the rate of chemical reaction, it is necessary that the reaction rates be fast relative to the rate at which
fuel and oxygen mix on a molecular scale; the mixing process is then the rate limiting process. When appli-
cable, the eddy breakup model is particularly useful for modelling the reduced burning rate caused by
"unmixedness" in turbulent flows. The unmixedness is used to describe the fact that, although fuel and air
iry be mixed on a scale comparable to turbulent eddy dimensions, they are still not mixed on a molecularii
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scale. For those cases in which reaction is kinetically controlled rather than mixing controlled, a finite
rate chemistry scheme is needed. However, because of the very small step sizes required to solve these stiff
chemical kinetic equations in a finite rate model, the cost may be large compared with the value of the
results. In such cases one of the other options in the program for modelling chemistry may yield adequate.
results at lower cost.

The results of three calculations using the 2-D parabolic program are given to demonstrate some of its
uses and to allow assessment of its accuracy by comparing calculated results with data. In the first case
H was injected coaxially into a hot, supersonic, vitiated air stream. Vitiated air was obtained by burning
hdrogen in air to obtain a hot gas mixture, and then oxygen was added to obtain a test gas with 21 percent
oxygen by volume. The temperature was high enough so that auto-ignition occurred immediately. Geometry and
initial conditions are given in figure 3; theory and experiment are compared in figures 4, 5, and 6. Agree-
ment of the N curves with data indicates that mixing was correctly calculated. Prediction of the properties
related to combustion are less satisfactory, although examination of figures 4, 5, and 6 shows that the
calculated profiles develop with distance from the injection point in the same way as curves which could be
drawn through the data points. Also, the peak heights of the calculated H 0 profiles are about the same as
the peak heights of the data points. The principal difference appears to bW'that the calculated H20 peaks
lie farther from the axis thai the data points indicate they should. Calculations made with the 25 reaction
model did not produce any appreciable change in the calculated results. Since the reactions of the H -0
system are well known, the explanation probably lies in the effect of interaction between chemistry ang tsr-
bulence.

The data used for the second case is from an experiment performed by Kent and Bilger, 12 in which a
subsonic jet of H2 was injected into a coaxial stream of air. Both streams were cold and required an
auxiliary ignition source. Figure 7 gives the details of geometry and initial conditions. The fTow profiles
shown in figure 8 demonstrate that reaction was essentially complete, since the complete reaction curves
agree well with the data.

The eddy breakup model (eq. (9)) also was used to calculate the amount of reactions. The EBU results
are compared with complete reaction results in figure 9. The eddy breakup results differ from complete
reaction results only in the mixing region between the H and air layers. Where differences are piesent,
agreement with data is better using the eddy breakup modef. Calculations using the finite rate chemistry
model also were attempted for this case, but were abandoned because of the high cost associated with solving
the stiff chemical kinetic equations in subsonic flow.

The last case was chosen to illustrate the program's capability for calculating transverse pressure
profilps. No suitable data were available, but a test case was obtained by analyzing a ducted, supersonic
air flow using an inviscid shock fitting program. 13 Air at room temperature and Mach 1.5 flows between two
plates, as shown in figure 10. All property profiles are initially uniform. For values of x between .01
and .03, the distance y between the plates decreases linearly; elsewhere, the distance between the plates
is constalit. A shcck wave begins where the channel starts to converge; the wave then moves across the flow
and reflects from the opposite wall. A rarefaction moves into the flow from the point where the channel
truss section expands and becomes constant again. The solid lines in figure 11 show the inviscid results,
and the dashed i ,o show the results obtained using the parabolic marching program. Steep pressure gradients,
such as those encontered across the shock wave, are smeared. However, the general shape and magnitude of
the correct presque profiles yiven by the inviscid results are obtained; and both the shock wave and the
rarefaction are a aly identified.

The two-dimtisional parabolic program has proved to be a valuable basic research tool for the develop-
nwnt and evaluatiri of turbulence and chemistry models. The experience gained from using the code is now
finding direct aqplication in a three-dimensional parabolic program currently being employed in combustion
researci and development. Details of the three-dimensional code are described in the next section.

3.0 THREE-DIMEN1SiONAL PARABOLIC PROGRAM

A three-diriensional analysis is required to model the flow field in a scramjet combustor. Well down-
stream of the 4u'il injection struts where flow recirculation does not exist ind embedded regions of subsonic
flow ar- small, the flow is essentially supersonic. Flow fields of this type can be modelled with solutions
to the three-dimensional parabolic Navier-Stokes equations and one or more species equations. The principal
program applied to this problem class is the SHIP computer code, described in its initial form in reference
14. Significant modifications to this program have been carried out to tailor the model to scramjet combustor
flow fields.1'116 Details of the program structure and significant modifications are described below.

The SHIP computer program was developed to calculate three-dimensional, turbulent, reacting, parabo;ic
interiial or external flows. The computational domain is limited to a rectangular parallelpiped with each
boundary being either a wall, a symmetry plane, or a free-stream boundary. Walls may converge or diverge
as smooth functions of the-streamwise coordinate. Calculations are carried out in the physical plane (rather
than a transformed computational plane), however, so that convergence or divergence angles are limited to
about 160 to maintain acceptable accuracy, Thermodynamic properties are considered to be functions of
temperature and species. Reaction is modelled with either an equilibrium br finite rate chemistry scheme.
The equilibrium scheme considers four reactions:

H + H H2

0 +0 02

H + OH H20

0+11 OH

The finite rate scheme is the same as that used in the two-dimensional parabolic program.
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of the solution domain. 16 Along a wall, turbulent wall functions are used to define values of the dependent
variables across the wall boundary layers. The calculation begin5, with values calculated at the upper limit
of the boundary layer. At a symmetry boundary, flux values are Forced to vanish. Initial conditions are
specified at the inflow boundary before beginning a calculation. Ty ically the three velocity components,
species, temperature, and pressure are specified. Then, the initial density and total enthalpy are calculated.
Finally, the initial turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation are estimated from an eddy viscosity model of
turbulence.

The current SHIP computer program has been evaluated by comparison with two sets of experimental data.
The first experiment was conducted to study the three-dimensional turbulent mixing of helium in a ducted
supersonic airstream downstream of parallel fuel injectors. This experiment was attractive for the first
evaluation of the Program since inert helium was substituted for hydrogen fuel, allowing assessment of the
code without the additional complication of reaction. The second experiment considered the reaction of
hydrogen injected parallel to a ducted supersonic air stream, thus allowing evaluation of the program with
both turbulent mixing and chemical reaction.

The configuration for the first test case is presented in figure 12.18 The duct had a cross section
of 3.81 cm by 17.7 cm, and a length of 73.69 cm downstream of the injectors. The strut was centered in the
shorter dimension and spanned the longer dimension of the duct cross section. F i equally spaced fuel injec-
tors were located in the base of the strut. Flow to the duct was provided by a rectdngular Mach 2.99 nozzle
at a total temperature of 294K and a total pressure of 1.6 MPa. Helium was injected at a total temperature
of 294K and a total pressure of 3.79 MPa. Further details regarding the experimental apparatus and instru-
mentation are given in reference 18.

Flow field surveys were made at two streamwise stations, the first just downstream of the injectors
(4.21 cm) and the second at the end of the, duct (73.69 cm). At the initial station, the flow field from jet
to jet was nearly syr.netric, i.e. planes of symmetry existed that were laterally equidistant between the jets.
Additionally, since the strut was centered vertically in the duct, a plane of symmetry also existed through
the injectors along the longer strut dimension. At the downstream station, the jet mixing regions were merged,
but the symmetry that existed upstream between the jets and between the strut and each wall was still nearly
preserved. Due to the overall syT-.etry of the flow field, the computationial region for this case was chosen
to be the flow downstream of the central injector bounded laterally by symmetry planes centered between the
central injector and its two neighboring injectors and bounded vertically between the upper wall and the strut
centerline. Initial conditions 13t, the calculation were taken from data surveys at the 4.21 cm station, and
downstream coInaisons of experimental data and program calculations were made at the 73.69 cm station. Each
cross-stream computational plane was spanned by an irregular grid with 11 lateral nodes and 30 vertical nodes.

Results for the first case are given in figure 13.15 Comparisons of program results with experimental
data at the downstream station generally show excellent agreement. Computed values of streamwise velocity
and static temperature agree quite well with Experimental measurements at all five lateral stations. The
maximum differences between computational results and experimental data are about 6.3 percent for the velocity
and 6 percent for the temperature. The maximum differences generally occur at measurement points near the
duct wall where measured values may be perturbed by duct end effects, which may in turn be felt ,ipstream
through the duct boundary layer. Also, the determination of experimental velocities and temperatures from
pitot and static pressure measurements assumed a constant total temperature and this assumption may have intro-
duced small errors. Small computational errors may also be introduced near the wall by both the approximate
boundary condition treatment (the application of wall functions) and relatively coarse grid discretizations
near the wall. Even with these approximations, the comparisons of velocity and temperature are quite satis-
factory.

The computed values of helium mass fraction also agree well with the experimental data except at-the two
outermost stations (t 1.27 cm). There are several possibilities that could cause this disagreement. First,
the helium mass flow calculated from the data at the downstream station is 11 percent higher than the values
calculated upstream. The initial helium mass flow is computationally conserved, however, yielding an identi-
cal integrated value at the outflow station. Second, the lateral mixing of helium and air is computationally
slower than the experimental mixing. This difference is most likely attributable to the turbulence model
and the assumed isotropic nature of the flow. Third, the flow field associated with the central injector
was assumed independent of the other injectors, whereas the flow of the center injector is likely affected
to someextent. Finally, the downstream values of helium mass fraction are relatively quite small such that
measurement accuracies may limit a detailed comparison of computation and experiment.

The second test case considered the reaction of hydrogen and air in a duct. The experimental apparatus
is described in figure 14. Details of the experiment and data collection are discussed in references 19 and
20. Hydrogen was injected from a 0.4 cm stepped-wall injector at Mach 1.0 with a static pressure of 0.1
MPa and a static temperature of 254K. Vitiated air was supplied to the duct at Mach 2.44 with a static pres-
sure of 0.1 MPa and a static temperature of 1270K. The duct cross section-at the hydrogen injector was 5.1
cm wide and 9.38 cm high. The duct downstream of the injector was 35'6 cm long. Over that length, the duct
height expanded linearly from 9.38 cm to 10.48 cm. Total temperature and composition measurements were made
at both the initial station (the location of the hydrogen injector) and the duct exit station. Pitot pressure
measurements were made only at the exit station.

Experimental data measured at the- initial station were also used as initial data for the program. Pro-
file data at the hydrogen injector and the duct immediately above were assumed to have a uniform transverse
distribution. A constant wall temperature of 298K was assumed and heat transfer was allowed across the-wall.
Lateral flow field symmetry existed about the vertical centerline of the duct. Therefore, the calculation
downstream of the injector was carried out in a domain defined vertically by the upper and lower duct walls
and laterally by vertical planes at the duct wall and centerline. Initial turbulence kinetic energy and
dissipation profiles were estimated using an algebraic eddy viscosity model of turbulence. The kinetic-energy
and dissipation-equations were then applied using the following constants:

t
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C - 1.44

c 2  = 1.92

CD  = 0.09

Pr, = 0.7

Prt,o = 1.0 for 4=u, v, w, and k

Prt, = 1.3

Prt, 0.5 for € = H, f

Reaction wasmodelled using equilibrium chemistry.

Comparisons of the computational results end experiment at the duct exit are given as a function of
distance from the lower wall in figures 15 througb 18.16 Figure 15 shows a comparison between experiment
and calculation of reactants and the water geneiated by reaction. Figure 16 compares outflow Mach number
profiles. Figures 17 and 18 give a comparison,, respectively, of the total temperature ratio and pitot pres-
sure ratio. The calculation and experiment agree reasonably well in each case. Differences may well be
caused by the chemistry and turbulence models.16 The analysis used equilibrium chemistry to describe reac-
tion, whereas the chemistry may be controlled by reaction rate rather than by the mixing of hydrogen and
air. Such a situation would require finite rate modelling of the chemistry to adequately describe the
reaction. The two-equation turbulence model was initially developed for shear-layer-like flows, and the
model has been shown to provide a reasonable estimate of turbulence in such cases. This case does represent
a shear-layer-like character, but is complicated with the additions of reaction and three-dimensional effects.
Therefore, the present model may not adequately represent the turbulence field. Finally, the pressure in-
creases downstream in the duct due to reaction. Effects of the pressure rise likely propagete upstream
through the subsonic portion of the boundary layers and affect the flow field upstream, As noted earlier,
such effects cannot be described by the parabolic set of governing equations used in the present program.

The parabolic flow computer programs have been used successfully to analyze flow 4ields typical of those
found in scramjets. The pr;irams are 6asedon proven solution algorithms, and they have blnn improved to
include more appropriate turbui..ce and chemistry modelling for scramjet flow fields. The codes have now
progressed to where they appear adequate for modelling supersonic combustor flow fields in a scramjet.

Pressure effects that propagate upstream through embedded subsonic regions in the engine are present,
however, due to the elliptic nature of the flow field in subsonic flow. Precise treatment of such flows
requires solution of the elliptic form of tho governing equations. A reasonable approximation of those
equations can be made, however, when upstrean propagation is important, but when flow recirculation is not
prespnt. 'The approximation is made by castiog the governing equations into a "partially elliptic" form,
as described in the following section.

4.0 THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARTIALLY ELLIPTIC FLOW PROGRAM

The computer program for the calculation of partially elliptic flow (PELICAN) was developed from the
SHIP code as described in reference 21. The basic concept of the code development is to account for the
presence of local subsonic flow regions in.an otherwise supersonic flow with a predominant flow direction.
The approach was originated by Spald;,,.g. 22 Although this concept does not permit flow recirculation and
separation zones, which would require solution of the fully elliptic governing equations, it does allow down-
strea a disturbances to be felt upstream through pressure propagations in local subsonic flow regions. Thus,
the flow field is approximately pai ,bolic and-only the pressure, which is governed by an elliptic equation,
needs to be stored in a three-di'ensional array. It is possible, therefore, to use a marching integration
procedure like that in the SHIP code, with repetitive sweeps of the entire flow field until a converged
solution is'obtained. Each successive iteration uses an improved estimate of the pressure field obtained
from the previous sweep.

Details of the development of the partially elliptic-flow computer code by application of the iterative
concept to the original SHIP code ai6 given in reference 21. The governing equat;cns are essentially the
same as those employed in the SHIP program, described,in the previous section, and s 'ph equations are not
repeated herp. Modifications to the edquation that calculates the pressure field repee.:int the only major
change. In the SHIP p-ogram, the streaniise pressure gradient is decoupled from the cro',.' -*tream pressure
gradie its. Initilally, the streamwise pressure gradient is assumned zero and cross-stream gradiets are esti-
mated-'from a Poisson equation. Therefore, the pressure field is treated as if it were- independent of down-
stream quantities as are other dependent variables in a parabolic analysis.

In the partially elliptic formulation, an approximate initial three-dimensional pressure field is assumed.
As the calculation-proceeds through 4ts first pass of the solution domain, the approximate pressure is cor-
rected with a pressure correction governed by a three-dimensional elliptic equatidn derived froni the continuity
equation. Once the first pass is completed, the newly calculated pressure 'field is used for a second pass
through the solution~domain, again updating the pressure field. The procedure is repeated until no significant
change is observed ii the pressure field, i.e. the solution has converged. Details of the derivation of the

-equation governing the pressure correction terms and'the onputational procedure can be found in references
21-and 23.

The applicatioh of the partially elliptic program to a reacting ducted flow, is described in figur~e 19.21
Gaseous hydrogen 'is injected slightly subsonic 'M '6-O.98) and parailel into a ducted. supersonic air stream
(M = 1.5). The duct has a square cross 'Section that coilverges downttream of the hydrogefi' injector. Chenmi..Al
reaction is modelled using the equilibrium scheme descrifed earlier and turbulence is Againdescribed withj the two equation model.;
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The pressure rises downstream in the duct due to compression and reaction. Along the duct centerline
(labeled 0), there is a significant upstream shift of the static pressure rise computed by the partially
elliptic program as compared to the parabolic program. Apparently, there is significant pressure feedback
from the disturbance due to reaction that is accounted for by the partially elliptic program. Along theduct
corner (labeled C), there is little difference between the two computational procedures. In embedded sub-
sonic regions, these results emphasize the need to account for downstream influences that ultimately affect
all results in a calculation.

At present the PELICAN code is being reviewed in an effort to improve the pressure iteration procedure
and establish improved criteria for convergence. The application of the code to the analysis of supersonic
combustor flow configurations for which data are available is anticipated in the near future.

For regions in the engine where there is no longer a predominant flow direction, i.e., near a transverse
fuel injector where flow recirculation is present, a parabolic or partially elliptic analysis is ,no longer
valid. Near a transverse injector, either the fully elliptic form of the governing equations must be solved,
or the flow separation that is present must be modelled. The following section of the paper discusses two
computer programs being used to study transverse fuel injectors in the engine, and presents several recent
comparisons of the program with available data.

5.0 ELLIPTIC FLOW PROGRAMS

The flow field near transverse fuel injectors not only contains embedded regions of subsonic flow, but
also contains separated recirculating regions as well. With such a flow, streamwise diffusive effects must
be considered, and parabolic analyses described earlier cannot be used. The inclusion of streamwise diffusion
results in an elliptic set of governing equations for the injector near field. These equations must either
be solved directly or modelled to analyze the flow field. Both a flow-field model and a direct numerical
solution are currently being employed to analyze the transverse injection flow field, and that work is des-
cribed below.

5.1 Transverse Jet Interaction Model

The injection of hydrogen fuel from a wall injector directed transverse to the mainstream flow has been
an essential feature of scramjet combustor designs since their inception. In order to obtain performance
predictions of these combustor configurations, it is necessary to account for the effects of the transverse
jet interaction (TJI) on the subsequent mixing and reaction. Analytical solutions of the complete-details
of the three-dimensional TJI flow field are difficult, because they w.ist employ the elliptic form of the
Navier-Stokes equations to account for the presence of certain ae:'odynamic features. These features, which
are illustrated in figure 20, are caused by the transverse momentum and blockage of the injected fuel. In
the TJI flow region the mainstream and jet contain separation and recirculation zones which initiate shock
waves and may contain embedded regions of subsonic flow. At the present time, the numerical solution of
such a three-dimensional, elliptic flow field is not practical because of the large storage and computational
times required.

As an alternative to the numerical solution of the complete TJI flow field, a global model has been
derived and applied to the prediction of some supersonic combustion data. 2 4 The concept of this global model
approach is to trantform the TJI region in a physically compatible way that can be computationally coupled
with a more detailed solution of the downstream flow. Since the combustor flow well downstream of the fuel
injection has a predominant flow eirection and, generally, contains no separated flow regions or shocks, it
can readily be computed using a parabolic numerical solution algorithm. The TJI model provides profiles of
the flow variables at some point downstream of the jet by solving the integrated form of the conservation
equations for the elliptic flow rcgion caused by the jet disturbances, These profiles are then used to start
the parabolic solution-which provides details of the turbulent mixing and reaction through the remainder of
the combustor. In this way, the TJI model provides a needed computational tool for the design and analysis
of supersonic combustor flows with transverse injection of fuel.

The two-dimensional TJI model was -derived by considering the observable physical and aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the jet 1iheraction, assum~ing nondimens-wonal profiles of the flow variables, and evaluating
the constants in the assumed' profiles so as to satisfy the integrated form of the conservation equations.
Before discussing the basic concept of the TJI model, however, :t is of interest to briefly review the
aerodynamic features if the jet interaction flow field, The features of the TJI flow, depicted schematically
in figure 20, are typical of observations for both discrete orifice 25 and slot26 injectors. Of particular
interest to the development of a flow model are the flow separation and recirculatlor zones iirediately up-
stream and downstream of time injector, the separation and bow shock waves caused by te jet blockage, and
the so-called jet Mach disc shock internal to the jet flow. The upstream flow separa.ion zone initiates a
planar (in the two-dimensional case) oblique shock. The jet bow shock has been used. to obtain the size of
a solid body equivalent in blockage to the jet flow. Generaliy* as in the case of an unbounded mainstream
flow, the bowshock pro)duces no net turning of the flow, and approaches a Mach line at large distances from
the jet. In the separated flow region immediately behind tha injector, wall pressure data for a two-dimen-
sional (slot) jet in nonreacting flow indicate that the flow expands rapidly from the raised pressure level
caused by the combined effects of the upstream shbick structure and at the downstream reattachment point,
approaches the pressure of the undisturbed mainstream. The jet Mach disc shock occurs within the jet flow
as the jet fluid expands supersonically from sonic coneitions at the injector exit. The height of the jet
Mach disc shock, wlrh is generally considered to be characteristic of the transverse jet interaction dis-I turbance2s '28'29 '30 represents the penetratio'n of the jet fluid into the supersonic mainstream. As such a
scaling parameter, the jet Mach disc shock height has been correlated with injection pressure for both dis-
crete orifice33 and slot 2s ' 29 injector configurations. Typically,, the Mach disc marks the conmencement of

4rapid mixing of the injected gas and mainstream.

Considering these pertinent characteristics of the TJI flow field, it is assumed that the flow in the
vicinity of injection can be represented by the two-dimensional flow model presented in figure 21. The flow
is considered to be c)nfined within a 6 oo-dimensionas duct with walls that diverge at small angles a and

A As 'can be seen fron' the figuee, the flow model assumes a leading shock wave that is a linear combination
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of the eparation and bow shocks. This means- that at la-ge distahnes from the injector, the turning imparted
to the flow by the combined shock is equal to that of the upstream separation region. The -exit. plane of the
flow model is taken at the downstream locatibn where the combined leading shock wave intersects the opposite
wall of the-duct. Reflection-of the combined shock from the upper surface is not included in the flow-model.
The surfaces of the combinid shock, the m'del exit plane, and the injeftion surface define thb control volume
shown by the broke6i lines in figure 21. The integ,-ation of the conservation equations over the control voluie
yi6lds relations which must be satisfied by profiles of the flow variables at the exit plane. Such relations
are then usedto deterfiine the characteristic parameters of these profiles.

Starting with the divergence form of the conservation equations and assuming 'that the flow is 'steady,
body forces, conduction, and radiation are negligible, no chemical reactions Gccur, and the diffusion is
small compared to convection, the equations reduce to

mass -spvinidS = 0 , (11)

momentum s(Pviv - P.i )nidS = 0 , (12)

energy -s(pev i - vjP ij)nidS = 0 , (13)

species $spvilnidS 0 . (14)

In these equations, p is the density, v. is the velocity vector, K is fuel mass fraction, and e is the
sum of internal and kinetic energies. Tie integrals are evaluated over the surface area S of the control
volume; the n. are unit normal Vectors directed outward from each surface. Applying the equations to the
flow model conlrol volume, and assuming that the shear stress components of the stress tensor P.. are neg-
ligible in comparison with the pressure terms except on the surfaces of the du.;t, the equations 6f motion
(except the energy equation) per unit width of duct are:

mass 1P2V 2 cos 42 dz' =( +f)0 (15)

streamwise momentum

h 2t c t 2  6dz h2 00
2 (_."2) c s2 6 dz' + p 2 dz' = PVh + p0 (h0 + XLG tan aT)

- SF(cos a8 + cos aT) + F3 sin af - Fw tan 1B , (6)

transverse momentum

h 2

S0 (P2V2) Ijn 62 cos 62 -dz' = Fj cos QF + Fw - POXLG

" SF(sin a- + sin a) , (17)

- species f02 2  cos 62 dz' = fo " (18)-

In this form h is th2 duct height, 6 is the local flow angle, f = f/O is the ratio of fuel and main-

stream mass flow rates, and p is the static pressure. Subscripts 2 and 0. refer to properties in the
model exit plane and the undisturbed mainstream, respectively. The skin friction force on each wall is

defined as S= 1 6V0 - where Ef is the mean skin friction coefficient, and xLG xL + is the

total length of the control volume. The integral of wall pressure on the injection wall is Fw . The total

momentum-of the jet gas 'Is defined as F= (pfV2 + pf)Af.

The energy equati n-can be reduced to an algebraic relation between static temperature and velocity by
assuming that convection dominates the energy transport. his assumption implies that the local stagnation

enthalpy is directly related to the local composition through H0 = KHf + wi gives the
equation as 2 f 0

82H(T) + V2/2 = H (19)

These last f ov equations, along with the equation of state provide six equations in the six unknowns
T, V, p, K, 6, and' pV). It is convenient to write the equation of state in terms of the unknown parameters
to obtain

V = (pV)R°T/pW (20)

where W is the local molecular weight of the mixture,.

W = [IW f 4- (I-K)IW0
1'I

I-
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'In order to solve these equations, it is necessary 'o know something about -the profiles of the flow variables
(p, -(pV), K, and 6) that appear in -the integral terms. The velocity and temperature -can be obtained by
simultaneously solving the energy and state equations once tne pressure, mass flux, and composition are known,
Since the goal of the TJI model is to obtain profiles of the flow properties, nondimensional prcfiles of
these four flow variables were determined. Each assumed profile was represented by a mathematical, function
containing only one unknown parameter that-was representative of the magnitude of the flow variable. For
the ,fuel mass fraction and the mass flux, the profile functions we6e based -on available data in an unconfined,
nonreacting flow; for the static pressure and flow-angle profiles, simple functions were assumed subject to
the constraints at the boundaries of the duct.

It was shown in reference 24 that the fuel mass fraction profiler -can be represented by the Gaussian
type function

K/ICrx exp(-AkZ2 ), z > zk (21)

(I - w) exp(-AkoZ 2  + wz - zk

where the nondimensional coordinate Z is defined as-

Z -CuZ/Zk - 1)

with Cu defined for z > zk so as to make Z = I where K = Kmaxl2,

(zk) [ n(K6/Kmax)aACu = 1z-lk - k

In these equations, zk is the location of the peak concentration max' and z6  is the-edge of the mixing

region arbitrarily chosen as- the point where the fuel mass fraction has decayed to K6 = 0.0005 Kmax . Ak

0.6935 is a constant and Ako = kn(K6/max(l - w). The value of the fuel mass fraction at the injection

wall is arbitrarily taken as w = 0.5.

For the mass flux profiles, a reasonable fit to the data profiles between the injection wall and the
edge of the mixing-region was obtained with the modified Gaussian-type function.

R(Z) (I - CR) exp[-AR(l - Z/Z)2! + CR, Z > Z6 , (21a)

where Z = z/h2 , R (pV)/(pV)6, CR 0.15 is the extrapolated value of (pV)/(pV)6  at Z = 0, and AR = 10

is chosen to make the exponential small enough so that R(O) = CR. Between the edge of the mixing region

and the opposite wall, the mass flux varies from R6 = -(pV)6  at Z, to the value R downstream of the

combined shock at Z 1. The profile function in the region was assumed to be a second order polynomial

R(Z) ; I + Z2) 2 (RL 1) , Z > . (22b)

The locations of the peak concentration zk and the edge of the mixing region z, in these functions were

found from correlations presented in the literature. 25'22'23 The only unknowns in the profile functions
are the peak concentration Kmax and the mass flux at the edge of the mixing region (pV)6 , which are found

from the species and mass equations, respectively.

'Profile functions for the static pressure and flow angle in the model exit plane were assumed to be
second order polynomials. Two of the three coefficients can be evaluated by the boundary conditions on
the duct walls. At the injection wall, the pressure pw is assumed to have returned to the undisturbed
nmiinstream value, and the flow angle is the wall angle, On the opposite wall values of .p and 6 are
known from the jump condicions across the shock. The third coefficient in -the assumed functionswas eval-
uated in terms of mean valu.s of pressure pm and -flow angle 6m  (or tan 6m). The resulting equations
are

P2 Pw +Z(3Z - 4) Pw + Z(3Z - 2) PL + 6Z(l - Z) pm (23)

wi th

: 1

Pm- dZ

and

tan' 2/tan 
6L = (1- c) Z + cZ2 + (1- Z) tan OB/tan SL' (24)
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with c evaluated to satisfy the mass averaged flow angle,

1 1
tan 6m f (pV) 2 dZ = f tan 2 (PV)2 dZ

The unknown prof-le parameters pm and 6  are found by iterative solution of the x and z momentum
equatinns.

Through the preceding assumptions, each of the profiles of an unknown variable (K, (pV), p, and 6) in
the model exit plane has been replaced by a mathematical function containing a single unknown parameter
(Icmax' (PV)tS pm' and Sm' respectively), that relates to the magnitude of the profile. Before the assumed
profile functions can be used, however, the coordinates of the combined shock and the pressure distribution
on the injection wall must be obtained to define the size of the control volume and provide the necessary
boundary conditions for the assumed profiles.

The coordinates of the assumed combined shock used in the TJI model were obtained from a correlation
that compared favorably with observed shock c'..-dinates produced by hydrogen transverse jets in a Mach 2.72
airstream.25 Relative to the jet diameter, the shock equation is

+ cotr + (
-- F- + c l R, .) tan2 es] - Rs}, (25)

where

Xs RB D) and RC RB
+ 8(1 S R 7TF ,B B

with RR  equal to the radius of the jet equivalent body. For a spherically-nosed body, correlations of the

shock s and-off distance D and the shock radius of curvature RC are given as34

Rc/RB= 1.143 exp 0.54/(M0 - 1)1.2] 1, D/R = 0.143 exp (3.24/M2) . (26)

In the comparisons of reference7 25, the radius of the equivalent body was taken as the location of the jet
Mach disc si~ock above the injection surface. The Mach disc location has been related to the jet and main-
streiam properties and is given by24

R8  3(o) 2- q (27)

The angle 0 in the shock coordinate equation is the asyiiptote that the shock approaches at large
distances from thi jet. The appropriate v&7he was found by assuming 1) that 0 equals the angle of the
separation shock caused by the recirculation zone upstream of the jet, and 2) that the pressure force on the
wall upstream of the jet is the same for the separation and bow shocks in the real flow (fig. 20) and the
combined shock in the model flow (fig. 21).

The wall pressure distribution downstream of the jet was modelled after data 27 for a 2-D slot injector
in a Mach 2.61 freestream. Typically, these data indicate a rapid expansion of the flow behind the jet
followed by a nearly linear recompression to the mainstream pressure at the downstream reattachment location.
It also was observed that the distance to reattachment xR is approximately equal to the upstream separation
distance. Thus,

= Pexp + (Pwl Pexp ) x/xR'O < x < xR

Pwl' x > R

where

Pexp Ps(0 ) I Pwl = po' and xR = Xsep

This assumed wall pressure distribution is shown for a typical case in figure 22, along with some represent-
ative data from reference 27.

With the assumed profile functions and the coordinates of the combined shock, the conservation equations
can be integrated and solved by iterating on p, and Sm' First, initial values of Pm and 6m from a

1-D solution and profiles of the pressure and fhiw angle are computed. Then, nondimensional profiles of
fuel mass fraction and mass flux are computed and the values of Kmax and (pV), found from the species and

mass equations, respectively. The temperature and velocity are obtained from the energy and state equations,
and the imbalance of the streamwise and transverse momentum equations is computed. From this imbalance
corrections to p ond 6 are made using a Newton-Raphson procedure. Typical results of the TJI model
are given in figure 23 in The form of profiles of density, pressure, velocity, and temperature. Each profile
has been nondimensionalized by ihe value of the unisturbed mainstream flow.

The impetus for the develo2ment of the TJI model was to obtain a computational tool for the analysis
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and design of supersonic combustor flows. An evaluation of this modelling approach was obtained by com-
paring some supersonic combustion data with computations using the profiles from the TJI model to ini-
tialize the previously described SHIP code. These data were acquired for transversely injected hydrogen
in a supersonic stream confined within a two-dimensional duct. The test gas was supplied by a hydrogen-
air burner with oxygen replenishment through a Mach 2.7 nozzle. Stagnation conditions of the test gas were
nominally 2120 K and 2.173 MPa, which are representative of Mach 7 flight conditions. The hydrogen fuel
was injected from a row of five circular orifices equally spaced across the top wall. The orifices operated
choked with nominal stoichiometric fuel injection of 0.095 kg/s mass flow rate. Data measurements included
static pressure along the centerline of the top (injection) and bottom (opposite) walls and surveys of the
flow in a plane just downstream of the duct exit. In those surveys, pitot pressure and gas composition
were acquired using a nine probe rake at six locations across the height of the duct.

Comparisons of one of the data cases with the SHIP predictions using the TJI model are presented in
figures 24, 25, and 26. In all cases, the symbols indicate the data and the lines indicate results from
SHIP with the solid line used for the equilibrium chemistry case, the broken line for complete reaction,
and the dotted line for no reaction. Figure 24 presents distributions of the pressure along the injection
and opposite walls. In general, the trend of the data and theory shows good agreement. The difference
in the magnitude of the pressures for the data and theory, particularly on the injection qall near the
injector, may be due to reaction of fuel in the separated flow zone upstream of the jet, which would raise
the measured wall pressure well upstream of the jets. The TJI model used to start the SHIP calculation
does not account for this effect since it is based on nonreacting, unconfined profile data, and assumes,
therefore, that the pressure on the inje.:tion wall returns to the value in the undisturbed mainstream.

An interesting feature of the wall pressure comparisons is that oscillations in the SHIP results match
in location those observed in the data. These oscillations in the data pressures are due to shock waves
reflecting down the duct; in SHIP they result from the reversal of the transverse velocity component at the
duct walls. The overall agreement in the trend of these comparisons is considered good, particularly with
regard to the location of the peaks in the oscillations.

Figure 25 shows comparisons of the data and theory for the pitot pressure and fuel mass flux profiles.
Note that for these profiles, the fuel is injected from the top (z/h = 1.0). For the pitot pressures, the
general trend of both the data and the SHIP theory is lower values iR the fuel rich region (z/h > 0.5) and
higher values in the fuel lean region (z/h < 0.5). For the fuel mass fraction profiles, the a6reement
between data and theory is quite good except near the injection wall. This lack of quantitative agreerent
may be due to the 2-D solution algorithm in SHIP which tends to force the peak concentration to the boundary,
or to 3-D effects present in the data that are suppressed in the 2-D calculation. In general, the overall
agreement in the trends of the data and theory is considered good.

The final comparison is the distribution of the mixing parameter n shown in figure 26. The mixing
parameter is the fraction of the injected fuel that has mixed to a reacthle level. The symbol at the end
of the distributions denotes the value obtained from the integration of the flow in the survey plane at the
duct exit. An error band of :t 5 percent, based on the overall accuracy of the data integration is shown
by the vertical bar. The agreement between the data and the theory is good.

The implication of this general agreement from the standpoint of applying the TJI model and SHIP code
to the analysis or design of supersonic combustors, is that, even though fuel mass fraction profiles may
not be accurately predicted, the prediction of the overall level of accomp shed mixing can be good. With
regard to the uncertainties inherent in the TJ1 model, the overall agreement between the data and theory
results obtained is encouraging. The TJI model offers an attractive-option for the analysis of the super-
sonic reactinq flow field downstream of a transverse hydrogen Jet.

5.2 Slot Injector Program

To directly describe the flow field about a transverse fuel injector without empirically modelling the
jet requires that the elliptic form of the overning equations be solved. A computer program to analyze
the injector near fie'd has been developed. The governing eq'lations are solved numerically using a well-
known predictor-cori'ector scheme, and turbulence is modelled with an algebraic eddy viscosity scheme. Only
mixing of the hydrogen fuel and'air is currently considered; reaction capability will De added at a later
date. We noted earlier that theanalysis of orifice injectors (where the flow field is three dimensional)
is currently limited by the storige of existing computers. Therefore, this analysis is now restricted to
two-dimensional slot fuel injectors. Details of this two-dimensional flow are ,seful for understanding
flow field-phenomena near a transve-se fuel injector, however, and experience gained in developing the two-
dimensional code should provide the background for extension to three dimensions. The present program has
been used to analyze twco transverse fuel injector configuratio,is. The results of these analyses are pre..
sented, and comparisons are made with available experimental data.

The flow near a transverse hydrogen fuel injector is governed by the full (elliptic) form of the
Navier-Stokes, energy, and species, equations. Written in conservation law form for two-dimensional rectan-
gular coordinates, these equations in the absence of body forces can. be expressed as:

a + L+ -= 0 (29)
at ax ay

where
bP

pu

U = pv
e~pf
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Pu

Z + /rx

F= puv + Txy
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pu- f
ax

Pv
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G =pv 2 + Gy

(e + oy) v + Txyu + qy
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By)
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De 
sqy = -w'B--

By

r =pr (Le =1)

es = cT

11  1lamlnar + "turbulent
The specific heat at constant volume c is a function of the local temperature and species concentrations.

The pressurc is calculated from the equation of state for an ideal gas

p = pROT/W

wh.re the molecular weight W is a function of the local species concentrations. The laminar viscosity is
calculated from Sutherland's law

1.458 x 10-6 T3  kg/-sllaminar - (T + 110.33) /- s

The turbulent viscosity is calculated from an-algebraic eddy-viscosity turbulence model.
3

For computational efficiency and accurate resolution of the flow field, the physical coordinate grid
must be fine near the strut walls and the injector where flow-field gradients are large and viscous effects
are important, and the grid must be coarse %,iere flow-field gradients are small and viscous effects less
important. Therefore, transformation of thd independent variables with a nonuniform computational grid
to a rectangular computational domain with a uniform grid is indicated. Equation (29) is- transfored from
the physical domain (x, y, t) to the computational domain (X, Y, t) using the independent variable trans-
formation of Holst 37 as modified by-Rudy. 38 Equation (29) becomes

au + df F + 1 d 3GT t T 'x - + y 13T- - _ -57 ( 3 0 )

at ~ Y -X Y ~B 031T

All .erivatives in the F and G vectors transform in similar fashion. Their final fortis are:

- dfau I 3V dfau
x ( -" y YB dy1 Y 21 dF aX
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-a Txy T- W -YBAY1 3Y 5

0P \~p- X +yyA YBdA y BdY1-

= es df
q x K3T TX

, dg

The f Uctioiihs and g' compr'es' t06 grid iiai Walls-and fuel, injectors.

The tiie-split finite difference technique of MacC6rniack5 9 is 0sed to integrate the governing equations
until a steady-state solution is reached. 0 fa solution to equation (3U)'is known at sce time t = nAt,Sthe solution at the next time step, t' = in,+, l)At dai be calculated froni

vn+lt = L (At) U.9 . (31)
1,0 1,9I,

for each node point (i,j) in a finite difference grid network within the boundaries of the computational
domain. The finite difference operator L is split info two oheoimiensional difference operators L (At)
and L(At) Each split operator-consists of a predictor and corrector ihtegration step; Lx  is definedby , J...

un+l: x(ax n

where
-  U At

i =l~ ~--F i " l,j (32)

Au n F~ - -~ [\,un+l, I U n  +,Un+T  ntx  n+ (3
• "~ j S i+l,j w Tx ] "(3

L is defined byK y
Un +l L, (At U

where

n Ati,j i,j AY i,j " Gy

n. +U + _ ty(j f '___ I
i~ ~ ~Gj~ 2n1 li+AY 4 (35)

i~j 2 ipj Aj Y ijl"i IYA YB y

'First derivatives in the F and G terms are differenced as follows. In the, L operator all partial
derivatives with respect to x i ontained in F are fol.ard-differehced in the pedictor and backward'
differenced in the corrector. All derivatives with respect to y 'are central differenced in both-the pre-
dictor and corrector. In the L operator, all partial.derivatives-wif respect to y are forward
differenced in the predictor andbackWard differenced in 'c'he corrector, and-all derivatives with respect
to x, are central differenced. The one-dimensibnal operators are combined-tb form a two-dimensional
operat6r through the symetric operator sequiice3s

((At) At) (At)- A t (36)

One pass through equation, (36) advances the finite difference form of erquation (30) through one time step,
At.

Boundary conditions of the reflection type were used along walls or planes 6of symmetry.
9  For a wall

along the lower boundary of' the physical domain, no sl ip~conditians (u -0, i = 0); require

ui,= l ui, 2  (37)

vi,= vi, °(38)
1

-

The-wall is-assumed adiabatic so that the normal derivative of temperature must vanish. This gives

Ti - (39)
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The normal derivative of thehydrogenmass fraction is also required to vanish consistent with the no flux
condition at a wall giving

fil = f i,2 (40)

The pressure and density along the boundary nodes are set equal to the values at adjacent nodes.

Pi,l = Pi,2 (41)

Pi,l = Pi,2 (42)

These boundary conditions are applied during both the predictor and corrector steps while integrating the
continuity, momentum, energy, and species equation5. For a wall along the upper physical buUndary, equations
(37) through (42) again specify (with an appropriate change of the j node index) the required boundary
conditions. For a symmetry plane along the upper boundary, equations (37) and (38) become

Ui,nny = Ui,nny-l (43)

vi,nny = -vi,nny.l (44)

but equations (39) through (42) remain unchanged. Boundary conditions along the inflow plane are specified
by holding all dependent variables fixed at their initial values. Along the outflow station all dependent
variables are calculated by linear extrapolation from upstream values. At a hydrogen fuel injector, boundary
conditions are specified by fixing all dependent variables at their initial values consistent with the re-
quired physical behavior of the jet. Initial conditions are normally specified before beginning a calculation
by assuming that free-stream conditions exist at all nodes for each dependent variable.

Artificial viscosity must be added near the bow shock and reattachment shock to smooth pressure and
temperature oscillations that develop in those regions. The fourth order numerical damping technique of
MacCormack 39 is effective in smoothing these oscillations with moderate injector to free-stream pressure
ratios. For high pressure ratios, the numerical diffusion cancellation method is employed. Details regard-
ing the application of both techniques are given in reference 36.

Calculations have been performed for two test cases that consider sonic transverse injection of hydrogen
into a- :upersonic air cross stream. The first case represents a two-dimensional equivalent of the flow
between two scramjet engine struts with geometrically opposing hydrogen fuel injectors. Results from this
analysis give insight into the nature of the flow field near fuel injectors and indicate likely locations
for ignition of the fuel-air mixture that is present. The second case considers the sonic slot injection
of hydrogen from a flat plate at zero angle of attack in a supersonic cross flow. Experimental wall data
are available for the latter case, and comparisons of the data with the computer program are discussed in
this section.

The configuration of the first case is shown in figure 27. Gaseous hydrogen is injected from two 0.127
cm slots at

M 1.1

T = 242 K

p =0.526 MPa

into a 6 cm high by 10 cm long duct having the following inlet air conditions

M =2.7

T = 800 K

p =0.101 MPa

The turbulent Prandtl Number was assumed to be 0.9. The physical domain was spanned by a finite difference
grid with 39 nodes in the streamwise direction and 30 nodes in the transverse direction. Due to symmetry
about the duct centerline, calculations were carried out only in the region between the lower wall and the
duct centerline. The grid was compressed normally near the wall and in a streamwise direction about the
injectors with transformation constants (ref. 37) specified as

a=7.8

y
X =5,0 cm

The inflow station was placed approximately 1.5 cm upstream of the duct entrance. That placement was neces-
sary to prohibiL downstream events from propagating upstream through the subsonic region of the wall boundary
layer to the inflow station where flow conditions were fixed. The outflow station was placed 5 cm downstream
of the injectors where the flow was again predominantly supersonic to minimize the effect of the outflow
boundary conditions on the flow field near the injectors.

Overall results from the first case are shown in figures 28 through 32. In each case the region being
=displayed lies between the lower duct wall and the duct centerline. The injector is located in the center

7
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(X = 5 cm) of the computational domain. Figure 28 shows a plot of the velocity vector field in the lower
half duct. Values of the uniformly spaced vectors are interpolated from nodal values on the ronuniform grid.
The expected features of the flow field have been predicted by the analysis. The separated region upstream
of the injector is apparent in the plot as indicated by a reversal of the velocity vectors that form a re-
circulation pattern. The separation shock that results from the thickened boundary layer upstream of the
separation region can also be seen through a small upward deflection of the velocity vectors. The separation
shock merges into a bow shock that turns the main-stream flow over the injector. The bow shock is quite
strong and can be observed in figure 28 through a large upward deflection of the velocity vectors as the
flow is processed by the shock. The downrunning bow shock from the upper injector (actually, in this case,
a centerline reflection of the uprunning shock) is indicated by the velocity vectors as they turn downward
from the centerline just beyond the point where the shock strikes the centerline. Inspection of the flow
field in figure 28 near the injector shows that the hydrogen jet is turned in a nearly streamwise direction
rather quickly by the air cross stream. Blockage of the cross flow by the jet results in another separated
reuion behind the injector which can also be seen in the vector plot. The location of the reattachment
shock following this separated region is not obvious in figure 28, but some indication of the shock is pre-
sent in figure 29 where the velocity vectors turn from the wall and reorient in the mainstream direction.
Figure 29 shows a magnified vector plot near the hydrogen injector. The region being considered is centered
about the injector arid has a range of

2.5 cm : x 9 7.5 cm

0 cm : y S 1.5 cm

Velocity vectors are not plotted when their values become less than 5 percent of the maximum vector in the
field. Examination of the recirculation region upstream of the injector reveals the presence of two counter-
rotating eddies known to be present in the physical flow.

Figure 30 shows a contour map of the static pressure Field in the duct. Each contour line represents
a difference in pressure of 0.02 NPa. The presence of the separation shock, the bow shock, and its reflec-
tion can also be seen in this figure through pressure rises across the shocks. (Shocks are captured and
smeared by the present analysis, and therefore, pressure rises across the shocks occur over some finite
distance. This broadening of the shock structure results in a merging of the separation and bow shocks mak-
ing visual resolution of the two shocks impossible.) The expansion of the hydrogen jet into the air cross
stream can be seen along with the expansion of the hydrogen-air mixture over the injector. There is also
some indication of a duct entry shock being captured, producing a small pressure rise across the shock.

Figure 31 displays a contour map of the static temperature field in the duct. Each contour line rep-
resf 's a change in temperature rf 70 K. Note the temperature rise across the bow shock and the thermal
boundary layer along the wall that thickens with movement towards the fuel injector. Significant cooling
of the air by the expanP'1g hydrogen jet can also be seen, particularly behind the injector. Some cooling
is also experienced in One separated region upstream of the injector due to the limited presence of hydrogen.

Figure 32 provides a contour map for the hydrogen mass fraction distribution in the duct. Contour lines
are plotted for hydrogen mass fractions of 0.75, 0.50, 0.25, and 0.01. With a static jet to static free-
stream pressure ratio of 5, the penetration of the hydrogen jet into the air cross stream is significant.
The one percent hydrogen contour line lies at 1/5 the duct height after proceeding only 2 cm downstream.
The recirculating region upstream of the injector convects hydrogen forward of the J~t, and the mixture goes
from fuel lean to fuel rich as the slot is approached. The separated flow downstream of the slot captures
hydrogen producing a very fuel rich region. These characteristics of the flow have been experimentally
observed in scramjet tests; the upstream region provides a beneficial area for fuel ignition, and the down-
stream region (being fuel rich) imposes an ignition problem.

The first test case provides an examination of opposing slot fuel injectors using actual flow field
conditions encountered in current scramjet engine concepts. The basic features of the flow desiribed above
compare well qualitatively with experimental observations near a fuel 4rojector. Additionally, graphical
representations of the final results, used to describe this case, provide a quick visualization of the over-
all flow field, as-well as interesting details near the fuel injectnrs.

The second test case provides a comparison of the computer program with experimental data. 41 Gaseous
hydrogen was injected from a choked 0.02 cm slot on a flat plate at zero angle of attack into a supersonic
air cross stream. The slo t was 5.08 cm long and located 25.6 cm from the leading edge of the plate. The
flow field with this slot length was verified in reference 41 to be two dimensional within the region of
interest. A turbulent boundary layer was produced by tripping the flow 2.54 cm from the plate leading edge.
This experiment represented the only case known to the authors, in which species measurements were made to
determine hydrogen concentration away from the slot. The case was by no means ideal for verification of the
present computer program, however. The jet to free-stream pressure ratio was significantly higher than
ratios encountered in scramjet design (a static jet-to-freestream pressure ratioof 43 as compared to pressure
ratios of 5 to 15 expected in a scramjet), and the slot width was quite narrow. These two conditions combined
to produce extremely large gradients near the slot, complicating a numerical ana'ysis of the problem. Large
flow field gradients also complicate the accurate acquisitior, of data near a fuel injector. In addition,
only conditions along the wall upstream of the slot were measured. No survey. were available away from the
plate.

The conditions of the hydrogen at the slot exit were

= 1.0

T = 243 K

p = 7.28 4Pa
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The conditiOhs of the air just upstream of theleading edge of lhe flat platewe-e

M-= 2;5

V= 130K

p-= 0.169MPa

Two approaches were considered to define the computational domain for this case. -In both approaches the do-
main was chosen to be 6-cm high and10 cm 'long with the injector centered along- the lowef'boundary. The over-
all plate lengthmade it impracticable to begin the calculation at the leadingedge. Therefore, for the first
-approach, -initial -conditions were specifid, by assuming thepreseice of a turbulent boundary layer on the
plate:beginningat the leading edgewith the boundary layer thickness defined by

42

+ (o ,= ) -II

0~ ~~ U.I Q( ~6 = 0.37 x \ PT

} The streamwise velocity in the boundary layer was defined using the one-seventh power law distribution42

1/7

For the second approach, the calculation was initialized assuminguniform free-stream conditions throughthe
computational domain (as in the first case). Ther6e was little difference in the final §teady-state-results
-of the two approaches.. The similarity was likely due to the fact that the subsonic portion of the~boundary
layer well upstream of the slot was quite thin when compared with the thickened boundary layei near the slot,
pand theore, the conditions near the injector were relatively insensitive to c6nditio6s near the Plate well~upstream.

The- turbuieit Pandtl number in this case was assumed to be,0.7. The physical domain was spanned by a

grid with 61 nodes in the streamwise direction and 30 nodes in the transverse directioi. Free-stream condi-
tions were assumed to exist along the upper boundary. The grid was again compressed ti'ansversely near 'the
plate and in a streamWise direction about the injector with %he following transformation constants (ref. 37):

ll,.28

= 1.002

xi =5.0 cm

Comparisons of experimentally measured valupt .f wall,pressure and hydrogen mass fraction upstream of
the! slot with calculated values from the present +analysis are ade infigures 33 and 34, respectively. The
calculated~wall pressure ,(fig. 33), ahs the same basic shape as the experimental data but the calculated pres-
sure rise begins at about 120 slot widths upstream of the injector as compared to the experimental pressure
rise that~begins at about 175 slot widths upstream of the injector. Calculated and experimental values of
wall pressure aye similar through the last100 slot widths upstream of the injector, and there is reasonably
good agreement for wall plateau pressures. Figure 34 presents a comparison of computed and measured values
of hydrogen'mass fraction along the plate upstream of the injector- The calculatioi underestimates the amount
of hydrogen present initialli Closer to the slot (100 'lot widths or less) the calculation of the hydrogen
mass fracton agrees fairly -

' 1l When compared wjith the experiment.

-Differences between the calculation dnd experiment are attributable to two basic problems, the turbulence
model and the -numerics. Underprediction of the point of separation initiating a- recirculation region upstream
of a disturbance, with the resulting underprediction of initiation of- the-ywall pressure rise, -is typical of
earlier observations by other researchers. In those cases, as well as in the present analysis, the point of
separation is a strong function of the turbulence field in the flow. Other turbulence models have been ap-
plied to th6piesent problem, and resulted'in a significant variation in the separation point and the size of
the recirculation region. The Present turbulence mdel, 3 however, gives the most consistent overall' results
whencoma'red with the experimental data' In such a complex turbulent mixing. flow, a simple algebraic eddy
viscosity. turbulencemodel.is obviously inadequate. -Non-equilibrium effects are quite important in the sep-4
arated region near the ijector,-and the turbulence field, in this region is certain to be -highly anisotropic.
Neithr-effecthas been accounted for in the models that have been used'.

-Oscillations present in the results of figures 33-and 34 between 30 and '80 slot widths upstream of the
injector are likely t6 be numerical in-origin. A very strong bow shock resulting from the highly underexpand~d
hydrogen-injector was captured in this region. Pressure Oscillationh leadingand tiailing a significant static
pressure increase-when passing through a shock are typical occurrences with the present technique. Oscilla-
tions are also present very-near the slot (0o1 cm), but the oscillations wer&- small compared to the overall-prsur is 0.7to73+~ ). Severe gradients are~experienced near the injector that require an extremelyfine grid to adequately resolve. Even though the present grid is highly compressed near the bow shock and

injector, truncation error is likely to be significant inthis region.

To more accurately predict the complex flow regime near a fuel injector, the following changes to the
program and its appl'ication are indicated-, First, the turbulence model must be improved to account for the
anisotropic nature of the turbulence field. Solution of the Reynolds stress equationsseems premature-at
this point. However, application of the algebraic Reynolds stress model of Rodi 4 3 is promising since it
would-partially account for the anisotropy. Second, a finer discretization-obtained by employing a larger

- - number of nodes near fuel injectors would better resolve high gradients in this region. Computer core limita-
tions restrict the number of nodes that can be considered,however. Finally, shock -capturing, with-attendant
numerical smoothing, smears the separation and bow shock over A relatively large-distance introducing error
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downstream of the shocks. Fitting those shocks would-produce a much better spatial resolution of the flow
variables downstream of the discontinuities.

The two-dimensional elliptic program represents a first attempt to model a transverse injector with a
purely numerical approach. Experience gained during the development of the program should be helpful when
the work is extended to three dimensions. That extension is currently limited by computer resources and
required processing time. The two7dimensional program does allow study of the basic flow field phenomena
around a transverse fuel injector and this new capability should provide guidance in the ongoing scramjet
design effort.

The transverse jet interaction model and the slot injectorprogram provide two -options for initializing
a parabolic flow calculation downstream of the elliptic region surrounding fuel injectors. The TJI scheme
models the fuel injector and is limited to inviscid flow. The program -s computationally efficient, however,
allowing parametric analyses to be carried out at modest cost. The slot injector program directly solves
the governing equations describing viscous flow about transverse fuel injectors. Additionally, the program
can consider other problems such as rearward facing steps upstream of the fuel injectors. Relaxing the
governing equations to steady state is time consuming, however, making the procedure rather expensive for
parametric studies. Therefore, extension of both the TJI model and the slot injector program to three dimen-
sions is planned. Each program will be used to calculate initial conditions for the three-dimensional para-
bolic or partihlly elliptic program downstream of the fuel injectors. The coupling of these programs will
provide an overall combustor analysis tool to aid in the design of the Langley scramjet engine.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

A system of computer programs has been developed at the NASA Langley Research Center to model the com-
bustor of a scramjet engine. The engine flow field can be divided into several physical flow domains, each
of which can be described by appropriate forms of the Natier-Stokes and companion species equations. A
program based-on those governing equations has been developed for each region, and the programs are being
combined to form an overall computational capability for scramjet combustor design. Some programs in the
system have progressed to the design stage, and they are now being applied to actual combustor configurations.
The remaining programs continue to be developed, but they already provide basic research tools for limited
engine applications.

The parabolic flow computer programs are based on proven solution algorithms, and have been improved to
include an appropriate turbulence model and multiequation finite rate chemistry models considered adequate
for modelling supersonic combustor flow fields. Recent comparisons of the programs with experimental data
have been quite encouraging. The partially elliptic computer program has proved effective for describing
subsonic flow without separation in the combustor, but development is still continuing to provide a satis-
factory convergence criteria for the computed pressure field. Results comparing parabolic and partially
elliptic calculations in subsonic flow indicate differences sufficient enough to warrant continued work in
this area. Elliptic programs, used to model the flow field near transverse fuel injectors are the most
recent addition to the analysis system. Current two-dimensional analyses compare favorably with experimental
data, but further work is needed, particularly to model the complex turbulence fields and chemical reactions.
Extension of the elliptic flow program to three dimensions is limited by storage problems to all but the
largest current or future vector computers until significant advancements occur in integration algoritoms.

Further work is planned in turbulence and reaction modelling that will impact all of the combustor
analysis programs. The highly anisotropic turbulence fields that must exist in some regions of the combus-
tor must be considered in greater detail, Current interest exists for solution of the Reynolds stress
equations to model the turbulence. Application of the algebraic Reynolds stress model of Rodi may offer a
near term solution to that problem. Chemistry models will be extended to include the details of reaction
and ignition in hydrogen-air reactions. Finally, the importance ot coupling between chemical reaction and
turbulence must also be considered in greater detail. The impact of that coupling on combustor modelling
is not well underst6od at present. The current capabilities to model the scramjet combustor flow field do,
however, represent an important step forward in engine design, and should provide guidance in the ongoing
scramjet development effort at the NASA Langley Research Center.
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TABLE I. EXCHANGE COEFFICIENTS AND SOURCE TERMS FOR THE 2-D PARABOLIC PROGRAM

r S

1 0 0

u Ueff - dp/dx

eff/Preff, 1

ljffPry' (ru -'ii)7 L-( + (rk - 140) Lk

2

I 3u 2

9 P ef/Pref ~ I PC5 
1 ( 3y - ci(/k)

eff/Preff,g Cgl I1t 3y - C P 1(/k)
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TABLE II. SPECIES AND REACTIONS 
a

Species

I H 7 N2
2 0 8 N

3 H20 9 NO

4 OH 10 NO2
5 02 i1 HO2
6 H2  '12 HNO 2

Reactions

1 HNO 2 + M NO + OH +M 14 OH + OH H + HO2
2 N02 + M NO + 0 + M 15 H90 +0 H + HO 2
*3 H2 + M H + H + M 16 H + 02  0 + HO2
*4 02 + M O+ 0O+M 17 H20 + 02 -0H + HO2
*5 H20+ M OH + H + M 18 H0 + OH+ H2 + HO2

*6 OH + M- 0 + H + M 19 0 + N2 -4 N + NO

7 HO2 +M H + 02 +M 20 H + NO N + OH
*8 820+ 0 OH + OH 21 0-+ NO- N +0 2

*9 H2 0
+ H -OH + H2  22 NO + OH- H + N02

*10 02 + H OH + 0 23 NO, + 02 0 + N02

*11 H2 + 0 OH + H 24 NO2 +l 2  H+HNO2

12 H2 + 024 OH + OH 25 NO2 + OH -NO + H02
13 H2 + 0 - HO2

Reaction Rates

Forward Rate Constantb Reverse Rate Constantb
A B C A B C

1 5.0,x 017 -1.0 25000 8.0,x 1015 0 -1000
2 1.1 ; 1016 0 32712 1.1 x 1015  0 -941
3 5.5 x 018  -1.0 51987 1.8 x 1018 -1.0 0
4, 7.2 x 1018  -1.0 59340 4.0 x 1017  -1.0 0
5 5.2 x 1021 - 59386 4.4 x 1020 -1.5 0
6 8.5 x 1018 -1.0 50830 7.1 x 1018 -1.0 0
7 1.7 x 1016 0 23100 1.1 x 1016  0 -440
8 5.8 x 1013, Q 9059 5.3 x 1012 0 503
9 8.4 x 1013 0 10116 2.0 x 1013  0 2600

10 2.2 x 1014 0 8455 ! x 1013 0 0
11 7.5 x 1013  0 5586 3.0 X 101 3  0 4429
12 1.7 x 1013 0 24232 5 x7 x 01 0 14922
13 1.9 x 1013 0 24100 1.3 x 1013 0 0
14 1.7 x 1011 0.5 211B7 6.0 x 1013 0 0
15 :5.8 x 1011 O.5 28686 3.0 x lc1 3 0 0
16 3,7 x 1011 0.64 27840 1.0 x 1013 0 0
17 2.0,x 1011 0.5 36296 1.2 x 1013 0 0
18 1.2 , 1012 0.21 39815 1.7 x 1013 0 12582
19 5.0 x 1013  0 37940 1.1 x 013 0 0
20 1:.7 x 1014  0 24500 4.5 x 1013 0 0
21 2.4 x 1011 0.5 19200 1.0 x 1012 0.5 3120
22 2.0 x 1011' 0.5 15500 3.5 x 1014 0 740
23 1.0 x 1012 0 22800 1.0 x 1013 0 302
24 2.4 x 1013 0 14500 5.0 x 1011 0.5 150025 .0 x 1011  0.5 6000 3.0 × 1012 0.3 1200

aThe first 7 species and the starred reactions constitute the 8-reaction system.
bForm of rate constait is k ATBexp(-C/T) wmth k in cm3/mole-sec or cm /mole -sec.

.. .. _ _... _ _I
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TABLE Ill. EXCHANGE COEFFICIENTS AND SOURCE TERMS FOR VARIABLE @

r S

1 0 0

Ueff " 1 + . i-T-" (Lu - 2a-) + [ peff L"
ef ax, 3 ~3x a~yJ aye afxJ

!e -f+L (L . eff ___ _

efY Dy j 3 ay 'x' a x a efyJ

w 1eff -z

Ho Ieff [neff (Pr i?-) (u +V 2 + 4
Pr eff,Ho ax Preff,Ho ef f, , x 2 2)

3 '[eff 2P re *L 2 +W2 +
Ty r.~ eff3'

L2 ~2 Du__
Peff I(~ ax (L) + 2 TU TV

f 11eff 0
Preff,f

Preffk 3w @" 'B' "x B

Peff u t 2 2I( + ' " +" +

Peff ~C1 C f2 {Rj 'U + (av3 I +g
Freffc 

a

S(2w) 2 + au + v 2  c2
ay aii ax) C2'

1*

S HOCK Lf ~ R UST

SCHEM ATIC OF

ENGINE CROSS SECTION 
" NOW,'

Fig. 1. Hypersonic vehicle with airframe-iintdgrated scramiet. Fig. 2. Scramiet engine module.
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DISCUSSION

F.C.Lockwood, UK
The shock-induced'separation zo-,e is very dependent on the quality of the predictions for the.'pinging shock. How
precisely do you manage to obtain the required good definition of the shock %ave ,itlth a finite ifference tedinique.

Author's Reply
Actually, the low shock preceding the upstream separation zone (Fig.28) does not-impinge on the lower wall, the
shock is intitiated near the lower wall as'a result of main stream flow blockage by the transverse jet (see page 10-9).
All shock waves including the low shock are captured using the present technique. The capturing technique results
in theshock being smeared over several node points; however, the jump conditions associated with each shock are
satisiled although the conditions behind the shock are spatially displaced somewhat. We do plan at a later date to
replace the present scheme with a shock fitting technique (see pages 10-18, 10-19). The fitting approach would more
appropriately treat shocks as discontinuities.

3.H.Whitelaw, UK
In the first example you discussed the flow has Ma > 1 in the stream and Ma = 0 at the wall. You solved
parabolic equations throughout. Did you have any difficulties in the near wall region. In the second example, you
presented results and said that'the "basic flow conditions have been predicted". What does this phrase mean in
quantitative terms, bearing in miid the discrepancies mentioned earlier by Dr J.M.Guirk in connection with
isothermal, two-dimensional jets in mass flow.

Author's Reply
In the first example discussed during the oral presentation, we had no noticeable problem in the near wall region of
the duct. No data wereavailable very near the wall, and no data comparisons were attempted there (see Figure,3 15,
16, 17 and 18). To resolve steep gradients near the wall without using a large number of grid points, wall functions
were used to define fluxes at near boundary grid points (see pages 10-6, 10-7). Therefore, the parabolic equations
were not applied very near the wall where elliptic effects could be present.

The second example discussed during the oral presentations was intended to be qualitative as no data were availab!e
for comparisons (see page 10-17). The third example presented a quantitative comparison of elliptic code results
with data. The basic flow conditions discussed in the talk and written paper referred to the separation, bow, and
reattachment shocks, and the recirculating regions lying ahead of-and behind the shock (see page 10-17). These
phenomena were in qualitative agreement with experimental observations from a configuration similar to the strut
flow model problem (Fig.27).

H.Wilhelmi, Ge
We published local concentration measurements for transverse fuel injection into supersonic flow (cf. It.Wilhelmi
anl G.Gross, ir: Turbulent Combustion,.Prgress of Aeronautics and Astronautics, LKennedy ed., New York
1978, pp.3 11/27). in this work, it was shown that also for supersonic flames the data in the mixing and reaction
region can be correlated by a normalized error function with a high degree of atcuracy. Susprisingly this even holds
for regions of the slow field that are crossed by oblique shock waves. The experimental values yielded smooth
curves for the values of constant concentration with a steadily increasing half width of the jet in downstream
direction. These results did not show the inflection points and the maxima given in Figure 32 of this computational
work. It is possible that these differences are due to the grid chosen for the computation, to the sunming tip of
errors and to the turbulence model used..

Author's Reply
We believe the inflection point in the 1 percent contour line of Figure 32 is likely to be numerical in origin. The
downrunning bow shock from the, upper injector passes through the contour line at approximately this point. Mild
oscillations of the dependent variables near a strong shock is typical with the present numerical techniques, and
these oscillations would be most-obvious with low hydrogen mass fractions. The velocity vector also turns down-
ward as it passes through the downrunning shock, changing the streamwise component -for hydrogen convection.
This change !ay also affect the orientation of the contour line. We believe that the maxima present in the 25, 50
and 75 perc nt contour lines are a-function of the strength of the hydrogen jet, as compared to the strength of the
air cross flow. The maxima'were more pronouncedwith higher jet strength?, we have.not considered any lower jet
strengths than those presented in~this paper.

It is of course possible that the present turbulence model introduces inaccuracies and the chostn grid may not
accurately resolve the very high gradients close,.to the fuel injectors. The turbulence model is considered only an
interim solution to the complex turbulence field that mustbe modelled. We are also considering other means for
optimizing the discretization (floating grids, rnulti-grid s.hemes) and utilization of the STAR 100 vectoi computer
ai Langley'Research Center to allow mgre modes to be used.
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SUMMARY

The prediction of radiative heat transfer from a flame may be divided into three catego-
ries:

1. the evaluation of temperatures and radiating species concentrations,
2. the evaluation of the absorption-, emission- and scattering characteristics

of the species at the prevailing temperatures,
3. the evaluation of the radiation exchange.

Models falling into category 2 and models falling into category 3 have been developed.
The models have been verified by comparison with measured radiation intensities and
measured radiative heat fluxes from relatively large gas flames.

As input to the models measured temperatures and species concentrations hae been used.
However, the models are well suited to be combined with each other and with prediction
procedures for fluid flow and combustion.

DEVELOPPEMENT ET VALIDATION DES MODELES DE RAYONNEMENT

RESUME

La pr6diction du transfert de chaleur rayonnante a partir d'une flamme peut se diviser en
trois categories:

1. Evaluation des temperatures et des concentrations d'espbces rayonnantes,
2. Evaluation des caract6ristiques d'absorrtion, d'6mission et de diffusion des

espbces aux temp6ratures r~gnantes,
3. 6valuation de l'change radiatif.

On a mis au point des modules appartenant aux 26me et 3bme cat6gories. Pour valider ces
modules, des comparaisons ont 6t6 effectuees avec les r6sultats des mesures d'intensit6
de rayonnement et de flux de chaleur rayonnante 6mis par des flames gazeuses de taille
relativement importante.

Les mesures des temp6ritures et des concentrations d'espbces ont 6t6 incorpor4es aux mo-

dbles. Ces modules peuvent tre combinds ensemble et se pr~tent bien aux proc6dures de
prdiction d' coulemen-, fluide et de combustion.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a weighting factor, black body factor in specified spectral region
a subscript, referring to absorption
b subscript, referring to-black body radiation
bc collision half width m
b constant in polynomialb in constant in polynomialb 3n constant in polynomial K- 3

b 4n constant in polynomial K 3

c velocity of light mi
c concentration of soot g.m 3

c subscript, referring to carbon dioxide
co subscripts, referring to carbon monoxide,f photon density m3s

gV subscript, referring to gas
2h Planck constant W 2

I ifntensity of radiation integrated over electromagnetic spectrum Wim-2 -
I V intensity of radiation .,t frequency v W.m .8
I intensity of adiation at wavenumber w W_
K absorption/attenuation coefficient in 1

gray gas/(averaged) specific spectral absorption coefi.cient m, bqr
k gray gas/(averaged) specific spectral absorption coefficient m.b
m number of gray gases/number of spectral regions
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M subscript, referring to methane
n number, referring to gray gas or spectral region
n unit vector in the direction of pencil of radiation beams -

P total pressure bar
p partial pressure ba 1
S integrated spectral absorption coefficient m .bar-

s subscript, referring to scattering, source or soot
T temperature K
w subscript, referring to water vapour
X length of column of gas m
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates m
z, r, 0 cylindrical coordinates m, m, -

a absorptivity
a sclid angle
Y, spherical coordinates
A indicates small increase/decrease
e emissivity

wavelength of radiation m_1
v frequency of radiation s
a 3.1141592654
Z summation convention
a Stefan-Boltzmann constant, .567 x 10-7  WP-2.Y "-1

wave number of radiation m
V differential vector operator m

1. INTRODUCTION

Efficient use of energy, low pollutant emissions, low capital costs, while the process
requirements are satisfied, are dem.is on combustion installations. Problems concerning
flow, mixing, combustion, heat flux distributions and pollutant emission levels have to
be solved for an optimum design of a burner/furnace combination. The ultimate universal
solution to these problems can only be via the route of mathematical modelling techniques.
Wide gaps exist in the computational development of these models and the physical and
chemical information required. Furnace trials have been executed to obtain information
on the physical and chemical processes occurring inside furnaces [1, 2]. The obtained
information has to be generalized via mathematical models. In this paper mathematical
modelling work concerning radiative heat transfer will be reported.

Tne prediction of radiative heat transfer froi a flame may be divided into three catego-
ries:
1. the evaluation of temperatures and radiating species concentrations,
2. the evaluazion of the absorption-, emission- and scattering characteristics of

the species at the prevailing temperatures,
3. the evaluation of the radiation exchange.
In the present paper all three categories will receive attention both with respect to
experiments and mathematical models. However, more detailed information will be presented
concerning the development and verification of radiation models falling into categories
? and 3.

2. TEMPERATURES AND RADIATING SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS

Before a radiation model can be applied it is necessary to evaluate the temperature dis-
tribution and the radiating species concentrations throughout the flame. The temperature
field and the concentration fields can be obtained in different ways ranging from the
practical experience of the combustion engineer to a more fundamental approach sol.ving
differential balance equations for mass, momentum, chemical species, enthalpy, etc.
The latter approach has been investigated with varying success 13, 4, 5]. One can calcu-
late furnace performance to a certain degree of accuracy for gas flames, however for
heavy fuel oil- and coal flames complications occur. The determination of the concentra-
tion field of soot particles and the assessment of the radiation characteristics of soot
particle clouds are very complex subjects, which are only mentioned briefly. The results
to be presented refer to gas flames. The models, however, are not restricted to gas
flames; coal- and oil flames may be treated by these models without too great difficul-
ties.

For our purpose, the verification of radiation models, it is not possible to rely on
temperatures and concentrations obtained in aforementioned wa,,s. The verificatiou of
radiation models is best done in isolation. Therefore as input to the models measured
temperatures and species concentratlons have been used.

3. RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF CHENICAL SPECIES AND SURFACES

Radiation characteristics of the chemical species in a flame involve absorption-, emis-
sion- and scattering characteristics. Lowes and Heap [6] have shown that scattering for
scot is negligible and scattering for large coal particles is forward directed. Conse-
quently to a first approximation scattering can be ignored in luminous flames. Certainly
scattering is not very important in gas flames. Therefore we will mainly concentrate on
absorption and emission.

The basis of all methods for the solution of radiation problems is the equation of
radiant energy transfer, which is derived by formulating a balance on the monochromatic
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radiant energy taken along a pencil of rays enclosed within an elemental solid angle pass-
ing in a specifiea direction through a small volume element in an emitting-absorbing-scat-
tering medium. This equation can be written in the form [7]:

(fi7)1 =-(k ap+ kwsP)i e + k aPIb, + kwsP I_ f I (a) dS I

( )(2) (3) (4)

The physial sitoation underlying the development of Eq. (1) is illustrated in fig. 1 and
fig. 2. Term (1) represents the gradient of intensity in the specified direction; term (2)
represents the reduction in intensity due to absorption within the volume and the scat-
tering into other directions of radiation which is in the specified direction upon arrival
at the alement; term (3) gives the increase in intensity due to emission from the volume;
term (4) gives the increase in intensity due to scattering into the specified direction of
radiation which is incident upon the volume from all other diretions assuming isotropic
scattering. Eq. (1) will be further clarified in subsequent paragraphs. Monochromatic
radiant energy can be expressed as a function of wavenumber w, wavelength X or frequency v.
They are related as follows: w 1IX, v = c/lX, while c is the velocity of light.

Although basically not necessary for convenience some simplifications will bt introduced.
As specified direction the x-direction will be taken, scattering will be neglected and
k is replaced by k ; then Eq. (1) can be written as

dI
dx- k pI + kp! (2)

The solution of this first order linear differential equation is

IW(x) = I0 J(x:o) e-kWpx + Ib,w(0 - e-k pX) (3)

It is assumea that k ,p and I are constant or average values along the path x. Inte-
gration of Eq. (3) over the elecromagnetic spectrum leads to

I(x) I k (x)dw
0W

-k px kDx
I (x=O)e kWP dw I I (1 - e 0)' (14)

0 W ~ o b,wo
Eq. (14) forms the basis for the intensity calculations in following sections. Firstly
information on physical backgrounds will be given.

The physic of absoiption and emission will be discussed briefly, The absorption and
emission of thermal radiation is associated with transitions between entrgy levels of the
atoms or molecules that constitute the gas. Electronic, vibrational and rotational tran-
sitions of the molecules from excited energy levels to lower energy levels result in
emission of radiation and radiation is absorbed when the transition occurs to higher
energy levels. At the temperatures of interest in studies of radiant heat transfer in
combustion systems, vibration-rotation transitions in the infrared frequencies make the
most significant contribution to the observed radiant energy flux. The unit of energy
released or absorbed when an energy level transition takes place is the photon. Each
photon carries an energy of hv in which h is Planck's constant and v is the frequenjy of
radiation. The molecular arrangements of gases is such that the number of vibrational
degrees if freedom available is limited and in order to satisfy the fixed energy require-
ments for a change in excitation, transitions can only occur at discrete frequencies.

The fundamental quantity characterising radiation is the photon denaity fm, which may be
defined as the number of photons per unit volume, moving forward within t e solid ang.Le da,
and in the frequency interval between v and v + dv. The spectral intensity I being the
amount of energy transported per unit time, unit area, unit solid angle and nit frequency
interval is often used. The intensity of emission at a particular frequency due to an
excitation level transition is proportional to the number of molecules occupying the
vibrational-rotational level corresponding tc he frequency and the probability that the
transition will take place.

Because of the complexity of the evaluation of the intensity associated with each fre-
quency experimental det.rmination is necessary. The monochromatic intensity from a column
of gas of partial pressure p and length x=X equals:

-k pXIW = Ib (I - e (5)

where I W is the blac4 body intensity at the considered wave number and k the spectral
(specifh attenuation (absorption) coefficient. The monochromatic intensivy I is
dependent upon the gas temperature (as I is a function of T ), partial pressure (con-
oentration cf radiacing species) and patMIPength, and the spectral absorption coefficient.
The spectral absorption coefficient is dependent on gas temperature. The spectral absorp-
tion coefficient zan be considered as one of the fundamental properties of a gas as far
as radiation is concerned and it is the manner in which k varies over the spectrum which
determines the total gas emissivity and absorptivity.

The diacrete nature of the available energy transition frequencies leads to emission over
very narrow frequency intervals and is known as line emission. No spectral line, however,
is truly monochromatic but consists of a distribution of intensity within a small but
finite frequerc interval, If a number of emission lines are spaced closely together,

- - . -z~ - , % . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .I ,_.. .... . . . . m - " . f & z .
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they may in some cases overlap; then they cannot be considered in isolation. Radiation
from overlapping lines is known as band radiation. Although such bands are composed entire-
ly of absorption-emission lines, the discrete band structure is commonly ignored by
averaging over frequency intervals which include many lines.

The transition from one energy level to a lower level ideally occurs at a single frequency
but in practice the emission line is broadened and spreads over a range of frequencies
about the transition frequency. There is a natural line width that is the result of Heisen-
berg's Uncertainty Principle (natural line broadening), while broadening of lines can be
caused further on by the perturbation of energy levels- due to collision (collision broad-
ening) and the thermal motion of the emitting and absorbing species relative to the ob-
server giving a shift in the apparent frequency (Doppler broadening). Of these mechanisms
collision broadening is the dominant broadenihg -iechanism for most furnaces and combustion
chambers but Doppler broadening becomes important at low pressures such as those encountered
in rocket engine exhaust plumes at high altitude; see Hottel and Sarofim [8].

The distribution-of absorption coefficient about the line wavenumber w is given for a
collision broadened line by Penner [9], Tien j10] and Hottel and Sarofdm [8].

S b
k W (W _ W + bc (6)

0 c
where S is the area under the k - w curve for the broadened line and is called the inte-
grated line intensity; and b i the collision half width for the line, fixing the poai-
tion at which k falls to haif its maximum value.

The intensity of radiation leaving a volume of gas due to emission from a single line can
be found by integration of the spectral intensity over the entire spectrum.

I I 0,(1 - e )dw (7)

In most gases of practical interest the emission lines do not occur in isolation, but are
spaced so closely together that the broadened lines overlap to . considerable extent. When
a number of lines overlap the specific absorption coefficients are additive, and the con-
tribution to the intensity of radiation from the entire band can be found by integration
between the frequency limits of the band.

032 -k pX
I = I (1 - e 0 )dw (8)

The spectral absorption coefficient ke represents the sum of the absorption coefficienti
from the considered lines at the wave nui~ber w.

The total gas'emission can be found by integration over the entire spectrum. The total
emissivity of a gas at temperature T is equl1 to the ratio of the emission by a gas layer
of length X to the black body emissign at temperature T

00-k(Tg)pX]
Ig I Z (T )[I - e ' dw T~X

:g bLW M f (TpX (9)
1Ib (Tg)dw
o 'biw g

In a sLidlar way the to.al gas absorptivity can be evaluated, but in this case the distri-
bution of energy in the spectrum is related to , 'temperature at which the intensity,
absorbed in h certain gas layer, is emitted.

C -k (T )pX
I (Ts [ - e W g ]dw

:g = 0 : b~' f (Tg,TsPX)
Ib (Ts)dw

0 'b,w s
where I (T is emitted at a source temperature T and the spectral intensity is depen-
dent on

t'nisSjource.

In Eq. (i0) f is considered to be due to a black body mitter. However, the source
does not have-$t be a black body !or gray body). The intei slty can be due to e.g. a gas
layer having a certain composition- and temperature distriUition. The absorptivity then
becomes:

0 -'k (T )pXI t (Ts)[I - e w dw

'g : d f (Tg,TspX) (11)egs

I(Ts)dw

Now the source temperature does not have to be a constant but can be a temperature uistri-
bution. The distribution of the spectral intensity can be very complex in this case.

A number of modelB have been proposed to avoid the problem of for-mulating the attenuation
coefficient as a complex function of wave number. The purpose has been to provide a model
of the relative spacirg and intensity of lines in a band. Such a i.c-el combined with a
suitable description of the line broadening function leads to an analytical solution of
the intensity of radiltion from a band. Among the proposed models are the Elsasser, the
Mayer-Gooey or statistizal model, and the tox molel devel6ped'by Penx.er t9]. More informa-
tion about these mode14 can be found in Johnson [11], Tien [10] and Aottel and Sarofim [8].

A fundamental approach cf the emission/absorption problem must take act-unt of the spectral

Lpc
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nature of gas radiation, but the problems involved in handling the spectral. properties of
the gas mixtures are enormous, so in many cases the problem is handled by using measured
total radiation properties. Total water vapour emissivity and carbon dioxide emissivity
cLarts in which information from several sources is used are presented in Hottel and Saro-
fim [8]. Johnson [11] discusses these charts and mentions more recent publications in which
the regions, where the above-mentioned charts are less accurate, are indicated. However, at
the moment the recognized standards for evaluating total emissivities of water vap:ur and
carbon dioxide are these charts. Hadvig's charts [12] for total emissivities af water
vapour/carbon dioxide mixtures are based on the charts in Hottel and Sarofim [8]. Lee and
Happel [13]hare measured emissivities for methane. Hottel and Sarofim [8] present a chart
on the total emissivity of carbon monoxide based on the measurements of Ullrich [14].

In furnaces the gases normally are compcsed of two or more radiating components. For a mix-
ture of two gases the total emissivity equals:

-k p+ k p)X2 Ib[1 - e -( , ,2P2)]dw

I1 dw
0 b,w

eb [(1 - e-k ' Ip lX ) + (I - e-k 2 P2 X - --kW'P 1 X XI - e-k ,2P2X )]dw
oC

+ 2 - +2 bw (12)

The emissivity of a mixture of two gases is equal to the sum of the emissivities of the
two gases minus a cori.ction for spectral overlap. If there is no spectral overlap the
correction factor equals zero.

Fig. 3, taken from Johnson [11], presents an idealized distribution of gas spe ral ab-
sorption coefficients for H 0, CO , CO and CH,. It can be seen that overlap occurs in some
parts of the spectrum so corectigns are necesary. It should be realized that the absorp-
tion bands are comj.ztsed of series of spectral lines close together and that these spectral
lines are affected by temperature as can be seen in fig. 4, which is based on Lee and
Happel [13]. The spectral absorptivity for the 2.37 pm band for methane i.. shown in this
figure. For the absorptivity o (see Eq. 10) of a mixture of carbon dioxide and water vapour
an approximate evaluation can ge made by using the relations given by Hotel and Sarofim[8].

T 0.65 M
cc (Tg3sT5 pX) = (T c (TspX ) (13)

0.45 T
(T 'Ts'PX) = (-A) w (TslPX !T)  (14)

cw -c S~ w T wc 04 c + ccw - AV.c+w (15)

Ac is the correction factor for spectral overlap. These absorptivity' formulations can
becuved if the radiation intensity is black body radiation from a surface at Ts . However,
in a watercooled furnace with low wall temperatures the radiation from furnace walls is
negligible and all the radiation within the enclosure is from gas radiation, which is not
by any means black body radiation.

Combining Eqs. (4), (9) and (11) for X = x one arrives at
0O -k px 0' -k px

I(x) I I (x=0) e d I (1 - e )dw
0o0 c ob
(1 - a ) I (x=O)dw + c I dw

go 0W g o b,w
(I a ) I(x=0) + C I

(1-a) I(x=0) + E 9 (16)
g g i

So the intensity I(x) in x-direction is composed of a transmitted fra.tion of I(x=O)
through the layer x plus a part emitted in she layer x. In Eq. (16) I is the integrated
black body intensity of the gab at temperature T , while a is the Steran-Boltzmann constant.
When the intensity I(x=0) originates from a turfgce, as is often the case, one needs to
know the radiative properties of the surface.

The radiant energy interchange within enclosures is affected by the radiative prope-ties
of the surrounding walls. To analyze the process within a furnace enclosure it is necessary
to know the emission, reflection and absorption ?roperties of the walls as the temperature
level and -distribution in the gas volume is affected to some extent by these properties,
while the heat transfer and heat transfer distribution to cooling loads are strongly in-
fluenced by these properties. Only radiation properties of black bodies are well estab-
lished. The walls in Zurnaces normally do not behave like black bodies. The emissivity of
furnace walls and tubes is a fuaction of direction (angle of emergence), wave length and
temperature; the imp~rtanca of these parameters is influenced by the surface condition.
Factors like roughness, oxice layers and physical and chemical contamination ar' used toJI describe the surface condition.
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The el ectromagnetic -theory can'be used for a fundamental approach to the radiative proper'-
te f, surikaces. Howeve.r, 'the surface has to bi vTi~1'y well defined for a theoretical-

treatment; it has, to be' optically tjrdboth, physicall5- and chemically clean to allow a pre-
diction of the monochromatic reflect~nce in. thc, ibeular direction to be made. Fu'rnace

*wall.s" and tubes ie .noizlly p6t, well enough ddfihed' for a theo'retical treatmeht; ae-6sits
of combustion pfdut onteiah hange the 6hiraeitc oth ilsdring opera-
tioni. Measured'data, have to be used to obtain th6, neicessary knowledge about ihe surface
-behaiviour. For meitalic surfaces the emissivity fS's~wn with wave lengt;'the emissivity

*of iron and steel can vary, fxiii .abov& .8, to below A-5 bbt'ween' .2 and 10 pim., Refraetoryj
materials can have, a st, ong, vrnito r6f lmsiiy ih a ength;, -several tinim an
maxima-~can appear over the- spa'trl'mn. Th angular distr'ibutions of enissivity, for ntli
and refractorynmaterials area hot the same. For small angular inclinations 'relative' to the

norml onthesurfce te ei*:ivity of m'etallic suirfaces-is. quite- constant; with irireas-
ing angles the emissivity ir reases quite sharp And the emissivity falls down to zero when
the inclination angle dpproach~e, 90.Refragtory ma,8erials' show a slight decrease in
dmissivity for' inclinati6n arigles between 0 and 60 '; for higher angles the decr,''se is

I sharper with the 6missiVity Opproaching 'zero when the inclination angle equals 90!.

Although quite a lot of infi',ation on surface radiation is available in the .literaturp
* I e.g. in Perry [15], Sparrow.-Prid Cess [16], and Hottel and Sarofim [8], niot very much is

known concerningthe radiati've'b:ehaviour of furnace walls, under combustion conditions.
N~ormally one relies, on to~tal (,integrated oveir the spectr'um) hemispherical (in'tegr~t~d
over all- angles in -an hemispr-e) e'missivitie-6obtained from the literature. For ir~on and

se 'with diffe'enf 6rfa~e cbfiditibfi . e'~t~ .0 n 9 a e found. The
emissivities of refractory materials, of i~h. 'e grain structure is~ an importanit para-
meter, vary between _25 and .95.. The effect of wall temperatures on the absorptioi'
coefficient for different furnace we-ll materials'is shown in fig. 5, 'taken from, ',h Kuijk
and Spagnjers [171.

Toor and Viskant'a (18,. 1,4) have studied the effect of radiative properties- of surfaces on
the radiant ieat transfer between surfaces. They conclude that 'for an'-aciirate 'pr~diction
of lcalj irradiation the directional'oharacteristics must be -considered while calcula\tion
of thd irradiation on -a non-gray basis does not yield improved results over a gray aha-
lysie". In furnaces &,hese conclusions could loose'thei'rvalidity to some extent"as between
the ' a-vs gases radiate. The gas'radiatioh is s6trongly dependent on' wave length, so the
absorpt~tvity' of the -walls, in the spectral regions, whiere gas emission is high,, can be very
Iim ortal t. In 'analyzing the radiative heat trandf er. within -a f urnace enclosure, the total
emissi Vity-.6f refractory s6rfaces. is normally, assumed to be about .5 while th6 total
emissivity of steel, tubes 'is assamed 'to be above .-8.

As will be clear from this section for practical emission/absorptiuh models one needsito

simplify. This will be done in the next section.'

4i. EMISSIONZAMSC.RPTIOW MODELS

in this section a number of emission/aborp~tion models, for th.e 3rediction of radiatioiin--
tensity wi'll be developed.

A: Gray gas models

If the variation of the absorption coefficient 'K(=kp) with 'spebti..a position, partial1
pressure and temperature 'is, heglected and a mean- value f~O bith6 Abiorition coef ficient K
is usedi Eq. ('16), c~h 'be writ ,ten as

-Kx c~T ~ -Kx
Ih tY.e th !(=om I sv

i Yegray g~s model temksity equals the absorptivity

pd ;'! ;h x. hechoceif te a Isoptin -o&, fi~e-6 Kba tdb _based on" the' combustion
praw~t (i ou ex-erm~ts kon' nturl.'as) te 'verge, i~thingt, (furnace dimensions)

'a emfperatires. Theichosen-v'alue ar I in tablo- I.

tal i ostnsof jgr.y Kap' m6dels "for tlhe ~d go ehn combustion

B: Orp clear/two gray gais model

j X~A better way, to represent the enissiVi1ty of a real ,gas. is to, take the sum of the weighted
te 'fone cl' ar'and-- two gra . - I instead of using one gray gas. (9

'g,n 'n+b?n '

414



Theweighting factor a can be considered 's the quotient of the spectral black body
intensity integrated o& the Wave number region where k, = k (= constant) and the spec-
tral black body intensity integratedover ,the complete s~ectrUm. Then

a - = 4,  (21)

and Eq. (19) follows from Eq. (9) and Eq. (16) can be written as the sum of three intensi-
ties, each represeniting a part of the spectrum-

.3 3 -k-Px -'k xT
I (x) = l In(X) h [In(x=O) e ag,fi(Tg),l , n (22)

The factors of table II have been determined, by Johnson [Ii such that Eq. (19) closely
fits to measured emissivity/pressure pathlength eiationships for th combustion products
of methane combustion. The emissivities based on measuhementsfare given in Hadyig's charts

[12]; 99 data points have been used.

table II: constants of one clear,/two gray gas model for the products of methane combustion

n b In b2n,-0 kn

" +.255 +.-26k 0.00
2 +.500 -.157 1.83
3 +,,,24i5 .103 32.30

The clear gas with k = 0.00 corresponds to the weakly- and non-absorbing parts of the
spectrum. The partial pressure p has to be taken as the sum of the partial pressures of
the radiating gases (mainly carbon diodde and, water-vap6r).

With this model themaximum discrepancies be tween, qmissivities using Eq. (19) and'measured
emissivities amount bout'10% for partial pri'ssc pathlengths (px's) between .02 and
1.5 bar.m. Due to the clear gas thdimaximum evils,1xities at infinite pathlength for tem-
peratures between 1000 and 2000 K are i'estrited- o, too low values. The maximum emissivi-
ties are on average lower than the measured' emis yiti'es' at a pressure pathlength of
1. 2 bar.m, while at this- pressure pathlength Eq. '(19)- underpredicts emissivities by about
10%. This means that the ,-a'del 'ith the constants oR table II becomes increasingly inaccu-
rate if the mean pathlength isrlarger than 4- in for a natural gas flame ,with a partial
pressure of carbon dioxide and water,vapour of rough'y 0.3 bar. For large furnaces the
modeX seems to have deficiencies.

C: Four gray Sas 'model

A more accurate calculation of emissivities can be obtained withthe following formulations
i knPX

Cg ,n~1 n (T-)(1 - e ) (23)

a ' g~= 'bh +ba6 T '+ bn 2~ + b~ TY (24)

We have chosen a, larger punfber of gray gases and-a higher order of the polynomial than
before to ascertain that the emissivity, can be deter.iined very accurate. The clear gas
has 'been dop'pedto pre'ient the aforementioned problems at longer pathlengths. The con-
stants bf table III have been detEL'mined by fitting- Eq. (23) against the same jritsured
emissivity data as used, fr the pl vi&us model.

tble,III: constants of four gray gas model for the products of methane combustion

n .1 b 03 b - "0 b n'10
9 "

I .i-+ +.065 -.026 0.1i06

2 -:.535 -.240 +.009 +,.002 1.653
3 +;,131 .089 -.127 +.032 21.212
4 +.16 132 +,053 -.0081 A46.308

The fit was made; over the temperature iang( of 'J000-2000 K An'1a ap,'tial pressure pah-
length range of 0.003 - 1.2'bar.m. The cmissiv'ty calcAiation. os very good as the aderage
deviation from measured emissivities is less--th6n. 1% over tAe- above ranges.

In table IV the weighting factors andthe absorptioh coeffi.ients are given for t la four
gray gases.

table IV: weighting factors and absorption coefficients of' four gr6-j gas model f ;r the': ] pr6ductsof methane combustion

1o000 K 1200 K 1400 k 1600 K 1800 K -2000 K 1000 - 2000 F

al .540900 ,607500 .672000 .733100 .789600 .840200 k .106i65
a2  .304100 .261200 .219300 .178300 .139300 .01300 1,: 1.6528(0
a- .124900 .109900' .093870 .-078390 .064960 .055120 '2 21.2120,0
aa .029980 .021390 .014810 .009851 .006139 .003296 k46308060

'P4 .. 4,-'- ~~ -



Radiati6i-intensities can be calculated, using Eq. (22) with-n from I to A.-

D: Spectral model

Representing a real gas by a series of-graygases for emissioin/absorptioh purposes misre'
presents s6me physical realities. The-waVe lehgth iange in which emission occurs and'the
monochromatic euission/attenuation coefficients vary with gas temperature. Some radiation
emitted at-high temperature cannot be attenuated by gas ata low6r temperature. The change

inmonochromatic emission/attenuation coefficients With temperature means a gray gas as7
sumtion over a ,temperature range is nt' ,valid. Total emissivity'data are used to find"a anid k-; kn is forced to b" constant over the 4hoie temperature range between 1000 and

26e6 K. Ifnthe-monochromatic-absorption coefficients vary with temperature, the weighting
factors a and:specific absorption coefficients k do not have to be valid in exactly the,
same spectral regions for diffe'nt temperatures. Or the divisiOn of the spectrum in four
parts does nob:hdve to represent the same parts of the spectrum for the different tempera-
tures. Figures given by Edwardg and BalAkrishian (20']. suggest that this could have consid-
erable effect on the absorption of gas radiation coming from a source at a different tempe-
rature. To avoid these problems it is possible to divide the electromagnetic spectrum in
discrete parts-arid to obtain averaged monochromatic absorption coefficients in these parte
of the spectrum.

The division of the spectrum we decided to use is given in table V.

table V: Division of electromag,etic spectrum in water vapour and carbon dioxide bands of
increasing strength

n I : 0-0 2.6111 p 2.7778 - 3:7778 Pm, 5.5556 - 5.7222 pm,
6.9444 --11.1l1'1_pm, 50.000 - pm

n 2 : 2.611i - 2.7778 pm, 3.7778 - 3.99444 Pm, 4.7778 - 5.5556 pm,
5.7222 6.-9444 pm, 11.1111 - 14.6667 Pm, 31.1111 - 50.0000 pin

n 3 : 399444- 4.22P2 pm, 4-.3889 4- 4.7778 Pin, 11j.6667 - 31.111 pm

i: 4 :' 4.2222 4 1.3889 im

The gpndtral region for n '- 4 contains the strongest absorbing par.t of the 4.3 pm CO ;band;
n = 3 O6ntains weaker absorbing parts of the 4.3 pm CO band and the strdngest, absorging
parts ;of the 20 Pm H-O band with'a~part of the 0verlap~ed-15 pm CO band; n = 2 contains
the -trongest-palt 06'the 2.7 Pm CO2 and H 2Ooveri&pped bands, wea absorbing parts of the
4.3: ini 002 band, the strdngest'part of the '6.3 Pm H O band, weaker parts of the I pm 002
and 20,m H O bands (pr' ly overlapped); finally n - 1 contains the wing6 6f some of. the2
ab~ve-mentigned bands plus some less important bands like the 1.1Pm, '138 m, 1.87 pm 'H0
bands, and the1.-1 pm, 1.6:pm, 2..0 Pm, 7;'5 ji, 9.4 Vm and 10.4 pm CO 'bands. Weoeplace t~e
min'ocromatic absorption o'6Tfficients in each of the four regions b a avera 'value at a
±fiked te"perature. Eq. (9) cin- now be Written as;

"kn(T )px :'b (,T-),,dw

b( d'1 ~'o. b,w 19
Both~integrals are only functions-of temperature,,so

W I (T dw
a,n(g) r, b (R6)

I (T) dw
and' o b, wg

4, ; .ki(T )px
S - C g = n 1 . ag,n(Tg) [1, e ] (27)

Eq. (27) looks 6imiiar to,Eq. (23). However, k (T ) is now, a fuinction of temperature and
-a (T ) is found by specification of spiectral re ions-. The integrals of Eq. (26) haVi
!bgd-Oegaluated with tabulatedfbla;k body fractions in Siegel and Ho~ell [21] and the
'-averaged monochromatic absorption coefficientshavebee'n<,balculted bya least square
method substituting total emissivity"data in Eq. (27)-. Th- results are given in table VI.

table VI: Black body factors and absorption doefficients. -f spectral model for theproducts
of methane combustion ..

.' ,' !oo6 1800 K' 2000

of-1030 K 1200 K 1110 KI ifoo k 180K -20K

a. .54]850 627500 696030 .752100 .797030 .832690 -
a2 .28964-0 .239080 .:196290 .161200 -.132870 .110150
a .135250 .109820 .08o80 .070650' .056970 .06390,
a3 .,027260 .023600 .019600 .016050, 013130 .010770
S.17358 .i29552 - .27925 IJ837O .108990 .101752

1.599540, 1,674640 1.787490 1.863700 1.779150 1.584270
19.881100 20-.564600 20;503700 ?0.851900 20.223200 23-.533700

"" k4  182.959000 130.6417000' 104.457990 71.579170 62.205950 2!.195700
k4 io.i799 "1597 2.690 2



Although it is not known whether the division of the spectrum in the chose,, 4 regions is
the-best possible subdivision, it is apparent from the above results that the averaged
monochromatic absorption coefficients are increasing with increasinig n like one would ex-
pect. Further on the irraged monochromatic absorption coefficients vary strongly with
temDerature. Exact polynomials are used to express the black body factors and theaveraged

9monochromatic abscrption coefficients as a function of temperature. These polynomials for
a and k have been substituted in Eq. (27). The average deviation of the emissivities cal-
culated with Eq. (27) from Hadvig's ,[12] 99 data-points is less than 1%:. Comparing table IV
and table VI it appears that the order of'magnitude of the weightiig respectively black
body factors and absorption-coefficients agree. This indicates that -the .hoice of the
spectral regions for the spectral model is quite good.

Radiation intensities can be calculated in the same way as -with the four gray gas model.

E: Spectral model for mixtures of gases and soot

The models developed in previous paragraphs are suited to be used for methane and natural
gas flames. Similar models with different weighting factors or black body factors and ab-
sorption coefficients can be developed for oil flames. Johnson [11] and Be~r and Claus [22]
have sh. n some results indicating such an approach is possible. However,- these models are
limited in their application as they always refer to the combustion gases of one fuel.

A general model to calculate the emissivity of mixtures of gases and soot will be proposed.
The model will be valid for mixtures containing methane (im),carbon monoxide (co)-, carbon
dioxide (c), water Vapour (w), etc. and soot (s). A similar approach will be followed as
for the previous spectral model.

The emissivity can be wri ttenm -Ki (domposition,P,Tg)X]
Cg = n i ag,n(Tg)[ - e (28)

with

Kn,= k (PmP,T )p + k (p -oP,T )p + ke(PcP,T )p + k (p wP,T )pn m,n m g m o,in co g -co c,n c g w,n w g w
+ ks (particle properties)c s  (29)s,ns

The absorption coefficient K' is found by adding the contribution of the components methane,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water vapour and soot. The specific absorption coefficient
k for a gas'may be a function of composition (partial pressure p), total pre urP and
gas temperature T The composition of the remainder of the gas has some effect on the ab-
sorption coefficignt for,6ile gas component as different pecies of colliding molecules
affect the line half-width;. 'However, normally the effect of the composition of the r~iain-
der of-the ga) is negligible. The pressure dependency of the averaged monochromatic speci-
fie 3bsorption coefficients is included as the emissivity of a gas, at a fixed. value, of
pressure path length px is dependent to some extent onpartial and to)tal pressure. However,
these effects are quite small under normallfurnace conditions. In Eq.(27) the specific
absorption coefficient applies to-a mixture of gases with a constant ratio between ti
partia pressures of these components. The pressure p equals the suu of the partial pres-
sures of these components; In, Eqs. (28). and (29) each component is treated independently.

The procedures to obtain the black body factors anid the averaged monochromatic absorption
coefficients are the same as for the preitiou6 spectral model., However, these procedures
have- to be executed for each radiating gas component and for soot, whi-le,the division of
the-electromagnetic spect iihihaa to take account of the'radiatiVe behaviour of, 611 the-com-
ponents as a function of-wa elength. De~endent on the required Accuracy of -the model the
number of spectral regions can be-extended.

For water Vapou, and carbcn dioxide the spectral division oft. -le V can be usc1. In table
-II, the spectrd,-division for methane is given.

table VII: Division of electromagnetic spectrum in methane-bands cf increasng strength

n ' 0.0 - .3419 pm, 2.09 - - 7./423 pm, 8.7336 - - -

n = 2 -: 2.3419' - 2.4096 pm? 3.1056 -- 3.1646 pm, -3 1 - 3.6765 pm-i
-7.0423 - 7.1429 pm, 8._445* 8.7336pm

n = 3 1646 - 3.5971 pm il.1429 ...8.11459 pm

The strong -absorbing ar-ts of -the 3.31 Um and the 7.65 ,pm band are in the spectral region
n 3 Weaker abs rbing parts of the samebands and the strongest absorbing part Of the
2. 37 pm band are in th spectral region n = 2,, while the remainder- of the spectruin is in
the spectral region i 1.. Together with the 4 spectral regions of table V :for carbon
dioxide and water vapur emission the number of spectral regions fbr CO /H'O/CH4 emission
increases srbngly. A limifation of the n'umber of spectral regions can ge round by taking
ihto account the'spebtral divCsion'for'CO/HH division of the spec-
trum ad, shown in table -VIT1.

table VIII: Rearranged division of electromagnetic spectrum iir-methan6 bands

1, ,: = 0.0 2.7778 m - 6.9444- p-, 4!4 1 C Pm
'-~~ ~j -in 2 :2.7778~-3.7177? Pm, 6_-914- .11 -
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The combination of the 4 spectral regions for CO/H 0 emission with the 2 spectral regions
for OH ' mission results in 5 spectral egions fr CO8 / O/CH emission. The absorption
c6effi ients for methane can be determined with the uge 3f t6al emissivity data: based on
Lee and Happel [13] by 'a least squares procediure.

'The division in spectral regions for carbon monoxide is given in table IX'.

'tabl& iXD ivigion of electromagnetic spectrum in carbon monoxide bands of increasing

n = : 0 - 4.4944 8m, .8193 - la,

n = 2 4 4944 - 4.8193 -m

The strong absorbing part of the 4.67 pm band is- in the spectral region n 2, while the
weaker absorbing parts of the same band together with thie 2.3 pm.'band and the remainder of
the spectrum are in the spectral regi'on n =' 1. A distribution -for carbon monoxide which
fits into the spectral regions chosen for C02/H20 emission, is given in table X.

table X: Rearranged divisionof electromagnetic spectrum in carbon monoxide bands

n = : 0 - 4.3889 pm, 4.7778 - pm
n =2 4.3889 - 4.7778 Pm

The absorption coeffiients can be found aga i by a least squares procedure using a chart
for ,the total emissivity of carbon monoxide" ,r'esented by Hottel and Sarofim [8] based on
the measurements of Ullrich [114].

The spectral regions for H 0 and C emission together with the distribution for CH and 00
emission that give the minimu numbgrof spectral regions, results into the subdivision of
the electromagnetic spectrumas given in table XI.

table XI: Division of electiomaghetic spectrum in bands of different strength of methane,
carbon mbnoxide,, carbon dioxide and water vapour

n 1 1 0.0 - 2.6111 -pm, 5,5556 - 5.7222 .pm; 50.000 - Pm
n = 2 : 2.6111 - 2.7778 um, 3.778 - 3.94k4' m,, 4.7778 - 5.5556 um,

5.7222"- 6.9444 pm, 11.1111 - 1.4.6667' pm, '31-1111 - '50.0000 um

n = 3: 2.7778 - 3.777,8 tim, 6.9444 - iA.j'111 pm

n = 4 3.9444 - 4.2222 pm, 14.6667 - :1.4111 Pm
n 5 :1.2222 - 4.3899 pm

n = 6 . 4.3899 - 4.778 pm

The black lody factors in the spectral'regions of table Xi can be found from tabulated
black body functions and the averaged spectral absorption coefficients in each spectral
region for eabhh.separate gas componenb can be determined by a least squares procedure using
total emissiviQy ,ata. For-carbbo dioxide and water vapour total emispivity data aie pre-
sented in Hottelnrd'Sarofim [8].

For soot radiation one needs to determine the soot concentration in the flame and the speci-
fic absorption coefficient for soot. For experimental conditions on laboratory scale it is
difficult to obtain absorption doefficients to a good accuracy; the problems are much bigger
if one 'Wants to obtain absorption coeffieients for fhiel oil or pulverized coal flamesi in
furnaces. As the particle propeities are complexly related to fuel type and mixing tistory
the va-Pi'tion of these propertie4 throughout the flame is normally not known. However, soot
'radiation can be included in the'presented model. The soot absorption coefficients have to
be determined for the wave length re~iens of fable XI. Soot absorption coefficients vary
strongly with wave length. Johnson (11] discusses work from several authors on soot radia-
tion. Kunitomo-[23] reports that soot emission is<,mainly affected, by the soot concentration
and the soot particle size and the soot formation is influenced greatly by the excess air
factori the kind of birher and the fuel type <for ao range of liquwd fuel flames.

Radiationihntensities canbd calculatedusing an equation sirUiar to, Eq; (22).

-146 -X -KX ) oT
4

Wn Im(x) +nIn( 0) e + ag,n(Tg)(1, e ] (30)

Emissivity 'data to test Eq. (28) is available both on gases with one radiating ccmp~onent
and radiatinZ gas mixtures of'different omposition [8,'12, 13, 14]. |

'Experimental information to test Eq; 0'30) i-s available in Michelfelder and Lowes [i] for
gas flames with methane, carbonmonoxid6, carbon dioxide and water vapour in the eonbu.ticn
gases -ad for luminous oil flames wih mixtures of radiating gases and soot.

5. RADIATION.HEAT EXCHANGE MODELS

'The b-asis for.' diation heat exchange is the equation of radiant energy transfer Eq.(I).
This equation has to, be integrated, over the electromagnetic spectrum to find the energy
transfer in 6ne direction. For the heat exchange in a flame all directions at each point
have to be considered. Therefore Eq. (1.)must be integrited over all solid angles (4T ste-
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radians) in addition to integration over all w4avelengths. In this paper we will discuss a
number of different techniques for the evaluationi of radialiof heat exchange. The mathema-
ticai details will not be presented as these are available in i efs. [24 - 30]. The verifi-
cations we will present later oh refer to aci-symmetricai systems. Therefore we mainly
restrict ourselves to axi-sym:metrical models.

AAZ Zone method {
The Zone method developed by Hottel and Cohen [31] is a method in which the furnace chamber
and walls are divided i several zones. The exchange between each zone pair is calculated
from the equation of radiant eiergy transfer. So-called exchange areas are available from
tables [8]-. The exchange areas refer to fixed zone sizes fora constant absorption coeffi-
cient. Therefore the Zone method cannot easily be combined with a spectral emission/absorp-
tion model in which absorption ccefficients vary with temperatare. If one wants to change
the zone size one needs to change the-exchange areas as well. Coarse zoning is a problem
associatedwith the Zone method. If, rinciple the Zne method is not limited to coarse

zoning, however, the calculation of exchange betweena large number cf zones as would be
necessary for direct coupling of the Zone method with a prediction procedure for fluid
flow and combustion renders the Zone method computationally a.desirable-. The Zone method
is considered a very accurate method when the zone sizes are small And the absorption
coefficients are constant throughout the furnace. Johnson [11] developed a computer pro-
gramme for the Zone method in which the furnace has been divided in 3 radial and 11' axial
zones. The programme can be used with the emission/absorption models A, B and C of the
previous section.

BB: Two-flux Schuster-Schwarzschild'model

In a flux model the exact integro-differential equation (, 'Eq. (1) integrated over al-
wavelengths and all solid angles) of radiant energy trunfeTr is replaced by approximare
differential ones. Schuster [32] and, Schwarzschild [33] developed a two-flux model in
Cartesian coordinates. We developed a model in cylindiical coordinates [28] . It is
assumed-that the intensity I in.t'i:. 2 is constant over the' upper hemisphere (05 0 )
and constant over the lower hemispShere ( 5 0 < i). A discontinuity' in the intensiEy dis-
tributibn occurs at the interface:'betweeR 6otfi hemispheres. Two partial differential
equations are obtained by integrating ieparately over the upper and lower hemisphere. These
differential equations are normally solved as ordinary ones by standard finite' difference
techhiqueS die 6btains radiant heat fluxes in positive and Aegative radial direction at
the chosen gridpoints in the furnace Volume and at the furnace walls. The production of
radiative hdat per unit volume canbe calculated as well at eachi grid point. These radia-
tive heat production terms enter, the differential energy balances, in which conlectie,
diffusional and radiant heat flukes are considered simultaheu-sly, as source terms 6f
energy. Therefore th3 model is well suited to be comi'6d with prediction procedures for

fluid flow and combuiti6n. The same is true for the following models. All the emission/
abs6rption models of the previous se6t*on can be used in cmbnination with this and the
foll6wiing heat excrange models. The b6undary conditions At ails are formulated as: leaving
,flux is equal to-emissivity of viall times -black body 'emissive power of wall plus -rflec-
tivity, of wall tik,,es arriving flux. At the axis of an axi-symmetricaltfurnace system the
net flux equals'ero._ These boundary coiditions can be writteh for each gas of for each
spectral region of the applied emission/absoptipnmiodei.

.. CC:, Two-:flux Milne-Eddington model
Thwo fuedpr n to obtain the equations, for the Milne-Eddington model [34, 35] differs from

the procedure for ,I SchuSter-SchWarzschild model. Gibson and Manihan [36] derived the
two-flux quatins 1i cylindrical,,.oordinates. The equations for both two-flux'models areIr ' very similllr

The,,reasons for- our devOlopment of a four-fluxmodel 'are:

1; the. possibility to, caiculate radiant heat ftizes in the axial direction, which is
imporiant to account for the axial temperature gradients'in a flame,

2. abetter description of the intensity distribution around, a point can be made, which
Will lead'to a mo e accurate calculation of the heat fluxes.

The intensity aroundapoint is assumed to be constant over' i steradians in respectively
(see fig. 2) pos itive radialdirection, 6egatiVe a i-'l direction,,positiv6 axial direc-
tion and negat'vv axial directin'. Eour' partial differential equations are obtained by
int6grating I l equation of trafisfei &roer' i steradians separately for each coorainate
directioh. Fd !the solution ,procedure use-'has beenmAde 'of a 'central finite difference
scheme. As the',equations are cg6pled to some extent the solutions areobtaindd itera-
tively. Radiant-heat <fluxes in the-four c6rdinate directions are 6btained at the chosen
grid points.

EE" Six- flux m'del

The two- and f',ur-flux models have been 'developed for axi symmetrical systems. For a
CarteSian system a six-flux- model is needed to calculate -the heat fluxes in. the six
(positive and negpti~e) coordinatedirections. The intensity around a point is assumed,
to be constant ove- ste' dians in, each coordinate, direction. Six partial differen-
'ial equations areo'taineW,, 1, ntegrating the equation of transfer separately for each
coordinate direction. In this m6del several improvements compared- to the preVious'flux
models have been in'Luded. 'In the two-'an', f6,ur-flux models the partial differential
equations al solved"as 6rdinary oqes. <h@h no proper account is taken of the direction
of travel of individual radiation,'beams contributing to -the heat flux in a certain



direction. In the six-filuk iaodel the heat flux in a point is a function of all the radiation
beams through this point. Even if the major'heat transfer is, in an bbliue direction reia-
tive to the main coordinate, lines no special problems occur. Themost favourable finite
difference scheme canbe ch6sen dependeit On step sizes. (distances between grid points)
and abs6rptiofi coefficients, Of c6urse £imila' -impovements -could be incorporated in the
two- and fbur- flux models, but we decided to develop the next model.

- FF: CID-5 model
A iimitation in the flux models is thd assumption about the intensity distribution around
d point. The solid angle of Ili ster.dia6s is divided into A, nw'-ber of smaller -solid angles
in, which the intensitf is constant. Then discontinuities in the intensity distribution
exist at the interfaces between the smaller solid angles. However, within a flame the dis-
crete radiation beams form inore- or less a continuous. pattern as a function Of the' spherical
anies'. _For the CID-5 model -we assume a continuous intensity distribution; 5 parameters
are needed in-anaxi-syiun'trical system.-In ref. (2U] it is proven that the chosen distri-
butioh canapproach practical intensity distributions better than is possible with the 2
four'flux distributio. The solid aigie of 4n steradians is integrated separately over -
steradians in each coordinate direction, namely positive ,and negative radial, axial and
tangential direction. Six partial differential equations are obtained. Because of symmetry
two of these are identical.IhtheCID-5 model many of the' improvements mentioned for the
six-flux-model have been ini6r!e9ated. Ascylindrical systems are much complexer than
Cartesian systems some of othe directional effects have been -pmitted.

GG: CID-6 model

The same intensity distribution as for the CID-5 model can be used to build a radiation
heat transfer model that is valid in a three-dimensional furnace where the coordinate
system is Cartesian. In this model all the directional effects mentioned for the six-flux
model can be incorporated. .

6. EXPERIMENTS

Flamed from simple burner geometries are produced with natural gas, propane and fuel oil in
an approximately cylindricarfuinace with an equivalent diaieter of 2.22 m and a length of
6,29 m. These flames, f which a rumber combuit throughout the leigth of the -furnace?
produce steep axial and radial temnperature and concentration gradients, which should
strongly test any radiation model. Two of the gas flames investigated will be used for the
verification of the radiati6h m6dls. In fig. 6 the flame shapes of both flames are shown.
The first flame is a jet flame with a lengthirof approximately 4.3 m. In this flame the gas
temperatures vary between 350 K and 1600 K with severar minima-and maxima in axial and
radial direction. As well steep, concentration gradients are produced. The second flame is
a short bulbous flame, almost completely burnt out within 0.5 m from the burner tip,. For'
this flame the gas temperatures vary between 1000 K and 1800 K. The Steepest gradients in
gas temperature and- concentrations occur close t6 the burner. The thermal input of both
flames 'is about 3 MW.

Measurements of the-heat flux to 17 cooling loops are taken for a large number of flames.
In addition for each of the flames, measurements are made of hemispherical radiation flux
to thewalls, intensity of radiation, gas and wall temperature, concentration of chemical
species and solids, flow field, etc. The incident radiat&on flux at the furnace wall is
measured by a hemispherical radiometer, which is traversea- t the 'urnace wall along the
flame axis. The hemispherical radiometer accepts radiation from a hemisphere (2n stera-
dians), while the narrow angle radiometer accepts radiation from only approximately
0.000007V sterbdians. The latter instrument is traversed in stps across the flamethiough
the flame axis. The measurements of radiation intensity start with the narrow angle radio-
meter'looking from a short distance at a target-of fiighemissivity. By withdrawing the
radiometer from the target more flame gases are between the radiometer and the target. At
several positions along the length of the flame" traverses are made through the flame. The
radiation intensities are caused-by flame radi6tion when a cold target-is used and by
target radiation in addition to flame radiation when a hot target is used. Full details
about the trials ad the measurements are available in refi '[I]-. In subsequent sections
relevant,experiment/lresults willbe pr6sented.

7. VERIFICATION OF EMISSIOI/ABSORPTION MODELS

A first test on the emission/absorpti6n-models is predictifig measured emissivities.-In
fig. 7 the-results are shown; The gray gas-models (A) are ot aecurate; the dependency of-
emissivity on gas temperature is not -predicted. The one clear/two gray gas, m6del (B)
becomes increasingly inaccurate at pressure path lengths above 0.6 bar.m. Deviations above
10%-exs! at pressure path lengths higher than 1.2 bar.m. The four gray gas m~dei (C) and
the s ctrar model (D) predict measured emissivities very accurate, -

A second test on the emission/absorption models- Is the- agreement found comparing calculated
and measured radiation intensities. The int6ni:ty calcilationd are started at the target,
where the, intensity equals the black body intensity of the targeti A- stepsize x of ,0.1 m
is taken, and -aft&r each c~lculatiix x=0 -n Eqs. (17) and. (22) is jaoed by the stepsi-ze. $o

- complete traverie6 Of intbnsty ark obtained -Trm the'target through the- flame -axis to the
-oposite wl.Ifi.8dirbtosftmeau anpataprszr e. distance
of 2.035 m from the burner wall are show for flame I of fi . 6. In figs. 9 and 10 intensi-
ty predictions are compared' withmieasurements. In fig. 11 ,distiibutinE of temperature and.
partial pressures At a distance of.O 37 m from-the burner wall are shown for flame I, of
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fig. 6. in fig. 12 intensity predictions are compared with measur6ments. -Fig. 13°shows
predicted and measured iftensities for fl.me 1I at 4.25 mr from the burner wall-, where the
distributions of temperature and concentratiois are rather flat. Many more intensity pre-
dictions have been madeuing models A, B, C and D [28]. The gray gas models (A) are not
very ccur'ate; they d, not-predict the correct shape of the measured intensity distribu-

tions. The one clear/two gray gas- model (B), the four graygas model>(C) and the spectral
modei (P) do -not differ mubh in accuracy. Very sever- tests on these models in regions
with steep ,emperature and concebt ati6n gradients demonstrate that deviatiohi up to 40%
between-the modei predictions and the measurements can occur. The largei deviations
develop wlhen the predictions have progressed beyond the-flame axis, which'indicates that
absorption of radiation.emitted-at high temperatures is not correctly predicted when the
absorption occurs at low temfperature. -With the mbdels B, T and D accurate predictions are
obtained, when the temperature and concentration d'tri6utiohs are rather unifbrm.

8. VERIFICATION OF RADIATION HEAT EXCHANGE MODELS

In figs. 14 and 15 predictions of incident radiative heat flux at th wall are compared with
experimental results. The CID-5 model produces quite good results for flame I of fig. '6. In
fact the same is true for the Z6ne method'and the four-flux model. It is surpri3ing that
the inacc ,.rate gray gas models and the enw-r accurate one clear/two 'gray gaq model -produce
similar results. However, gas volume elements c6ntribute to the wall heat flux in different
ways as is indicated by figs 9 and 10. For fl~n'e II of fig. 6 the predictions of wall heat
fluxes are shown in fig. 15 for the Zone method ahd the four-flux model. The, larger 16via-
tions between measurements andpredictions occur- over -toe first part of the fNrnace pear
the burner end. However, in this part of the rurnac- th6 intensity predictionsdeviated
as well from the measurements, so pxobabiy the deviations of fig. 15 are caucea by the
emission/aosorption model applied.

As the comparisons between measurements and predictions = e rot conclusive about the accu-
racy of the heat exchange models theoretical investigations hav-,been executed. A numerical
solution and an exact Bessel function solution of the two-flu Schuster-Schwarzschild
equations agree. The two-flux--models, the four-flux model and the,-CID-5 model have been
compared with the Zone method for theoretical test cases for whiih the Zone method produces
accurate heat fluxes [28]. To summarize these investigations on6 can state:
- two flux models'do not predict adcurate radial:heat fluxes of flames with sheep axial
gradients- the four-flux model is more accurate than the two-flux:models

- the CID-5 model is more accurate than the-four-flux model'
- the two-flux, four-flux and CID-5 m6dels can easily be combihed with prediction procedures

for fluid flow and,ombustion
- the CID-5 model accurately predicts local radiative heat pioduction
- the CID-5 model ahd-,the Zone method are of comparable accuracy, however, the Zone method

is problematic in combination with a prediction procedure for fluid flow afid combustion,
ifi combination with a spectral-model f6r-emission/absorption and in flames with high
abhorption coefficients.

9., CONCLUSIONS

Several emission/absorption models have been developed and verified.- The one gray gas models
are inaccurate, while the one clear/twogray gas model is inaccurate at- higher pressure
pathlengths..The four gray gas model and the spectral model predict measihred emissivities
very accurately. When no steep gradients in temperatures and concentrations exist, theone
clear/two gray gas. model, the four gray gas model andthe spectral model predic. measured

- radiation intensities from relativelyarge gas flames accurately. The deviations between
measured and -prcdi-ted- intensities increase when the gradients become steeper, which is
attributed tc less accurate prediction of absorption in low temperature regions of radia-
tion emitted in high temperature regions of the flame. We recommend our spectral -fnbdel, as

Sit'is based m6re on fundamentals than the other models. A spectr'al model for mixtures of
gases and soot is proposed, which can be used for flames with any composition of radiating
components.

A -number of x-adiat"on heat exchange models for cylindrical systems have been developed and
-verified. qhile for Cartesian iystems models have been developed. Two-flux models do not
predict accurate radial heat fluxes for flames-with Steep axial gradients. The CID-5-model

- predicts heat fluxes quite accurately., The four-flux model is slightly less accurate. The
CID-5 model and the Zone method-are of comparable- accuracy, however, the Zone method is
problematic in cobination -with a prediction procedure for fluid flow and combustion, inc0m~anion with a spectral model for emission/absorptin and in flames with high absorp.-

,tion coefficients. The flux-and OlD-models can easily be combined with prediction proce-
dures for fluid flow and Combustib. The:ID-5modei acctratelypredicts local radiative
jeat production The deviatiors between neasuied and redictqd heat fluxes can be partly
ascribed tbthe emIssion/absorption model applied. For Cartesian systems ka six-flux model

- and a CID-6 model areproposed, in which some definite iimprovements above the two- and
- four-flux-models have been incorporated. Similar improvements have been introduced in the

- - -dID-5 m06deij.

The ihformation in thi3 paper is not only relevant with respect to furnace flames, but as
well for radiation neat 'xchange in flares, fires, buildings and the atmosphere.
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DISCUSSION

C.H.Priddin, UK
You mentioned briefly the Zone type method, but dismissed it because of the difficulty in combining it with a
finite-difference code. There are conditions where radition can-be "decoupled!' from the flow, And compatibiiity
Jisthen no problem. Wbuld4ydu redofmend the use 6f Zofie methods in this situation?

Author's Reply

The following problem areas can-be mentioned with respect to-the Zone-miethod:
-,coupling with finite differeiiceprocedure causes difficul ties
- notvell suited for complex fuaide geometries
-,for high absorption coefficients as occur in practical flames very small zone sizes are needed
- for flames with temperature gradientsOsail isothermal,z6nes are needed
- wheha large number of small zones is used computer time and st6r ge willbehigh

not flexible" when zone siids 6r6 to be changed
- when absorption coefficients vary over furnace volume exchange areas cannot be deterniined'accurately; this

-makes the Zone-method lesssuited'for flames witti:soct, for flames with concentration gradients and in combina-
tion with spectral emissioi/absorp'iion model for flames withtemperature gradients.

If the above mentioned problem areas do notexist the Zone method can be recommended. the Zone method
produces accurate heat fluxes for certain well defined theoretical test cases. Then the Zone method can be used as a

standard'for the flux and CID models.

However, if the problem areas do,exist-I would recommend to consider radiation heat exchange models of the finite
difference, type. But then one has to take advantage of the full capacities of the latter models, which in practice is
often fieglected.

A.K.Varit'; US
In turbulent flames there-are significant interactions between the radiation emission and absorption and the
turbulent fluctuations of temperatures and species.

Have you considered taking these effects into account?

Author's Reply

The differences between measurements and predictions of intensities have beeninvestigated& One of the possible
reasons for the differences are temperature and concentration fluctuation effects. Temperature and concentration
both affect emission (e a T4), but as the effect of temperature and concentrationon emissivity e is small compared

-)4
t0.thtceffect of temperature on ,  , temperature is the most-important parameter for the emission. When-tempera-
ture r;ses emissivity falls down which Will reduce theeffects-of fluctuations on emission.

We assumed that the temperature at a poiiton-airaverse varies between the minimum and maximum measured
temperature on that traverse. A stepwise variation from a maximum value Via the average value to a minimum value
is used in such a way, that the temperature is 25% of the time,on the maximum value, 50% of the time on the average
value and 25% of the time on the minimum value. The ratio uitween (T4 ) average and (Tavera e)4 has been
calculated'for all the traverses. One Vould expect the above strong temperature fluctuations only in the regions of
steep tefiperaturegradients in axial and radii- -ire-- tion. Only on a small part:of the measured traverses the emission
will increase significantly. Thie-predicted intensitis can be a few percent higher if-tempeature fluctuations are taken
into account. Fluctuations do not explain the'larger deviations between measurements and predictions of intensity.
As well fluctuations do not-explain the'systematic behaviour of these deviations; measurements are below the pre-
dictions at the axis of the flame while at the wall the measurements are far above the predictions.

i
J.B.Michel, Ne

Can CID type model predict the spectral distributionof radiative intensity and if ,yes, do you envisage comparisons
with measvredspectral data?

AjFthb;' Reply
In principle the spectral enission/absorption model can predict spectral intensities. However the-absorption coeffi-
'ients have been determined using measured totalfiitegrated over t1yspectrum) emissivity data. With go- nough
specttlinforniation-thespectralmodel can be tested and if necessary optimized.

,l ,.However the CID modeI predictheat fluxes, which are intensities integrated.with respect to solid angle. The CID
models can be combined with-spectral emission/a.bsorption models. These combinations can be usdto-predict

-spectral radiative heat fluxes.

We envisage comparisons with measured spectral data only when enough (financial) interest exists.

.II : ' .. . ..
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F.C;LockW66d,-UK
In our work with 'Air Liquide, France,, on oxygen efiiiched flames we have fouiid that the existing grey plus clear
gas torrelationis for the absorption coefficient are riot satisfactory at the very hgi~prtrseeprec.D

you know of acorrelatibn~Valid up to; say-28OOIK?I

The ,weighting factors and~the absorption.doeficienits for theone clear/two grey gas model and the four grey gas
modeihave been deitmiedusing ineasured'total 6nigsivty~dita (as given in literature)-for the tmper i -- ran&
fron-I1 000 to-2000' K. -For thiespectraln'iiodel-tieblack-body factors'are~based on black-body functions. The
absorption coficienits'are basdd-agaiii on measured, total, emissivitY data.

'Some weighting factors of the one cleai/tWo grey, gas model and-thefour grey gas model go-negative at-2800 K,

which isfi' ,iysically,'unrealk'.tic. 'Th erefore-the constants of Table 11, and IlI would need to be adjusted for-higher

For the spectral mfodel~thes ,problenis do not ,exist. The'black bodly factois are always positive. As a first approxi-
maio te nfrmtin nTibe Icould 4~ue o~luae emisiite a?80k. A'better solution is to extend

Table-VI to, say, 2200, 2400, 2600 and 2800'K.I The black body factors and absorption coefficients can then-be expressed in polynomials in a similar way~ds in. the
paper.
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A method for the calculation of the l16cal'pr6rties of -spray, flames is, descritied
briefly and its ckpabilities and,' limitations appraised "by, compaiing- calculif ed'results
'with measurements. ',,The method.S-blves- elliptic differential equatiori.- repreuetn h
conserv'ation of massi, momentum, enthap n pce cnetaii'infnt ifrn
form. In addition,, Lagrangian. equations for the'droplet motion and thermal balance are

4solved for finito ranges 'of di6plet size A two-equation turbulence mode2.j a combustion
model, based on mean n ~as-fraction, -equations for f uel and oxidant and a' fou1r-f lux radiation
model are used. 'The droplet 'model assum'es' thit the evaporiating- droplets act 'a's distri-
butiad point -s6urdes of fuel-,Vipour. The meriti 'of the -method are quantiied by doM~afis6n
with measuie6meits'dbtaRid' for' three difft T-enit spray flame ge6metries'. 'The assumption of
repiesdatiiig the spray by a 'finite number,of size ranges has been Ialto examined, in- the
present -work 'and the'result iiidicate that th e -Impq Irti.ce of this number Is'
related'to theb pray type and the aerodynamic f~itures of the flow cdlose to the spray.

NOMENCLATURE

Cp specific~heat und6r~icbniant'pressure ,(J/kg0 K)
i stoichiometric oxjjien i~equirempts
k turbulent ' infetic energy ( m2 is)
Kf thermal 'conductivityjjof gases' (j/mOK~kg)
L, fuel latent heat 0! 'japorizat'ion (J/kg)

Enf fuel mass fraction~

'fax- -oxygen 'mas6-fraction.
ii the minimium value of and'iii I

%in - fu .ox/
mpmask of droplet (kg)

T temperature (O ),
TA fuel saturation temperature (K

Up, i' droplet 6dit' ii ' the 'i-direction (in/a)

P viscosity (kg/m~s tubAet kiiceti
p density ( kg/m )a ktefan-Boltzman constajit

C dissipation rate', of theL tubinkhtcenorgy

f gas phase

eff effective (including the effects of turbulence)

1. ' INTRODUCTION

-in relerence 1, the-'authors described -a-method for the 'calculation of the flow proper-

rison with' the measurements of reference,2, obtained with a hollow-coiie-spriy, and it was
concluded -that the number of size,'ranges, was' of little "importance. In -addition,* di.scre-

'H pancies of more than 4060K were observed -in tein;'eriature, and were -attributed to unirtaintf6s
in initial conditions aid in the turbulencee,modjl. The presenit paerprts calculated'
results obtained with an improved' version -of the method 'and makes oprsn ihma~e'1 ~~meiixs 'obtained with -both 'hollow-cone sprays a'nd -twin-4l' s a omrs n ih maueiiThe calculat64 aa mdusoftetwo-equation turbulence model but, on this:

occsio', th -cmbutio model has been changed from that of :iefekence 1,, which was appro,
'priate-dnly to diffusion flae6s, io. that of reference 3 whiich cafiiac.omodatb di'fusioi',p~emi~ y ad'bt ar ful -e flaes albeit with 'the, limitations'imppo'e, by, -sox'rce' 'terms
dependent upon mean massr 'fiactio Ins Iof 'fuel afid:,oxidant. "In 'Iddition, ''ad athough of seco'n-

darimortnc' to gas turbinie conditio'i crule o uxu -radiation mdlhsbe

incorporated. The influence of the -location. of the,' -gid, nodes" neces sary in- the finite-'I difference pi-ocedurej has been investigated an u1es~ta he reiults- pies7inted here
ii- " n i'ial afctd by" numerical features.

'T he-purpose -of the pr~sent. work i.s to 'allow an appraisal of- the'-calculation method
lon arlei rage of fuel 'conidJ.'tions and' gbometries thin those of'refe'rence l.' The crlcu-
ltstis, as restricted to Situations withk couiparativel small or zero preheat and theItes is as a re'sult, mire- seveme than' required in practice.K
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The itemainder of the-paper 4s presented in three sections., The foll6wink section
provi'des-, a brief statement of the equiCtibfii s6lved and, the louciry conditions dsed;
the turbulience-, combustion, dkbpldt dfid- iadiaiion_ 6dbls are described briesly and
assumptions indicated; the nu~meical ikhe'e '.i6ed to' solve the equatioiI6 is refei'enc~d
andi tests of -the -ififluefid. of grid locations described. -The three test cases are des-

&riedinth spartetatsofseio 3adcrespond io the measurements of refer-
ences 4 , 5 afid-,6;, the results and corresponding disciissiin are presented in these three
siubsectionis. The pa ?r e'Iids- with 'brief concluding' i~rn~rIs.

2. CALCULATION METHOD

momntu,detribul iwefene 1 dissi jt equations retresenting conserviation o1 mass,
momntm, uruL.cee'ne"r~"'y',,disat ion iate', (enthalpy and Mean, -species concentrations

ca ill be wttnin thed formfi"'"
a a 1 'w l a a l

('0) +i V CP r d ,+'

This presuin6s that the mean, flow. is. tw-7dimensional, axKisyrmetric h.nd that turbulciht
dif fusion 'an be -rep resented by gradienit assumptions and.'ek~hngcofiets .'h

sorerin ,,3, represents the generatio6n 'or 'destruction of he dependent variable, 4,, by s
processes concerned only With the gas phase6, anda Sd, the generation or--destru'ctibni due to,
the fuel droplets. Iflhe, .eaiation-j with thie'boundary conditions and assumptions,, described in
'the following -§ubdeci6AW' 'has 'uvi solved by 'the finite-differ',ence procedure,'descrlbed
in 'references 8 anIiid 9.

Boundary Conditions

The elliptic niture- of 'the differentiAl fequatItfs req~uires that each- dependent variable,
or its'gadieit, 'be -specified on all liid6 of the--s6it ion' domain. I n the present case,
wall and symmetry-line values were easily 'prescribed and zero -axial gradients Iwere pres-
cribed- at downstream locations where: this assumptii' did not influence the- upstream
calculated re'sults.co itosaebsdoexeietlnfrtinwhe

Upstream flow boundarycodtosaebsdoexeietlnfrtowhe
available, and on sensible guesses where not. The use of a-sensible gu~ess Iimofiea that.
its -inf luenice should 'be. tested. In--general, the flow boundir'cbnditi'is for turbulence
quantities are 'of secondary imiportance an'd are estimated on-, Lhe basis 'of- a mixing-length
hypothesis. The values of the' mean'-velocity components are mo reifmportant and specific
coments will be made when, the results, are discussed. -The initial, droplet -si ze-distribu-

V tion and injectiozi v~l6city are also important and are also discussed in'relation t6- the
aicsii~ results.

The two-equation, -effective-viscosity mode: used to represent the- turbulenrce charac-
teristi'cs haS been -ell document~d and represents the simplest model appropriate'to -flows *
with rediz'cula-tion. Higher-order mode~s, cannot-be- justified: with the uncertain-
ties i-Liduced-by the additional assumptions and particularly .the ,combustion and droplet
models.:' Equations for the turbui~nice, energy, and' dissipation rate- are 's:Aved in the form
described, for exoaple, in references 1 and-9, and the effective viscosity is issuimed to
have -the form

.CD . P k

The "1constant", C , and the other four "constants"- required i-o represent aerodynamipc
features 11are ideni'6al to these of references I~and 9. The ex change coefficient .in the
momentum, equations has, therefore, the. form-

where i the entha-lpy- equation,

whre' is ad?6 '~ffetiv6 "Prandtl" 'number with' a, value 62~ -0.9.

C6nsisteht, With- th6' effective viscosity assumption and to minimiz e computer storfge,
-'and run',times, the dependent variables at "the iallare linked to those at the first grid,,

node from-th' 'all by- "wall, functions" which presumie- the -logarithmic' law of the wall -

and are "dis cussed ii- ref erences 1 iu'nd 9'.

Combustion .model 
1

jt ji -assumed that liquid-fuel dr oplets act as distr'ibuited -sources of f ue] wh'ich-.

L
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qevapokit&'to foim~a- tcloud of vapoiti and thatj as, a xesult, 'the -combustion- pr~ce~s can -be
regide' .gaseous. Tet.spi neaprion processes are r~resefitedISy xhe droplet

j ';no'del and its influunce 6nthS trm bfheiocfunnhapy ANN' mean-spe~ibs
equaticnis. The combii-s'tiLn -procegs is- represented by the, model oif reference 3 wvhi-h 'presume§
ihat _the ,consumption, of fikl, -', ,s control ,led by a turbulenice-chemistry intberadtih ' i.e.

*3
~~~fuk '= k ~ "min ~ k/n/

where X. ib defined as the ratiobetwe~n the local concentration of reacted fuel and the
toial fuel,, 66ncentration1 cdisequently

f u EO /(J ±) f

This. combustion model can be used in arbitrary fuelled flames but is undrob tedly -si-
plis 'tic ir its lack- of direct consideration of the scalar fluctuations. It is,, however,
economic 61 computer storage Iand time and, iii vie*-,of th~e additional'uncekin't sii' psd
by the- drbplet model, -probably,-of acdetal prisin e ip

The in!f 3,uefice of density 1fluctuatoi', in. comfbusting flows, 1, ' impob-tant and the
present differenftial -equations may be regar ded,-a'written in m'ss-weijhtid form, with the
consequenit ass inptibn that the turbulence model is valid' in the presence' of, these f luctua-ft.ioms. This iipliies' that the calculated results'-'should be compared iith nwass-wbighted
measurenients and,,it is likely that the measured' concentrations are close to mass-weighted.

e -Drojtlet. model
The-droplet-Si,,e distribution within the fuel spray is- represented by a fihi-t6 nunba-

of, size ranges. Th ,drolb-!.-4urce- teirm.9 "Sd which-'piovide the meAns for coupiling the
4'droplet and ,gas fields iequii-e, f6i~iheir evalua'ii6n, tli&-detei'mination ojf , the drpopirt

location, si'ze, temp6einture and ve166i-ty within the calculation domain;i This i' an by
tracking -ta6e dxioplts' iepr6sentinj di'ff erent siz e ranges throughout their 'nImovem~nt inside

I the calculation domain -and. consequently -a Lagrangian f '2me~brk is- used.-to describe the
dreplet behaiWbur.

For each'droplet size6 range, the momentum balance equaiori' in the i-direction is
written as

d Up i Di. ; Ur,i Z CDR
MP. dt tT

where Re is the Reynolds number'based on the~dropiet diameter,, D', and the relative
eX p1

velocit if %is the drag- coefficient andie calcaiiated~ from the correlations given in
refrene 1!' he mass transfer rate from the liquid't h~a'pae soitdwt

evaporation, is giv'en by"th-gs~hse soitdwt
refer~nce ~ fT zn~ + B) . (I ,2 ~

where BC (T - Tst)/.-lo

So that,
__0,5 (3)

_____ 0-.56 Re)- zn(l + B) (3)

The droplet temperature during the jbreheatihg 'period;is determined-,by solving the thermal
balance ejuation for .a droplet moving in a gas stream:

dk -f + 056W (Tf-&T-(4
dt Wp -D -t

The solution of the 'Larangian equatipns, 2', 3 and 4 providds the variation, of droplet
It velocity, dianbier and temperature i , the time domain and a droplet tracking technique

transfers thi 't6 the spac -dman Th-dipe -rce' terms are obtained -by calculating
the loas-f ie '' fetfolt h a nd mowfitum'within 'each 'comutational cell of
the loss o in fth drqet as ea

Radiation' modbi

The preent radiation -deisbsd6'te1u-ndlproposed',by De 'Marco-and
Lockwood (10) -where the directional dependenc6' of the' radint tnsity at a toint, is
lappobximated: by 4~ 'trun'cated Taylor- ser'ies expr ession. The exact 'integro--differential
rat io 6debcrib~ n rtd, to -1. et of- apprc~cimate -part ia, diff &rent ial, equat ions of the

'r' : -- _ - equ~ion or ai-syn~tic geometries- afiU with the assjImii
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'&f nfi abs6rbirig' emitting non-scattering grey iimedium--in - local thermodynamic equilibrium,
the: e qdtiohs 'can, be written as

4: . O I 0x 4 K (-2R - R. dT YT

x

4'a' r, a r 4 K (2R - Rx - oT)

where R and R are ,respecti-vely the total axial and radial-radiation, fluxes and. K is he
bsorptfor" coefficient of the mediuh znc) has a "calculated value of O.3. The radiation,
jnergy 'contribution to the s6urce term in the enthalpy equation is expressed as

S 16/9) ; K . (R +'R -2oT 4 )

Numerical features

The droplet-gas coupling is inc6rporated in ,the f.numercal procedure as Iollows. An
isothermal, droplet-free - solution of the gas field is' fiist-btained then droplet trajec-
tories, size and temperature history are calculated, throu~h the droplet-field equatiOls,
with known gas properties. The droplet source terms are then calculated and''fed-to tIe'finite-difference form Of equatioh 1 to obtain adjusted' vaiues for the dependefie' jaiiables.

'These ir used agair in the solution of the droplet equations. This process of s61Ving,
ht gas:-fiel'd equations followed by the droplet equatio'ns is repeated un'til' all the'qut16insai sitisfied', see references 1-7.

The :present numorical :procedure is second-order' accurate except when the Reynolds
number of-the computational cell is greater than I2I . In such cases, an upwind-differen-
cing scheme'i§ used and is more likely tb cause numericalerrors if the streamlines do
fi6t orthogonally cross the finite-difference cells. Thes& 6rrors, which have the effect
of introducfng ,an additional 1'false-diffusi6n" into the equations, are dependent, on the
magnitude of the Reynolds ,niumber, UAxl/u, and therefore, can be minimized ,by reducing the
characteristi" dimensi6ii of 'the' cell', Ax, at regions where the characteristic velocity,',
is largely skewed,-to the ortli6gonal grfd4. , each of the s~ts of data describd' in the
follow ing seciion,l calculations were perf:i'i ed te" identify regions of highcell Reyiolds

,number -and the number of grid nodes' and "t ohii, locations were, adcordingly, imodified.
Figure 1 shows a sample of the calculated, results obtained 'with different arrangements-of
the grid nodes dand corresponds to ithe iseotrmal meafi-velocity measurements of reference 4,
test case 1. The reported calculations of 'the present work were obtained with a gi d
composed of 25 x 25 nodes which provided the best Compromise between computer storkge, time
and, accuracy. The computing time for the reported calculations varied betweenk:8 and 15
minutes of CDC 6600 time 'according to the number of size ranges considered and the flow
feaitures of each tes, case.

3. PRESENTATION' AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The present procedure hasf been applied for the predicti6n'of -the flow properties in
the three flame geometries of references 4, .5 and 6. Details of'the inlet c6fnditions,
experimental data and flame geometries corresponding to (thethree test cases are given
in table land figure 2. The calculatedlresults for-erich test case were obtained with,
thelpOtream boundary conditions summarized in table 2.

Test CaswAl

The experimental data of this test case, which were :obtained with a rotating cup
,atomizer capable of producing a'near-monosized spray, comirised measurements of the
droplet size distribution within the sphay and the dr6plet injection velocity. This
allowed, accurate representation of the droplet inlet conditions'and reduced the uncertjin-
ties of the drop3et model to those relating to the expression used' to'-calculate' the
drople- eyaPbration rate. Supplementa'Y experimental information regarding the upstream
boundcyco'nditions of the mean-velocity'-components and 'wall-temperature distributions
were a6lso available together with detailed measurements Of' air Velocity :within -the '
combu§tor under isothermal conditions. Calculated, results were obtained for the lat:ter',
as described pre ously, and were used to:,assess the 'accuracy of the present numeri"dtl

ocedure and the'turbujlence modl Th dfre., -,the 1foil6w~ing comparison with- the exer
mental data.l.lows the present' combustion :model ,to6,. critically appraised,.",

Figure 3 shews , the calculated and measred radial profiles of' temper'ature,.-ma~s
fractions of ca'rbou 'dioxide (C0 2 )"andioxygnh ('6-) a, different axial distancgs along the
combustion chamkei. Also shown on 'the figuejfor re(ference purposes, are the corresponding
measured profiles, of. carbon mononide. (CO) c6ncentration. The results of, figure, 3 show ,

that the general: features of the emperatur -and species 3oncentrations are correctly
predicted. Ho'wever, discrepancies in the'ietent'of chemical r'eaction and the corresponding
temperature values are clearly indicated.'in locations close to the, combustion chamber
wall, the 0 concentrations are under-predictled, by approximately 5%, with, a consequent
overprediction of the temperature values,.'wh~re discrepancies of around 'l0OK can be
obser"ed. The accelerated' consumption of oy (n, at this regin,, ,is attributed to
deficiencies in the coupled, turbulence/qhemis'ry models and, to- a lesser extent, 'to the

oundary condition 'specifications. oIn the initial flame region, X/D <0.3, and at radii
corresponding to the ,maximum ,gradients in the .measured-temperature and species doncentra-
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tions, around, R, i 60.mm the predicted' profiles of 02 and CO are seen to be slightly
shifted towards sialler radii which- indiddi e§-'. adrestifiiaion of the chemical reaction.
rates. With the presumqddependence-of-the 'reaction rate-on the turbulent kinetic energy
and its dissipation -rAe, this result is consistent with the und6rprediction of the central
re 4ircui'ation zone at this region which. is evident, it ffigure 1-.

The large discrepancies 4n, the temperature.values, around, 4000 K, which can be seen in
the radial profiles at X/D = 0.127a ndcO.255 and, at R < 50mm are attributed to uncertainties
in the present combustion mode, and in particular to -the assumption- of singlq step-chemical
reaction and the neglect of intermediate species such as soot and carbon monoxide. It is
cle ar that, although the 02 concentrations are, to some extent, dorrectly predicted in this
region, the CO- c6ncentrations -are overestimated by around 30%, which can be explained by
referring to- te, high CO values, (10%) measured, ifi this zone. In effect, -and due to the

:comparatively high calorific value of CO, the- calculated heat release rates are much- higher
than -the aitual'values. At the fzr downstream regions of the flame, fol example it- X/D;'45,
ne differences between the calculated .and measured temperature values decreaseg to around
OODk and-can ba attributed, again, to deficiencies in the coupled turbulence/chemistry

models.

Test Case'.2

The calculations for tnis test case were performed, as indicated in table 2,-for 5 and
-0 droplet size ranges; the, cat.culated and measured radiAl profiles of temperature and

unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) eoncentrations are shown in figure 4. The calculated profiles
in the upstream p'rt 6f the flame, X/DISC < 'O.437 indicate a large overpredicti6n,of the
temperature values, by Protnd-400k, and-are qualitatively in error-especiali in the
region surrounding the intense-combustion zone,, which is indicated by the high tempera-
ture values at R/DUCT 'around 0.4. The present flow-ge6metry, see figure 2, suggests'"hat
this region coincides, with the.',9iear layer separating the recirculation zone behind the
disc and the surrounding air, Itream-. It is likely that the large overprediction'of the
chemical reaction rate at this region, which, is-evidended by the calculated radial profiles
6f;1UHC is mainly Aue to inaccurate calculation of the mean flow and the turbulence
cha'racteristics within the shear layer; The predictedhigh temperature value's in the
initial flame .region are also influenced by the uncertainties in theassumptioi of single
step reaction-(the measurements indicated comparatively high concentrations) and in, the
calculation of the 6vapbrati6n,andspreading of the fuel spray.

The pfedicted and--Measdred temperature profiles, in the dlwnStream part of -the flame -
P X/DIS: > 0.6, are-showntobe-qualitatively in, agreement although the temperatur6 values

are,:generally underestimated by around l00-2000 K. -It can also be observed-that the,
predicted't iC. concentrations are well below the measured values. Apart from the related
influence of thil ov6rprediction of the chemical reaction rate in the initial flame regioni.
thesediscrepanci tare due maAnly toinacdscies in representing the turbulent 'transport
and- eadigof the' Str am~surrounding the stabilizer disc which had'a consequent
dilutioi -and cooling, oefedts on the dow'stream part 6T the flame.

The caleulated resul cs o fV.gure 4 which were obtairi d with 5 and 10 droplet size
raft:,es in-dicate clearly that the 'hcese i, the numbei of size ranges has a relatively
smAii influence on the predicted Nro~i~es, -This small"'difference between the predicted
results is probably related to both the 6spray type and the aerodynamic features of the
present geometry. The hollow -cone type of -dhe spray for this test case implies that most
of the droplet trajectories are conf ired-:t6 a srmal spatial volume and it is likely that
changes in' the discretizaton- level- us6d in repreecnting the spray would have insignificant
influence on"its overall- charateristis, including"bth- the evaporation and spreading
rates. It is also likely that the high turbulent mixieg rates in the nearrspray region of

the present .fldw geometry tend. to-diminish-he influenceo ofi any small differences in the
details of the spray-evaporationaed' spread ng .processes associated with-the change in the
number 6f size ranges:.

sTeitCase 3

The- reported.-calculations for'thic 'cest case were performed -using 10-,and' 20 droplet
size ranges as. indicAied-in tabl4 2. ' The calculated -and measured centre line distributions
of temperature, massfract i tns of -0, CO (measured), and co2 are shown in figure 5 and the
coriespofiding radial profiles, at aial"44-idances 6f 80mm-and 250mm are shown in figure 6.

It 1§ evident from -igure '5 that the -val'cvl-ated oxygen concentrations along, the flame
For example, -the calculated values at om6 points drop to below'half tae measured concen-
trations. Related' discrepancies in the temperature and C02 Mass f~a_;tin can also be
easily detected in-ligure 5. This overpredidtion of the ch e mical fractionrateis due,
in part, to inaccuracies in representing the spray evaporation rate and to-uncertainties
in the present combustion, model. The former is clearly demonstrated by -the cqmpaiTively
'better agreement betweenwthe, predicted and measured values obtained- with the higher number
of droplet size ranges. The- latter may stem from -the strong dependenceof the reaction
rate term-on the turbulence- charact6ristics Of .the flow w'hich,'in turn, aresensitive to
the presumed'upstream boundary conditions. It -s also likely that, in the initiai flame
region, the combustion model may be deficient' in its lack of direct consideration of the

influence of the presence o'f high don6entratibfs of ;fuel--droplei on the calculafion of'
$ the reaction rate.

it is. clear ,from the radial profiles of figure,6 that the iW rease in, the-,number of
droplet size ranges (from 10 to 20), has led to. a be t 6i Jreijes .ntation, of the falame

4j , ___



spreading rate and ,to a decrease in, the -disdrepancies between the calculation and measure-
mentse For example1 the 1tbations-of th t~mpera. ure maxima are shifted radialiy, outward
tO'boincide approximately?, with-'the measured locations. This is mainly due to the
increased ' accuracy in calculating the evaporation and:spreading rates of, the, fuel spray,

'as aresult of the 'reduced degree -of discretiZation associated with the-hiiher number of
size ranges. The larger, influence of the number -of. size ranges observed in this case is
related to, the spray type and the comparatively low tdrbulent mixing rates of the, present
flow geometry where-an increase in the relative importance of the fuel spray characteris-
ticsl-in controlling ,the 6ombustio-prdcess 'is anticipated '.

The comparison betweefi the experimental and, piedicted results for this' case, and for
the preceding two-,cases, °is undoubtedly, subjedt 'to the expei'imental ,uncert'ainties associa-
ted;with bacb, technique. Although as.essment of these uncertainties is difficult, it is.6xpected, that the accuracy of temperature measurements will, in general, be better-than 10%

and that of the onfintratiorii measuremenits-will,, at the best, be in. the range of +15%.

4,, -CONCLUDING.REMARKS,

The present procedure has been applied for the cal'culatiofi of the flow properties in

three different spray flame geometries and the coihparis6nwith the corresponding experimen-
tal data indicated that the general features' of'-the flow fields are correctly' predicted.
The magiitude of the disciepancies between the experimental and predicted results and the
relative importance of the sources of uncertainties in'the ,modelling assumptions was found
to vary according-to the flame giometry, considered. For example, the results of test case
1 showed discrepancies in the teihperE-turt_ -and oxygen concentrations of between 100 and
4000 K an~d 1 and 5 0 % re~petively wh;ichi we malk'iy' inf(luenced by the delficiencies in
the coupled turbulece/cmbu~tion models. The uncertaintiet in the droplet model, however,
relating to the calculation of the spray evaporitiofi and-sprdaiung rites were, however, I
f6und to contribute significantly to the observed discrepancies in the -es'lts of test
case 3.

The second and third 'test cases of the previous seution -corresponded to significantly
different spray and flow geometries and therefore,,,Pllowed the influence of the number of
size ranges assumed within the droplet modal to be examined over a wider range of spray
flames than those of reference 1i In agreement with the conclusion of reference 1, the
calculated results of test case 2 indicated a small influence of the uumber of size ranges
on the predicted'profiles. On the other hand, the results,of test case 3 d6monstratedc~learly-the importance of, thIs-numbei; ExaminatJon ofX both the sproyehlaracteris ties andthe-aerodynamic flow Ieafures, of the present i6- cases and- those relating to the test case

of reference'- suggests that the influence will -be small for sprays where the majority of
droplets are confined to a small spatial volam i (for oxamplb, hollow-cone sprays) and for
flow c'hditions where a high degree of turbulent mixing exists in the near-spray region.
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'U Ab 1.. Operatifig-conditionis f6r thI three t6'st cases

Test .case number.. 1 '
(ieference)' (4) (5) -,(6)

Flam& geometry ';ffure ,2,a figyi6 2,b figure 2,d

FU6l peoieliud ropane -kerosihe

Fulraomzi otitin'g cup simplie* twin-fluid
-at6iiizer rd6s .re atomizer atomizer

Swirier 'angle 60
-Cbmhbust6r pressuke 1 atm '5 atm, unconfin~ed -1 atm.
Preheat t6 peratur6 3009K 5o60K ' 3000K

'Combustionf air, '20A/r36kgh
'flow 'ite'rae0k/r30kgh-
~Fuel f16W rae4.75. kg/hr -22.6 kg/hir 2.3',kg/hr

Experimental data Radial profiles Radial profiles -Radial and centreline'
T,CO CO0- droplet "'T,C0,UHC ,NO ~ profiles, a-T'XOCO 0 H2

Isothermal axial adoCH -drolety-z
velocity',rpe eoiy

Table 2,. Fuel spray upstreamn' boundary conditions for the

three test cases.

Z~est case no. 1'2 3

Droplet size. nermnszd . dn 4.21xl06 D exp.-)06
distribution (measured) i

=47jjA(70%mads) 'D 0.4
Pmean' exp.(":l698(+) )
Dsatelite=24m(3%ma66)'.dp

No. of size ' 5-10 10-20
ranges,

Droplets' (measured) ' (calculated) (measured)
injection Up 0,9-8 Up 20.0 UP 20-25
velocity(m/.4) i 1.0-2.34' Vp 2*p 03-

Wp 11.69-25.3' Wp 11.5

IL '' *dn and n are the number of dro~lets in the size range from Dp toDp + dDp and
the total' number 61 droplets respectively.

* mas r friction for droplets larger than DP
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DISCUSSION

A.M.Mellor, US
I believe that test case 2 shows little dependence on the number of size ranges used to model the spiay for two
reasons:

(1) The liquid propane isthought to flash evaporate when injected into the combustor;

(2) The flame you have modelled is thought to be controlled by the mixing of fuel vapor with air, that is, evapora-
tion is rapid compared to this mixing (see Paper 24,.this Symposium, Figures 10 and 11, and Reference 48
of Paper 24).

Author's Reply
The calculated results support Dr Mellor's interpretation and confirm that, of the three sets of datatested, only
these trom the twin fluid atomiser with its polydispersed solid spray, require a large number of size ranges. It is
likely that, except at idle conditions, droplet considerations are of secondary importance for gas-tiurbinie calculations.

J.Swithenbank, UK
(1) Although it may be justifiable in some cases to use only -a few droplet size ranges in evaporation computations,

our studies' have shown that for a typical pressure jet atomizer we obtained virtually the same results with
20 and 40 increments and significant differences with the size ranges. Vwe therefore feel that at least. 10 size
ranges areneeded in such systems.

(2) We should try to elevate the choice of gridsize from the state of at. 'art' to a,'sciencf,. Perhaps the turbulence
length scale can be used to iteratively. optimize the g rid.

I welcome your comments on these points.

i. Vincent, M.W. Droplet Evaporation in Combustors, Ph. D. Thesis, SheffieldUniversity 1976.

Author's Reply
(1) The results I presented have related to threesprays and show significant influence of the number of droplet,

sizeranges only for the solid spray. The more practical hollow-cone arrangeinents-clearly did not require more

than 5 size ranges. The previous comparisons, presented at the 4th Symposium on Air Breathing Engine
Symposium support thisyiew. This is not to say that sprays with different characteristics will allow different
conclusions. However, it seems likely that theneed to better represent the chemistry by, for example, a two-
stage reaction will result in discrepancies which are more important than these introduced by the consideration
of asmall number of size ranges. h1e incorporation of this better chemistry, with appropriate influence of
turbulence, may require considerable effort:

(2) 1 agree with the view that the location of grid nodes requires skill and that a-more systematic and automatic
procedure is desirable. An important question is to identify good criteria for this choice. We have found, in
some flows, that the consideration of the static pressure distribution, and the location of nodes with concentra-
tions'linked to the static-pressure gradients, gives good results. But the criteria may be Preferable in different
flows, and numerical experiments are necessary to identify them.

Atthe same-time, we need research with the magnitude of numerical diffusion effects as a function of finite-
difference scheme and flow. This'is-at least as importart as automatic node selectioh, although the two may simply
-be coupled. In many practical flows, with realistic numbers offnodes, numericaldiffusion is iitroduced to retain

stability, with large but inadequately quantified effects. The effects need to be quantified andwhere necessary,
avoided,-eitler by abetter distribution of grid nodes, bybetter numerical schemes or by a combination ofboth.

Vt
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SUMMARY

Increased interest in alternative fuels use in gas turbines has prompted questions related
to the impact of fuel property variability on'thecombustion process. Reduced'hydrogen~content is characteristic of syncrudes, that have been identified as-probable alternate

fuel sources. An interrelated analytical and experimentalpr6gramis being condicted -in
which chemical and aerodynamic interactions are being inrestigated in order toprovide a
technology base to ald in dealing with probiems of burning alternative fuels. One element
of this effort is devoted to characterizing the'kinetics of the oxidation of alternative
fuels. This pape is concerned' principally with the problem of net soot-generation which
is aggravated by the reducedhydrogen content. The-kihetics of- the-process is being modeled
using the quasiglobalcohcept while experimentaldata is being developed primiarily from-a
laboratory jet stirred combustor. Results are presented showing that ,sootemissions can
be-characterized'in terms of major species and that soot oxidation must be included in the
lprediction of net soot generation., In addition,"the tedhni~ues'being,.employed for coupling.
the che'mical and- aer6d namicprocesses are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

'Until recently the development of gas turbine- combustors as well as ,the -development ,f
,combustion chambers for most other applications has been'based largely upon empirical:
methods. While reliabli,&systems have been produced by this approach the cost is becoming
Prohibitive. Furthermore, time, constraints fori.the development of new systems by thisapproach-ar6 not necessarily c'ompatible_.with meeting-near term requirements,,fcr cleaner

burning andmore efficient systems. Not only do the near term hieeds blunt purely empirical
approaches but we are in a critical period where thedevelopmentof new technology bases
must be initiated and sustained, to meet the'long term requirements dictated by the in-
creasingly changing fuel availability picture,. Although economics and supply are-primarily
responsible for this recent'interest in new fvuel'souroes, projections of available'world,
wide petroleum-res6urces also indicate thenecessity for seeking non-petroleumbased, fuels.

Fuel variability has not 1een a factor commonly accounted for in empirically based design
procedures. Because of the uncertainty ih, future fuels-as well as the-need to use less
conventional petroleum based- fuels, the requirement to develop fuel flexible systems is

I I well established, The-design- of fuel flexible combustors that burn cleanly and efficiently
requires a more precise- ndersttflding-of the mechanishs that contr6l flame structure than
has-been needed in the-past.

The practidhi goal in urnderstanding the combustion process is to relate the parameters in
the control of the designer to the p&rformance of the system. By performance we include
in ageneral, sense- combusti6n efficiency hnd 6mlssions characteristics."

- In this paper emphasis is given to-the effects of fuel properties on combustion but the
relationship betWeen the fueland the aerodynamics of the gas,turbine combustion process
is also addressed.- ee a ot s um

FUEL EFFECTS ON GAS TURBINE COMBUSTION:

Fuel characteristics which are most likely to, affect the design- of future gas, turbines are
fuel -hydrogen content,'viscosity, volatility, nitrogen content and thermal stability,
Ref. 1.

The impacts of reduced 'fuel hydrogen;,content are associated with increased rates of carbon
particle formation. Increased revels,;of darbon, particle concentrations formed in fuel
rich regions of the primbary zone leadto -higher liner temperatures and higher snmoke emissions.
Reduced volatility and increased viscosity affect dropletlife times and, atomization,
respectivel-,. Volatility affects the- rate at which liquid fuel introduced into the
combustor can vaporize. Since important heat release processes do:not occur until gas phase
reactiphstake place, a, reduction of- vblatility reduces, the time available for chemical

reaction 'within' the 6ombustioi, system. In'the aircraft engine this can result in difficulty
in ground or altitude' ignitidn capability, reduced combustor -stability, increased--emissions
of carbon monoxide (CO) and, hydrocarbons (HC), and the associated loss in combustion effic-
,ioncy. Moreover, carbon particle formation is- aided by the formation and-maintenance of
fuel-rich pockets in the hot combustion zone, Ref. 2. Low volatility, allows rich pockets to
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persist because of the -reduced-vaporization rate. Again, increased soot can cause
additional radiative loading-to- combustor liners.

The.desired formation of a finely dispersed spray of small fuel droplets is adversely
affected by viscosity. Consequehtly the shortened time for gas phase combustion reactions
and prolonging of fuel-rich pockets experiencedwith low volatility can also occur with

increased viscosity. Ignition, Stability,-emissions, and smoke problems also increase for
higher-viscosity fuels.

Increased fuel bound nitrogen levels can lead to increased NO emissions. Indications are
that bound nitrogen conversion to NO 'can be mfinimized in fuef rich combustion, Ref. 3.
Apparently, this-will occur if sufficient time, under fuel rich conditions i allowed for

Sdirect conversion of the bound hitrogen toN. Problems of fuel stability are aggravated
with increased bound nitrogeh and undersibl&- levels of carbon deposit buildup in fuel
management systems and on combustor domponents-can odcur.

While our investigations are addressing all of these fuel related problems it has become
apparent that to characterize netisoot generation requir a broader description of the
kinetics of pyrolysis and partial oxidition.

While both carbon formation and carbon consumption processes occur in continuous combustion
systems,, the latter are very much slower. The optimum approach for preventing hardware
distress andavoiding serious environmental consequences is to develop technology to avoid
carbon, formation while satisfying-ot ir system requirements (efficiency, gaseous emissions,
hardware reliability,. etc.).

NET SOOT GENERATION

The piredominance of fundamental research ,activity has involved-laminar premixed flames.
Street and Thomas' work published, ii ,955, is extremely thorough-in experimental detail
and breadth of hydrdoarbons examinedi Ref. 4;,it has become the classicalIpaper inthe
field. Otherpublicationsafe'Referedces 5-16. These investigations have univernally
confirmed that soot formation is a kinetically controlled process. Equilibrium calculations
indicate that soot should no6 Ibe present at fuel-air mixture conditions where the Oxygen-
to-carbon atomic ratio'(0/c) is greater than -one. That is, the general chemical equation

Cx~ ~-y + 2~XCO + X, 112
should-define-a soot formation threshold. All experimental- results have shown soot formation
at O/C.,substantially in excess of-unity.

Another very important premixed flame experiment conducted at the British National Gas
Turbine Establishment (NGTE) attempted to evaluate the effect of pressure on soot formation,
-Ref. 11. All previously mentioned work with premixed flames concerned atmospheric or
sub-atmospheric conditions. The combustion system employed took special precautions to avoid
flashing back to upstream locations, an additional difficulty associated with the high
pressure operation. In additioi to sooting limits, the amoint- of soot formed:was determined
and expressed as a "soot formation:ratio" (the percent of fuel carbon--evident as soot).
The index of the soot quanity was found to increase with the cube of pressure, Very use-
ful plots of pressure versus -equivalen6e ratio fr -various values of soot formation ratio
-were persented. Examples are shown in Figure 1-for cyclohexane, cyclohexene,, and benzene.
Gas phase -species-were also determined during this testing and it was concluded thgt H20
and C02 (oxygenated compounds not predicted, by equilibrium for the system (CHl + 0
xCO + JHi) are formed'in,-ubstantial quantities and deplete the system of oxggen pr or.
to consump ion of all fuel. -- ..

Soot formation ih laminar diffusion flames has also-been studied, Refs. 17-20. The direct
-utility of'this information for the gas'turbine combustion application has been questioned,
as, the mixing rates and characteristic times,-for Chemical reaction are very much, different
thanthose in the typical-combustor. Shirmer, Ref. 21, has discussed the significant
differendes, between'such -experiments and the actual coinbustibiiproc6ss. He is particularly
-critical-of the-use of the smoke point test as an index of ,fuel tendency to ,form carbon
particulates. Turbulent diffusion flame results would appi'io be more applicabld, Ref.
22., Wright, Ref. '20, ihas examined soot' formation in a diffusibri,-flame burner and._
published results of soot measured when the fuel side of the flame is supplemented With
oxygen at concentrations well below O/C = 1. Surprisingly., it was found that the addition
of oxygen increases" soot formation up to an pptimal rate at which the influence--abruptly
reverses and sopt suppression- is accomplished at higher 02 99nentratidns.
Wright's work inyolving soot formation in the Jet stirred reactor, Refs,; 23, 24, is perhaps

Of most interest to this discussion -- it is a combustion process similar to that at which
soot forms in -the primary zone of anactual continuous' combustion, system. As in the pi'G-
viously mentioned studies, it was determined that soot forms atO/C > 1 but he strong
backmixing of the jet stirred roactor did &fiord some broadeningof the soot-free 9/C
ratio. In addition to- the establishinent -of sooting limits, as determined by the color
of the flame (luminous yellow versus blue), Wright determined'the ooncentrations f soot

V formed, for some, liin itdU 6ondition of 0/C below the. 6ot lfit. 'NO analysis of this
"yield" data to determine soot formation kinetics wasuhdertaken'but it is ie'6gfiied that
-more such daid I might provide ithe asis-for global carbon formation-'chemicil model.

MODELS OF-SOOTFORMATION, .i

Many.studies on soot formatioij have been-carried outj buk few lead .-Io quantitative
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preeict ions of soot-productioi, and there is little agreement as to the details of the-
mechanis.n. Nevertheless, there seems to be-general agreement that the overall soot formation
reactiow _is.irigg~red by hjdlrocarbron pyrolysis and involves subsequent soot nuclei formation,
s6t Par'ticle, forma:tion, and, Particle growti nd coagulation. A model that treats these
in- some detail has, been, consider ed by Jensen, -Ref,. 25. Application of. the-model to a methane
flame ~his led~ toqualitative-agreemenit with experimental obsi't . -Alithough thi
approach respresents an attempt to deal with the problem at a m6chanistic level the un-
certintky of intdrmediatib sp ecies,' reactions, and rates requires long term- development to pro-

~vie ~iatiatie redctons T'ser, et al., Ref . ,26, 'have'proposed amodel in which sodt

formation is'characterized', by three rate equation's. The feature of the model is that all
th6 complex elementary steps associated, with pyrolysis, niuclei. f ormation and soot f orma,ion
are grouped into thri,' subglo'bai 6tep's which are characterized by three separate equations.
The ,model includes d first ordei~ (with respect to hydrocarbon conicentration) pyr~olysis rate,
achain- braiiching and chain termination 'rate, and' a soot forma' n ae

'Pyrolysis': N-lOi3'N e -170,0OO/,RT 1
_ 0

Nuclei Formation, dn N -- 2'

Soot Formation dNu (a -bN)n 3

Values of the kinetic parameters (f, g, g ,a, j) for acetylene and tolueie are available,
so that the model can be evaluated throug~ comparison wi.th experimental data. Comparisons
wvith data developed in this inve'stig ,atiin are p'res66nied later in t Ihis p aper. Greeves, et
al., Ref. 27, developied a-model using, dieskl enigizie data obtainied'unerdhpesrs
The model, consists 61f a single,'global Arrh~nius type equation:

dS 4.68x 105 P' e' 40,0O/RT 4
dt d

*here P',and are the local partial pressure of theunburnt hydrocarbon and the local
equivalene ratYo, respect'ively, This type of one-step model lumps all intermediate re-
actions associated with nuclei formati'6n-and' soot formation into one raite'equation, and
Vhe application, of the' model requAires knowledge-of the local hydrocarbon concentration

jand the unhburnt equiva'lence'i'ati6-.

Attempts to co~relate~data developed in-this investigation,.with,G;Qpve5.mode], Equation-
4, are presented in this paper.

The Greeves and-Tesner models represent the'esse;niial state-of-Tthe-art of prdcticalI soot
prediction methods. However, the process' requires information on certain intermediates
that must be assumed in order to implement these',models in a strictly predictive mode. This
information includes, for 6kample, the local hydrocarbon and' okygen- concentrations-as well
as the temperature. In addition, net soot generation requires not only consideration of
soo9t formation but its-oxidation as well. These factors are included in the current model
'development.'

QUASIGLOB3AL MODEL

The essential.,feature of, the quasiglobal concept is the coupiing of .a set of subklobal
steps to~'a set of detailed steps for those reaction _chains for which sufficient information
to accirateiy describe theii kinetics and medhAnisms exists. the basic qjuasiglobal model
!sie8'6rib&d in Ref.' 28. In ad'dition to havinig demonstrated the ability of the quasiglobal
mobdel 'to"icd~ experimental ob'servations' i't has been shown to be ideally, structured to
account, for the variaition in fuel type , i.e. ali'~hati6 vS.. dye'ic, etc. Of particular
interest here is the'dcur~rent wxork 6n- fuel rich systems f 6 - w'hicl hi basic model i's 'being 1
extendedI. 'The new model'includes the following additional subglobal finite rate react'ion
steps gi'>en below in skeleton form:

Pyrolysis: C nH mBY + ti- C xH y+ M'+ BN (M=_ thtl'd body) '

'1Paiftial Oxidation: C Hm +Z02 CO "H2  6

0C, Hy+ 02 4-6,

Soot 'F6rmation: ChH6 -t C0(s 8

WhrNrepresents the bound nitribqn. Reactiors '5' through 10 are cou~led' t6 detailed
'mechanisms de scribing't6r~ at w~hhH H.Cai,,N'r oere t CO an-N

Th aeconstants frtesinbklQ )al step& aiep-?resd rmoiedArhuP r in
ofprduction (ox ~dupio is "gfi.by expression of the type:

C1 .: T-C~ e, p (- ,/RT) 111wher~e the constants A, a, b, 'c and E are determined, through controlled experiments. The
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reactions and rates associated with the detai'.ed steps ar e based upon available literature
iralues.

The quasiglobal ,model- has been uged sucessfuly,for high endri fuels, such as shelldyne-
H and'Hmethylcyclbpentadiene, as well as 'fbr cohventional fuels such as Propane and
JP-types. The versatility-of this apprbach-has been demofistrated by comparisions with
experimentally- determined cofibustio- characteristics-includifig ignition delay,-times for
both long chain and cydlic type hydrocarboris reacting in air. For example, Figure 2 shows
-some typical results of such a comparisoh betw2en predictions and data obtained from a
steady flow- reactor: Figures .3-, 4'; 5, and- 6 ,ihowv, 'comparisons of Predictions with cufrent
data: obtaiied in a ieactor' described, later. Figures 3: and 4 compare data with predictions for
0- and CO-concentrations. The agreement between the predictiobs and the data is very good.
Oipartlcular interest are the CO and hydrocarbon coficentrations since they both relate
t6 efficiency and emissions, while the hydrocarbonconcentration relates to soot formation.
Figure 5 shows the CO conzentration coinparison where -kta for three- fuel types is given;
ap9arafin (isooctane), an aromatic (toluene), and an olefin (ethylene). While there are
mdasueable differences amongst :the fuel types the prediction -for the CO concentration is
reasonale, noting that the concentration levels are in percent. What is significant to
note is. the minimum in CO at equivalence ratios between .4 and .6 depending on the fuel.
Tliis-,miiimum is reproduced-by the prediction and is associated with the approach to blow-
out at the low equivalence ratios where 1ow temperatures (reduced reaction rates) enhance
incomplete combustioi ,, while at the higher equivalence ratios reaction rates increase
since temperature is increasing, and-although the system is out of equilibrium, the
tendency towardequilibrium is consistent with the-water gas shift reaction tending to
increase CO (and '20). The ability of- the quasiglobal model' to predict this type of detail
is relevant to the determination of 'Optimum ' operating conditions, and tO scaling to 6ther

operating conditions. Of equal importance to the CO concentration is the fuel- conversion
And 'Figure 6 shows the hydr6carboi conentrationas i6measured and compared with-predictions.
The comparison is favorable considering the low-concentration -levels of fuel existing in
the system under the particular Operating conditions. The rapid rise in the hydrocarbon
concentration corresponds to the approach to blow out and is consistent with the increase
in,.CO. previously cited.

The 6xamplescited above Were used'to illustrate s6ihe of the features of the quasiglobal
model. For the prediction of net soot 'geheration ad'ditional information related to
reactions 8, 9,and 10 is required, The soot model is constructed in terms oftwo steps
reflecting the dependence of net soot generation on the simultaneous formation and oxidation
of soot particles. The: soot formation irate isassumed to be-a function of: the hydrocarbon

coficehtrafi, the oxygeacioncentration and the temperature; viz.

w A R+ =A, Ta Cb C--E/RT 12SC~s )  HC 02 ' 'e
1

4 where A, b a and E are constants. Theokidation' step is based upon data involving the
consumption of s6ot (and carbon-) particles: in oxidizing envirinments, fromj forexample
the work of Leej Thring and Beer, Ref. 29, and the work ofNagle and Strickland-Constable
Refs. 30 and'31. For the Lee, Thring-and Beer model the rate of consumption per unit su:-tace
Area 'is given by PO

R . =1.085 x 104 2 exp ( -9,300 ), 13
R (s)

w here P is -the partial pressure of okygen ini the mixture, Reactions 12 sand 13 are
ombineA2.to y~eld the net rate bf soot prbduction as ~A'fin6tioh of hydrocarbon and oxygen

concentratiofis- and temperature. 'The constants A,, a, b, a-and E have been determined from
ekpeimentall data ahdit is interesting to note-that net soot production is more strongly
,dependei't uoh ,the Aydroairb6n conientrations that on, the temperature. It is also

f:> .important& not e , a6 will be discus6d later,. that as much- as 20-25 percent of tho sootformed daifbe 9onsumed by'oxidat-in.-

ExPERIMENTAL -METHOD

The experimental program focused on -a study of the soot formation process using the Jet-

Stirred Combustor (JSC), shown schematically in Figure 7. This device is a modification
of the-Lofigwell -Weiss reactor', Ref. 32, with hemispherical geometry. The JSC has been used
extensively in fluid'mechanic and combustiobmmodeling because combustion rates, are limited

by .chemical kinetics as opposed to transport-effedtsi A"key advantage of the JSC for the
-work described here is that the strongly backmixed-nature of this-combustion process pro-
vides, a simulatiowof the recirculating characteristics of'the-gas turbine primary zone-
It is in this zone where mixtkureconditi'ns are sufficieuitly rich to produce 6oot. Con-

-sequently, -the-JSC' allows study of soot formation-in an, aerodynamic sit;Aation relevant
to gas turbine systems. Another advantage-of the stirred coixbustor is that the reactor
s homogeneous in species 6ncentration as well as t..era.ure; each operating condition6sntempertre; ea oprather' condition

-is characterized by a sifgle set oftemperature and ... a dat rk 'nand- concentrreation daarther hnpo
i ~fles of these parameters.' This simplifies the task s of obtaihingand-interpretating the

Details of the experimental apparatus and measurement techniques used have been reportedby Blazowski, Ref . -38.' The rheadiremen n---- ~cniq use -veben re arents include fueX' and 'air mass flow rated and fuel/air
mixture injection temperature, reactor gas :samples and- reactor int6rnal and wall temperatures.
Both gas-phase and particulate sampling systems are used providing data on the incipient - -

soot formation equivalence ratio afid quanititativd dati onsoot production (mg-soot/liter).
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EXPERIMENTAL RESIULTS I-
Detailed experiments were conducted usin& the Jet Stirred Combustor to determine the soot
formation-characteristics of ethylene, a hydrocarbon thought to,:pr6dce combustion infor-
mat'in representative of aliphatics, andtoluene, a condensed-ring ar6matic. 'Substantial
differences in the behavior of these two 'hydrocarbons were-noted, and a-humber .of .other
hydrocarbons were studied to determiine whether they 'behaved 's H oras C H5CH . Finally,
the soot formation characteristics of two-component fuel blen~ds anlpracticl. e~roleum "
,derived fuels have been investigated.

Chard;cteristics of.Ethylene and. Toluene.

Jet Stirred combustor~experiments with-ethylene sho¢ed that COwas the major carbon-
,containing, species-and'rremained at a-concentration of about twelve mole percent for
all equivalence ratios tested. Total] hydrocarbons increased significantly with equivalenceJ
'ratio-but CO decreased- Oxygen concintration was very low at an equivalence ratio of
1.77 but steadily increased at higher equivalence ratios--an indication of poor reactedness
as the mixture was further enriched. Furthe , THC concentrations were found to be very
significant at the even below the incipient soot formati6n limit.

For toluene, CO was again found to be-the predominant species. However', a substafiti l
difference beween the data for toluene and that for ethylene Was observed: whereas with
toluene, incipient sootodcured'as hydrocarbonsbegin to "break through" under rich
operating conditions,, the soot limit for ethylene, occured at conditions where hydrocarbon
concentration is high - a factor of 36 times that for tolueneI
Results for thesetwo fuels, described in detail in Ref. 33, indicate significant -differences
between the soot formation process for ethylene and toluene:

1, Toludne soots asa much lower equivalence ratio (1.35) than
ethylene, (i.'95), and the, amount of soot formed with increasing
equivalence ratio beyond'the -incipient -limit is much larger.

2. In the case of ehtylene, -significant amouhts, of hydrocarbons
(N3-8%,as CH ) were' present at equivalence ratios; leaner than
the soot limft, butwith toluene'the incipient soot limit
corresponded approximately to the equivalence ratio for theinitial presence-of-lhydron~arbons, in'the, comb'ustion/products.

Sooting Characteristics (of Other Hydrocarbon Types

The obser~ationsfor ethylene and toluene indicate that there is a fundamental difference'in tie, so~t form~ation mechalnisms'.tor th~se two fuels under-the strongly backmixed conditions
of the Jet StirredCombustor. These findings lend suppoft to the'possibility of developing

,useful simplified overall chemicalkinetic models of the soot formation process (quasi-
global models) based, on hydrocarbon type. In order to further develop this concept 'a large
numbi of other fuel types were screened to determine whethbr their sooting characteristics
were sL ilar to ethylene or toluene, or if they showed characteristics distincly different
from eithei of these fuels.

It was found that all hydrocarbons tested.,might be grouped. into three categgries-as follows:

Like C2H4 Like C6 HCH3, Unlike0214 or-CdH ,3

Hexane O-xylene l-methyl;napthalene
Cyclo-hexane M-xylene

t V N-octane P-xylene
Iso-Octane Cumene
Sl-octene Tetralin e

Cyclo6ctane Dicyclopentadiene
Decalin

The first group produced large amounts of exhaust hydrocarbons without sooting as did

qthylehe and in no case was significant soot observed. The second'group produced-soot atA th4 mixture ratio which corrspondeo to hydrocarbon breakthr6ugh. In all cases the
measured hydrocarbon composition was less than one percent at the incipient limi-t. Another
commonality 'in the second group is that the amount of soot pioduced as equivalence ratio
was ifireased beyond the incipient limit'-was similar foi all the hydrocarbons. i-methyl-
napthalene was sig'ificd tlydifferentoin this respect producing much higher soot quantities
than those in th sedond, category.

Sooting Characteristics ofFuel.Blends

Blends, of iso-octane and toluene were tested to determine the behavior ofa two-component
mixture with Group '(like-CH 4 ') and Group'2 '(like-C H CH?) lhydrodarbors. These results

areshown in'Figure 8. Mixtures with, 50 or more percent tdluene-produced soot while a'25%
toluene'blend did not. Clearly, for the mixtures which did soot,, increases in the volume
.Percent tdllene. esult in increased soot production at'all'equivalence ratios. With' less,
toluene in th6 blend, the concentratioh of hydrocarbons at the incipient limit tended to in-
crease. These r6sults 'indicate a combination of Group '-lard'2 behaviors; thus a combination
of the analytical descriptions, for toluene and is6octane might be a reasonable approadh for
prediction of the sooting characteristics Of fuel blends. Anex~elldnt correlation is ob-L tained between sootconcentration and hydrogen content, Fig. 9., This is in -direct compliance
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with actual gas :turbihe tests, Ref. 1. The similarity between suoting characteristics in

the JSC and those in' an actual combustor is evident.

Mechafiisms ofiSoot Formation

Manymechanistic-models fo- seot formation have been-proposed. Generally, it is recognized
that condensed ring araftic hydrocarbons can, p'oduce soot via, a different mechanism than
do aliphatic hydrocarbons. A simplified,,dechanism following Graham, et &L. .Refs. 34 and
35, is, as shown sdhematic'all in Fig. 10.,

Aromatic hydrocarbons can-produce soot via two mechanisms: a) condensation of the aromaticrings, into a graphite-like structure, or b) bieakup to small -hydrocarbon ragments which

-thefi -poiymerize to form large6r, hydrogen deficient molecules which e6nually 'nucleate and
pr,dude soot. Based on, hisshock tube, studies of soot fbrmatin-, Graham concludes that
the condensation route is much faster than the fragmentation/polymerization route. Further,
'he has fou dthat the mechanism by which an aromatic f6rms soot ,chani es with temperature;
below 1800 K the condensation path is favored while above this temperature the fragmentation/
polymierization route" is fllowed.

According to this simple model, aliphatics, produce soot via the fj~gmentation/polymerization
mechanism only. As a result,, these hydrocarbons do not form the juantities of soot pro-
duced by the aromatics. Indeed, duringthe fuel rich combustion of a fuel blendcomposed
of aromatibs and aliphatics at, a t(,iperature -ess than 1800 K, the aromatic'hydrocarbons
woul&-produce- the major p6rtion of'soot. Combustion of the aliphatic portions of the fuel
would:influence temperature and hydrocarbon fragment concentration but-soot formation -via
fragmentation/polymerizationwouldbe-minimal.' Above 1800 K, however, both the aliphatic
and aromatic hydrocarbons would-produce soot via the fragmentation.-/polymerization route.

The experimental results obtained-in the present work are consistent with this model. It
has been observed'that soot formation with the condensed-riiig aromatic fuels commences
with the initialjrisence of hydrocaibons in the exhaust. If it is assumed that these
breakthrough hydrocarbons maintain their aromatic character, this observation reflects
the fast kinetics: of the ring-building or cond6nsaticn reactions. On the othei' hand, the
aromatic molecule may'-be an effective source of C212and high concentrations of acetylene

as fuel pyrolysisoccurs-may-be responsible for extensive soot production. Further, the
results for l-.methyl-napthalene indicate that a double-ring aromatic provides the most
rapid soot formaibn, of the hydrocarbons studied. This observatien is also consistent
with either therinj building view (i.e., thefirst riig.joining has already occured) or
the p6lYmerizationechanism,(i.e., even-higher amounts-of C2H2 are present in the pyrolysis
zone).

j These comparisons are not intended to establish the validity of any theory, but ar ioted
to illustrate that-the results obtained in this work complement existing simplified views
of the soot formation--process. Most importantly, the current results lend support to, the
utility of the approach ,f-quasi global:modeling of the soot formation process for various
categdries of hydrocarbons.' -

COMPARISON OF ,DATA WITHPREDICTIONS

The majority of the soot data obtained to. date has been on fuel rich combustion of toluene/
air mixtures. Initially, predictions based upon the models of Tesner-and-Greeves were
made and compared With the:measuredsoot concentrtioi data, Fig. 11. -,Although the
Greeves model exhibits the sensitivity to inlet -equiva-lence ratio shown ;by the data neither
of the twd-mbdels, adequaiely represents the experimeittai observations. The disparity
between- the current' data and Greeves and Tesner models has'not been fully reconciled.

-However, an examination of their methods for obtaining rate- c6nstants suggests that they
may have-been influenced by aerodynamic effects.

The current model is based upon a broader base of data then -he previous models had'
available and is structured to separately account for pyrolysis and partial oxidation
of th6 fuel as well as oxidation of the soot. For the presentpurposes Eqs. 12'and 13
are combined into a model for net soot emission from a perfectly stirred reactor, viz.

'r' -' "' 6 .0 i04 Pn e -39 ,300/RT 14

pV 
+

wheie JHCJ and 10 iare the molar concentrations of the hydrocarbon and-molecular ,oxygen,
P isthe mixture- esity, ps is the soot density, m is input flow'rate, V is ,the reactor
volume ,and d -is the soot particle diameter. Tentative values for the remaining rate
parameters are:

A= 5.0 x 1013 a = 0.5-
-a =2 = '32,000, cal./mole

1b = i.75

Figure 12, shows the comparison of the present model predictions with data, based upon a
soot particle size of 2500. The air flowrate range covered by the data corresponds to -

a residence time range of -fromda'out 3'to ,7 millis66onds. It should be noted that large
scale unmikedfiesseffects are the prebable cause for the discrepency observed at *=1.9
for the Airma6s flow rate of 50 gm/min. Thispoint corresponds to incipient blowout
whereunsteadiness, is bsered. However, the- results,in general are very encouragimg
and seeT to support thEbotept 6f modeling soot emissions in terims of the- major species
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present in the flame. Furthermore, 'the effect of soot oxidation can be significant. The
predicted ie'ductioh, in soot emissions ranges, from 20-25% at the high air flow rate (short

7 residence tiihe),'down to'9-13 % at' the lowest-air flow, rate (-longest residence .time). Trhese
resultsrepresent the first kfiown 4ttempt to characterize net soot generatioh-from a
stirrae-combu'stor. Work in progress is designed, o provide information, for .validation,
of'the models over wider ranges of operating,'d0ndit'ions inxcluiding above atmospheric
pressure: levels and on mixtures-,of fuel types-. Development of the overall quasigl6bal
model represents the -major goal of, this dhemically related element 6f the, program.

PHYSICAL PROCESSES

Combustor modeling provides-a means to. obtain a quantitative understanding of primary
combustion phefiomeha, such as- liquid fuel 'dr6pletV'apori'z'ation -,and burning, -solidparticle
burning, 4is phase, chemical-reaction kinetics,, -adiation-heat, transfer from combustion-
products, and mixing ofreactants and- combustion products. These processes are defined'
by the interaction of- anumberof.mechanisms wfiich are c6nveniently 'described ini terms
of physically or chemically related processes. The physical processes are:

1. Liquid-fuel injection And atomization,
2. Spray pefietration', and spreading
3. Dro let,,breakup- J
4. Dropietoevaporation
5. .H1eat tri.'fer by'radiation and convection
6'. Aer6dynafinic flowpatterns
7. Turbuljnt, mixing

and the chemi'cal processes include:

1. Pyrolysis
2. Bound nitrogen conversion
3. Dropwise combustion
4 Gas phase Oxidation
-5. Particulate-formation
6. Particulate oxidation

In this paper we have emphasized the modeling of the chemical processes listed above,, but
although we have grouped these processes separately they are mutuallycoupled in the
combustio:process.' It ,is- the treatment of this. coupling-thnt is the task of combustor
modeling.

The concept of, modular.modelingpriovides a rationai framework for the development of
engineering models of combustor,tlowfields, and it is this concept that is being used
in the work outlined in this paper,. Fundamentally, modular modeling involves delineating
characteristic regions of a com.6ustor'flowfield, treating each region in detail using
a-technique appropriate to its characteristics, and*,c~upling these t'ieatments together
through their boundary-conditions (Refs., 36, 37, 38). The characteristic regions may
be defined, by- their scale, for, exawple, in the treatment of fuel ifi ection phenomena for
which an-appropriate -scale is -ielated-to the size of, the injector orifice, or'by their
fluid dynamics, as in the representation'of recirculation zones-as opposed to regions In
which there isa characteristic flow direction.

Gas turbine combustors involve fuel, and-,dilution air, inje°P'ion regions, recirculation,r egions, 11and regions -in which, a single c haracteristic velocity field ,aists, In early
modular-model formulations,,Refs., 39'and 40, these combustors were'represefited by-a
combinatioh,f plug-flow-reactors,,well-stirred, reactos, orboth, with the intirconnection
-between model elements-supplied-by empirical informatdh. The m6ular model used in
'this work"differs in two major ways from these early formulations, detailed flowfield
modeling,replaces-the one-dimensional plug flow reactbrs of the early-models, and-the
coupling, between model elements is ,c'mputed rather than empirically specified. Thus
farmore detail can be obtained from the model results,, providing a greater quantitative
understanding of the,,primary combustion phenomenadescribed at the beginning of this

section.
In the modular formulation described in-Refs. 36, 37, 38, the combustor flowfield
characteristic regions are regions of recirculating flow, and regions in which a
characteristic flow direction can.be assigned: directedflow regions.' Tfei, recirculating
flow is characterized as a weil-stirred reactor, while the directed flow is described
using a detailed s6lution of the b6uhdary-layer form of the -governing equation. This
is not, however, the only way in. which-the-model, formulation can be-carried- out, For
example, a detailed calculation of the overall combustor 'flowf-eld can be carried out,
using-simple overal-,reaction-models to',chargcteriz the cobustoi'heat release, and
thern coupled to a d'etailed chemical kinetics treatment in-regions of the combustor in
which the flowtield solutionsiows'a detailed treatment is required. In this Way, a
modular formulation-based on reaction kinetics is obtained' This type of modular model
is described by SPithenbank,,A. Turan, and P_ G. F6lton, in paper No'. 2 of this meeting; a
similar approach is-being'used in the workoutlined here'to assist in the development' 0~~f the~modular . . .formulation-,described-in.Refs.' 36, 37,.38'."
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~CLOSURE

'The information -being generated in this program provides an improved understan-g"' of-
the processes, important to, alternate fuels utilization,- The "end item" is afi iar.alytical
model which allows -prediction of -fuel effects in various:'tkpes of continuous -c6mbustiotx
deVices, particulafly gas turbines. Such a development will provide combustor designers
with a tool, to develop fuel -flexible combustion systems whibh can utilize syiif u6s -which
-are produced6 with minimum refining/upgrading and, -hence, minimum cost and. energy consumption
during refining. .
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DISCUSSION

A.M.Mellor, US
In your mechanism is CnHm a paraffin,-nd CxHy an aromatic?

Authoi's Reply
The parent fuel (CnHm) is an aronatic. The fuel manufactured by the pyrolisis of CnHm is anticipated to be a
mixture of aliphatic and cyclic hydrocarbons. However it is Worth noting that if the parent fuel is a mixture of an
aromatic (toluene) and a paraffin (iso-octafie) the sooting behaviour tends to follow the characteristics of the
aromatics, i.e. soot is observed to occur at hydrocarbon break-through (see Figure 8). Measurements to be made in
our program will define the manufactured'fuel (CxHy) and will serveito delineate the relationship betwcenthe
parent fuel type~and the hydrocarbon product.

J.Swithenbank, UK
Could you comment on:

1(l) The suggestion by, C.Moses that soot formation is governed'by the total Hydrogen content of the "fu.l"
including fuels emfulsified with water', and the'implie d role of OH in the overall soot formation mechanismn.

(2) The effect of pressure on soot formation as predicted by your model.

Author's~Reply
(I) The results I have shown (see Figure 9 of the pAper) tend to confirm what Moses inferred-fromihis radiation

measurements, However, Figure,9 shows a family of curves with equivalence ratio as the parameter while
Figure 13'shgws soot pr'oduction to be a unique function of the hYdrocarb6n~on'tent in the reaction zone.
Regarding theeffect of OH, which will be influenced by added water, Its presei' Wyillaffect the intermediate
species concentrations relevant-to the formation of soot and consequently will affect the hydrocarbon content.In addition, it has been suggested that OH plays a direct role in the gasification'of soot particles so that the
net soot emissionsappears to be a complex function of the OH radical as well as othei intermediate hydro-
carbon fragments.V (2), Our soot production result is quite sensitive to pressure as seen in Equation 14. However, the actual
,dependence on pressure is ?.function of the concentration of the hydrocarbon and oxygen and of the tempera-
ture which are coupled in the quasiglobalmodel. This is a subject of our continuing program and it will
includeeperiments over a-range of pressure'levels.
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CHEMICAL KINETIC MODELLING FOR COMBUSTION APPLICATION

F.L. Dryer C.K. Westbrook
Mchanicl -and Aerospace Engineering Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Departnent and Livermore, California 94550,U.S.Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08544, U.S.

SUMMARY

Chemical kinetic modelling of combustion in practical energy production systems is
difficult for seveial reasons. First, very little information is available concerningi the mechanistic details of fuel pyrolysis and oxidation- for most typical hydrocarbons

fuels. Secondly, intiOse few cases wheremany-of the elementary reactions are known,
rate data ae-generally unreliable or completely uiknown. -Finally,, the large -sets -of
chemical- rate equations which'arise are difficult and expensive to solve, even on the
most pdwerful-computers,. when they are intimatelycoupled with fluid dynamics. -As a
result of these considerations, 'the conventional approach in.many cases has been to
use greatly simplified themical kinetics models which avoid many of the above problems
by-confining attention only-to the overall rates of fuel consumption and heat release.
While-extremely useful for'interpretiVe calculations, this type of approach has been
found' to hav certain significant limitations. The simplified models--do not extra-
polate well7to'conditions 6utside those for which the-model itself was derived, quen-
ching phenomena and pollutant formation are poorly described, and other results com-
puted by such models can be misleading.

This paper describes the results of a-systematic program-denigned to produce
kinetic models for practical fuels. There are two prindipal goals -to this'work,, both
of which are immediately relevant to efficient combustor design; The first goal isthe construction of detailed reaction mechanisms -fo the oxidation of typical hydro-
carbon fuels, and the valldation'of these mechanisms through careful comparisons be-
tween domputed and experimental data. These mechanisms are strongly hierarchical,
with reactions for complex fuels containing subsets -which'describe the combustion of
-chemically simpler fuels. Progress to date includes relatively complete descriptions
of carbon monoxidehydrogen, methane, ethane, andmethanol oxidation. In the develop-
-ment and verification of these reaition.me'hanismswehave aftempted to use data from
a variety of experimental sources, including flow reactor techniqu~s, at intermediate
temperatures (960 -' 130O K) and shock tube results for high temperatures '(1300 - 2200K).
In addition, ranges in fuel-air equivalence ratio between very lean ( < 0.1) through
-stoichiometric-to very rich ( > 5) have been considered, all intended to make the

models derived in this study as general as p6rsible.

* In addition to the-direct utility of detailed kinetic models, such-descriptions
are very useful 'in the derivation and validation of appropriate -simplified reaction
schemes for-practical fuels. Simplified models derived from detailed~mechanisms'are
potentiallymore general than those derivedentirely from-,experimental correlations.
Furthermore, the additional kinetic insight gained by this approach can also provide
additional insight into the operating choraltistics of- simplified mechanistic methods.

INTRODUCTION

Numerical modeling is rapidly becoming, an essential part of many combustion re-
search'programs. For a number of years Aumerical models have been-used-to assist in
the interpretation of specific laboratory-scale experiments. Inaddition, computer
analysis of idealized problems has provided useful insfghi into combustibn zproblems

i whichhave been too comple:X,to approach on an experimental *basis. Yet,, the eventual

goal of more recent numerical work is the construction 'of representations which can
assist directly, in the design of-practical combustbrs, i.e. which would-be predictive

swell s interkpretive, Giventhe'widerange of operating parameters experienced in
most conventional-combustion sft~ati~ns,_ It is clear that a 'suitable physical and hu-
merical model ifor each of the many physical and chemical processed (at6mization, vapori-
zation, iurbulence, heat transfer, chemical kinetics,,etc.) must be-embodied in this
represenitation. these "sub models must predict the independent phenomena -as Iwell as

t crret 'coupling of iatious physical and-Chemical pr6cesses (e.g. turbulence and
chemistry)* Furthermore, calculations must be reliable even in parameter ranges where
'experimental data are not available to validate the predictions, Such numerical tools
car be exceedingly valuable, reducing,'both the cost and the time required for'thd de-~entof combustion systems - Here W6 Wi§i t6 foCtso on some aspects of the construc-

ti the sibmodel for utombuion chemistry. .. ..

It shouldbe recognized from 'the beginhing thatregardless of the apparent sophis-
tication of some repesentations, all existing chemical kinetic models are in -real
sense Event th' Eieost-detai"'d-el~rhentary chemical kinetic-mech-
anisms,which have been deeloped (6.g. those for H2, CO, CH4 oxidation) are constructed
on the basis of r6prduc ng'6bserkable pheomena which are 'not all-encompassing. For
morecomplex fuels, only limited kinetic informatinis avallable. Inideed-in the case
of aromatics, eien the important species and elinentark reactions remain in doubt. Fur-
thermore, the 'aluation of specific rate constants (oi oveiall reaction) over ranged
9f temperature and pre.s-re adequate for combustion modelling is a ever present'

------ - ------- -------- --- --------------------- ._ _ _ __



potential source of error.

In the following sections ,we shall discuss several techniquesfor describing the
chemical kineticbehaVior'of €oibustion phenomena. At the simplest level have bee' the
use of flame speed or single step heat release correlations. Such correlations may becast as global or overall rate equations. For exaple, Butler et al. [l] have repre-
sented the combustion of n-0ct'ne as

2 C8 H1 8 + 25 02 16 CO2 + 18 H20

-9.38 x 10lpfPo exp (-15, 780)f) cfp ex g/cm3
2

where the subscript f refers to-the fuel and the subscript c indicates the change in
partial density due only to chemical reaction. Even, simpler in kinetic terms is the
specification of the rat of reaction as a function'onlyof time. The functional de- I
pendence is derived from- experimental, data and ued As, input to the overall model. *n
example of this type of description is given by Blumberg 12] for combustion in strati-
fied chargeiengines, where the fraction .c bf the mass-whfch is burned, expressed as a
function of',crank angle', is, ien:by

a (0 _ i 2 Cos,'1-0- 0/1

where A66 is the interval over which-the combustion is assumed'to take place. These
approaches have bekn, frequently employed in combus ion modeling nd-'have -often. been '

'founhd to be adequate for interpretive calculations of overall systdm'performaice.

However, description of'hydrocarbon combustion chemistry in substantial detail is
required when considering a number of other practical combustion problems of 6urreht
interest. These include:

* -trandition to fast chemical -reaction

A) spark ignition
b) compression ignition
c) engine detonation
d) transition from-deflag;ation to -detonation%j) exp1osion,

* Flame.quefnchifig and hydrocarb6n.6ission

a) by-walls
b) by. charge stratification
c) by- rapid expansion

* Flame inhibiti6n_6nd extincti6n.

* Fuel nitrogen conversion

0 Thermal NO production within fiame.,btructures

i • S02/S03 conversion in post-flame-gases

o Soot formation, particularly for aromatics

0 Soot oxidation

* Catalytic,processes

in these areas, the:chemistry and ,other submodels'are generally coupled 61osely, and
fluctuat:ions in 'local enthalpy and species concentrations become. important. Indeed, one
probably cannot 'suitably model turbulentcombustioh with6ut a detailed tieatmenit of the
combustion-chemistry. However, we shall for this'presehiiion eiclude consideration of
kinetic'/turbulence coupling. The importance Of, this problem, is clearly recognized. It
-has more recentiy been common to attempt validation of turbulent combustion models in
which the chemistry submodel" 'is known to'be unreaiistic. We believe the problem cannot
be dqfined Adequately without first'assembingturbulence and chenistry models which
correctly predict uncoupled .phenomena.

- in addition to difficulties in constructing a detailed chemicalmodel its use is
liiited by seveal severe pioblems associated'with the computer solutioenof thecoupled
chemistry/fluid mechani'csequations. These problems are all related to the fact that
even.'the best current scientific computers have size andspeed limitatiorns which cannot
be neglected. In, the most-.direct-niethod of formulation, the concentration of each chemi-
cal species in the reaction mechanismsi is repvesented by a Single lifferential equatiq'n;
common techniques then replace, this diffeiential equation with.a finite'difference equa-
tion. If the problem is 6nein:'which.only chemical kinetics need be, considered, ne-Ii I, oived isequa -t thenuerospcs tgte whn teuatinerfo energyn o'en i
glecting'spatial vaiations-of'physical quantities, then the number of equations tofbe
solved is equal' 'to the -number of spcies togetien -with a'n eergy -or en-
thalpy. 'Such sets ofc6upld difference equations (coupld' through nonlinear reaction

~~j~i2. rate termfi)'..Are' alreadi~y often difficult t o-ihnef'fietanacute'ner
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When spatial variations of, allquafntities are included in the model, 'then'difference
equations foa a 1 species anh'd nerg musthbe 6s6lid"'at each point in the physical
domain, usually'--epresdn 'd initediffernce spatial mesh. The' total nimber of
equations to be solved, the aimont of-computer timereqhifed, and the" computer storage
requirements increase veryrapidly . All of'these liits are severely tested even for
applications in-which the spatial variations are limited to one dimension. For problems
with two-"and-three-dimensiohal .spatial variations; reaction mechanisms"wibth many chemi-
cal species (>10) are probably too-slow 'and expensive in terms of -computer requirements.
This is partic-ularly trueif one needs- to- perform any typ6'of parametric numerical study.
Thusso kind ofmechahism.simplification, must :bed considered for these cases.

These simplified mechanisms 6kftei lid between the two extremes of model complexity
discussed above, and in addition to idehtifyIng some of the key properties arid limita-
tions of detailed and -global reaction models we, shall dis'cuss at some length 6ne' of, the
more opular simplificati6n approaches which have been poposed. Thediscussions below
depend heav'ily on our earler work' [3,4,516,78,9] 'to illustrate these characteristics.
Let us begin by first addressing the most complex approach, that 6f-detailed mechanisticmodelling.'

DETAILED KINETIC MECHANISMS

Table I gives an example of a comprehensive detailed chemistry mode]. This reaction
*mechanism for methanol oxidation which we have recentlyderived,[3], accurately repro-

duces observed experimental chemical kinetic behavior for various experiments over the
temperature range 1000-2180 K, ,the pressure range-1-5 arm, and the-equivalence ratio
range 0.05-3.0.

Examination of Table I provides some insight into the structure of detailed mech-
anisms for hydrocarbon'oxidati6on. The methano oxidation mechanism consists of 84 ele-
mentary reactions '(each of which includes~a finite rate in both the forward and reverse
directions) involving 2- chemical speoies. If NOx chemistry were to be considered',
another'4 'species (N, NO, N02, -N20) and 10-15 reactions would be required. Considera-
tion 'of fuel'bound nitrogen i the form of NHi. or HCN would require a further enlarge-
me-t of the mechanism.

' Reactions 40-56 provide a reasonably complete description of U2-02 mixtures, and
together and withreacibns' 36-39, aze adequate to- describe carbon-' 6hoxide-oxidation,
in the presence of water'vapor. Experiments carried but "in the Princetdn University
turbulent flow reactor for CO oyidation [10] at atmospheric ressure and -1000'K have
-been accurately described with this reaction4mechanism [7]. Figure 1 compares experi-
mental and calculated resuits fr 'the temperature, 'CO mole 'fraction, and CO2 mole ,frac-
tion, all plotted as functions o-f distance (time)' from the plug flow reactor inlet.
The agreement between computed and, experimentl data for this one-dimensional reaction
zone is excellent (Fig. lb)., It is interesting to note that when reactions involving
HO2'andtH202-(Ractiois 44.and 46-53) are omitted from the reaction mechanism, the mo-
del predictions'do not agrei;weli withi-xperimeht (Fig. la). The'importance of HO2 and
H2 0 2 in CO systemw 'has'rot been, commonly appreciated (6), but it is clear 'from Fig. 1
that even the relatively simple case of CO 6xidat':n is substantialliymodified by these
reactions. It has often been suggested that' these reactions, abre unimportint-in-combstion,
systems at temperatures above 1000 'K. However, recent work [6] has shown-tlat these
species remain important for temperatures up to 1800 K at elevAted pre'ssure (P > 10 atm).
Weahave also recentlynoted a key role these species play in d {terminirigthe'pr~ssure de-
pendeThce of laminar flame velocity [9].

Reactions Ii-35 and 57-84, together with the CO-H2;O 2 mechanism, comprise a methaneoxidation mechaniiim which hasbeen used to describe turbulent flow reactor iesults (7].

!yp* c~l. results, are shown ,in Fig. 2. 1In' thi s study it was foufid~that 'even for very lean
0.05) methn6 oxidation, it is important to include methyl radical recombination

CH3 + 'CH3  C H

andethane oxidation reactions, The methane oxidation mechahism has been further applied

to.istudies of the -hock tube ignition of mixtures of methane and ethane [8,11] in order
tb ,assess the poSsille dangers of detonability in mixtures of liqified natural gas (LNG)
an air. Some' of these results are shown in Fig. 3,; in which'. e ignition delay time-
of a shocked gas saiiple is plotted as a function of'reciprocal" temperature. 'The upper
solid line represehts experimental data for stoichiometric m thane-air and the lower solidIlini'for stoichiometl-,d.ethane-air. Computed ignitiondiela'y'imeS for stoiclometric
mixtures of methane hane-air are siown as dashed-lines.f This study again confirms that
ethane formation and bxidation isanessentill part of the methane oxidation mech.is;'

There are several. general observations to-be made with respect to the detailed re-
actiop, mechanism for methane. First, it should be noted that as a result of the diffi-
cultywith which methyl radicalslare oxidized, there are complexiiesn the oxidation
of even ,thi& 6imple fuill molecule. When these effects are included it ". possible to
reproduce experimental'data for a wide variety of conditions, ie for both flow reactor

and shock 'tube' environm6.nts. Unfortufiately, the strong dependence of the radical'pool
onithe methyl radical'odidation,;ieactionsis,uucharacteristic of larger alkyl hydrocarbon
oxidation processes. Thus the ,resulting lohg induction period and oxidation character of
ri met~aane do not closely simulate the combustion properties of conventional liquid fuel
components.

<"



Computed. results for methane oxidation indicate several distinct phases or steps
during'which different reaction groups.,control the overail rate of oxidation. After
the induction phase there is a period during which fuel -is rapidly converted'primarilyt. Cqi. follbwed by a phase .dominatedby the oxidation' of CO"to _02 (?ig. 2).. The maxi-
mum CO-mole faction occurs at a disance'.of approximate 5 of i

the, cylindrical duct; Other ma"op intermediate Sbecies reach their maximumvalu'es at
different locations,. Soma of these are, c2O (20. cm)'j c 2 H6 (30 cm),, €2H4 (40 cm) and H2(45,cm).. Using the rate expressions in TableI, at flow reactor temperatures, k(CH2 +
OH) >k(C 2 H6, + OH) >!"(H2 + OH) >k(CO + OH)', and similar trends appear for reactions with
0 and H atoms. Ths, ordering in, reaction rates-'isresponsible for relative locations
where the species maximum concentrationsoccur.' In fact, the hydrogen abstraction re-
action rate, of any-alkyl hydrocarbon and-a hydroxyl radical is more than 100 times
larger than the CO + OH reaction rate,.at these temperatu~res. Since nealy7 all CO oxi,7
dation takes place by reaction with OH, it is clear that CO will, react very slowly in
the presence of hydrocarbons. 'The exothermicity'of the carbon monoxide 6onversic p0o
vides a large fraction of the total heat of2 combustion for fuel-air mixtures' Thds,,
much of the energy release 'ppearskoniy aater the, fuel and major intermediate hydrocar-
bon species ha- been consumed. 'The interactivecharacter of the carbon, monoxide and,
methane oxidations is characteristic of that noted for larger alkyl hydrocarbon oxida-
tion.

Reactions 1-10 in Table I were added to the earlier methane-ethane mechanism and
used to describe methanol oxidation [3]. -The mechanism Was shown to describe shock
tube and turbulent flow reactor data over wide ranges of fuel-oxygen equivalence ratio,
temperature and'pressure. Additional work showed that the reaction mechanism was able
to predict laminar flame speeds for i ethanbl-air mixtures over similarly wide ranges of
operating conditions (9]. In order to have the capacity for making such predictions,
the mechanism had to be thoroughly validated in a variety of experimental environments
and over wide ianges of conditions. With this testing completed, ,the model predictions
can be treated with g eater confidence than if the mechanism had been able to reproduce
only the shock 'tube or only the flow reactor experiments.

Flame speeds predicted by ths model are-shown in Figs. 4-6. In Fig. 4 the varia-

tionin laminar flame speed Su with unburned gas temperature Tu is shown. Fig. 5 shows
the variLtion of Su with pressure P, and Fig. 6 describes the'dependence of Su on equiva-
lence ratio, . These pediclti6ns all agree well with the available experimental data,
-and a' great deal of additional information is available- from thb,'omputed. flame results.
For example, the nonlinear dependence of log Su on log P in Fig, 5has been observed for
many years in flames of air with methane and other fuels, but no specific process had
been shown to be responsible. With the-detailed calculations, it was pbser~ed J9] that
the contributions of H + 02 + M 4 H02 tM, become increasingly important with increase
in pressure, leadingto the observed fV.ame speed dependence on pressure. This same re-
action character must be of similar i1p:rtance 'n any other hydrocarbon-air flame.

While we have demonstrated some of the 'favorable pr6perties of detailet2kinetic
modelling, comprehens!v5 mechanisms have beefrmulated and testod for oxly a few
relatively simple fuels. Work is~continuing on enlarging the number and types of fuels,
the important elementary reactions, bit tihe solution of large ie'tworks of differential
equations can be both difficult and expensive to 'solve numerically. For practical ptx -
'poses, when large detailed reaction mechanisms are used it is essontial to simplify or
idealize the geometrical domain' toa single spatial cpordinate. 'Problems with two or'three spatial coordinates require prohibitive computer expenses' H~ee, many practi-
cal problems which at first appear to be hopelessly two- and three-dimensional can be
approached by considering a related but simplified one dimensional problem. Such i'-
p'fied studies of stratifiedcharge engine environments [12,13'], flame-quenching in ex-
panding combustion chambers '14], and wall quenchihg in thermal boundary layers [15] have
been able to provide a great deal of useful iformation through the use of detailed mech-
anisms.
GLOBAL REACT4ON MECHANISMS

Simpler reaction mechanisms than. those described-aboVe can be needed for sevet.1
treasons. These might include limited computer faciklities, the Inecessity of using a fuel

fo Wlhi~h a -dettiled kinetics mechanism is unavailable, or, a geometry for which two- or
three-dimensional effects cannot be ignored or avoided. -.'Or such applications a' greatly
simplified reaction mechanism is needed which will provide sufficient accuracy forthe
given problem,,. In this- section we will describe briefly some of the approaches which
have been talen;in definiig and usii'i global reaction mechai*sms.

In many applications a single reaction step can be used. As We mentioned earlier,often-the heat release rom chemical reactions is used-as ani- 'nput'quantity to the-model',

using this to determine other output quantities. 'In order to use this type of descrip-
tion it is necessary to have previously carried out enough .experiments to, be able'to-
prescribe the heat release function accuritely . Siice % large part of the NOx forma-
tion in many combustion systemis is a function of temperature in the burned-gases, the
amount of reacted gas, and the resi'dence'tim&''in, the combuston volume, this simple type
of reaction model can give a surprisingly good estimate of NOx production. In order to
cbtain further kinetic detail it is necessary to make certain assumptions, such as the
validity 6fchemical equilibrium in the burned gas,, or partial equilibrium among .the
radical pboi1, etc.V
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The most commonly used simple mechanisms are the global types, with ohe or two
overall reactions. 'The n-octane reaction discussed earlier is'an example of a single
step global reaction. An example of a frequently used.,two;step global: mechanism is
that for methane, developed by Dryer andGlassman [10] for post-induction phase lean
oxidatioh of methane in the flow reactor, at atmospheric pressure,

CH 4 + 3/2 O -,CO + 2H20

CO + 1/2 02 CO2

The,.rates for these two.readtionsaregiven by

13.2 0.7 q 0.8 3JA (CH4] exp(-48400/RT)ICH4] [ ] mole/cm -sec

d'[C 14:.75 10 0,-5 0.25 3_i -[CO 2], = 10 exp(-43000/RT)'[CO].0 [H20]0 , [O]0j 25 mole/cm 3sec.

When these expressi6ns areused to model the flow reactor experiments discussed earlier
and summarized ii Fig. 2, the agreement betweenthe computer results using the simpli-
fied mechanism and th6 detailed%,mechariism, is very good, as shown in Fig. 7.

These two-step global expressions have been used to model a variety of combustion
systems. Fo- example, the model yields a reasonable value of about 40 cm/sec'for the
laminar flame speed in stoichiometrIc methane-air',at atmospheric pressure; However,
as the pressure is in~re~sed, the simplified mechanis i does not predict the P 0 .5'de-
pendence of :flame speed on pressure. As a result, at 25' atm and ab&ve, the same mech-
anism gives a flame, speed which is too large by a factor of more than five. In a study
of charge stratification in internal'combustion, engines '(12,. it was necessary to re-
uce the rate of the first global reaction (consuming CH4)' by about a factor of ten- in

order to achieve the same average flame speed as,'a detailed kinetic calculation. The
original mechanism has als6'been used to study the propagation of reactive shock waves
through methane/air clouds [16]. 'However, the sh6ck-heated gas mixture in a detonation
wavedmust undergo an induction phase before it can be oxidized, but -the Dryer anid Glass-
man mechanism was derived from post-induction pnase methane-oxidatibn. The us6 of shock
tube correlati6ns 'for 'the post "ndut'6n oxidation 'of mthane [171

- d 7.9 x 10l exp (C41600; ) 0.7C10"O2]8 m /cm3-sec

RT moe/mse

is equally infivnid. This is true because under these conditions the total oxidation
tim6 for a shock heated mixture of fuel and air is about the same order as the chemical
ignition delay time.

Potentially serious deficiencies in one-and two-step global mechanisms 'have been

" pointed ''ut for the case of flame, pr6pagation thiough engine chambers [12]. First,
global ireaction schemes typically assume, that the reaction goes to completion in the
forward direction and that there is no reverse reaction. With the-exception of low temp-
erature combustion cases, this results in an overestimate of the total -heat rtiease,
since in practice equilibrium exists in the burned gases. Neglectinj'this'effect can
lead to an overprediction of the, final,temperature and pressure (for' fixed volume cbm-
bustion) of 10-15%'. A simple solution for this error is to artificially reduce the
heat of combustion to give the cor'rect final temperature. Alternatively the limit tois oxidized, to CO2 ~ould be defined from equilibrim calculations.

Another, qualitative, error associated with global reaction mechanisms is the' implied
assumption 'that energy is released instanta e?'Ously upbn theconsumptibn of reactants,
A large fraction of' the 'heat of reaction results from the '6xidat6n, of' CO-t6 CO2, so in
this respect the two-step mechanism is superior to the single-step idheme. The assump-
ti6n of instant'fieous heat release was sh6wh'[12] to lead tb an 'interesting positive
feedback phenomenon. The rates6df the global reaction steps increase with increasing
temperature and density, and when a sound wave compresses 'and heats a sample of, reac-
tants, the reaction rate increases. since the increased reaction rate results in an
immediate release of energy, the temperature again rises, further ind'reasingj the reac-

) tion (heating) rate. The detailed :reaction mechanism produces a time delay following
the fuel consumption, before the heat of combustion is available to heat the gases. In
-fact, many of "the 'early steps fn the reaction' mechanism are endothermic, so for some
brief time there is very-'little heat release. Als6; the detailed mechanism corre&tly
predicts that CO cai66t'ieact ,tO 'form Cd2 until ,all of; the fuel has been ciidmed, 'fur-
thei delaying the heat release process. Thistype of problemcan.'be-avoided 'by arti-
ficially -reducing the rate of the-'CO oxidation step uitil- 'the fuel is gone, -reproducing
qualitatively the behavior '6f the real system. A second approach is to place the heat
of reaction in an artificial "reserv6i'internally in the computer program; one then
must pfrescribe the rate at which this energy is released-to heat the product gases.
Both solution methods are attempts'to reconstruct the timezenergy history of the reac-
tints, a hi:t6r::whichte-dtailed mechanism reproduces correctly.

i Perhaps,the most important advantage which, global reaction, mechanisms possess, is -"
L the ability- to '!describe" arbitrary fuels, Thus it isp6ssible to immediately write,

II



dow lo41bal rea~tion foi' benzene, -for exAmple,

TC 6H6 + 7-02 o C0 - 3110- '22

" - or

9
C6 H -6CO + 3H120

CO+l1/2 02 +CO

This says nothing About the details-of' hoik4 such ieactions really' occur., but in the ab-
seiice'6f a bette'rsollutlhn, such a scheme proVides aw*ay to attack the roblem.

The following key points must be re-emphasized about global simplifications for
oxidation of real fuels. First, the steps involved do not necessarily bear any direct
relationship to the actual kntcreactionszequence, even for CO oxidation. The rates
of thos'e global steps are deriv~d'from experimental data and are valid-' only under the
same conditions as those experiments. Thke nature of' the-application must also be exa-
mined to be sure the 'global model is appropriate to that environment.. Oxidation condi-
tions and ihduction conditio'hs, for example, are not the same and one should not expect
the global reaction rates to be the, same in the' two environments. Goa'teexpres-
gi6ns' are nptoriouisly -unreliable when extrapolated to conditions beyond th6ge for which
they we're derived. This includes pressure range's, equiivalence ratios, and temperature
ranges. Rates expressed for envir6nments with N2 diluent"(as i n real'air) may not be
'valid when Argon 'diluent is used. tf fec~s of, -mixtures obf reactants, such as 'when two
distinct fuels are mixed t6gether with" air, cizinot be p'redict~d properly . Still, if'
the6 global expressions. to be used have been correlated with speci.fic experimental re-
stilts, ahd if those. expressions are used carefully within 'their limits of validity,
'they can be very useful and providb a means of analysis for complex systems.

There 'is one further type of global rate expression which may be quite promising
but which awaits develoient. For'those fuels for which det~iled re~btion' mechanisms
have been~ developed (ctirrently'CO, H2,C, HO,:HG an perhaps C2 4 ad H2),
it 'is possible to use the detailed mechanism to pr'edict global kedction rates as, func-7
tiois :of operating parameters. Thii would then-ihcluide the, 6ffects of equivalence
ratio, temperatUre, pressure, ,and an '6the rp-a-rmt'ers in'an explic'i't 'manner~ This
type of global rate expre ssiton would automatically' be applicable to all of the" condi-

~ 'tions for which 'the detailed mechanism had been used. Productiono6f~this type of global
bae ere sflion marcty appios, deierd te' iaadill detailaed real manismsul
'erat efulsion mircty frp then detae, theli aadilyl avtailaed gectol an oul

haenot ye~t beci u'd to generate 'this information.

SIMPLIFIED REACTIONW'ME(qHAISMS

A type of me'chanism simplificAion which has received considerable zittention, is the
so-called quasi-jiobal approach first developed, by Edelman and t6tine '(18)'. This con-
Ri,sts of representiinqg the' r~action..of. fuel and oxygen to form CO and H2 by a single
S'bil st'ep,, ollow~d by a detailed treatment o~f CO and H2 oxidation, Edelman has re-
.6orted :[l9 ,20] ' c'osiderable, success with'-this type 'of .model for both'plig flow and well
Atirred conditions. However, applicatio'. of the gamie modeling techniques to turbulent
flow ieaction experimen s [6] indicate some. deficiencies in. the 'approach.

'In. principle the concept of the quasi-global mechanism is very attractive., It
cc',nbines the ability to describe alrbitrary complex fuels with some estimate'of radical

syeces eves. ~or hos fuls wher'a detailed reaction mechanism is available, the
cqiasi-global mechani~m is probably'rnot very-useful. This is due to the fact that the
(O-H2-02-NO mnecha'nism used in -the quasi-global model containis a large numb'er ,of chemical
specieq, approximately"r1~5 i depending on whether or not HO and H202- are iniclude'd.
The' solution' of 15 eqUataions,'per time step'per spatial cell represents an appreciable
amount .of computational ef-fort. Thus the extension to the complete detailed mechanism

'does not repres -ent an 'ad'ditional, order of'magnitude increase in the amount of domputer
'labor 'required. -Therefore,, the benefits of th6 q'uasi.;4obal approach are to be found-
primarily in its -flexibil'ity, to 6comm'n'date any f uel, particualthsfowicde

itailed' mechadnisms are not avail , ble. 'ual hs ~ hc e

In order to> illustrate -:s6mbe of 'the properties and problefus of the -quasi-,global modaL~,
two sets,,of r alculai6is- ar6 re~orted here. The first set conit facmalo~6tween comue afd e"'orst o a rop aion e

itmue n esu'red speci~s.'afid temperature .rofiesfrlnpoaeoiato
in the turbulent ~flow reactor i21,]. The exp~rimental data are summarized in Fig. 8
shoiqing a steady consumption-of the propane fuel which finallydisappears at a distance
of ~about 9P cm form'-the inje6tioi point. The condeitrations 6f many'I species gradually
incr ,ease As; fuel is consumedi,however C6 and'tempczature 'begin to increase raoidly.V
The peAk i~n the -CO conceptration profile also occurs at 'about the ,same locati6n, i-.e.
90 cm.

Calculated-results using the most recent quasi-global reaction mechanism and the con-
ditions of Fig, 8 are shown in,.Fig. -9, indicating that.f6i 'this case the fuel disappearance
rate -computed- using the quoted' rate par'ameters' is considerably too small. In addition,
the computek 'CO mole. frtactioi, never -exceeds 5 x',10 4, '-nenrton much lower than the 4
obsevd -peak of ab'out 4 x 10ere Ul-3. The computed C02 and tempierature piofiles also rise



steadilyeven though fuel remains unburned. The general conclusi6n onereaches is that
in this case the quasi-global model unnerestimates the- fuel c6nsumotion and overestimates

* *the CO oxidation, rate.

Some relatively minor modificationswere made to the quasi-global mechanism in
order to, attempt c6rrection of these'.problems. The pre-exponential term in the rate
expression of'the global: reaction of C3H8 to-CO and H2 was -increased, from 6 k 104 to
1.5 x 105' inorder-to; reproduce the propane .disappearance rate. In order tbinhibit
the- heat 'release until after the fuel was consumed, the'rate of,,CO + OH -) CO2 + H was
artifiCiaily reduced- until the fuel con centrati6n was" less ;than 1% of its initial value.
As seen in Fig. 10, the computed resuL6s,.iachieved with these Imodifications are qsalita
tively much closer to theexperimenta-l'-data.

A similar sequence of numerical model predictions were carried out and compared for
flow reactor oxidation of 2-methylpentane (Fig. 11),. With the considerably more complex
fuel mol~cule,-.there-are a variety of intermediate species. which are present in signi-
ficant amounts. The original quasi-gl6bal mechanism results are shown in Fig. 12. The
fuel consumption is seen to be predicted accurately.when the global reaction rate has a
pre-exponential value of about 2.x, 104,. However; the predicted .temperAture rise is far
too rapid, and the.computed CO and-CO2 profiles are, spriously, inbc'rrect, even when'the
CO oxidation, is, inhibited ( 13)..

This disagreement is notoentirely unexpected in that other intermediates-containing
large amounts of'icarbon are produced during the, initial fuel consumption. To account for
this effe'ti. an additonalglobal expression 'which modelsintermediate productioiand con-
sumption must'be proposed. This approach has been suggested'by Cohen [22) for ethane
oxidation:

Sd2H 6 ''C 2 H4 + H2

24+ 02 .2CO+ 2H2

butthe rates of the global steps are different in the fuel-rich and fuel-lean'regimes.
The procedure-of dividing the global step ito several smaller but still global reaction
steps is clearly promising but still not reliable 'for making predictive calculations.

SUMMARY

'This paper has described a systematicstudy Of kinetic oxidation models for practi-
cal fuels, The 6onstruction of detailedzreaction mechanisms for the oxidation of typi-
cal hydrocarbon fuels, and the validation of Ehse"mechanisms through caxefu comparisons
between'computer and experimental data have been discussed. _Thse' mechanisms are strongly
hierarchcial, with reactions for complex fuels cont'aining subse.ts which, describe the com-
bustion of chemically.'simpler'fuels. Progress-to date includes 'elatively complete -des
criptionsof carbon- monoxide, hydrogen, methane, and methanol' oxidation. In the develop-
ment and verIfication 6f these reaction mechanisms data from a variety of experimental

sources, including flow reactor techniqus at intermediate tempteratures (900-1300 K) and
shock tube results at high temperatures (1300-2200 K),have been used. in addition, ranges
in'fuel-air euivalence ratio between very lean (W< 0.1) through stoibhieluitric to very
rich"' ( > 5)' have, also been considered.

Detailed models derived in this manner are. themselves often very useful in-the
analysis of very specificcombustion problems, in. which simplified geometrical cohfigura-
tions or other approximations c'anbe emplbyjd. Such analyses, using these detailedn.
dels, have been applied to the problems of bulkkquenching of flames by rapid expansion
of flame propagation through 'stratified charge conditions of generation of unburned hy-
drocarbon pollutants in thermal boundary,la-ers -in engines, .and of detonation hazards in
liquified natural gas.

In addition t6 the direct utility of detailed kinetiz models, such approaches-can be
nextremely useful in the derivation and valida~ion- of appropriate simplified reaction

schemes for pract16al fuels. Simplified models which are derived ,from detailed mechanisms
are potentially more general than those derived from experimental correlations.

However, detailed kinetic modeling,of practical fuel oxidation is currently not
possible. First; very little -information is available concerning the mechanistic de-'~tails of fuel pyrol 6is and okidation-f'ot most typical hydrocarbon fuels. Secondly,.

in 'those few caseswheie many of the elementary reactions are known, rate data are. gen-
erally unreliable or-completely unknown. Finally, the large 6ets.of chemi6a&lrate equa-
tions which arise are difficult and expensive to solve, even1on the most'powerful compu-
ters,. whenthey are intimately c'uple'd with.fluid dynamios. As a-result of these con-
siderations, the conventional, approach in many cases, has been to use greatly simplified
chemicdl kinetic models deV61oped- 'from ohly limited experimental data. -Interest'has
often been confined only to the overall rates of fuel consumption and heat release.
While extremely useful ininterpretive calculations, this approach has been shown to have
several limit tions' which -cause uncertainty in i~s use for prodictive'modelling, Such
global mode' a; do not extrapolate well ,to conditions existing outside -hose for which the
model was derived, or the analysis of quenching phenomena and/or pol utant formation.
More general'°simplified schemes based on quasi-global modelling techniques show promise
for improyirg-modelling capabilities for conventional hydrocarbon fuels, but such models



probably remain, too complicated for application in-fully two and three dimensional time

,dependent- comutatins.
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Medhiol oxdtion me"~h. Reactin iistis in
cmol..uwccat units, k - AT' explaE*RT)

Rate
Reactionl 0g so' 50 t HO "'P * 0 13.7 0- 1.D

IC~O4 -C,4HM 6 0~51 H, .H6, + 40 136 C 42.5
CNOH- M -6,+H - 1.5 $.052 H,O, *M 04 4 OH'+ M 17.1 0 455

CH, 'OH+O, - CH2 OH *H0O 13.6 0 E.. 53- N,0, *H, -HO, *H; 12.2 -0 3.8

3 CH3OH 4ON 4 *.C4OH tH, 0 12.5' 0 2.0 '54 O*H+M .OH+MA 16.0 0 0.0

4CH1OH4 + C HO 2 0 215 oy-M -H.H+M- 14.3, 0 16.0'

6CHOHO -CHOH +O 12.2& 0 2.3, 55 H,4M, -O+H+M, 14.7 0 115.01

I .CH1OH+H CH, +H10 '12.7, 0 s1c14 -'C'.oCH + CH, 19.4 -11 "83'

7 Ck3OH 4CH, -CHOH4CH, 11.3 0 9.8 56 C, H, +CH, -CH,.*CH 4  -0.3 4 8.3

8 CH391I+ NO, -CHOHtHZO3 12.8 0 19.4 59 C3H**+H - 2H& *HS 2.7 '3.5 5.2

9- CHOH 4M -CH 2 04,. M '13A4 6 29.0' 60 'H. +ON N. 4,.Hso 13.3 0' 2.4
10 CH1H4O1  H1 04H0 12.00 ~60 CH+ C;,4o S .

10 CH 4 0 , - .CH 3+H4MN 17.1 0 6.0 2CH CH+ 360 3.
12C4 H C 1 H2  1.'0 1S61 C, +0 -C, H, + O 13A.0 0 5.0

13 CH, 4 PH .CH, tH~O 3.5, 3.06 2.0 641 C2H. +C3 Hj *CaH 4.4Cl H4 17.5 0 35.6'

14 CN,4 +0 CH, 4tON' 13.2 0 6.2 65 csH 4 +0 -CH, 4 CO 130 ,0 1.1

Iii C", 4 NO, .CH 3 +H3?, 13.3 -0 IL0 64 C, H, tM 'C*H, 4 1M 17. 6 0 88.2
161 CH, +H NO, CHOO 13.2- 0 0.016~CH4 .,4, 1. .

17 CH + PH .CHO+H, 12.6 0 0.0 68 , CH+ON -CHi*"4 1O 14.0 0, 3.5-
1t CH, +0 4CHO*H 14.1 0 2.0 60 C3H 4 0+ CHO,4CN, 1 3.4 0 5.0

it CH, +0, .. CH 8040 1340 26.0 70 C,1H4+M -CH, *H +M 16.6i 0 40.5.

20 CHO4CH3 - CH, *HCO 10.0 0.5 6.0 71 C1H, *M -C 8 H H +M 14.0 0 114.0
21' CH3 +HCO -.CH *CO 11.5 0.6 0.0- 7JCH40, .HO O 16 0 2.

22 C.n*s + .t CH4 408 12.0 0 0OA 73 C1H + "H C -cH +H, 14.3 0 16.0

22CHO+ M -CH 8 O*H*M 13.7 '0 21.0 74 C1H, 4ON -CH+H,'O i2.8 0 7,0
24 PH~O*O 01 CH 3O+HO, 12.0 0 6.

25 CH1O#M - NCO 4H 4M 16.7 -0 72.0 7 1 3 O - 3 +H 5506 1.

** ONC 0U2*C 38' 1
'26 CHIP4O -HCO*HSO 14.7 0 6.3 76 NCO4O CH+ CO 13.0 -0 4.0

27 CHO4t *.-NCO *H, 12.6 -0 3.8 77 C1H*0 3  HOC 1. .

2s CH1O+o " CO 4OH 13.7 0 4.6 78 CSH*O -CO+CH 13.7 0 0.0

26 CH1O *Hot - CO *HSOS 12.0 0 6.0 76' CH1+0 N.CO t ON 14.0 0 3.7

30 HCO+OH "CO+N;O 14.0 0 0. 0CMO -C*O 13082.

31 HCO*M ..H+CO*M 14.2' 0 19.0 31 cj 4H A CH4H, 11.4 067 25.

32 NCO + -C0414 14.3 0 0.0 82 CH, *ON 4CH*H8 0 11. 0.67 25.7

33- NCO4O# .CO * O -14.0 0- 0.01 8 CH*O, -CO*OH 11.1I 0.67- 2L?7

34 HCO * HOi .CH 8O4O, 14.0 0 3.0 84 C H*, -HCO*O 13.0 0 0.0'

;- -6 *0 -CO*H140 12.5 0 7.0

.6 0*04,- *CO *H 7.1 -1.3 -C-8

:7CO + H0 - COj *OO 14.0 0 23.0

16 C040+M -cO,*M 1. 0 4.1

U1 C03*O *C6+ 01 124 0 43.8

- 40 Il+O, -040H 1430 16.6

41 H, t0 -H*OH 10.3. 1 -6.'

it42 HO0 .. Oa4OH 13.5 .o 16.4
43 HO4H -Ni*OH -14.0,' 0 20."

44 H20 * 0 4 .HSO+ 40S 13.0 -0 1.8

46 HOiM -1440H*M 16.3 0 105.1
46 * H0, + NOM 15.2 0 -1.0

It47 4IO,*O -!&H*O, 13.7 0- 1.0
46 O HO~I 4OH' 14A4 0 1.s
4 NO,4I+ *'H, 2 1.4 i 0 0.7-
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DISCUSSION

Comment by N.Peters, Ge

You point6d out that glbbal modelsuch as the 9ne of Dryer and Glassman can-not describe processes where the

initial'kinetic steps are impoiiant. However, there are very old proposals, of two step models, -for instance, that of
Zeldovich -(A + B - 2B, 2B -* C), tI.at concentrate on the initial kinetics. In this m6delthe intermediate species
may be interpeted as a radical that catalyses the fuel consumption. In his recent thesis, W.Hocks- calculated the

fuel consumption during wall 4uenchiig by elementary methanol kinetics and by Zeld Aih's two step kinetics. The
global model did a good job in this case,.

1. Hocks, W. PhD-Thesl5 - Institutffir Allgemeine Mechanik, RWTH Aachen, Germany.
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PCaesece/Disperiion flodelling -of*Gas Turbine Comiiustors

David-T. Pratt,,Professor-and6Chairman
beparbtment of Mechanical Engineering and- Appliid'Aechanics

-The
2Univerity-of Michigan

Anti Arbor, Michigan 48109
USA

Mellbr'hag shown :that t- ,4he turbul entmixing time, is 'the most
dominant single-'characteristic time over -the'entire-range of present or
Advanced con~cept combustors, and over the full load ranige from idle to full,
-aswerl. as norkuntely, classical feactor-theoretic or "miodular" models,
-aswel asfinlte-differenceapprxiniate solutions to the-governing

differential ejiations,-have heretofore regarded isl as either zero or
infinite. Stochatic or'Mone Carlo -methods hiqe shown promise. for includ-
ing effects of 't5s>O, but only for simple, chemistry. Preliminary-experience
wiith a-newly-;developed- algorithm for integration of batch- reaction-chemical
rate-equatlons shows great,-promise in-makingtractable the corbinedmodelling
-of botk-flnite-ratie nicromixing and complex, finite-rate chemistry, which
is -necessary for modelling~of pollutant -formation- and -combustor stabil'ity.

1. CHARIACTERIZATION OF COMBUSTOR PROCESSES

A. M. Mellor'has usefully characterized the, complex interaction of-serial and competing-processes of
chemistry, heat, -mass-anti momentum transfer-within a 'gas tpurbjne, combustbr in-terms of "characteristic
times" (or reciprocal frequencies) 6tf-the dominant-processes.l1) These Are summarized in-Table 1.

(All tables and figures appear at'the'end-ofthe paoer.)
In~designlng -new~combustors, or analysing or -modifying- existing. combustors for: improvpd efficiency,

wider turndown ratio or stability limits, reducedp -pollutant production, or improved 'patternl'actor, it is
conceivable that-any of the processes rep~resented iin Table I could becomd-the dominant or conti~blling step.
For examl hg-altitude flameouft'or extinction is thought t 'be doe- to Thc controlling At low
pressures.() 

!g)

in-conventional -combustors, 'Teb ca In.usually be,,removed from controlling- status.sby improved- vaporiza-

imotatin onrllfj-plltfi mison'-bt it,-isnegligible forpressure atomization.-I ) --

M61 ir- ha- shon st"a the 'turbulent mixing time-, I§s the most dominant single~ characteristic 'tira&,
overthehti6,rfig ifpresent or1kdvanced concept combustors, and over the-full--oad range from idl--to

fulLi~werIn'6ther words,' 'at the,-cditions' ty'pical of gas turbine--operation, chemical and heat- release
*atfe-alwakys -strongly--influenced-by,- and fri~uentlyt ontrol Ied by', the rate-of turbulent- mixinrg of

a) vporiedfuel'-with air, $
b) rdruae'undg, e,,'hr~tnsi~h prim~ry zone, or

c) dilution air-with priduct' in', h ,,s-e-ondlary zon6eI'3)

Historically, gas turbine combustor, devlopme~nt, has been' principally, a,:ei al and-errorpr'ocess. After
thirty. years 0f c,.mutie ypine, caiutio'us, incremental' imprqve'ments -in'ecobu stor design( 4) are
-possible. Uhiki~compressors and turbines, in whc,,e~yaic.ad-tut a vibrations are to sorfie

the need tomiidify or 6design-combustors for-.reduced imokb&e ad~aseouspoollutint formation - always-while

maintaining-or improving- combustion efficiency, tu~ndow'r6tio and pattern faftoir - has' created a need -for
U Ibetter understandingof the sujbtle, interaction of 'th~selcoupled fion-j'Inear processes.

The concurrent, advent-of the-digital1 corapute-rdhas rais'e - the -hope ttlkAt more sophisticated analytical
modelling might- -eIad to reduced --expendi tures of'time and manpov'er in achlbving ia4roved-designs. While
'this promise. hits-by no-means been fully realized, -tkebe are som'exencouragi'nq signs.-'* -For example, the
present development~of preVaporized, preiiixed combustors '.or l'w,Illutaht forrnation) originated, from
numerical' parametric-studies-which sh 6d that there should existairowinoofuearrt,
temperature and residence time within which stable, efficient combust~oncould-be achieved, with low
NO ,CO and UHC as-well. 5)
x

Generally-speaking, modelling --fforts to-date--stem from one of two fun Amentally distinct Approaches:

a) Thoseobsed on chemidCal reactdr-theoretic or-"pop~ulation balan?" models - sometimes
calledthe, !mddular' 'approach --in which the-fluid medhankhs ard~simolifie&--to the
exten't that conveictive -flow and tu~rbulent 'mixinig is- riprese'nted'.by'interconnected Well-
or perfectly-stifred rei6fo § (PS11's')',and-plu§ flow reco

-b)- The second approach- is to solve'the-finit6-difference approximated differ'ential- e~uations
for-consdrvation-,of-mass, species, momientumand energy, usually simplifyiitecmsr
to the,point where pollutant formation processes cannot,,be adequately reprelented. 

7)



What both of these approaches have lacked to date is the ability to model the effects qf Tsl, thie
most universally important characteristic time within- the combustor. -In the modular apprah trsl iS,
by definition, equal to zero in PSR's, and is zero for cross-stream mixing and infinite for age mixing
(axial diffusion) in PFR's. In vigof these-inherent restrictions-on PSR's and PFR's, Swithenbank' s

attnptto ccont for fiite'rs~ ~~ 5 simply, equivalent to ih reasing the Value of 'rhc,whc tl
remains a-homogeneous reaction time. :.Predictions~resulting from tnis simpiitication may be-useful foe
trend analysis, but canntbe valid: or quantitative prediction of pollutant formation and destruction, as
the effects of inhomogeneity orsegregation(3) are still.-not represen'ted.

Infinite-difference modelling, it has been-necessary-heretofore to-treat turbulent exchalnge processes
as quasi-laminar; that is, to Assume that, within a compUtdtional cell, local molecular homogeneity exists,-
or T 1 = 0. Some attempts have been made to include moment equations for the probability density function
(PDFJ of a -passive scalArmixture fraction(7),,which-accounts for the effects of finite- V- but only with
the "flame-sh-eet"'assumftion that -T = 0 Thus bothapproaches tordate-faii ;As-quaniitaiively correct
models for pollutant- production, behuse'both Thcand-Tsl are'known to play,,essentiil roles.

In an actual combustori recirculating flow is necessary for flame stabilization, while plug or stream
flow is required to ,move-the working-fluid from compresso r to-combustor,to allow comnbustion reactions to
progress towards completion within-th6 comnbustor, and to-moVe ,the-working fluid from the-combustor to the
turbine inlet. A-PSR is- an- idealization of a-region with sirong'-convective -recirculatibn, whereas a PFR
is an idealization of a simple stream tube flow. Due-to recent advances in computation of'stochastic or
"Monte Carlo" -methods (3,8), together with improved'algorithms for calculating equilibrium and non-

, "silibriun chemistry-0(,lli,it is now possible- to:-introduce finite-rate microrilxing into both the PSR
(age mixing) and PFR- (cross.-sxream mixing only) models. 'In the PSR, this improveme~nt allows assessm~ent of
the effects of primary-zone inhomogeneities-due -to-fuel-air ratio,. temperaturei and"age"', or degree of
reactedness within fluid elements. In the PFR regions, finite-rate mixing of secondary air admission into
the Post-primary stream~may be described, leading eventually to prediction of mixing inhomogeneities. on
pattern factors,

3., THE COALESCENCE/DISPERSION (C/D) MODEL

A simple Bragg combustor model-,is--asslumed ior presentpourposes: An imperfectly-stirred- reactor
represents the-primary zone, followed by aplug-;flowregion.

-The- primary zone contents are discretized into computational cells or "turbules", which may be
j regarded conceptually--(but not literally ) as primitive-representations of single-scale-turbulent eddies.

The mass flow rate through the-primary zone -s then-represented-by a number flow rate of turbules -given by

rN/<p>V = Nitr ; 'r, i~> 1

where- <p> is the ensemble mass density in the primary -zone, V is the volume, ; the mass flow rate, N is
I the-numberof turbules-nAt -c is-the mean-residence tjme' in-theprlmary zone.

I Micromnixing,- or mixing between -turbul]ant- eddies ai_--thmicro-scale level, Is. simulated'by considera-_
-ton Of C sin's tlime constant' .for'decay-of a-concentration fluctyation in an 'isoteopil. tyrb~leynt

- ~field, O.? -Defining 'I -as the~ratio--of mixing frequec ( th feed wit-esu c"alsence andpir~o
-turbules within the reacTor- are allowed to-simply averag 'e- rrpr~i wiher.suh1caesec n

diesion" pair 'interaction 'ildwid-,per -time interval '(-/I, -N), Pairs- are chosen by random -ilaction so
that there 'is-no bias with respect to- turbule- age, thus -rep,.,esentin§, a weill-!stirred- reactorlth 'non-zero
segregation.(3) During the time interval between C/D'events, all turbules undergo adiabatic batch reaction,I- using either an infinite rate (equilibrium) assumption or achemical kinetic mechanism and rate data, as
desired. Whenever'-a feed-timne-interval-(-TIM) has,-elapsd-iohe-turbule is'selected-at-random to be removed
'rom thiseml- and..isreplacedcby a-frish-f~f-urbule.

The assembly-'of turbule , 4s --lnitialized -by ~assuning~a-homogeneous-PSR.I~distribution of mole numbers and
corresponding- tnprtuP Th-C/D s~fiulation ii-allowe'd to-.run for thi.- to fivd equivalent residence
-times, until -.the ensen'b4e- tatistis - .banv:And, variance of properties-) are 6bseir('ed to stabilize. Each

turble s ten-ll eoA irdrgofuiP'-or'batdh- 're~tio-for-thd& e~ojdary zone'-residence -time; no further
mixlng~is- csijre-To "in e -)del in'the~preni s'tate -of development. Finally', ensembl 6,averages
are obtained to irep'e'nt, the oar p".;- iesat- cob~ it. -Mean-and standard deviation (rms A values

jare ofta-.4,; th .fq . -6mble a t-r-e mul , 1m tr oment dquations- of desdripti~dK f statist, ., fct -exqsrp~e fJ-- Tpe

1 N (2)
U andi -<T> -=~X

1 M - 2 (3)
r Ns (Ti V T) 2

-4. SUMMARY OF COMPUTATIONAL, METHODS,
For finite-rate gaseous chemistry, either premixed or non-premixed, it was found necssary to develop

a new algorithm ,1for ihtegration-of -th~e coupled, non-liiiear, first-;order ordinary-differential equations
describing the, variation fih comoositidn and temperatur6 iwith,-elapsed-time within a constant-pressure,--
adiabatic bAtchi1reactor (turbule). The rdquired-,characteristics -for this algorithm'were:

(A) Spegd. The large number of species (15730) and turbules (presently 20, eventually-up, to --

~50OFtequires the-fastest possible- -peed-of execution.



)Stabili ty. Te infinity ofinitial conditionsieuivalence ratioand, chemical time scales

resulting from rahdom selectin procedures ,requires -an extremely robust. algorithm, preferably

with automatic stepsize variation.

(c) Accuracy. This .is relatively unimportant, consistent with the crude assumptions on which the
entire scheme s prediated. Further, Acc'ulated~bundoff errors leading to violation of aton

conservation tend to be "flushed away" by the replacement of 6utflowing,-turbules with the steady
iiflow of reactants of prescribed'stoichiometry.

An algorithm was developed~which.meetsall-,of the above criteria, and is~describedmin detail in

Reference (11).

Briefly, consider the set of species- conservation equations for transient batch reaction,

dt -ri. , i = 1, NS

where {ai represents'(i= , N S)gas phase mole numbers, where ri is the mass-specific rate of disappearanceof ith species, as given~by

ri '- (& -c- T)(R -Rj) i=I,NS- (5)

j=l

where pis the mixture gas density P=P/RTom , a ii the sum of all mole numbers and Where R and R., the
forward and revese'rates of "he j-t reaction (i = 1:00J, are given by a~modified Arrhenius expression

B. N. U.NS 1
R =IOJT 3exp (-T ./T)(pOm)  JI (Pk) " (6)

k-l

and

B.N. NS (7)R. =10 "T exp(;4T /T)(p6 ),J HI ((7)'x

. M _,, I Pk=l

Following Liniger and Willoughby (12 ), the solution to Eq. (4) oer the short time interval h is first
approximatedby a "tunable trapezoid", n t E

oi - h l-Wi)r i +Wr*], i = 1, !S (8)

where the "tuhing" or integrating factor -W- is to be determined by "ekponential-fitting" of ri over'the
A ih ; iV h; 'as oll ows

If .ri should vary exponentially with time over h, so,,also wouldo 1i as it is the integral of-ri;
therefore

do . (9)

Brardon (13). defines a diagonal transition matrix Zi. for the eigenvalue ci over the integration interval
k h so,that Eq. (9)-is givenby

do. z
dt -ri = G-- i  0)

'With the substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (8), algebraic manipulation leads to the identity

Wi = Z Z1 11'
(e, -)

If ri should actually varyexponentially over h, then Z, is given precisely by Eq. (7). However, for

arbitrary, non-exponential variation of ri, Brandon
-(3) suggests °napproximation to Zi overthe interval

h,,as followst

=. h 'i . [(!ri rk)(0) - ] (12)

where the supersc lpts (o) and (s) refer to-values evaluated at the zero-th-and current-(or last) iteration

duringconvergence of Eqs. (8).

In the present application, a Nevoon-R,iphso6 functional was defined for convergence of Eqs. (8),

f - i1T3I + .W ri + ri I , NS (13)
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Following Gordon and McBride (14), a wise choice of correction variablcs for solving Eq. (13) are
the natural logarithms of the US mole numbers (ai ,i=l,NS); of the sum of the nole numbers,

NS

am  -
0 ok ; (14)

k= 1

and of the temperature T.

The Newton-Raphson correction equation for Eq. (13) may now be written as
N af fi

N log A loga a o
E a log k + a A log mk--1 (15)

afi

+ af l A log T = "fis i = I,NS.

Noting that the integrating factors W. are considered constant during each iteration, partial derivatives
of the species -i functional fi of Eq. (13) are

af i i k + (aJJa ( j ~ -= - )hi-R1 i 1, NS (16)a log ak - 1w) + ( j*i) jakj i lkj '

j=l

0 fi =k I J =J

af ~ 1
a log Om 2 : (a, - ajj)(R_ n-Rj nj)+ r (17)j=l

and
afi JJ

a og T p I( i a [Rj 13 1TL[-F{N
j--l

-R~ {N +T n'.' + ri (18)T

The functional for reciprocal mixture mole number, a,, is simply

NS
f. I- a Ok -m (19)

and the corresponding correction equation i

NS MS
kAlogak'amAlo-m m mk (20)

k=l k=,l

The functional for temperature is the equation for conservation of thermal energy for adiabatic
batch reaction,

NS

f , S (2))
T T -oR-

and the corresponding correction equation

IC
IiS hkok NS

p Aloga + o i.Alog T

k=l i=l (22)

NS h NS h*

, k i=l



The partial derivatives-required in Eq. (12) for the approximated diagonal transition matrix
elements Zi are given by

;o(ri. - i (R -R-jkj (23)

Tak 'k 2 log ak (P~k) ~= ~ 3 Jj=1 '

which may be seen to be related to the second term on the RHS of Eq. (16).

In order to preserve the absolute A - stability of the implicit formulation (15) and to avoid
numerical singularities, the integrating factors of Eq. (11) are actually calculated in the code as

0.,5 , Zi < 0.015

I I Zi > 0.015 (24)

Z i (e Zi - )

The evaluation of the Jacobian for Eqs. (13) i2 done analytically, following the efficient coding
techniques of CREK (9)_ As the Jacobian elements als" contain the expressions required for evaluation f
the integrating 'dctors Wi (which are regarded as constants during each iteration) both accuracy and
efficient computation are achieved.

Limited experience to date with the new algorithmhas shown it to be remarkably stable and accurate.
ror all practical purposes, the limiting factor in its use appears to resolution, rather than stabilitv
or accuracy. Of course, execution time is directly proportional to the desired resolution, independent
of other considerations.

Stability is insu rd %"iply by using a modified version of the same "self-adjusting" underrelaxation
parameter used in CREK.( , ,u This technique, originally due to Gordon and McBride (14), calculates
underrelaxation parameters designed to assure that, for any iteration,

i) Major species (mole fraction > 10-8) may not increase by more than a factor exp(2).

ii) Minor species (mole fraction < 1O"8 ) may not increase so as to exceed 10-4 mole fraction.

In the present application, underrelaxation parameters so determined are applied not to the mole
number and temperature Nevton-Raphson corrections at c Fixed step size, but rather to theTime step size
h itself.

In practice, the above criteria insure stability, but oi not insure adequate resolution. Therefore,
An additional constraint was added:

iii) The temperature may not change by more than 200C.

With this additional constraint, automatic stepsize control was easily achieved, and resulted in
between 2 and 5 iterations per time step on the test problems ccnsidered thus far.

5. APPLICATIONS. I: COMBUSTION OF PREMIXED HYDROGEN AND AIR IN A JET-STIRRED REACTOR

A Longwell jet-stirred reactor, such as that described in Reference (16), and shown in Figure 1, may
be thought of as an idealization of a highly loaded gas turbine premixed, prevaporized combustor primdty
zone. For this reactor he mixing parameter may be estimated to be about Im = 10, with Im 

= 50 being a
practical uppi, bound.(17pb

The effects of temperature and mole number segregation due to degree of reactedness are demonstrated
in th's first attempt to include finite-rate chemical kinetics with complex chemihtry, using the simpln ied
mechanism'-for H2/air combustion given in Table II.

The simulationwas run for five mean residence times, a sufficient time fcr the ensemble statistics
to stabilize. The effect of segregation on ensemble-mean reaction rates can be characterizedby a "contact"
index" (3) X. for an individual reaction, def'ned s the ratio of ensemble-mean reaction rate to the
apparent irat based on ensemble-mean properties:

X 1 r'r. {<.i: T7" i - ,NS (25)

The calculated values of contact index for each forward and reverse reaction are given in Table II.
Also-shown are the ensemble mean and rms values of temperature, <T> and T , as calculated by Eqs. (2)
and (3). As would be expected, the reactions with highest activation temF' atures T. (and therefore those
most sensitive to temperature) show the greatest deviation of X from unity.

6. APPLICATIONS - II: PREMIXED,'PREVAPORIZED COMBUSTION IN A SWIRL-CAN COMBUSTOR

The purpose of this investigation was to assess the applicability of C/D modelling in predicting
pnllutant formation in gas turbine combustion. This combustor was selected for C/D modelling since
measured emission index data are available (18), and the additional complications of fuel spray evaporation
are not presenii in premixed, prevaporized'combustors.

A simplified model of an array of swirl-can modules "Figure 2) was developed (19), with the following
assumptions:
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(1) Upon entry to the combustor primary zone, the fuel is completely vaporized and thoroughly
mixed with the primary air.

(2) The conbustor may be represented as a modified Bragg combustor (2) as shown in Figure 3.

(3) A 17-step mechanism for CO and H2 oxidation and NOx forration due to Waldman (20),

together with a global pyrolysis step, C12H23 + 02 - CO + H2 , of Edelman (21) is used,
as shown in Table IV.

The combustion chamber was represented by a zone-type model, shown schematically in Figure 3. The
sizing and location of PSR (perfectly-stirred reactor) and PFR (plug-flow reactor) elements was done
by inspection from Figure 2.

The primary zone was modeled in'two different ways, first as a homogeneous (fully micromixed) PSR
with zero segregation (Tc£ = 0), using the complex kinetics code CREK (9, 10), and secondly as a partially
segregated WSR (well-stirred reactor), with effects of segregation modeled by the C/DO model with I = 2.0
assumed. The secondary zone was treated identically in both cases as simple PFR batch reaction of"the
effluent gases from the primary zone without further mixing (Tst + =I m = 0). Test conditions for the
calculations are given in Table V.

In Figures 4 and 5, comparative results if mea ;ured and predicted values of emission index values
for NOx and for CO, respectively, are presented.

IX
In Figure 4, it may be seen first that the premixed, prevaporized concept results in considerable

reduction ..f NOx below the equilibrium values. The predicted values for assumed homogeneous (t = 0)
PSR primary zone ;hows the correct order of magnitude but a "peaky" trend that differs consideragly from
measured values. A single computation using the C/D model with I = 2, and the same conditions, at
(F/A) = 0.03, shows far better agreement with the data than does The homogeneous (Im * O; TsX = 0) PSR
prediction.

In Figure 5, the CO emission index values predicted by the homogeneous PSR model are seen to
approximite' very closely the equilibrium values as (F/A) approaches stoichiometric; at fuel-lean
conditions, the effect of Th is seen in the upward trend of COEI. The single point represents the COEI
predicted by the C/D model with m 2, at (F/A) = 0.03. As with the NOEl in Fig. 4, the "smearing"
effect of segregation or inhomogeneity is seen to give better agreement with the data.
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Needless to say, a single point comparison of computation with the C/D model with the NASA data
is insufficient grounds for drawing strong conclusions. However, compared with a conventional modular,
homogeneous (I -, -) PSR-Pt:R Bragg model, the (C/D)Bragg model with Im = 2 is seen to imorove the
comparison with data at very fu,.l-lean conditions, for both CO ind NO emission indexes. These
results are at least encouragi ,g. Of more significance is the fdct that the computation is feasible
at all.

The preliminary results reported are therefore encouraging for the use of coalescence/dispersion
modelling for prediction of pollutant formation and eventually flame stabilization in high-intensity
continuous combustors. Extensions of the concept to flows lacking the strong convective recirculation
characteristic of the present system are possible (3), and such work is presently in progress.

An additional benefit of C/D modelling that has not been explored here is the potential ability to
predict realistic combustor stability or blowout maps, as wel, as transient behavior. However, the
variation of IM with combustion temperature during transient; would have to be calculated. 22)
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9. TABLES AND FIGURES

Table I

Mellor's "Characteristic Times" for Combustion and Pollutant
Formation in Two-phase Turbulent Combustion (Ref.1)

Time Symbol Physical or Chemical Process1>+ Fuel droplet lieftime T eb Droolet evaporation nd/or
combustion

Eddy dissipation time Small-scale turbulent mixing
for injected fuel fi ner the fuel injector in the

recirculation zone

Eddy dissipation time T sl Large-scale turbulent mixing
in. the shear layer between fresh air and the re-

circulating burned gas-fuel
mixture

Fuel ignition delay Th Homogeneous combustion of the
and burning time fuel to CO2

No formation time 'no Homogeneous kinetics for NONo frmaion imeTno formation

__ __ __ __ __ __......_ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ _
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TABLE Il

Conditions for C/D Simulation 6f Mixing Limited Combustion
of Premixed Hydrogen and Air in a Jet-stirred Reactor

Fuel: Gaseous H 2 at 300 K

Oxidi zer: Air at 300, K

Fuel-air Ratio: Overall fuel-air equivalence
ratio =O.5 (fuel lean)

Reactor Pressure: lOO0 kPa (1 bar)jReactor Loading: 500 kg m3bar- -2 1

Residence Time: Ca. 5 ins.

TABLE III. Mechanism, Activation Temperatures and Calculate~d

Contact indexes for Mixing Limited Combustion of Premixed

Hydrogen and Air in .a Jet-Stirred Reactor. P - 1 bar, Im z 10,

0.5, inlet T.- 300K; <T> =1112K, T RMS *2520C; T EQ z1643K.

Reaction, Tf/Tb XfX

1. H + 00 OH 16.5 1.3
4 220.5 0.9

2. H 2+ 0 4H + O H 9.4 0.5K j 27.3 1.11
3. H0+0 O +OH18.1 2.1

H201.0 1.1

4. H + H120 . H2 + OH 19.9 2.0t4.8 0.5
5. N+04 O+06.3 1.0
2+:N + 41.4 7.1

1 . 2  0~-N . N 75,5 64,66 N2+0'N+NO0.3 1.1

V7. NO + M 4' N + 0 + M 149.0 13,840.01' 1-6.1 0.9
V I8. H + H + M '+ Hq + M 10.3 1.1

101.38.6
~1 I9. 0O+ b+ M '4 +H 0.3 1.0

2115.5 894.1

10. H +, OH +,M -H 2 0 N 0.0 0.8
111.2 1,059. 0

11. H 2 4 0 2 + OH + OH 43.0 1.6
25.0 3.4
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TABLE IV

Mechanism and Rate Data for Global Pyrolysis
and Oxidation of Fuel and Air

B. N
kj 10 IT jexp(-T./T), SI units

B. N. T.

C 12H23 + 6 02 = 12 CO + 11.5 H2  11.5 0.0 12200.*

CO + OH = CO2 + H 6.602 0.5 0.0

CO2  + M = CO 0 + M 12.0 0.0 50353.

H + OH = H2  + 0 6.903 1.0 3525.

H20 + M = OH + H + M 12.477 0.0 52870.

H + HO2  - OH + OH 11.398 0.0 957.

OH + H2  = H + H20 10.398 0.0 0.0

H + 0 + M OH + M 9.903 0.0 0.0

OH + 0 = H + 02 10.398 0.0 0.0

11 + 0. + M = HO2  + M 9.176 0.0 503.5

OH + OH = H20 + 0 9.778 0.0 503.5

OH + N= H + NO 8.778 0.5 4028.

H + ,N20 = OH + H2 10.903 0.0 7533.

N + No N2  0 10.176 0.0 0.0

N + C, NO + 0 6.778 1.0 3172.

N20 .q, NO + NO 1>0.,0 0.0 15000.

N 20 + M N 2 + '0 + M 11.0 0.0 25176.

B 0.815* [ .) 9T 1/2
r in exp ( T. (C12 H 23 ) from Ref.(21).

TABLE V

Conditions for Homogeneous PSR andC/D Modelling of
Prsmixed, Previorized'Combustion in-a NASASwii1 Can Combustor

Fuel: C 3 rees ntingliquid fuel ASTM-Al

with hydr6gen/carbon mass ratib of 0.161)

Lower Heating Vaiue'of Fuel: 43.3 J/kg

(18,600:BTU/lb)

Fuel Air-Ratio: 0;02 - 0.09 kg fuel/kg air

Stoichiometric .F/A Rati6: O.'0685 kg fuel/kg air

tquiValintetRi; io: 0.29 - 1.31

PreSsure: 5-6 bar

InM l Re0ipeateAir: 3613 K

j Mass Flow Rate of Air: 38,-45 'kg/s (85-100 lb/s)
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Figure 1

Jet-stirred reactor with optical access. Details: (a),zirconia
reactor wiall;'(b) reactant feed tube with feed jets; (c) spring-
loaded window holder; (d) exhaust ports; and (e) sapphire window.
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31Figure 3. Swirl-can combustor zone mode',
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DISCUSSION
!

W.P.Jones, UK
You showed a graph with some measurements from the NASA ,ombustor and one prediction with your coalescence/
dispersion model. In a log-scale, I have difficulties to assess the level of agreement. Could you tell us what the
actual numbers were?

Author's Reply
Yes,,it was a log-scale, and the right numbers are on the scale (see Figure 4). Comparing the data we found one
order.of magnitude difference (a factor of 2 or 3). I don't think it's terribly important. The conclusion stated in
the paper is that it was going in the gobd direction.
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MOVELISATION VE ZONES DE comBUsTTO EN R~EGIME INSTATIONNAIRE

par Francis HIRSIGER et H616ne TICHTINSKY
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A~rospatiales (ONERA)

92320 Chatillon (France)

Les difffirents types de zones de combustion susceptibles d'atre itudiges et mod61is~es prdsen-
tent un certain nombre de caractares conmmuns ;elles sont le siage d16coulements assez complexes, en
g~ngral -tridimenojonnels, comportant souvenit des zones de recirculation et des zones d'injection lo-
calis~.es. Par aillours, lea phfinomanes de combustion prdsentent'un aspect instationnaire qu'il eat im-
portart de mettre en Evidence et de reprdsenter. La simulation numfirique devrait en outre compldter lea
6tudps exp~rimentales difficiles A mener, plus particuliarement dans lea rdgimes transitoires.

Une modglisation des 6coulements lea plus simples, prdsencant cependant simultanfiment ces divers
caractares, a 6t6 entreprise af in de ddgager des comportementa caractdristijuea plut8t que de tenter de
repr~senter l'enaemble des ph~nomanes intervenant dana des zones de combustion rdelles, g~omdtriquement
compliqudes. La technique de moddlisation conaiste A 6crire lea Equationa de bilans instationnaires de
l'a~rothermochimie, tenant compte de la dynamique des gaz de la diffuision laminaire turbulente et de la
cinfitique chimique, pour un ensemble de cellules reprdsentant le domaine a Etudier, Ces Equations de bi-
lan sont trait~as de fagon int~grale dana l'espace et diffdrentielle dana le tempa.Cette mfithode per-
met de sujyre 'er ctement lea phdnomanes instationnaires rfiels ou d'accdder plus rapidement aux regimes
fitablis, par des 6volutions inatationnaires virtuelles.

Lea applicationa prdaentdes correspondenc 4 un ficoule'nent bidimensionnel dana un canal partiel-
lement obstrud par una plaque tenant lieu d'accroche-flamme, et a un 6coulement tridimensionnel dana
un domaine pouvant repr~senter une portion de tube A flaimme aliment6 par des orific 'es lataraux. Cette
mdthode apermis de simuler l'ditablissement de l'dcoulement froid A partir du repos, puis un allumage

partir d'une petis-.e zone A tempdrature dlevge et lea oscillations qui en r~sultent ainsi que l'dta-
blissement d'une flex-ne atabiliade.

COMBUSTION ZONE MODELING IN UNSTEADY REGIME

The various typos of combustion zones likely to be studied and modelized present a number of common
features they are the seat of rather complex, usually three-dimensional flows, often including xe-
circulation pockets and zones of localized injection. Moreover, combustion phenomena present an ungltea-
dy character that it is important to bring to light and to describe. A numerical simulation of such
phenomena should complement experimental studies, rather difficult to carry out, especially in tran-
sient regimes.

A modelling of the fl 'ows as simple as possible, but still presen 'ting these simultaneous features,
has been undertaken wi~.h a view to reveal characteristic behaviours rather than to represent the whole
set of phenomena taking place in actual, geometrically .'~~plicated combustion zones. The modelling tech-

nique consists in writing the equations of unsteady aerothermochemical budgets, account being taken of
the-gas dynimics of the laminar or turbulent diffusion and of tfie chemical kinletics, for a series of cells
representing the domain under *tudy.-,Thie' budget equations are 'treated inan integral manner in space
and a-differential-maner' in time. -This- methiod 'Makes it posisible -to exactly 'follow the actual unsteady

*phen6meni 0of'to hiave,a faster access to aieady regimes through virtual utite~dy evolutions.

The applications Presented in the-paper c-briespond to a two-dimensional flow in a dhuct partially
chke b, iit 'repreienting a floite -hoide'r, anO to a tiedm In 6aflwin a doqsain repreie nting

a section- of flame cuba fed by lateral orifices. This methdpermitted the simulation -f the est~bli-
shmento.4the cold flow .fr -om- 'reitI th~nan ignition initiated in- 'a small zone at high temp--rature and
th6 res ilti;ng-'osciilaci6ns, as ieall as the-onset of a'pelmaent flame.
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1) INTRODUCTION

ii Le probl~me de la mod~lisation des zones de combustior est abordg depuis longtemps par de nombreu-
ses 6quipes LI a 63J, tant sur le plaai de l'6tude fondamentale des m6canismes physico-chimiques comn-
plexes dont elles sont le siage, que sur le plan du calcul de chambres de combustion.

A l'heure actuelle, les performances recherchges par les constructeura, en particulier de turbo-
machines, que ce soit pour l'am~lioration des consommations ou pour le contr~le de l'6mission des pol-
luants, placent ces chambres dans des dornaines de fonctionnement oi il n'est plus possible d'ign-orer
les ph~norn~nes instationnaires, ceci dtant 6galement vrai pour lea machines complates.

Ces ph~nomdnes concernent prificipalement :l'allumage, l'extinction, le r~allumage en altitude, les
instabilit~s de combustion a basse (rumble) et a haute fr6quence (screech), la Jistorsion a~rodynamique,
thermique et chimique provoquge par une alimentation peiturb~e du moteur, les interactions des chambres
et des autres 616ments du moteur,( par exemple celle concernant l~a chambre principale lors de l'alluma-
ge de la r~chauffe), les effets de la regulation, etc....

Les ph~nomanes instationnaires correspondrat doivent 9tre 6tudigs finament pour pernettre, soit d'en
limiter les effets, soit de lea exploiter en recherchant lea r~gimea transitoires lea plus avantageux.

Ces diff~rentes raisons ont amenE I'ONERA, outre des fitudes en regime atationnaire C7 it101 , A d6-
velopper une approche instetionnaire de la aiod~lisation des zones de combustion. Cette approche vise
dens un premier temps A analyse~r et modgliser les diff~rents ph~nom~nes dans un environnement M .chain-
bre de combustion, en particulier en pr~aence de zones de recirculation ; dans ce but, les configurations
gfiom~triques utilisfies, tant sur le plan num6rique gulexp6rirnental, ne correspondent pas rigoureus~ment
a des chainbres de combustion r~elles ; ce sont des configutations stylis~es, assurant la pr6sence de ph6-
nom~nes analogues A ceux rencontr~i dans i~a chamibres r~ellesi mais conqdes de maniare a faciliter lea
modifications g~omatriques, tint aur le plan n-m~rique qu' expdrimental, ainsi que ltimplantation des me-
sures. Cette approche doit donc permetfr6 l'exploration d'un vaste domaine de fonctionnemeent et donner
la possibilit6, dans une 6tape ult~rieure, de transposer lea difffirents modales d~velopp~sdans des cal-
culs de-chambies r~elles.

L'6tude prdsentge ici fait le point des premi~res tentatives effectufies sur le plan num~rique.

2) PRINCIPES DE L'APPROCHE NUMERIQUE

Les principea de l'approche num~rique ont fit ddjA lonpxiement d~crits, r~f~rences [1i A 141 et srn

Les ph~nomanes considgrfis sont complexes lea 6coulements sort en gfinfral turbulenta, siages de rdac-
tions chimiques ofi la cin~tique ne peut~tre n6gligde, souvent polyphasiques ; des zones sub-,trons- et
supersoniques-peuvent exister simultantement. Diff~rentes fitudes umen~es A 1'ONERA, tant dans le domaine
du calcul de champs continua que danv celui de la mod6lisation de sysames completa, ont permia de d~ga-
ger une technicue aystgmatique de silto u~iu pon1 ca type de probl~mes. Le champ ou le sys-
tamo 6tudi6 eat constitufi A parti r iassemblage modulaite de cellules pour lesquelles sont 6crites
lea Equations de, bilan instationnaires '.lssiques, sous formne int~grale par rapport a l'espace et dif-
fdrentiellv rarraoport au temps.

La figuie I pr~sente le cas le plus gfingral d'une cellule d6k'orinable de volume 'V , dont la frontiare
mobile A pfnut Btre contitituge d& diff~rentei portions A, repr~sentant soit des fronti~res fluides, soit
des parois, so~t des orifices d'injection, etc... . La vitesse d'une phaoe quelconque eat reprgaent~e par
le vecteur V. la vitesac de d~placement ~d'un point de la frontiare 9 tant caract~krisd par le vecteur V,
Si Yeat la mzsae volumique d'une phase, et Sune grandeur ma*:sique correspondant A cette varne phase,
l'6quation de bilan correspondanto peut 2tre Ecrite sous la formne g~n~rale

r A , % 14ei
oa eat le vecteur Ciorinal ext;_rieui-a la surface,et *4Ev la production massique de la grandeurf3

Suivant la definiteion de Sicette Equation correspond A un bilan de

- masse A
- qurntit6 de mouvement 43 Y
- Snergie %3"e
- esp~ce chiiique yt (fraction massijue)
etc...

Le premier terr reprfisente l'accumulation, le deuxigme lea flux de convection et de diffusion, et le troi-
siflme lea pftcliutions. CUs Squati6n8'tradoiient le prihcipe de 1'6tat local, chaque cellule ne ddpendint
qua d'elle-remd bt 'de son ativironne"ait iaangdiat. Ellas iox~t-rigourauses quelque -soit la taille des cc4-
lules (6gillage 6u syat' me), mais re 'sont pas, expioitables num~riquemeut sous cette forme. Veast le pro-
blTma db ia discratisation qui suppose 4u6 l'ensarmbe du-champ soit ciract~rise6 par un nombre finii de pa-
ramiztres et que des hypothases suppidmentairas soiant prises an compta concernant la st).ucture de 1'Evo-
lution'des paramatrei. Les-l'iypoth~ie6 choiiies ici B oa't inspirges- decelles'uillisdes dana la- technique
des reiadtiuib aoganea CIi16 . Chque paranittra _(voir figure 2) 'eat spos6 avoir une valaur conatm~te
a l'interieut de chaque callula, dt une vlur conistan'te-aur cfiaque portion de frontiare cette valaur
pouvant Bii diff6rente des valeura dana lesi cellules adjacentes. L'explicitation des iLt~grales dans lea
Equations de Ailan eat alors 6videnta

dlles variables non indicges- 6tant lea variables intarnes, l'indice L caract6ri.;ant lea portions de from-

r
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Les inconnues principales choisies stmnt les Valeurs internes ; pour que le problame soit entiire-
ment ddfini, il faut compldter le jeu d'hypothases en dfiveloppant des estimations des valeursdes pars-
ecties d'interface en fonction des incounues de base Ou de parainatres cons come les conditions aux
limites. Le choix de ces hypothases est libre et peut Etre diffdrent suivant la portion de frontiare
coosidftre. i.a technique de base est l'interrolation. simple entre les valeurs dans les cellules ad-
jacentes. Lorsque cette t,"-hnique est insuffisante du fait de la sfivfritg du problame trait6, elle
peut Ztre remplacde par une estimation locale plus sopbistiqu~e qui peut par exemple dicouler d'une
quasi-rdsolution locale des 6quations du problame.

La formulation obtenue est particuliarement simple, et la mithode s'apparente a la technique des
"'volumes finis". La formulation intdgrale est conservative, les parametres intervenant aux frontiares
p~r leur propre valeur et non celle de leur d~riv~e ce qui donne a la mdthode un caractare tras phy-
;±que.

Les conditions aux linites sont soit naturelles (parois, plans dn syaktrie, cols Aoniques, etc...)
scit im~esdes (entrde, sortie) . Les conditions aux limites contr~ldes sont les mimes que dens un dispositif
expdrimental. La simulation numfirique est obtenue en initialisant ie champ par un regime rdaliste connu
(ragime stationnaire come le repos ou rdgiine transitoire rgel), puis en intdgrant temporellenent le
systame d'6quations par une mfithode Runge-Kutta explicite du 4ame ordre A stabilit6 conditionnelle.

3) HODELISATION b'UNE RECHAUFFE SCHENAMVISE
L'Stude est abordge dans l'hypotheised'dccui2ment bidirmensionnel. Le domaine (voir f*,ure 3) est

coostitufi d'un champ rectangulaire dans lequel ('St placC un obstacle mince perpendiculai~e A la direc-
tion ggndg.ale de-l'dcoulement. Il est alimentg par un 6coulement prdmfilang6 constitufi d'air et de comn-
bustible gazeux. Lacombustion-est supposfi rdgie par un modile de combustion proposg par Spalding et
baptisd 'Eddy-Break-up" E171 ; ii slacir d'un modale classique de combustion turbulente oa celle-ci
est controlfie par le mdlange. Le fluide est visqueux et la caractdristiques thermodynamiques des gaz
bralgs sont supposges identiques a celles des gaz frais, ceci pour alldger la r~solution numfirique. Les
dquations de bilan de chaque cellule prennen. alors lafom

~ j' .n (masse)

(masse du combustible)

avec -C Y4, -K+ aVv)oi A jCr% &

(quantitfi de mouvement)

'j 41A 4 j A

(6nergie)

avec C 4r YAcis

et 0
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Y.est la fraction matsique de combustible, Y%.. celle correspondant au prdmalange,'b le coeffi-
cient de diffusion, iwK la production de combustible par unitl de masse, C une constante du modale
de combustion, T le ren-3eur des forces de viscosit6 qui depend du modie choisi, U l'6nergie in-
terne phys5.co-cgimique, H l'enthalpie physico-chimique, Ile flux thermique et Aq la chaleur de
combustion. Les rdactions chimiques sont schdm~tisles de Eagon simple par une -.eaction globale uni-
que entre le combustible K et le comburant 0 , donnant des produits de combustion entiarement bril-
16s

X Vo 0 - '

Le domaine est dilcomposi en collules rectangulaires identiques. Le passage aux 6quations discri-
tis~es exploitables num~riquement, effectul conformilment a la technique d~crite au §2. , est ilvidoelt
et ne sera pas d~taillg ici. Les traitemonts d'interface choisis different suivant qu'il s'agisse
d'interfaces ordinaires ou limites. Au niveau d'interfaces ordinaires, les valeursdes parami~tres sont
les moyennos arithmiltiques des valeurs correspondantes dans los cellules adjacentes. Au niveau des pa-
rois, la vitesso eat nulle, los d~rivges spatiales des composantesde la vitesse, intorvonant dans les
termes d'effort sur les frontiares dens les 6quations de quantit6 de mouvemont , sont modillis~es de
maniilre a restituer le frottement local, les prensions et tempilratures sont 6gales i leurvaleur dans la
cellule (gradients locaux nuls ). Aux interfaces d'entrde, la pression d'arr~it, la temperature d'arr~t
et la composition sont impoages fonction du temps, la vitesse iltant d~duite par extropolation des vi-
teases A l'int~rieur du domaine. Aux interfaces do sortie, seutle la pression statique es,impoade,
tous lei autris parain~tres 6tant extrapol~s.

La simulation num~rique est rdalisge en deux 6tapes :mise en mouvement A partir du repos, do l'6-
coulement sans combustion, jusqu'A obtention d'un ragime stabilisl, puis initiation de la combustion
en aval de l'obstacle.

La mise en mouvement du fluido est obtonue en augmentant progressivement (Sins) la prossion d'arrat
(de 50.000 a 52.000 pascals) et la temp6rature d'arr~t A' lentrde, simulant la compression isentropi-
que d'un rilservoir 5iLUl A I'amont, et en maintenant constante la preasion do sortie (50.000 pascals).
La figure 4 prdsente des cartographies de vitesse aux temps t = 3 - 8 et 13 ma, montrant un 6coule-
ment tout d'abord coll6 aux perois, puis le dficlenchement progrossif de la zone do recirculation A la
Pointe de. l'obstacle et son dfiveloppement. La figure 5 prilsente la configuration d'6coulement obtenue
en rdgime asymptotique mettant en 6vidence une zone de recirculation longue (8 fois la hauteur do l'ob-
stacle). Co r6sultat correspond A un modale de viscosit6 turbulente homogane importante , tTO'A
La figure 6 pr~sente Ofivolution temporelle do la 'iitesso d'entrfie et de la vitosse de sortie au mi-
lieu de la portion libre du ctnal.Los iscillations mettent en fividence Los temps caract~ristiques
(10 ma) de propagation des ond's dans le canal ; le temps global de miso en viteaso ( '!e 4o rft
caract~rise l'inertie de la coltonne gaz~use ; le d~calage progroasif doadeux vitesses caractdrise le
dfiveloppement de la 2one de roci'zculation et des portes dues aux effets visqueux.

L'initiation de la combustion eat obtenue en supposant quo le combustible contonu dana la collule
situ~e au centre de la recirculaticn br~le instao~tan~ment . La constante C du modale do combustion eat
prise ici 6gale 500 . La figure 7 prisente des cartographies do tompdratures obtenues A des instants
succ(-ssifs en maintenant conatantes Lea conditions aux limitos. Ati debut do la sdquence, Los processus
de diffusion thermique prennent le pas aur la combustion et la zone d'initiation se ref roidit au pro-I f it des cellules environnantos. Par la suite, la combustion doveaant plus intease, le niveau gn~ral
de temp6rature augmento. Le procossus 6tan'. trUc rapide, la masse contenue dan. lea cellulos oO so pro-
duit la combustion vanie peu, et la pression eugmente consid~rablement devenant largement sup~rieureIaux pressions impoades aux deux extr~mitfis du champ ce qiti provoyie un refoulenont a l'entrde e. A la
sortie, ph~nomane rdaliket, mais me permettant pas d'attoiudre un r~gime stabilisl.

Pour %:viter ce phgnomane, ti pilotagedes conditions aux limitea d'ontr~o a W mis au point rdali-
sent la simulaton d'une alimontation par col sonique d~samorgd , l'onde de choc so plagant a proxi-
mitfi de la secl.ion d'entrde ac r~agissant instantan~ment A 1'fivolution des conditions dens cette sec-
tion. Ce sont t-,u~oura lea pression et tempfirature d'arr~t amont qui sont imposges: la pression d'ar-
r~t, au lieu d18tre maintenue constante eat continuellemer'. r~ajustae de maniare A induiro un debit
O.'entrde constant, la tempdrature d'arrat eat maintenue coitutante.

La figure 8 prdsente lea r~sultats obtonus dams ces conditions. Pendant Lea premiers instants, le
procesaus eat identique a coldi du cas prdcddent mais d~s que la preasion dana la zone de combustion
augmente notablementi lapression d'entrge'rdagit et augmonte 6ntrainant une convection de la zone de
combustion vera Ilaval. La fraction de gaz chauds restant derriare l'obstacle provoque L'inflammation
des gaz frais d~passant L'obstacle et une douxiame poche de combustion oat form~e. Le processus se
poursuit jusqu'l obtention vera t - 75 ma d'un rdgime enti~rement stabilists oa la zone de combustion
se d~veloppe lat~ralement a1 parti~r de la zone do recirculation avec laquelle ello se trouve en 6quili-
bre dynamique it gnorgdtique. La zone de' redirculation eat alors considgrablement plus courte.

:A figure 9 prdsente l'volution temporelle de la pression statique dana la cellule oO lLa combus-
tion a dtg provoqu~e et de la pression d'arr~t a l'entido. Los oscillations sont le r~sultat du couple-
ge eDZre lea conditions d'entrfie et la combustion. Le ddphasago peu important entre lea deux profils
eat dii a la faible distance entro L'entrge du domaine et le point d'initiation.

Los r~sultats suivants concevtnent la compereison entro Lea iggimes stabilisgs sans ot avec com-
bustion. La figure 10 prilsente Les profils longitudinaux de vitesse pour deux lignes situ6es dana la
partie libre et dana la partie obstru&e du canal. Ello met on 6vidence I'ecc~l~ration de L'gcoulement
die a la combustion. La figure 11 pr~seute sur ces memes lignes l'ea profils do tempilrature. La figure
12 reproduit des profils tranaverseux lo temp6rature et de vitesse, l~garement en av,,I de l'obstacle,
dana la zone de recirculation. La figure 13 presente des profils longitudinaux do pression statique
dams la partie libre du canal ; lour forme oat classique do ce typo d'6coulements. La figure 14 pr6-
sente pour diff~rentes positions transversales, des profils longitudiiaix, do fraction masaique do com-j bustibla mettant en 6vidence le dogr6 d'avencornont 1e plus Elev6 do la combustion dens la zone de re-
circulation bien quo limit ' par le nivoau des Achanges do cotto zone avoc le fluide saiii. La veliditl
dos r~sultats cbtenus du point do vue do la combustion no sera peas discut~e ici car ello oat essontiel-
lement lige aux mod~leob choi'nis.
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La modilisation des effers visqueux: reste un problame d~licat. Des modales de turb"lencc ant W
essay~s qui permettent de retrouver des r~sultats voisins di ceux obtenus ici, cependan- ce,. r~sultats
sont extr~mement sensibles aux valeurs desconstantes introduites dans les modalzs. Cependant, cette Etude
met en Evidence la capacitg de la m~thode a'aborder 1'6tude des regimes transitoires lors de 1'allu-
mage d'une r~chauffe oil le dfibit d'entrge eat 6galeument fixg, et la possibilitl d'acc~der aux: niveaux

de perturbation, Problme important pour les motoristes.

4) APPROCHE DE LA MODELISATION D'UNE Z ONE PRIMAIRE SCHEMATISEE

Une Eltude de modilisation de zone primaire a 6t engagde, en collaboration sur le plan exporimen-
tal avec l'ilquipe MAGRE-HEBRARD (183 , dans l'optique developpe au §1. La chambre de combustion rfia-
lisfie pour l'iltude expirimentale (voir figure 15) est composfie de deux voltdmes parall~l~pipddiques mis
en communication l'un avec l'autre par des orifices decaractlristiques ajustables tenant lieu d'orifi-
ces pfimaires. Le fluide traverse complatement le boltier d'alimentation (volume infdrieur), une partie
du flux pdn~trant dans la chambre (volumesupdrieur). Les deux dilbits sont rilglils par des cols soniques
placds dans le m~me plan A la sortie de la maquette. L'irjection du car!burant peut Ztre rdalis~e par
diffilrents syst~mes :cannes de prfi~aporisation, inje--teurs tourbillonnaires, etc... . Un programme de
calcul tridimensionnel a Wt r~alis6 sur le meme principe que le programme bidimensionnel d~jA prdsent6.
Le domaine de calcul (voir figure 15) correspond strictement a la giomitrie d'une cellule 616mentaire
de la chambre expilrimentale. Tes r~sultats prdsentls ici correspondent, aux premi-1res tentatives de cal-
cul sans combustion.

La technique de simulation de la prilsence des cols des deux chambres ayant prilsentd des difficultds
de mise au point, la technique de contr~le des conditions aux limites utilisdes en bidimensionnel aW
reprise ici. La pression d'arr~t a l'entr~e du boltier d'alimentation A 6t6 mortfie en 5 ms de I0O.COO A
108,000 pascals, la pression siatique de sortie du mieme bottier a Wlt montile dans le meme temps de
100.000 A 105.000 pascals, la nression statique de sortie de la chambre a 6t6 maintenue constante. La
figure 16 prilsente les fivolutions temporelles des debits d'entr~e dana le boltier d'alimentation (E),
de sortie de ce boltier (A), dans l'orifice primaire (T) et de sortie de la chambre (C). Elle met en fivi-
dence les ddphasages entre lea difffirents points du domaine et le temps caraci~ristique inertiel (-2 or.S)
Le dilbit priuaaire en r~giine stabiiisl correspond a 15 % du d~bit totat.

La figure 18 prfisente des cartographiesde vitesse (6chelle logaritiazaique) pour le regime stabilisl.
La configuration de 1'cueet complexe, fait apparaltre des zones de recircu.lation en fond de chain-
bre et lat~rales par rapport au jet. La valeur relativement peu 6levge du d~bit primaire et Ia forte
viscosit6 (J&ve,A) expliquent l'inclinaison modgr~e du jet et la faiblesse de l'impact Sur Ia paroi oppo-
see. L'llr du profil de vitesse en sortie de chainbre eat dO aux diff~rences de pertes de pression
d'arr~t entre les diffdrents filets de courant. Les r~sultati expdriinontaux correspondant ne sont pas
encore disponibles. Des calculs sont en cours pour des niveaux de viscosit6 plus faible et un domaine
allong6. LA encore, le modale de viacosi;., a une grande influence sur les r~sultats.

~)CONCLUSION
Le rrincipe de l'approche adoptie par 1 .)NERA, potr lea iltudes eu r~gine instationnaire des zones

j de combustion avet. recirculation, fondd sur une simulation num~rique dans des configurations de chain-
bre sch~iatiedes, permec d'aborder l'4tude des rdgimes transitoires qui in76ressent actuell-ment lea mo-
torisces. Elle oe situe A la-jonction de l'analyse des mdcanismes foidamentaux de la combustion turbu-
lance et de Ia prdvision de laura offets dana 7.1environnement d'une chambre de combustion. Lea r~sultats
obtonus acuelleinent $onc partiels mais ratrowent ddja l'importanca des fluctuations do pression bora
des phases d'allumage ; le programme de calcul tridiinensionnel, qui, avec un nombra de maillas raisona-
ble (2400 cellules de I cm de c~tfi), aboutit A des descriptions d'~couleinents dojA complexes, sera un
instrument officace, at la confrontation des rdsultats obtenus avec lea r~sultats expdrimentaux corras-
pondant, tant en regime transitoiii qu'an r~gima stationnaire, doit permettre V' elaboration et Ia va-
lidation de modales de curbuleiice et dc combustion r6alistas et cransposables 5 des chambros induscriel-
lea.
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Fig. 5 - Ecoulement vn rigine asymptotique.
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'SUMMARY

The transient response of large burners depends primarily upon fluid mechanical adjustment rather
than upon a time delay associated with chemical- response. Examples of this behavior are the non-
steady behavior of burners' in utility. boilers,- and-the low-frequency response of afterburners in air-
craft gas turbines. Previous investigations have shown, that the distorted flame interface during
non-steady operation causes an activ e response to acoustic input at selected frequencies. This re-
sult depends upon fluid dynamic behavior of the gas of very differeut densities upstream and down-
stream of the flame front.

In the present work, the behavior of these 'stabilized flame zones are-examined when they are
situated 'in an'afterburner. The turbine dischargeand the nozzle inlet planes are represented by
appropriate admittance functions for low frequencies. The distances which separate turbine dis-
charge, flame holders, and nozzle throat, as well as the number of flame holders, are parameters
in the problem.

The results show that small disturbances which originate in combustion roughness, may be amplified
to serious amplitudes and the amplitude level is a strong function of the geometric parameters of
the flame-afterburner arrangement. In some instances instability may resdlt.

I. INTRODUCTION

Combustion noise and combustion instability in 'propulsion systems frequently is associated with the
response of the combustion prucess to local pressure and velocity disturbances and to the acoustic
characteristics of the complete system (1, Z). The frequency spectrum that is important depends
upon the acoustic'modes of'the system; in gas, turbines and rocket motors, the frequencies often
lie in the range of seerai hundred--to several th'ousand ,cycles per -econd. When tho frequencies
are of the order of a kilohertz, the ratos of the chemical reactions contribute to the time delay in
an essential way (3). Using this fact it has been possible to scale the results of experiments on
cumbustion systems utilizing various fuel 'types (4) and different g'eometric configurations. For
frequencies of, say, 100 Hertz or less, the chemical times are less important and other features
of'the combustion system 'determinethe detailed response of 'thle burner. Recently two of 'us (5)
considered a flame stabilized at the center of a two-dimensional channel of infinite length, by a
central body of finite size. Under steady operation the flame spreads, from the center body to the
duct wals; when the combustion Process between the burned and unburned gas can be characterized,
the flame shape and the flow field may be calculated. This steady configuration was then per-
turtied by in 'acoustic wave, the bodies of' high;-density ,gasi pi, 'and low-density gas, p, were
disturbed 'nd' the 'flame' inteiface,,distorted to' accohmodate these disturbances, The process of
recovery to the steady-state flame shape constitutes the "response" of the combustion process;

' the magnitude of the response and its time delay are thus features of the combined transient
motion of the gas and the flame front;, The, results of calculations based on this model showed
acoustic -transmission and reflection coefficients indicating signal amplification at certain char-
acteristic frequencies. It appeared, therefore, that with certain reflection conditions ahead of

band ehihd the' burner, 'large pressure' oscillation levels could',be maintained' and, perhaps' in-
stability. -

The present investigation applies the results of our previous investigation to a rudimentary
afterburner" configuracion. The work constitutes the first step in constructing a rational model
for low-frequency disturbances in afterburn~rs.

' Z.: 'ANAL YTICAL DESCIPTIION: OF A
'N6N-STEADY- STABitIZED' FLAME

Consider a flame in a duct of half-width 4 , fixed at a point near the centerline by a flame holder,
Fig. 1. The flame is described as a sheet, thin in comparison with other significant lengths of
the problem, and characterized by a local flame seed w, which denotes the component of gas
velocity, 'normal to, the flame on the upstream side, measured relative to the flame sheet. The
position of the flame 'sheet is described by its distance (, ,) from the center line of the duct,
the x-axis. Neglecting gravitational effects, the flow fields ahead of the 'fladme, region 1, and
downstream of the flame, region 2, are described by equations' of continuity and motion

A + (1)

Pt ,'::: ( 2)
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(3)

'together with the thermodyfiaiiid relation
Vt Vt v. Pt(4)

which states that there are no entropy-producing mechanisms apart from the flame itself. The
variables describing the upstream and downtream fields are indicated by subscripts 1 and 2. The
state of the gas far ahead of the flame is uniform, irrotational and of uniform entropy.

Figure 1. Notationand- Geometry, for Flame, Stabilized in Duct.

The two flow fields are matched across the flame sheet by mass and momentum conservation rela-
tions and by ,the, kinematic conditions,that the flame sheet. and the flow ,fields deform in a consistent
manner. These kInematic- conditions resemble, that at. the liquid surface in' conventional wave theory
but here there ar,,fixed propagation speeds of the surface with respect to the upstream and down-
stream fields. These relations are

(0, t) 22 (, 4 W. 6 5eC U
(5)J

.14j 4 W, See 0j
fA ax (6)

where %9- is the local angle between the flame sheet and the x-direction, wx is the normal flame
velocity, defined on the upstream side of the flame, and wg is the corresponding quantity downstream
of, the flame.

Conservation laws across the flame- sheet-are applied in reference frame, of the flame itself and in-
volve values of .the field variables at the flame., )Mass conservation takes the form

I', , t" f w (7)

r' which defines the value of wg. in equation 6. The momentum balance normal to the flame surface is

l+
(8)

and because~the pressure is. continuous alongthe -flame, the nomentum component, parallel to the
flame surface is conserved :and reduces tothe condition that the tangential velocity component is
conserved.

The combustion process, within ,the flame produces an increase AH in stagnation enthalpy which,
because it is large in comparison with the change in kinetic energy, permits writing

(i'a'/p.('ts/~~Y N ~(10)

Moreover, according to equation 8, the pressure ratio across the flame is of order of the
qsqu are of the Mach number based> up~n--the, flame 'proagaition speed. It is quite satisfactory

to neglect this ,pessure chaiige asit affect "the temperatue, ratio across the flame, but it is
essential in the momentum balance and in determining the shape of the flame sheet. Then with
very, good accuracy

and hence from equation 7,

4'~ (1,
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3. THE INTEGRAL RELATIONS

The description of'a stabilized flame that is disturbed by plane acoustic waves consists of three
zones: (1) that far ahead of the flame, in which an acoustic signal originates, (2) the region near
the flame which responds to the pressure field imposed by the wave impinging from upstream, and
(3) the region far- downstream into which an acoustic signal is transmitted as a result of the re-
action of the flame zone to the imposedl, signal. There will, of course, be an acoustic wave
"reflected!' into the regiono from which the signal originated. Treatment of the gas as incompress-
ible in the flame zone simply implies that the large density change which takes place across the
flame sheet dominates any small density changes that arise from the acoustic disturbance or from
the relatively small gai-velocities near the flame.'

The flow fields near the flame zone are described by an integral technique in which the equations
of continuity and motion are integrated with respect to y between the flame and the duct wall. On
the upstream side of the flame the region of' integration is from X = tz, j) to y = 4 and the
continui y equation in region I becomes

" + W ( 1 3 )

where we define X,,*, '.Idyas the mean velocity across the region upstream of the flame sheet.
Applying the same technique to the equation of motion in the x-direction leads to

at & ax # 9,1, ?' Ae Se 30(14)

and the second equation of motion, equation 3 assures that the variation of pressure in the y-direc-
tion is small so that the mean prcssure F, (V j) is nearly independent of y. The similar set of
equations downstream of the flame sheet are

(15)

(16)

The relevant marching conditions, given by equations 5 - 12, may be combined to eliminate the
vertical velocity component that no longer appears in the integrated equations. By subtracting
equation 5 from equation 6 and employing the conservation of momentum component parallel to the
flame sheet, we find that

Ua, 4(4 ) ex e )*,soa

1(Z'~ j -t X~ (a, Co : 0)£VC (17)

where equation 12 ad' the 'fact that . have been utilized in the reduction. Similarly
equation 8 becomes

and hence the pressure drop across the flame sheet is independent of location. Therefore thepressures i't an" vailue of dife ..... ....... .. .. . .. ...'d ' . ... .
ny of x differ oii1y by aonstant value, depending upon whether the point is

ahead of or behind the flame.

No difficulty arises in neglecting the pressure variatons with y in each region so that, approxi-
matingp.by f:,}) , equation 18 holds also for the difference '¢esti- (.,)
The that occur on the right-hand sides of equations 13 and 17 cannot,
however, be ieplaced' by tlid corresp'inding verjage' values ai V 4 ,(, if) 'without violating
the conservation of momentim in the duct. Rather, the matching c6iditions across the 'flaime, must be utilized to approximate local values for these quantities. Calculati.ons of the detailed
flow field ahead of the flame suggest that the horizontal velocity component at the upstream l,'..e
of the flame surface is well described by

k* t (19)
We utilize this approximation and the matching conditions, equations 5, 6, 9, to determine the
remaining three velocity 'components in terms of the' flame shape.

4. STEADY STATE AND PERTURBATION PROBLEMS

Calculations based upon these four equations, 13 -. 16, divide naturally into two parts: 'the steady
state 'solution which gives the shape of the'- flame sheet and-the distributions of velocity upstream'4 and' ,dd nstira , and time aependent perturbatlons frm this 'caused acous'tic 'ditirbahces 'that
impinge up n',the regioii. T epnen variables my e priately as, foe xd mple, ei' .. ... -a' .... a p.....

pn , (a . es m y be (2o)
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where tf4 ,jj is of smallmagnitude determined by the impressed acoustic disturbance. Then
th'tayfaeseti ecie yte zeroth order set of equations, ref. 5, in which

are prescribed at some point ahead of the flame and the condition

(WI ~'s~rJ 9-1Jf, SP ~(21)

relates the two 'Pressure fields. We assume that a, srnall, flame holder exists on the axis of the
channel, so that, thi flame. sheet begifis' a small' di'stance .,,off the x-axis land the upstream flow is
apprdpriately deformed inthe viciniiy of the flariie 1.d Imedael o heflm
holder the initial value of the g-s velocity' yanfshe3, u,2 (0) = 0, corresponding to conditions be-
hind a bluff-body flame stabilizer. The shape and Velocity distribution for a stea~iy, stabilized
flamie is then, determined by integration of these four ndn-linear' differential equations.

Under steady operating conditions the ratio of normal flame velocity uO is. the do'minant parameter
which fixes the sha pe of the steady flame 'envel6pe. Althotigh the similarity is not exact, the hori-
zontal coordinate (*2f)(W-/U. giVes a representation that is independent of M /4. in the range

of interest. This general representation is shown in Figure 2. The dependence, upon the de~nsity

Lfl

0.0 0. 25 0150 0,75 1.00

Figure 2. Steadyr State Flame Shape.

There is considerable empirical evidence indicating that %i - u6~ for turbulent flame zones and
therefore the shape of the flame envelopce is' rather insensitive to changes in ; he approach velocity.

I'These results may be compa 'ed with those 'obtainid by Taien (6) in' his rnbmdel for the steady ducted
I'flame and byFabr3. (7) in his more detailed calculations for the same problem. The stea~dy
tsolutions ihovrn in Figuare 2 form 'the basis of the hon-Steady perturbation_ analysis.

-' Now for the non-steady solution we retain the firat-order perturbation terms from equations 13 - 16,
with the result that we obtain a set oi four' linear first order partial differential equations (5) whose
coefficients are functions of x determined fromn the steady flame calculation. The matching condi-
tions across the flamne sheet again supply the additional relations requIfred vo determine the com-

plee ~tof diperienifviilbles. E k" cato 8 shows the perturbation pressure to be, continuous
across the flme,''

sthat, in realiy teere ii only a single pre sure perturb~ation variaole. inadiion, becuseth

flame sheet is held'at the flame holder, .(3

IZ (3
and the axial velocity perturbation

£~ tj*J o .. wt .(Z4)

is specified by 'thefam hodr orproid .soltitiodis - '*wich is our interest here,
these 'becomre a set of Ainear- 'rdinry~differental .equations with variable, complex coefficients.
Pressure zkd velocity disturbaie o utside th flame zone axe described by waves of dimensionless
str'ngth Pand. P 1i,-ihe ,positive, and 'ngative"'--diiections.

To examnine -the hon-steady b6ivior_ we consider two cases. First, let a periodic pr~essure -wave
ofst~nthpt ad d fz freqiuecy w'-imnpinge I±roin uitr)fstrngtnPof srelgted fhm the radane zoije ~'da aeo A pressure wave cfsrngh

is rfleced hm,,he fam~ zd~'ih a, ave'f t-i~' " ransmitied to hie- right, 'down-'
stream .of- the flame z'on e. Because ther e is no acoustic Ave that radiates into the flame zone

frmdowntreami, P2  . Thi correspondng. acaustit, matching conditions with the ouin
to the 'differential equations in the flame z6A6 'deterilnes 'the complete solutions for this particular

-'The piessure transmission and reftection coefficients are of primary imnportance because it is

I__
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these quantities that couple the non-steady, combustion -process with the behaevo fa nieo
furnace in which it is situated. For Cr.se 1, in which tile acoustic input P1 approaches from up-
stream, the transmission coefficient Is T, P/Pr while the reflection coefficient is R - Pz7/PF
both of which are complex. The magnitudes ITI R)Ift and phase f and #i for the
transmission and reflection coefficients are shown in Figure 3 for an acoustic disturbance ahead
of the flame. The Mach number of the approach flow is Mo =0. 2, the flame velocity w1 /uO= 0. 1
and the density ratio u4. S . The magnitudes of the transmission and reflection coefficients

I TI 
c

Figurc. 3a. Acoustic Response; Wave From Upstream. MO 0. Z,

wi/O=0. 1, pi /pa 4. S.

a) Transmission - Coefficient Magnitude, IT TI and
Phase, ~

UlU

W1 /uO= 0. 1, pl 1/p= 4.'5.
b) Reflection Coefficient Magnitude, I RI and Phase,

1i.show well-defined peaks it certain values of 'the reduced frequency wt, /uo. The maximum values
of these coeff!1leii are of riiiaikable strengthi and itiie -well to remember that because the

* combustion process is active and may feed acoustic anergy into the system, the classical implica-
tions of "reflection" and "transmission" are inappropriate. The corresponding results for different

selection of reduc 4 frequencies.

Second, let apiessiiie wave, of 'str~ength Pi imp nge upon the flame zone from the region down-
stream of the--flame . A consideration similar to that -above gives the relationship between the
field variables on the downstream edge.'

Because the--acoustic di turbanoce P~ originates downstream of the flame zone, the transmission
coeffi~ietit is 'T =P_/P wile the' reflection- coefficient is. R - P1/P. Th mgiue and phasere

of these quantities A6e hown in Fguye 4"for th6 game set of la?he onditions as those for Case It

sobseve as- Fgri3 -Wete A u ,e-iiin ,eid6;ntrarm, a similar get 6f'-Oressure peaks
is -. erd- as rhe ,physical initrpretatioh 6f-'this iep~nSe Js-diicussed in reference 5.

Consider a rudientary 4fterbuiher 6-'onfgrto fcnth rs etoi ara;b~e plane of the
hodr "s loc6ati, At ' =, 0-nd ther are four fla me holder poirio a oss 'the diameter (two

~rus thdimeerof the burne lie D, te ' alue-of- -in' dri flame calculation ,is D/8.
6 th Aubi~ i~hige is o~a -'-_s~ne'l afe'ad~of te~fameh,)derplane, the flame

hisa lenith. "L ' ~dh ' "6zk -throat us lociied'a-d in6 a sra froim the end-'of

e- .s nozz e t ralf Thxis th& _z ~i'a sloae t k L+
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0o 2 3 6

Figure 4. Acoustic Response; Wave From Downstream. Mo 0. 2,
wl/uo = 1., PI/P2 = 4.5.

a) Transmission - Coefficient Magnitude, I TI and
Phase, (.

IR

414

Figure 4. Acoustic Responses; Wave From Downstream. M = 0.2,

w1 /uo = 0.1, pl/pa = 4.5
b) Reflection Coefficient Magnitude, I RI and Phase, *.

In !,ie regions outside fLame zone the pressure and velocity fluctuations of a plane wave
acoustic field may be written _

a ~ ~ * *~(uc) 't
(25)

(26)

where u and c are the local0 gas and sonic velocities respectively; P and P7 are the complex
amplitudes of the, for wardand 'backward 'running waves. Then, if we define the admittance functionV(x) to be

then substituting from above, we may represent the, ratio of P" to. P+ at any point x as

ih '( (i -,flP -~~e (28)
wheie4 a u/c is the-14 al Mach number.

It is then a pstaightforwa~d problem. in on6-dirnensional ac6ustics to match wave fields in
-L 9 'x S 0 itihth6 turbine adirpitance at x' -L aind the'"flaime reflection coefficient 'at x 0.
Litewise a wave fild ln the region L Sn a L + 1Ia may 'be 'd'evi'sed that matches with the end of
the flame z e, x'= L, 'and satsfiesithe nozzl6, dmittance'.at x= L -+ L2 .

With AW -formilation, calculations were made -of the response of the burner to a unit input of
prescribed fiequen~c • located at 'i =--0, the flame holder-plane.. Figure 5 shows pressure responsespectra f6t* aset 'of caliultifis made for Mo 0.2,Lv/ 5.2, LI. '= 10 "hd'L /' ' 26.' The
values 6f -the acoustic aaiitt~nc6 at the turbine and the nozzle -0. + 1.) 0. 1

r'these 'ce ning, to a nearly choked nozzle. The 'ressure responses,
p i, mado dimensionless. .. by the mpsed pressure amplitude -Op . .are shown in Figures 5a, 5b, 5c,

Sd i mtensio~nd othes e core d i e, nwee L 25
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10 2 46
I wi/u.

Figure S. Pressure Fluctuation Spectrum, L AL 5.2?
a) Turbine Discharge

0 2 4tU 6

Figure 5. Pressure Fluctuation Spectrum, L /t, 5. 2
~~ b) Flame Holder

.- C

2 4

WIO

~1 Figure 5. Pressure Fluctuation Spectrum, L1 AJ 5. 2
c) Eiid of Flame Zone

&1
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02 wIu 6

tW
Figure 5. Pressure Fluctuation Spectrum, L 1/4 .5. 2

d) Nozzle Inlet

5d for stations located at the turbine discharge, the plane of the flame 'holder, the end of the flame
zone, and the nozzle entrance. The images of the flame zone amplification bands are clearly shown
and, the peak of most interest is that Which occurs at'a reduced 'frequency of w 4/uo - 2. 2. The
pressure response reachev a value of - 15 near the end of flame zone and at the plane of thenozzle.

The magnitude of these pressure peaks, and indeed, which of the burner "nmodes 1 is amplified de-
pend rather sensitively upon the entire afterburner geometry as well as upon the admittance of the
turbine and nozzle element. Because our interest here is primarily in the structure of the model,
rather than in the performance of a particular afterburner, we shall examine only two of these
parameters, the distance irom the turbine, to flame holder and the acoustic admittance at the tur..
bine discharge.

Figure 6 shows the pressure response at the four stations examined previously, when the distance
from turbine to flame holder is reduced to Li A = 5. 55. Note particularly that the maximum res-
ponse had moved to a higher "burner mode" and a higher frequency. The pressure fluctuation
ratio at the turbine discharge plane ham increased to a value of nearly 40 from a value of about

0 2 Ii/. 6

Figure 6. Pressure Fluctuation Spectrum, Lthre A 5. 55
Sa) Turbine Discharge

V 
V

_4

Co

A0
wi/U.

Figure 6 Pressure Fluctuation Spectrum, LI/J = 5.55
b) Flame Iolder

iFI
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02 2 6

4Figure 6. Preisure Fluctuation Spectrum, L1 L 5. 55

I *c) End of'F1ame Zone

P0

Figure 6. Pressure Fluctuation Spectrum, L11At 5. 55
d) Nozzle -Inlet

To demonstrate the sensitivity of this respoixse we show, in Figure 7. the pressure fluctuation at

Ithe turbine, discharge .as distance. between the flame. holder and the, turbine is changed. The specific

a

444

' .05.5 6.0 6.5 7.0

4 Figure 7. IPre'ssure Fluctuiation as a Functioni of Distance
From turbine i'o Flame Holder.

results are for the mode -at 3, 3u #3.7,, that are~ discusied in cnetowihFigure 6. It is

remarkable that -,te espqnse, m~ay b nrese -by -a fator.-of 8 -with a change _n: distance of ie~s
th~an 10s. This 46ul ato~geste motne~.~rsiaer'inj-the details of the geometry more

accurately.- It I seems clear that situatin~g thejfiiiie holder rings at differeit.-locations, will, influen .ce

the, results of. Figure 7 considirably., Similarjy, det..ils of th6, turbine-discharge shpuld -be corres-

to more 'ccn-ple~x- co'nfigurations.

Finally, in.' Figure 8,, we show the effect oi turine acoustic adm'ittance upon the~ -press~ure flu.etua-
tion, using, the,flame .holder location of Li/k =5. 54 whih w'as foundt to _give &h mna~iimum response

fo atubie efecio cef'cen o 06' Note -that -thi ,s reflection coefficiet is ,elitea to the
;o turbine eci -6fiin o 0

'11-' ~ tturbine-, (1.;.~I~ As he reflectin co~ff dent is dec~e~sed slightly, the pres-
sure fluctuation at'the -turbine- discharge increasessharply and t~e 'bunrbcms~ntbea

-turbine 'reflection "coeffpiicient' of 'bou 0 '57:",

W.-
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• 0

0.0 0,25 0 50 0.7S 1.0

G , Acoustic Refledioit CoeIfficient Frorn-Turblne

• Refletion C'Oefficient at Turbine Discharge.
Li/t, = 5.54', Correspionding to MaximumSAmplitude From Figure 7.
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DISCUSSION

O.K.L.Lee, UK
(1) Does the flame-zone considered in your present modelling need to be compact relative to the low oscillatory

frequency?

(2) IF YES
Would the solution break down completely if your modelling is applied to smaller scale laboratory burners
which, under forced conditions, may have the parameter (I/uo) close to your limitation of 1/4 wavelength
compactness.

Author's Reply
The model rests on the assumption that the waves propagating in the duct are plane. This is so if the wavelength is
large compared to the duct width, the flame zone need not be compact relative to the wavelength. An additional
comment is worth giving. Consider the greatest reduced frequency used in the calculations: wl/u, = 6.

The associated wavelength in the cold stream is then X = I/Mo. For Mo = 0.1 the wavelength is about ten times
the duct half width (X = 101). If we also assume that the ratio of normal flame speed to free stream velocity is
wl/uo = 0.1 then the corresponding flame length is about ten times the duct half width (L = 101). Thus at the
greatest reduced frequency considered in the paper the wavelength is of the order of the flame length and the flame
zone is nearly compact.

A.Sotheran, UK
You are saying that the maximum response is when the flame holders are situated at 5D downstream of the turbine.
It would be a fairly closed system. In practice when the flame holders are near the turbine it's very difficult to make
an after burner. Engines like the TF30, which are close coupled to the turbine have a by-pass stop.

If you imagine a plane wave travelling through the flame front it may cause a transverse pressure gradient, that
explodes the flame. Is there any possibility of expanding your analysis to include this cross stream effect?

Author's Reply
I think it's possible. We would assume 2 pressure perturbations in the 2 streams. The diffictlty in integral
technique is that we have to relate those 2 perturbations, maybe by the momentum equation. We don't use the
momentum equation in the Y direction: pressures are the 3ame above and below the flame. This equation is able
to accommodate a pressure gradient in the Y direction.

Comment by ASotheran, UK
Incidentally, in after burners we see a recovery of the flame, after its collapse, remarkably similar to the film
presented in the previous lecture (Paper 16 by F.Hirsinger and H.Tichtinsky).

D.K.Hennecke, Ge
Do you Want to keep your model I-D?

. + Author's Reply

The calculations are indeed performed in the case of a constant area duct. However an extension to the variable area
duct seems possible. The basic integral relations used in the model would have to be slightly modified. As an
example Equation (13) describing mass conservation in region I should be written

aa
-pt(l-I -)+p t( I) + w1 secO = 0

where I :FI(x). p, should be allowed to vary with x and similarly p2 would also become a function of x. Two
additional equations would then be required and might be obtained by considering the balance of energy in regions 1
and 2.

As impliedby. Dr Hennecke's question this extension seems worthwhile.

I i '

I .
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SURVEY 0., PREDICTION PROCEDURES FOR THE CALCULATION OF FURNACE PERFORMANCE
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1970 CA IJmuiden/The Netherlands

SUMMARY

The design of a furnace, or more specifically the prediction of the performance of a
chosen design, can be carried out at several levels of sophistication. Dividing the per-
formance of a furnace into separate processes, one can distinguish between fluid flow,
mixing, combustion, radiative and convective heat transfer, conduction, noise generation,
generation of pollutants, etc. Although it is desirable to understand all these processes
for an optimum design or operation of a furnace/burner combination, in practice it is
usually not possible to attain the desired objective due to limitations in time, money
and knowledge.

Due to this restriction prediction procedures have been developed for separate processes
and in this paper it is attempted to classify the numerous published mathematical models
for the prediction of furnace heat transfer into three categories. The degree of subdivi-
sion chosen for the heat transfer calculations (dimensionality) has been used as main
criterion It is shown that the flow pattern and the desired accuracy determine the re-
quired degree of subdivision, which can.be zero dimensional (model type I), one dimensio-
nal (model type II) or multi dimensional (model type III). The survey on models and some
applications show also that all model types have their justification and their specific
range of application.

Models of the type I and II are generally considered to be especially suitable for prac-
tical furnace calculations and parameter studies. In principle these calculations can
also be performed with models of the type III although their applicability is as yet con-
fined to special cases which can be handled computationally and where the greater effort
and expense is justified. The latter is fulfilled in cases where data on flow pattern are
required to decide if models of the type I and'II are applicable, or when the flow data
are needed as inputs and cannot be provided by simple isothermal modelling techniques.
Type III models could also be of great value for parametric studies of such quantities
whose effect on heat transfer and/or other furnace performance data cannot be predicted
with sufficient accuracy by the simpler models.

For typical 3D geometries and if pollution emission data are to be predicted, which
depend heavily on local properties, the use of type III models is indispensable. However,
the use of type III models is unfortunately to date limited in their application to prac-
tical situations as some of the conditions met in industrial practice can only be appro-
ximated or cannot even be handled computatibnally, i.e. strongly swirling flows, geometry
of industrial burners, soot formation and radiation etc.

NOMENCLAURE

A Area, m2

p specific heat at constant pressure, kJ/kg0 K
'E black body emissioni W/ml

GG total exchange area between two gasvolumes, m2

GS total exchange area between a gasvolume and a surface element, m
2

rs total exchange area between two surfaces, m
2

H lower calorific value of fuel, kJ/kg

h enthal py, J/k4 . . .

Jj, Jh m61ebular diffusi6fifluk vector of mj respectively h, kgj/m 2s and kW/m2K, attenliation coefficibnA, in el!

k heat tranisfer coefficient at the wall kW/ni2 OK
i L flame length, m

massflow, kg/h
mj assc66'centration of chemical species j, kgj/kg

press ure, N/m
2

Q heat flowi kW
4 hiat flow density, kW/m

2

qstr abs6rbed radiative energy per unit Volume and time, kW/m
3

Ri production rate of m; per unit Volume and time, kgj/m3.s

Tt temperatu re OK and'O~
TV  shear stress tensor, N/m2

V 46svolume
x,y'z cartesiia co"0rdinates

onvectiVe heat tiansfer coefficient kWl/m 2 OK

A difference between two values

S) Formerly director of the Research Station at IJamiden; presently employed by
Steinrdller GbH, Gunersbach/Geimany
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e emissivity
n furnace efficiency
P density, kg/m

3

dimensionless stream functioi
velocity vector, m/s

The quantities of equation (8 - 11), which are marked with , represent averaged respec-
tively fluctuating quantities. The sign 6 stands for a tensor multiplication.

INDICES

a air
f fuel
G gas
jet forward gas flow
i,j,k,lcharacterization of gas and furnace elements, running number
in entering gas flow
net net exchange
out leaving gas flow
r recirculating flow

U ambient
W wall, heat sink

1. INTRODUCTION

The vast amount of money involved in the combustion of fossil fuels in industrial
furnaces has for many years stimulated efforts to optimize furnace performance. As
the achievement of this goal via large scale experiments on individual furnaces is
expensive and therefore undesirable, attempts have been made to develop mathematical
prediction procedures for furnace heat transfer for almost half a century. The inabi-
lity to accurately describe the complex interactions of the physical transport pheno-
mena and the chemical reactions within industrial conibustion chambers prevents how-
ever an exact mathematical solution of furnace'heat transfer. This resulted in the
development and publication of a great number of mathematical models with different
restrictions and limitations as the selection of the necessary assumptions and appro-
ximations is generally based on specific conditions. The large number of models and
their indi'vidual range of applicability. often makes it difficult to decide which mo-
del: is best suited to a particular purpose. To some extent these difficulties can be
overcome when the models are classified into various groups, characterized by well
defined specific tiitations and applicationl ranges. To give such a classification is
the objective of this paper.

The testing and furt:her development of procedures to predict furnace heat transfer
has bee6n one of the major research lines at the Research Station of the IFRF in re-
cent years (1971-1977)*.and the close contact with many different approaches lead to a
classification of the models into three basically different types. These model types
differ both in their degree of complexity and the information wbich can be obtained
from their application:

* Type I tzerc. dimensional models
Models for th., prediction of an averaged furnace heat transfer, the furnace effi-
ciency, and other averaged properties

* Type II : one dimensional models
Models which allow the prediction of an one dimensional heat flow d(itribution and
other properties. Mostly as representative dimension the furnace (flame) axis is
chosen.

* Type III: mwilti dimensional (2D, 3D)" mdeis
Models which allow the deteirmination of the spatial distribution of heat flow and
other pr:opertieS. Cylindrical 'furnaces can be dealt with by 6omparativ'ly simple
two dimeasiofiil (2D) proed~ces, whereas' most industrial furnaces require a three
dimensional approach.

In spite of the-substantial differenceg between many of the mathematical furnace mo-
Cals described in the literature, m't axibe classified under one of the three~~~groups (model types) mentioiieda'bov&. ....
Inghoptdr 2 the main features of the various model types and the approacheb used at

the Research Station are discussedi

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR THE- PREDfCTiON OF FURNACE HEAT TRANSFER

All three model types can serve the same basic goal, thepiedintion of furnace per-
formance from known input ahd'bou dary conditions. Final objectives nay however be
very different, firstliby nature-e.4y. for fundamental research 6r inddistrial appli-
cation, and secondly f6r their major field of interest e aerodynamics, heat trans-
fer, flame mechanisms.

AS far as fundamental research is concerned, modelling techniques can generally be
simplified either-from theo6etical hJthess or from the particular design of a tez-

oo'°a model becomesk therefore a rther 6;sy task. However, in the field of industrial



dpplication a model is expected to yield comprehensive information with less time and
at less cost than large scale experiments as a means to improve furnace, burners or
process design. The following will mainly be concerned with industrial furnace models
where emphasis is given to heat transfer performance. Information required as input

t and obtainable as output for the three model types is given on fig. 1.

General information to be Additional specific information Information to be obtained,
specified before calcula- required, dependingon model type depending on model type
tion

A. Input conditions TYPE I - UNIFORM FLOW FIELD
a fowsAverage values of gas temperature
ass flows, Average convective heat transfer (Ta), wall-and charge temperature!enthalpy flow (T) al-fndchrg tmpraur
lp a cefficient (TW), heat flow to wall aid charge

fuel and air (W) and furnace efficiency
composition

B. Boundary conditions TYPE II - UNIDIRECTIONAL FLOW FIELD

Geometry, conducti- 'Macro flow pattern (forward and re- Same as type I, but additionally
vity and emissivity circulating gas flow), axial decay one dimensional distribution of
of furnace wall and 1 of che.iical energy, local convective gas (TG) and wall temperature (TW)
charge heat tr i sfc. coefficient and heat flow density

C. Radiative constants TYPE III - MULTIDIRECTIONAL FLOW 'FIELD
Gas emission and Complete flow pattern and spaial gas Sama as type , but additionally

1 absorption data de-
pendingion da d- fconcentrations, turbulent exchange complete spacial distribution of
pending on radia- coefficient for heat, local convective gas (TG) and wall temperature (TW)
tive submodel heat transfer coefficient and heat flow density

Fig. I : The information required for and obtained from the calculation of furnace heat transfer
with the model types I to III; the various specific information can be provided from
measurements or mathematical submodel. .

The detail in the input and output information can be seen to increase from nodel
type I to type III, and is accompanied' by an increase in the degree of subdivision of
the furnace under consideration into-more and more elements as shown in fig. 2.

TYPE I TYPE II

_YP III<4/ tol 0 ( harse)/] I

" eat flowdistributj fr ' j

heat flow distribution

Fig. 2 Thedegreeof-subdivisionrequired for a rectangular furnace - and the heat flow distribu-
tion-0b'tained -in'.dependency of the model type to be'applied.

The representative model types I,,- I and- *II usedat the IFRF are all based on the
well-known Zone Method devel6ped by Hottel et al.Ll] for the calculation of radiativeheat transfer In, enclosures.

2.1, Model, type I (zgdro dimensional model, ,fig. 2, -type.-I)

'The determination Of- the -distributioh of. the heat flow density over the surface of
theo stock is desirable .and sornetimes necessary,,althofuh a propar orienting first
step which.6ten suiffices is the determiination of ,the total heat transfer as a func-
tion of fruel iid ,ir inputs Even if -t is he, sole Objective, knowledge of the de-
tailed interacrtion 'Of radiation- and;.c6nvction- wiyh, mass transf 6r -and copbustibn is
il principle,,necessary. ,,H6weved, integral formulations are t6lerant of casual treat-
ment of detail, especially in the presence of the levelling

urpri'singpesenc e~~' vrll eeln ffect of radiation,, and.asurprisi y g accuate ov'erall performtan'e is predictable fr6nj a, relatively simple

A zero dimensional model does, not take accouit of length- and timeVdimensions within
,[the' furna'e. In such a 6ode gradients of quantities like velocities, temperatures,
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heat flux densities etc. are neglected in all three co-ordinate directions, which im-
plies that all these properties are considered to be uniform. The model is thus based
upon the assumption that the processes inside the combustio.n chamber can be described
with a reasonable accuracy by one representative average value for

- combustion pattern;
- gas temperature;
- temperatures of the heat sinks;
- gas concentrations;
- soot particle concentrations;
- radiation characteristics;
- convective heat transfer to the sinks;

similar to the processes in an ideal well stirred reactor.

For many years such models have been used for the design of radiant cells of boilers,
furnacbs of the petrochemical and other industries. Well documented examples of zero
dimensional models have been published by Hottel and Sarofim F|i , Jeschar and Schupe
L2] and Hotte' [31. Major differences between the numerous models to be found in lite-
rature are the treatment of:

- the radiative exchange between gas-, walls- and beat sinks (stock) within the fur-
nace (e.g. gray or non-gray gas radiation) an

- the furnace walls, either adiabatic or with wall losses.

Although a truly zero dimensional situation cannot exist in practice and the accuracy
of the predicted results depends n the degree of deviation from zero dimensionality
of the furnace/burner system under consideration, these models can predict the right
trends for the effect of operational variables on the overall furnace perform;.rce in
most cases, i.e. the effect of:

- adiabatic flame temperature (fuel type);
- heat sink temperature;
- firing rate;
- heat loss through walls;
- excess air;
- air preheat;
- oxygen enrichment, etc.

Large deviations from the assumed well stirred conditions upon which the model is
based, can cause substantial discrepancies between the real and the calculated overall

*efficiency. For long furnaces with a small cross-section (no gas recirculation) and
cold walls, fired by a short flame, the overall efficiency can be underpredicted by

* more than' 20% (flame D.2.2, ref _38). overpredictions of the same order of magniitude
have to be envisaged When the model is applied to long narrow flames in a comparative-
ly wide combstion chamber (flame 29, ref. [34J).
The Re',Larch Station's model type I, used also for the predictions discussed in chap-
ter 3.1, is a modified version of the rdel described explicitly in L3-. Major changes
adopted are the inclusion of wall losses and a non-gray gas radation model. For each
of the'heat sinks i (fig. 2, furnace hearth, sidew:ll, roof) and for the gas volume,
energy balances are drawn up:

heat sinks i

G1 EG + EjSjSiE- Ai iEi + Ai i(TG - Tw,i) = Aiki(Tw,i - TU) (1)

arriving'radia- off radi- net convective net heat flow
tiie heat flux ation hdat'fl6w

GGEG + GSGE 4KVGE A-ji(TG - T -) + *FlH + C 6(Ti - TG) = 0 (2)

arriving radla- off kadi- net convective latent enthalpy flow
tive heat flux aticn heat flow heat

A detailed-description of the derivation of the total exchange areas GG, GS and SS can:)be found in l1,4,51. The' solution of these non-linear algebraic equations yields the
Cverage temperatures of the heat sinks (TW) 'and the gas volume (TG) as well as the
heat flowis 'to all heat'sinks i considered within the furnace.

t -Model type,.U '(one- dimensional 0odel, fig. 21i type II)

1 ! Wher the combustion system under considc ration deviates strongly from the well stirred
asmp ioi, the heat flow distribution .'.'i loose its unif.rmity. Although adjustments
can be madedin rder to cdlibrate_the zero dimensional- modelsoto enable the determina-
tion of an overall effidiency'-in such cases, they can never give information on the
diptribution of thheahaflux density over the stock, respectively the heat sink. This
li'er informition is-h6wever req!lired under circumstances where the heat flow densi-j 7 ie ave-to be keptin: beteeh certain'limits, i.e. because of the danger of overhea-

Stin 6f1 thichdgeor of hazard to he',planti Toobtain n6re detailed informatin is
possible only by the ihntr6ductioi 'of .Idimensions" like -t.me and length.
' hIn ,anY furnaces thd heat flow density varies dominantly in ohe dlrection, which is
g rlyth a flodire on In this asi is often~suffizient to introduce

Sa'only'length dmnesibn to' alow the determination of the most important heat flow and
te ertue istibtion. The prediction procedure then becomes a one dimensional mo-
del, an ilius example of which is shown on the centreof fig. 2.



In one dimensional furnace models generally only one length dimension is taken irto
account. Gradients of the different quantities in the two other co-ordinate directions
are neglected. This implies that the velocities, temperatures etc. are assumed to be
uniform in finite cross-sections along the main co-ordinate direction. Furnaces for
which this assumption is reasonable are usually long in comparison to their width as
in such furnaces the gradients perpendicular to the length dimension are often of
rainor importance. As shown in chapter 3.2 the application range of one-dimensional
models can be extended also to rever'eratory type furnaces (length to diameter ratio
small) when the latter assumption is modified, i.e. when the recirculating gas flows
are taken into account. Of course the information on the flow pattern required as in-
put to the model calculations increases with increasing complexity of the adopted flow

The subdivision of the furnace into a sequence of individual sections does not cause a
fundamental change in the calculation procedure, only the number of equations increa-
ses Cs for all individual elements in a section balance equations have to be drawn up.
Each section can be treated in a way similar to the procedure described in chapter

The main differences encountered in published work on one-dimensional furnace models
are in the, treatment of radiative heat exchange and the assumptions of the idealized
flow pattern adopted in the models.

The most well-known type II model is the so-called long furnace model after Hottel and
Sarofim [1]. Some of the major assumiptions made are: no recirculation of gases in the
furnace, combustion completed at the burner exit, no net radiative exchange in main
gas flow direction.

Seluk et al. [67 assume also a plug flow pattern (i.e. uniform "forward" velocity,
temperature and species concentration at any cross-section), whilst taking account
of radiative inteichahge between different locations in the main flow direction and
allowing for a gradual "stepwise" chemical heat release along the flame axis.

In situations where the real flow pattG,:n is not approximated by the plug flow con-
cept, e.g. with the apprearance of substantial recirculation zones in the combustion
chamber, the plug flow assumption leads to an overprediction of heat flow density, es-

j pecially at locations where cons±derable heat release occurs. Some type II models
allow account to be taken of gas recirculation zones, when these are confined to the
burner near region, by using a well stirred plug flow conc(pt for the description of
the flow pattern. Here the burner near section is treated as well stirred, the succes-
sive sections as plug flow. The length of the well-stirred section is usually chosen

j to cover the area from the burner inlet to the point of impingement at the wall, i.e.
the part where recirculation occurs. Models of this type have bee, suggested by

J Michelfelder and Lowes [51, Lucas and Lockett [7] and Clement C8].
fhe application of this idealized flow pattern description is obviously not suitable
for furnaces in which the recirculation zone stretches over the entire furnace length
or covers the major part of the furnace (heaters in chemical industry, reverberatory
furnaces etc.). To determine a heat flow distribution n such furnaces requires a more
realistic description of the flow pattern, i.e. a masz interchange in forward and
backward direction between adjacent sections has to be considered. At the IFRF a model
has been developed [10 3 which allows account to be taken of gas recirculation by using
the flow pattern model shown on fig. 3.

'1er,in rure,2011nt "r,2,in " e,3t to

~~G~r

Fig FIk pattern model gsted fof the determinatioa of an one-dimensional heat tdow distri-

As indicated on this figure the fl6w is separated into, a forward and a recirculation
-regionwith different temperatures., Although the radiation exchange is calculated with

mean" Section 4- te £ature '(one--dikis ionai'modbl) a pseudo two-dimeasional treat-
4ment of the flow is introduced by relating the'mean radiation temperature to the re-'>' ..2 i Crculation- (Tr ) ',ard jet-temperature (Te."
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With the radiation exchange calculation based again on the Zone Method -I- the bal-
ance equations for each sectioi can be written as:

&as volume 1

jG G E + -Gitk 4KVG'EG' EA (T TK +,~ TWk) l + (CpffiT G1G EZ Gl Gl k Grl W p G jet,1,in
k k

(C p nG) jet,1,out + ('pmTG) r,l,in (Cp AG) r,l,out = 0 (3)

heat sink element i (furnace wais._c2harge)

ZG S'-E + ZSS'E - AiE + A a-(T - Ti) = Aiki(Tw, i - Ta ) (4)
k k 1  iki Gir,l ai~ a4

Apart from the general input conditions for all prediction procedures the solution
of the equations requires specific data on the global forward and recirculating gas
flows, the chemical heat release and the- convection coefficients for each section.
These data can be obtained via two routes:
- for simplq configurations, from separate calculation procedures as f.i.: Thring-
Newby Cll3 or Craya-Curtet [12];

- from measuremeits in An isothermal model and/or in the furnace.
The various temperatures appearing in equations (3) and (4) have to be related by
empirical functions. For the correlation between mean radiation temperature and the
recirculation or jet temperature an area weighting 'factor concept has been suggested
in [10]. The weighting factors depend on the flow pattern, i.e. characterized by the
ratio of recirculation and forward flow araa.
The calculations discussed in chapter 3 have been performed with following relations:

mean radiation teftodrature

(8TG,r,l,out. + (TG,jetjl,out)5TG, 19

recirculation temnerature

TG,jettlfout + TGrlin + TW(iT Gfr,1= 3 (6)

For the heat release pattern an empirical correlation has been applied wilich c:orre-
lates the flame length with the'bu.n-out:

chem H.A (1 - e -4 . 60 5 (L)) (7)

. The range of applicability of one-dimensional models has been widened considerably
by the introduction of the forward/recirculation flcw treatment developed in CicJ1,
now to some extent also two-dimensional flows can be handled with this model. *fz
the transport of heat and mass is important in all three dimensions of real coi.\bus-
tion systems, then the only model which can be applied with confidence ia a three-dimensional model as shown on fig. 2, model type III.

2.3 Model type III (three-dimensional models, fig. 2, type III)

Apart from typical three-dim nsional situations there are a f.ni more conditions which~require the use of three-dimensional models. The prediction of the following quanti-
ties can, under three-di mensional condition, -be, obtained, with some only with two- or
three-dimensihal & odure: .

- spacial distribution of tenpLaratures and' heat flux densities (fig. 2, type III);
- flow pattern ane species concentrations;
- pollutant emission (SOX, N 6x etc.) -because the formation of pollutants is strongly

influenced- by local propeteries within the combustio' chamber.
The application-of three-dimensional models requires the subdivision of the furnace
into many indi.vidual Section6.' Usually- tis subdivision is along the directions of
the chosen C-ordina te'slstem, regardles's of the main flow direction (fig. 2, type
III) . -The geometry of' the combustion Chanber and the position of the flame(s) withinSthe gas Volume dictate the number of dimensions which have to be taken into account.4A example of a tfiiee-'dimen~'1i a 'li ys tem which ,an a ccu rately- be' d es cribed by 'w " o
6rdinates only is a vertical axi-symmeric, furnice with 'a 6entral flame. For thisspeific case the subdivision in annular secti6n - is most suitable (2-D), whereas for
San 9symeic eat siik in a zeCtugular enclosure paralieleppeds have to be chosenig. 2, type III). Depending on the calculated quantities the published work on multi-I : . dimehsionalo prediction pr6cdhrescan divided intot o groups:
models (type IIIa) which are based-0n the .one Method [l, which require detailed

n~l'<> ! Special input information prior - to the 'calculation of the spatial heat flux and tem-
xpeiature ..... dis'tribtion (fig ' 1,nodel' typ III ) ;.
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- models (type IIIb) which are based on the numerical solution of the convective
transport equations, the solution of which yields information on the spacial dis-
tribution of all properties. Similarly to the model type I only the general inputs
described on fig. 1 are required'for the application of this model.

2.3.1 Three-dimensional models based on the Zone Method of analysis (type IIIa)
For this model type energy balances are formulated 'for all the elements of the
subsections similar to the model type II. The only basic difference between
model types II and Ila is that for the latter the energy and mass transport
between gas volumes is no more c6nfined to one direction. As for the model
type I and type II total exchange areas have to be -determined from so-called
direct exchange areas which are available for two different geometries in [I],
in graphical form for cubes and tabulated for annular sections (axi-symmetric
systems).

calculating direct exchange areas for annular sections of rectangular cross-

section, with different attenuation coefficients in the various sections.

Models based on the Zone Method have been applied successfully to the calcula-
tion of the spatial heat flow distribution in different types of combustion
chambers [14-16]. Of special interest to IFRF members are the applications of
the Zone Method approach to the Nr. 1 furnace of the Research Station[4, 181.
A major shortcoming of the model type IiIa, is the large amount oi detailed in.-
put data required on flow, mixing andchemical heat release before the solution
procedure for -the determination of the heat transfer can be started (fig. 1).
Global assumptions similar to those made for the 'model type II are not suitable
for model type Ilia, as the, accuracy of the prediction depends heavily on the
quality of the input data. The specific inputs can be obtained in enough detail
only from isothermal models or-predictions from models of type IlIb.
Furthermore it is virtually impossible to correctly incorporate the slmultane-
ous dependency of the attenuation coefficient on the local gas temperature and
the temperature of the radiation source within the conventional Zone Method.
This can however be overcome by the application of the Monte Carlo Method for
the calculation of direct or total exchange areas, Published examples of this
method call be found in E13, 19, 20].

2.3.2 Models which are based on the numerical solution of the convective transportequations (type IIlb)
With the model type IIIa energy balance equations are solved to predict spatial

heat flux and temperature distributions. Before the model can be used detailed
information on the flow and concentration field is requiried as input, If the
determination of these properties should be included in the prediction proce-
dure, then equations describing the transport of species and momentum are t.i be
included. Models of the type IIIb are capable of doing so as they are derived
from the basic differential equations which describe the exchange of a] time
averaged properties. For a quasi'stationary flow and with some slmplifications
these equations can be'written in vector form as:

Continuity equation : div(0i-) = 0 (8)

Transport of momentum : .div(p o-) + div(pw o i) - grad p + divr (9)Transport of species : div( m .'+ j) + div( m.) R (10)

Transport of energy : div(ph + Jhl) + div(ph ) qstr (11)

The numerica]. procedure for the solution of equations (8 - 11) involves the
setting-uo of an orthogonal computational grid to cover tt,-i flow field and the
specifidation of boundary conditions along the flow field Lboundaries. The grid
nodes represent centres of small volume eleements over which the diflerential
eqlations are numerically- integrated. Sc 1- 'n procedures have been published by
Spalding'[21] for axi-symmetric (Z-D) ayr. -az and by Zuber [22_ for thzee-
dimensional systems. Models of the type IK:b nave been used with-some success
-by Michelfelder.et al." r41, Gibson and Morjan C231, Lowes et al.L24J and
Richter-et al., E25-27.

In trying to applymodels of the type IiIb to, combustion systems one has to
fade seve'ral I kincilee-p I iems
9 The physicalrelevaceof- thie solution of the flow equation depends strongl

on -the correlation term6s for the- turbulent properties _o ou, pm!w' ahd -ph'',
which describe the ihceease -of momentum-, species- and enthalpy 2transport.due
to turbulent exchange. A number of turbulence models have, been suggested F281.
It is hovever -StftI'necer-aiy to "calibrate" the empirical constants 6f these
ielationsto the flow problem under.conSideration."-Recent investigations at
the Research Stati6 [29] indicated,-tlhi the so-called kW model L30] can be
u~ed with good confidence for eneiosed-n6n-swiriing double concentric jets.

e The impqrtance of radiative exchange in furnaces and the difference in nature
between the tra-sport'of the other'quanitit±es - mass, momentuim, species andenthalpy - 'viich can accurately be described by differential equations and -

radiation which, due to idinteg nature, can only be approximated by dif-
ferential equations, introduces another principle problem for type 11b,
m d6 f..ep ie b o e.
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Due to its importance an exact solution of radiative exchange is desirable.
With the,large number of elementary volumes required for a reasonable accu-
iacy of the flow calculation this would however lead to a tremendous demand
in computer time and storage. A simultaneous solution of both flow- and con-
centration-fields and heat flowdistribution is possible only when simplified
radiation models are used' Such models have been suggested by Richter and
Bauersfeld [13], Bartelds et al. [311 for two-dimensional systems and by
De-Marco andLockwood F321 for three:dimensional systems.

*-The subdi'ision of three-dimensional systems (number of volume elements) has
to be restricted due to the excessive computer time and storage of the solu-
tion. For this reason, to date only qualitative information has been obtained
with applications of type lIIb models [22, 33].

The above mentioned problem areas and shortcomings of the type IIIb models
(against type Ilia models) are balanced by the tremendous advantage of the mini-
mum of input data -required.

Presently the best solution for three-dimensional models appears to be a combi-
nation of the advantages of both model types by combining them to one predic-
tion procedure. A first step in this direction has been undertaken at the IFRF[4, 39, 40].

3. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASORED DATA

To provide data which allow the testing &nd further development of mathematical models
a series of furnace trials have been carried out at the IFRF over the past years. The
measured data referred to below have been obtained from the M2 f34] and M3-A trial--[35].
A major difference between both trials was the arrangement of the water-cooled heat
sink within the furnace. Whereas a symmetrical heat sink was chosen for the M2 trials,
to enable an approximation of the fucnace/flame chnfiguration byr a two-dimensional
system, the M3 trial heat sink was restricted to the furnace hearth in order to pro-
duce a typical three-dimensional configuration with respect to heat transfer. Detailed
information on the experimental set-up, burners and fuels used have been given else-
where [4, 34, 35].

The calculated data presented below have been determined with the prediction proce-
dures described in chapter 2. Depending on the model type used and the flame/furnace
configuration under consideration the input and boundary conditions required have
been provided according to fig. 1.

3.1 Model type I

The zero-dimensional model has been used to calculate the furnace efficiency, the

overall heat transfer to furnace walls and to the water-cooled heat sink and the mean
temperatures of the walls and the gas volume for a series of gas flaes fired in thej> M3-A trial [35]'furnace configuration. The following assumptions have been made:

- non-gray gas radiation (I clear/2 gray gas approximation, see [1-);

- specific heat CD = f (.emperature, concentration);
- to take account of wall iossct- an overall heat transfer coefficient has been intio-

, duced;

- total exchange areas (S, SG, GG) have been evaluated according to [I, 3]. -

Below some of the predicted data are compared with the corresponding measurements.
ti The effect of furnace loading has been investigated with four natural gas (NG) fldmes

(0.75, 1.5, 3 and 4 MW thermal input), the effect of the fuel LCV has been studied
with three 3*MWgas flames, i.e. a llast furnace-gas (BFG), a NG/BFG- and a NG-flame.
All flames were fifred with the same buriner. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the measured
and rddictd effect of these two6variables (load, LCV) on the furnace efficiency.

Although tho furnace-efficiency is underpredicted in all cases by betueen 3 and 5%,
the overall effect of the Variables is predicted very well. The discrepancy between
the absolute values has to be attributed to the deviation between the assumed (well-
stirred) and the real flow pattern. The fact that the model predicts the correct ten-

indi6ates howevr that in imprbvement of the accuracy of the predicted indivi-
dual efficiencies is possible when the model is adjusted to, or calibrated for the
furnace under consid-ration. For this purose Hottel et al. [1, 31 recommend the in-
iroducti&n of a tdmbratarb differeice between the furnace gas volume and the flue
gas,.
The difference betwben assumed and real flow pattern has a less pronounced effect on
the accuracy of the'ca 6ulA£d mean ro6f temperatuies; they are compared with repre-
sental.ve aeraged miaured Yoof :tdmeratuies on fig. 5.
Further p~ramete's whose effect on the furnace efficiency was investigated in the
M3-A trials were various burner and flame types. The effect of these parameters can-
not be takn'account of by-pe Iiodels. At a furnlce loading of 3 MW the maximum
and-mihimum efficiency -ec6rded Wasiax = 56% afid' mjn 46%. This difference gives
an indication°6f the rauie of uncertainty which one can be faced with when usingtype I mbddl without adjustment for different furnace'configuratibns. However, this
type of'model is rather casy to handle 'nd its high degree of flexibility wakes it
applicable to a great number of situations.ihY,
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Possible applications can be:

- preliminary design of a furnace and estimation of diiensions;
- parameter study;
- provision of starting values for more complex models (II, III);

- optimization of the overall energy consumption of a furnace in relation to process
variables (capacity, product temperature etc.).

This latter application was considered during-the IFRF G1 trials [36, 371 concerning
the use of blast furnace gas as a fuel for high temperature furnaces of the steel
industry, such as slab reheating furnaces.
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Fig. 4: Measured and calculated furnace efficiencies for flames
1, 2, 3, 4 (variable furnace loading) and 3, 9, 1I ivariable
lower calorific vaiue LCV) from the M3-A trials [35J
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3.2 Model type II

The type II model described by the equations (3-7) ha3 the widest range of applicabi-
lity of all type II models mentioned in chapter 2.2. If however flow pattern can be
approximated by simple assumptions, other type II models like the long furnace model
fI1 or the well-stirred plugflow approach can yield excellent results. The importance

of-the flow pattern/model combination is shown at the example ofrtwo (natural gas)
flame/furnace configurations, i.e.:

- flame D.2.2 fired in the Delft vertical water-cooled furnace (0.9 m diameter, 5 m
length; see [38], and

flame 29 (M2 trials, F341) fired in the IFRF furnace Nr. 1 (2 x 2 m cross-section,
6.25 m length).

Flame D.2.2 was a strongly swirling wide flame fired in a rather narrow furnace
(L/D , 5,5). The external recirculation was due to the confined situation limited to
the burner near region. This configuration is almost ideal for the well-stirred plug
flow approach.

Flame 29, however, was a narrow non-swirling jet flame fired in a rather wide furnace
(L/D -, 3) with an external recirculation over the entire furnace length.

The heat flux distribution for both flames has been calculated with the well-stirred
plug flow model of the IFRF [5, 93. For flame 29 a second calculation was performed
with the model described by the equations (3-7) [IOl.
As shown on fig. F the predi-:tions obtained from the well-stirred plug flow model are
excellent for flame D.2.2. The calculation was carried out with assumptions similar
to those made for model type I and following special input data:

- burn-out completed within first section;

- first two sections well-stirred, all following sections plug flow;

- convective heat transfer coefficients as measured in the furnace [383.

200 - -

--- exferiments
- predictions

150 -' '.---- -

0 I2 3 4 5
furnace length (m)

Fig. 6 : Measured and predicted heat fluw distributions to the water-cooled
furnace walls of the Delft furnace (flame D.2.2, [38])

Using the same approach for the calculation of the heat flow distribution from flame

29 resulted in a complete misprediction In comparison to the measurements the local
heat flow predictions were up to 100% too high and at the rear of the furnace 50% too
low (fig.7). The misprediction has mainly to be attributed to the wrong assumption of
the flow pattern. For furnace configurations which result in similar flow pattern asii flame 29 (most reverberatory furnaces) the recirculation has to be taken account of.
With the "recirculation" model [i03 a second calculation has been performed using
following inputs:

- chemical heat release as determined by equation (7) from the visible flame length;

- information on flow pattern (fig.3) obtained from an isothermal physical model;

o , -convective heat transfer coefficients obtained from isothermal model.

As can be seen from fig. 7, curve b, the prediction with the "recirculation" model
is reasonable. This proves that with only a rough incorporation (pseudo 2D descrip-
tion) of the real flow pattern the applicability of one-dimensional models can be

extended o situations with two-dimensional flow fields. This type of model is thus
well-suited to long furnaces'and'strongly unidirectional processes e.g. rotary kilns,
glass smelters, refinery process heaters and steel reheating furnaces.

Absolute predictions are generally accurate enough to help in the design or modifica-
tion of an industrial furnace (heat sink geometry, position and distribution of heat
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along the process length). The exercise of selecting adequate submodels viz. for flame
radiation of heat release, requires however a good knowledge and experience of the
application of interest.

Moreover, in most test rigs for liquid or solid fuel characterization, which are often
designed to be mono-dimensional, such a heat transfer model can be linked with a simi-
lar kinetic model and become an efficient tool for research.
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Fig. 7 :Measured and predicted heat flow distribution from flame 29 [34].

a - measured
b - predicted with "recirculation" model [101
c - predicted with well-stirred plug flow model £9]

3.3 Model type III

In respect to the calculation of flow and gas concentration fields multi-dimensional
models (type IIIb) are still in the development stage. For this reason their applica-
tion is usually limited as yet to symmetrical (2-D) systems. In [4] a first applica-
tion of a combination of the type lia and type IIIb models has been reported upon.
Because of its well-defined flow pattern flame 29 £34] had been chosen for this test
too.

Discrepancies found between the measured and predicted flow pattern had been attri-
buted to the oversimplifying ad hoc turbulence model used. This turbulence model has

!V"  now been replaced by the better suited kW model [29, 303. The former calculations
have now been repeated with the following assumptions:

- the rectangular furnace Nr. I has been approximated by n equivalent cylinder;

- chemical heat release is determined by mixed = burnt;

- gray gas radiation with K,=0.1.5 m-I;

- two flux radiation model F13];
-convective heat transfer coetficient as measured in isothermal model (same as
chapter 3.2).

On fig. 8 the calculated flow pattern is plotted, against the measured stream lines.

A comparison with the earlier results C41 shows a considerable improvement of the
predictions, and the excellent agreement -in the area of forward flow is especially
impressive. Also the predicted ,isotherms Plotted together with the measured values
on fig. 9 show reasonable agreement. Discrepancies neat the jet boundaries can be a
result of the unmixedness which has not been taken into account in the calculation
procedure.

Similar to [4] the heat flow distributions have been calculated with the Zone Method
(model type lia); the calculated flow-*and heat release pattein (output model type
Iltib) have been used as input information (fig.l) required f6r model type Ilia. In
spite of the differences between measured and predicted local eait flow in the rear
'part of the furnaceothe heat flow distributioh obtained is satisfactory, especially
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if one considers that these results have been obtained from general input data only
(fig. 10).

As expected, due to the unchanged boundary conditions, there is an obvious similarity
between the heat flux distributions at nominal thermal input (flame 29) and at half
load (flame 35).
Validation'of type IIIb models is thus achieved in simple furnace-burner systems.

Nevertheless many problems remain unsolved for their general application to large and
complex industrial furnaces. The modelling of the detailed interaction of some pnysi-
cal phenomena which is the hey to many of these problems is still in the development
stage, where practical experiments-on a pilot scale are required r41, 42].

Full scale experiments and comparisons are also shown to be realistic 143, 44J and
would justify the expense of further developments of these models. Possible future
applications of such procedures would finally be most suiitable for general industrial
needs, in view of material and space saving for furnace construction, adaptation of
the burners to the process, antipollution control techniques etc.

r
M
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Fig. 8 :Comparison between predicted and measured flow pattern
" i ' ' (flame 29, 2 trials [34i. The dotted lines are exra-

S. .polated from measurements. (4 f(r,z))1.0 /
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Fig. 10 Comparison between predicted and measured axial heat flux distribution
(model type nIla with inputs from model type IIb)

flame 29 [341 flame 35 [34]

a measured c measured,
b predicted d predicted

4. CONCLUSIONS

As a synthesis of the present review fig. 11 shows a general classification in terms
of objectives, dimensionality for the various mathematical models of furnace perfor-
mance. A differentiation of important input variables between those specific to, the
furnace (and prdcess), the fuel/air characteristics and the burners, is also given.
This permits the possible application range of these models, together with their
limitations, to be identified.

OBJECTIVES OF THE OVERALL FURNACE . DETAILED FURNACE OPTIMIZATION or
P T DESIGN AND' DESIGN & SIMPLE PR ' COMPLETE PROCESSPREDICTION PERFORMANCE CESS MODIFICATIONS DESIGN

FURNACE VARIABLES DIMENSIONS 1 [HEAT SINK GEOMETRY
HEAT iNPUT ------ BURNER POSITIONS .

PRODUCTION [HEAT DISTRIBUTION

FUEL/AIR VARIABLES 'FUEL TYPE [FUEL SIZE (LIQUID LOCAL INTERACTIONS
OXYGEN ENRICHMENT "---- OR SOLID) FUEL OXY- ---- . - OF VARIABLES

PREH EAT ETC. j DATION KINETICS ___-

nI1D... .. ARIABLES.

RER4ES EQIVALENT.DIAMETER
MOMENTUM FLOWS ETC,

TI

Type I" models Type. iI models Type III models

V Very flexible, inexpensive Only for long furnaces or uni- Still at development stage (vali-

20% accurate for preliminary directional processes dation). 'Pilot and full scale ex-
design Good-experience required for the. rients ncou~agihg. Need more

chice 'of subkadelis<e.g. flame-" predise turbulence models. Would
<10% accurate with only-some,  b e l e most adapated to -industrial re
experience especially relative r ea quiremehts: saving of material,
to a known situation design, selection of burners,

- pdllution control techniques etc.

j Fig. !1 Overall classification of mathematical models of furnace performance
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t NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN A CONTINUOUS FLOW COMBUSTION

CHAMBER:, A COMPARISON.

F. GAMMA, C. CASCI, A. COGHE, and U. GHEZZI

Politecnico di Milano, Italy

1) INTRODUCTION.

In recent years a large increase in numerical modelling of real combustion phenomena

has been observed.

These tecniques, if relyable and correctly developed, should be able to avoie. a large

part of the experimental work necessary to develop a new combustor giving informations

otherwise obtainable only by means of troublesome experiments.

In fact it is necessary to observe zhat by means of the classical methods very relyable

and high efficiency combustors have been obtained, and what it is to be expected from

numerical modelling is not a quality jump in combustor performances, but rather an

easier and less expensive design.

Non linear partial differential equations must be solved in numerical modelling; this

leads to numerical problems f.e. of convergence and stability, to difficulties connected

with computer storage capacity etc..

All this problems can be overcomed also if there is large room to improvement.

Other kind of difficulties are connected with physical structure of the phenomenon, and

they can be of more troublesome solution.

We refer to the necessity of introducing physical models to represents some aspects of

the problem, with particular regard to turbulence and chemical kinetics.

Not always such phenomena are physically well understood and then the model must cover

some ignorance.

Concerning turbulence, the existing models are in general well experienced, and can be

used with confidence in many cases.

Chemical kinetics can be introduced in the model by means of suitable hypothesis, as

f.e. istantaneous reaction between fuel and oxidant or a global reaction rate mechanism.

Of course also more complicated schemes can be used; in many cases, however, simple

hypothesis are suitabLe at least from an engineering point of view.

Also radiating heat transfer (flame radiation), very important in large combustors, must

be modelled, and rather good results have been obtained in this field.

A lot of progress has been done in recent years, and now, tridimensional problems,

combustion of spray and pulverized coal can be analyzed by means of numerical modeling.

At this point, however, if numericaA tecniques must be improved, a large amount of

comparison with experimental reaults must be performed.

Relyable experimental results are not always easy to be obtained in real furnaces but

they represent a fundamental stage in prediction tecniques improvement.

In the present paper numerical results obtained by finite difference solution of the

equations controlling combustion in anexperimental furnace using methane as fuel have

I been compared with experimental results.

Veiociiy and temperature have been measured inside the combustor.

2) EXPERIMENTALSET UP, AND MEASUREMENTS.

The experimental combustor is e6senitiali a cylinder of £iinhr diameter of 200 mm and

having a test lenght of. 1.000 im.
S, A scheme of the expire-itini set up is ihbwn In kig.1 t he fuel nozzle is placed

axially in the injection head, while the oxidizer is feeded by means of two different

lines.

The primary air is flowing through a tube surrounding the fuel nozzle, while the diluition

air is enterin4 at the Periphery of the injection head.

Swirlvanes at=609are located in correspondence of primary and diluition air ports.

jA 2VN6"
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Details of i:jection head are shown in tig.?2
] :o ; Fuel and 'Oxidizer flow are 66ntrolled'by means of flou:meters and valves (fig. 1

Optical windows are placed along the combustion chamber lenght to allow optical

measurements (L. D. V., line reversal, etc.); thermocouple probes can also be inserted

through the holes shown in fig. 3

Combustion chamber is inztainless steel.

The experimental conditions are reported in table I.

TAELE I

METHANE PRIMARY AIR DILUITION AIR

FLOW RATE tkg/s) FLOW RATE (kgls) FLOW RATE (kg/s)

I .3 x 10
- 3  8.13 x 4.25 x 10

- 3

I 0.3 x 
0 - 3  9.38 x 10-3 4.25 x 10-3

i .24x 10 8.3 x 7.50 x 1
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Velocity and temperature measurements have been performed in the points shown in fig.4

L. D. V. was used for velocity measurements and thermocouples for temperature field

analysis.

Some details concerning velocity and temperature measurements are given in what follows.

-L. D. V. measurements.

The laser Doppler Velocimetry (L.D.V.) was chosen to measure the velocity profiles

because the usual intrusive measuring techniques are of little help in a high tempera-

ture reactive medium with large thermal gradients.

Despite the complexity of a theoretical model of the L.D.V. system, the outpptt f:rom this

instrument (Doppler frequency) is linearly ralated to the velocity of tracer particles

seeded in tho gas flow and no problem is concerned with calibration.

The major advantage of the L.D.V. is the 'gh spatial and temporal resolution associated

with its directional sensitivity.

The most important theoretical and experimental problems related to L.D.V. have been

*reported in Refs.(9)(1O)(i)

It is norwell established that the differential L.D.V. made of operation, in conjunction

with a burst counter processor, is the best suited for measurements in gases because of

its higher signal to noise characteristics at roderate concentrations of tracer particles.

The main advantage of the differential L.D.V. is that it is quite simple to align and is

not sensitive to small vibrations.

Also, the Doppler frequency is independent of the detection angle and forward or back-

scatter systems can be employed.

The optical set-up is ilustrated in fig. 5 : the two laser beams, coming fromQ the same

source and a biam-splittir unit: ire focused in the cross-vblume.

The scattered waveii produced by tracer particles are heter:dyzied on the photomultiplier

surface and give rise to a photocurrenf modulated at the Doppler frequency:

where V is the particle v-elocity component per~pendicular to the bisector of :he incident

cross-beams,,1 is the cross angle and is the wavelenght of the laser bean.

The transmitting optics was based ' on a DISA optics (mod.55, X) including the frequency

shift option that allows to resolve the directional ambiguity of the velocity vector.

Forward and back scatter geometries can be selected.

An ArgonIon laser (Spectra Physics mod. 166 ) was used at a nominal power of about

200 mw, and 488 nm and an interferential optical filter, centered at the same

wavelenght, was introduced in the receiving optics in 3rder to reduce the background

flame radiation.,

The photomultiplier sigpal was processed by a bust counter processor (DISA mod. 55 L90)
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that allows working with moderate particle concentrations and does not have dropout

problems.

The experimental c6nitions are summarized in tab. II.

Since the LDV requires the presence of microscopic particles in the air flow, this

comilicates the use of the tecLnique- considerably.

In fact, the particles seeded in the flow should be small in size in order to fol;,ow

the gas flow accurately.

such capability can be ranghly estimated from the Bassett's general equation (ReCs.

transfer function id determined by the dynamics of tracer particles.

LDV experiments were performed by using alumina particles in the micron range carried

by a secondary air flow.

Some check of particle meai, size was made experimentally by using the visibility

parameter (Refs.(9) (L) ) and theoretical evaluations shown that particle were small

enough to give correct mean velocity informations.

-Temperature m,*.asuremehts.

The measure of the gas temperature was performed by using small thermocouples inseTted

in the combustion chamber at same fixed axial positions.

Wires of Pt- PE/R.o10% were preferred for this application with a spherical hot

junction.5 mm in diameter, that was small enough tecause we were only interested in mean

values of the gas temperature.

Some corrections for radiation and conduction heat losses were applied i.a the tottest

regions of the flame.

Such corrections were determined by comparison with results obtained by optictl methods

(sodium D-linte reversal) in a laboratory methane-air flame.

3) THEORETICAL ANALYSIS.

From the geometrical configuration of the combustion chamber it appears thet a bidimen=

sional unalysis must be performed; cylindrical polar coordinates are the rost suitable

in this case (fig. 6 ).

Bidimensionality depends on the fact that diluition air is injcted along all the

periphevy of the injection head and no circumferential dissymmetry is introduced.

In this case the governing equations can be expr.,ssed in terms of velocity components

(U and V) and pressure (P) or in terms of stream function (I) and vorticity (W ).

Then second formulation is here employed also because in' this way it is possible to

calcel the pressure from the equations.

Both procedures are rather classical; anyway the equations in terms of velocities and

V pressure and in terms of* andkO are reported in the. appendix~also if the problem is

L bidimensional, an equation for the swirl velocity W is introduced# In this equation

the product r.W is used as an unknown, being r the distance f:om the combustor axis.

- Turbulence.

The equations are time averaged and then a turbulence model must be introduced.

A k- model has been employed (k = kinetic energy of turbulence, E dissipation rate

of k), and the turbulent visc6sity/At is given by:

being the fluid density and2a suitable coefficient (see appeidix).

The effective visc6sity/41 is given by:

where,~1is the fluid visdosity.

-Combustton.

Fuel and-oxidizer are separately injected in the combustor and then, a diffusion flame

is'obtained.

Two different combustion models have been adopted:
a) istantaneous reaction ritte with combustion controlled by diffusion "

t i~~i~ - A



b) global reaction rate assumed.

a) Istantaneous reaction rate.

Fuel and oxidizer can not exist together at the same point (and at the same time).

A concentration variable is introduced, defined as:

where.Mjhis the mass fraction of the fuel,m*the mass fraction of the oxidizer and0('

the stoichLometric oxidizer-fuel ratio (in mass).

Turbulent fluctuations are taken in to account by means of the time mean square of the

concentration fluctuations

A distributijn function can be defined starting f:om .,and '"4Aandlto be effectively
adopted, calculated.

The shape of the distribution function to be adopted is rather arbitrary; here a Gaussian

clipped distribution function has been used (se3 appendix).

b) Global kinetics.

In this case an effeclive volumetric reaction rate Riu(for the fuel) given by:

where9 is the equivalence ratio and A a constant (A ) has been used.

This is a semplified version of the reaction rate equation proposed in (8).
It is aixo assumed that R 4

- T6mperature determination.

Ikemperature (T) is deduced from the tot,1 hentalpy given by:

whe:eAlkis the caloric value of the fuel,Cjis the specific heat of the fluid and

i-n mean kinetic energy.

- Heat exchange.

Due to the size of the combustor and to the type of euel radiation has been neglected.

Heat exohangeat the walls has been calcglated by means of Reynolds analogy.

-Walls.

Wall functions have been adopted in order to avoid the numerical analysis of the

logarithmic layer.

The follo*Jng expression of general use have been employed (fig. ) :

withX and E constants C .4, E 0 9) andr the shear stress at the wall.

Table II: parameters of the'L D V system

-Laser power 200 mW
.11 Laser wavelength 488 fm

Beam cross ungle 50

Fringe spacing 5.6,m

Probe -volume dimeneion X&O.143 mm
I, , Y-3.28 ii

Z-6.143 mm
Fringe number N-2r-
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4) RESULTS.

Measurements have been carried out in correspondence of sec. 1, 2, 4 . of fig.Lf; three

conditions I, II, III have been tested during experiments.

Mean values of temperature, axial velocity and swirl velocity were measured.

- Temperature.

Measured and computed temperature di.trAbution are reported in figg. 8 42 2..

In correspondence of sec.2 13,4 the accord between measured and calculated results can

be considered enough good.

Near the injection 1-eud (se-. I e-:perimental and computed results are rather different,

also if, in some cases, a sort of common trend can be recognized at least for model b

in testsl and II, and for model a in test III.

As a general behaviour computed temperature are higher than the calculated ones.

It can be considered that in the injection region (near sec. I ) model b works a little

oetter than model a.

This seams to mean that istantaneous reaction rate hypothesis is not particulary suitable

to be employed in this zone probably bedause of the rather high mixing rate, leading

to a competition between chemical kinetics knd fluidodynamics.

on the other hand also the global kinetics here used does not seem to be satisfactory

in this zone.

It could be deduced that in this region the " LG" kinetics plays an important role also

from the point of view of mean values calculations

Probably near the injecticn heat a global kinetics can hardly be fitted to represent the

real kinetics.

jDown stream the injection znne the introduced models appear to be substantially morJ
relyable.

- Axial velocity(i923 2.).

As in the case of temperature, the &argest discrepancies between measured and calculated

results are in correspondence of injection region.

In particul!r the width of the recirculation zone is under extimate in both models.

Down stream the injection they seem to work rather well with reapect to axial velocity.

In tests I and II the global kinetics mo-del appears to offer a better performance near

sec.A ; at the same section both model can be considered practically equivalent in
test III.

- Swirl velocity (fig.'3033).

The tred is the same as in the case of axial velocityi the injection region is the most

critical in the comparison.

On the whole, the accord between experiments and theoretical values can be considered
as satigfactory en6ugl .

I! 5) CONCLUSIONS.

What precedes shows that in general the agreement between theory and experiments can he

considered as acceptable, also if near the injaction regioi the discrepancies are not

neglegible.

If however from an engineering point of view the results could be satisfactory, they do

not appear to be adequate, if a more sophysticated analysis of the phenomenon must be

j perfprmed.

In particular near sec. 1 (injection regioni the differencies between measured and

I I computed temperatures are large enough to in~fluence considerably the reaction rate, if

it is made dependent on temperature.

j Then if elementary reactions must be introduced, rather large errors ca arise; f. e. a

pollutants generation analysis can hardy be carried out.

The performancies of both models are rather similar, expecially down stream the injection

rb.gioft.

Also if the global kinetics model seems to lead to better results near the injection

head, it is not able to improve substantially the results with respect to the istantaneous



-:eaction rate hypcthesis.

Probably the rather strong mixing, also increased by the peripheral swirl, is responsible

for thiu kind of behaviour.

It seems that in this zone the introduction of a more sophisticated and realistic kinetic

model is a fundamental stage to improve the agreement between theory and experiments.

Concerning turbulence models, a k -S formulation has been here employed; this model is

at the same time rather well experienced and not particulary trouble some to be used.

It has not been analyzed here if other and more complex models could be more suitable,

also if the peripherical centrifugal field (due to diluition air swirl) can increase the

complexity of the turbulent field and require a more sophisticated analysis.

Thermal exchange has been treated in a rather simple way; on the other hand the rate or

the heat exchange trough the walls is less than 10% of the rate of heat generation !n the

furnace and then not able to introduce substantial changes in the results.

classical time averaging has been adopted here, and other typyG of averaging (f. e.eavre

averaging) have not been tested, also if they are able to give good results in many cases.

From a numerical point of view, the greatest difficulties have been encounteredwith the

equations h&ving rather complicated source terms (k-,Ec equations).

They have been overcomed by means of under relaxation and of a some kind of linearization.

The cou,puter time for the calculation was about 5 minuts with an Univac100/8Ocomputer

with a :,vn uniform 21x21 grid.
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-OBSERVATION

In-many cases the results of test II are very similar to results of test I, and are

not reported here.
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APPENDIX

STANDARD EQUATIONS

- Standard equation in the model us:nq velocities and pressure (r= unknown ):

where:

u = velocity along, x axis

v - velocity along r (radial velocity)

= swirl velocity

S -, source term

=xchange coefficient fory'.

In the istantaneous reaction rate model (model a) the unknown variables are:

I (continuity equation),u,v,rw(swirl equation),ht,k,6,f.g.

In the model assuming a global kinetics (model b) the unknown variables (f) are:

1 ,u,,rw,mfumathtek,S.

In table A arc reported the expressions-of r ,Se employed antd the values of the constant

introduced.

- Standard equatin in the model using vorticity (W) and stream function (-t).

In the model a (istantaneous reaction rate) the unknown aro:")/r,,1 r%,ht,fpgpk,

inthe model b 1global kine\ics) the unknown are:LO/r,1t,rw,ht,mfu,m,k,

The values of a ,b c and S are specified in table B.

TABLE A

, .5r

V ff ox_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

* Ki1 0:/g 0o,.
. 1Woq 0

~bAft/C t___

__~l - C~Pk

Ii ___

U ~~ ~ ~ ~ E r*.~ _________



TABLE B

I •~

0 ~ 0

,U6- v z  VC r''1/r 4!'1

!.!t

+ Ga/fta clippe ditiuin cin

nu'fI' I

Q- 1. C1, 1-++.9?Q0 tC

The Gaussian clipped p.d~f. has the shape shown in FIGoaj it can be quantitatively

define4 f.e. by means of the method reported in starting from the calculated
i ~ ~values of f and g". (

; . o- : o -;FIG. ak,
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DISCUSSION

C.H.Priddin, UK
Do you have any plans to measure turbulence quantities in your experiments? It would be especially interesting
to have Reynolds Stress measurements as this would enable to separate influences of the turbulence model and
numerical method.

Author's Reply
We have plans to measure turbulence but these measurements were not performed here in an organized form.

I agree that Reynolds stresses could be able to give more information concerning source of errors.

J.H.Whitelaw, UK
(1) Can you explain these low values of the maximum temperature and also comment on the accuracy of the

temperature measurements.

(2) The discrepancies between calculated and measured results are, as expected, greatest at station 1. Would you
please comment on the uncertainty iii the assigned wall boundary condition for temperature along the end
plate and on its influence. Also, nume'ial errors are likely to be greatest in this upstream region and I would
appreciate your estimate of their possible magnitude.

Author's Reply
(1) In our opinion low values of temperature are due to the peripheral swirl leading to a strong mixing of dilution

" in the reaction region with a high air-fuel ratio. Errors with thermocouples are not more than 40 or 600 C
following our calibration and not able to explain the low temperature level.

(2) Concerning wall boundary conditions for temperature, I agree they can influence rather strongly the results in
sec. 1. A constant temperature was assigned along the end plate and walls and refining this condition, can
improve the solution.

Concerning numerical errors in the upstream region, stability was observed to be more troublesome here. At
the end of calculations the relative errors here are of the same order of magnitude as the errors in downstream
region.
Probably numerical errors upstream are larger than in other regions but it is rather difficult to estimate them
precisely.

I I

t

o~
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MODELISATION DES FOURS ALItIENTES A L AIR ENRICH! EN OXYGENE

R. GUENOT, A. IVERNEL
L'AIR LIQL'IDE C.R.C.D.
JOUY-EN-JOSAS, France

F.C. LOCKWOOD, A.P. SALOOJA
IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
LONDON SW7, England

La modelisation num~rique des chambres de combustion utilisant des brileurs aliment~s
a l'air fortement enrichi en oxyg~ne, pr~sente des difficultds particuli~res li~es
d'une part aux dissociations thermiques se produisant A haute temp~rature, et dCautre
part au r6le accru des 6changes par rayonnement.

Le prdsent article montre comment on peut adapter les programmes de calculs existant,
afin de tenir compte de ces ph~nom~nes.

Le mod~le utilis6 est en cours de vdrification au moyen de mesures effectu~es sur un
four exp~rimental de 300 kW, conqu pour fonctionner avec des brOleurs a haute intensit§
aliment~s par du gaz naturel et de l'air fortement suroxyg~n6, ou m~me de l'oxyg~ne pur.

Les premiers r~sultats expdrimentaux sont en hon accord avec les prevsions du mod~le.

1. /INTRODUCTION/
1.1. OBJET DE L'ETUDE

Pour certaines applicatbns, l'ndustrie utilise d(- plus en plus fr~quemment des br~leurs aliment~s
'en air suroxyg~n6 ou m~me en oxyg~ne pur, impliquant une dissociation appreciable des produits de
combustion.

Les programmes de simulation des chambres de combustion qui ont 6t employ~s avec succ~s (1)(2)
pour los brOleurs classiquos, ne donnont pas satisfattion pour los brOleurs A air fortement enrichi en
oxyg~ne.

Le prdsent article expose los premiers r~sultats o'une 6tude destin6 A 6tendre ces programmes au
cas d'un comburant, dont la richesse en oxyg~ne peut atteindre 100 %

Dans los flammes a haute temperature resultant de la suroxygdnation du comburant, los dissociations
thermiques des produits de combustion jouent un r6lo capital. Elles absorbent en effet une partie importante
de la chaleur normalemont ddgagde par la combustion, et diminuent ainsi la temperature des flammes.

Cette chaleur, stock~e sous forme chimique, ost d'ailleurs r~cupdrable par recombinaison au niveau
des surfaces do pieces ou des parois de fours, de sorte que c'est finalement l'enthalpie, et non la tempera-

ture, qui intervient dans les 6quations de transfert thermique par convection et diffusion.

Par contro, si V'on veut incurpurer dans le mod~ie les echangos par rayonnement, il est n~cessaire,I
en cours do calcul, de tenir compto do la tempdrature et - a uii d~gr6 moindre - des fractions massiques des
esp~ces ex-';tant A l'dquil-ibr6.

uans la pr~sente communication seront expos~s successivement :los modales math~matiques r~cents,
utilis~s a l'Imperial College, pour la simulation des chambres de co mbustion, les mnodifications apport~es
pour tenir co~npte des dissociations, los m~thodes exp~rimentales mises en oouvre et les premiers essiis
do confrontation entre'les rdsultats de calculs et les r~sultats exp~rimentaux.

1.2. POSITION DU PROBLEME

4 La preuve ost maintenant faite (voir par exemple (1) et (2) que lo forictlonnoment des chambres
de combustion aiiment~es au gaz et A Pair peut 6tre pr~vu avec tin d~gr6 d'exactitude largemont acceptable
du point de vue des applications, du moins pour les brOleurs n'utilisant pasou pou 1'offet do "swirl".
Quoi qu 'ii e n soi t,, Ile probl me trai t6 dans Ile pr'esent, arti cl e a 60 jusqqi 'ci peu dtudi 6. 11 concerne 1la
previsi n des chambres d6 combustion ali'ment~es :tu gazet A l'air enritili on oxyg~re, ou m~me a I 'oxyg~ne
pur. Cos rechorches impliquont des prohlffies cbmpldmentdires do modelisation plut6t d'ordro chimique
qu'hydrodynamique.

Etant donn6 qu'oi. peut, supposeravoc r~alisme que, 6Wir la pl'upart des fours, le taux de r~aciion
globale est gouvern6 par le taux de Gi ssipati6n do la turbuliince~ot non par la cin~tique chiniique, on peut
conclure que la seule forme do chimie n~cessaire 'dans le ca .degflanm s 'a haute temp~rature resultant
d'unenrichissoment a- l'oxyg~ne es t la chjniie d'6quilibpe,.L1,. ectif ussontiel de 1 V',tude pr~sent~e dans
'cet article est~d'incorpo.rer un tpaitemednt de 1'6quilibre ehinnu asn jnin ~cnm edasu
procWd g~ndrl de pr6vision d~crit en (1)., La valour des p,&vosions du-proc~d r~sultafit -font 1 'objet
d'un programmie de ve-ri-fica'tion ex'pdrimeintale en cours d'ach~voment,-utilisant des flammies enrichies A
V ox4nd, et r~alis au C'entre d& Recherche CLAUDE-DELORIV Z LI'I LIQUIDE.

I x.



Le problfte du "swirl" W'est oas abord6 ici. 11 convieric de rerarquer au passage que le manque de
validation pour les exemples de brOleurs 5 grand nombre de str r1 provient d'autres limitations, a savoir,
que les 6coulements avec swirl sont imparfaitement dvalu~s par le mod~le de turbulence "standard" A deux
dquations, car l'hypoth~se inh~rente d'une viscosit6 tur-bulente insotrope nWest pas satisfaisante.

7\ Un mcd~le turbulent de tensions de Reynolds serait pr~f~rable, mais la surcharge due aux estima-
tions des param~tres n~cessaires, ajout~e aux calculs d0;A coOteux n~cessaires A la pr~vision des chatibres
de combustion, le rend !oratiquem'ent i nabordable. Pour-contourner cette difficult6, ii suffit d'emplolyer un
mod~le algdbrique 6&onomique pour les tensions de Reynolds de la for-me d~crite en (3), mais il r-este encore
a dtudier son application aux chambres de combustion. Le br~leur utilis6 par L'AIR LIQUIDE ne comportant
pas de swirl permet de faire des 6tudes de validation a l'aide de solides connaissances de base obtenues
dans la modelisation des flarnmes sans swirl et non enrichi 2s a l'oxyg~ne. En fait, l'enrichissement a
l'oxyg~ne per-met la stabilisation de la flamme, en l'absence d'une zone de recirculation intense a la
sortie du bruleur.

11. / LA MODELISATION PHYSIQUE
II.1. LE MODELE DE TURBULENCE

atesOn emplcie le modfle usuel de turbulence j deux dquations dans lequel on r~soud les 6quations re-
ltvsA 1'6nergie cin~tique de la turbulence, k, et a son taux de dissipation, &; une viscosit6 isotrope

effective 6tant d~finie A partir de ces deux valeurs (3). Malgrd des recherches poussdes sur des mod~les
plus compliqusdans lesquels on r-~soud des 6quations pour les tensions de Reynolds elles-mimes, (voir
par exemple (4)), rien n'a encore per-mis de d~placer le mod~le k-e dela position prddminente qu'il occupe
dans les calculs d'application par-ce qu'il repr~sente une combinaison pratique d'6conomie et d'exactitude.

En ce qui concerne les dcoulements sans "swirl" dont on parle ici, les imperfections eventuelles
de ce mod~le peuvent 6tre en grande par-tie attribu~es non pas a l'usage du concept de viscosit6 effective,
mais aux d~fauts de modelisation des 6quations pour k-e qui ne sont en aucun cas faciles A rectifier.

11.2. LA MODELISJATION DU RAYONNEMENT

Dans le genre de four consid~rd les pertes de ch~leur aux parois r~fractaires ne sont pas tr-~s
importantes. 11 nWest donc pas n~cessaire d'avoir recours A un mod~e tr-~s pr~cis de transfert par rayon-
nement. Nous avons utilis6 pour le rayonnement le mod~le de flux' d~cr-it en detail en (5), qul assure une
exactitude acceptable pour des d~penses tr~s limit~es. Ce type de m~thode est bri~vement r~sumde dans le
paragraphe suivant

La repartition angulaire de l'intensitd est repr-dsent~e par une sdrie tronqu~e de Taylor, substi-
tu~e dans 1'6quation du transfertde chaleur par rayonnement. Cette 6quation est ensuite int~grde sur des
angles solides bien choisis, le nombre d'angles correspondant au nombre de termes dans le d~veloppement.
On obtient ainsi un syst~me ferm6 de six equations aux d~rivtes partielles du premier v)-dre ayant pour
inconnues les coefficients du d~veloppement de Taylor. Pour le probl~me A deux dimensions trait6 ici, nous

* ne retiendrons que quatre termes de la s~rie. Afin de rendre possible leur solution A l'aide de l'algorifime
num~r-ique a matrice tri-diagonale employd pour les calculs d'fcoulement, les quatre 6quations du prerwier
or-dre pour les coefficients sont combin~es de fagon A donner la paire des dquations du second or-dre ci-
dessous ' ~ ~ ~

-F -z k 3 r - S E

oG r et z sont les coordonn~es radiale et axiale, k est le coefficient d'absor-ption, E =O'T est la puis-
sance dmissive du corps noir, et Rr et Rz sont relies aux coefficients de la s~r-ie de Taylor. Ces 6quations
ne sont pas appliqu~es directement au gaz de combustion mais a un syst~me classique de 4 gaz gris dquivalents.

11.3. MODELISATION DEj PROCESSUSItHERMIQIE
La prevision correcte des processus thermique est tr~s importante pour le d~roulement des calculs.

Le mod~le utilis6 est d~crit en'detail dans (6),

En ce qui concerne les transports de chaleur et de masse accompagnant la combustion, on fait M'y-I ~ 1 oth~se classique que tous les coefficients de diffusion turbulente sont 6gaux. Le melange des constituants
est alors rdgi par une 6quation portant sur le rapport de melange f quantit6 inddpendante de I '6volution
des reactions et 6§ale A la fraction massique de combustible dans 1 '6tat imbraM~

Similairement le transport de chaleur est caract~ris6 par une seule equation enthalpique oa la
temperature et la composition chimiqe n'interviennent pas explicitement.

En ce qul concerne le processus de combustion, on suppose en premier lbu une rdaction chimique glo-
bale simplifide entre U~ combustible gazeux et le comburant aboutissart a la production de C02 et H20.E
second lieu, on surajoute A ce schema de base les calculs d'djuilibre chimique expos6 dans la section
suivante, pour tenircomptede la dissociation des produits de combustion.

Pans- le schema de base 1'6tat theririuu'ynamique du rhelange r~agissant est fonction de deux variables
seulement ; la fraction de melange, f, et -le deord d"avanc~pient, r, d~fini par r =(mj. - mu/mb - mj,u)
(reactedness), ou mu e'st la fraction massique'di toute esp~ce~ciiimique rdagissante, et oumg'etu/m
d~signeht le fluide brMl et ncn-br0l. Pour une fl0anMe de diffusion, r = 1, et la turo'ulence entraine des
fluctuations de f-Uniquement, tandis que pour une flaniie parfaitemdnt pr~m~langde, f est constante et r
varie.



On suppose pour las fluctuations des deux variables, que les fonctions densit6 de probabilit6 (d.p.)
ont des formes a priori. Pour le tas de f, on utilise une distribution Gaussienne "sectionn&e", compl~te-
ment sp~cifi~e par la connaissance de la fraction de ni~lange moyenne dans le temps, f. et sa variance,

g F-f12.L'hypoth~se d'une cinthiqua chimique rapide compar~e au taux de melange .urbulent parait
bien fond@ dans la plupart des calculs d'applications; elle est compatible avec une loi de probabilit6
(d.p.) simple de r constitu~es de deux fonctions delta (au sens de DIRAC), ces fonctions de delta 6tant
centr~es sur les valeurs limites r =0 et r = 1. La grandeur des fonctions delta est eun liaison directe
avec le degr6 d'avancemant moyan dans le temps, r, qui peut @tre obtenue a partir de la solution d'une
dquation de bilan portant sur la fraction molaire moyenne (dans le temps) de l'une des esp~ces rdagissante,
le combustible par exemple.

Une formule est n~cessaire pour le taux de reaction moyen de l'espkce choisie, qui repr~sente un
terme de source dans l'dquation de bilan consid~r~e. Dans 1Phypoth~se 00 la reaction globale est contr~le
par le taux de c~iange de turbulence, le taux de reaction est 6gal au taux de dissipation des fluctuations4
de r. On a proposd plusieurs expressions reliant le taux de dissipation de la turbulence 5 des variables
connues. Ils ant une base physique commune, bien que voisine. Heureusement, les calculs sont insensibles
5 la forme exacte de l'expression. Celle que nous avons utilis~e est

R =CP (nui b flhj u ) [rF 1_ r] 112 elk

ouj est le taux de reaction mayan dans le temps de 1'esp~ce r~agissante choisie. Dans cette formule
incrit lhypoth~se simple, que le taux de dissipation des fluctuations du degr6 d'avancement est pro-I

portionnal d'una part a leur 6cart-type, qui, pour la loi de probabilit6 simple constitu~e de deux
fonctions de deltas,

s'6crit : r (1 - 12;et d' autre part a 1'6chelle de temps de grands tourbillons, '-/k. La constante
empirique, C, a W triuv~e 6gale a 0.35 environ.

On s'int~resse dans la plupart des cas aux quantit~s mayennes dans le temps et cette moyenne dans
le temps s'exprime pour toute propri~td thermodynamique, 0 , par

IAC
W =jJ (f,r) p(f,r) dfdr

aD p (f, r) est la fonction jointe de probabilit6 de dersitd pour f et r. 11 y a peu de chances que las
variations de f et r soient fortemant correldes; on peut doric, de mani~re justifiable, d~composer p (f,r)
en s~parant les variables et 6crire

J ,~ 0(f, r) p(f) p(r) dfdr

o0_p (f) et p (r) sont respectivemant les d.p. Gaussjc-nna sectionn~e, et delta coupl~e, mentionn~es

ci-dessus. Pour plus de details on se rdfereaA()
111. / PRINCIPE DE LA METHODE NUMERIU DREOUTION

111.1. EQUATIONS A RESOUDRE

On doit r~soudra des 6quations pour les composantes axiale, u et radiala, v, 1'6nergie cin~tique
de laturbulence, k, et son taux de dissipation , 9 , la fraction de m~lanqa, f, at sa variance, g, la
fraction massique du combustible, mfu, l'anthalpie sp~cifique, h, et anfin las param~tres de rayonnement
Rr at Rz. Pour la g~omdtrie cylindrique polaire trait~e ici, ces dquations soot toutas de la farina

(ryuo) + :-r (rv)r r. rr Oro

ou 0 repr~sente toute variable ddpendante &ionc~e ci-dessus, et S, est un terme de source (par example
Pfu dans le cas de l'dquation relative a mffu, fraction massique r~siduelle de combustible).

111.2. METHODE DE RESOLUTION

Les 6quations soot r~solues A laida dUi processus standard de diff~rence finie d~crit en (8) et
(9,et raltachM au coda d'ordinateur TLACH-T. Les ~grillas d'ordinataur utilistas comprennent 40C olveojds

qul, lorsqu'.ils sont aispos~s convenablement, donoent des r~sultats ind~pendants de la grille.

Les conditions-aux limites -utilis~es correspondent A celle dv brOleur expdrimental. Certaines

La ~atrsiusdasrto td&iso ugzso alsd nd1 lsiu a rsdonn~es manquantes sont remplace's par des estimations raisonnablas (6missjvit de la parai. par example).I
chdque iteration las variables corraspondant aux dquations ci-dessus sont-an principa t6values, ainsi
que les gr~idaurs quli en ddpendent.

HToutefois ler'ajustement des vala urs moyanneE li~es au modfle stochastique de combustion
Wintervient que tous las 5 A 10 iterationis.

IV. PRIS EWCMPTEDES 7'ISSOCIATIONS INTERVENANT A HAUTE TEM-PERATURE/

IV.-. RINIP DUREAUSTM T A MOENDES-CALCULSD'EQUILIBRE

Nous consid~rons qu'an chaque point, 116tat tharmodynamique du mflange est attaint en 2 @tapes
a cin~tique tr~s rapide.



La oremi~re est une combustion fi~tive dans laquelle le melange de depart COMBUSTIBLE + OXYGENE
(+ INERTE) donne CO2 + H20 + EXCES (+ INERTE).

Par EXCES on entend soit'l'exc~s d'oxygene, soit l'exc~s du combustible subsistant apres combustion
stochi -om~trique. Le melange de depart est par d~firition le me~lange local qu'on obtiendrait en labsence de

j combtisti on.

Dans le cas general oD i1 peut exister plusieurs arriv&es de comburant (oxyg~ne pur et air Dlus ou
momns enrichi par exemple), et oD le combustible peut contenir des inertes, la composition de depart est
d~finie par les fractions massiques f et i de combustible et d'inerte respectivement. Elle s'obtien.t par
2 equations de transport ne comoortant pas de terme de source. Dans le cas lirnite d'un pr~m~lange complet
f et i sont constants. En l'absence d:6change par rayonnement l'enthalpie du melange reel hAp est fonction
lin~aire de f et i dt he n~cessite pas d'eqUation particuli~re.

Par contre, si le rayonnement est pris en compte, l'dquation. de transport de l'enthalpie comporte
un terme de source, et doit 8tre r~solu s~par~ment. Il conduit A une valeur locale de h diff~rente de hAD
et l'dcart traduit l'influence des pertes par rayonnement. On peut le caract~riser par un rapport d'adia-
baticit6 sans dimension Pdffini par

'P ..L..R oQ h est une enthalpie de reference prise 6oale a celle
hAD- hR R

du melange W16l ideal (non dis-oci6) rameri6 a la temperature ambiante.

La seconde 6tape est un retour adiabatique aux conditions d'6qiuilibre chimiques, que V'on peut
obtenir par un sous-prograine d'6quilibre chimique, dans lequel les variables d'entrdes sont l'enthalpie
locale h et la composition 616mentaire dA.iuite de f et i.

En fait, 11 cs4 pus commode d'utiliser au lieu de h le rapport d'adiabaticite Y d~fini plus haut.

L'utilisation syst~matique d'un sous-programie d'6quilibre pour calculer en chaque point et A
chaque iteration la temperature, la densit6 et la composition en fonction de f, i et est exclue du point
de vue 6conomique.

La difficult6 a W tourn~e en calculant au pr~alable des valeurs d'6quilibre pour un nombre
limit6 de valeurs de5F , f et i, et en interpolant au moyen de formules d'ajustement.

f Dans une premi~redtude Jimit~e au cas extreme d'un brOleur a I 'oxyg~ne pur, un tableau A 2 entrees
*f, f comportant eriviron 100 rdsuitats d'6quilibres a W 6tabli A partir de sous-progravnes d'dquilibres

j drives de ceux de HARKER et SMITH(1.

Commie premiee approche, ces r~sultats ont W condenses en une formule d'ajustement du type

TEQ A + A 1 f =A2 f
2 +A3 f

avec les Ai sont fonctions de 0 et une forrnule similaire pour la densitd.

Si on n~gligeait a ce stade les fluctuations de la fraction de melange, on pourrait utiliser
directement cette formule pour chaque point, en utilisant pour f la valeur donn~e par 1 'quation de trans-

port correspondante
TEQ A 0 + A1 f + A2 (f) 

2 + A3 (f) 
3

En r~alitd la tormule d'ajustement fournit une valeur instantanke a partir de laquelle la valeur moyenne
correcte s'exprime par:

TCORR- = Ao+ f +A2 (f )A 3 (f ) soit encore

g d~sirant comme pr~c et la vaiace de fluctuatonde fet M3un moment non-centr6 du 30ordre

M3use telcle foruleet en paricipes rtre dan la zons esfuctin de frbbii- cosontr prtadent.

Une autre m~thode, en cours de r~alisation, revient a utiliser un ajjustement par trongons At
~alculer directement 1 integrale

~ ITCR JT Q (f) -p ()d f

par integration num~rique.



IV.2. METHODE ITERATIVE DE CORRECTION DU RAYONNFMENTI:: La m~thode de r~ajustement expos~e ci-dessus suppose connue l'enthalpie du melange en tout point.
En r~alit6 l'dquation enthalpique contieint un terme de source qul ne pout 6tre calcu1M correctement par le
rod~le de rayonnoment d~crit prkc~dermint, que Si la ternp~rature et )a concmntration des espkces absor-tbantes sont-eux mdme connus. 11 convient donc d'effectuer les r~ajustement n~cessaires au cours ira
ions successives. Au stade actuol nous nous sonmmes born~s A des r~ajustertents de temp~rature et de densi-

t6.

V.,/ DISPOSITIF EXPERIMENTAL7

L'installation comprend essentiellement une chambre de combustion et des moyens de mesures des
temperatures, et de vitesses. de pr~lvement de gaz et de aonmt

V.1. LA CHAMBRE

Cette chambre est un four oxp6-imental (figure 1) revdtu intdrieurement de rWractaires en corin-
don (94% d'alumine), et permettant c'atteindre des temp~ratures de 2000 X.

Sa capacit6 de chauffage nominalo est de l'ordre de 250 kW mais pout varier pratiquoment entre
150 et 400 kW en fonction du taux d'oxygdnation du comburant et des temp~ratures intrieures du four aux-
quelles on veut faire los essais. 11 est dquipd pour fonctionner avoc des combust4bles Hiquides et gazeux,
et coniie comburant de 1 air suroxygen6 et do 1 okyg~ne pur.

Ce four est muni d'un certain nombre d'ouvertures lat~rales qui permettent l'introduction des
sondes de mesure (temperatures, vitosses) des prises de gaz, et des radiom~tres.

Des thermocouples incorpor~s dans la parol interne permetten't de suivre les tempdratures int~rieures
en 3 points du four sur une mdme g~n~ratrice.

V.2. LES BRULEURS

Los brOleurs utlis~s sont du type industriel ")face mange", pour 6viter tout risque de rentr~e
de flamme (figure 2).

Ils comprennent

-une arriv~e do gaz combustible (methane) pat- une canno axiale, d~bouchant par 6 trous f,,;sant un
angle do divergence do 200 avec -.~ e dispositif assure un meilleur melange du gaz avec l'oxyg~ne p~ri-
ph~rique.

-une arriv~e p~riph~riqucd'oxyg~ne, dont la section~ ost adapt~e au odilt mis en jcu, de fagon A

conserver tout au long des essais wta vitesse do sortie d'oxyg~ne relativement constante.
-une 26me arrivde p~riphitrique d'air dont la section est 6galement ajust~e au debit do ce combu-

rant.

V.3. MESURES DES TEMPERATURES DANS LA FLAMME

Los temp~ratures atteintes dans los flanmes suroxyg~n~es Atant souvent s'up~rieures A 2000 K, il
6tait n~cessaire ce disposer d'un pyrom~tre ayant des performances sup~rieun s cellos d'un pyrom~tre a

* aspiration ciassique.

L'appareil utilis6 a W du type a "double col sonique" avec lequel on determine la temnp~rature par
variation do masse volumique apr~s d~tente sonique CL-etidde cot appareil a W r~alis~e par 1'0.N.E.R.A.
(11\.

-Principe du double col (figure 3)

A oartlr do 1'6quation do BARRE do ST VENANT A la traversde d'un col sonique et la relation du
HUGONIOTI on d~duit le debit A travers un orifice sonique en fonction do la pression et do la teiip~rature
d'arrdt. Aux faibles vitesses auxquelles on travaillo, ces valeurs peuvent 6tre confondues avec los valours
statiquos. La figure (3) indique la m~thode do calcul et, precise los notations utilis~os.

La mesure porte sur los inconnues du second membre (PI P2i T2), On notera quo ' I et M1 sont des
fonctions do la temperature cherch~o T1, ce qul n~cessite un caicul par iteration.

Lei 'u rapport des sections des cols a W d~termin6 par talonnage avec un pyrom~tre A aspiration
mn 'nthermocouple en platine dans 1uno zone do temperature allant jusqu'a 2000 K.

V.4. MESURE DES VITESSES

La mesure des vixesses ost faite do fagon classique avoc une "Sonde do Prandtl" refroidie par eau.

<1Los deux prises do prossion sont reli~es A vun capteur diff~rentiel ACB tr~s sensible dort le signal
Mlectrique est enregistr6 sur un Servotraco.

V.5. ANALYSE DES GAZ

Pour chaque flaime et a chaque fen~tre des prdldvements do gaz ont W effectu~s au moyen d'une
~ Ii;.;-.canne d'aspiration 6nerg~tiquement refroidie. Les gaz supposes "1trenip~s" sont analyses au chromatographe,



qui fournit les cor:.ctntrations molaires en C02, CO, H2, N2 02.

l~Eant done les dicisiametonsimprateLs rnEcontrs a~ins eHs faea hate teupdrsouee

la rapidit6 de recombinaison des esp~ces dissoci~es, il a WS n~cessaire de disposer d'une sonde de pr6-

Suemnt a roge re artib~em ~ged'ouvertr. La emetan is e dPontune tanede ane A teravqes
dole ue la msureo des tel u d Vned la scorsndire 1cumn elle n esureompiqte, e ore-
foun isi pa 'ppain deridsett apthde det psCMD enfcc monchomale (eul et tdiemenrar crcla to

peret lamesrnnaio de acteuren d'ssivifetu~ toale ye eprmte aonmn oa

- -un pyromftre A fil angle d'overture"(2 trarsq permettn davsedu e rnesuer fle A raneen
le fu pre un poir de a temdfpertr ovaiinte "copenembl e or-lammevu r cpie oint. n~e

Lornes pr Psulato de aacul actue deementIdsponibles doivent qte ( EX et~ cm~ae rvires, carI~ ~~pe ls ne tenents ompt dijfces dniersierfectonts q~ lshdt(nert drceApri

del ulld pyorteab "rningelovrtrit7ts~aire) u ere em).e eraonmn
iq parmn poirnt la pacesi dU ount rouirt e disoiinsel our-fm obtenir e poit. aals

chmr Les rsultats de meu cuteetdsoilsdiet6re cosdrscmepoiorespondnts

La n reierepa campage dessaeries ayat de tremintrropus Apls sut dunet~ration duct fourt

nicessitnt dimprtntela rerat6ionour vos pusotn ou r pbe de rdsultats xpriments.

La iune nou)eleapagsne dsais cest2 actesn le cors d eprtr acu~ x el

Soubeetls rsrvet de onfiratiodes premiers.rsasdsoils amtoepoo~ aate
meLrad predire de faone satisais antle chamres dnecombustionacoupte ten ds richates paor

rayonnement, des flutats ertides, discaions chimei ues apprsn hae tempratu xnrentu
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GARNISSAGE CORINDON 2000 K

Fig. I Four 300 KW

-<-a <oxyg~ne

I-IT1IFig.2 ScIhern-i du bruleur
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W DISCUSSION

E.Perthuis, Fr
Les calculs et expdriences mends par les auteurs ant-uls permis de mettre en 6vidence l'intdt d'un faible facteur
dmissif de la flamme et des gaz dans ce four dont los parois sont tr~s chaudes?

I Rdponse d'Auteur
11 aurait fallu ddcrire dans le dMail los variations des propridtds dmissives des gaz en fonction de la tempdrature et
des concentrations. Le mod~le de Salooja et Lockwood est basd sur une mdthode perfectionnde de flux avec 4 gaz
gris comme principe de simulation. Un des confdrenciers prdcddents a indiqu6 que cette mdthode donnait des
rdsultats presque aussi bons que des mdthodes; plus sophistiqudes basdes sur la rdpartition spectrale. Cependant, ii
ne faut pas dire que les pertes par rayonnement sont ndgligeables; elles sont importantes; et influent sur le profit de
tempdrature en raison des niveaux de tempdrature beacoup plus dlevds qu'i l'habitude.

J.B.Michel, Ne
Pour commenter la question prdcddente sur l'effet de l'dmissjvitd moyenne des gaz de combustion sur le caocul du
rayonnomont avec tempdrature 6levde do la charge, il faut dire quo cet effet n'est pas tr~s important avec des
flammes of lo comburant est do l'air (e = 0,15 A 0,20) mais ii est assez important pour des flammes A l'oxyg~ne pur

t et P'on ne peut pas ndgliger la variation de l'dmissivitd avec la tempdrature.

Rdos dAtu
A titre de commentaire, ii faut prdciser que la mdthode n'utilise pas la valeur (TF)4 mais 7P calculd i partir du
niod~le probabiliste de Salooja et Lockwood.

N.Peters, Ge
Nous avons fait des expdriences sur des flammes enrichies A1 l'Oxyg~ne et rnesur6 los NOx. On a trouvd des niveaux
infdriours A ceux attendus si on utilise des formules simples pour calculer ces niveaux dni NOx.

Pour des flammes alimontdes en air prdchauffd, on constate le mdme phdnom~ne. Nous pensons quo cola est dft au
rayonnement tr~s important, dans ce type de flamme. Pouvez vous dvaluer le pourcentage d'dnergie rayonnde par
la flanime?

Rdponse d'Auteur
Ces pertes, tr~s variables suivant la position dans le four, sont en moyenne do 20%.



AN EFFECTIVE PROBABILISTIC SIMULATION OF THE TURBULENT FLOW AND COMBUSTIO N UISYMMETRIC FURNACES

Th.T.A. Paauw, A.J. Stroo, C.W.J. van Koppen
Laboratory for Thermal Power Engineering
Delft University of Technology
Rotterdamseweg 139A
Delft, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

The conservation equations governing the flow field and the combustion process in isothermal and in dif-
fusion controlled combusting confined flows are solved using a numerical finite difference technique; the
results are compared with measurements.

The combustion process of the hydrocarbon fuel has been modelled by using instant reaction with fluctua-
tions in the mixture fracture, and with three different assumptions for the chemical conditions: frozen
chemistry, equilibrium chemistry and partial equilibrium chemistry.

Attention is paid to the formation of nitrogen oxides, and it is shown that in hydrocarbon diffusion flames
a substantial amount of the NO formed is due to 'prompt NO' formation. For this process an effective model
is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade considerable effort has been devoted to the modelling of furnace phenomena.
In general two distinct lines of approaching the problem can be observed.
Some authors have tried to model the furnace by dividing it into several separate sections, each

representing a simple system, s.a. well stirred or a plug flow reactor [1 1 . Although such methods
are useful for the prediction of the trends in furnace behaviour or pollutants formation, additional
model assumptions and empirical data are often required for particular calculations.
On the other hand methods have been developed that simulate the furnace performance in more detail,
generally by solving the conservation equations in finite difference form [2-4 1. These methods lead
to a fair prediction of the influence of furnace geometry and configuration dependent phenomena s.a.
furnace heat transfer and flame furnace wall interaction. However, these more sophisticated models
also require some assumptions, normally regarding the turbulence model, the radiation model and the
combustion model.
In the present work such a detailed method i5 used for the prediction of the completely diffusion
controlled combustion of gaseous hydrocarbons in an axisymmetrical combustion chamber. Several com-
bustion models are investigated, all based on instant reaction combined with scalar fluctuations.
The main scalar being in this case the socalled mixture fraction, and particularly, attention is paid
to the accurate prediction of the fluctuations of this scalar.
In this framework the mixing process of a scalar and the production of scalar fluctuations in an
isothermal combustor geometry is firstly investigated by comparinq the results of numerical calcu-
lations with extensive measurements by BECKER (5-6
Furthermore, the assumptions concerning the combustion process are investigated in a detailed com-
parison between experimental and numerical data for natural gas flames.
Finally, the developed models are tested by comparison of calculations with measurements obtained
in the Delft furnace for a low NO burner geometry.

2. MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

2.1. Basic equations.

The calculation procedure consists of solving the partial differential equations representing theI conservation of the time averaged flow properties in an axisymmetrical flow geometry. The general,
elliptic form of these equations can be expressed as:

(pu¢) W+ (pvr) (P r + S
ax-r(3rBx aBx r 3r *Br(1

in which u and v represent axial and radial velocity, and * a flow property, with p as its viscosity
and.S as its sourceterm.

In the case of furnace calculations * represent subsequently (u, v) axial and radial velocity, (k, e)

the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation, h, the stagnation enthalpy, ( , R ) the radiant

heat flux in the x and r direction for radiant gas k, (Yf, Ye), the mixture fraction and its root

mean square, value and finally YNO' ,the mass fraction of therMal NO.

The values of y P and S are given in table I. Constants necessary to solve these equations are

given in table II.
When no recirculation takes place, as in-the case of free diffusion flames, the second form on the
right-hand side of (1) can be omitted, transforming the partial differential equation to a parabolic
form, which is easier to solve numerically.
For the solution of equation (1) it is necessary to define boundary conditions; at the axis of sym-
metry tr = 0) thesp are: v = 0 and a /Br = 0 for all other quantities, at the solid boundary empirical
wall functions can be used to relate (B$/Br) to the local values of €, for u, v, k, C and h [2, 7 1,

k, k
and for [x R 8 1; the other values of * are set to zero. At the exit of the duct and furnace cal-

culations (B /Br) was assumed to be zero, and at the entrance all variables *were specified.

-1 ~'



2.2. Turbulence model.

The two-equation turbulence model used in the present work is based on the solution of the equations
for the turbulpnt kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate c; in this model the logic assumption for
the turbulent viscosity is: ve = C pk2/c. This viscosity has to be added to the laminar viscosity.

e D
The chosen model had been shown to give good predictions in boundary layer type flows [9 ], and also
in more strongly elliptic flows of the same geometry as has been used here [2, 10 ]
Because of the uncertainties in the combustion model more refined turbulence models are judged to be
over-sophisticated at this stage of the development.

2.3. Radiation model.

The four-flux radiation model adapted here is based on the formulation of GOSMAN e.a. [8 3 , which

reduces the original four equations for the radiation fluxes in four directions, Ik and Ik for
x+ r+
k k k

radiant gas k, to two equations governing the distribution of the sum parameters R = (I + 1)/2,
an k. AadRr= (Ir+ + Ik_ )/2. Although this formulation is efficient a deficiency can be the uncoupling of

r r+ r
the fluxes in radial and axial direction.
Nevertheless summations of radial and axial f: "'4s, representing fluxes in directions under 450 with
the symmetry axis, are evidently coupled. Also the dependency of pRk on r correctly represents the

r
consequences in radial direction of an anisotropic flux distribution.
Moreover the physical constanti to be applied to the scattering and absorption of the calculus are
uncertain, not at least because of the occurrence of luminous radiation.
Therefore scattering has to be assumed negligible, and two models for the absorption and emission
coefficients have been tested. In a first model the absorption and emission constant have simply been
chosen conscant (al - cl - 4), representing a one gray radiating gas. In a second model the constants
have been assumed to be temperature and mixture dependent (ak (Y , Y , p, T) and

(YC0 , YH20, p, T) for gas k) in a one clear, three gray gas formulation for natural gas developed

and used by the IFRF [11 1 for natural (Groningen) gas in similar calculations.

2.4. Combustion models.

In the literature concerning combustion models two categories of models have been proposed. The
first category consists of models in which the governing parameter is the fuel mass fraction. The
conservation equation for the fuel mass fraction is solved using an effective source term, being
either an Arrhenius type reaction rate or a flow pattern dependent reaction rate, s.a. the eddy
break-up rate proposed by SPALDING [2 1 or in a different way by BRAY (12 ]. These models seem to
be particularly suited for modelling premixed flames because there the effective reaction rate is
the controlling factor.
In diffusion flames, however, the mixing process is much slower then the chemical reaction. Conse-
quently the combustion process is controlled by mixirg, the reaction rate can be assumed as infinitely
fast, and a parameter like the mixture fraction, d6ailning the mixing process, controls the reaction.
The relation between the reaction process and the mixture fraction in this case can be found via the
quantity:

f = rYfu - Yox (2)

where Yfu and Yox denote fuel and oxidant mass fractions and r is the stolchiometric mass ratio

between fuel and oxidant.
The conservation equation governing the distribution of f has a source term equal to zero. Further-
more the following identity can be deduced:

ox flu fox(3)
f f ffo

where Yf in the fuel phase is equal to one, and in the oxidant phase equal to zero.
At the stoichiometric conditions: s = 0, and Yf = 1/(r+1). For the Groningen natural gas used
in our experiments r = 13.07 and Yf = .071.

So far we have made nu proposals for the reaction process, beside the fact that it is slower than the
mixing process. In the paper threemodels will be discussed: the well known frozen composition model
12 ], the equilibrium composition model and a so-called partial equilibrium composition model.

2.4.1. Frozen composition model (model 1).

In this model it is assumed that the infinitely fast reaction is restricted to an infinitely small
reaction zone, situated at the surface where Yf,= Yfst Outside this reaction zone the reaction is

considered to be completely quenched, ard the composition is in effect frozen.
Under these assumptions it is a simple matter to define mass fractions and temperatures, for example:

Y fu 0 for Yf <Yfs



and

Y =0 for Yf > Yf (4)Yox Sst

The respective Yox and Yfu can be found by means of equations (2) and (3). The temperature is cal-

culated with help of the calculated enthalpy and an average value of the specific heat. The density
follows fro. the equation for a perfect gas. Curves for the temperature and the oxygen concentration
under adiabatic- conditions are depicted in figure 1.

I2.4.2. Equilibrium composition -mcdel (model 2). 6

In this model it is assumed that the infinitely fast reaction is not restricted to only a reaction
surface, but does occur in the whole field, both for forward and backward reactions. This results
in a local equilibrium composition, governed by the local equivalence ratio related to the mixture
fraction and the local enthalpy. In this case it is not possible to obtain a straight forward rela-
tion between the relevant properties (e.g. the temperature) -and the mixture fraction and enthaipy.

To avoid this difficulty the following procedure has been adopted (14 1. A two-dimensional mapping
has been made of all relevant thermodynamic and chemical properties: temperature T, density p,
viscosity V, and mass fractions YC ,' YCO , H ' and YO.Y02' 4 C02 CONH20' Y H2 '  0
Using a least square method, thismapping has been fitted in Chebyshev double polynomials:

I J
Y (h - E E ajTi h ( (5)
i fhX)-~. ~ f

* .* =

in which h and Yf denote normalised values of h and Yf, whereas Ti denotes a Chebyshev polinomial of

degree i and I and J have values up to eight.
Equation (5) represents an efficient instrument for the calculation of the equilibrium conditions,
when the recurrence relations for Chebyshev polynomials are used. However, in the iterative procedure
to solve the finite difference form of the partial differential equations, mentioned before, a much
more economical prodecure is employed by making use of the mentioned two-dimensional mapping employing
bilinear interpolation. Also in this case calculated curvt s of T and Y02 are given in figure 1 for
adiabatic conditions.
It should be noted that the temperature sharply decreases at the rich side of the stolchiometric
point; the decrease coincides with an increase in Y and YY~H2  YC

2.4.3. Partial equilibrium composition model (model 3).

In figure I experimental data obtained from mass fraction profiles, measured in attached turbulent
natural gas diffusion flames (14 ] are also reported. From these results it appears that the equili-
brium composition assumption gives temperatures that are too low, while the frozen composition tem-
peratures are much too high. More surprising, however, are the molecular oxygen curves. Theoretically
the 02 mass fraction at fuel rich condition (Yf > 0.071) should be essentially zero both in the frozen

and the equilibrium condition and even taking into account the unmixedness the highest value for
Y to be expected below near stoichiometric conditions (Yf = .11) is 1.5%, whereas values beyond 5%
02
are measured.
Obviously nearly all fuel (ma, nly CH4) is consumed, but due to the short residence time in the flame
front only part of the 02 has reacted, resulting in high CO en H2 mass fractions.
Behind the flame front the further reaction of 02 is apparently suppressed and a frozen composition
is found but with a finite 02 mass fraction.
The reason, for the quenching lies in the fact that in hydrocarbon flames 02 mainly reacts with H
radicals, and as shown by BULAU a.o. [18 1 the OH, H and 0 radicals effectively almost fully recom-
bine for * > 1.65 (Yf > .088).
To take these effects into account a partial equilibrium hypothesis io introduced, stating that
oxygen in the fuel rich region does not react and so gives a constraint. The other species concen-
trations and the temperature have been calculated based on an equilibrium assumption with the con-
straint 02 concentration. In figure lb this hypothesis is illustrated by a straight line tirough the
measured data points and gives a value at Yf = Y of Y 4%.

f f I Of 02
The calculated equilibrium temperature curve following from the quenched equilibrium hypothesis,
using this Y constraint, is drawn in figure la and is seen to compare favourable with the measuredj data. 02

On behalf of further flame calculations the most relevant species and thermodynamic properties were
calculated for quenched equilibrium conditions as functlon at the enthalpy and the mixture fraction,
and also transformed in Chebychev polynomials in the way, explained in section 2.4.2;

2.5. Nitrogenoxide formation model.
i ! In diffusion flames it is often assumed that most of the nitrogenoxide is found by high temperaturereaction between oxygen and nitrogen molecules and atoms. This so-called thermal NO formation is

usually based on the'Zeldovich mechanism, with reaction rate:

N2 f YO (Yf)
*No (Yf) 0kz exp (-E/T(Y)) (6)

Iwithk 10.11.15 and B =37.10 MN2 and MO denote the molecular weights. owith kz  • z o

, r?'o-0,



The atomic oxygen mass fraction may be calculated either by the assumption of chemical equilibrium
between molecular and atomic oxygen for the frozen chemistry models or by using equations like (5)
for the equilibrium, chemistry models.
In calculations for natural gas diffusior flames we found that especially for the equilibrium models
the calculated thermal NO mass fraction was much smaller than the measured NO mass fraction. This
may tndicate that 'super equilibrium' oxygen concentration (see 2.4.3) play a role. Another possible
explanation is 'prompt NO', often neglecLed in diffusion flames studies. As 'prompt NO' is formed
only inside the reaction zone a frozen flcw composition description for calculating the additional
formation of thermal NO can be used. To test this last assumption measured NO mass fractions in at-
tached natural gas diffusion flames are plotted against the mixture fraction in figure 2. This has
been done for several values of both the Froude number (Fr = u2/gD, with burner velocity u and burner
diameter D, representing the influence of buoyancy fcrces on the flame and the Damh6hler number (Da =

-5
(D/u)/Tcr, with Tc as a critical combustion time, chozen here to be 5.10 s, the characteristic blow-

out time of a homogeneous reactor), representing the xnfluence of shear on the reaction process. From
figure 2 it is clear that a correlation between Y and Y does exist. The "too low" experimentAl NO

NO f
values on the fuel richside can be explained by the fact that 'prompt NO' is partly preceeded by HCN
125 1, not measured here. The higher values of NO for fuellean mixture can be explained by the in-
fluence vf additional thermal NO. The introgenoxide mass fraction at the stolchiometric Yf value

(O =O 38 ppm) compares well with the 'prompt NO' concentrations measured in premixed stolchiometric

hydrocarbon flames [19 ]. The thin line in figure 2 drawn to ough the full circles represents a
slightly lifted flame (Xign/D = 3.5). It is clear that in this case the constrained, unreacted oxygen

did not produce NO and the correlation mentioned above and drawn in figure 2 has to be changed, using
the Yf value of the ignition-point. In the following calculations both the thermal NO formation and

the frozen flow 'prompt NO' contribution have been determined and added to give a total NO mass
fraction.

2.6. Probability formulation of the mixing process.

The usefulness of t probability description of flames is illustrated by figure )a where small fluc-
tuations in Yf around the stolchiometric value result in large fluctuations in temperature, especi-

ally in the case of the equilibrium models. By reverse it is evident that momentary temperatures can
be much higher than the average temperatures, resulting e~g. in instantaneous reaction rates that are
orders of magnitude higher than those based on the average temperature.
Time average flow properties, the spatial distributions of which prescribed by equation (1), can be
reaveraged as moments of the probability density function (PDF) governing the time dependent behavi-
our of the observed property. When a gaussian PDF is assumed tha first and second moment of the PDF
(representing the mean value and the root mean square value) completely determine the PDF. In our
calculations such an assumption has been made for the PDF of the mixture fraction; the fact that Yfcan not be lower than the oxidant value or higher than the fuel value being taken into account by

the use of a clipped gaussian shape, following LOCKWOOD e.a. 1 20 J. From the PDF for the mixture
fraction, P(Yf)s the PDF for the temperature: P(T) can simply be derived by putting:

P(T)idT - P(Yf)IdYfl (7)

The contributions to P(T) above and below the stolchiometric value of Yf have to be added. In figure

3 measurements of P(T) in natural gas diffusion flames (15 1, around the stolchiometric reaction zone
are shown and compared with the results of calculations. Each calculated curve is based on 16 points,

(smoothed histograms, being composed of 16 bars) obtained by using calculated Yf and Y-12 (= Yf')

values and assuming a clipped gaussian PDF. Also here it is clear that the partial equilibrium flow,
gives the better results by imposing a certain upper temperature limit (T - 1900 K) much lower than
the adiabatic value (T = 2210 K).
Using equation (5) representing the combustion models and a Schwab-Zeldovich coupling function be-
tween h and Yf [21 : h = O(Yf) and assuming that the Lewis number unity, the mean concentrations for

the chemical properties can be defined by:H
J1 Y d (8)M Y 1f1), Y f) Pf) df18

CH4 , H20, H2 CO, CO2 and 0. The same procedure is followed for the physical pro-

pertes T, p and ji and for the !prompt, No', where the linear relation drawn in figure 2 (thick line) A

has been applied to determine YN-(Y

The formation of thermal NO is governed by the averaged source term (6):

-wN° f *No (Yf) P(Yf),dYf (9)

source terms for the four flux models are formulated as:

CkT4= f Ck (Yf) T4 (Yf) P(Yf) dYf and
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a = f ak (Yf) P(Yf) dYf (10)

In (9) and (10) it is anticipated that the temperature, density and concentration dependencies can be
expressed in a mixture fraction depencency.

2.7. Solution procedure.

To solve differential equations represented by equation (1) and table I, these equations are ex-
pressed in finite difference form and solved by the algorithms for the elliptic case and the pa-
rabolic case as given in respectively [22 1 and [23 ]. 
The calculations for the elliptic case were performed with a 20 x 20 nodes grid geometry. The number
of iterations required to reach the convergion criterion defined in [22 1 was 300 in the case of
isothermal confined flow. For the free jet diffusion flame with a simple model for the absorbtion and
emission coefficients it reached 600 and for the case of more elaborate radiation constants, up to
1000. This same number of iterations was required for confined combustion calculations. The use of a
combustion model led to an increase of necessary computing time per iteration with a factor of two
compared with isothermal flow calculations. The elaborate radiation model led to an increase with a
factor of turee. The parabolic Lcheme for the free jet diffusion flames calculation was two orders of
magnitude faster than the elliptic scheme however.

3. RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

From the previous paragraphs concerning the combustion models and the introduction of the PDF it is
clear that the mixture fraction and -its fluctuations play an important role in the calculation pro-

i cedure.
Mostly t e stochiometric value of the mixture fraction is small (nat'ral gas: Y 0.071) which

Mosty t~e soichometic f'st
means that small variations in the gradient slope of the axial Yf profiles result in large variations

in the predicted temperature curves. Confinement and recirculation strongly influence the accuracy of
the prediction of the mixture fraction field and therefore the elliptic program was first tested for
isothermal confined jets. Subsequently unconfined diffusion flames have been calculated with both the
parabolic and the elliptic program in order to test the accuracy of the letter program and the in-
fluence of the grid arrangement, and for the comparison of the combustion models with experiments. At
last comparison is made between furnace calculations and measurements.

3.1. Confined isothermal jet calculations.

To verify the equations that govern the mixture fraction and its fluctuations in a confirmed flow we
decidd first to compare calculations in isothermal flow with measurements. The only available expe-
rimautal results in cenf1.aed jet flow providing information about the mixture fraction and its fluc-
tuations are those of BECKER [5 ], [6 1, [16 ].

4The results also concern detailed measurements of the mean flow pattern and the static wall pressure.
p The data have been obtained in a cylindrical duct (.197 m diameter, 1.25 m length, smooth wall), in

the center of which an air jet initial velocity u (uniform profile, 6.35 mm diameter) was situated,

surrounded by a secondary, uniform ground stream (velocity uw,o).

The calculations have been carried out for different combinations of primary and secondary velocities,
yielding Craya-Curtet numbers of 1.22, .673, .345 and .212. These numbers correspond to flow patterns
with increasing recirculation. The Ct number is defined as:

h t - with u*
2 = uf2  Cu2. +

where ; and u2- are the area-averaged velocities (5 1, and u*2 can be regarded as a measure of the

non-uniformity of the momentum flux distribution at the inlet.
The ducted flow can be regarded as being devided into three regions: a region of jet growth, a re-
circulation zone, and post-jet mixing zove. This becomes particularly clear from the axial profiles
of u /(u-u ) and Yo/(Y-Yf) given in fic;ure 4 and 6, wnere u and Y refer to the ground stream.

0 w fo ff,w w f,w
The relation between the reciprocals of mixture fraction and velocity and the axial distance is
lineair in the jet growth region, whereas the curves bend steeply upwards in the final region. Here
the ground stream velocity tends to the velocity at the axis. Especially for lower Ct numbers there
is a good agreement between calculated and measured data. The changes in mixing regime are also well
represented in the static pressure profile (figure 5) where the position of the sudden increase in
pressure corresponds with- the eye of the recirculation zone. However, the absolute values of the
pressure rise are conspiciously high in comparison to the measured results, indicating that over-
prediction of wall friction or internal friction in the recirculation zone does ssible occur. It
should, be noted that the pressure rise does s6sitively depend on the profile of the nozzle glow,
here assumed to be essential uniform. Similar overpredictionsof the pressure are also reported by
KANG e.a. [10 1 using the same meth d in confined flows wih comparable Ct numbers.
The post-Jet mixing behaviour is mainly characterised by the mixture fraction fluctuations; some
results are depicted in figure 7. Beyond the recirculation zone, i.e. when the jet has reached the
wall, the production of fluctuations diminishes and dissipation results in their decrease.
This is reproduced in the calculations for the lower Ct numbers, allthough the maximum predicted
fluctuation intensity at low axial distances are higher than those measured by BECKER [30 1. Measu-
rements in free jets by Haberda show a better agreement. For rhe lower Ct numbers investigated the
maximum influence-of the mixture fraction fluctuations on the temperature field can be expected to
occur in the reaction zone around Y' considering the combustion model that was applied. For natural

- - - f'st
gas, Yf,st = .071, corresponds with X/Df > 15; in this region-the predictions are fairly correct.
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For the highest Ct number the axial profile of mixture fraction fluctuations is not influenced by the
IF confinement and resembles the calculated profiles in free jets using the same set of partial diffe-

rential equations as in table I but in a parabolic form [ 17 ], [241. In the last case the value of
it I on the axis is only slightly smaller than the value of .227 obtained here.

3.2. Free jet diffusion flames.
In order to validate the combustion models described before, we decided to compare calculations for
the relatively simple turbulent diffusion flame with detailed measurements concerning the temperature,
mass fractions, velocity and radiation field in such flames. For the comparison a vertical natural

-2 _
gas flame with D = 10 m, u = 20 m/s, Re = 14500, Fr = 3900 and Da = 21 was selacted; because of

0

both the considerable shear stress and buoyancy in this flame no local laminarisation of the flame
front is to be expected.

3.2.1. Influence of the numerical method.

The numerical predictions for the flame have been obtained in two ways: using a parabolic flow program
and using a elliptical program, with respectively a 20 x 25 and a 21 x 30 grid arrangement. The axial
and radial grid locations have been chosen finely distributed around the burner, both with a node
density for grid II two times higher than for grid I.
Presumably in this region the grid II is smaller than the turbulent macrolentgh scale whereas it is
slightly larger in grid I. The results indicate that an underprediction of the prcduction of turbu-

ft lence follows from the larger grid spacing. The outer radial grid point (the wall) is situated at a
distance of .5 m from the burner. Here a secondary flow with a velocity of .2 m/s is assumed in
combination with zero wall gradients. Varying these assumptions within reasonable limits did not
influence the flame structure.
The mean axial temperatures calculated with combustion model 2 and the different numerical schemes
are presented in figure 8. The coarse grid I obviously leads to a slower mixing process than the
finer grid II, resulting in a stolchiometric mixture and a maximum temperatuze further downstream.
Using grid I leads to an upstream shift of this point both for the elliptic and the parabolic
scheme. By combining the parabolic and the elliptic scheme in an additional calculation it was shown
that the influence of the grid spacing wav mainly restricted to the region between the burner mouth
and x/D - 5. Using the results of the fine grid parabolic scheme in this point as initial values for
coarse grid elliptic scheme calculations further downstream brought the position of the maximum
temperature within 10% from the position obtained with a completely fine grid calculation. The
proceeding results show that for turbulent, diffusion flame-lik3 combustion processes (free jet flow
or confined flow with a large Ct number) a carefull choise has to be made for the grid location in
high intensity mixing zones. Grid spacings as given for grid 1 have been used for all the following
combustion calculations.

3.2.2. Influence of the combustion model.

With the fine grid spacing the diffusion flaL- defined before has been recalculated with the frozen
composition and the pai tial equilibrium combustion model. The predicted temperature profiles, velo-
city and mixture profiles both using the parabolic and elliptic computation scheme are presented in
figure 9 and figure 10 and are compared with experimental data obtained with respectively micro-
thermocouples (di&-eter 20 um), a laser-dopplur anemometer and a detailed gaschromatographic analysis
r15 ]. Experimeatal probability density functions for the temperature, compared with calculated Values
z'or the equilibrium and the partial equilibrium model were shown earlier in figure 3. For the tempe-raturns the agreement between calculation and experiment is very good for both the equilibrium and
the partial equilibrium: however the last model is to be preferred because of the better agreement in
PDF values. The difference in temperature predicted by subsequently the elliptic and the parabolic
computational scheme as shown in figure 9 for the equilibrium composition model is small and is also
typical for calculations using the other combustion models. The main conclusion to be drawn from
figure 9 is that the frequently applied frozen composition model leads to an unrealistic short flame
length and too high a maximum temperature. Considering also figure 3 (and figure 16) the partial
equilibrium model appears to be more realistic than the equilibrium model.
From figure 9 further a siall shift in the position of the predicted flame front given by the maximum
temperature is observed in comparison with the ecperimental data. This is possibly caused by inpar-
fections in the turbulece model. However, optimalisation of tha chosen turbulence constants is

omitted.
The axial profiles for velocity and mixture fraction presented In figure 10 show the mutual devia-
tiong between the distinct numerical procedures and combustion models to be rather small for these
quantities. The difference between measurements and predictions is much larger, however, particularly
near the burner. The cause being that the flame was lifted to a height of x/D = 9 above the burnerI mouth. The agreem~nt further doin 'stream stems from the enhanced mixing by buoyancy forces, these
causing high axial velocities around the maximum temperature region. Predictions with a somewhat more
elaborate combiscibh model, design~da.o. to predict ignition, are depicted in figure 10 by the
curves c. The agreement is very good for both the velocity and mass fraction; the temperature curves
as preseited in figure 9, do not change in the new model. More details on the improved combustion
model will shortly be published, after completion of its development.

3.2.3. Radiation prediction.

Allthough the radiant heat trarmsfer in, the diffusion flame investigated is relatively small it provides
an opportunity to test the various radiation models.
Experimental data obtained with the Shell radiation pyrometer [15 1 are given in figure 11 together
with predictions using the equilibrium and partial equIlibrium combustion models and various radiation
models. For the simple one gray gas model (ak = 0.4) gave a higher (radial) radiative heat transfer

than the partial equilibrium model. reflecting the fact that the maximum temperatures are higher for
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the equilibrium model (see figure 3). The maximum value of the measured radiative heat flux lies
between the two predicted values. The predictions based on the IFRF correlation (1 11 1, 3 gray/1
clear gas, verified for natural gas only) show good agreement with the measurements. However, the
computing time using this correlation was much higher, while the improvement of the prediction was
smaller than the influence of the combustion model. Therefore the simple radiation model was pre-
ferred for subsequent furnace calculations.

3.2.4. Pollutants prediction.

The calculation of NO formation is devided in 'prompt NO' formation and 'thermal NO' formation in the
manner discussed before. The 'prompt NO' values are given separately in figure 12 and appear to be
fairly independent of the combustion model used. However, as shown in figure 2, lifting of the flame
(equivalent to pre-mixing!) influences the NO concentration. So, using the improved combustion model
(section 3.22), to estimate the lift of the flame, calculations of prompt NO concentrations have been
made both for the lifted and the attached flame. The results show that in the attached flame the
maximum prompt NO concentration is found well inside the fuel rich part of the flame; in both flames
Y is reached at x/D = 80. For the lifted flame, however, the maximum prompt NO concentrationf'st
occurs near the stolchiometric poJn.', as does the maximum NO concentration.
The thermal NO profiles calculated for the different combustion models are also shown in figure 12.
They reflect the important influen.e of the temperature on the NO formation. The thermal NO formation
in the frozen composition and the equilibrium model is suostantial, because in these models the
adiabatic combustion temperatures can be reached. However, the measured results from figure 3 Indica-
te that the low thermal NO profiles obtained with the partial equilibrium model must be considered as
being the most reliable. Addition of the preferred 'thermal NO' and 'prompt NO' profiles leads to a
total NO profile comparing fairly well with the profile measured with the chemoluminescent method
[15 ). The shift to the richer part of'the calculated profile compared with the mt:..-rements might be
due to the fact that part of the 'prompt NO' is decomposed to HCN, not measured here. However, it is
more likely that the flame is simply some 10 D shorter than the predicted one. A similar shift is
also reflected in the temperature profile in figure 9 (curves a and b).
The identified importance of 'prompt NO' is largely in accordance with the results obtained by TAKAGI
e.a. [28 1 , in propane diffusion flames. In most other investigations the role of the 'prompt NO' is
wrongly overlooked.

3.3. Cylindersymmetrical furnace calculations.

To test the models for furnace applications we used the extensive experimental data obtained in the
Delft furnaces equipped with a newly designed central air burner (CAB) [29 1 . The CAB was designed to
combine a stable combustion process, with easy dual fuel burning and low NO formation. The basic idea
is that introduction of the gas through an annulus around a cylindrical airJet leads to a small
effective hylraulic diameter of the gasflow and consequently to flames with a short reaction zone, a
low residence time in the reaction zone and a low total NO formation. Calculations were made to test
this hypothesis. Moreover several additional calculations have been made using central gas burners
(CGB) in order to investigate the influence of scaling up of the furnace on NO formation.

3.3.1. CAB calculation and measurement.

The CAB calculations concerned a CAB, burning Groningen natural gas with a capacity of .75 MW, at an
overall equivalence ratio of .98, and producing a flame essentially attached to the burners.
The main dimentions of the system are: primary air stream, diameter 95 mm, width of annular gas slot
6 mm, furnace diameter 0.6 m, length of (horizontal) furnace 5 m. The walls of the furnace are cooled
to about 350 K by means of water.
Gravity effects have been neglected because no influence of buoyancy was detected in the experiments.
The initial velocity profiles are not known, but aerodynamic resistances (wire mesh in the gas flow,
perforated plate in the air flow) are applied to make them uniform. The furnace walls (estimated
emmisivity = .8) are water cooled and have been assumed to be smooth; the short chimney at the end of
the furnace is replaced by sudden enlargement, for reasons of simplicity.
Following GUNTHER [32 ] we define the radiative heat transfer in the furnace with the dimensionlesshc
THRING number; Th = - where n is the mass flow, h the specific enthalpy for a stolchiometricSqrc c
natural gas-air mixture, (hc = 2.8 NJ/kg), S is the furnace wall surface and 4 the radiative heat

c rc
flux calculated with the adiabatic flame temperature of natural gas with a emissivity a - .4 (4 -

.53 MW/i 2 ). The THRING number is often referred to as the reduced firing density; in our case
its value amounts to .3.
For the convective heat transfer and for similarity in the gas flow the CFAYA-CURTET number, defined
before, and the burner Reynolds number have been applied as similarity parameters, following KANG
e.a. [29 1. The numerical values are Ct a .18 and Reb = 2.105 (Reb refers to the air flow).
The axial temperature and NO mass fraction profiles together with experimental data are presented in
figure 13. The substantial difference between the predicted and measured temperature profiles thereby

suggesting an unrealistic forward position of the flame. The two combustion models as such lead to
limited differences in the predicted temperatures.
It has often be observed that the pyrometer tends to stabilize the flames, presumably due to the 2.5
cm diamwter suction pyrometer used for the temperature measurements.
As for the calculated NO mass fraction profiles agreement results between the results of the partial
equliibrium model and the measured YNO profile is striking, apart from the axial shift mentioned

earlier. The calculated thermal NO contribution is very small ( > I ppm for the partial equilibrium,
and < 3 ppm for the equilibri , moadl; consequentily n~arly all NO predicted is due to 'prompt vol).
The differences in the temperature profiles are reflected in the predicted heat flux profiles at the
furnace wall (see figure 14), most notably downstream of x/Df = 3. However, for both combustion

Smodels the total local heat flux corresponds fairly well with the measured values (determined with an
apc'uv'acy of - 3% from the heat balance of the water, cooling the distinct wall segments). f
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The res ults of separate measurements of the radiative heat flux, using an ellipsoidal pyrometer and
the predicted radiation are depicted in the lower curves of figure 14. The discrepancy between
measured and calculated radiative heat fluxes is not clear and is possibly due to an incorrect angle
dependent sensitivity of the useJ pyrometer.
The large contribution of the convective heat transfer to the total heat transfer particularly near
the maximum, should be noted.
The double peaked value of the total heat flux found with the partial equilibrium model is due to two
peaks in the convective heat transfer curve. From these and other calculated data it appears that the
dip in the heat transfer curve as X/Df = 3 occurs at some distance beyond the end of the recircula-

tion zone. This position corresponds well with the end of the recirculation zones that was calculated
to be situated between X/Df = 2 - 3 for isothermal flow and Ct = .212 - .675 (figure 5). 4

The first peak can be traced back near the point of reattachment to a high value of the turbulent
kinetic energy. This higher turbulent level leads to heat transport to the wall. The second peak is
due to the maximum in the temperature of the gas near the wall, occurring some distance beyond the
reattachment point in this case.
Further support of the reliability of our predictions of the excessive heat transfer around the
recirculation zone was obtained from experimental data of KRALL e.a. [30 ]. Calculations for a geo-
metry similar to his experimental setup and at Ct number within the experimental range (.25 - .66)
resulted in the same sharp increase in heat transfer in the recirculation zone as observed [31 .

The quantitative agre.ment between Kra.'s measurements and our predictions was satisfactory, in-
dicating that the calculation method is well founded.

3.3.2. Influence of furnace size on NO formation and flame length.

Because the prediction metod of NO and the wall heat transfer has been shown to give realistic
results for smaller furnaces, some scouting calculations were made to test its applicability for
larger furnaces dimensions and furnace loads. The calculations were restricted to the vertical
cylinder symmetrical open ended furnace.
The similarity parameters were kept constant at Ct = .18 and Th = 3; these values being chosen
because of their frequent occurence in real furnaces.
As for the burners tho primary gas flow diameters were taken at .03, .09 and .27 m, and the burner
loads at 1.9, 17.1 and 155 MW. The overall equivalence ratio was taken equal to .96 and the gas
velocity e ual to 75 m/s in all three cases. The corresponding burner Re numbers are 2.105, 18.105
and 160. 10. The velocity in the annular streams of air surrounding the cylindrical gas stream was
set at 25 m/s.
The predicted mean 'thermal NO', 'prompt NO' and 'total NO', concentrations at the furnace outlet are
given in figure 15. The furnace size is characterized by the parameter Dh/% (Dh- hydraulic diameter

of gas flow, ub = m-an flow velocity at the burner); for the geometrially similar furnaces considered

this parameter is proportional to the residence times of the gas in the flame zone and in the furnace
as a whole. Relating the parameter to the chemical reaction rate yields the earlier defined Damk~hler
number.
From the results it can be concluded that for the burner and furnace dimensions investigated, most of

the NO formed is 'prompt No'. However, D,/a > 1.5 10 , which corresponds to Da > 200, the 'thermal
NO' formation becomes dominant.
The calculated flame length, being defined as the distance between the burner mouth and the point
were the maximum temperature is reached and nearly all fuel has been burncd, is shown in figure 16
and compared with several data obtained from the scarce literature.

The flame length for large vertical enclosed diffusion flames might become a more important parameter,
in the future due to the tendency to build more furnaces using bottom fired large diffusion flames.
With an ensemble of these slender well defined times it is easier to exploit the available furnace~volume optimally, than with strongly swirling flames [ 34 ] .
It is clear from figure 16 th?.t the calculations show the same trend as the measurements quoted by

GUNTHER (32 1 and NIEPENBURG (34 ]. Yet the predicted flame lengths are considerably larger; this may
be due to the fact that weak swirl is often applied in the measured practical flames. The calculated
data points can be matched with the correlation:

L = .21() 0 "5 , where L stands for the flame lengths (in m) and Q is the burner load (in MW).

CONCLUSIONS

From the presentea comparisons between measurements ans calculations, a number of pertinent conclusions
can be drawn.

1. Out of the presente.d combustion models for niatural gas diffusion flames, the so-called partial equili-
biitm composition model gives the best general agreement between theoretical and experimental results.

2. The equilibrium composition model might be satisfying for the prediction oZ the mean flow and tempera-
ture field, but it predicts too large temperature fluctuations and too high instantaneous temperatures;
consequently it is less suitable for estimating the temperature dependent NO formation.

4 3. The freoaently used frozen composition model clearly leads to erroneous results.

4. It can be expected that the partial equilibrium conditions depend on the turbulent stretch in the f£qw,
but mea,,urements in natural gas flames with different stretch levels [ 15 1 , characterized by Da - 2-200,
reveal that in practical diffusion flames the influence of stretch is very small. Because of the nigh

2 I hydrocarbon content of Groningen natural gas, it 6an be anticipated that these conclusions are gene-
I rally valid for hydrocarbon flames.

5. Further it is found that the thermal NO formation in non-preheated hydrocarbon flames is relatively
small, parlicularly for the small and medium size hydrocarbon flames used in experimental studies. On
the contrary the contribution of prompt NO is particularly relevant; its formation is satisfactoxy
modelled in our study.



6. When 5nterpreting NO data in diffusion flames one has to be carefull when dealing with lifted flames.
In that case the NO mass fraction profiles in the fuel rich region derived from prompt nO formation
can be changed completely, due to premixing with air.

7. Taking into account mixture fraction fluctuations, calculations using the k-c-turbulence model have
been made for isothermal furnace flows; the results were found to be in general agreement with expe-
rimental data [5, 6 1. Subsequent furnace calculations show a very good agreement between measurements
and calculations for the NO mass fraction and the total wall heat transfer.

8. Further the calculations lead to the conclusion that in the slender cylindrical furnaces investigated,
characterised by Th = .3, Ct = .18 and Re = 2105, the contribution of convective heat transfer domi-b
nates in the total wall heat flux particularly in the recirculation zone.

9. The parameter study finally shows that the applied numerical technique is well suited for the predic-
tion of the influence of furnace size and proportions on such quantities as NO formation, flame length
and heat transfer. However, further validation of the method is required in this field.
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NOMENCLATURE SUBSCRIPTS

C e , Cf ,2' CD  constants in turbulence model b burner

,e effective
D diameter f furnace or duct

E wall function parameter fu fuel

E action energy
z ox oxidant
f variable i chemical species

g gravitation constant k gray gas

h stagnation enthalpy o inlet condition

h mixture averaged heat of reaction st stolchiometric

K wall function constant w wall

k pre-exponental factorzDIMENSIONLESS hUHBERS
k turbulent kinetic energy

L flame length Ct Craya-Curtet number

M molecular weight Da Damk6hler number

mass flow Fr Froude number

Re Reynolds number
p pressure

0 thermal load Ta Thring number

4r radiation wall heat flux

Rk Rk  radiation heat flux in r and x directionr x
r radial distance

r stolchiometric fuel-oxygen mass ratio

S furnace wall area

T temperature

Ti  chebyshev polynomial of order i

u velocity

V°  characteristic velocity in Ct
0

vf, v°  averaged velocity over furnace, bLirner area

averaged square velocity over furnace areaF
v radial velocity

*reaction rate

X axial distance

X mole fraction
Y mass fraction

f mixture fraction

Y square of mixture fraction functions

a k absorption coeffi-ient

Ck emmission coefficient

C turbulent kinetic energy dissipation

equivalence ratio

viscosity

pi density

a Stefan-Boltzmann constant

characteristic reaction time
c



TABLE I PHYSICAL QUANITIES TO BE SUBSTITUTED IN CONSERVATION EQUATION (1)

Quantity P U

Mass P 0 o 0

Axial momentum u P 11eaxau+P
a au T 1 a -r i

Radial momentum v P V Li *(v eu) . ~I (uir~ -v 2 vi
e ax e a r r etr) er7 ar

Turbulent kinetic k p li Gkl P
energy k1

Dissipation rate C p -C(C G
cc k Ci k1 -cC 2PC)

Stagnation h P E (2 a(Rk +R) 4-40 ,-TV
enthalpy Ck x y Ck

of

Mixture fraction YlieG C
fluctuations fOf f fl 2kf

No mass lietonY

Radial radiant Rk o 1 a R k+ ,.T

total heat flux r a Ir k r k
gas k

Axial radiant sun R 0 - Rk + -:T
heat flux gas ka

a1e xl # r ar ax:;;2 : i :; f2) v +~u+.X2

TABLE II COMPILATION OF MO0DEL CONSTANTS

Fuel constants:

Slochteren natural gas (vol. %)CH4 - 81.3, N2 14.4, CAH 2.9 + higher hydr.
r = 13.07

'I Turbulence constants:

C =l , .0 e .2 09, C f1  2.8, c f2 =2.0, K -.40, E =9.0

Prandtl numbers:

0= 1.0,0=F 1.3,0 a .7

TABLE III

Grid location in the case of grid I and II from figure 8.4

Radial grid locations grid I:

r/D =0.0, 0,25, .50, .7 1., 1.5, 2.5, 4.0, 5.5, 7.0, 9.0, 11., 13., 17., 21.,

25., 29., 33., 37., 41., 44., 47., 49., 50.

Radial grid locations grid II:

r/D = 0.0, .125, .25, .50, .75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.8, 2.2, 2.7, 3.3, 4.0, 4.8, 5.5,

7 0, 8.4, 10.1, 12.0, 14.4, 17.2, 20.6, 24.7, 29.7, 35.6, 40.6, 45.6, 48.3,
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fig. la. Theoretical temperature as a function of the mixture fraction for different combustion models
and experimental data obtained in a attached diffusion flame (dashed line3 give the estimated
influence of unmixedness).
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fig. lb. Theoretical oxygen mass fraction as a function of the mixture fraction for different combustion
models and experimental data obtained in attached diffusion flames (dashed in-tes give the
estimated influence of urmixedness). ,'
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fig. 2. Theoretical prompt No mass fraction as d function of the mixture fraction for a frozen compo-
sition prompt NO chemistry (maximum prompt NO level = 38 ppm) compared with experimental data
obtained in diffusion flames. Dashed curve gives the estimated influence of unmixedness.
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fig. 4. Calculated axial velocity decay in ducted isothermal jet flow compared with measurements.
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fig. 8. Calculated axial temperature profiles for a free turbulent diffusion flame using both a para-
bolic flow and an elliptic flow finite dif ference scheme. Also thle influence of modifications
in initial profile and grid arrangement are given (axial grid locations represented by dots
and radial grid locations as given in table 111).
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fig. 9. Calculated axial temperature profiles for a free jet diffusion flame using a frozen composition,

equilibrium or partial equilibrium composi tion combustion model, compared with measurements.
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fig. 10. 'Calculated axial velocity and mixture fraction profiles for a free jet diffusion flame. (The
arrow indicates the calculated and measured ignition point).
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fig. 11. Calculated radial radiation fluxes at r/D = 50, for turbulent diffusion flames and verious
combustion and radiation models, compared with exparimental data.
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fig. 12. Calculated and measured axial nitrogenoxide profiles of the turbulent diffusion flame in case

oif thermal and prompt No formation.
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.yj. 13, lYeasured and calculated~ axial nitrogenoxide and temperature profiles in an axisymmetrical
~: natural gas fired furnace, equipped with a central-air burner.
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V thermal No concentration represents the central-air burner calculation.
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DISCUSSION

H.Eickhoff, Ge
Did you measure and predict CO-concentrations also? If so, how well do they agree and especially what is your
highest predicted CO-concentration?

Author's Reply Y
The maximum CO mass-fraction predicted with the partial equilibrium composition model is about 3%, a value
that compares well with the measured maximum CO mass-fractions. CO mass-fractions calculated with the frozen
composition model are very low, while CO mass-fractions calculated with the equilibrium model can reach much too
high values, up to 10%.

N.Peters, Ge
Let me first congratulate you for this well documented piece of work. Also I woula like to comment on the
relatively large oxygen values that you find on the fuel rich side of the flame. I would think that this is rather due
to turbulence effects than to quenching. In a comment to Janick,'s and Kollmann's paper it was noted that the
fuel Aich shift of NO-production could be attributed to turbulence. I believe that a similar reasoning could be
applied to the oxygen shift.

Author's Reply 1
In the first instance we have also tried to explain the too high oxygen mass-fractions on the fuel rich side with
turbulence smearing out, or better unmixedness. When we take into account turbulent intensities of the mixtire
fraction at the fuel rich side, reaching a value of about 45% as calculated with the finite difference technique, we
also obtain much too low values of the oxygen mass-fraction, as depicted in Figure lb by the dashed line above c. 4
Also we found high CO and H2 mass-fractions up to respectively 3% and .3% mainly in the fuel rich side, which
indicates that there, incomplete reaction has to take place. The chosen partial equilibrium model predicts well
also these mass-fractions.

M.N*na, Po I
Couk, you give some details on how the calculation scheme accommodates for the height of the lifted 9ame base.

Author's Reply
As noted in the paper the height of the lifted flame base chosen in Figure 10 is deduced from experiments. However
a procedure has been worked out and presented beforeI to calculate this height in the calculation scheme. With
this procedure we were able to reproduce the measured values acturately.

1. Paauw, Th.T.A. Use of the Well Stirred Reactor Concept for the Prediction of Flame Stablization,
Bakker, R. 4th Members Conference, IFRF, Paper 15, Noordwykerhout (1976).
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r[ODELISATICN KkTHEMTIQUE DU FONCTIONNEMENT
DES CHAUDIERES DE CHAUFFAGE

EPERTHIJIS, Iigduieur Principal "Techniques d'Apolications Energ~tiques"
INSTITUT FRANCAIS DU PETROLE, 1 et 4 avenue de Bois Prdau, 92506 RUEIL MAU4AISON, France

R~sum6

Le mod~le mathdr:tique prdsent6 ici a pour but de ddcrire les PH&-
norn~nes rdgissant le fonctiuz'nerjen' d'une chlaudi~re, et d'dtudier leur 6vo-
lution en fonction des parambtres pratiltues d'exploitation.

On peut simuler le fonctionneient d'un apparell donnd op~rant enj rdginie continu ou disc(,ntinu.

mances de la c'naudibre,'des param~trcs tels que qualitd du calorifugeage,
I fraction de charge, rdglages du brflleur, rdglage du diffdrentiel de l'aquas-

tat.... On peut dgalement prdvoir 1'ordre de grandeur de Is consoarnation
d'entretien, caractdristique particulibrement difficile A ddtarminer sur
platefirme d'essais.

tia
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SYNBOLES GENIERAIJX

A sire
-a dpaisseur d'une paroi

CW chaleur sp~cifique du fluide caloporteur

~ 1 EXC (ou eOexcas d'air
H coefficient de transfert
h coefficient d6 convection
k coefficient de conductivit6 thermique

P puissance calorifique au br~leur
P puissance utile de la chaudiZre
U

Pf pertes par les fum~es
P f pertes par les paroiS

p ression
0 (ou 6Q) debit calori fique
T (cu t) tenmpdrature ibsolue (ou Celcius)
Ta tempdrature adfabatique de flamme:1 Vd volume
WE, WF masses en eau 6changeur, foyer
All variation dlenthalpie
C facteur d.nissif

11 rendement
constante de Stephan-Boltzmann

Inie o regime continu
d r6gime discontinu (cyclique)
F foyerLI f. fumdes ftacudes
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INTRODUCTION

En France, !a consommation des produits p~troiiers destin~s au chauffage domestique et A la pro-
duction de i'eau chaude sanitaire eat de i'ordre de 21 MTrEP. C'est un secteur o6 de substantielies dcono-
mies d'6neriUe peuvent (1tre obtenues tant par 1'agencement des bfltiments que par le choix judicieux et
l'exploitar.ion optimale des g~n~rateurs de chaleur.

La La tr~s grAnde matjorit6 des installations fonctionnent en regime intermittent dit "tout ou rien".
Lpuissance nominale de la chaudiZre dtant calcul~e pour r~pondre aux besoins des p~riodes les plus froi-

des, ii en r~sulte que sur une saison de chauffe (correspondant en rnoyenne A 220 jours/an), l'appareil
peut n'avoir fonctionn6 qu'entre 20 et 30 % du temps. Or, pendant lea p~riodes d'arrat, l'eau de chauffa-
ge eat maintenue en tempdrature, ce qui provoque des pertes pari , tales rein tivement plus importantes dans
lea p6riodes de mi-saison que dana lea p~riodes de fort chauffege. 11 en r~sulte que le rendement annuel
d'exploitation du g~n~rateur sera d'utn neilleur que i'dcart entre sa puissance nominale et lea besoins
thermiques rdels sera faible, et que lea per,,es par lea parois seront r~duites.

Ceci revat une importance particui~re dans le caa des maisons individuelles :dea dtudes entre-
prises par lea soct~t~s p~troibres avant la crise de 1973 avaient ddja montr6 que lea chaudi~rea en ser-
vice 6taient en g~n~ral tr;-s nettement surpuissantes par rapport aux besoins, et que cette surpuissance

provoquait uxne degradation des rendements d'expioitation.

Pavmi lea formes d'action envisagdea depuis lora, pour promouvoir i'amdlioration des installations
de petite puissance alimentdea au Fuel-Oil Domestique, la profession d~cida entre autres choses d16tudier
le fonctionnement des unites de chauffage non plus en regime permanent bien stabiia4 coimne ii eat procdd
au coura des essaia normalisds, mais dana des conditions aussi voisires que possible de celles effective-
ment rencontrdei chez lea usagers.

Dana le cadre de l'Institut Frangais du Pdtrole, une dtude coop~rative coordonnde par l'Union des
Chambrea Syndicales de 1'Industrie du Pdtroie et regroupant lea principales Socidt~s PA-troli~res, fut
entrepriac en 1973-74 avec lea objectifa suivants

I/ Etudier sur un certain nombre de pavilions lea besoina rC~els en chauffage et lea consommations.

2/ Procdder A des essais sur plateformes de chaudi~res de petite puissance, reprdsentativea du parc
existant.

3/ ti~gager lea techniques permettant de rdduire lea sur-conaommations engendrdes par le fonctionncment Ai
charge partielle.

4/ Etablir un modble mathdmatique cald A~ partir des essais effectuds en laboratoire, et simulant le fonc-
tionneinent des chaudi~res. Ce modble devait atre un instrument de travail mis A la disposition des cons-

tructeurs pour leur permcttre une misc au point rapide de leura fabrications, en dliminant un certain nom-
bre d'essais longs, fastidieux et ondrcux.

1; Lea rdsultats de cette Etude cospative ont dtd publids par ailleurs [1]. [2].

L'objet de la prdsente communication eat d'exposer lea principes du mod~le mis au point A I.F.P.,
et d'iilustrer aon emploi par quciqucs exemples caractdristiqucs.

Rappelons que si de nombreuses 6tudes concernant la mod~lisation des g~ndrateurs de chaleur ont
dtd effectudes dana le domaine du chauffage industriel, trb±s peu ont A~td consacrdes au domal.ne du chauffa-
ge domestique. Lea quciques travaux disponibles dana la garame des puissances s'6chelonnant entre 15 et
quelques centaines de kW, concernent essentiellement l'dtude expdrimentale et la simulation mathdmatique
des transferts de chalcur dana des chambres de combustion h parois froides pour des fonctionnementa continua

I - PRESENTATION DU MODELE

7 1.1.'Objet du modble et s6tructure d'cnsmble

Le modble a pour but de d~crire lea phdnom~nes r~gissant ' le fonctionnement d'une chaudibre, et
d'6tudler leur dvolution en fonction de diffdrents param~tres physiques intdressant la conception et l'ex-
plo itation du g~ndrateur teis que :r~glage du brOleur, tat d'isolation des parois externes, r~glage de

Dana la version prdsent~e ici, ce modbic eat destind aux chaudires de chauffage A eau chaude
de petite puissance alimentdes au fuel-oil domestique ou au gaz naturel.

11 comprend 4eux parties essentilles, permettant de iimuler respectivement le fonctionnement
d'un appareil donnd en regime continu et en r~gime discontinu. Dana son principe, le rnodble eat pr~alable-

ment "cail'sur'un point de foncionniment expdrimentai obtenu au banc d'6sslais ou sur site en regime
continu. A partir de cc calage initial, on peut alors estimer par le calcul l'influence qu-auront -sur lea

4 ~performances de -la chaudibre- ls qualitd du calorifugeage, la charge, 1'excbs d'air, le r~glage de

P aquastat..

Ecr1tte en FORTRAN IV, is simulation comporte trois programmes distincta nommda CAAGE, CONTIN et
SIMULCH. Las deux premiers se rsppor-tent au fonctionnement coniinu, le deinier au fonctiofinement disconti-

nu d'une chaudibre.

1.2. Simulation du fonctionnement continu

I. 2_1 Hypothbsesde base

4La chaudi~re eat sch~matisde sur la figure 1. Elle eat asaimiide A deux 616ments distincta le

rature uniforme caract~ris~e.par TGF darvle foyer kt TGE'dans 1'0hangeur. Ndaninoifis, les temp~ratures de
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Dana le foyer, les transferts entre gaz et parois s'opcrent par rayonnement et convection. S'ii y
a un briquetag3, celui-ci eat traitd comine un mur adiabatique retransmettant le rayonnement incident par

7 diffusion-rddmission.

Dana 116changeur, lea transferts thermiques s'opbrent uniqusment par convection. On consid~re
que cetdldment se comporte coarse un t6changeur "mdthodique" gaz-eau.

Les Rarois de la chaudi~re se partagent entre surfaces humides et surfaces sbches. Suivant ia
nature des fluides'prdsents de part et d'autre d'un 6i6ment de paroi, et suivant l'smplacenent de ce der-
nier, on distingus les 6 cas ci-apr~s

1 - paioi type gaz-eau 6changeur (GEE)

Parois humides 2 - gaz-eau foyer (GEF)
3 - eau-air dchangeur (EAE)
4 4- e au-air foyer (EAF)

r4 5 - 0arol yp gaz-air foyer (GA)
ao~a ~ch6 - tyegaz-air foyer (GA)

Lea i.rois externes en contact avec i'air ambiant peuvent A-tre ou non murdes d'un calorifugeage.
L I

Le~ssur' flux de chaleur DQ eL lea coefficients d'dchange H correspondant A ces situations sont symbo-.
lsssrla figure 2.

1.2.2. Transferts thermigus dnalefo

Le foyer eat traitd auivant Ia methode dite du "foyer isotherme", dont la thdorle st due A
HOTTEL [5]1.

i a/ Bilan 6ner&6tique du foyer

LA puissance calorifique QF tranamise A la surface de captation A, s'exprime sous deux formes tra-
duisant respectivement

leI bilan calorifique des gaz de combustion,

4F - Pi - [AHg T (1)

Lei bilan des tranaferts p~ar rayonnemcnt et convection

C4  - 4 )A
QFIG1 TGF 1 T 1(T GF -Ti1 (2)

LP terrme GS1 caractdrise une "aire dquivalente" d'dchanges Oar rayonnement, dont.Ia valeur eat
calcul~e 4i prrtir de dor-ades gdorm~triques propres au foyer (surface de captation A,, surface r~fractaire
Ar, fnctrur dWangle Frl entre Ar et A1i), des facteurs dmissifs des gaz cg et de la surface de captation Cl.

On a, pour un 1,, A 2 zones de surfaces A1 et A.

1 + iC**l (3)

av~ a-) g.A1 Ar/Ai

La~~ ~~~( fonlta. eoe u sFriJ

L63 effectuds A la FondA Ion de Recherches Internationales, sur lea flammes (FRIF).
La llrrmato-, rpoe siriafait qu'on reprisente le facteur dmissif c du milieu gazeux 1"rdel"

cs~ =z 6tanit in scomme p~oddrde des facteurs dmissi fs egnf de n composants gazeux fictifs "gris" rayonnant
Ssuits '6paiaur cardettristique L. Avec lea auteurs, on adopte ici n -3, et on pose

n:3- c ag,n [I-ekp. (- KnL (4)

Le facteur drn ponddration ag,n ddpend de bn tempdrature effective des gaz foyer TGF par une rela-
.~ I [tion de is forms

a-~ b in+ bn TGF

Ua coeificient o'extinctioii Kn 6st la somme des-coefficients relatifa 4 la 8uie et aux "gaz clairs"
C32 et 20O. La valeur eat calculable A paitir de la presiii arie du rn~linge (Co2 +~ H20) connue par
l'excbs d esi~, del1 conent *a Eion moyenne,e6n par ticu les d6 sit e 'des gaz fo'yer, qu'i I1 faut est imer d'apr bs
llexp~ri~fic6-cqtiiie eir 1e' flimfnia de dfffusioi

Toutes ies conitantes ihumdriques perrnsttant d'entrer dana (4) sbnt tlr~es de Ia r~fdrence [6],
suivant la- na-ture. id u.:corbuotible'(0 90itit p~trolier liquids ou gaz naturel ric Ihe en mdthane).

-- qui4t& i'paiseur cardctrlitique di rayoniiemeni L, elle eat d~finie dliprbs la relation de
HOTTEL VF

L =3, 5 .-I F
La coefficient de ccnvsction hi A -ntrodtuire dana (2) ne peut a'obtenir pratiquenent que par

l'expdrience. En nous basant sur des travaux effectuds antdrieurenent b& l'I.F-.P. aur des foyers e .pdrimen-
taux~7joi a u tabi Ia relation emnpirique-.

'h(/ .K) 25,6_ 1 -exp. ( QS/lOOO) ~ (5)

Q8 dtaft une vitease-rndasq~e a didiique (kg/h.M-2) desgaz dana le f6yer.
'our 'tenircmp 6orind offcetd 6vcinh avec ls tempdrature, on a utilisd

lstravaux de GiNAPATHYr8 tiiro~td (5) un- terms coriectif tel- que I'expression finale de hi
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devienne TG
h=26,41[1 - exp. ( QS/1O00 [1i - exp. ( 2,6. TOF ) (6)

La rdsolution simultande des 6quations (1), (2)Y... (6) permet d'obtenir

Inl puissance calorifique transmise dans le foyer QF, done le rendement de ce dernier
9 F F /Pr - les parts respectives du rayonnement et de la convection

- la tempdrature effective des gaz foyer TGF, mais A condition que soit cor'nue la temp~rature
Tech des gaz quittant le-foyer.

C'est cette dernibre valeur expdrimentale qu'il faut n~cessairement fournir pour "caler" prdala-

n~anmoins poser A titre d'approximation

blemnt e mo~lemath~maiqu aurl'e ~ech Si laTemG aueTcF' u~temsr npur

A 6tant g4ndralement comprise entre 150 et Tech C A

b/ Evolution du rendement de foyer

En dehors des conditions d'exoloitation de Ia chaudi~re qui ont servi au calage du mcd~le, il
eat ndcessaire de savoir estiner les nouvelles performances du foyer.

A cet effet, le calcul du rendement des transferts gaz-piroia 97F en fonction des parambtres de

r~glage du brOleur s'effectue au moyen de In relation de corrdlation de type universel proposde par

Ta -T F7 F~=(

avec I'F - 7  ad 0 (rendement r~duit)

* 3ad (Tad o

.T ad (tempdrature de paroi rdie

A' -~- (Ecart rdcluit des tempdratures des gaz foyer, avec Ia m~me valeur deA que celle du calage).
Tad

I La tempdrature adiabatique de combustion Tad se calcule simplement b partir de Il'excb d'air, du

pouvoir calorifique du combustible et de tables enthalpiques sans3 tenir compte des dissociations, ce qui
est ici plausible du fait des excA-s d'air pratiquds dana les chaudibres de chauffage domeatique (supdrieurs
A 15-20 %).A7 est une "aire Equivalente d'ehange", calculable A partir des grandeurs W1 hl et TGF d~fi-
nies pr~cddemment

d 1+A11 4 c (TI + TGF)3

En fait, en dehors des conditions de calage du modble (CAL), l'aire dquivalente Anlest pas cal-
culde. directeinent, 6t In densitd de feu D' ndcessaiie pour entrer dana (7) eat estim~e d'apr~s la Lelation
de proportionnalitd

r ~ r CAL CA3

[D CAL *T -D -A' _FUEL Td] [ad o8
IFUELJ ]d-

La temp~rature T, de paroi eat pr~auni~e demeurer constante d'une condition A~ lautre (de l'ordre
de 400*K dana une chaudibre A eau chaude).

L'emploi combinE des relations (7) et (8) permet alors d'estimer le rendement rdduit' 9'F pour
toute condition de rdglage du brOleur autre que In condition de rdfdrence -ayait servi'a "caler" le mod~e,

J dlo V'on tire. lea nouvell'es valeura

-du rendement des transferta gaz-paroi Ta

'F Ta T

-de Ia puissance calorifique transmise aux parois

$ F = i - F

-de la temp~raturedes gaz ensortie de foyer Tech telle que

0

-- de la tempdrature effective de foyei

TdF T +
ech CAL

Connnissanit QF et TG F, on-se propose. de 6alcul~r
hA- la-puissan~e utile trifismise bc iau du foydr PUF,

- lea pertes par les parois-Fhumides DQEAF et celles par lea parois abches DQGAF,
- Ia teiapdrature de Il'eau quittant le foyer TEF.
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Cette s~quence du m~d~1e utilise en pirticulier la m6Lhode de calcul pr~conis6: par la Norme
Beige NBN 234 [9] pour l'&stimation dui flux die chaletir perdu par un6 paroi externe de Ia chaudi~re connais-
sant sa tempdrature auperficielle T~ et La tenipdrature ambiante T0 ..

Lea patois sont assi-mildes A-des zsistances thermiques pures. Pour un -6l6ment de paroi compor-
tant n couches de matdriaux setperpos~es (dont 1 dtant le m~tal constitut !), IA rdsistance est 6gale A

a
E ni a - tant l'6paisseur et k le coefficient de conductivit6 de la couche de rang n.
n k ' a n

n

Lei dquations de base rendeint compte
-de la quantit6 de chaleur transmise A l'eau

DQGEF =PUP + DQEAF ae
avec PUF = CW. QW(TEF - TO) (9)

-de Ia quan-it.1 de chaleur totale transmise 'dans In~ foyer

QF = DQGEF + DQGAF (10)

A ces dquations sont associ~es des relations faisant intervenir les coefficients de transfert

- entre gaz et paroi interne HGF
~1 - entre paroi et aau HEAU (de l'ordr& de 580 W/m2.K)

- entreparoi exterhe et ambiance HA.

On dcrit ainsi

DQGEF , A 1 HGEF . (TGF - TE 4.TEF (1

avec lIW3EF - l/HGF + l/HEAU + a~- (Q 6paisseur de metal c~td foyer)

DQEAF - A1  ECA . TE + TE - T )(12)1 ' HA 2o

avec 1/ECHA INHA + l/HEAU + Ea/k (1 6paisseur de mdtal + couches dventuelles de calorifugeage),

T +QA +T et
p1 Al .HA o0

DQEAF -f(Tp 1, To) (13), Ia fonction f r~sultant de 1'emploi de Ia norrne Beige NBN 234 mise sous form'I
analytique,
etc...

La rdsoluLion des dquations (9), (10), (11), (12) .. . par mdthode itdrative permet d'obtenir si-

la tempdrature dleau quittant le foyer IEF.

1.2.3. Tranaferts thermi gues dans1 'dchengeur

etlaL'dchangeur eatsuoposd'ooPer d'une mnanibr6 "midthodique"l entre lea tempdratures de gaz Tech, Tf,

Lea dcarts fie temp~raturea eintre Ileau et lea gaz aux deux extr~mitds sont caract~risds per leur
moyenne logarithmiquo!

(T -TEO r (Ti TS)
.ech '

1F - TEF
lgechloe Tf'-TS,

a/ TrAfiifeit global ettransfert A l'eau,

Le transfert entre lea gaz de combustion et l'ensemble des parois internes de 4i6changeur eat four-
ni par le bilan enthalpique

ec= AHJf -DQGEE + DQGAE (14)>11 ech
QatNla pusac clfiqetass6uxparois humides, elle eat telle que

I - - QGEE k HECH . 8(5

fA 2 dtant l'aire de captat16n et HECH le~coeffi4cient de tranafert, entie gaz et ehu.

b/ Loide vaiiatioiducoefficientd~change gaz-eau

On admet que HECH est -l16 d'une jart iii d6bit masaique Qg des gaz de combustion, et d'autre part A

leui temperature effetive d~finte par I'expressionde

TdE 2 IS-- (16)
Pour tenif compte del'dvolutfon due& Q6, on s!edt basd sur. des travaux effectuds A I'IFP sur in gfl-

ndrateuf de I typ Ie commercial [10]. Le 'teimd coirrekif ddOA 1a eaiitureia6t i Ird des travaux de GANAPATHY
[8' se raoport i~t~ deas ic6 leienti gazu au 'travis ers -appes de-tubes.

Pour des conditionsdd4 fonctionnemsent hors zde -cell-es, du calage-, on-pose ainsi
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CAL )HA TCQO*0,35
HECH =(HECH)CA [;GEALJ()

c/ Bilans thermihiues rqlarifs A 1'eau et aux parois de 1'6changeur

On dcrit un ensemble d'dquations 6nerg~tiques dont la rdsolution par m~thode itdrative permetI d'atteindre:

- lai puissanceutile transmise A l'eau PUECH
- les pertes par lea patois humides DQEAE et celles par les parois s~ches DQGAE
- la temp~ratuT.e de l'eau en sortie de chaudLie TS
- la tempdrature des fum~es 6vacudes Tf.

Aux eixpregsions (14), (15), (16), on adjoint ainsi des relations du type

DGEE = P;'ECH + DQEAE,

avec PUECH =CW .QW (TS - TEF)'

T DQEAE +Toe
02 'A' HA'. At

DQEAE =f(Tp 2 ) To), la fonciion f rdsultaint-coime pour le foyer- de l'adaptation~de la Nonme Beige NBN 224.

DQGAE ECHA .A' 2 (TGE -T)

::::il/ECHA = 1/HOE + i/HIA + Ea/k

et 1/HOE =1/HE9CH - 1/HEAJ - a/k

1.2.4. Bilan thermique complet de la-chaudibre

Finalement, pour nn dtat d'isolation donnd de la chaudit~re et pour des conditions d'L,-ploitationI fixdes telles que
- debit do combustible QFUEL,
- excbs d'air eA,
- debit d'oau QW,

f- tempdrature dlntd do l'eau TE,
on obtiont pour le fonctionnement continu lea renseignementspratiques suivants

- Ia puissance utile de la chaudite Pu PIIF + PUECH,
- le rendement utikI) Ju-P/i

- la teipdature dleau finale TS

- la pte par los fumdes Tf ~Tf
- l a ier t pa r des fumtes P7 + lS T'V. - l'analyse-ddtaillde des pertes. pat los patois s~ches et humides.

j:. 1.2.5. Modalit~s prati !quedoa simulation on rdgime continu

LaCNTN simulation du fonctionnement continu fair l'objet do d~.ux progro'mmes distincts nomm~s CALAGE

Leopreiier eat rdserv6 au calagepr~alable Ju mod~le sur un ou plusieurs rdsultats d'expdrience
acquis sun plateforme l dessais ou sui: site . IJn rdsultat d'exp~ience reprdsente une "condition do rdfdren-

jcell caractrnisde~par un r~giage do brCIleur (debit'do fuel et exc~s d'air), une puissance utile do chaudib-
to, une'temp~rature d'dvacuation des furn~es et une tempdrature des gaz do combustion a l'entrdo do I'dehan-

geur. epot odto ~~
Le second programme exlieun ondto de r ~ence prdalablement trait,,e dans le premier,

avec le doubliojectifII I- de foutrnir une'analyse ddtaill~e du bilan thenmique,
dexrapoler les performances du g~ndrateur opdrant sous des conditions diffdI-f.tns de cellos de

1.3. Simul'atian.'du, f6iictiboniimit dis'coninu~i

Les oaltionnrentif~ et sdquence-du mod~le font liobjet du 'programme SIMULCH,
Le'oution~imntdiscontinuon~visag6 Ic!. est proyvoqud par 1'aquastat de la c haudiA-re, qui op~re

entre_2 seils de t rtrsdeufixdd par son r~giage diff~rehtiel.

La rrentgd lacaioude e hui or',n"tu ' ie~Pn erd'detpatures dyeP
_affich~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~sW T§ .iejbs oisodn l~eiee ot ub~er t WE. nvauhucrrsodn

Ao paoi &.~chg~ i son assdesA4 &fdes foyate LAErmqepts Masenpini

au~~prL ~ a delul eu~p a longs, on~pout dans -le progl.,3ame pi; ndre en compte lu etetemqe
Z4 , ir.4c lc ed erietehrmq ,
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et les traiter conane des murs monodimentionnels.

1.3.2. M~inicion des noefficients dldchange internes

Pour des roisons d'ordre nutifrique, 'on est conduit A exprimer tous les dchanges entre gaz et eau
par des relations lin~aires de la forme

g eau
Tg s'apparentant b TGF ou A TGE._ _ _

Losu e brflleur eat en fonctionnement, les valeurs des coefficients d'dchange (OF dans le foyer,
HECH dar~s l'dchangeur) sont celles calcul~es enr~gime contijnu.

Loraque le br~leur s'arr~te, on a admis pour ces coefficients d'dchange des~ lois de variation ba-
sdes sur les considerations suivantes.

VO/ Dans le foyer, apris un court laps de temps, HF s'apparente au coefficient de convection hl et suit Ia
loi d'dvolution d6finie par Ia relation t6).

20/ Dans l'6changeur, HECH suit la loi ci'dvolution d~finie par la relation (16).

3*/ La loi de aecroissance du debit gazaux Qg en fonction du tempa eat lin~aire :elle s'~tend ici sur une
p~riode de quelques secondes. La limite inf~rieure de Qg constitue le "debit d'air de balayage" provoqu6
par le tirage de Ia cheminde. Ce debit l'arrat eat fixd Oar l1expdrience. Des easais effectu~s A IFP ont
montrd que, pour de petites chaudi~res domestiques, il 6tait de V ordre de 10 kg/heure.

enr eAu coura de la mise en route du brOleur, on conserve lea ni~mes lois d'6volution que prdc~demtment
enr edebit de balayage et le ddbit gazeux dtabli.

1.3.. Equations de base

A chaque instant, 1t6tat thermodynamique du syst~me eat caract~ris6 par 6 variables

- 4 variables pour lea gaz TGF, TGE, MF et HE
- 2 variables pour l'eau TEF et TEE.

Pour lea gaz, on applique dana le foyer et i'dchangeur lea lois d'6quation d'etat, de conserva-
tion de masse et d'dnergie

(p.V)F = F . R . TGF (17)

dt bi fuel + db dair) -di de transfert entre foyer et ..hangeur (18)

d(MF UP) a-d4F +[AH) (19)

UF dtant 1'dnergie interne spdcifique des gaz dans le foyer, et[AH] la diffdrence entre lea ddbits onthal-
piques & l'entrde et en sortie de foyer, etc...

an!2Pour l'eau, on applique Ia loi de conservation d'6nergie dana le foyer et l'dchangeur. On dcrit

WF .CW .d(TEF) - DQGEF - DQEAF - (TEF - TE) CW .QW (20)

WE. CW .d(TEE) DEE- DQEAE - (TEE - TEF) CV Q (21)

Le systum d'4quations dtant mis en forme, il reste 6 dquationa diffdrentielles du type

dvi = ~ ... Y . 6

ot) lea yi sent lea 6 variables crtritqe d~ine y6)esu

Connaissant A chaque instant lea valeura de ces variables, leura d~rivdes par rapport au temps et
tous lea d6bits-calorifiques mia en jeu, on vdrifie que lea bilana thermiques sont reapectda

F -NICEF + DQGtE - (DQEAF + DQEAE) (22)

P, DQGEF + DQCEE + DQGAF + DG + CHgf(23)

0

13.4. Rernseigettprtqs oni
--------------- -,----------------u---o-rns-----a-imult-o

Tous lea debits calorifiques dtant intderds au cours des calculs, onen d~duit lea rendem.nta uti-
lea du foar, eldhnere de psc arbi cycle. un cycle de o ctionrement, et leg pertes correapon-

En outre, le~pro ramne calcule pour -un rdgime-cyclique Atabli

la-raciondu emp demaihedu brOleur dana le cycle

PorQbtenir ces-r~iultats A diff~rente cres dg, Is chaudibre, on peut faire varier soit le

debit d'eauQW dans -le gdnirateur, soit Ia tempdrature- A'entf~e d' eau (4ite de retour) TE, soit 46ventuel-
lement c' u' aaateapour 'u-r~r l'e-on'f-d aquastai.'

II - EXEMplkS 61APPLICAt1ON DUHMODELE

-j~ ~ ~ ~e exe ealea qui' sivent se-rapportent & deuxc chiudibres -le chauffage dorestquqi n

essaydes-en laboratoire .(parmi, 14autres) ,au cour's de 1'Etude coop~rative-ieni onn~e prdc~deinment [13. [21.
Ces deuk appareiLS, repdrdsa. B, et -E. ont une p~ifssneutile no~inale dd l'ordre d6 29 kW~ (25 thlbY.

La chaudi~re B est enacier avec-ballond'e'au sanitaire incorpord. La-,hqudiZre E,. sdns production d'eau
chueint~re es-tfnee pour paticulaiii7 d'etr'e tiunie d'ufifo~ferbiqe.

Le combustible =tilisd ici, eat du fuel-oil domestique, distillAt Odirodier -ayant les caractdrisques
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V moyennes sulvantes

C =86 7,H =13,5 7,S =0,5 7.%
PCI =42,8 Mi/kg (10 250 kcal/kg). 4

Dans les cas trait~s, Ia puissance appelde (ou charge) est provoqude uniquement par les besoins
en chauffage. Nous allons examiner 1'influence d'un certain nombre de param~tres d'ordre pratique sur lea
performances en nous appuyant sur Ia simulation mathdrmatique, et en comparant dans Ia mesure du possible
-es r~sultacs A ceux tirds de 1'exp~rience.

11.1. Influence dii d~bit de fuel

Stir la figure 4 sont reportds les bilans thermiques obtenus en regime continu pour des debits de
fuel passant de 3,13 Ai 1 ,93 kg/h sur la chaudi~re E.

Au banc d'essais, cette variation de d~bit du brOleur a Atdi obtenue par changements successifs de
gicleurs. Los per~formances calculdes l'ont 6td A psrtir d'un calage (CAL) dii modZe effectud sur 1'essai
Sddbit maximal.

Los rendomients th~oriques apparaissent ici atre quolque peti infdrieurs aux rendements expc~rimen
taux, et on voit que les diffdrences sont imputables aux pertes par lea parois. Enl dehors des imperfectionsI
inhdrentes A toute simulation mathdmatiqie et auxquelles ce mod~le n'4chappe pas, signalons que sur les
plates-forme d'essais los incertit.des d'apprdciation directe des rendements utiles ant dt chiffrdes aux
environs de -2.

On remarque imm~diatement quo le rondement utile tend Ai augmenter lorsque le debit
de fuel diminue. Bien entendu, ceci eat dO en grande partie A la diminution de chaleur sensible empor-
t~e par les fumdes. Mais il faut signaler que le rondoment de foyer lui mame augmente, ccrmme le laisse prd-

voir Ia relation de corrdlation (7) du paragraphe 1.2.2.
En effet, on peut montrer quo V' eat une fonction d~croissante de 0'. Loraque dana la chambre

de combustion le rayonnement eat le mode de transfert prdpond~rant (ce qui eat le cas ici o6 le rayonne-
ment intervient pour plus de 70 %.), Ia densitd1 de feu rdduitt D' d~croit avec P,, ce qui contribue A
augmenter le rendement dui g~ndrateur.

L'accroissement dii rendement s'accompagno ici d'uno trbs nette diminution de Ia tempdirature des
futn~es !,.acu~es, commo le montre In figure S. on notera d'ailleurs icJ Ia tr~s bonne concordance existant
ontre l'expdrience et le calcul.

Cette notion de temporature do fumdes revat tine grande impo-rtance pratique. Enl effot, si tine
tempdrature "basse" eat gage de bon rendement, elle petit Ztre dgatement source d'ennuis dui fait des conden-
sations poasibles dana le conduit de chemiride quand on attoint le point de rosde acide. Pratiquemont, stir
lea installatibiis de chauffage domoatique, on dvito de descondre ati-dossois do 200*C en sorl-ie de chiaudibre.
Dana cette opti.que, l'emploi dui modale eat particulibrement efficace pour prtdvoir le ddbit calorifique
minimal admissible stir tin g~ndrateur donn6. Ceci oat illustrl stir Ia figure 6 :des calculs systdmatiques
effectuds sur In chaudibre B ant montrd quo, sous pr6texte d'augmenter son rendemont en diminuant an puis-
sance nominale (dana le cas d'une surpuissance 6otoire de l'inctallation de chauffage par exomple), on
no pourrait songer A descendre ati-dessous d'un r~glage de brOleur corrospondant Ak environ 1,3 kg/h de fuel.

sotiffl6 opdrant ati-dessous de 1,4 kg/h.
La figure 7 se rapporte A~ l'6volution du rendement de Ia chatidibre B operant en rdgime discontini

pour 2 rdglages de ddbit du brOleur :3,04 (ddbit nominal) et 2 kg/h (ddbit rdduit). On constate quo IA
encore, pour tine puissance appelde Pu ou fraction de charge ot donnde, le rondement augmente quand onKi: rtdduit le ddbit do fuel ati-brOleur.

Le calcul parait ici devoir surestimer lea rendements exptdrimentaux :mais il faut save'r qulau
cours do tels eesais, il eat difficile do maintenir constants lea parambtres do rdglage dti brleir (ddbit
do ;ombuistible et excbs d'air), et Ia temprature moyenne do l'eau.

L'alluro do ces courbes do rendement eat tout-h-fait caractdristiqie de cello rendant compte des
performances d'une chaudi~re fonctionnant en regime "tout ot ien". On notera que In d~croissance du ron-
dement eat par'ictilibroment. 6Arqude h faible charge, ati-dessotia do 25-30 '.pour cetto haudire. L~e detail
dojs pertes eat fourni aur Ia figure 8. On remarquera quo los pertos par lea patois, qui varient assez pei
en valeur absoltie -ave-. Ia puissance appelde Pu prennent do cc fait tine importance relative croissante quand1-lachArge do Ia chaudibre diminuo. D'ob lintdrat de choisir tin gdnt~ateur dont Ia puissance maximale no
salt pas exag~rdment au-delb des besoins thermiquos rdels, sous pr~texte do so manager tine rdserve de

j ~ puisa-ance,
I. Actuollement, pour tenir compte des becoins inat~antan~s d'eau chaude sanitaire en masison mndivi-

j duelle, on prdconise d'opter pour tine puissance install~e sup~rieiro d'environ 30 7. 4 lua puissance do
chauffage n~cessaire par grand froid.

conommtio decombtistible,,din-gnraetirde~chaleur.
La igue 9monre e gindo rendernent qu'on serait susceptible d'obtenir sur Ia chaudibre B (en

foncionnmcin. cotinu en' ~ d6un ekct-kd''-s d'ai do 60% A tin exc? s d'air de 10 7.: gain d'environ I

Lem~eOre 'xlctrici lspdone ieneuOnotenfe faire ermaqs

In ilsor i'ndmetal 'e, ~taccroissement do rendement oa e uinain eI eprtr daaiu
dcombusat ion 'Td u contiibie diminuer Is densft6 4e feui r~duite D1, donc A accroitre le rendement
o dlonnc& pa'r Ia relation do corrdlation (0).

"t, V/ Par contre, le rendement de 114khangeur crott avec I'exc~s dWallr ceci oat dO A l'amdliorltion du
coefficient'do transfert, cons~cutive A tine augmentation du ddbit ma-saique des gaz,(kelation (16) dii Para-~ bie quo eur-tempirature tec diminue.

3/Finaleimet, dii fait de Ia partprdpond~rante prise par le foyer clans lo b1ilan thermique. do Ta chaudire,
cs Si accroisseme'ht de" iondement a~'ec ii diminution de, i'e*'cts d'air qui conditionne celui do ['appareil.

R~appelons quo anor les chaudibres de chauffage aomeacique pavillonnaires qtii sont d~munies par
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principe de syst~mes de regulation sophistiqu~s, on ki~te g4n~ralement de r~gler le brOleur au-dessous de
20 7. d'exc~s d'air, ceci afin de se m~nagez une marge dei s~orit6 quant A Ia qualitd de la combustion.

11.3. Influence de la tempdrature de i*eau

Un moyen pr~conis6 pour am~liorer le rendement d'exploitation, est Je r~duire In temp6rature de
1'eau de chauffage.

Prle calcul, nous avons abais6de 20'Cla temprature de 'eau circulant dans laachaudiere E.

peret 'acrotred'ne anbrenotbl teredemnt tie. arexeple pur necharge de 30 %,celui-
ci passe de 75 & 78 %., soit uile reduction de consommiation en fuel de l'ordre de 4 .

En dehors des probl~mes propres ? ladaptation des dmetteurs (radiateurs) aux "basses" tempi~ratu-
res du fluide caloporteur, I'abaissement de Ia tempdrature a de toute mani~re une linite :le retour de
l'eau A Ia chaudi~re doit,dans toutc Ia mesure du possible, demeurer sup~rieur au point de rosde humide des
gaz de combustion (de 1'ordre de W5C avec le fuel envisagd ici).

Ei ce qul concerne 1'emploi du inod~le, on notera stir la figure 10 la tr~s bonne concordance exis-
tant entre' points calcul~s et points expdrimentaux. 11 faut souligner que dans le cas envisagd ici, les
conditions opdratoires au banc d'essais s'6taient maintenues particull~rement constantes et proches des
conditions de calcul.

11.4. Influence du diffrentiel de l'aguastat

L'influence'6ventuelle du diffdrentiel de l'aquastat dquipant Ia chaudi~re est particulibrement
difficile A mettre expdrimentalement en dvidence :des fluctuations extdrieures incontr6lables, suscepti-
bles d'atre rencontrdes sur un-banc d'essais, peuvent en effet masquer un phfnom~ne aux proportions

mdse.Par le calcul, nous avons envisagd trois cas pratiques correspondant A des diffdrentiels respec-
tivement dgaux A 8, 5 et 30. On a simuld le fonctionnement de is chAudi~re B opdrant A environ 1/4 de saj puissance nominale. Les principaux r~sultats de-calcul sont regroupds datic le tableau ci-dessous.

FONCTIONNENENT DISCONTINU

Chaudibre B e a 3 5 %* - QFGD 3,04 kg/h - tE -600C

Rdglage Durde d'un cy le (a) Consom. Energie Pertes ph-_ Pertes9fu
Aquastat -marche arr~t totale FOD (kg/h) utile (wh) rois (kWh) mdes (kWh) u(%

_________ bra leur brOleur _____ _____ ____ __________ ____

72-80 i75 461 636 0,832 7,44 0,81 1,73 74,8
75-80 134 344 478 0,85) 7,57 0,82 1,76 74,8

L_77-80 97 254 351 10,841 1 7,47 1 0,82 1 1,74 1 74,7

lNota .Lea bilans thermiques sont iapportds 4 h de fonctionnement cyclique..

On ne peu. distinguer de diffdronces bien sl~ttificatives entre lea performances, malgrt, lea durdes
de cycles diff~rant senaiblement'd'un rdglage A l'aurre (vorrespondant b 6 allumages/heure dans le ler cas
et 10 dans le 36). Tout cu plus peut-on rernarquer que le niveau moyen de ternpdrature d'eau ten~d b augmenter
quand le diffdrentie1 diminue,,et qu'on peut slattendre de ce fait- A uvt accroisseaeik des pertes paridtales.
Mais ce dernier phdnombne ne pourrait vraiment Otre sensible qua sur des chaudi~res mal calorifugdes.

Pratiquentent, le diffdrentiel des aquastats dquipant les chaudibres de chauffaga domestique se
situe entre 5 et 10*C.

11.5. Influence du calorifugeage

Le calorifugeage eat une caradtdristique d'dquipernent ayant une grande importance sur Is rendepet
t d'exploitation du gdndiatedr.

Par le modbla, nous avons 6tudid Ilintfloence de 116tat dlslto en fonctionnement continu pour
diff6rents ddbitbs de fuel, en opdrant 6ur Ia chaudibie B (bien reprdsentative en 1977 de Is qualit6 couran-
Le d'isolation renontrde sur ce type d'appareil).

On a c6ni~idr 3 dtats d'isolation difftlrents :le calorifugeage d'oiigine, l'abaence totale de
calorifugeage, et un "super calorifugeage"l consistant en 1'adjonction A l'dquipement commercial d'une
couche suppldmentair6 di 0i mm de lain6 de verre our toutes les surfaces.

11.5.1. Influence sur le-rendement

L'examen da is figure 12--permet de faire deux constatations essentielles.

10/ Un calorifujeage tr?-s poissd permet d'escompter des gains sansibles par rapport aux performances ini-
tiales 3 points do rendersent Jusque'vers 2,4 kg/h, 4 points au debit de 1,4 kg/h.

2*! La variAtion du rendement avec le d~bit de fuel eat d'autant moins sensible que Ila :haudike est momnsI ~bion calo ,rifugoe.

11.5.2. Analyse ddt~illia des -per tes _ea lea _Esrdfs

iI L'analyse d~ta-illde des partes par les parois, rendue possible par Is simulation math~matique,
,m6a ate i'vidence lbsr r8les respecif jdu~s par lea Isurka~ei humides e s%,ches dans le bilan

'Ajde6 perteis; Sui la-chAudfbr BenvisagEdWfc[_i, las surf -aces s~chei 'isnes 1%d ssraettl
en cdntact i'vec l'ambiance. prstet17.dlaufceoae

Sdzr la figure 13, on peut faire les observaidofis suivantes.
V/1' lai pertes fotales par les parois scnt fortement influenceis pai lIEGat d'±aolition, ee elles croissent
d 'utant pls -vite savec Lahar'e (celle-ci dtant'ici con'~on~ pa44dbi efel e caoiu

'A ~geage eat moins sAgn6.
2 -/ Pour un caloftfugeage 4o~n6, Is *loi- de variation des pertes auk~ parois est essentiellement r~gie par
cella des paioii s0ches.- 'ls ertgi par lea parois, humidei vaxiant Eirg peu. 'Cecli eat 'dd au -fait que lors-
qua la-cha ge croit en r~gime onnu lenve~u moyen des tempiliatures internes.des gaz augmente, d'o4
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une 6l6vation de temp~rature des parois non irrigu~es par l'eau.

301 Les~pertes totales aux patois ne peuvent atre considdr~es conmne 6tant pratiquement constantes avec In
charge que dans le cas du calorifuget.ge trZs pouss6E, qui att~nue fortement Ileffet dG aux patois sechas.

111.5.3. Influence Sur la temp~rature et les etsp esfms

V La figure 14 montre que l'salioration du calorifugeage est susceptible de provoquer une augmen-
tatioi dE'.elable de la temp~rature des fum~es (donc les pertes par chaleur sensible), bien qje le rendement
de !a<chaudi~re augmente.

Ce paradoxe apparent, confirm6 par l'exp~rience, trouve son explication dans l'analy-,e des ph~no-
mbnes t.hermiques internes A la chaudiZre. Le calcul montre en effet qu'une forte diminution des pertes par
lea parois impiime auxgaz de combustion un surcroit d'enthalpie qui ne se tranamet pas int~gralement ai
I'eau, du fait des limitations dues aux coefficients d'dchange.

11.6. Calcul de Is consommation d'entretien

Si on rapporte lea pertes totales (fum~es + parois) exprimdes en valeur absolue A la charge appe-
M~e (ou puisaance utile 6quivslente) en fonctionnement discontinu, on trouve une relation pratiquement linE-
ai.re illustr~e sur les figures 15 et 16 pour les chaudi~res B et E.

Cett: propriftd de lin~aritd, largement confirmde par l'expdrience [1], [2], provient du fait que

-lapertes par lea patois humides sont pratiquement constantcs,
- lea pertes par lea patois s~ches et par les fum~es sont sensiblement proportionnelles au temps

de marche du brOleur.

Lorsque In demande en chauffage devient nulle (V u 0), Ia chaudibre fo-ictionne en rdgime dit
d' entretien" :le brOleur ne se met en route que pour maintenir l'eau A~ Ia temp~rature de consigne de

l'aquastst. La consommatio. de fuel correspondante Co, qui ne sert qu'At compenser les pertes de I'appsreil,
eat une notion intdressante A connaitre :elle permet de juger de la qualitE du gdn~rateur, et en psrticu-
lier de celo do son calorifugeage. La mesure pr~vue dans la nouvelle normo frangaise d'essais do chauditre
[11], eat tr~s ddlicate. On doit rechorcher un rt~glage d'aquastat permettant de maintenir A une valour im-
posde Il'cart entre la temp~rature moyenne do l'eau de In chauditre et In tempdrature ambiante (cet dcart

j eat de l'ordre de 500 dans Is norme prdcitde). Pour obtenir uno pr~cision suffisante dans In mosure des

f2 consommations, l'ossai sur plate-forme doit so ddrouler sur une pdriode proche de 2'4h, et durant cette pd-
t rnode la collule d'casais doit Utre maintenuc ? une temp~rature auasi conatante quo possible.

Ld modble pormet d'estimor h priori Is consommation d'entretion.
En se reportant A la figure 3, on voit que le rdgiiaz d'entretieu correspond ZI une circulation

d'eau chaude s'dtablissant d'une manibre naturelle (par thermo-siphon) dasla chaudibre, Ia vanno 3 voies
dtant compl~tement ferm~e du cbtd circuit do chauffage. On entre dans le modble mathdmntique en posant que
ce d~bit d'esu eat trba faible (on a pris dana lea exemplos citds 1 % du d~bit nominal), et on prend pour
temp~rature do rotour TE cello correspondant A la plage infdrieure de l'aquaatat (consigno TSI).

On donne ci-dessous lea r~suitats obtonus A partir des chaudibres B et E.

Rdgime d'ontrotien - Calculs effectuds avec un ddblt d'eau interne di 10 kg/h

Lhudb RE lage brOleur Rdglge sQuas1tat tar Dur~e du cycle (s) CI ______ ~TSl TS2 A A a marche art oale

ha3s13 25 85 j90 20 66 26 700 [ 726 (0,114

L'Ecart Aesu correspond A In oiffdrence tm - C ve + TS2\-TE
au5  A ite tm( l 2, -E

Les consommations dlentretien reportdes ci-deasus correspondent A des pertes reapectivement Egales
4:1,03 kWh (882 kcal/h) pour la chaudi~re B et 1,31 kWh (1125 kcal/h) pour Ia chaudire E.

En se reportant aux figures 15 et 16, on remarque que cos per tea au voisinage do In puissance

nulle sont sup~rieures A cellos qu'on obtiendrait en prolongeant lea droitea au-delh du point a. Cela
s'explique par le fait qu'en rdgime d'auto-entretien, pour un r~glage donn4 de l'aquastat, In tempdrature
moyenne de l'eau eat prise sup~rieure A celle du fonctionnement normal :ainsi par exemple pour Ia chau-f dibre B, t 68,8*C en fonctionnement normal (avec tE = 60'C) contre tm = 76,3*C en r~gime d'entretien

puissance nulle a dtE particulibr-ement bien mise en Evidence, sur le plan exp~riraental, par SCHLIENGER
et THENARD [12). Pour parvenir A t'ordonn~e d'origine de la droite, lea auteuija pr~coniaent d'effectuer

l'essai d'suto-entretion "avec une consign6 d'aquastat correspondb.nt aux environs des 2/3 de l'Ecart de
tempdrature entro In consigne d'aquastst de is chaudibre en marcho continue et In tempdrature ambiante".

La d~finition pr~cise de la droite Etant sinai obtenue par deux points correspondant d'une
part au r~gime nominal et d'autre part all r~gime d'entretien reajustE, on peut slots expliciter le rende-II meat de chhudire par une expression pratique do la forme

I' 9 d 9 c (1 -- . c) (24)

m Etant le taux do marche du brOleur, et c un coefficient d'entrvtien thermique ddfini par I'expression
C0

Q FOD

CONCLUSIONS

Un modble mathdmatique a dtd crE4 bt i'Institut Franqais du P~trole, dana le cadre d'une Etude
coop~rative men~e aur lea potites clhaudibres de chauffaga. dorestique.

Pour I'Ecablir, on s'est appuyE aur les r~sultats exp~rimentaux obtenus sur plates-formes d'essais.J Ce mod~Le n'est pa5-un mod~le de conception, mais un mod~e d'exploitation. 11 petmet d'Etudier
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le comportement d'un g~ndrateur donnd sous l'influence de divers param~tres tels que :r~glage du brflleur
(ddbit de fuel et exc~s d'air), C~ta-, d'isolation des parois, r~glage de l'aquastat, et ceci A partir de
renseignements fournis par 'an essai effectud en regime continu, ou tirds dventuellement du catalogue cons-
tructeur. En particulier, on peut suivre d'une manibre plus d~taill~e et plus fine que par 1'exp~rienc-
la repartition de 1'6nergie introduite entre 6nergie utile et pertes, et en tirer les consequences pour
ar~idliorer les conditions d'exrloitation ou orienter une nouvelle conception.

t La simulation du fonctionnement continu peut s'effectuer ind~pendemment de celle du fonctionnementI discontinu, le modle ayant 6it6 prd-alablement cald sur un rdsultat expdrimental.

es Cette possibilit6 permet ainsi d'explorer rapidement l'influence d'un ou plusieurs parambtres sur
lsperformances en regime continu, et de r~server la simulation du regime discontinu -beaucoup plus longue

en temps calcul- A ''tude de conditions s~lectionndes.
Dans le cadre de l'IFP, un emploi caract~ristique de ce mod~le concerne actuellement 1'6l'3boration

d'un ensemble de donndes reliant la consommation a la puissance utile pour difffrentes conditions externes,
ces donn~es devant atre utilisdes ensuite dans un mod~le de b~timent rendant compte du bilan 6nerg~tique
annuel.

On envisage 6galement, sur la base d'expdrimenLatiorS nouvelles, l'extension du mod~le aux chau-
di~res de plus fortes cepacit~s que celles considdr~es ici :quelques centaines de kW, domaine du chauffage
collectzif ou industriel. L'un des objectifs de cette extension est 1'dtude fine des avantages respeclzifs
des marches tout ou rien et modulante.

'A V1
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SCHEMA DE CHAUDIERE (Programmes CONTIN et SIMULCH)
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COEFFICIENTS DE TRANSFERT ET FLUX DE CHALEUR
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I FONCTIONNEMENT CONTINU -Influence de Iexchs
d'air sur les rendements utiles
CIhaudibre B (1 F0 3 ,04 kg/h
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FONCTIOfdNEMENT CONTIND - Influence dhu calorifue stir
Ien panies aux paris

Mauike 8.e351%. :57C kW

24 3kh FONCTIONNEMENT CONT114U - Influence du culorifugeags stir
humidei 34 Ii tempilaturs dns gaz dvacu~s

Chaudlire B - e 357.FOD 3,04 kglh
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DISCUSSION

A.Ivernel, Fr

(1) Disposez-vous de gicl~urs A d~bit Yariable pour adapter la puissance thermique au besoin therm ique de
l'installation?

(2) Pouvez-vous comparer les coilts d'un calcul A ceux d'un cssai?

Rdponse d'Auteur
(1) On ne disposepAs de-,gicleurs Addbit variable dans cette gamme de petites puissances. Ce type d'atomiseur

se rencontre -A partir 'de debisrepr~sent'ant q'ue'lqqes di'zaines de kg/li do fuel.

(2) Dans les conditions propres A IFP, on peut estimer un rapport des cotlts de I -A 8 en faveur du mod~le, pour
I'dtatfissement dinie courbe compl~te de rendements. Cette estimation est basde sur un temps de calcul de
P'36 et une expdrimentation~de 6 journides-technicien.

:1 J.B.Michel, Ne
I Une des m~thodes suggqr~p, par les agences s'occupant d'dconomies d'd5nergie pour ce type de chaudi~res est de

r6cupdrer complateiient lachaleur sensible des fumdes. Par exemple, la Compagnie Hollandaise "GASUNIE" A
Groningen a construit une petit chaudidre pilate aven un cycle s6dardde circulation d'eau autour de-la cheminde
et avec rdcupdration dgalement de Peau condensde, Est-ce que v'otre niod~le pourrait tenir compte de ceci?

I Le moddle pourrait tr~s probablement s'adapter A ce genre de situation. En particulier, la tempdrature del'eau 6
I'entrde de la chaudire est un param~tre d'exploitation pouvant varier. II faudrait douter un puits de chaleur
dans le circuit dchangeur.

Sur le plan strictement pratique, nous supposonitque la condenstion de I'eau des gaz de combustion doit poser de
sfrleux probl~mes do corrosion pour les surfaces mdtalliques.

J ~ osdAtu

*6I
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K A CHEMICAL REACTOR MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION TO A PRACTICAL COMBUSTOR
W. Krockow, and B. Simon E.C. Parnell
'Motoken- und Turbinen-Union MUnchen Gmb11 Rolls Royce Ltd., Aero Division
Dachauer Stralo 665 PO Box 3, Filton
D 8000 MUnchien 50, Germany Bristol BSl27QE, England

SUMMARY

A computer model of a combustion chamber is presented, which in its approach is based

Ion chemical reactors. The reactive flow field of the combustor primary zone is divided into

elements (vortices) with different mixture ratios and residence times. The variations in

concentration in each element are calculated by means of a detailed kinetic reaction mecha-

nism, in which the decomposition of the fuel to carbon monoxide and hydrogen is described

by a "one-step-quasi-global" reaction rate. Each element born in the primary zone of the

combustor reacts according to its residence time and is subsequently followed on its way

through the remaining zones of the combustor by the computer, with discrete amounts of
air being added corresponding to the boundary conditions in the combustor.

Idealization of the model (normal distribution) is supported by measurement of the gas
~concentrationi at the outlet from the primary zone of a vaporlser-annular combustion chamber.

Comparison between the calculated primary zone and outlet concentrations of NOR, CO and

unburned hydrocarbons and the measurements show vexy good agreement.

SYMBOLS

AFR - air-fuel ratio Q recirculating enthalpy

C - normalizing factor S - mixing parameter

Eg._ emission index T K temperature, kg F t s time

g - maximum number of equivalence WSR - well stirred reactor
ratios

Hi  kJ enthalpy of the inlet fuel-air x m axial position
mixtue V % fficiency

i - maximum number of equivalence #(t) - residence time distri-
ratios bution function

n - maximum number of residence T s mean residence time
times 0 - equivalence ratio

P bar total pressure Index F fuel
PFR - plug flow reactor

PSR - perfectly stirred reactor

kJ-.-- reaction enthalpy of the
"i kmol species i

kJ heat of combustion

1. INTRODUCTION

The tphsical and-chemical processes occurring in the interior of a gas turbine engine

combustion chamber are of.;a rather complex nature. The flow, because liquid fuel is normally

used, is two-phase, highly turbulent and subject to recirculation. Superimposed on the flow

process are phase change, mixing and chemical processes which because of their interaction

cannot appropriately be discussed separately'

To the engineer the combustioh chamber is a rather difficult engine component to pre-

dict there-tically considering th&c minor changes of the flame tube will. oftenlhave large

consequences. More famil1ar1ty with all the, physical and chemical processes, therefore, will

no longer be su~ficient to properly interpret test results or to predict the combustion per-

formancewhen boundary conditions, i.e. the flame tubeshape, porting and inlet conditions

__ __ __ __I
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are changed.

The engineer must therefore be provided with a computer model to assist in the assess-

ment of the combustion chamber. Such a model will necessarily also be subject tc certain

At this time there are two major approaches being used for the description of the

overall process in the flame tube:
- flow field models

- reactor models.

With flow field models a complete description of the three-dimensional temperature,

concentration and velocity fields is sought.

The advantage afforded by the flow field model is that the combustion chamber is lo-

cally resolved for computation not only for mean values but also for local quantities at

any place in the flame tube. This permits determination, not only of the combustion effi-

ciency profile and pollutant concentration but also of the pattern factor. The model is

also better suited for computing wall temperatures and designing wall cooling configurations.

The attendant penalties are these:

The interaction of turbulence and combustion are difficult to describe and there is there-

fore still some doubt.

The mathematical effort going into the description of recirculating 3-D flow fields

is very great. Therefee a complex kinetic mechanism is generally omitted to keep computer

times from becoming excessive. Nor is the evaporation of the fuel normally considered, but

if it is, then only by a rather general formula which is difficult to integrate into the

model and which permits no ihsteraction between the liquid and the gaseous phases.

These disadvantages limit the usefulness of the flow field model to computational

verification of simple experimental combustion chambers.

The reactor models eliminate these difficulties in that they resolve the combustion

chamber into a number of chemical reactors. The properties of the reactors are selected

to suit the flow and mixing conditions of the zones they represent. Suitable coupling of

the reactors one with the )ther will additionally adapt the model to actual combustion

- Icha-mber flow conditions.
The merits of the reactor model are obvious. Since they require less computation,

a comprehensive kinetic mechanism can be incorporated into the model to be available when

needed, e.g., to predict the emission of pollutants from the combustion chamber. In prac-

tical work, then, reactor models have proved their worth in the prediction of harmful

emissions (Ref. 1 to 4).

2. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

2.1 COMBUSTION CHAMBER MODEL

The combustion chamber model ;.ich has been developed subdivides the flow field of

the combustion chamber primary zone as shown by Fletcher and Heywood (Ref. 1) into elements

(eddies) of varying fuel/air mixture ratios and residence times. The massflow content of

the various elements are- obtained from two statistical distribution functions.

The equivalence rati6s are computed from the following distribution function

f() Cexp

co rresponding to a Gaussian ~normal distribution.
The residence times are determined by the funatibn.

e!
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which indicates the residence time distribution in a PSR (Fig. 1).

Fletcher et al. developed their model only for predicting NOx in an engine combustion

chamber, and as a first approximation they separated the mechanism of NOx formation from
the main combustion reactions and assumed the combustion products as well as radicals

to be in equilibrium. The present model, however, is not merely to compute the NOx emission

of an engine combustion chamber but to determine the entire performance, which makes it

necessary to consider also carbon monoxide, unburnt hydrocarbons, hydrogen and radicals.

For each individual eddy resulting from the distribution function of the mixture

ratios and from the distribution function cf the residence times in the primary zone of

the combustion chamber, adetailed reaction kinetic study of the combustion process is

made. Fig. 2 shows how the elements formed in the primary zone of the combustion chamber

will, in the model, continue through the succeeding combustion chamber zones until they

reach the exit.

The elements issuing from the primary zone exhibit various concentrations, tempera-

tures and densities resulting from varying residence times and fuel-air ratios. Each of

these elements--will then pass through the succeeding combustion chamber zones, where dis-

crete amounts of air are mixed in, in accordance with the flame tube shape and porting.

For better identification, each element has three indices (see Fig. 2).

The first index refers to the equivalence ratio 0 , where the maximum number of
equivalence ratios s i. For each mixture ratio there exists a maximum number n of ele-

{ ments each having spent a different lifetime (second index). In this a low index reflects

a short life, and vice versa. The third index stands for the axial location at which the

element happens to be at the moment. The exit from the primary zone is indicated by 0,

with the succeeding axial locations being serially numbered from 1 to g. The condition

and the location of the element 5, 12, 4, for example is interpreted as follows: In the

primary zone the element had the equivalence ratio 05 and a residence time in that area

of Vl2 seconds. It is now in the mixing zone in location 4. Its instantaneous equiva-

lence ratio is a function of 05 and the airflow distribution, because on its way through

the preceding axial positions xI - x3 , as much secondary air had been added as corresponds

to its own fraction of the entire mass flow'. Its instantneous life time is a function

of its previous residence time r in the primary zone plus the time it needed to flow

from the primary zone exit x0 to the position x4. In this manner every condition of each

element in the entire combustion chamber depends only on a probability function of the

mixing ratios and residence times in the primary zone, and of the configuration of the

combustor.

IThis identification has been chosen because of computational convenience, and the

method produces the following computing operation. A beginning is made with the element

1, 1, 0, which is the leanest element with the shortest residence time in the primary

zone. Relative to the reaction .inetic computation this is to say that the concentration

changes are cbmputed kor an equivalence ratio 0 from the time t c 0 to Tl. Upon leaving

the primary z6ne the kinetics are computed for each element until it issues from the com-

bustion chamber, with its concentrations changing as a result of chemical reactions and

of the -dontinuous addition of air. The instantaneous concentration, temperature, density
and codbustion-conditions Of the element at ,the respective axial-positions are multi-

plied by a weighting factor (mass fraction) and stored.

After-theelement 1, 1, -0 has left the combustion chamber as the element 1, 1, g

A the computation is continued using the .element 1, 2, 0. For- this element it is only

necessary to compute between tl and since the time 0  to T1 has already been con-

sidered for the first element, which had the-4ame equivalence ratio.

After the time T2 the element w ll leave the primary zone and will be computed all

the way through to the combustionchamber exit, with its axial conditions being i eighted,

i added to the precediny result andstored. When ail primary zone elements of equal mixture



- ratio have been computed, the kinetic computation begins at the time t = 0 with the first

element of a new fuel/air ratio. Using the present example this is to say that when ele-

ment 1, 1, 0 has been computed down to element 1, n, g, the computation will start again

with the element'2, 1, 0. The further operation is analogous to all elements having an

primary zone equivalence ratio of 01.

2.2 THE RECIRCULATION MODEL

Air and fuel are generally supplied to the combustion chamber at conditions below

the spontaneous ighition limit. This makes it difficult to start a kinetic computation.

Sometimes equilibrium assumption is used to start the reaction while other authors,

Ref. 5 , for example, allow temperatures above the spontaneous ignition temperature. In

the model developed here it has been attempted to simulate the physical process of com-

bustion being stabilised by the recirculation of hot gas. As will become clearly apparent

from Fig. 3, taken from Ref. 8,an element of fuel and air entering the primary zone of

the combustion chamber will mix with the recirculating exhaust gas, so that the mixture

will ignite. This is equivalent to an enthalpy allowance Qr in Fig. 3. When the element

has ignited and the-heat Qc has been released, the element will recirculate and in turn,

become a source of ignitionfor other incoming elements, where it again relinquishes the

previously received enthaipyQj. Using this ignition model it becomes possible to do re-

action kinetic combustion computations for all combustion chamber inlet temperatures.

2.3 THE REACTION KINETIC MODEL

The reaction kinetic modelillustrated in Table 1 consists of a one step quasi global

reaction rate for the decomposition of the fuel into carbon monoxide and hydrogen in

accordance with Edelman (Ref. 6), of an.oxidation equation of the carbon monoxide into

carbon dioxide, of a set of water gas reactions, and of the expanded Zeldovich mechanism

for the description of nitric oxide formation. The vaporisation of fuel is described by

an equation analogous to the chemical reaction equations. Table i also contains the con-

stants of this equation which are taken from Ref. 7. It will be readily possible to expand

the reaction kinetic model, if circumstances require it.

2.4 PROGRAM OUTPUT

In order to give an idea of the capacity of the computer model developed, let us here

by way of example compute a highly loaded anwular vaporizer combustion chamber. The follow-

ing inlet conditions were selected:

p = 5 bar

T = 673 K

AFR = 42/I

Fig., 4 illustrates the contour of this annular combustion chamber, below which are

plotted along the centerline of the chamber the mole fraction of all components considered

in the compultation. Inasmuch as the primary zone is considered a WSR, the concentrations

of the various components shown at the primary zone exit in Fig. 4 will apply to the entire

primary zone.

' "The primary- zone exit is-'charactrised 1by laigequantities. of 0, CO, CO and H

with their concentrations allof the: same order of magnitude. The-radical concentrations,

such as 0, Hand OH are of a lower value.

Imzediately--downstream.of the primary zone further oxidation reactions take place

and reduce carbon-monoxide, hydrogen and unburnt iuel, causing watek and-carbon dioxide

to form-. The-NO content, too, slightly rises in -this intermediateafea And is indicative

of the temperature rise in this zone.-

Downstream-of the large mixing. zone, holes chdnges -in concentratioh-will be caused by

dilution. Only radicals and unburnt fuel will, still continue to react.

-,
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3. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUREMENT AND COMPUTATION

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROCEDURE

In order to arrive at a comparison between values computed by the above method and
~experimental results, rig tests were carried out on an annular combustor, in which both

air/fuel ratio and combustion efficiency distributions were derived. A general arrange-
ment of the combustor is shown in Fig. 5, and only a brief description is given here as

this type is fully described in Ref. 9.

The fuel, which is supplied to the combus or at a low pressure, together with some

air is injected into a number of 'vaporisers" via fuel tubes which are bifurcated at the

outlets to inject equal amounts of fuel into each ar through metering orifices. The

mixture strength is arranged to be much too rich for combustion to take place inside the

vaporiser. The mixture is heated by virtue of the vaporisers being immersed in the burning

zone and then exhausted upstream which supports the recirculation for the fundamental sta-

bilisation of the process. Further air for combustion is then introduced through primary

air ports, a percentage of which recirculates upstream. The remaining air is injected

I through a series of film cooling rings and a single row of ports, the latter providing
the air for the mixing process, prior to the gases entering the turbine.

The two traverse planes considered in this report are shown in Fig. 5. Plane AA is

conventionally considered as the primary zone exit, and BB as the combustor outlet. The

probe used for gas sampling at plane AA was a single point water cooled one, mounted at

the ccmbustor outlet and protruding into the chamber. The traversing arrangement allowed

circumferential movement as well as radial, and the majority of tests were carried out
at 7 radial positions, each at a centre of equal area, over a 1800 sector. From,,previous

tests it had been shown that this size Of sector was representative of the whole annulus.
The probe was traversed continuously, the output being recorded on a multi-channel UV

recorder. From the traces obtained, values were read off every 60 circumferentially.

For the exit traverse a 5 point water-cooled gas sampling probe was used, all the

points being connected together. A 3600 continuous traverse was carried out, a complete
sweep taking about 9 minutes.

3.2 ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT

a) PRIMARY ZONE

A diagrammatic circuit layout for primary zone analysis is shown in Fig. 6, with

instrumentation identification in Fig, 6a. The sample is brought from the water cooled

probe to the equipment through a steam heated line, dividing into 2 streams,X and Y.

Sample X is used for the direct measurement of CO2 after drying, and CO after drying
'and CO2 removal,. Sample Y ogives the total' CO2 (dry)- produced from the sample, com-btistion having been completedby passing it through- a furnace. Additional air is added

as necessary to give complete -c6mbus'tion, -this being monitored on the-CO IRGA, which
should read Zero. Measurements 'are-'made 6f the added dir flow, the total flow after
the furnace and- the add6d fl6wmeter delivery pressure. After corrections for differences

-in added and total flowmtef downstreampressures and for volume changes caused by
combustion reactions in the furnace, the sample-dilution can be estimated and hence,
using the furnace CO2 concentration, the sample fuel/air ratio.

A "burnt" fuel/air ratio proportional to the combustion CO and CO values is calculated,(0 9urnt - fuel/air rabtio)- °allowing the combustion efficiency to be c6mputed as 00 ( fuel/air rtio)
iicy~~~~ - - - -100 ful/ir ratio-

b) COMBUSTOR OUTLET -

The airange&6nt used for combustoroutlet analysis is-basical-ly that laid down by the

Environmental Protection Aqency and publkshd in the-Federal'Register Vol. 43-No. 58- /

Fig.. 1, Separate -measurements canjbe 'ade on samples frohi b6th stationary and traver-1 sing probo ofC o, CO totalhydrocaxbons, No and smoke content, ;permitting cal-
_x
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culation of component emission indices combustion efficiency and fuel/air ratio.

3.3 TEST CONDITIONSi
For the c6mp-arson bf mdasurdd andcalculated values considered in this paper, the

kfollowing test conditions were used:

Combustof iniet temperature 773 K

6v6gali air/kuei ratio 38.5/i
Combustor outlet pressure Atmiospheric

At this c'Ondition both the primary zone outlet and combustor outlet planes are presented.

Tests were also -arried out under high pressure conditions, but as primary zone traverses

were not possible under those conditions, these results are unsuitable for comparison with

calculated'values.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ATMOSPHERIC OUTLET PRESSURE

The air/fuel ratio and combustion efficiency distributions at the primary zone outlet

are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. As well as the circumferential variations, the
mean radial values are also included.

As can be seen there is a very wide range of values at this particular plane, indicating

that there is still a considerable amount of mixing and combustion still to take place

further downstream. As might be expected the more efficient areas are in general those

with the meakest air/fuel ratio.

At, theioutlet plane mean values of air/fuel ratio, combustion efficiency, and emission

indices for CO and- CH4 were obtained. These are compared with calculated values in a

following paragraph.

3.5 COMPARISON OF CONCENTRATIONS AT PRIMARY ZONE EXIT

The measurements made of local AFR's at the exit of the primary zone, which produced

the contours of Fig. 8, permit the assumptions made in the computer model to be verified.

Tho most important of these is that of a Gaussian normal distribution of the mixture ratios

in the primary zone. Fig. 9 is a statistical analysis of the AFR's measured in the form of

a cumulative function. It shows that the proposition of a normal distribution of the mixtu:e

ratios actually holds true and, thus, that the assumption in the model agrees very well

with the facts. The mixture ratios were computed from the 'measured 6oncenx.--tions of carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide and unburnt hydrocarbons, so that for these components a comparison

could be made with the computation.

Shown for-comparison-in Table 2 are the measured and the computed concentrations of car-

" bon monoxide, of unburnthydrocarbons and -the combustion -fficiency. This comparisqn is
considered.-goodn -±0-view-of the difficult, job of establishing .a combustion chamber computer

model. -The fact that in -the-case:of unburnt hydrocarbons the difference between measurement

and-computation is -less -thin a f 7ttor, -pf 2 is especially significan, for it is the umburmt
hydrocarbons-which becauO of the high, tepcqion rates are the- most difficult to predict.

3.6 COPRIO OFCMBUSTOR EXIT CONCENTRATIONS

Themea~urements-at the c~,mbustionchamber exit were taken on the same unit that had

previously .b~en- tised for primary zone linvestigatibn.
Fig. 10 as ,Fig 4 6hows the computed profile 6f concentrations along its-whole axis.

Plotted on.this diagram for comp rison are the measured concentratio,.s of CO and-UHC at
the,-primary zone exit and at the 6nd: o the co0bustion chamber. Agrgeme n is good, with

the -comparative -values again listed in'iFg. 10.

While in'i - -se-t't ° @erdihgs w-ke -6f NO emissi6n, they are known for this com-I bustion -chamber to- be No 35 /kgF at the cobust'ibn dhaiber exit measured at 15 bar.
'N NO,-

..... .. ... .. .. 1
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Using the variation of NO emission with pressure of

EINo~p0"5

an index of 9 gN0/kgF is determined for atmospheric conditions, which agrees well with the

computed figure.

4. POSSIBILITIES OF THE PROCEDURE

4.1 EFFECT OF HOMOGENEITY

The degree of homogeneity of the primary zone in the model is controlled by the S-

parameter, which is a measure of the width of the previously mentioned Gaussian distribu-

tion function. For all computations made so far a value of S = 0.5 had been selected. This

value had resulted from the measurement of the fuel/air distribution at the primary zone

exit.

It is of considerable importance to the assessment of the computer model that this

value of the S-parameter gives the best comparison with the test results for all components

and that it is not necessary to select a different S-parameter for each component.

In a combustion chamber computer model the selection of a mixing parameter S as it

had originally been defined in Ref. 4 and has here been further developed, provides a great

advantage in that effects caused by variation in the mixing quality can be generally pre-

dicted. An improved injection system (e.g. air blast atomizer) or an increased flame tube

pressure loss will obviously produce a more homogeneous mixture in the primary zone.

Calculations using a better, i.e. a smaller value of S will thus be able to predict com-f bustion concentrations for more homogeneous conditions.

For the reference combustion chamber, where the best agreement of computed with mea-

sured emission values both in the primary zone and at the combustion chamber exit resulted

from an S-parameter of 0.5, the effect of the mixing quality has been shown in Fig. lla - c

for nitric oxide, carbon monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons (in the form of C8 H16 ). With the

combustion chamber configuration selected here, the emissions are rnduced, as the mixing

quality improves.

In the-case of NO, with an improvement in-homogeneity from S = 0.5 to S = 0.3, the
reduction istnot-very large, ,but is much greater for CO and UHC.

The curves of Fig. lla - c are merely meant to serve as an example for the possible

applications of the combustion chamber computer programm. They do not apply generally, be-

cause at other flo" distributions or combustion chamber conditions the curves may well be

different in shape as well as quantitatively. This has been confirmed by a large number of

calculdti6ns.

4.2 EFFECT OF GEOMETRIC CHANGES

The computer process will also be able to estimate -the effect-of a- change in air distri-

obution. In ,Figs. 12a,b, the- dilution- holes -have been divided into two rows, having the

same total effective area as,pr eiously. They compare axial concentrations, temperature

and combustidn efficiency profiles for the old and the modified combustor.

This m6dificatioi clearly causes the temperature~profile-to flattenoout-at a lower

final value, which is accompanj'ed by a lower combustin efficiency (Fig. 12a). Carbon mon-

oxide and unburnt hydrocarbons are quenched earlier than with the reference configuration,
which raises the concentration at the combustion chamber exit of both components (Fig. 12b).

Nitric oxide responds in the opposite fashion, its final concentration being clearly below

that of the reference configuration.

The production of No is stopped in the zone between the row of primary holes and

mixing holes. The concentration of the primary zone exit is merely diluted. This example

reflects known phenomena, such as the opposite CO-NO response, the effect of temperature

on NO, etc., which emphasises the general accuracy of the model.

Z w
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4. PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY

Evaluation of the computed results relative to the axial profile of combustion effi-

ciency or to tin components affecting combustion efficiency provides interesting and ge-

nerally applicable information.

From the computed concentrations of the components the combustion efficiency can be

determined using the celationship

f%1= 100- 0.l 1EI i Qi/QF

where Qi are the calorific values of the components i and where QF is the calorific value

of the fuel. Fig. 13 shows how much the various components i will affect the total combus-

tion efficiency.

The values

are plotted along -the combustion chamber axis.

In the primary zone it is the unburnt hydrocarbons and the carbon monoxide which main-
ly affect the combustion efficiency, with hydrogen contributing a moderate 14 %, all other

components being negligible. These effects change considerably towards the end of the com-

bustion chamber. Carbon monoxide and hydrogen contribute to the loss in efficiency At to

the same degree as in the primary zone,, whereas the unburnt hydrocarbons are now less im-
portant. The effects of OH radicals and 0 atoms, which have not yet recombined at the com-

bustion chamber exit, are increasing. Since in gas analysis the combustion efficiency at the
combustion chamber exit can generally be determined only by means of the unburnt hydro-
carbons and carbon monoxide, approximately 50 % of incompletely oxidated components are thus
neglected.

5. CONCLUSION

It can be shown that the proposal by Fletcher and Heywood, Ref. 1, to represent an

heterogeneous reacting combustion chamber primary zone by using a probability function of

the mixture ratios and a probability function of the residence times can also be applied
to the calculation of the carbon-monoxide emission and unburnt hydrocarbons. To achieve this

the ,proposal in Ref. I had to be further extensively developed. A new model for the recir-

culating of energy and exhaust gas would have to be developed to make available the proper
starting conditions for a detailed reaction kinetic mechanism waich would have to contain
an equation which considers the vaporization of the fuel. During the development of the

method it clearly became apparent that the transition from the primary zone (the WSR) to
the downstream combustion chamber zones (the PSR's) has to be simulated differently from

Ref. 1. It was necessary to follow every individual element generated in thecombustion

chamber primary zone through the combustion chamber to the exit and to add -to itdiscrete
air quantities in ac6ordancewith the combustion chamber configuration and inlet conditions.

'The c0mparison of the calculated and'the measured concentrations at the exit of the

primary zone and at the exit of the combusti6n chamber showed good agzeement, this agree-

ment:being arrived at with one mixing parameter 4for-all components which were investigated.

Sample calculations show that this combustion chaibercalculation method is able to
effectively assist the '€ombiistion engineer :in the opint oi a 6ombustio Chaer as
it enables predicti6nb to be iade of the effdct of geometric modifications on the combustion

I d haracteris'iics of the combustion chamber.
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Reaction Equation

Fuet'.a~ioriiation. 0 0 93

iCi lijquiA 0' 0 93

1~ Chemical Reactions

A'2 H 'see Ref. 6

CO+ OH C02 + H 5,60-161) 0. 1080

2 2

0 2+ H OH +O 2i 24.-1014 0. 16800
*0+11 -6 k , 1 01.1 l74 1O'1 0~ 19450

0 4. Y OH4 6H . i;75,109 o". 1600
He'H.M ~--- 2 +M 5, c0. 1P1 -1,15,.0.

ItO+O+M 0±I: -,A'70 -11 -0. 0

aolO M5 3 1 0. __8__

Un2 cal,, 73241c

Table 1: Reaction Kinetic ,Mechanism

Measurement Calculation

EI c ~/kgF 585 648

szd gUHC/kgF .31? 212

EI~d g,46/gF NA" 9.1l

~I *54.5 55.2

4 "Not Mailble

For determinationof combustion dfficiehcytefl6Jh

'formulas were taken:

*t Masurement: 100 --c 0. 1 E

Calculation: Formula giiven in'text regarding 411 unburnt species

-(ChApter A4)

-Table 2: Coiap obf aMas rd ad6 Cp4ted-'Wilues at .Piar
Z6ne.Exit

Y
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'Devloped View

VFig. 5: General Arrangement of the Combustor
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DISCUSSION

P.Gastebois, Fr
Comment moddlisez-vous l'introduction de l'air de dilution? Est-ce un melange brutal ou introduisez-vous une loi
de melange entre l'air de dilution et les gaz en combustion?

Author's Reply
We did not make an infinite mixing assumption for the dilution and cooling air. We look for the data of the air
distribution from a previous aerodynamic calculation and used a mixing law according to the equation:

mj = (x - xj)/(xM -xj)I" Mj

Mj total air in the plane (e.g. dilution air)
x axial position downstream of the injection plane
xj axial position of the injection plane
xM mixing length of the jets
mj mixed fraction of air at position x

The mixing length xj was taken from previous water model tests.

Comment by D.T.Pratt, US
The coalescence/dispersion model fo reacting, segregated flow described in Paper 15 was devised in part, to
overcome the difficulties of the Fletcher-Heywood "a"-model which is the basis of this paper.

The advantages are the following:

(1) Fuel and air need not be premixed and o-distributed.

(2) No a priori assumption w.r.t. residence-time distributions need be made.

(3) No special assumptions to effect recirculation-ignition problems are required.
(4) No additional computational work is required.

(5) A single parameter (P vs a) controls both FIA mixing distribution, recirculation-ignition, and decaying
exponential residence time distribution all of these advantages are gained by using a stochastic (C/D) vs a
deterministic (a) model!I (6) Flame extinction (blowout) may be predictable.

J.B.Michel, Ne
What was the nitrogeit content of the fuel that you utilized and did you take into account the fact that you did not

' j :have a mechanism for "NO fuel" formation? Do you believe that your predictions of NOx are realistic?
! [''::'Author's Reply

As the fuel which was us-.d for the experimental tests had no nitrogen content, there was no need to account for a
"NO fuel" formation mechanism. But some other results from reaction kinetic calculations using the assumption,V" that the fuel bound N is present as free N atoms in the hydrocarbon decomposition phase showed the same trends

The NOx predictions showed good agreement with measurements taken from a high pressure test and scaled down

to atmospheric conditions by the well known pressure dependence (see Figure 10).

S.Wittig, Ge
Did you perform a sensitivity analysis of your model vith respect to the reaction kinetics? Is the resulting axial
temperature profile in agreement with selective measurements?

Author's Reply
We did not perform a sensitivity analysis-with respect to the reaction kinetics vxcept for the vaporisation equation
which has been included in the kinetics. Calculations showed, that this equation affects the unburnt hydrocarbons

"i with-increasing combdstor inlet pressure.

Themean exit temperature is ;n agreement with the measurements, but it is not possible to measure temperatures
by. thermocouples inside the combustor. Nevertheless the agreement of~primary zone efficiencies also reflect a
temperature agreement.
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' StEI-EMPIRICAL ORRELATIOINS FOR GAS
I ITURBINfE EMISSIONS, IGNITION, AND FIAME

STABILIZATION

by

A. M. Mellor
Professor

tThe Comfstion Laboratory
Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, U.S.A.

SUINM4RY
ingFor operating conditions where the fuel evaporation rate is fast compared to the fuel vapor/air mix-

ing rate, a characteristic time model has been formulated to predict gaseous emissions and efficiency in
terms of combustor inlet conditions and geometry. The model, which involves kinetic and fluid mechanic
times, has been used to design low NOx burners, and study of several different conventional engine com-
bustors suggests that the correlation may be universal. A related model, which includes a fuel drop]et

evaporation time, is being validated with data from laboratory combustors for spark ignition and lean
flame stabilization. The preliminary application of this latter model to engine situations is described.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A surface area of spark kernel at the quenching distance

a empirical constant

B mass transfer number for evaporation

cambient specific heat at constant pressureCpa pesr

D disc diameter

Damkbhler number at blowout

Dco Damkhler number for 00 oxidation

Dno Damk6hler number for NO formation

d tube diameter

dcolmb combustor diameter at quench locati,,n

do  Sauter mean diameter of fuel spray

d quenching distance
q
Emn minimum spark ignition energy

EI emissions index (g pollutant/kg fuel)

ka ambient thermal conductivity

A I co effective 0O quench iength (+ dco -

co quench +comb~
Zi,quench air addition site where species i quenches((noqunc/CsO- di -

effective NO quench length c + dcomb

pri length from fuel injector to primary air penetration jets

'c6mbus6rair -flow rate

m4z primry zone bir flo rite

I: IP - combustor -inletpressure
Qi lower heating-valu of species i

4, R univ6rsal* ' constant
I r cdrrlation 'coefficient

T. absolute teaperature

an -- Si t 1-

Tco Y --C'okidatin. empeatre C(.85Tin + =IsT¢), eF:-Tco in... .-. .
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Ti inlet air temperaturein
T efficiency oxidation temperature (Min + .T

T burned gas temperature at equivalence ratio 4

To=, adiabatic stoichiometric flame temperature

V mixture velocity in spark gap

Van n  air velocity in plane of flameholder

! V, fuel injection velocity

Vref reference velocity at maximum combnustor cross-sectional area

velocity estimate in NO forming region

a ambient thermal diffusivity

effective evaporation coefficient

AT I stoichiometric temperature rise

nc combustion efficiency

0 air swirler vane angle

Pa ambient density

ya standard deviation from least squares fit

co characteristic time for 0) oxidation

characteristic tim for fuel evaporation

Teb (TTeb/Tin)

T Tfi characteristic tim for fuel injection

"h (fi/Tin)

hc characteristic time for fuel ignition delay

Thc (Thc/Tin)

Tno characteristic time for NO formation

" sZ characteristic time for heat conduction

T stco 0) oxidizing eddy lifetime

Ts~n NO forming eddy lifetime

T kinetic time for combustion efficiency

0 overall equivalence ratio

O @t prechaber equivalence ratio

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas turbine combustor design engineers would find extremely useful, quantitative models for combustion
efficiency, emissions, flame stabilization, smoke and radiation, ignit'ability and altitude relight, and
exit temperature ' traverse quality. Air lading correlations have frequently proven convenient for some of
these performance parameters ihen combustors are of dissimilar scales but identical geometry and when mix-
ing of fuel' vapor with air occurs fibre slowly than th6 .rate of fuel evaporation -(i.e., aviation specifica-tion fuels with properly de signed.atomizers). Lefebvre and do~aworkers (1,2) give-examples of these scal-

ing paraieters, which currently are ifi idde use by inddstry, for combustion efficiency and the blowoff

Howeveriboth the current interest in low emissions combustors of exotic geometry (3) and the de-graded fuels to be available ,in the' future (4) require extrapolations of these models, and-in some cases

d. Thus there is substantial reason to devel-
o1ful properti uolude mre explicitly the effects -of combstor

bt nyears ago, n response toa growing concen oyer aircraft air,pollution, a number of chemical
reector" ntwork moe~ls were constructed -(5,6). Chemical kinetics were emphasized since it was known that

e pgltants were not in local-equilibrim, in the comtustor exhaust .plane, and the.fluid mechanics wex2
d sies or palalel flow modules consisting of perfectly or partially stired, and plug flow re-

ators, The fuel spr'y in Jit liqud -for was usia gnored. Generally speakn, the -ndels were too
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coarse to correlate and predict gaseous emissions (6).
More recently, the research community has shown feasible the use of multi-dimensional turbulent, allp-

tic, reacting flow codes, some two-phase because the liquid fuel injection is modeled. The interested read-
er is referred to (7) for a recent review and to (8) - (16) for the latest work; additional approaches 1-ve

4 been discussed at the present Symposium. Usually limited to predictions of gaseous emissions, efficienc),
and pattern factor, such detailed models are expected at best to provide insight into the nature of the com-
plex flow in turbine engine combustors. qualitative trends may be predicted as well, but quantitative agree-
ment would most likely be fortuitous, a result of oversimplification of the spray, turbulence, and chemistry
subodels, the frequent ignorance of the proper treatment of submodel interactions, computer size limita-
tions, and numerical inaccuracies (7). It is interesting to note that hybrid models, combinations of the
chemical reactor and finite difference approaches, are expected by some workers to be potentially more use-
ful (8,9,17).

? Although progress with these detailed codes has been rapid and encouraging, for near term applications
more simple and less expensive techniques are also desirable for design purposes. The characteristic time
approach (6), the subject of the present paper, represents one method in this category; developed from
study of siplified bluff-body stabilized flames for spark ignition, le.n flame stabLlization, gaseous
emissions, and combustion efficiency, it is extendable to practical hardware as well. Brief descriptions
of model derivation and applications to date will be presented in the follo3wing sections.

2. CHARACTERISTIC TIME APPROACHES

The identification of important time scales c.aracteristic of chemically reacting flows has been uti-
lized by many investigators. For example, Damk6hler (18) considered flame stabilization, Karlovitz et al.
(1Lj turbulent premixed flames, and several workers have applied these ideas to gas turbine combustion (20-
24). The concept involves identific.,tion of relevant subprocesses (fuel evaporation, turbulent mixing,
and chemical kinetics) where for quantitative applications the characteristic times m.ust be evaluated in
the flow region responsible for the phenomenon of interest. This region for ignition is easily identified
as the spark gap. In a conventional combustor, the stoichiometric contour in the shear layer be:ween the
recirculation zone and the main flow is important to both NO formation and flame stabiliation, whereas the
leaner regions near the combustor walls determine 00 and HC emissions and thus combustion efficiency (6).

The characteristic times in current use are defined in Table 1; there has been extensire development
of their particular forms, which will be discussed In the following sections, since their original formula-
tion (6). For cases where fuel evaporation is non-negligible, a mean spray droplet lifetime is evaluated
as the Sauter mean diameter squared divided by the fuel evaporation coefficient modified for fo-ced convec-
tion. The latter is evaluated for conditions expected to be typical of the combustor primary zoae, where
the spray evaporates, and includes the dependence on fuel volatility. The mean diameter is primarily a
function of fuel viscosity. Thus changes in fuel properties or inje-tor are reflected in the quantity rob,the fuel droplet lifetime.

TABLE 1. Characteristic Times for Igition, Combustion, and Pollutant
Formation in Two-phase Turbulent Flow

Time Symbol Simplified Combustors Tarbine Combustors

Liquid Fuel Evaporation:

Fuel Droplet Lifetime d 2/8 2/0

Turbulent Mixing:

Eddy Dissipation Time for ?

Injected Fluid fi /f eb/Vann

Eddy Dissipation Time in the Tst,no D/V€=1 no/V =l
Shear Layer where NO forms

Eddy Dissipation Time in the T D/V ann, (D-d)/Varm tco/Vref
Shear Layer'whece 00 and s2,c°
HC Oxidize

Conductive Heat Transfer T s£ A/a
Time (Stagnant Mixture)

Chemical Kinetics:

"i : No Formati6n. Time no (msec) 1 2 ex? (135 kcal/mole/RT¢=1) 10" 12 exp (135 kcal/mole/RT¢=1)
CO Oxidation Time co (msec) 10 exp(3.1 kcal/mole/RTco) 10- exp(10.76 kcal/mole/RT)

K Fuel and CO Oxidation Time rn  (nsec) "0"2 e~p(4.5 kcal/mole/RTn) 10-2 exp(4.5 kcal/mole/RTn)

U Fuel Ignition Delay Time 'hc (msec) 10"4 exp(21 kcal/mole/RT)/O 10- exp(21 kcal/mole/RT)/

Several fluid mechanic times have been found important. The quantity Tfi is associated with fuel in-vjectioi', while the various z£'s 'in' Tab 1A are related to large scale mixing in the shear layer as- deter-

mined by the air addition s eme along the' cbmbustor liner. For simplex pressure atomizers, the fuel pene-
tration, time Tf. is evaluated as the product of the initial fuel injection velocity and the droplet life-
.time, nrmlzed by- some'air velocity; 'for'"the air velocity in the plane of the
flaMehbider (V ) is used;a

J, , , In -both t!W Simplified and practical combustors, as noted above CO (and unburned hydrocarbons, HC) and
NO are found- to 6riginate in differing regions of the flames. Thus two mixing times are required, one for
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each species. Both are defined in terms of a significant length, a function of combustor geometry, and a
characteristic velocity, given by the combustor inlet conditions. Particulars will be reviewed in the sec-
tions to follow. Last, for the special case of ignition in quiescent sprays T has been defined as a heat
conduction time, the ratio of the surface area of the spark kernel evaluated a the quenching distance to
the thermal diffusivity of air.

Four kinetic times, all in Arrhenius. form, have been found useful. They describe the rates of NO for-
mation (tnq),. 0.oxidation (Tco), fuel and 0) oxidation Jumped ito correlate combustion efficiency (T.),
and an ignition delay time for flame stabilization (Th ). This last time includes the equivalence ratio
explicitly since at the lean limit the rate is expecte5 to be first order in fuel concentration. The acti-
vation energies aid choice of reaction temperatures for all of the kinetic characteristic times are deter-
mined from combustor inlet temperature variations; the pre-exponential factors are chosen so that the ki-
netic times are of order of msec. Note that these kinetic times are primarily a function of combustor in-
let conditions, overall equivalence ratio, and fuel heating value.

Thus fuel properties, dobustor geometry and inlet conditions are all included in the characteristic
time model. Appropriate combinatiois of these times should therefore correlate the spark ignition and lean
blowout limits, 0 and NO emission indices (g pollutant/kg fuel), and combustion efficiency. Note that all
of the characteristic times are chosen only to include the expected trend with a variation in fuel, corn-
bustor, or cycle design, and of course are not exact quantities. Hence qualitative trend can be encom-
passed in the model, but experimental data are required to quantify the model, which is thus semi-empirical.
As noted previously, success requires recognition of that portion of the combustor flow limiting to the
phenomenon of interest. In the following sections we chart progress in model validation.

3. SPARK IGNITION ANDFLAME STABILIZATION

The scabilization of premixed turbulent flames can be thought of in terms of the 'elevant DamkbMiler
nuber a constant in the limit; specifically, for 'Damkbhler number taken as the ratie of a turbulent mixing
time to an ignition delay time, the, limit is defined when the ratio equals unity:

A > 1 stable
Dbo - s,co hc < 1 unstable (1)

This criterion simply states that the residence time (replaced by a turbulent fluid mechanic time following
Spalding (25)) precisely equals the fuel ignition delay time at the limit. Recognizing that neither of
these characteristic times can be estimated exactly in a cobustor, Eq. (1) is replaced by the limit equa-

tszco " 'hc '  (2)

Zukoski and Marble (20), and more recently Altenkirch and Mellor (24), have argued that both times in
Eq. (2) must be evaluated in the shear layer between the fresh air and the recirculating fuel/burned gas
mixture. Zukoski (26) further discusses Eq. (2) for two-dimensional and axisymnetric flows; we limit our
attenion here to the latter case, Note that Thc must be evaluated at the highest flame temperature attain-
able in the flame, since the corresponding physical regions of the flow will be the last to extinguish.

a. Premixed Turbulent Flames (Afterburners) - Lean Blowoff

Plee and Mellor (27) have used premixed turbulent flame stabilization data obtained by Ballal and
Lefebvre (28), for the bluff-body flameholder depicted in Fig. IA, to quantify Eq. (2). For inlet temper-
ature variations from 300 to 575 K'with gaseous C3 8 as fuel the apparent activation energy in whc was
found to be 21 kcal/mole. Acceleration of the reactants as they flow past the recirculation zone was ac-
counted for by a density (i.e., temperature) correction to the velocity in the plane of the flameholder
Vann, so that

TStco = (D/Vann) (Tin/T) (3)I + i

I0 hc 10 4 exPo21 kcal/mole/RT)/ mec (4)

and the blowoff limit condition becomes

XS9"CO Thc (T]Tin)- c()

In the abore D is flameholder diameter (a measure of t!ie length of .the recirculation zone), and Tin is in-
let temperature+0f the premixed reactants. As was noted the kinetic temperature T in N. (3) through (5)
mustbe evaluated'at" he maxirin temperature available 'in the system) so it is taken as the adiabaticI) flime temperature at the approach equivalence ratio 4.

The blwoff mit correlation is shown in Fig. 2 for the premixed data of Ballal and Lefebvre (28).
The limit e ti~n given in the figure -is

' - s.,co =2,11 lc' - 0.46 (6)

where T and. 4 are evaluated just prior-to blowoff. Operation at conditions above the least squares line is
stable, and- in Fig. 2 it is sh6wnfiow-ohe' can approach thet"limit by either increasing the inlet velocity ordecreasing th6 equiyalnce ratio. 'The quantity r i1sa '6zrel'tion' cefficient (r = 1.00 is perfect), and

'y, is the' standard deviationi (27).
N6te. that. co ,irlation (6). does:'not include the ipprachfl6w turbulent intensity explicitly,, as do__. othe' correldtions(28). -Most likely some of 'the scatter of Fig. 2 is du to neglect of intensit varia-tions, bt' sict; turbuleficb jpaamet'rs ate rarely known in the-practical ,case. a direct correlation "in,

z ters.of inile elocity Vnis preferred. Als', turblence- ceistiyA interactiofin (26) are ignored sincesb, tutu nce ' ' istr in."
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recirculat :0-e Dana by Rnilal a., Lefbvlre (28)

fuel * air 9.6

- -- - s ~ r l a v eL e a n B l o w o f f Li m i t
"---r .. . . . r flwie 8.4 /

Confipuration A Balll and Lefebvre (28) STABLE

7.2

- .... recirac2atio, =~e 6.0
--r __ _ ?± I v 0' UNSTABLE

8 3a ) e r L e 
4 . 8

Conf pration 3 Pl. and Mellor (3Z) 3.6 0 2.11.c .46

a 0-X 0 (r .93 72 data

2.4 o
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air

Iharlyer ilane

Configuratlon C lee and .ilior (32) 0 . 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8
(neglili e hetero~ene s effecs) IL (rjec)

Figure 1. Schematic of three simplified bluff Figure 2. Characteristic time correlation forbody stabilized flames. lean blowoff in a bluff body stabilized
flame burning gaseous propane (Fig. 1A).

fluid mechanics and reaction rates are treated separately in Eq. (6). Because the apparent activation en-ergy is determined empirically, perhaps its value reflects these interactions since it is different from
pure kinetic values defined in a similar spirit (29,30,31). In any case Eq. (6) provides a design tool
which incorporates variations in flamoeholder geometry and inlet conditions.

b. Partially Prevaporized and Premixed Flames (Prechambdr Combustors) - Lean Blowoff

For Configuration B of Fig. (1), data obtained'by Plee and Mellor (32) have also been correlated (27).
Fuels testedwere liquid C3f 8 , which flash evaporates at the inlet conditions, and Jet A, which partially
evaporates in the fuel p:reparation tube,? designed to minimize the posibility of flashbrck (33). The pres,
ence of liquid fuel was found to narrow the lean limit due to the time required for evaporation; therefore

Cq. (S) bucomes (27)

skco Tc + aTeb (T/Tin) (7)

+ a(8)

where the quantity a must be detemined empirically. Eq. (7) and (8) imply that the fuel ntust partially
evaporate before 'th. homogenebus kinetics ,afi lead to ignition.

The characteristic length for Configuration B is disc diameter less tube diameter, and ThC is defined
by Eq. (4) with * the tube equivalenice ratio ( ) and T the mean of (T + Tim) or (T = + Tin) for 4 t > 1;
T b is given in Table 1. A result similar to tat shown in Fig. 2 is gfven by Plee ad ellor (27) with
t&e correlation

T s =,co  2.24 (TAc + 0,011Teb) + 0.06. (9)

Note rhat the empirical value of the constant a in Eq. (9) has no physical sighificance since the charac-
teristic times are only order-of-magnitude estimates; however, liquid, fuel properties and injector design
are not implicitly included in the model via teb,

c. Liquid Fueled Turbulent Diffusion, Flames with Negligible Fuel Penetration (Conventional Combustors)

- Leat Blowoff

lee aid-elior '(32) have in addition reported data for Configuration C -in Fig. 1. In the case where
fuelp'penetration is 'negligible (upper flame of'Fig.. 3),.'the.-.fl'a '_is-mixing controlled, that is, the rate
of mixihg' of fuel vaporwith -air, rathei than 'the evaporation.rate of liquid fuel,. detenifies the heat re-lease rate (34). This is' the-situati0, ousIually encunterd.ihpracfical i vdntion l combutors buerning
aviatiIon -specification fubis with p6per 'injectioh ,tecfini4ues (35). 'Kinetics,; of' 66urse, influence the
mixingdo iatd flame. If T inEq. (4)' is takefi as the adiabatic,.st'oichioinetric flame temparLture T

s:in~ai i flame) andan the overalAy equivalence atiooat blowo

7sco' = l4  'ic + 0.ocb) +0 08. (10)

Note the similaritiesof Bq. (9) and (10). In fact all three cenfigurations of Fig. 1 can be correlateJ

,."tZM
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Figure 3. Burner schematic illustrating the effect Figure 4. Characteristic time correlation for
of fuel penetration on flame structure, data obtained on the disc-in-duct

(Fig. 1C) flameholder (negligible

together: the result is shown in Fig. 5 with the universal fueopertrtinaefecs)

stc 1 . 8 2(Thc + 0.011'b + 0.04 (11)

where the terms used in T c depend on flameholder design and those in Tc on the nature of the flame
(premixed, partially prevap6rized and prendxed, or unmixed liquid fuel anh~ir).

Eq. (11) gives the lean blowoff limit in tems of "variations in pressure, inlet temperature, refer-
ence velocity, flameholder geometry, housing diamuter, fuel type, and injector size . . . Kzowledge of the
flameholder configuration inlet conditions and atomization determines T..Z and Tb;fo thsr caeasily be computed'that is a function of the inlet 'conditions and the b owoff equaiValence ratio. The blow-
off velocity is also calculated in a similar fashion if the geometry, pressure, inlet temperature, atomiza-
tion, and equivalence ratio are given. In addition, the correlation can predict simple flameholder modifi-
cations necessary to optimize flame stabilization for a given operating condition (27).11

d. Liquid Fueled Turbulent Diffusion Flames with Strong Fuel Penetration - Lean Blowoff

For Configuration C of Fig. 1 with fuels of lower volatility or higher viscosity than Jet A, fuel pen-
etration alters the structure of the flame to the case shown in the lower portion of Fig. 3, particularly
for the smjaller disc diameters (27,32). ,Increased flame length associated with the fuel penetration on-
hances the stability of the combustion process. 'Plee and Mellor (27) have shown that inclusion of Trfj.
with all other termn definiedas in Section 3.c above, collapses these data as well, where

T fi Vf Te/am12)

j fi= fi (T/T.) (13)
Here Vis the initial fuel injection velocity estimted from empirical information provided by Crowe (36).
The il penetration effect ha ensown important when the ratio (T4i/TZ is greater than ten (27).The finial, complete correlationjis -sh inFg -ihtelimit equation

T .2'=2.*12(TI+U01 (14)s2.,co + fi hc Tb) + 0.095.

Fornegigbieful puetaton T'~ 0,6q. (14) compares favorably to Eq. (10) and (11), and for pre-
mixed systems (Ti. :' t = 0) Eq. t14) is nearly identical to Eq. (6). The fuels utilized to develop Eq.
( 14) ihlded JP, 4,. -A A, -DF 2, and Jet A blended ifth a small amounit of lubricating oil to give an in-I-I~~~~ crased eid'bo-iln Pint '(27 more- recently'model pidedictlbns f6r unleaded gasoline, J 0 o nJ ~ ~No.- 6, 6ils have beeii v~idated with, CoifigUiati~dr of Fig. 1 (37). These flaw~s, with strong fuel pen-ertdi6ff~cts;j ar6 'thoighi to be apuroahiig, the te ii nsrycmutoweetefe vpfloration raede teimines-the h eat release rate.

The f uelI- rpii~ion effect 'is not a tkiatd to -occur in conventional combustors operating with
aviationi 46eif1'cat1o'fue&ls. Thubs Eq .(14) with f.= 0 has'been used fdr blowoff data (38) for the T-63

coneriioalcbbus6 (39'.Using the definition of TsX co given in Table I for practical com~ustors

sZ,cO tc'-e
where

vl
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on three simplified bluff body stabi- Figure 6. Complete characteristic time correla-
lized flames (negligible fuel penetra-, tion for blowoff limit.
tion effects).

-1l -1 -1
Pco = Zpri + dcomb (16)

(see (35)), tri is the distance from the fuel injector to the centerline of the primary air penetration
holes at combtstor diameter dcow, and Vef is reference velocity, Eq. (14) with Teb also taken as zero was
used to compute the three points to the left of the limit in Fig. 7 for Diesel fuel 2, Jet A, and JP-4,respectively.

Then, using estimates of Sauter mean diameter do given by Moes (38) and Eq. (11) including the T h

term, the points to the right of the limit in Fig. 7 were established. Note that the ordering of the fuels
is now reversed. Clearly, ;reasonable choices of do for each fuel could be selected which would align all
three fuels exactly with the lean limit Eq. (14). Hence one provlem in application of the characteristic
time model to practical combustors appears: Sauter mean diameter is required in some cases at the engine
operating point (elevated temperatures and pressures), a nunber not usually available.

However, Bq. (14) with Tfi = 0 is recommended for
engine applications; a preliminary model test is shown
in Fig. 7. Further model validation will proceed with
additional turbine combustor blowoff data.

2.8 STABLE e. Stagnant Sprays - Spark Ignition

Construction of a related model for spark igni-
b. (14),-0 tion is in progress (40). First efforts have involved

,4 a , 4.. / "n im u m i g n i t i o n e n e r g y d a t a o b t a i n e d y B a l l a l a n d

Lefebvre (41) for quiescent sprays of several fuels.
Recognition that to first order the ignition of a

2.0 without Ti !th ' b spray is evaporation limited (42) greatly simplifies
, 2 model development.

( ec ) 2 J J / J S t a r t i n g w i t h E q . ( 8 ) w i t h o u t t h e v e l o c i ty c o r -
1.6 - DJ4rectiofi due to combustion (the mixture is stagnant),

.2 UNSTABLE TsZ " Th + aTeb " (17)

Neglecting kinetics in favor of evaporation means

.8aTeb hc

hc 

(18)

.4 so that the ,spark ignition limit is given by
0 6 I - T S 

b  (19)

.2 .4 .6 ; 1.0 1.2 where TsZ must be -redefined for a stagnant, mixture;

.011.1; (*) the heat source is 66w :6e spark rather thin an- idja-
cent iecirculatio n "zone.

Figure 7. Application of flame stabilization Heat loss by conduction, as opposed to turbulent
model to conventional combustors. convection, will' c6n ete with the heat ddition from



the spark which drives the evaporation (40). Hence Tst for this special case is given by

(20
s = " dq PaCpa/ka (20)

where dq is quenching distance related to mininun spark ignition energy E1 n via

dq = {Emin/ 4 acpaAT=l }I / 3 . (21)

Other properties which appear are ambient gas density (Pa), specific heat (cp ), and thermal conductivity
(ka); ATb= 1 is the adiabatic stoichiometric temperature rise associated with the droplet or spray diffusion
flaihe after ignition.

One other modification to Eq. (19) is required. Mat limits ignition is the vapor phase concentration
of fuel vapor, which can be increased by decreasing Teb. However, increasing the total number of droplets
by increasing the equivalence ratio will also increase the spray evaporation rate linearly. This effect is
included by altering the Teb term so that the ignition limit becomes

Ts. A, Teb/' (22)

If the quantity d. is computed from the data reported by Ballal and Lefebvre (41), and Eq. (22) is
tested, then Fig. 8 results. Excluding for the moment the flagged data (the points near the origin are
data with symbols omitted for clarity) the fit is linear and the y-intercept is near zero, ai$ predicted by
themodel, with the ignition limit given by

T 14.2T + 2.29. (23)
14*2 eb/4

How changes in spArk energy, Sauter mean diameter, and fuel volatility (B, the transfer number) affect a
stable operating point are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the correlation in terms of Fmin versus 4 for one fuel (dashed lines are from Eq.
(23)) and explains the deviation of the flagged data ron the fit dn Fig. 8. All of these points are for
the lowest equivalence ratios, which tend to negate Eq,. (18). Thus the kinetic time for ignition must be
evaluated and included in a complete modl; this work is currently underway. In addition, prelimdnary
studies of data for flowing sprays with the conventional definition of Tst (dq/V), neglecting kinetics,
show similar agreement as in Fig. 8 (43). Of course, turbine combustor model evaluation is the eventual
goal.

(Ta too L-cn -.0Iat

1400 0 I-octane ( 100 I -ctano - 1 atm
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120 0.2 <P <1.0 101200 - --. " -.
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t
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heignition~ ofquiesdenti fuel spray's Figure 9. Minimm ignition energy of quiescent
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• fromBallal and Lefebvre (41)).

5 (3)an fo c~venioha cob6 cor (3, 4,S, 6,4). - Forthesecondtflane in Fig. 3 and for cohfigur-
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.iEq. (24) states that an increase inNO-forming eddy lifetime (r n) will increase NO emissions linearly.
The inverse dependence on rno reflects that increases in T =1 (rae 1), which decrease Tno, also increase

it is the formation of NO which must be quenched in gas turbine combustors, whereas 00 (and HG) is

limited by quenching of its oxidation reactions. Thus the functional dependence of ODE! is the inverse '0
i that for NOxEI (34):

COhI -,D Ar (25
Sco corsic (25)

I Here long eddy lifetimes and high temperatures decrease 00 (and HG) emissions.
If OD and HC concentrations are proportional to one another over the range of data to be correlated,

then it can be shown that (48)
100 - -l Dl 1 nlP , (2f)

c ~ st,co
where combustion efficiency nc is obtained from (49)

100- Mc(%) = {(GOEI)Q + C (27)
c co + HGEI)Qhc)/ 1 0Qfuel

The Q's are the lower heating values of the indicated species.

Finally, for cases where fuel penetration is important, no fuel independent correlation han yet been
achieved (48). Although this case may not be significant in gas turbine applications, it can represent
the situation in boilers utilizing residual oil or pulverized coal.

a. Liquid Fueled Turbulent Diffusion Flames with Negligible Fuel Penetration (Configuration C)

Emissions and Efficiency

Probing of the flame shown schematically at the top of Figure 3 (50) demonstrated that CO (and HG)
quench at the outer but leading edge of the shear layer, while NO forms on the centerline of the flame down-
stream of the recirculation zone. Consequently the eddy lifetimes were taken as

T sk,co = D/ann (28)

and

wrT stno "DIV =(29)

where

V 1 V l + T /r.n (30)

As before, the kinetic tinmes were determined from inlet temperature variatiuns, and slightly different def-
initions from those of Table 1 were used in this early work (34). Here T is the burned gas temperature at
the overalleeqivalence ratio ta

For liquid C3H8 as fuel the NO and CO correlations are shown in Pig. 10 and 11, respectively; both
curves are linear a the model predicts. Note also the near zero y-intercepts and the good correlation co-~efficients. A similar combustion efficiency correlation for the mixing controlled case is shown in Fig, 12,

fdr"several additional fuels (48). In the latter case- is given in Table 1, where

n = 
9gTin + T(31)

The respective least squares fits are

NOEI 0.68rI,,noTno +0.36; (32)

,OEI 17.9TCo/-s,co + 3.4; (33)

100 - nO(%) '2x4rT/TSXC o - 1.69. (34)

For, negligible fue penetration these equations give emissf.'ons and efficiency in terms of inlet conditions,
flamehol1de geo6iietry, ,d fuel heating value. They bave been utilized to design the optinmal disc-in-,duct
burner config'iatibii6-whih e hib;it' miGiml-O emissions (34).

b. Li Flames with Negligible Fuel Penetration (Conventional Combus-

tors)' 1 iisidfis

Cohsiderable utilization, of the characteristic time model has occurred for gaseous emissions fxom con-
enti6nal dbiiut6r (6 i35,44,,5,647). The most reent iork (46), has dealt with the Pratt and Whitney

JT9D fid'shown that identical ¢orlations. can be obtained with the .cobustbrs analyzed previously, the
GT- 309 'vehicular and T-63helicbpter b ers.

For most cases d-oplet evapoiation-can be assumed rapid compared to the kinetics and air/fuel vapor
mixing (35,44); hence NOx and 0) emissions are expected to correlate with Eq. (24) and'(25). The defini-
tions of the kinetic a nd-nuxng'times. are given in Table 1, but the mixing times differ from those of Con-
figuration IC due to th'e more" compiicated ge6met-of the gas tudibie combustor (46). Here best correla-

tions. a-e obtained-with.

ncose) + (35)
.i 11o No,quench dcomrb



4.0 • -1 = -1
V 016; .99 (.) co co,quench + corb'

0 ,13; 8.89 V The quench ,lengths P represent distance016; 11.43 from the fuel injector to an air addition
.site, as in Eq. (16). Far'NO this 'is

#16: T11.e A 1 a usually associated wit], ,the secondary
p 1 tLholes, but for CO generally moves to up-

: . " 8 stream locations as engine power is re-
any air swirler (46). Reference velocity

V-ef is defined in terms of maximum com-
1.. - 0.68 . bustor cross-sectional area, and

r - 3.96; a- 0.2 V :1 = ( az/Ma) (T =i/Tin)Vref. (37)

Here m a is the fraction of total air0  L . flow estnated to pass through the primary10 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 s.0 zone (46).

, 'The NO correlation for all three com-
bustors is shown in Fig. 13; the least

Figure 10. NOxEI versus Tspno/Zno (propane fuel) squares fit is

NOxEI = 4.32Tsi,no/Tno + 0.46 (38)
Nozzle; DiC Ilsa (m)

V :16; 6.09 with correlation coefficient r = 0.98. For
1o0 0 3S; 8.89 0X), a surface area correction is required

T #M; 11.43 for the annular combustor, and brings the
A ,-'; 11.43 0 three correlations together with an approx-

160 ,3i; 11.43 CA 31. imate slope of thirti'-five (46).
It should be noted that the combustor

inlet conditions differ for these three en-
120 gines, and that geometries and injectors

0 vary izs well. In addition, with the excep-
0 tion of the T-63 0) emissions (35), the

I)ove correlations collapse fuel volatility
r, - 11. , 3.4 and viscosity variations from JP4 to DF2.

40 r
2 -o. o 13., Consequently, for the correlation of addi-

3. tional conventional combustors operating
Awith aviation specification fuels, the

_________________________ following expressions are reconinended (46):

0 1.0 2.0 5.0 ,0o s.o . 8. NOxEI = 4 .Ssg,no/Tno (g NO2/kg fuel); (39)

Figure 11. COEI versus Tco/Tsg,co (circular discs) COEI = 35r /s,c o (g 0)/kg fuel). (40)
C Lco

JeI A 011.43C 5OOSU Ilt$/@ 20 t Hamond (45) has verified the predictive
Jet A -4000 1143v" 500 S ."5 OKI 236P i 6O lOt1.3ID0, L5o .14/s Ias f0-0
! JP 4# = Ao xl234SP$60,,.,#.=31o ,:,=l,,*tQ. o 0 ability of the characteristic time model.S1C 3.8 oM 4340S 5o5X2 0 o58 4..5.30.% I5 t 0,,4%bS His results are shown in Fig. 14 and 15. For

* 9c. 4 50ST. 12 OTS00"1.1#.3 /1,15 i~ s 1. 3590geometry modifications A and B, NOx is pre-
+ 603,c, ,.'.100K,4o Pi8eoo*.Ol/?51.o b,,.t,,I.0 / dicted to within one standard deviation;

predictions for 00 are somewhat too high.
At idle both modifications suffered from blow-

1 out, which has subsequently been explained
using the model of Section 3 (39).

O S SMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

0 It remains to validate the models for
0: 0 lean blowoff, combustion efficiency and

~~: ao S O-. c 2.4~~hG
- 6, 08.. o 0 spark ignition for engines, as-has been

00" eaconplishedfor gaseous emissions. For
o8 efficiefic, penalties associated with alter-

H native fuels are of particular interest (48).
U -In addition, advanced gas turbine combustors

featuring staging and or premixing/prevapor-0 ,.0 Zo 3.o 4.0 0 0o izing are next for emissions modeling. It
is hoped that the characteristic time model

Figure 12. Combustion inefficiency correlation for mixing will continue to prove a useful interim de-
controlled disc stabilized flames. sign to,)l for combustor designers (45).

1_ .
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COMBUSTION MODELLING WITHIN GAS TURBINE ENGINES,
SOME APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS.
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ABSTRACT

A review is given of some of the more pertinent models postulated to describe the perfermance of gas
turbine combustors. Six different design/development stages are considered - (a) the initial sizing of
a combustor, (b) the initial development testing, (c) primary zone modelling, (d) secondary zone model-
ling, (e) dilution zone modelling, (f) changes due to the alteration of ambient conditions. The models
are assessed in scopel plausibility, experimentally, and in terms of time and economic justification.
For (a) it is suggested that a zero-dimensional model will suffice, as also for (b). Item (c) will
probably require a three-dimensional model; (d) and (e) will probably suffice with a one - or two-dimen-
sional model. For item (f) a zero-order model might well be satisfactory. If it can be produced with
sufficient accuracy, a single complex (probably three-dimensional) model could adequately describe all
items, (a) to (f). A short discussion deals with the need of future data, and the paper recommnends the
type of models which may be used currently, and those which are likely to be used in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION.

It is about thirty years since the potential of gas turbine manufacture began to make itself felt as
a major industry. Due to the high degree of technology, it immediately became obvious that the develop-
ment of new combustion systems would be expensive and time consuming, Hence a search began for an
understanding of the combustion processes so that modelling procedures could be instituted. Most of the
earlier,parameters involved some form or other of Mach number scaling, since this involved most of the
variables of importance to performance. Further, Mach number correlated with the pressure drop across
the combustor, which in turn, was a function of the engine efficiency. Droplet evaporation characteristics
were also explored, but it was generally conceded that the droplets had but little overall effect providing
that the size was small (about 80 to 100 microns). Later, parameters were introduced based upon global
reactions within 'perfectly stirred reactors'(PSR's). An aspect, appreciated, but still very imperfectly
understood, is the very complex mixing process between air, fuel and products of reaction. The demand
for a long life engine has emphasised the need to better the knowledge of the heat transfer processes
within the combustor and the-requirement for improved materials of construction.

As the years progressed, engineering 'know-how' enabled combustors to be made which operated with
high combustion intensities, and in recent years it has been recognised that the combustion processes
might limit the combustor size-at some conditions, whereas previously aerodynamics were always assumed to
be the limiting factor. Simultaneously with the progress in engineering, the chemistry of flames has
become better known, and many of. the individual.rea.tions which comprise the process of the combustion of
hydrocarbons have been investigated,and their rate constants determined with fair accuracy. Recently,
physicists have produced comprehensive mixing theories. Thus many of the individual bricks are now
available to produce a comprehensive model. It remains only to invent a technique to bind them together.
The cement exists in the form of large computers which are capable of solving the complex equations.

the net result is that,whereas twenty years ago-the engineer had to 'make do' with elementary and
limited correlations, today he -is faced with a multitude of models ranging from simple zero-order ones to
complex three-dimensional ones combining all-possible aspects of evaporation mixing and kinetic conside-
rations, both with and without simultaneous heat tuansfer.

From an engineering viewpoint, the justification ofa model is, to a large measure, based upon -
(a) Does it predict sufficlently accurately ?

u(b) How much time is needed to obtain a solution ?
(c) How easy is it to understand the result, and what are

the possible implications ?

Cd) What is the financial cost of the solution ?

Generally (a) and (d) are the most important, but some of the proposed models are now so complex that
the average~engineer has difficulty-in understanding-them, and very-rightly-he seeks an expert to act as
consultant. Unfortunately, -sometimes -the-consultant has a problem-in appreciating exactly what the
engineer requires from the model. The net result is a certain amount of confusion whereby the reputations
of bothiengineer and consultan(or the mddel) ,may suffer.

J Therefore, what is needed is an appreciation-of the types of model available and their possible appli-
4cation(s), the latter often depending upon the state of the development of the combustor. As an example-,

unless it was a perfect model, there would be little point to use a complex three-dimensional model for
the initial sizing-of.the.combustor, Such a-mddel would, however, be very appropriate to the specification
of the, primary,,zone-conditiois, and- their effects 'upon wall temperatures.

It is the intention of these notes to give some aid in this type of selection and to indicate, where
possible, the known accuracy of the model suggested and its limitations.



2. MODELS AVAILABLE.

There are so many models available that it is impossible to review all of them in a paper such as this.
The ones mentioned here are those of which the autor has had some personal experience and/or those which
have some measure of popularity. The models will be classified as 0 -, 1 -, 2 -,and 3 - dimensional, plus
a single model specifically aimed at furnaces but of possible application to gas turbine combustors.
The classification is not ideal, and some overlapping occurs, but it is convenient.

2.1 Zero - Dimensional Models.

This type of model treats the entire reaction zone as a single unit, and it is typified by the perfect-
ly stirred reactor (PSR) in which velocities, temperatures, heat flux densities and compositions are uni-
form throughout the zone. An approach to such an ideal system was made by Longwell et al [1] using their
well stirred reactor. This exhibited most of the characteristics described by Bragg (2], Avery et al 13]
and Vulis [4]. The derived rate equations are simple, but the accuracy depends upon the approach to
homogeneity. Therefore, they are not directly applicable to systems where the mixing processes are pre-
dominant. Essenhigh [5] and Swithenbank [6] have attempted to correct for unmixedness, and for a single
reactor their results are in fair accord with experimental measurement.

The original Longwell model purported to do no more than to describe blow-out phenomena, and to a
lesser degree, the fractional oxygen consumption efficiency of the equipment; The performance was related
to the equation (lean mixtures of air and iso-octane)

-E/R- f (I_,n-f
N _ 4, 76k eE/R2T [2 (l - (1 -€) ()

VP Rl Tn -0 5  c(4,76+(1,36-)]-n

The units for equations (1) and (2) are -

N mol/s E cal/mol R (O,082)Z.atm/(mol.k)

V C K R2 (l,987)cal/(mol.k)

P atm T K

Odgers et al [7 to 12) experimented with a spherical combustor in an attempt to relate its performance
to that of real combustors. In [7 to 9] the various practical aspects were examined over a wide range of
conditions. Later [10] these results, and those of other workers, were analysed and an equation was
obtained which described all the data.

N _ 1,29. 1010(m*+l)[5(1-yc)l [0-y]eC/T (2)

VPn 0,0822 y[5(m,+l)+ +yc]2  T2 .0 ,5

Using Eqn, (2) as a basis, the stability and combustion efficiency performance of a number of real
combustion chambers [11] was correlated (for weak mixtures in the primary zone) by -

I - 0,911 logy300 + 4,Oln - 1,097 + D' 3)i300
Equation (3) may be used to predict the performance of a combustor at any condition; the one curve is

unique for a wide range of air/fuel ratios, inlet temperatures and pressures. For a totally unknown
chamber, it is only necessary to obtain a value of the constant D' by experiment. This may not b, . in
the near future, since recent work at Laval University suggests that D' may be related to the combub. )r
pressure loss. Kretschmer et al [12]have shown that Eqn. (2) may be used to predict effects due to changes
in ambient conditions, including the prediction of NOx.

Using a somewhat similar theoretical basis, Greenhough and Lefebvre [13] derived a loading parameter
similar to that of Longwell, which they showed to be applicable to aircraft combustors. For a given
chamber, at a fixed air/fuel ratio, the efficiency and stability may be expressed by plotting the value

of 0 against the efficiency, where 0 is given by Eqn. (4). The disadvantage of the 0 parameter is that a
curve has to be made experimentally for each operating air/fuel ratio.

ADP1 7 5  T/b (4)

The units for equation (4) are -

A ivr m lb/s b(=300) K
D in T K

An important feature of the 0 curve is the plateau of high efficiencies at 16w loadings. Many workers
have used. a 'safe' value of this parameter (say q = l06) tosize anew combustor.1A major disadvantage of all the above models is their inability to predict the amounts of the illu-

tants (CO & HC). This has been overcome to some extent by the use of empirical curves which relate the
pollutant concentration to the efficiency, but the technique isaof limited application and not very
accurate.

For-a-system which is not limited by mixing, it~ought to be possible to predict pollutants if the
chemical kinetics are fully known. A large number of publications are available on this topic, and typical
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examples are given in [14 to 18). Generally the reaction is thought of as being a two-stage process,
the breakdown of the hydrocarbon being followed by the combustion of the resultant carbon monoxide.
The first reaction is fast compared with the second, and hence it is the kinetics of the CO burning
that limit the overall process and the amounts of pollutants produced. Reaction schemes have been
proposed ranging.from about 8 reactions to 40 or more. The number of reactions selected appears to be
a function of the size of computer available. Models of this type have been used to predict the perfor-~mance of PSR's with fair success, but only over a limited range of conditions. As an example, Hammond

and Mellor [19] applied such a schemL to a reactor burning a propane/air mixture. They could only obtain
viable solutions over the range 0 = 0,9 to 0 = 1,2, but witnin these limits theory and experiment agreed
quite well. Similar schemes have been used by others (See review [20]) but the models appear to be
limited in application and exhibit large errors when used to predict the performance of any of the other

systems.

2.2 One-Dimensional Models.

Although not so simple as the zero-divensional models, the one-dimensional models are still relat-
ively simple and the calculations are cheap to do. Heat flux and species may be predicted, but a know-
ledge of fluid flow and chemical heat release will then be required as input to the model. However, the
use of this concept enables one to depart from the PSR to one which is mixing limited, or reaction limited,
or both (well-stirred reactor, WSR).

Typical of a simple reaction scheme is that of Essenhigh [5] which is applied to the atalysis of an
adiabatic flame, using a PSR approach. The flume is divided into a series of cells, each of which is
regarded as a PSR fed by the preceeding cell and feeding the succeeding one. The analysis yields a pair
of algebraic equations, conveniently in finite difference form. The solution gives temperature or
concentration profiles as a function of distance or time, for the various input conditions. The theory
gives a rational solution to the problem, but to date it has not been thoroughtly tested against practical
measurements.

Contrary to the above, Hottel et al [21] assume that combustion occurs so rapidly that the gas tem-
perature at the burner end (of a furnace) is the adiabatic flame temperature. It is also assumed that
the net radiative flux in the gas flow direction is negligible compared with that normal to it. Thus it
is possible to predict the local flux density along the x-axis.

The module approach circumvents the requirement of a detailed analysis of the microstructure by
breaking the chamber into separate zones, each of which is assumed to behave in a predictable manner.
In the short term, this kind of prediction may yield a much more valuable correlation than any of the
techniques previously discussed. Also, by a judicious choice of zones, modules may be selected which
will represent, fairly accurately, a three-dimensional system.

Swithenbank [22] has attempted to model a turbojet combustor. The primary zone is represented by
three modules, a pair of WSR's coupled by a plug-flow reactor (PFR). The volumes are calculated from
jet entrainment theory, the total volume of the primary zone having been assessed previously by some
inependent method. The volumes of the various reactors are estimated on the assumption of uniform gas
density; the swirler and recirculation volumes are ratioed according to their mass flows; that of the
primary is considered to be symmetrical about the primary-orifices. The secondary zone has two modules,
a WSR followed by a PFR. The voltme of the WSR is obtained by the assumption that .t is symmetrical
about the secondary zone holes, with its upstream boundary abutting the primary zone. The dilution
stirred reactor is supposed symmetrical about the dilution holes, and of a volume which is ratioed in
proportion of its mass flow to that of the secondary zone, Between the secondary WSR and the dilution
WSR, the resultant volume is taken as being the secondary PFR. The plug flow module of the dilution zonei I is taken as that between the downstream end of the dilution WSR and the exit of the combustor. Thus, for
each module, the mass flow, volume and residence timehave been defined, and this may be used to predict
the composition leaving each module (providing there is a suftable reaction scheme). The output of one
module becomes the input of the next, although within the primary zone an iterative calculation must be
used since there is recirculation from one zone to another. Temperature traverses in a real combustor
were quite closely predicted using this model, but extensive testing has not been attempted.

So far, the models examined have assumed that the influence of fuel droplets is negligible. It is
obvious that a more complete analysis could be made if the fuel droplet size and distribution were in-
corporated together with evaporative effects' In this respect Mellor's proposal [23] is of some interest.
The 'modules' are characterised by residence times, each time serving a particular region defined within
the combustor. Mellor defines five such times - (i) the fuel drop lifetime, (ii) the eddy dissipation
time for the injected fluid (this represents small scale turbulent mixing near to the fuel injector in
the recirculation zone), (iii) the eddy dissipation time in the shear layer (this represents the large
scale turbulent mixing of fresh air and the recirculated burned gas), (iv) the fuel ignition and burningi time (representing the time for homogeneous combustion of the fuel),and  (v) the NO formation time. The

approach is very promising and could well yield very useful results, providing that the various residence
times can be defined with.sufficient precision so that they may be used over a wide range of conditions
and geometries. To date,.not a grat deal of anlysis has bee'n experimentally investigated, but that which
has is.apparently in fair agreem'ent with the predictions. NOx-and CO. exhaust-plane emissions have general-
ly correlated well with their-respective time functions, except whenjfuel atomisation was poor. The
results also confir ithe theory t ehogeneous combustion time and the ignition delay times are
much shorter than either the droplet evaporationtimes or. the mixing times.

One dimensional models have proved-to be popular for theiprediction of NOx, largely due to the way
that the rai of f6rmation'dep endr so.ilargely upontemperature. Ad an example Heywood et al [24] took
the secondary zone ofa c6mbustor and treated it as a one-dimensional model with instantaneous mixing of
the secondary air. Calculated vaiues of W~x were about the same'value as those from aircraft engines.
Hung [25 & 26] suggests a diffision limited model that predicts NOx within gas turbine combustors,

'1 including the use of nitrogen-containing fuels and the effects of water injection etc. The primary



zone is assumed to have a flow pattern similar to that described by Clarke [27], such that the three
dimensional effect can be accounted for by the use of a quasi-one-dimensional model. For the swirler,
the core radius of the reverse flow is determined in order to provide a boundary for the recirculation
zone. Kollack and Aceto [28] studied the effects of recirculation in a combustor using a computer pro-

gramme which simultaneously solved the chemical kinetic, thermodynamic,and gas dynamic equations for a
premixed one-dimensional recirculation system. The effect of hot gas recirculation was to form NOx at
an earlier stage but to about the same maximum as the unr.:circulated case. Cold gas could reduce the
NOx~by an order of magnitude.

2.3 Two-Dimensional Models.

These models predict with x-y coordinates and are suitable for systems (such as a gas-turbine com-
bustor) where axi-symmetric flows prevail. The problem,is simplified if the flow is uni-directional and
without recirculation, such as a simple, confined turbulent diffusion flame. The Patanker-Spalding
technique has been used to solve this problem [29;. The problem appears simple, but the flows are still
very complex,and an adequate digital computer is required. Adequate modelling of the following features
is required - (i) turbulence, (ii) reaction rate, (iii) radiation chemical kinetics (sometimes) and (iv),
possible two-phase effects. The Genmix Computer Code is available to solve the problem, by which six
simultaneous differential equations are solved for velocity, turbulence energy, turbulence scale,
stagnation enthalpy, fuel concentration, and concentration fluctuations. Unfortunately, aircraft combus-
tors exhibit recirculation, and this means that iterative procedures must be used instead of marching
integration. For a relatively simple axi-symmetric furnace, computations of this kind have shown good
qualitative agreement with the experimentally determined features. A more complicated procedure is
available for a system having pre-vapcurised fuel injected with swirling air into a film-co6led combustor
(30]. The models employed for this scheme utilised turbulence, concentration fluctuations, radiation, a
simple combustion kinetic scheme, and NOx kinetics. The computer code used was EASI (steady state model),
and qualitative agreement was obtained with the experimental data. The difference was attributed in part
to the fact that the combustor was only partially axi-symmetric. PLatt [31 & 32] has published a computer
programme for the calculation of steady-flow, homogeneous reaction kinetics. It is implied that this
would improve the Spalding-Gosman predictions withrespect to chemical kinetics. Recently, Spalding et
al [33] have published predictions of the hydrodynamic and thermodynamic properties of flow relevant to
a jet-engine after-burner. The flow was two-dimensional, axi-symmetric, unsteady, compressible, and
chemically reacting. A fuel spray analysis was included. It is claimed that the numerical solution
procedure gave a useful tool for investigating the 'buzz' in the engine after-burner.

2.4 Three-Dimensional Models.

These should be the 'all-can-do' models which,if sufficiently accurate,should yield perfect pre-
dictions throughout the combustor. Currently, the known models predict species, concentrations, tem-
peratures and velocities at any point within the combustor. It is possible to include the prediction of
flame radiation and wall temperatures (with and without film cooling) at the price of a more complicated

i programme. The major problems preventing the general introduction of these models are -

(I) Assumptions involving flow and turbulence predictions may not be correct,

(ii) reaction kinetics may not be correct,
(iii) factors governing carbon formation are not known, and this effects the accuracy of

flame radiation predictions,
(iv) for accurate predictioni a large number of points is required (i.e. fine mesh). This

increases the computer time and cost,
(v) a specialist engineer/pr6grammer is needed or else the work must be given to a consultant,
(vi) a large computer must be available.

From this it might seem that the chance of a satisfatcory three-dimensional programme would be remote.
However, considerable progress has been made and several models exist which demonstrate the correct trends
of conditions within the combustor. Perhaps the most comprehensive is that of Spalding [34]. This uses
a finite difference computational procedure to predict quantitatively the local flow, heat transfer and
combustion processes inside a three-dimensional can combustor,where the flow is swirling and recircu-
lating. A gaseous fuel system was employed. The process required the numerical solution of twelve
simultaneous differential equations in finite difference form. It is claimed that the system will com-
pute economically and thereby substahtially reduce the experimental portion of the development time.
Although the results given were not verified experimentally, it was noted that the physical models used
had all been shown to be valid' in simpler two - and three - dimensional situations and that the procedure
now seemed to be ready to be employedwithin industry.

2.5 Miscellaneous Models.

Several models exist which do not readily fall into any of the above categories. Of the ones
examined, only oneseemed tobe of significance. This' modelwaq developed specifically for furnaces,
but the results are so in'ereitiag that it would seemlogical to tdst the method against the performance
of a gas turbine. The model is that of Magnusse, et al [37], and it relates the rate of combustion to
the rate of eddy dissipation of turbulent eddies. The rate of reaction is expressed by the mean corscen-
tration-of a~reacting specie, the turbulent kinetic energy and the rate Of dissipation of the turbutlent
kinetic energy. Ii differs frdm'bther models ii that it does not call for prediction of fluctuations of
reacting species,and, additionally, it is applicable to both premixed and diffusion flames. A veryIi interesting feature is that the model can be used to predict soot formation and combustion in turbulent
flames. The theory wAs t~sted'by-computlni the behaviour-of seven flames-represnting turbulent diffusion
flames; premiked turbulent enclosed- flamee combined premiked/diffusion flames, and turbulent diffusion
sooting-flames. In-all caseb close coirelation 'was obitaied be tween prediction and experiment.

k~i
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2.6 Wall Cooling.

Most combustion models do not take wall cooling into account and those that do regard it as an

additional complication to an already complex model. Thus, only the two- and three-dimensional models
of Spalding and co-workers attempt to make these predictions in conjunction with the combustor model.
More generally, the combustor predictions are used to estimate the local gas conditions, and these are
then utilised with a separate film cooling correlation. A number of wall temperature prediction techniques
exist, [38 to 40] for example, which give reasonably satisfactory predictions. Basically, all of them use
the same equations, modified according to the whims of the user, and there seems little to chose in the
accuracy of predictions. These latter range from ± 20 to t 40K, depending upon conditions. The simple
models appear to give about the same precision as the complex ones,

3. WHICH MODEL ? AND WHEN ?

One of the major problems,confronting anyone trying to assess the accuracy of a model, is that most
authors justify their parameter solely against their own experimental work. Also, because of publication
difficulties, the data are not usually given in sufficient detail to enable them to be used to check the
parameters of other workers. Add to this that certain computer programmes are limited by propriety rights,

and the difficulties of comparing one model with another become obvious. To complicate the matter
further, the economics of the calculation aresometimes a restricting factor, as is also the specialised
knowledge required to solve some of the more complex programmes. It is not, therefore, surprising that
the following assessment must have reservations, and that no clear-cut picture will emerge.

The only models which have been tested at all comprehensively are the simple empirical and semi-
empirical ones. An attempt will be made to indicate their accuracy, so that the proposers of future
complex models will have at least a target which they must surpass. This is not to denigrate the complex
models from a scientific viewpoint, but the engineer must keep constantly in mind that his product must
be economic; for the same accuracy, a cheap model is 'better' than a complex expensive one.

3.1 Initial Sizing of the Combustor.

A combustor has been selected which was developed to meet Condition 1, Table I, as its design point.
To indicate what happens if a number of design conditions have to be met (instead of one), three new
'design .onditions have been added.

TABLE I.

Cond. ma T2  P 2 tP/P ve mf pz

kg/s K 105 Pa kg/s

1* 4,67 476 4,05 0,05 0,056 0,0778 1,0
2 10,06 641 10,13 0,05 0,056 , 0,1677 1,0
3 17,97 803 20,26 -0,05 0,056 0,2295 1,0
4 0,74 300 1,01 0,0125 0,028 0,0082 0,67

* Original design point.

Five different (all simple)-correlation parameters have been selected to~determine the size, based
upon either aerodynamic or combustion performance characteristics. The relationships are well known,
but they have been rearranged in SI'units.

(I) Mach NumberL'Relationship. [35]

m rT
ma 14,3 A P (5)

(ii) Pressure Loss Relationship. (36]

A - 5 9 ,a- P -- (6)

(iii) Bragg's Relationship. [41]

A =0,01621 - 05(7)1

(iv) ThetatParameter. [13] (=99%)
Ab=1,88,10 e T/b(8

(v) Odgers-Carrier. Parameter. [11] (=99%),

d 3745 0,411 0,333
3745,(300/T) (mf (9)

This latter parameter is specific to 0 = 1,0 in the primary zone. For any other value of 0, Eqn. (3)

must be used.
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It is important to realise that at least two of the above parameters must be used (one aerodynamic
and one combustion). In the Laval Laboratories all five are employed. The results given by the above
equations, for the conditions of Table I, are given in, Table II. It is interesting that both Eqns. (8 &
9) predict the need for-.a larger chamber to meet the combustion efficiency of 99% implicit in the values
selected for these-equations. In fact, if the final real chamber dimensions are inserted into the orig-
inal version of Eqn. (9) (i~e. Eqn. 3), then for- condition 4, the predicted efficiency of 93% is in fair
accord with the measured value of 91%. The results of Table II clearly demonstrate the need tc consider
all the running points as design points.- The days of designing to tacat a single 'critical' condition
are past. The demand of very high combustion efficiencies at idling ronditions (to meet environmental
requirements) requires a very critical look at the initial sizing prozedure.

TABLE II

Cond. Eqn. 5* 6 7 8 9
No. No.

Value

1 A mn2  0,0642 0,0662 0,0308 0,0843 0,0713
D m 0,286 0,290 0,198 0,328 0,301
d M 0,228 0,232 0,139 0,262 0,241

A m 0,0642 0,0662 0,0308 0,0483 0,0274
D m 0,286 0,290 0,198 0,206 0,187
d m 0,228 0,232 0,139 0,165 0,150

3 A m2  0,0642 0,0662 0,0308 0,0153 0,0274
D m 0,286 0,290 0,198 0,140 0,130
d m 0,228 0,232 0,139 0,112 0,104

A m 0,0642 0,0662 N/A 0,0943 0,172#
D m 0,286 0,290 0,347 0,468#
d m 0,227 0,232 0,277 0,374#

* This is the actual size of the combusetor which was based upon a casing Mach number-0,056.

# 'Idling' conditions based upon Eqn. (3).

3.2 Initial Combustor Development.

It does not come within the province of this paper to discuss flow visualisation experiments and
their value to the engineer, -but itis assumed that these studies will have been carried out and that

S-the results would, have indicated that (a)-the flowpattern was-satisfactory, (b).the film cooling jets
f appear satisfactory, (c) jet penetration& into the various zones are satisfactory,and (d) the primary

and recirculation zone volumes are well defined. the combustor pressure loss will also have been measured
and found satisfactory.

Following this, atmospheric testing will be done to verify the.combustor performance at ground level
and to forecast its.performance-at other conditions. The ideal model would-predict ignitability, combus-
tion efficiency, exhaust traverse quality, type and quantity of pollutants, and blow-out characteristics.
An indication that the flame-tube wall temperatures are satisfactory would also be useful. All this
could be done with a satisfactory three-dimensional model, but at present no~proven one exists which is
both accurate and cheap. How accurate must it be? Obviously combustion efficiencies must eventually
predict to better than 1%; the other topics are less critical providing that the operating characteristics
are superior to those demanded. They should at least be-better than the simple models cited below.

Equation (3) may be used to predict combustion efficienciesat all conditions providing that the
constant D' has been first established. Theoretically only a single efficiency determination is neededto establish D'. In practice the mean of four determinations provides a much more reliable figure. At

least two measurements should be made of efficiences in excess of 99%, and at least one of the order of
90%. The efficiencies need to be accurate and demand the use-ofgasanalysis; pyroptilid Leshniques are
simply not accurate enough.

For the following example, a combustor was run at atfiospheric pressure but at four different condi-
tions. The value of-D' was'assessed at 0,336. The combustor ias then run oyera~wide range of conditions
(A/F 216 to 34, P2 0,34 to 7,66 atm, T- 243 to 545Kj. Thepredicied and measured efficiencies are
indicated in Fig. (1). It is'obvious hat the gan analysis res"u1ts agree with the predictions better
than do the pyrometric Values. Earlier analysis[11] indicato that the latter could have errors of t5%.
More recent work suggests that Eqn. (3) will predict within, Z 2% at low efficiencies (say 80 to 90%) and
better than 1% at high efficiencies (say'99%). Eqn. (3)mo aleo b used to indicate the blow-out curve
for a combustor. For a PSR flame extinction seems to-oc-:' at a relativqly constant flame temperature,
of the order-of 1500K. In a real combustor due. to mi)i'igac' droplet evaporation, the temperature is
somewhat lower. Equation (3) has a very steep fall ofttoward n 0, at an efficiency of 60%. This
value of n may- be inserted into Eqn. (3) And asiumdd m-give blow-out loadings.



0, Figure 2 compares'the predictions with experimental
results. As a 'general indication the prediction is

- - - - satisfactory, but there is considerable room for
improvement. To the best knowledge of the author,

S:no prediction technique exists which will predict

0 AT ignition limits. Of course, if the system was per-
0,1 - * fect, the ignition and stability limits would coin-

TV ~ cide. For the particular can used here, a rough
approximatiop to the ignition limits was achieved

Aq) *. by putting n = 90% in Eqn. (3). This could well be
0 •circumstantial.

A k •An alternative to the use of Eqn. (3) is to
A. use the 0 correlation (Eqn. 4). This, however,

:A 0.0 •requires more experiments, since three or four points

* S * 0 . are required to establish each curve for a single

A I0 operat4ng air/fuel ratio. Typical results, for the
S- - same chamber as above, are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

-01 * The A/F - 60/1 points show mi.ch less scatter than
those for A/F = 100/1. This might be indicative of

-the need to assume a variable reaction order, as
per Eqn. (3). As before, the fall-off in efficiency
may be used to predict blow-out. The accuracy of
prediction is about the same as that given by Eqn.3.

0,7 0,8 0,9 1
gmeasured Both of the above techniques predict efficiency

at the exhaust. If pollutants are required, either
an alternative parameter must be sought, or some

4. Points used to define D'. estimate may be made by assuming that the ratio of
E Efficiencies determined by gas analysis. CO to HC varies in the same way as the measured

Efficiencies determined by pyrometry. values used to define the correlation equation. If
Athe combustion efficiency is in excess of 99,5%,n ffi n measured -n predicted, the exercise becomes academic. For the prediction

SFig. 1. Prediction of Combustion Efficiencies of NOx, the curve of Kretschmer [12] may be used,
F or that of Lipfert [42] or most other simple corre-

Using Equation (3). lations.

3 1
Eqn. (,.0,6) An indication as to the film cooling may be

*• Experiment obtained from the following equation (empirical)
developed at Laval University.

- %Flm Cooling - 0,1 Ti - 30 (t10%) (10)

. IT T*e : An equation which predicts (very approximately)
z * : \O.4 the traverse quality is -

Q © (73,85 - 138,5 AP/P) - 27L/d (11)

max mean (lla)
Q Mean TempRise

Both Eqns. (10 & 11) are relevant to convention-
1 i"_ _ al combustors with conventional fuel systems. There

are indications that neither apply (for instance)
00 2 to air-blast fuel injection systems. The accuracy

mfIVP" .bIs ft3atmn of prediction for both equations is not srtisfactory,
fI and better correlations should be sought. They are

Fig. 2. Prediction of Blow-out Using Eqn. (3) only a guide, and should be accepted as such.

1

0.8 01.8.
0,70

7/•
0,_6I 4 1 0,6 ?,1F 0 1

A0

A/F , 1 0,5 .....
-,/* AF 100/1

2Xt0 4  106 21004  e0s O 106

Fig. 3 Prediction of Efficiency,Theta Parameter. Fig.4 Prediction of Efficiency,Theta Parameter.I ,AI



It is bbvious that there is room for improvement for all the above techniques. They are given here
(a) because they are 'better than nothing', and (b) they give-an idea of the accuracy which must be
bettered by any replacement correlations. Assuming that the combustor design has proved to be satisfact-
ory at this stage, the next phase is to examine the performance of the individual zones of the combustor.

3.3 Primary Zone Model.

'Any model for use in- the primary zone should predict one or more of the following -

(i) flame temperature distribution.
(ii) flame emissivity.
(iii) local air/fuel and composition.
(iv) local gas velocities.
(v) combustor wall temperatures.
(Vi) flame stability.
(vii) carbon formation and consumption.

There are no simple models which will predict accurately within this zone. Crude, empirical models
exist which give some idea of the mean gas temperature and emissivity, hot gas velocity and cooling jet
velocity. Thus, an appraisal of the wall temperature can be made which, strangely enough,. is often suf-
ficiently accurate for engineering purposes. Again, these predictions, and the observed accuracy, re-
present a target for the more refined techniques.

For the sole purpose of wall temperature prediction, the following empirical equations have been
developed at Laval University. They relate to the various mean hot gas temperatures.

Tr T, T - (12)
a0

r= 0,56 + 0,44 tanh [1,5475 x 10 -3(T + 1081nPa - 1863)] (12a)

T - T + 0,5n (AT - 1,0 + AT) (13)
pz a pz pz

- 0,71 + 0,29 tanh (1,5475 x 10-T3 + 108ZnP - 1363)] (13a)

Toutpz = Ta + lpz ATpz (14)

The high values ascribed to these equations are excused by the importance of flame radiation in the
zone. Based upon the experimental information available it is estimated that the flame temperatures
predicted in this way have the following accuracy -

+ lOOK at conditions of low efficiency
+ 50K at conditions of high efficiency

The heat transfer equations used to calculate the wall temperature are due to tefebvre et al [13]-

-e1,5 [T2,5  _2 , 5 .
R1 w eg T g (15)

I J'I A0 8 dO c wRI 0, [ T Y (17)C2 0,8

C 0,02L m l - T] (18)

K 04 - 4 (19)

12 N2 C

.I ¢ RZ + C 1 
= R2  +C2 =K

I
2  (20)

The emissivity equation is also that of Lefebvre -

eg = 1 - exp. [..0,286p Lu(f 1)0 ;5. T;1 ' 5 ] (2]:)

However, the luminosity equation~has been d -rvd nti lbd~try, based upon the data given in

The ifilm cooling Kxrsin~sta ifOgr n hie [46]8)'

- ('F=.A 0,8 0,
C -2 ; 0,02' Tg 08 n, IT- TC a f (18)c



Using the above equations and the appropriate film cooling correlation (depenain,; upon the geometry
of the film cooling device), the wall temperatures may be predicted in the primary zone with an accuracy
of not less than + 50K. A typical result is given in Fig. 5. The above accuracy cannot be guaranteed
for aik-blast or similar systems.

In order to provide the necessary detail, the
14 complexity of the primary zone demands a two - or

Experimental a three-dimensional model. Those of Spalding and

2 'Scatter Co. are of considerable interest, as also that of
S10[37]. It seems very doubtful that any of the modular

techniques would give the required structural detail.
It would be of considerable interest to compare some
of these models and their corresponding predictions.Ma It should now be possible to provide the experimen-
tal data required to fully test such techniques.

12 Gas analysis methods now exist which will provide
the required composition data, and the Pulse Thermo-
couple developed by Kretschmer has been shown to be

&Predictions an accurate and fast way of evaluating the tempera-
_ _ _ture distribution [47]. A typical set of traverse

10 20. 30 40 data through an aircraft combustor is shown in Fig.6.
2 bar The values were obtainedrby sampling through the air
2admission holes; sampies between holes show a some-

what different pattern. The temperatures measured
7ig. 5 Wall Temperature Predictions. agree closely whith those given by detailed gas

analyses, although the latter show the fuel efficien-
21' cy to~be quite low. Indications are that the fuel

0-!-0 PZ efficiency in the primary zone is of the ordcr of
c *em SZ 50%. These results support the assumption that

T ii- DZ hydrocarbons are the result of mixing inefficiency
X10-2  Iand the remaining species are kinetic limited. It

K has been shown[48]that even complety premixed air
and fuel yield considerable amounts of hydrocarbons

.I k , would cause considerable difficulty to the 'mixing

15*', | 1 limited' enthusiasts.

15: ! ' 1 3.4 Secondary Zone Model.

bly forecast This is the region where the combustion is sensi-
C bly completed and the model should forecast-

9* 3 Cli M~ i gas temperature distribution
0Ii ii) local A/F and species distribution
. 1(ii) gas velocity distribution
. V I(iv) wall temperature distribution.

0 A The flows in this zone are still complex, and it
* is suggested that the same models be used in this

region as for the primary zone. A few gas analysis
measurements suggest that Eqn. (3) will reasonably

Spredict the efficiency at the exit of this zone.
3] 9, Other than this', the only model used extensively is

3 one to predict wall temperatures. This is identical
0 r in procedure to that outlined in Para. 3.3, except

that the mean gas temperatures are estimated (at

Fig. 6 Zoae Temperatures in an Aircraft Combustor. Laval) by the following empirical equations.

sz pz (24)

T=Tout+nA,
T°Utsz T2 + AT- z (25)

Tmean - Tin + Tout

2 (26)

The simple model predicts wall temperatures with an accuracy of + 30K.

3.5 Dilution Zone Model.

For the simple-model to predict the wall temperatures, the ptocedure is as before but with gas tem-
peratures given by -

Tin, =ToutTnzfi°Usz (27)
Toutd f T2 + n Al

dz 2  dz (28)

Tmeandz = Tin + Tout
T c c a -(29)

, '!: . The accuracy is again 30K.



Obviously the complex model used to predict conditions in the primary and secondary zones could

also be used for this zone. However, if it can be definetely established that combustion is sensibly

completed within the secondary zone, then the possibility of a much simpler model is obvious.

3.6 Changes in Ambient Conditions.

If it can be avoided, there seems to be little point in using a complex model for this purpose.

The problem is simplyfied to some extent by the fact that the performance of the combustor is already

known at some 'near' condition. Hence, it is usually possible to utilise sometype of 'scaling factor'
Kretschmer [12] suggests several such. An example of the predicted and measured changes in efficiency,
due to increased inlet temperature, is given in Fig. 7. The agreement is satisfactory, but the method
gives no indication of the contribution of the individual pollutants. These have to be assessed from
a prior knowledge of the combustor characteristics at other conditions.

Kretschmer's techniques will also predict NOx
0 ,changes fairly accurately. Marzeski et al (49]
I /specifically examine the effects of ambient changes

0,97 upon emissions at idling conditions. They give for-
;! / mulae for changes in HC and NOx, but report a failure

0,969 when attempting the prediction of CO. There seems
to be a possibility of using this work in conjunction

0,968- - with that of [12] in order to obtain a full range of
predictions at all conditions.

0,961 - 3.7 Prediction of Oxides of Nitrogen.

0,966 NOx has assumed such a significance in the field
of pollution that it seems reasonable to consider mo-

0, ____I ,____I__ I __L___ ,1, dels specific to its prediction. The published lite-

300 305 310 K 315 rature is so enormous that a full review here is not
Ambient Temperature possible. Comment will be reserved to those papers

which, in the author's opinion, have widespread appli-
cation. For approximate estimates, the correlations

Fig.7 Effects of Ambient Temperature upon of Kretschmer [12] and Lippferv [50] are adequate.
Combustion Efficiency. The model of Hung [25 & 26] is more sophisticated

and is claimed to predict accurately the effects of
(a) combustor conditions (b) steam and water injection (c) the presence of nitrogen in the fuels (d)
ambient changes and (e) changes in combustor geomotry. The claims are supported by experimental evidence,
and the technique is worthy of further consideration.

4. DISCUSSION

It must be concluded that there is no model available which will satisfactorily take into account
all the variables which occur in the operation of gas turbine combustors and predict the performance with
sufficient accuracy. A number of models exist of limited tpplication, and othersome encourage further
investigation since they have the prospect of more general usage, Whilst work to date has shed light on
the general understanding of the combustion processes, the situation is that there is still no model
cap'ble of catering for the predictive requirements of real combustors.

A major reason for this is the absence of accurate experimental data within the combustors which
would enable any theory to be comprehensively tested. What is required (say) is meaaured data from five
combustors operated over a range of conditions. For each combustor there would be a 'map' of the primary,
secondary and dilution zones giving detailed distributions of (a) temperature (b) species (c) gas emissi-
vity (d) velocities (e) fuel droplet sizes and placement (f) carbon measurements and (g) wall temperature
measurements. The chambers should be selected so as to include geometry variations, conventional fuel
injection, air-blast injection, pre-vapourised fuel and premixed fuel/air.

i It is realised that this would be an expensive project, but the end-result would be to possess a
set of data sufficient to test any proposed theory. The desire for an adequate model is now so strong

that it ought to be possible to set up a national, or even an international, committee to standardise
the techniques of measurement, obtain the necessary funds and to place the work in approved laboratories.
If the results led to a satisfactory 'universal' modeli the sayings in development time would more than
amply repay the cost of the work, as well a's assisting in the understanding of the complex phenomema of
combustion within a real system. It is further believed that any model developed for the gas turbine
combustce could have widespread application to other continuous flow combustion systems such as furnaces
and domestic heating equipment.

NOMENCLATURE

2
A Outer casing reference area m
a Flame tube reference area m
b Constant depending upon A/F (see 13)

=E/R K

' D Outer casing reference diameter m
D' Constant
d Flame tube reference diameter m
E Activation energy J/mol
e Emissivity
f Reaction order for fuel
f Fuel/air ratio (by mass) Eqfi. (21)
K Constant



NOMENCLATURE (Cont'd)

k Any constant
L Length of dilution zone m

Lu Flame luminosity
Ma Mach number
m mass flow mol/s

m* Ratio mols inerts/mols oxygen
N Mass flow molls

n Ovterall reaction order
O/F Oxygen/fuel ratio (mass or volume)
P Pressure Pa (atm)
Q Traverse quality
q Velocity head Pa
R Gas constant -Jimql 4 K)
S Radiation constant (5,667 x 10 8 ) WAmK )

s Slot thickness m
T Temperature T
V Volume m (1)
x Distance from film cooling slot m
AP Pressure drop Pa
AT Theoretical temperature rise K

C Fractional oxygen consumption efficiency
e Parameter, see:Eqn. (4)
X Gas conductivity WAm.K)

Gas viscosity kg/sm Pj.s
y Fuel loading, see Eqn. (3), Ref. 11 kg/ (s.m Pan)
r Combustion efficiency
I Parameter = log log (1/n)

a Engine Compression Ratio SUFFIXES

a inlet air (or amount of air in outer casing at any point.
c film cooling
dz dilution zone
f fuel
g hot gas or flame gas
i at inlet conditions
m mass
pz primary zone
r recirculation zone
ref reference point
sz secondary zone
v volume
w wall
I refered to within combustor
2 refered to outer casing
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DISCUSSION

W.Krockow, Ge
As you referred to my paper, comparing your temperature distribution with the presented AFR distribution in my
paper, I must point out, that this comparison is invalid because I made a statistical distribution while you presented
a local distribution. You can do a comparison if you plot the mass fraction of equal temperature containing areas
above temperature.

Author's Reply
I thank Dr Krockow fnr his correction and will examine our data in the light of his remark. My point was that it
seems unlikely that all flame tube geometries could be represented by the same distribution.

D.C.Dryburgh, UK
I should like to comment on Prof. (Cdgers talk and say a word in defence of large models.

(1) We are having to consider much more complex flame tubes and we never know with models whether the
correlations are still valid.

(2) I agree with Prof. Odgers that it is probably unlikely that any single model will do everything.

(3) Models have an important role in giving improved understanding of what is going on in the flame tube. We have
used a 3-D model to look on the complex 3D flow near a swirl injector in an annular flame tube and the flow is
very complex and impossible to gvess. The details are needed by the combustion engineer developing the
flame tube. Having got to this stage it is worth while extending the model to calculate the chemistry and the
efficiency.

Author's Reply
With regard to the first point, I agree that it is unwise to use simple models outside the range of conditions for which
they were established but my experience with several larger models is that they appear even more sensitive to extra-
polation.

The third item is well put. I had hoped that during my presentation that I had expressed that the complex model
does indeed describe phenomena which is beyond the scop& of the simple model. However, this does not alter my
belief that, currently, the simple model offers more to the design engineer and will do so for some time to come.

D.T.Pratt, US
Remember those 2 famous words:

(1) Enrico Fermi (on the 20th anniversary of quantum mechanics): "We are still confused, but on a higher level".

(2) Another quote: "Garbage in, Garbage out" holds as well for slide rules as for computers!

Author's Reply
It is difficult to make a response to these quotationb except to say that I could not help but agree with them as
statements.

' tComment by D.T.Prtt, US
,n context (p.25-4, § 2.3), Reference 31 and 32 should be:

31. Pratt, D.T. Calculation of Chemically Reacti, .I Flows with Complex Chemistry, in Studies in
Convection, Vol,2, B.E.Launder, Ed., Academic Press, 1977.

32. Pratt, D.T. CREK-A Computer Program fir Calculation of Combustion Reaction Equilibrium
Worneck, J.J. and Kinetics in Laminar or Turbulent Flows - Washington State University Report

WSU-ME-TEL,76-1, 1976.

S.Wittig, Ge
"Accuracy" as defined seems not always to have highest priority in this phase of modelling. Even in the relatively

, simple case (see 3.5) of the dilution zone, simple correlations will be insufficient in really understanding the effects
of various praneters. The need for more advanced detailed models in aiding the designer seems to be clearly
-established.

Autior's Reply
As I said in my presentation, the accuracy of the simple models is not yet sufficient,-but it seems to be often better

than the complex m odels. Phenonenologically, the latter produce a better description but it is my impression that
in the immediate future tile combustion engineer will have to rely oi, empirical or semi-empirical models. I do not
see the complex models being available (with sufficient quantitative accuiacy) within the next five to ten years.



ETUE DE L' AERODYNAAM1QUE V' NE CHAMBRE DE COMBUSTION

EN VUE V'UNE MODELISATION SEMI-EMPIRIQUE"

par Patrick REBRARD et Philippe MAGRE

Office National d'Etudcs et de Recheiches MrospatiaZesH92320 - Ch~tillon-SOUS-Bagneux (FRANCE)

La prdvisi.on des performances de la combustion et de la formation des espaces polluantes
dans lea foyers de turbomachine, nficessite une m~thode de calcul qui tienne compte de tous lea ph6-
nomanes qui se produisent dana les diff~rentes parties du foyer.

Parmi ceux-ci les effets de l'a~rodynamique des gaz, souvent les plus m~connus, sont n~cesnaires
pour 6tayer les m~thodes de moddlisation des chambres de combustion par une combinaison de foyers 616-

fmentaires. Il fautpouvoir dficrire l'organisation de ceux-ci ; c'est-A-dire :emplacement, nature, vo-
lume, repartition des debits, connection entre chacun d'eux. Ct'F ?ourquoi des expdriences ont 6t con-
duites~simultan~ment dans des maquettes de chambre de combustion fonctionnant A chaud et a froid. Ces

experiences ont pour but de
k, - caract~riser l'afirodynamique de la chambre de combustion

(visualisations en tunnel hydrodynamique et mesures de vitisse Sur modA-le adrodynamique)

suv epriue tne yr'aiumesurer les temps de s~jour dans le tube a flarxme par thermodilution (airodynamique) et parI

determiner l'efficacitd de combustion et la production des esp~ces polluantes en fonction
du rfigime.I

L'utilisation de ces risultats pour 1'61aboration du modale monodimensionnel par foyers 616-
mentaires permet de calculer la fonction de distribution des temps de s~jour en sortie des rdacteurs
6idmentaires et en particulier de la zone primaire. Les performancEs globales du foyer sont 6galementI
prddites. L'accord entre lea r~sultats des calculs et des experiences avec at sans combustion est Sa-
tisfaisant vu la simplicitfi des hypothEses de depart.

WITH A VIEW TO ITS SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODELLING

The prediction of combustion rerformance and of polluting species formation in turbomachineF
combustors requires a calculation method that takes intD account all phenomena taking place in various
parts of the combustion chamber.

Among these, aerodynamic effects, often very-poorly known, must be introduced to justify model-
ling methods based on a combination of elementary combustors ; these methods rest on a correct des-
cription of their features and their relationships :location, nature, volume, flowrate distribution,j connexions.

f To this end, experiments were carried out on a combustor model, both without and with combustion,
with aview to

-characterize the combustor aerodynamics, by visualizations in the water tunnel and velocity

-measure residence times in a flame tube by thermodilution (aerodynamics) and particle dyna-
mics (water ttlnnel),

-determine the combustion efficiency and the-polluting species-production for each regime.

Using these results for the development of a one-dimensional model of elementary combustors
makes itpossible to calculate the distribution function of residence time in all elementary reactors,
especially in the primary zone. The overall performance of the combustor can also be predicted. The
agreement between calculated and experimental results is satisfactory if we considpr the simplicity

of the assumptions on 4hich the model is based.



NOTATIONS

Cp Chaleur massique A pression constante

CO~),4(tPoncentration en fonction du temps d'un tra-
ceur A l'entr~i ou A la sortie du foyer.

6 (k) Fonction distribution des temps de s~j our

r~)Fonction riDartition des tenins die Ojour

M. dit de kfirosbne dans le foyer 6l6mentaire
n*

t Ay Quantit6 de mouvement suivant X et Y du jet
primaire

ft,7~g Nombre de moles du constituant par unit6 de
masse du milange.

S Pression A l'entrfie de la chambre de cown-
bustion

3 DZbit dtair dans le foyer 6ldmentaire n*2

Q Deit d'air total dans le foyer.

Debit d'air dans les orifices primaires.

Q't bit d'air dans lea orifices de dilution.

Deb it d'air dana les cannes (Maquette B).

Q; bit d'air dans lea films des cannes (ma-
quette 3).

Dfibit d'air en fond de chambre (Maquette B).

QF Deit dtair dans un film de refroidissement.

Lo DMit d'air prizuaire ne participant A aucune
recirculation dans la zone primaire

Qsu Meit d'air primaire recirculant en fond de
chambre.

QMDeit d'air prilnaire recirculant latdralement.

T, T. Temprature - tenip~riture A l'entr~e du foyer.

Z Volume duracteur 616entaire n*L
VU.Vitssedana.l Jey primaire.

Veotb Viteise de l'air entre le carter et 'le tube
A flaimme.

A, YZ Coordonn~es dans la zone primaire.

4Q ~ Enthalpies de teaction.

Fraction de debit entraTn6

Richesse global du foyer

ifficacitd de combustion

SAngle moyen du jet primaire.

t 9 ractions de de?,it.

'C -a1+4R2 Taux de recirculation global (mesurg
i 9,,+QF avec combustiion).

Taux de recirculation en fond do chambre.

Constante de temps des fils de chauffage
TA, -temps do sdjour moyen Tempa de s~jqur moyen

41acteiir~dd charge du foyer.



I - INTRODUCTIONKLa privision des performances des foyers de turbomachine tant dui point de vue de l'effi-
cacitg de combustion que de la pollution exige jI,2]exige une technique de mod~lisation guffisamment pritci-

se et rdaliste pour tenir compte des divers ph~nomanes dans chaque partie du foyer.
Parmi les mithodes demod~IisationE 3 1., on peut distinguer deux groupes prinaiipaux

le premier consiste A repr~senter chacune des regions principales du foyer par une suc-

du foyer ou meme effectuer une optimisation de ses performances [4]

-selon le second groupe de m~thodes, on 6tudie dans le d~tail chaque region principale
du foyer ainsi la zone primaire ntest plus consid~r~e comme un ou plusieurs r~acteurs 6l~mentai-
res mais comne une zone de combustion turbulente dans un 6coulement tridimensionnel (7-8-9-10-11].

La validation de ces modales n~cessite l'exp~rimentation de diverses chambres de combus-
tion. En particulier, is mise en oeuvre de mod~les nonodimensionnels (succession de r~acteurs 6id-

mentaires) denande une bonne connaissance de la dynamique des gaz dans le foyer. Ainsi ii eat ndces-I
saire d'avoir de3 informations concernant lea riacteurs Slimentaires :emplacement, volume, temps
de adjour, etc...

Dans ce but, une adrie de maquettes(figure 1) a 6tg essayge. La zone prinaire d'un foyer
de turbomachine A a 6t6 matgrialisge sous forme de montages pouvant rdpondre A diffdrentes utili-
sations

-maquettes ou demi-maquettes fonctionnant en air froid pour des nesures de vitesse, de
turbulence, de temps de adjour par thermodilution.

surr la -demi-maquettes placges en tunnel hydraulique afin de visualiser l'dcoulement et d'y me-
srrlatemps de sdjour par comptage de particulei et traitement du signal viddo.

ne anly~mquete compl~te 6tudide avec combustion (relev6 des performances en fonction du rdgi-
me anlys deIscombustion par sondages A l'intdrieur du foyer).

Ces diverses cxpfiriences ayant dnnd des rdsultats juggs trop lids A un type particulier
de chambre, ceux-ci dnL. dtd poursuivia dana un foyer B (figure 1), cette chambre B eat ddrivde de A
mais en diffare par

- le fond de chambre qui eat raccourei,
- is prfisence de canne. a prdvaporisation qui remplacent lea Injecteura de carburant si-Ituds dana lea orifices primaireade A.
-Lea orifices primaires qui sont riduits de maniare a conserver le ddbit primaire malgrg

l'introduction d'air par lea cannes a prdvaporisation,
Le but de cette 6tude ne consiste pas A optimiser ni une chambre de combustion particuliare

iii un rnodale de calcul. Au contraire, on utilise un moddle volontairement simple dont la dfifinition
a appuie sur lea caractdristiquea agrodynamiques effectives des 6coulementa 6tudids.

A partir des rdsultats expdrimentaux recueillis dana lea chambres A et B, une moddlisation
monodimensionnelle a Wt glaborde pour chacune d'elles. Les diffdrences entre ces deux chambres et

leurs performances sofit diacutfies ainsi que lea rdaultats de !a moddlisation.

2.- ETUDE EX.PER1MENTALE SAN4S COMBUSTION
2.1- Maoynsd'essai

Bien que ne permettant pas de prdsenter l'enaemble des phdnomdnes intervenant dana lea
dcoulements avec changement de densit6 et cindt ique chimiqw, Ies 6tudea par simulation sur modales
fonctionnant A froid constituent un o'jtil prdcieux pour la comprdhension de~ l'afirodynamique inter-
ne des chambres de combustion. Pluaieurs 6tudes ont ddjA confira-d la similitude entre 6coulements
avec et sans combustion A condition que lea nombres de Reynolds foipida sur les conditions d'entrge
soient comparables [12-13-14]. Plusieurs maquettes semblables A celles fttdides en combustion ont
donc fait l'objet dt'essais aur lea deux installations suivantes

- un tunnel lydrodynamique
- une veine adrodynamique

2. 1 .1- Tunnelhdo~anje

Sur un tunnel 1hydrodynamique semblable A celui utilis6 par H. WERLE 115] , nous avons
mi.. en oeuvre des techniques ciassiques de visualisation (filets colords, bullea d'air ou d'hydro-
gdne par 6lectrolyse),pou'r prdciaer ia configuration de 1l*'6coulement. Lea visualisations qualita-
tives sont compldtdessous un aspect quantitatif spdcialement utiliad pour lea mesures de temps de
adjour par comptage de microparticules neutres via A via de l'dcoulement (16-18] . Lea tchniques
mises en oeuvre qui font appel au traitement de signaux viddo rdsultant des enregistirements des di-
vers essais, sont largement discutds dana lea rdfdrences [1L et 20]

2.1.2- Veine a~rodnan12ue

La veine akrodynamique sur laquellepeuvent Btre montdes plusieurs types de-maqu tes
[19] permet d'effectuer descartographies tr:,dimensionnelles de vitesse A partir d'un fil chaud
tournant aelon une technique mise au nc'int au CERT [17] . Lea cartographies de vitesse sont compl6-
tfies par des mesures de fonction de rdparcition de temps de sdjour obtenues par une technique on-
ginale de traceur thermique par thermodilution (19] . Cette technique dont le principe eat reprdsent6
a la figure 2 associe un chauffage de l'dcoulement par impulsions 6lectniques calibrdes sur des fils
thermorgsistifs, une mesure de fluctuations de tempfirature par fi chaud a faible taux de surchauffe
et uri 66hantillonnage par m~yenne fiumerique.



2.2- Rdsultants qualitatifs sur les visualisations

Compte tenu de la complexitfi et du caractare fortement tridimenisionnel de l'Ecoulement dans4 la zone primaire, les vicualisations sont indispensables pour permettre d'interprdrer lea diverses mesures
(vitesse, temps de sdjour, etc ... ) effectuges en parallale. Elles permettent aussi de voir rapidement
l'effet dti 5 une modification (gdom~trique ou cinfitique) sur l'ensemble de l'6coulement.

dtdeLa configuration de base A' est la configuration sans canne et avec fond de chambre allong6
on 6tdeensuite 1'influence due A une modification de ces derniers points.

De nombreuses visualhsations par filets colores ont conduit A la description suivante de
l'6coulement. Cette reprdsentation qui montre le caractare fortement tridimensionnel de l'gcoulement
contraste singuliarement avec les schimatisationa habituelles (jet et tourbillon importants en fond de
chambre). Lei jets primaires pdnatrent dans ia chambre en crgant un double systane de tourbillons

- 1atdralement , une paire de tourbillons d'axe OX, qui sont le siage de vitesses glevges,
s'6tendent jusqu'A ia dilution et remontent en partile au fond de chambre (figures3 et 4). Le caractare
fortement instable de leu'i surface de contact se traduit par une alimentation alternative entre ces
derniers.

-par un idger m~uvement hdlicaldal en anoint, ces tourbillons font recirculer, en fond de
chambre, une partie QR± du dfbit primaire Q, - Ce dfibit Q se retrouve en partie dans un tourbillon
de petite taille d'axe OZ assurant ia continuit6 avec le prdcd~dent(tourbillon enfer a cheval).

L Ie reste du ddbit Q alimente une partie du fond de chambre de fagon instationnaire au
voisinage du plan de symdtrie entre orifices (.3)

-Dans leur parcie latdrale et aval, les tourbillons d'axeOX sont aiimentds par la fraction
du dabit primaire et travers~s en leur coeur par le debit Q.RI venant du fond de chainbre.

Enfin une partie Q. du d~bit primaire va directement vera Is dilution quaaiisent sans m~lange
*avec le reate de 1'culmn primaire.

Ces divers commentaires doivent 9tre compldtds par lea deux remarques suivantes

11I est Evident que le passage entre Qj , Q', Qp eat plus continu qu'il n'apparat dana
la description prdcddente mais cetzte derniare a dfija 6tS effectuge dans l'optique d'une moddlisation
par combinaison de r~acteurs 6ldmentaires aliment~s de fagon discrate par diffdrenta d~bits.

-Une part importance du fond de chambre (figure 3) ne participe pratiquement pas A 1'6cou--
lement et peut Btre considdrde comme une zone quasi-morte. Ceci nous a conduit A r~duire le volume de
ce dernier dana la'seconde maquette B.

En dehors de celle portant sur le volume du fond de chambre, la seconde modification..envisagge
concerne is simulation des cannes a prdvaporisation. De nombreux essais ont Etd effectuds A divers d6-
bits en modifiant lea deux paramatres suivants

ddbit descannes - Qc/Q3 (de 0 A 40%)
position des cannes par rapport aux orifices primaires.

Un des r~lea des cannes 6tant d'am~liorer la recirculation du fond de chambre , on a donc
effectud une Etude systdmatique permettant de positionner ces derniares de fagon A obtenir dans tous
les cas de fonctionnement un d~bit QC alimentant le fond de chambre . Lea r~sultats de ces essais (18]
ont conduit A faira d~boucher ces derni~res au 1/3 amont des orifices primaires.

Qualitativement, on ne remarque pas de diffirence notatle avec lea cas sans canine si ce n'est
sur le fond de chambre, point sur lequel rous reviendrona par Is suite (temps de s~jour).

2.3- Masures de vitesse et rBpartition des dfibits

2.3.1- Hesures de vitesse

A Ia figure 5 sont prfisentds quelques rdsultats significatifs sur lea meaures de direction de
vitesse dana la zone primaire obtenues dans le cas suivant

configuration A
V debit total 0,25 kg/s.
* On y retrouve plusieurs 6idmsents obtenus par viaualis'ition (par exemple :tourbillons latd-

raux importants avec mouvemeut h~liqoIdal).iiUn parambtre important pour Is moddlisatio 'n,6tant la part de ddbit (Q 1%) recirculant en fond
de chambre mais in ressortant ensuite (par opposition au ddbit entratin qui reste dans la zone de re-
circulation), noui avons cherchS 1 le meaurer

2.3.2- Mesure degq.

Deux mfthodea compldmentaires ont Wterploydes pour cette mesure

a) a partir des sondages de vitebse (19]

I ~ La premiare mdthode consiste A determiner A partir des cartographies. de vitease et de s
"1trace" dana le plan Y -0, is surface de asparation entre les deux fractions de ddbits suivantes

Iiet ev4 G~'Q

h Les rdsultats de ces mesures, correspondant A ia maquette A, sont prdsentds A la figure 6 enfl fonction des param~tres gdomdtriques (h/H ou n t.idacqe V)

~ ;..b) a partir des temps de s~jour

Dana le, cas ott, comme pour is maquette B', le volume occupl en fond de chambre par l'dcou-lementlement eat connu, la mesure de (temps de sdjour moyen en fond de chambre.) pernet d'accdder 5 Q.



+______

On mesure de fagon semblable Q par
Q1 fQRj Q

Les essais obtenus sur un bane hydraulique (§242) sont pr~sent~s A la figure 7 pour 0. Q-//,35 2.
d'n Les valeurs pour Q,.= 0 sont compatibles avec les essais pr~cedents, ce qui confirme l'existence

d'nvolume mort en fond de chambre dans le cas de la maquette At. On notera avec intgr~t lea ivolutions

de Q~tI Q, Q avec Qc/Q-.

2..4- Yeue-etmsde sgiour

Pour completer les essais en vue de parfaire la mod~lisation, nous avons cherch6 a dater- "
miner la fonction de distribution de temps de s~jour ; (t) (ou F (a)fonction de repartition) en di-
vers point du foyer. La technique, classique dana son principe, consiste a injecter en entree une fai-
ble concentration Ce(-C) d'un traceur que V'on d~tecte en sortie (CA(t)); on montre ais~ment que dans
ce ca [ 21]

C4 60
Sur ce principe et compte tenu des imp~ratifs ligs A ces essais (emplacement, temps de rdponse ...)

nous avons mis en oeuvre deux techniques originales de mesure.
2.4.1- mcs res su banc agrodynam*se.

La techniqte par thermodilution dana laquelie C:,L)correspond A un 6chelon descendant per-
met done d'obtenir rapidement, en un point quelconque du foyer, la fonction de repartition de temps de
atjjour F (.t) entre l'entr~e de la zone primaire et le point de mesure par

F -t CA'(4)

cas ', - 25 rn/a. Cette valeur correapond A un optimum compte tenu du niveau du signal de temparature

A mesurer et du rapport entre le temps de s~jour moyen et la constante du temps des fils de chauffage
de 1'gcoulement.

2.4.1.1 - Mesures en aval de la- zne primaire

Pour tous lea points aitu6s en aval et dana la zone de dilution, lea courbes de d6-
croissance en temp~rature sont semblables et prfisenten t lea caract~ristiques suivantes (fig. 8).

I/ aux premiers instants suivant le refroidiasement, la tempdrature conserve la valeur
initiale Te pendant une dur~e Ato d~pendant du point de mesure,

2/ vient ensuite une zone de transition de 10 A 20 ma,

3/ enfin, suit une zone de dficroissance plus ou momns exponentielle dont la conatante

de temps mesur~e , pratiquement ind~pendant6 du point de mesure, vaI ut sensiblement

155 ma (valeur exacte :115 d 120 ms) (y compris la zone de transition).f

Lea courbes de d~croissance en .tempgrature comportent deux types d'informationa
concernant d'une part, la fonction de r~partition de temps de s~jour en sortie de
zone primaire et d'autre part, la nature de la zone de dilution.I

En effet, la fraction du signal correspondant aux portions (2) et (3) ainsi qu'a
4 une partie de la zone (1), eat caractfiristique de la fonction de distribution de

temps de s~jour en sortie de.12ne piie.Ce signal, 'arrivjant A l'entr~e de la zone
de dilution eat ensuite translt dan ctte derniare, sins deformation et sur une
dur~e d~pendante de la distance du point de mesure a l'entr~e.
Ce r&cultat eat confirmfi par le trac6 (fig. 8) do At o en fonction de l'abacisse. Aprbs
une zone de transition localis~e au niveau des orifices de dilution, ces c6urbes qua-
siment lin~aires dana la zone de dilution ont une pente dont la valeur

- "' 3,4, m/s

semble tout a fait compatible avec la vitease moyenne de l'dcoulement (3,1 m/s) dana
cette zone et conduisenit A modfiliser la dilution comme un rdacteur de type piston.

2.4.1.2 - Mesures en sortie et dana la zone Primaire

Led courbes de d~croiiaance en temfiprature (fig. 9) sont semblableas aux pr~c~dentes
minis 1ci 'C et Atiddpendefit du point de mesure. En sortie de zone primaire, lea 6carts entre courbea
ymontrent bien le civactare inhomogane de 1'6coulimn

- Rsultats ideatiques dans lea tourbillons iatfiraux (.i' 10 a i5)
-Dans le plan de sym~trieZ - 0 des relevfis diffirents correspondant a des trajeta d' cou-

lement difffirents (la fraction de Op inteicepdeq se ti~aidisant-par une diiainu.tion de Tp au!"-ente vera la
.7one-d'imoact des jets 7 -0').

On retrouve cette disparitE dana la zone primaire
-temps de se~joui moyen tr6s variable* (200 ma en fond de chambre, 140 ma a 170 ma

lat~ralement, 100 ma a 140 ma en aval des jets '(fig. 9) )

-courbes iso Ato (fig.1O) permettant de retrouver la prdaence de tourbillons latii-
raux (coupe B -B') et la convergence di 1'6coulement entre orifices en fond de chambre~coupe A-A,').



Ces quelques r~sultats montrant 1'impossibilitE d'une mod~lisation de la zone primaire sous
forme d'une combinaison simple de rdacteurs filimentaires, nous ont conduit 1 compldter ces mesures,
stir banc hydraulique pzr comptage de particules.

2.4.2 - Mesures stir bane hydraulique

Dpns ce cas, la mesure se fait en comptant, au moyen des techniques ddcrites en (20], les
tampa de sdjour pour un nombre significatif,(200 A 500 buivant las essais),de particules nautres par
rapport A l'6coulement dont on petit modifier le point d'injection.

Lea mesuras sont ef fectu~es aux points suivants

- sortie de fond de chambra,
- sortie de zone primaire.

Apras avoir vdrifie' l'ivolution des temps de s~jour suivant tine loi ' tq4'en fonction
du ddbit Q, on prdsente les principaux rdsultats correspondents au cas d'6coulement suivant

Q= 50 cmh/ par orifice primaire

2.4.2.1 - Meaures en sortie de fond de chambra
Dana le cas Qj= isreuttsp0en7 ir conduisent a adopter pour le fond de

chambra tin r~acteur homogine (ceci eat possible puisque la sortie et l'antrge en sont confondus).

Dana le cas Q0, 0 pour tenter de prdciaar ce point, nous avons compldtfi chaque mesure par
tin suivi de la particule ati moyen de la cam~ra video de fagon A associer a chaqtie temps de transit,
tin trajet de particule. Les trajeta caractfiristiqies sont schimatis~sik la figure 12 stir laquelle on
peut diatinguer:

-Les particules entralln~is par le jet des cannes-at faisant tin (oti plusiatirs) aller et
retour aui fond de chambre ati voisinage du plan 9 - 0. Lea courbes donnant Pf-t) pour ces aetiles parti-
cules sont caractdriatiquea de rdacteurs piston avec tine certaine diffusion (fig.12).

-Les particulas entralinfes par lea tourbillona lat~raux e- fond de chambre aui voisinage du
plan a - + 30.

L'exanien des courbea conduit donc. dana ce cas, a identifier tin r~acteur piston suivi d'un
foyer homogane (fig.12).

Remargue :Cette analyse conduirait A une moddlisation asaz fine qui a 6t6 enauite simplififie dana
le but de ne pas Btre trop particulikre a ce type de foyer, D'autre part, certainea configurations
(par axemple avec retaur) ne sont pas modilisables actuallemant.

2.4.2.2 - Mesures en-sortie de rfcteir lAtfiral

Lea courbea cariespondant ati r~acteir latdral se prdsentent toutas de la mime fagon
avec un temps de transit (l'entrfie at la sortie ne sont plus confondw.j et tine courbe exponentielle.
On le moddlise donc par tin foyer hornogane en sfirie avac tin rdacteur piston (Fig. 13).

Notons aussi qua dana ce cas, on ne trouve aucuna diff~rence significative sur lea
temps de s~joui suivant qua lea particulas employ~es viennent

- soit du fond de chambre avec le ddbit Q~j+ Qc.
- soit latfiralement avec le debit Q1A.
Ce point, important aui niveai de la modelisation, montre done qua l'ansemble des par-

K-ticulas traverse ce rdactaur avac tin debit noyan QM;t + Qt. Qc.
-Masure,, 6n aval duet

Dana ce cas, lea courbas non pr~sentges ici (18] saint caractdristiquas d'un rdactaur piston
comportant tine l~gare dtkffusion.

Ainsi cat ensemble de mesures :r~partition des debits, fonction de distribution de
tamps de afijour at valaur manne saint a ddfinir l'emplacement, le volume, la nature at la rdparti-

Iftion des debits de s rhacttirs 616mentaires titilisga dana la mod~ljaation (J 4.2).

3.* ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DE LA COMBUSTION

3.1 - Moes_ d 'esss

On dispose de deux maquettes reprgsentant las chambres de combustion A et B C--ig. 1). Po'Ir cha-
cuna de ces datix maquattes la rdpartition des d~bits, estimfe par les rapports de surfaces effectives
de passage, a'effectue coma, suit,-

- air pfiaire 28,2 Z
- air de dilution 39,2 %
- air de refroidiasemant 32,612

La difference essentiallee4ntre lea deux maqu'.ttes rid ans la gdomatrie de la zone primaire.

En particulier,. le -choix de la position 'des 'c~nsApriviporisation a 6t optimisge a e nct de
visualisations en canal bydriulique at 'de's r6dsult'ats de mesures dfficacit6 de combustion obtenus

prisio A 'in~riurdu foyer pa i1 bar



Les conditions d'essai sont contr~ldes en temps reel pendant les essais. Pour divers r6-
gimes du foyer, et en diverses positionsde sondage A l'int~rieur de la chambre (fig.1), on prdlave

j.lea produits de combustion dana une petite bouteille. Ces fichantillons sent analysis par chromatogra-
phie en phase gazeuse. Un premier chromatographe permet de doser le gaz carbonique et le m thane.
Un second chromatographe s~pare oxyde de carbone, azote et oxygane tandis qu'un tioisi~me isole l'hy-
drog~ne. L'analyse des oxydes d'azote est r~alisge au moyen d'un appareil classique 9 chimilumines-
cence.

Deux types d'exp~riencesont fit6 conduites dans ces chambres de combustion. Des exp~riences
d~crivent l'~tat du foyer du poit.t de vue des espaces chimiques pour -un regime de fonctionnement par-
ticulier. Cette s~rie d'expgriences a 6t r~alis~odans la maquette A et reprise d'une mani~re plus
d~taill~e dans la maquette B. La seconde sdrie d'experiences avait pour but d'6valuer le fonctionne-
ment global de la chambrL de combustion A. Pour diffdrents regimes - c'est-a-dire diff~rents points
de fonctionnement caract~risgs par Q, Te et Y- on relave des efficacit~s de combustion, niveaux de
pollution en des positions caract~ristiques 1 l'intgrieur du foyer(entrge et sortie de la zone pri-
maire, sortie du foyer).

3. -Anls el cmuto ' int&rieur de la chambre

Lea points de sondage a l'intdrieur du foyer (fig.1) sur toute l'envergure dc celui-ci sont
choisis en fonction des r~sultats desvsualisations. Ainsi les positions 1, 2, 3 correspondent au fond
de la chasibre, lea points 4,5 et 6 A l'aval des orifices primaires et la position 7 A la sortie du

0foyer.
Le rdgime pour lequel les sondages ont 6t effectufis correspond a l'adaptation de la cham-

bre de combustion A (Q - 530 g/s ; To - 545 K ; j=0,226). En vue de comparer lea r~sultats dana
lea chambres A et B, ce regime a 6t6 conservd pour lPs essais dana la maquetto B.

Lea sondages effectugs en fond de chambre position 2ne permettent pas do d~celer une orga-
nisation tras nette de 1'6coulement. L'alimentation alternge des tourbillons occupant cette region
par le debit Qt, peut expliquer cette absence d'organisation. La richesso y eat toujours plus grande
que I et le degr6 d'avancement de la combustion inf~rieur A 0,5.

En aval de la zone primaire, le plan de sym~trie du foyer (Y -0 ; position 5) et le plan
contenant lea axes des tourbillons lat~raux (Y - ± I5 ; position 4 et 6) sent explores. Apras avoir
v~rif i6 la syn~trie du f oyer pour lea positions4 et 6, on pout voir pur la f igure 14 quo 1'6coulement ea t
maintenant bien organia6 autour des jets d'air primairo. En effet, la p~riodicit6 do la richesse eat

k la mame que celle de l'injection du carburant qui se aitue au niveau des orifices primaires des chain-
bros A et B. Le choix du point de fonctionnement du foyer ((? 0,22) conme 6tant le point d'adapta-
tion de la chambre A eat justifi6 par le fait que V'on retrouve bien une richoase inoyenne proche deI
A la sortie de la zone primaire. On retrouve 6galement quo le ddbit Qc a modifi6 l'adaptation de la
chambre B puisque la richesse nayenne nWest plus quo 0,61. En re alculant le raep4Zrts des debits d'air
6valu~s a ce niveau pour lea configurations A et B, on obtient I, 48 qui eat
de l'ordre du rapport *1,64 (QF eat le debit dana un film do refloi issement ne 1, chambre,
Q. dana celui de la cixnne et Q gole ddbit dana le fond de la chambro B -voir mod~lisation -(# 4.2)

Lea relevds effectu~s en position 5 (fig. 15) donnent des r~sultats tr~s diffdrents de ceux
de la position 4. Cotte partie du foyer eat ,en effet, directoment alimentge par in fraction des
jetsa primaires non carbur~e et nerecirculaitpas (QL,). La richesse moyenne nWest plus que de l'ordre
de 0,1 pour lea deux chambres A et B. De plus la richesse 6tant minimale dans l'axe des jets priinsi-

tea, on peut dire quo le carbuiant pr~sont A cet endroit eat amen6 par diffusion issue de tourbillons
latdraux et non par convection A partir des orifices prinaireG.

3.3 - Influence du r~gimE sur le fonctionnement de la-chambre
-- - - - - -- - - - -

foyer Cos oxpfiriences avaient pour but de determiner l'effet du r~gime sur lea performances du
fyr(rendement, pollution). Ainsi pour chaque point de fonctionnement du foyer, on relive lea va-

leurs moyennoa des concentrations sur une traversde aux points 2, 4 et 7 do la maquette A, cc qui Per~
met d'atteindre le degri d'avancement de la combustion. Des relevfis du mime genre ont dgalement 60
effectugs~sur la maquette B mais d~n mani~re momns syst~matique. La figure 16 montre l'effet do la
richosse sur l'nficct de combustion. Ces r~sultats exp~rimentaux qui pr~sentent une dispersion
importante en raison dos h~t.6rog~n6!tds .1 lintfirieur du foyer sent compargs aux predictions d'un cal-
cul (voir 4.3).I: 'gvolution des oxydes d'azote en fonction do la richease (fig. 17) s'intorpr~te assez fa-
cilement. L'accroissemont du NO avoc la richessoe dure jusqu'5 une richosse voisine de cello do l'adap-
tation (T - 0,22). Au-dels do cette valour NO dttcrott tandis quo NOe..continue do croltre. Cot acerois-
senent s'expliqu6 par l'apport d'air d6 dilution a l'aval do la zone primaire :le NO contizizedo a'oxy-
der en NO2..

4. NODELE MONODIMHENSIONNaLDE.-FOYER

4.1 rPrincie de la modglisation

Lea r~sultats prdsent~s .et discut~s dana los paragraphes pr~c~dents ont permis des recou-
pements qualitatif a avec lea essais en a~rodynamique pure. Dana le but d'avoir uno interprdtation
quantitative. du comporteme *nt du foyer, ufie mod~lisation simple a 6t6 entreprise. Ce typo do mod~lisa-
tion qui consisti Arepefsenter l0 foyer par une sfirie do foyers 616mentaires s'appuie sur l'ensemble
des renaeigncments acq'ui's au cours des visualisations, meaures a~rodynamiques, etc...* En of fet, la

dsrt'isai d- la chanr do 'Combustion en r~acteurs 616mentaires eat facilit~e par los visuali-
sations en tinne1 hydraulique qui ont localis6 l6a zones oe recirculation. Les mesures do temps do
r~ijour out permis de d~terminer la nature des r~acteurs 6i~mentaires-(homog~ne oude typo piston).
De ma me'le choix, dilarpaitibn de's debits datis ces r~acteurs oat la consequence des mesures do
taux do recirculation .

W-



Cette moddlisation semi-empirique s'appuie sur les travaux de R. BORGHI [411. Rappelons-en
bri~vement le principe g~n~ral :on reprdsente la chambre de combustion par une suite de ftr~aceurs
chimiques de volumes variables. On peut introduire dans chacun de ces foyers des entrdes d'air ou de
carburant qui simulent dilution, cannes A prdvaporisation... .On peut calculer les conditions d'en-
trde du ikme r~acteur A l'aide des conditions de sortie du rdacteur Ci - 1) et des conditions de l'a-
limentation en air, qZ et~ea carburant tZ de ce ii~1e rdacteur. Il suff it d'6crire lea bilans 6ner-
gdtiques et de masse. Le ie~ne rdacteur est cazactgris6 par q., k., Tez tempdrature d'entrde, et l7lle
volume du r~acteur. Le problame consiste A d~terminer le degre- dfavancement de la'combustion Slzat-
teint dans chacun des rdacteurs pour un temps de sdjour donnfi

(avec

Les ph~nomanes de combustion et de pollution dana le foyer sont scbdmatisgs par deux rdactions
chimiques

Ve,+ ?40.1 NO~

Les lois de proaiuction utilisges dons le calcul sont

-pour la rdaction gnergfitique (30]

et Wi. 7'Z M% ,)(T

L'accroissement de temperature provoqud par la combustion est 6gal a

ou/=ee + A 2Q ft,1.N 2 ,-iNJ e_

et 4,5 -4,5

-pour la r~action de pluin(tn~canisme de Zelov oc )
W, 6 14 42  6- o

6 2 Q -A,S AO5

La mdthode de calcul de et des produits polluants eat indiqu~e par R. BORGHI dane 4 .

4.2 - A Dlication aux fovers 6tudi~s

L'ensemble des expdriences en air froid et en tunnel hydrodynamique conduit A un mod~le
different pour chaque chambre A ou B. Ces modales sont ddcrits figure 18 pour l'emplacement des r6-
acteurs et figure 19 pour la rdpartition des ddbits.

La zone primaire de Ia maquette A eat diviade en trois rdacteurs 616mentaires. L~e ddbit d'air
primaire Q3. se partage conime suit

- QjR. qui alimente le rdacteur I (celui-ci recevant de plus le carburant)
- Qjj. qui constitue une partie du debit total Q'.R.alimentant le rdacteur 3 Wi%% , QSL + Q,).

- Qp qui ne pa1rticipa pas a !a recirculation d~hs la zone primaire va directement dans ler~acteur 4,
+ ~~Ce rdacteur 4 constitue le premier 6ldment de la zone de dilution. II regoit un dfibit

Qp+Q/+Qj (Q2. ddbit total de l'air de dilution). Le r ,acteur 5, deu-xi~me fil~ment de la zone de
dilution regoit Qi /2 -& QF tandis que le rdacteur piston 6 n(esi plus alimefit6 que par le dernier
film de refroidissement. Les r~sultats des miesures de temps de s~jour (fig.8) justifient l'assimila-
tion du r~acteur 6 A un rdacteur piston. V QR4

Le choix de QR, ayant 6t6ddtermin6 par lea mesures de '- , ~ reitait a ddfinir. Un
taux de recirculation glba" = d2~ td dvalu6 indirectement lors des essais avec combustion.

Cette mdthode bas~e sur la propriftdde l'eau do r~duire lea oxydes d'azote dams une chaambre de com-
J t I bustion eat expos~e dana [ 3911. La valeur de $ retehue pour la modglisation eat 0,7 tandis que '=0.,36.

Cette valeur'T= 0,7 eat compatible avec cello de &L.. atirnde pour Q,./Qj -0 (fig.?). Lea vo-

lumes Lan dgutsd do ~aiohd chab±b et des temps de sdjour mesurels.
1amdl-aind6l aui B .est pI lui comple'xe. La prieici des, caiines modif ie non seu-

lement lea dabits QRI, Qk, elt Qp maii aw~si la disporition et.la nafte des r~acteurs dana la zone
primaire. Le I agcteifr piston,. I et le rhateur h,)mon 2 iiulent 1e food de 1a chambre. Le rdacteur
I ettravers6 pai, Q, ~dit caiihe, augmnne r~ action -7 d&e6i'_ t_ eiaf' Q,' ~ q '1/3) et du' carburant. Le
racteur 'iqit Qj + Qj'. ei la fraccion' (3 -1ir ') d6 Q~. Le ddbit'alimrnint,3,est constitu di

Rt Q R+ Ce rdacteur eo-t sii u rdacteur pitn 4.Lsralur uints sock 'ide tiques

Cependant, cette modfilisation retenue pour t u de la combustion prdaente des diffdrences
par rapport A la moddlisation originelle sans combustion, en plus de. la .pr~sence des ddbits Q.j Qfcet
d apras lea mesuros de tempa de s~jour). D6 plus, dams la moddlisation ave combustion, on a simpli-



fi6 la rdpartition des ddbits en fixant W1= 1. En fait, paur prendre en compte la valeur rdellsejY= 0,6,
ii suff it de choisir les volumes des r~acteurs I et 2 en zccord avec les temps de s~joui mesurgs ef-
fectivement pour q=0,6.

Il est possible dt retrouver la fonction de transfert qui calcule la distribution des temps
de s~jour en a~rodynamique pure dans ls foyer A A l'aids d'une modfilisation diff~rent idgarement de
celle avec combustion (fig. 19);

- un r~acteur fictif simule is constants de temps des fils de chauffags utiiisds pour la
mesure des temps de sijour (S 2.4'.1).

- le rdactsur I - 2 rempiace les rdacteurs I et 2 du cas avec combustion.

- ie rdacteur 3 est suivi maintenant d'un, rdacteur piston 3'

- is rdacteur piston 4' regoit le ddbit Qp qui, dans is cas avec combustion, alimentait
sans intermddiaire la zone de dilution.

Les rdsultats du caicul sont compards aux expdriences effectuies a la sortie de ia zone
primaire (fig. 20) :l'accord satisfaisant dimontre que iedi~coupagede la zone primaire en foyers 61d-
mentaires peut reprdsenter la chaxabre de combustion A.

4.3 R16sultats des calculs

L'dtude de la stabiiit6 du foyer a 6t6 entreprise avec ies mod~les de chambre A et B et
les r~suitats num~riques et expfirimentaux sont compargs sur is figure 21. L'accord pour le foyer A
est bon mais un peu moins satisfaisant pour B quoique !s tendance soit correctement pr~dite (richesseflimite d'extinction pauvre pratiquement constante avec is regime). Ceci constitus une nouvelie justi-
fication a postgriori des moddlisations retenues. En offet, ce sont les r~acteurs num6:otAds I dans is
moddiisation de is figure 19 (rdacteur h'omogane pour A et piston pour B) qui conditionnent ces iimi-
tes d'extinction. De pius, i'utilisation des valeurs Q~t et Qc +1 Qll trouv~es lora des essais a
froid, comme debits alimentant ies rdacteurs 1 de A et B n'est p5 itrrdhliste.

La p-6diction des performances globales du foyer est donng figure 16 pour ce qui concerns
1lniluence de YQ sur i'efficacitfi de combustion 4 i'entrde, sortie ds is zone primaire et sortie du
foyer. Dins ces deux cas de chambre de combustion, on constate un bon accord pour i'sntrge ds is zone
primaire. Les rdsultats sont momns satisfaisants en sortie de is zone primaire. La moddlisation de ia
chambre B qui eat pourtant pius fine que cells uciiisds pour A (pas de r~acteur piston en sortie du
r~acteur 3) ne donne pas des rdsuitats meilleurs. La raison ds cette dispersion doit Btre cherch~e au

Lnivsau des hypothases introduites pour lea reactions chimiques. Ces hypoth~ses sont insuffisantes
pour prddire misux que des tendances. Ceci eat encore plus net pour la prddiction des oxydes d'azote
(fig. 17) pa is m~canisme de Zeidovitch ne peut prendre en compte is formation des oxydes d'azote A
faible richesse. MalgrC ce d~faut, qui pourra Ztre filimind par introduction d'uns cin~tique chimique
plus compl~te et r~aliste, is tecnnique de moddlisation adoptds permet de reproduire fid~ie'sent lsa
tendances de comportement de chambre de combustion de types diff~rents. Ainsi l'am~lioration de per-
formances en passant de A A B eat bien rendue par cette modglisation au prix d'un calcul simple et
d'bypothases limities 6tay6 e par des eipgriences.

5. CONCLUSION

Dans is but de vAider un mod~isparticuli~rment simple de chambre de combustion , deux en-
sembles d'expdriences ont 6t6 conduits sur des maquettes sch~matiques fonctionnant avec ou sans com-
bustion. iss principaux r~sultats sont les suivantsz

Les visualisations hydrodynamiques compldtdes ensuite par lea cartographis de vites~e
ont conduit a une description relativement fine de lls~rodynamique dans is zone primaire. En parti-
culier, on a mis en evidence is double sysame tourbillonnaire alimentant is zone primaire d'une part
en fond de chambre, d'autre part latdralement. La rdpartition du d~bit primaire dans les diffdrentea
zones a Vu Btre 6valu~e ainsi que lVinfluence de divers paramatres (angle de jets, ddbit et position
des caunes A1 prdvaporiaation).

Ces mesures ont dtd complitdes, toujours a froid, par deo mesures, en tout point de !a chain-
bre, de fonction de r~partition des temps dle sejour obtenus par diverasa techniques.

La comparaison avec les essais en combustion a 6d effectude en estimant dana ce cas is
ddbi reirci~ ina qu denomreu prl~vmens (O, O1,CO, C02, N2, 02) en divers points choisis en

fonction de I'afirodynaaique. Pans cc dernier cas aussi, on a pu6aurl~ouindspromne

fyrLe madale monodimensionnel utilis6, qui diff~re par certains points des sch~mas habitusile-
ment employds, a done dtC dlaborS A partir de ces diverges donne-es experimentales. Le modale permet

a aussi de calculer les performnances 'giobales du foyer ainsi que le's fonctions de distribution de temps
de sdjour en sortie de rdacteurs 616mintaires. Bien que is modale utilisi soit volontairement simpli-
fiii, en particuiier pour l'agrodynamique (ii ne prend pas en compte tous lea rdsultats obtenus en par-
ticulier is taux de debit entraTnd) et ia ch 'imie (oxydes de carb 'ons et NO prdcoce), les r~sultats ob-
tenus sont en bon accord. Cependant, une tells mod~lisation 616st appiayge sur l'analyse de i'gcouie-
ment faite au prdalable. Ii east probable'que pour 6tudier une autre chainbre, ii faudrait refaire cette
6tude ; en particulier, Is prdsence d'injecteurs a6rodynamiques ("sivirlir") changerait is dynamique
des gaz. Pour s'affranchir de cette analyse agrodynamique, ii faut faire des calculs tridimensionnels

beaucoup plus compliqu~a tels que deux actuellement ddveloppfis a 1'ONERA [It ].
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DISCUSSION

D.C.Dryburgh, US
I would like to link this paper with Professor Odgers' paper and the remarks I was making in defence of complex
models. I was very delighted by these beautiful flow visualisations. Tie remark I would really like to make, is that
if you have got a good aerodynamic model that will reproduce these results you can use that model to quantify the
pictures that we got. We saw, that when you injected the dye into different points in a particular hole the flow
went in different places; it behaves in completely different ways. If you can simulate that in a model and store
the results you can do all sorts of things with such results. You can use it to predict your residence times, to fit in
to the other plug flow and mixed reactors that you used. You can use a complex model as a starting point for all
sorts of calculations. You can do the flow visualisation in great detail. If you have got the right sort of computor
display facilities, you can look at your film from different points of view and use it to give people a good under-
standing of what is going on in the combustion chamber. It is one of the great attraction of a complex flow model.
The other statement I would like to point out is that these models very often have to be done cold. Our experience
has been that although the flow may not appear to change very greatly, when you light up a flame, there are some
quite important changes which you obviously cannot predict by any flow visualisation techniques. So, I feel there
are limitations to the use of water analogy.

Rdponse d'Auteur
Nous n'avons pas pu prdsenter dans le d6tail les techniques exp6rimentales de visualisation. Le film prdsent6 est
qualitatif, mais comme vous avez pu voir, nous tentons aussi de faire de la visualisation quantitative. Pour chaque
film rdalis6 nous disposons d'enregistrements sur magndtoscope des images video, qui sont ensuite traitdes par
ordinateur. On peut alors obtenir soit des mesures de temps de sdjour par suivi de particules, par colorimdtrie. I1
est aussi pr6vu de faire de la trajectographie.

Nous pensons effectivement qu'il n'est pas possible de montrer l'influence de la combustion. Malgr6 tout, les simula-
tions A froid montrent, dans un premier temps et de manidre qualitative, la configuration de l'deoulement. Et
d'apr~s notre experience il n'y a pas de diff6rence fondamentale (toujours d'un point de vue qualitatif) entre les cas
avec ou sans combustion.

* W.Krockow, Ge

Can you please comment on the possible wall influence on the residence time distribution you measured?

Rdponse d'Auteur
SLes rsultats pr6sontds sent obtenus sur une demi-maquette. Avant d'effecter des mesures sur cette demi-maquette,

*Ldeux sries de tests on 6t6 effectu6s:

- comparaison, sur une maquette complete et une demi-maquette, des modules et direction des vitesses moyennes
dans la zone primaire. Nous n'avons pas vu de diff6rence fondamentale.

* - compzraison 6galement sur les mesures de temps de s6jour moyen et de la fonction distribution de ces temps de
s6jour. [A aussi pas de diff6rence notable entre les deux experiences.

~Par centre les m~canismes d'interaction entre jets (battements) peuvent 6tre modifids selon qu'ils sent dtudi~s dans

une demi chambre ou une chambre complete.

'l
U I .
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